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RT—l3327
cc: Mr. Altman
standard Dzst
Mr. Adairai Mr. Kusinski.Mi Mr. Foreman
Mr. Schmalzbact
vflr. Rosholt
Hr Binkley

RESOLUTION IPUST CORPORATION
ResolvingTheCrish

RestoringTheConfidence

May 4, 1994

Ms. Jenny Mummert
Administrative Aide
Subcommittee on Treasury -
Postal Service and General Oversight
Committee on Appropriations
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Ms. Mummert:

On March 8, I994, Secretary Bentsen appeared before the
Subcommittee at a hearing on the Department of the Treasury's
Fiscal Year 1995 budget request. As a result of that hearing,
Representative Wolf submitted written questions to be answered
for the record of the hearing.

As a partial response_to question three from Representative wolf
and as requested by the Department of the Treasury, the
Resolution Trust Corporation is pleased to release the enclosed
memorandum dated February 18, 1994, from our Designated Agency
Ethics Official, Mr. Arthur J. Kusinski, to former RTC Interim
CEO Roger C. Altman regarding Madison Guaranty matters.

we hope this information is of assistance to you. If you have
any questions, please let me know.

L
Peter E. Knight
Director
Office of Governmental Relations
(202) 416-7314

Enclosure

cc: Honorable Roger C. Altman

mi I/Th§rBe!.NW\A(1:fI'(1fU\.DC.1U-<Cl4
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February 18, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: Roger G. Altman
Interim Chief Executive Officer

FROM: Arthur J. Kusinski _.._
'

Ethics Officer
c1JUé~<\1/

'

and
Designated Agency Ethics Official

SUBJECT: RTC Madison Guaranty Hatters

SUMMARY:

You have sought advice from your RTC ethics counselor as to whether
your longstanding personal relationship with the President gives
rise to a legal obligation to recuse yourself from matters that may
come before the RTC that may affect financial interests of the
President or his family. I have carefully considered your inquiry,
and conclude that the decision whether to participate in such
matters is not mandated by ethics statues or regulations. Thus, you
have the discretion to participate or not, as you determine to be
appropriate. I note, however, that it is not necessary for you to
decide whether to participate in any particular matter until such
time as the matter comes before you.

DISCUSSION:
I

The only ethics statute or regulation which is relevant to your
request for advice is 5 CPR 2635.502 ("section 502"), which is
entitled "Personal and Business Relationships". That provision
encourages an official who has a relationship with a person who is
a party to a Government matter in which the official is called upon
to act, and is concerned that the relationship would raise an issue
of impartiality, to contact the agency's ethics officials. You have
done so.

Ethics officials then must determine whether your relationship with
the President is a "covered relationship" as that term is defined
by 5 CPR 2635.502(b)(l). Officials have a "covered relationship"
with: (1) a "person" with whom the official has or seeks a
business, contractual or other financial relationship; (2) a member
of their household or a relative with whom they have a close
personal relationship; (3) a "person" with whom certain of the

so: I7msneer ~.w Woshingtor0.020-1.3-:
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official's relatives has or seeks employment or Similar
relationships; (4) a "person" for whom the official has served as
an employee, attorney or in a similar capacity within the last year;
and (S) an organization other than a political party in which the
official is an active participant such as a chairman of one of the
organization's committees. For purposes of these regulations, the
term "person" does not include the Federal Government and/or
officials of the Federal Government acting in their official
capacities. 5 CPR 263S.l02(k). You clearly have none of these
relationships with the President, and therefore you are not in a
"covered relationship" with him. As the section S02 regulation
operates, only "covered relationships" standing alone raise
questions of appearances of loss of impartiality as a statutory or
regulatory matter.

In considering your request for advice, I am aware that your only
relationship with the President is one that would be fairly
characterized as a longstanding personal friendship. However, you
and the President do not now and have not in the past participated
together in business or financial transactions‘. While a personal
relationship such as yours with the President is a factor to be
considered (along with others) in deciding whether the circumstances
raise a question as to your impartiality in a matter that may affect
the President's interests, standing alone it is not determinative.
In its Preamble to the publication of the final Executive branch
standards of conduct regulations, OGE specifically considered
whether a "close personal friendship," standing alone, should be
considered a "covered relationship," and decided that it should not.
57 FR 35026 (1993).

I have consulted with the Office of Government Ethics concerning
this issue. OGE believes that your decision, as to whether to
participate in an RTC matter that nay affect a financial interest
of the President, is not a matter that is mandated by ethics
statutes and regulations. OGE also believes that the ethics advice
I provided to you in these circumstances is within the discretion

‘ Title l8 U.S. Code, section 208 prevents an official from
participating for the Government in a matter affecting a financial
interest of the official or certain other persons and
organizations. You have neither a personal financial interest in
the matters before the RTC nor a relationship with the President
.who may have such an interest) of the kind that is relevant for
purposes of 18 U.S.C. 208. Section 208 would impute to you the
financial interest of the President only if he were your general
partner or a person with whom you were negotiating or had an
arrangement for prospective enployrent. Thus, that provision does
not create any bar to your parti:;;ation in the RTC's dec;sion:
concerning those matters.

9799
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of the ethics official of the affected agency; and that the decision
whether to participate in RTC matters that may involve the interests
of the President is within your discretion. I have also consulted
with the Designated Agency Ethics Official at the Department of the
Treasury who concurs with me in this analysis.

In summary, it is my opinion that there is no legal reason to
preclude you from acting on such matters. Regardless of whether you
decide to recuse yourself, there will be no legal objection to that
decision.

RECOMMENDATION 2

In deciding whether to recuse yourself, I recommend that you
consider certain factors in making your decision. Certainly, youshould take into consideration your longstanding personal
relationship with the President. You should also consider the
nature and importance of your role as the RTC's CEO in the Madison
matter; the sensitivity of this matter; the difficulty in assigning
this matter to another individual at the RTC; the likelihood that
a reasonable person with full knowledge of the facts would question
your impartiality; and the effect that this matter may have upon the
President's financial interests. This listing is not exclusive, and
you may have other factors which you may want to consider as well.
That is within your discretion. In considering these factors, I of
course stand ready to advise you if you should so desire.
Finally, the regulations do not require government officials to
recuse themselves from actions which are not specifically before
them. Therefore, you may wish to defer a decision on your recusal
until such time as a particular aspect of the Madison Guaranty
matter is presented to you for consideration or decision.*

. understand that the =__t ._ of .1? -i~ns may :~
flJN(1 cl

)

I.) C
L

O1‘.
.

| I v 1 ll I D 1 D1 U
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To: Carol Obrien@0GR@RTCDC
Cc: ajk
E :
From: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Subject: re: Altman recusal
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 1994 13:54:09 EDT
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

I called Treasury and they said their package just went up to the hill.
Pls copy us on the final letter that Peter signs and you send out.

Their document went out under a cover to Ms. Mummert dated 5/3/94. I will
bring you a copy as you requested.

9801
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To: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Cc:
BF":
F. m: Carol Obrien@OGR@RTCDC
Subject: Altman recusal
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 1994 13:46:44 EDT
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

v

Just a reminder that the letter to the Subcommittee on Altman recusal
transmitting Mr. Kusinski's memo of February 18, is still awaiting your
instructions on when this should be sent.

9862
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DEPARTMENT OF THE
____xasasuax_____

Date: 5/3/94

TO: Jenny Hummert
H—164

SUBJECT: Edited Transcripts

Attached is an edited transcript tor the Secretary's March 8
hearing before the Subcommittee.

Please note the follovinq things regarding the attached transcript:

o Responses to tour questions by Representative Wolf will
be provided as soon as possible.

Please let me know it this office can be of any further assistance.

4%.‘.
Anne Porovski
Office of Budget
622-2245

98(3
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To: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Cc:
Br‘:
F. 4; Carol Obrien@OGR@RTCDC
Subject: re: Altman recusal
Date: Friday, April 29, 1994 7:47:23 EDT
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

Thanks, I'm waiting to hear from you. If Treasury sent a cover letter, ask if
you can have a copy.

9804
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TO! Carol Obrien@OGR@RTCDC
Cc:
5 :
F; A2 Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics9RTCDC
Subject: re: Altman recusal
Date: Friday, April 29, 1994 7:42:34 EDT
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

A

I have a call into them but they haven't returned it yet.

-------__-_------____-

7305
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Tot Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Cc:
Br"
F J2 Carol Obrien@0GR@RTCDC
Subject: re: Altman recusal
Date: Thursday, April 28, 1994 20:07:03 EDT
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

Has Treasury sent it's letter to the Hill yet?????

9806
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To: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Cc:
BF":
F. 4: J. Ronald Farrell@Ethics@RTCDC
Subject: Call from Ken Schmalzbach
Date: Thursday, April 28, 1994 18:04:30 EDT
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

Don, I took a call for you from Ken Schmalzbach who indicated he was
returning your previous call. Upon learning that you were gone for the day,
he asked for Art who had just left.

Ken requested that you call him back tomorrow morning at 622-0450.

9807
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To: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC,Carol 0brien@0GR@RTCDC
- William C. Collishaw@Legal-ra@RTCDC
Bcc:
From: John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC
Subject: re: Altman recusal
Date: Tuesday, April 26, 1994 17:45:44 EDT
Attach:
Certify: Y
Forwarded by:

Only comment is that the last sentence which refers to Trewasury need not be
part of our letter. All we need to say is treasury asked us to release and
here it is.

jack

9808
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To: Carol Obrien@OGR@RTCDC,John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC
C :
Vc :
tram: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Subject: Altman recusal
Date: Tuesday, April 26, 1994 13:56:24 EDT
Attach: P:\PUBLIC\WP\EEP\CEO\WOLF
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

Attached is the most recent version of the cover memo to the House
Appropriations Committee transmitting a copy of a memo from Art to Altman
regarding his recusal from Madison matters.

They requested that it not be sent until they send their response as it
wouldn't make alot of sence.

Carol, Jack Binkley may have some comments and should approve of it from
Legal.

9809
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To: Peter E. Knight@OGR@RTCDC
Cc:
Bf :
I m: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Subject: Altman
Date: Tuesday, April 26, 1994 13:50:03 EDT
Attach: P: \PUBLIC\WP\EEP\CEO\WOLF
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

I forgot to attach the document for you.

9810
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To: Peter E. Knight@0GR@RTCDC
John C. Bink1ey@Legal-ra@RTCDC

C
BuJ:
From: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Subject: Altman recusal
Date: Tuesday, April 26, 1994 13:43:02 EDT
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

I just finished talking with the Department of Treasury on the memo I gave you
last night. They had some technical corrections. They also asked that the
last line referrencing confidentiality be deleted. They also asked that it
not be sent until they send their document and theuy would let me know when
that is to be done.

9811
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To: Peter E. Kniqht@OGR@RTCDC
John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC

Cc‘ ajk
E :
From: Donald L. Rosholt9Ethics@RTCDC
Subject: Altman recusal
Date: Tuesday, April 26, 1994 8:06:15 EDT
Attach: P:\PUBLIC\WP\EEP\CEO\WOLF
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

The attached document includes the revision I mentioned in my e-mail last
night resulting from the change of the addressee. The letter when originally
drafted was addressed to Congressman Wolf but was changed to be addressed to a
Committee staff member. Unless I hear from you I will presume that our office
has completed its responsibility in this matter. Thanks for your help in
seeing that this request is completed.

9813
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April 25, 1994

Jenny Mummert, (202) 225-5834
Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal Service,

and General Governmental Appropriations
of the House Appropriations Committee

United States House of Representatives
U.S. Capitol Building, Rm-164
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Ms. Mummert:

This letter is in response to question 3 of Congressman Wolf's list
of questions submitted by the Committee to the Department of the
Treasury after its March 8, 1994 hearing on the Treasury's FY '95
budget request. The Department of the Treasury has asked the
Resolution Trust Corporation to release the enclosed copy of a
memorandum, dated February 18, 1994, from our Designated Agency
Ethics Official, Arthur J. Kusinski, to Mr. Altman regarding Mr.
Altman's recusal from RTC Madison Guaranty matters. It is our
understanding that this document, from Mr. Kusinski to Mr. Altman,
was also included as an attachment to a Treasury Department
document, dated February 23, 1994, from Dennis I. Foreman, Deputy
General Counsel and Designated Agency Ethics Official, Department
of Treasury, to Deputy Secretary Altman.

Sincerely,

Peter E. Knight
Director
Office of Governmental Relations
(202) 416-2116

cc: Roger C. Altman
Ellen B. Kulka
Arthur J. Kusinski
Dennis I. Foreman

9814i
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April 25, 1994

Jenny Mummert, (202) 225-5834
Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal Service,
and General Governmental Appropriations
of the House Appropriations Committee

United States House of Representatives
U.S. Capitol Building, Rm-164
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Ms. Mummert:

This letter is in response to question 3 of Congressman Wolf's list
of questions submitted by the Committee to the Department of the
Treasury at its March 8, 1994 hearing on the Treasury's FY '95
budget request. The Department of the Treasury has asked the
Resolution Trust Corporation today to release a copy of a
memorandum, dated February 18, 1994, from our Designated Agency
Ethics Official, Arthur J. Kusinski, to Mr. Altman regarding Mr.
Altman's recusal from RTC Madison Guaranty matters. It is our
understanding that this document, from Mr. Kusinski to Mr. Altman,
was included as an attachment to an internal Treasury Department
document, dated February 23, 1994, from Dennis I. Foreman, Deputy
General Counsel and Designated Agency Ethics Official, Department
of Treasury, to Secretary Bentsen. ,

This document is being provided to you with the understanding that
it will remain confidential.

Sincerely,

Peter E. Knight
Director
Office of Governmental Relations
(202) 416-2116

cc: Roger C. Altman
Ellen B. Kulka
Arthur J. Kusinski
Dennis I. Foreman

9515
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April 25, 1994

Jenny Mummert, (202) 225-5834
Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal Service,

and General Governmental Appropriations
of the House Appropriations Committee

United States House of Representatives
U.S. Capitol Building, Rm-164
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Ms. Mummert:

This letter is in response to question 3 of your list of questions
submitted to the Department of the Treasury at its March 8, 1994
hearing on the Treasury's FY '95 budget request. The Department of
the Treasury has asked the Resolution Trust Corporation today to
release a copy of a memorandum, dated February 18, 1994, from our
Designated Agency Ethics Official, Arthur J. Kusinski, to Mr.
Altman regarding Mr. Altman's recusal from RTC Madison Guaranty
matters. It is our understanding that this document, from Mr.
Kusinski to Mr. Altman, was included as an attachment to an
internal Treasury Department document, dated February 23, 1994,
from Dennis I. Foreman, Deputy General Counsel and Designated
Agency Ethics Official, 'Department of Treasury, to Secretary
Bentsen.

This document is being provided to you with the understanding that
it will remain confidential.

Sincerely,

Peter E. Knight
Director
Office of Governmental Relations
(202) 416-2116

cc: Roger C. Altman
Ellen B. Kulka
Arthur J. Kusinski
Dennis I. Foreman

9824
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To: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Cc- Arthur J. Kusinski@Ethics@RTCDC

William C. Collishaw@Legal-ra@RTCDC
Peter E. Knight@0GR@RTCDC

Bcc:
From: John C. Binkley@Legal—ra@RTCDC
Subject: Ethics opinion
Date: Monday, April 25, 1994 13:56:01 EDT
Attach:
Certify: Y
Forwarded by:

Don: I have reviewed Art's opinion as to whether Mr. Altman had to recuse
himself in the Madison matter. I believe a proper characterization of the
document is a final opinion of the Ethics Office and not necessarily a
recommendation to Mr. Altman (although I realize there is a very short y
recomendation portion that could be segregable from the opinion——I think it
is deminimus in nature). Consequently, I am recommending that the document
can be disclosed and Bill concurs. However, since it is an RTC document,
Bill and I believe that it is more appropriately disclosed by the RTC and not
by Treasury. This is consistant with some other recent disclosures to the
Hill of documents that Treasury had an involvement. Since you have a copy of
the request and the document, we can respond though OGR. It is for that
reason I have put Peter on as cc.

If vou have an questions, please give me a call.

3
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To: John C. Bink1ey@Legal-ra@RTCDC
Cc: ajk
Bf‘:
F. m: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Subject: Treasury request
Date: Monday, April 25, 1994 12:56:51 EDT
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

I received another call from Treasury on the issue we gave you this morning.
The issue is in response to Qs & As resulting from Treasury's appropriation
hearing.

The Designated Agency Ethics Official (DAEO) at Treasury has been asked to
provide this as it was an attachment to a document that he provided to
Treasury officials indicating that he concurred in the determination by Art.

If you want a copy of their request pls let me know and I will ask for one for
you.

Don
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The Honorable Frank R. Wolf
Treasury, Postal and General Government Appropriations

Questions for Secretary Bentsen

~B
1. Last Friday I requested that your Treasury Inspector General

onduct an investigation of the recent meetings of Treasury officials
with the White House. Yesterday I was Informed that in contacting
the special counsel regarding this matter, the IG’s office was told not
to proceed with their investigation while the special counsel’s
investigation is addressing this matter.

- What ls your understanding of the status of the OGE
investigation that you requested in light of the subpoenas issued
by Special Counsel Fiske? Will their investigation continue and
will they also be asked to discontinue any action while the
special counsel pursues this matter?

-- Why did you choose to ask the Office of Government Ethics to
review this matter rather than your own Treasury IG?

- Were you aware that the Office of Government Ethics does not
conduct investigations? Dld you know that they actually only
review the investigations of other agencies which in this case
would be the White House?

-- Did you know that in this case an OGE Investigation would
_ consist of the White House Counsel’s office investigating itself

and then the OGE subsequently reviewing this investigation?

2. Were you aware of Congressman Leach’s February 3, 1994 letter to
Mr. Altman asking him to recuse himself from RTC matters? ( ':1- Wad

‘IQ
-- Did you discuss this matter with Mr. Altman at that time? .

Q

, | fl $14
/ -- Were you aware of Mr. Altman's letter last year
Io recommending against extension of the statute of limitations for

1
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5/Z

5/7

sai

52/

We

civil lawsuits brought against S&L wrongdoers? Did you
support this decision? Do you realize this recommendation
would have in effect precluded suits against Madison
Whitewater? Did anyone at the Department lobby against this
provision when it passed last year?

Does it bother you that the meetings that Mr. Altman had were
conducted after the request made by Mr. Leach for Mr.
Altman to recuse himself?

Mr. Leach wrote to Mr. Altman on February 3, "it has been
an awkward situation to have a presldentially appointed and
confirmed officier of the Treasury Department also head an
independent federal agency, the Resolution Trust Corporation."
Why has it taken over a year for the Clinton Administration to
appoint an RTC head?

How can a political appointee of an executive branch
department make what are in effect law enforcement decisions
for a independent federal agency if they touch upon the
President as they may in this case?

Do you think it is ethically questionable for a political
appointee of the Department of Treasury to make decisions for
an independent federal agency when the President or the first
Lady may be implicated in enforcement and civil actions?

Given recent events, was not Mr. Leach’s letter asking for a
recusal by Mr. Altman appropriate?

3. In a February 23, 1993 letter General Counsel Jean Hanson wrote to
Congressman Leach that Deputy Secretary Altman consulted ethics
officials at the RTC and Treasury’s Designated Agency Ethics official
in consultation with the Otlice of Government Ethics.

593"

537

5&5

Could you provide for this committee these ethics advisory
opinions.

Given that this letter was written after both Mr. Altman’s
meetings with the White House staff and Ms. Hanson’s two
meetings with White House staff, does this raise any concern in
your mind?

Do you believe this Feb. 23, 1993 from the General Counsel

2

89-184 95 — 2
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1
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was forthright with the facts in this matter?

— Weren't the meetings that Treasury officials had with the
White House exactly what Congressman Leach was concerned
about?

—- Were the ethics officers advised of the meetings with the White
House when making these decisions?

Having represented thousands of federal employees over the years I

am troubled by the prospect of career employees being put in
compromising positions with matters such as this. When the Deputy
Secretary or General Counsel approach individuals in the Treasury
Department or one of the independent agencies to do something that

is improper or unethical, they are put in a very difficult situation.

— How are you working to resolve this in light of recent events?

- Have you talked with RTC senior vice president Bill Roelle
about the briefing that he provided Ms. Hanson on the status
of the request for an investigation into Madison? Did he know
to what purposes she intended to use such a briefing?

When did you first learn of each of these meetings? How do you
know whether or not other such meetings may have occurred?

On Sunday, The Washington Post said the White House has been
guilty of "improprieties that a child of four could have figured out."
Your Chief of Staff, Josh Steiner, is quoted as saying there was
nothing wrong in conferring with the White House about this matter.
With whom do you agree? When did Mr. Steiner first inform you
of his involvement in meeting with the White House? Was he
working for you or Mr. Altman at the time of the meeting he
attended with the White House?

One aspect that is particularly troubling in this affair is that even
after the Altman meeting was disclosed, the Treasury Department
was not forthcoming about the additional meetings. In fact, Ms.
Hanson who attended the hearing with Mr. Altman mentioned
nothing about the earlier fall meetings in which she discussed RTC
"criminal referrals" -with White House Counsel Nussbaurn and other
White House staff members. In these referrals, the Clintons were
named as possible beneficiaries of the S&L’s illegal activities.

3
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6 United States .
Office of Government Eth1CS
1201 New York Avenue, N\V,, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20005-5917

March 22, l994

The Honorable James A. Leach
Ranking Member
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
House of Representatives
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-6050

Dear Congressman Leach:

I want to let you know what the Office of Government Ethics
(OGE) is doing in response to your letter dated March 1, 1994.

Your letter asks for OGE's review and advice as to whether
a meeting between three white House officials and Roger Altman,
Interim Chief Executive Officer of the Resolution Trust Corporation
(RTC) and Deputy Secretary of the Treasury, "violated any guide
lines of government ethics, regulations, or law." Various sections
of title 3 C.F.R. and title 12 C.F.R. are cited in your letter as
possibly being applicable to this matter.

After receiving your letter, my staff contacted Independent
Counsel Robert Fiske to request a meeting. OGE has also received
a letter from Lloyd Bentsen, Secretary of the Treasury, asking for
our views regarding certain actions that may have been taken by
members of his staff. Because media reports had indicated that
Mr. Fiske's office had issued subpoenas to certain Treasury and
white House officials, we felt it was necessary to meet with
Mr. Fiske and/or his representatives before proceeding in any
fashion with respect to either your letter or Secretary Bentsen's
letter. A copy of OGE's letter to Mr. Fiske was sent to you.

Early last week, OGE staff met with the staff from the Office
of the Independent Counsel. At the meeting, my staff outlined
OGE's role in the executive branch and discussed the steps that OGE
might take in response to your letter and the letter from Secretary
Bentsen. OGE agreed not to pursue any activities at this time
that might jeopardize any investigation now being conducted by
Mr. Fiske. OGE asked the Office of the Independent Counsel to
notify us when an administrative investigation of employee conduct
could proceed. We have since received a letter from that office
confirming our conversation. Holding any administrative investiga
tion in abeyance until a criminal investigation is at a stage where
it will not be compromised follows the long—standing guidance of
the Department of Justice (DQJ). Copies of that DOJ guidance are
enclosed for your information.
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The Honorable James A. Leach
Page 2

In the meantime, my staff has arranged to meet with the
Inspector General (IG) Offices at both the Department of the
Treasury and the RTC. OGE is not an investigatory agency. we
believe that we can effectively work with the investigators in
those offices so that any information we believe relevant to issues
of the application of the standards of ethical conduct can be
developed and included in a report from those offices.'

we understand that the IG at the Department of the Treasury
has received a request from at least one member of Congress to
investigate the matter which is the subject of your letter to OGE,
and that the IG, like OGE, is tacceding to a request from the
Independent Counsel not to proceed on the matter at this time.
Accordingly, our discussions with the IG offices will focus on what
actions we each might take in the future, once the Independent
Counsel has notified us that we may proceed. We will then provide
you with our views as to any ethics or conflicts issues that may be
raised by the investigative reports.

Sincerely,

,1: C- - ;
Stephen D. Potts
Director

Enclosures

cc: Lloyd Cutler
Counsel to the President

Jean Hanson
General Counsel
Department of the Treasury

Art Kusinski
Director of Office of Ethics
Resolution Trust Corporation

It is important to note in this regard that some of the
regulations cited in your letter were superseded on February 3,
1993, by OGE's executive branch—wide "Standards of Ethical Conduct"
in 5 C.F.R. part 2635. Therefore, it will be the Standards Of
Ethical Conduct in 5 C.F.R. part 2635 upon which OGE will focus.
The cited provision in 3 C.F.R. regarding "General conduct
prejudicial to the Government" was not superseded by 5 C.F.R. part
2635 because it is derived from employee conduct regulations issued
by the Office of Personnel Management in 5 C.F.R. part 735.
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RESOLUTION IRUST CORPORATION
ResolvingTheCrisis

RestoringTheConfidence

March 18, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: Roger C. Altman
Jack Ryan

FROM: Peter E. Knight/X;Director

SUBJECT: Report on High Priority Outstanding

Listed on the attached are significant data requests presently

Office of Governmental Relations

Congressional Letters and
Statutory Reports Due to Congress

outstanding from Members of Congress.

Attachments

CC:

80! l7fh

Joan Affleck-Smith
Robin Gross
Jean Hanson
Ben Nye
Vic Rojas
Johnnie Booker
Donna Cunninghame
Thomas P. Horton
Ellen Kulka
John Lynn
Sally McCormick
J. Paul Ramey
Jack Buckley
Listed assignees
OGR staff

Street,MW.Washington.D.C.20434
9839
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uuctesa rtsouuwonv P°"" mcwr wentMl wd other nesournon must conrorunoa
colllisstofl radioactivematerialsassociatedwith

spentfuelstorage.in an independent Office oi theSscsotry
90¢‘-l'l\i"9 ¢°ml|*\U 3.99550 9|‘ spentfuelstorageinstallation.and
R9°°l'*.l@\I nlfiillfillfi Om“ requirementsfor theissuanceof licenses Pfl"q ‘cf °' ""3 87”.“ M
0| "lfllOI'|\l"\ ‘"4 5349“ “WWI totheDepartmentof Energyto receive. n'°°~'

NIIICV2 NuclearRegulatory L‘
:

Ki‘-;l'_g:el:°“”
aonscv:ResolutionTrustCorporation.

Commission. . acrsoscN1:lificationof systemof
-=1-~~~»@-»i»=-om-»t - :i::::::::.‘:.t‘.:'::;.;::::'"* M

"""“' °' retrievlbleIwrlse hdlltv- suuauu: TheCorporation is giving
Copiesof thesubmittalmaybe noticeof a systemof records it intends

auasgum11,;Mud”; |rqu1|go|-y inspectedorobtainedfor a feefromthe tomaintainwhich is subjectto the
Commission(NRC)hasrecently
submittedto theOfficeofManagement
andBudget(OMB) for reviewthe
followingproposalfor thecollectionof
informationundertheprovisionsof the
PaperworkReductionAct (4-IU.S.C
chapterS5).

'

1
.

Typeof submission.new.revision.
or extension:Revision.

2
.

Thetitleof theinformation
collection:10CPR part72.-Licensing
Requirementsfor theindependent
Storageof SpentNuclearFuelandHi¢
LevelRadioactiveWasta.

3
.

Thefonnnumber ifapplicable:Not

e licable.PP
4.Howo/tenthewllection is
required:Requiredreportsaremllactad
andevaluatedon a continuingbasisas
eventsoccur.Applicationsfornew
licensesoramendmentsmaybe
submittedatanytime.Applicationsfor
renewalof licenseswouldberequired
every8) yearsforan independentSpent
FuelStorageinstallation(tsrsn and
every40yaarafor a Monitored
RetrievablaStorage(MRS) facility.
5.Whowillbsrequindorosksdto
report;Vendorsof casksfor thestorage
of spentfueLlicenseesandapplicants
for a licensetopossesspowerreactor
spentfuelandotherradioactive
materialsassociatedwith spantfuel
storageinan ISFSL andtheDepartment
of Energyfor licensestoncalva.
transfer.packageandpossesspower
reactorspentfueLhigh-lavalwaste.and
otherradioactivematerialsassociated
withspentfuelandhigh-levelwaste
storageinanMRS.
0.An estimateof thenumber o

f

responses:so.
7.An estimate0/ thetotalnumberof
hoursneededtocompletethe
requirementor request:res hours
annuallyperresponseand756hours
annuallyforeightrecordkeepars.The
estimatedannualindustrybtoden is

21.431hours.

1
.

An indicationof whetherSection
)l(hI. Ptrb. L B-611 opplisa:Not
applicable.

B
.

Abstract-10G-‘Rpart71establishes
requirements.procedures.andcriteria
fortheissuanceof licensestopossess

NRC PublicDoaimentRoom.2127 L

Street.NW. (lower Level).Washington.
DC.
Commentsandquestionsmaybe
directedbymail totheOMB reviewen
RonaldMinsk.PaperworkReduction
Project(3150-0132).Officeof
InformationandRegulatoryAffairs.
NBOB-8019.Officeof Managammitand
Budget.Washington.DC 315%.
Commentsmayalsohecommunicated
by telephoneat (Z12)83-(I31.
TheNRC Clearanceofflcer is E-ends
)0.Shelton.(am)no-eiaz.
on-4 atBethesda.mi-yum. an an day
ofMud iflt
Fa theNuclearRegulatoryCommission.
Odell I. Cmafui
DssiqsotsdSeniorOfiiciol/orlnfomsotim
Rssourp Management.
[t-‘ltneen-tnesnleee-is-sateen)
muss cons1_-can

OFFICEOFPERSOIOIEL
MANAGEMENT

nesting

TheOfflceof PersonnelManagement
announcesthefollowingmeeting
Nam: Iadnal LabaAdvisoryGroup

G(FLA l

DonondTirns:Aw,tlti.tD2.Ip.m.
Plocs:Offla oflhrsonnslManagement.
1% 8 Street.NW- roomIAQA
WashingtonDCZ3115-41171.
Tim vltlselilw Oren
Rsinto/ContactAllanD.Hsuarman.
AssistantDirectorft: laborltalatinnaand
WorkforcePerformance.PersonnelSystems
andOvarsidstGroup.Giles ofParaosmal
Management.ill! B Street.NW-.roan7017.
Washington.DCmore-uni.
RupeesolMsedrpTodiscusmambce’
viewsonstatusofhdcal labormanaflam
relationsprogram.
Agenda:introductionpooporganization
andadministration;disaiasicn;publicinput:
closing.
OfficeofParstnnelManagement.
ConstancelorryNewman.
Director.
[I-‘RDoc.¢2-6&Pllnd$-13-Ittlflami
Ian ct lit-I

PrivacyAct of1974.
arncssva oars: This proposalshall
becomeeffectivewithoutfurthernotice
onApril 15.1&2 unlesscommentsare
receivedduringor beforethatdate
whichwouldresultin a contrary
determination.
sooaasaaa:lntsrestedpersonsare
invitedtosubmitcommentsregarding
thisnoticetotheSecretaryof the
ResolutionTrustCorporation(RTC or
Corporation).U1 17511Street.NW.
Washington.DC I835-£IIJ1. Comments
shouldrefertotheabovetitle.A copyof
sad: commmtreceivedwill be
availableforpublicinspectionand
copyingbetweenthshoursofsamand
Bpmonregularbuainsssdsysattha
RTC'sPublicReadingRoom.room1G1
B0117thStreetNW. Washington.DC
Z334-GUI.
W HQYOIIif QTICIZ
RichardWhite.PrivacyAct Attorney.
RTC.Officaof theSeaetsry.
internationalPlace.1735NorthLynn
Street.Rosalyn.VA 2.213.Telephone
(rm) ID-6137.(This is not a toll-free
number)
stnsaslilranv asvoassanoseThe
system is theFDIC/RTC Employee
FinancialDisclosureStatementsSystem.
RTC-2. it will containinformationon
airrentandformeremployeesof the
FederalDepositinsuranceCorporntion
(FDIC)whoworkfororwhohave
workedfortheRTC.The informationin
thesystem ls collectedpursuantto
sectionSt! ofExecutiveOrder12874as
amendedbyExecutiveOrder12731.the
FederalHomeLoanBankAct of 1032.12
U.8.C.i441A(b).asamendedandthe
FinancialinstitutionsReform.Recovery.
andEnforcementAct of 19$. 12U.S.C.
1441p.
The informationin thesystemwill be
usedtodetermine if applicantsfor
employmentwiththeRTC orpresent
employeesof theFDIC whowork for the
RTC (FDIC/R'l‘Cemployees)mayhave a

conflictof interestwith respectto the
dutiesandresponsibilitiesof their
employmentwiththeRTC andtheiror
anyof theirfamilymembers‘financial
holdings.businessinterests.realestate

98 44
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interestsoroutsideemploymentor
affiliations.
Thesystemwill alsocontain
informationonFDlC/RTC employees
andtheirfamilymemberswxining
extensionsof cedit. forsecuredor
unsecuredloans.frominsuredandnon
insureddepositoryinstitutions.and
documentationrelatingto requestsfor
approvalof certainloansextendedby
insureddepositoryinstitutionsor
affiliatesthereof.Suchinformationwill
beusedtoevaluateanypossibleconflict
of interesttheemployeeor anyfamily
membermayhaveconcerninga credit
transactionandhis/heremployment
with theFDIC/RTC.
Thesystemwill containinformation
onFDIC/RTC employeesor theirfamily
members‘ownershiporcontrolof any
securitiesof insureddepository
institutionsor affilletesthereofandany
requeststopurchaseor retainpresent
ownershipof suchsecurities.Such
informationis usedtoevaluateany
possibleconflictof interestresulting
fromtheownershipand/orpotential
ownershipof suchsecuritiesand
employmentwith theFDIC/RTC.
Thesystemwill containinformation
concerninganFDIC/RTC employee's
prospectiveemployment.thenatureof
thebusinessof theprospective
employer.thepositiontheemployeewill
'.\cc-spy.E: d.-rtesof negotiationfor
employment.andtheemployee'soflicial
involvement.if any.with theprospective
employer.This informationwill beused
toevaluateanypossibleconflictof
interestbetweenanemployee'sduties
andresponsibilitieswithFDIC/RTC and
his/herprospectiveemployment.
Finally.thesystemwill containan
employee'sacknowledgementof
receivingFDIC/RTC standardsof
conducttraining.includingan
affirrnativeacknowledgementof
individualresponsibilitytoadhereto the
provisionsof thestandardsof conduct.
Accordingly.theCorporationis
establishingthe

following
Systemof

Records:FDIC/RTC EmpoyeeFinancial
DisclosureStatementsSystem.RTC-2

RTC-2

avers!sat
FDIC/RTC EmployeeFinancial
DisclosureStatementsSystem.RTC-Z

svsrssswcanose
ConfidentialStatementsof
Employmentandf-‘inanicalinterests.
Reportsof interestin BankSecurities.
ConfidentialReportsof Employment
UponResignation.Employee
CertificationandAcknowledgementof
FDIC/RTC Standardsof Conduct
Regulation.andanyfinancial

disclosure/conflictof interestor similar
formrequiredtobscompletsdbythe
OfficeofGovernmentEthics.and
relatedrecordsarelocatedin
designateddivisionaLregional.or
consolidatedofices towhich
individualscoveredby thesystemare
assigned.Duplicatecopiesof theabove
recordsaremaintainedin theOfflceof
EthicsandProtests.RTC. 87117th
Street.NW. Washington.DC M634
Cmi. for thepurposeof certificationof
reviewandresolutionof conflictsof
interestdisclosedtherein.Confidential
Reportsof indebtednessandrelated

'

recordsarelocatedin theOfficeof
Ethics.A list of theR'l‘C'sdivisionaL
regionalandconsolidatedofices is
availablefromtheRTC ReadingRoom.
em17thStreetNW-.Washington.DC
20434-Gill.(NZ) 41$-Q40.

csrsooi ossmsvmuaismwsstsnavnu
avsrsse
CurrentandformerFederalDeposit
lrisuranceCorporationofficersand
employeeswhoareworkingfor orwho
haveworkedfor theRTC. andspecial
governmentemployeesrequiredtofile
anyof thefollowingforms:(1).
ConfidentialStatementof Employment
andFinancialinterests:(2)Confidential
Reportof indebtedness:(3)Reportof
interestin BankSecuritiesand Interest
inRTC Decision:(4)ConfidentialReport
of EmploymentUponResignation:and
(5)EmployeeCertificationand
Acknowledgementof FDIC/RTC
Standardsof ConductRegulation.

carsoosuasor ascoeoeasms avers:
informationin thissystemincludes
datddirectlyfurnishedby theindividual
onthefollowingflve formsor related
recordsthatmaybegeneratedin the
courseof theRTC‘sadrninist-rationof
ExecutiveOrders1874 and1231 as
amendedor assuperseded.and/or 12
CFR part1GB:
(1)ConfidentialStatementof
EmploymentandFinanciallnterests—
Containsstatementsof personaland
familyholdings.interestsin business
enterprisesandrealproperty.creditors.
andoutsideemployment.
(2)ConfidentialReportof
lndebtedness—Containsinformationon
extensionsof credit(loansandcredit
cards)by insuredandnon-insured
depositoryinstitutionsandtheir
affiliates:andmayalsocontain
memorandaandcorrespondence
relatingto requestsfor approvalof
certainloansextendedby insured
depositoryinstitutionsor afflliates
thereof.
(3)Reportof interestin Bank
Securitiesandinterestin RTC
Decision—Contsinsinformationon

whetheror notanemployeeownsor
controls.directlyor indirectly.any
securitiesof insureddepository
institutionsoraffiliatesthereof.andif
so.listsspecificsecurities.thessature
andextentof suchinterestsandthe
mannerof acquisition.contains
informationonotheroutsideinterests
whichmayhavean impactonan
employee'sofficialduties.andmay
containmemorandaandcorrespondence
relatingtorequestsforapprovalof
retentionof securitiesof insured
depositoryinstitutionsbyemployees.
(4)ConfidentialReportofEmployment
UponResigiation—Contains
informationasto theemployee's
prospectiveemployer.thenatureof the
businessororganizationactivitiesof the
prospectiveemployer.thepositionthe
employeewill occupy.datesof
negotiationforsuchemployment.and
theemployee'sofficialinvolvement.if
any.with theprospectiveemployer.

(5)EmployeeCertificationand
Acknowledgementof FDIC/RTC
StandardsofConductRegulation
Containsemployee'scertificationand
acknowledgementthatheorahahas
receivedacopyof thestandardsof
conduct.hasviewedtheFDIC/RTC
OrientationEthicsVideo.andhasa
positiveresponsibilitytocomplywith
thestandardsof conduct.

AU‘IIX‘I'Y§ILI‘T@l§@fl
IYIIK
Section502ofB-0. 12674.SCI-‘R215
(1989).asamendedbyE0. 12781.8CFR
Bil (1990):section21Aof theFederal
Home[nanBankAct of1032(12U.S.C.
1441a(b]).asamended.TheFinancial
institutionsReform.Recovery.and
EnforcementAct of1%. 12U.S.C.
1ss1(p).

§fY‘XlRBGiIAITllDI
‘|'lII‘VI'T‘1.l.liGl‘f‘i@\II@l@fiIIi@iHl
Informationin thissystemmaybe
disclosedwheretheDirectorof theU.S.
OfficeofGovernmentEthlu or the
R'l'C'sChiefExecutiveOfflcer.or
designee.determinesthatgoodcause
hasbeenshownfor suchuse:

(1)To theappropriatefederal.stats.
or localagencyorauthorityresponsible
for investigatingor procesutinga
violationof or forenforcingor
implementinga statute.rule.regulation.
ororderwhentheinformationindicates
a violationorpotentialviolationof law
whethercivil.criminal.orregulatoryin
nature.andwhetherarisingbygeneral
statuteorparticularprogramstatuteor
by regulation.rule.or orderissued
pursuantthereto.
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(2)To a congressionalofficein
responsetoan inquirymadeat the
requestof theindividualtowhomthe
informationpertains.
(3)To anysourcewherenecessaryto
obtaininformationrelevanttoa conflict
of-interestinvestigationor
determination.
(4)To a court.magistrate.or
administrativetribunalin thecourseof
presentingevidence.including
disclosurestocounselor witnessesin
thecourseof civil discovery.litigationor
settlementnegotiations.or in connection
with thecriminalproceedings.
(5)To theUnitedStatesOfficeof
PersonnelManagment.Officeof
GovemmentEthics.theMeritSystems
ProtectionBoard.theOfficeof the
SpecialCounseLtheFederallabor
RelationsAuthority.anaribtrator.and
theEqualFanploymentOpportunity
Commission.to theextentdisclosureis
necessarytocarryoutthegovernment
widepersonnelmanagement
investigetory.adjudicstoryand
appellatefunctionswiththeirrespective
jurisdiction.

soucmsno ssscncasseasrolaas.
nrlasvens,scasssus.Irsasass. arm
orsaosauaor aacoaasanms svs-rms:
sroaaaa:
Maintainedin file foldersinOfficeof
EthicsandProtestsanddesignated
divisional.regional.or consolidated
officestowhichindividualscoveredby
thesystemarelocated.andonan
automatedtrackingsystem.

Irflvaaarrv:
indexedby name.

sanoussa-is:
Maintainedin lockablemetalfile
cabinetsin lockableofficesand.ona
password-protectedautomatedindex
system.

Irmmoa nomaaossu g
Retainedfor six yearsandthen
destroyedbyshreddingexceptwhenthe
documentsarerelevantand/orneeded
in anongoinginvestigationtheywill be
retaineduntilno longerneeded.

svsna nsaaaaqs)no aaolaaa
EthicsProgramManager(Employees).
RTC. mi 17thStreet.NW..Washington.
DC Z1134-(XXIX.

tanncartoa Iltoantst
Requestsmustbeinwritingand
addressedto theOfficecl theSecretary.
RTC. internationalPlace.1735North
LynnStreet.Rosalyn.VA 2139.The
requestmustcontainthenameand
oificeof theindividualcoveredby the
system.anda notarizedstatement

1

attestingto theindividusl'sindentity
mayberequired.

nests: accesssnocanusnz
'

Sameas“Notification”above.

cosrrasresaIcon Immune:
Sameas"Notification"above.

cncosososstcscannon:
The infonnationisobtainedfromthe
individualonwhomtherecordis
maintainedor a persondesignatedby
himor herandfromtheRTC'sEthic:
ProgramManager(Employees)and

'

supportpersonnel.Informationmayalso
beobtainedfromtheotherpartiesto
whomtheRTC hassuppliedinformation
irtconnectionwithevaluatingthe
recordsmaintainedin theEmployee
FinancialDisclosureStatementssystem.

svsrassaIll!!! loomalralr
saovmnousor ismsen
None.

DatedatWashington.DCthis10thdayof
March1&1
ResolutionTrustCorporation.
IohaM.Iudrisy.|r..
Secretary. "

rrnncew.-esaoriisds-is-sea-ssaml
slum oweuse-as-I

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COIIISSION

Sat!-RspilaseryOrpantaattens;
Applcattonstorunlatsdfradtng
Prtvlsgssm\dotOpportunttytor
Hsarinp:loston8toctrExchange,
incorporated

March10.rm
Theabovenamednationalsecurities
exchangehasfiledapplicationswith the
SecuritiesandExchangeCommission
("Commission")pursuanttosection
12(f)(1)(B]of theSecuritiesExchange
Act of 1934andrule12f-1thereunderfor
unlistedtradingprivilegesin the
followingsecurities.
Colemans Co. Inc
CommonStock.8-DiParValue{FileNo.7
IIDI
CallawsyCollCo.
Common8tod:.lmParVslue(FileNo.1
I154]
MusiciandStoresCorp.
t‘asmmon8tock.l.01ParValue(FileNo.7
I'll!)
VslusMerchants.Inc.

Commrl>n5todr.l-|ItParValue[FileNo.7MU

Thesesecuritiesarelistedand
registeredononeormoreothernational
securitiesexchangeandarereportedin
theconsolidatedtransactionreporting
system. .

interestedpersonsareinvitedto
submitonor beforeMarch31.1&1
writtendata.viewsandarguments
concerningtheabove-referenced-
application.Personsdesiringtomake
writtencommentsshouldfile three
copiesthereofwith theSecretaryof the
SecuritiesandExchangeCommission.
4505thStreet.NW..Washington.DC
Z1546.Followingthisopportunityfor
hearing.theCommissionwill approve
theapplicationif it finds.baseduponall
theinformationavailabletoit. thatthe
extensionsof unlistedtradingprivileges
pursuanttosuchapplicationsare
consistentwith themaintenanceof fair
andorderlymarketsandtheprotection
of investors.
FortheCommission.bytheDivisionof
Marketltaguiadotxpursuanttodelegated
authority.
lonalhanG.Kala.
Secretory.
[FRDocas-ecuFiled:4-is-er;us am]
liars all his-as-I

lIIsisaaal|e.84-U652;FlaIto.llH200E
92-07

Salt-ltsgutatoryOrosat:atlcrta;Notica
otfllngandltnmsdistaittsctivsnsss
oiPropoasdRtlsOhangabytha
Otitcsgoloardoptiensischanps,
tnc.,fietstingtoIlsrctt1002£xptration
8srisstorCappedOEXOptions

Msrch0.‘lW.'L
Pursuanttosection19(b](1]of the
SecuritiesExchangeAct of 1954["Act"|.
15U.S.C.78s(b)[1].noticeis hereby
giventhatonFebruary21.1&2.The
ChicagoBoardOptionsExchange.Inc.
(“CBOI-I"or “Exchange")filedwith the
SectuitiasandExchangeCommission
(“SEC"or "Commission")theproposed
rulechangeas describedin itemsL ll
andIll below.whichitemshavebeen
preparedby theself-regulatory
organintion.TheCommissionis
publishingthisnoticetosolicit
commentson theproposednile change
frominterestedpersona.

L Self-RegulatoryOrganisation's
Statementof theTermsof Substanceof
thsProposadlluleChanga

EachargeRule24.9.Commentary
oo(b).providesthattheCBOEmaylist
oneat-the-moneycall andoneat-the
moneyputcapped-styleoptionon the
Standarda Poor'sit'll Index(“DEX”)
withexpirstionsof uptofourmonths
intothefuture.Commentarymibl also
providesthatadditionalat-the-money
serieswithexpirationsof upto four
monthsmaybelistedeverytwomonths.
Accordingly.pursuanttoExchangeRule
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FROM OGE IFRH03. 18' 94 15;:-4/st. tsissnrc. 3561035-262 P 1,/6

United States

OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT ETHICS
1201 New York Avenue, NW., Suite 500

Washington, DC 20075-3917

FAX: (202) 523-6325

.FA(HSflMmLE'TTLAAEHMWSSMDAI

CT)VE”?EflVEH?T

one 3[[3/‘W 1, ,

ro: .I;gne_ figner
rd RTQ

FAXNO. ‘I16-21$! Phone No, '-H5 -'-+053

FROM: BILL G:rc:_$/ng_g' QQE Ext. ll [Q

conusnrs;~-I d- "3 EA 4-_bc-1‘¢m;
._-‘_

‘\

J

" ' '.r _ 4
.‘

NUMBER OF FAGEQ

(INCLUDING COVER SHEET) Q

Ifyou didnotmneive the total number afpapes, please call (202) 523-5757
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NASA lnfnrtnattonCantu.Stattrtia
SoaaaCenter.fllatmiaSpamCenter.NB
mm
(E)NASA lnforaaatlanCantor.(let
lkopulriooLaboratory).NASA Rnidant
Olltca.mo OakGroveDrive.Paaadana.
CA ntw.

[I NASA informationCenter.Wallopa
Pli tiaclllty. Wallopahlafli VA
B337.

AddtuanaJy.tnweaud;;1loa
may

obtaincopm ctthaDEB the
NationalTechnicalinformationScrvlm
bycalling(m 4:1-aasaandrequesting
thedowrnmt

Lg
lt
t:

titleor b
y

it:
acouaaionnum . N90-14727.
Datad:February15.LIN.
C.t-towardRobina.ll

AaexleteAdatt'nMrtrtar/crlilonagw.-enc
[PRDocIJ-4010Fflldb-11-&M8am]
ll-LIN$I ‘I16-I!-I
— —-~ '77 O. _
NUCLEARREGULATORY
UOIIIIFQION

ttlodtatNa.50-Ht,ueenaoNo.NPF-41,
EAan-toal

DOtI'0ttidtsanOt\(Eflr1t:0FlrlI|l2
Nuctaliowaritattonjwrdar
taotlttytrtgttconaa

Thefitntlt BdtaortCuntpany
(Ltcatuaal to theholder0!Operating
Llama No.NP!-'-“(loud bythe
NudaarRagulatwyCommissionKNRCI
Comntaatan)nuItalyH. 1.988.‘flu
ltnanaaauthcatzeatheLtcenaaato
nperatnthe[PnrtmFermi 2 Nucleu
PowatStation amt(P ) Unit 2 tn
actzrnianuwith theenndltima
lpatzltadtherein.

U

DurlnganNRCaoadtylnspoctieta
cwdactaddtntngtbcpciodflovtlthar

""'~"........t°'°t:*":."t""'tmm¢¢amw~.
hadtnatntctadhtaataltottlla

aa£egaardatn£orata&t'|taadatapreceaatqcyetem waaaotoeutra.
Whenqaaationad lnNlCtnape=tnr.
thaflltllcbtedthabtylaaavaataaaawaaa

I;-;".‘1§"""i1‘§"“‘i~iit‘=“t;.°’"...,..""'.t....""“‘1 all
(1nva.:%;attottNo.S-Q-qzltowad

that
thaDNSh.adbuntI:lu'|a within
abouttvomenthoprtortoptactngtb
tnfotrnatlwontttaayetanbothtzz
wrttiqaadvarballybyitaatal!.th:t

themtllwalflotllfitliandfllltdatatho t\otbecntlradoIllt.Onea\ach
aottfieattoawu tmatedlaalybaton:the
lafnntaattortvaacntandlntothe
eyat.at||.'Datnvaatt|ationcondaded
thattheDNSmade a dollbaratemamat

faleaetatemantw theNRCaaatrlty
tnapzcwr.

III
Basedanthevaaulta o

f theNRC
inspectionandinvestigation.theNRC
baawnulutlulthatMt. WayneHaatlnp
mad: a dlllbtratematerialfataa
statementtoanNRCtrupactoras
described tn ViolationLA a

t

theNotice
o
f

Violationbeinglaauedthtadatetothe
licensee.‘meconductortntatndtvtdaal
cannotbetolerated.

Thegublic
health

andaaferyraqttirathat pat-acne
engagedinactivitiesalloctlnatheaafety
andaacurltyofnuclearpowerpianu
pruvidathaNRCwith

aotrtaptete
and

truthhtttnlurnutiun.Bua onthe
matterdlacuud ahovaandthefactthat

B
k. Haattngat
a atlll

arztplalyad
by the

etroitEdtaenOctnnany.no
tctfigarhavereucnahleamtruuz that canted

activitiesconductedbyorvndarthe
lupunvlaiuuufMr. Fleeting!wouldbe

cond‘ucted
tnacwrdanaa

\vtfituNRCraqul'lfltlI'tLl.Aaardtngly. W
concludedthattttaneceaaaryfor the
NRCtc batnformtadl!Mr.t-taattngsta
againinvolvedtn

attksagg-ralatadactivities.topermit to
datartntm.at thatclan,whetherfurther
tt:ulat.nt‘y_act.tonla raqtttratl _
rv

Aeoordtng,ly.ptnauantbaactlou1flI.
101b.18‘Ll.aaIdlB1n.1tl2.andllloftho
Atotntofltargyhctu!t.I64.aaamended.
theCommtutonoragutatiouatnlbflk
z.zDnn:t1n_URpartRl.ttta hereby
miwadtltat:
UwnaaNu.NP?-Miamadlfledby
utdlnathafctlovinaaoadittann
‘l"laaLlcuaaahallyaw1al.abaNlC
Rqta-talAdntnbuatnr.ladoatJ1rrtun
acttcaatlaaatlldeyabdntirflwlvarnant
WM’.Wayll ll-altnflhaaalaly-Iilllld
acttvtttaaaathzatadndltlinflu.
MI,-at-Theaattaahatltahdeaatatallet
tretathahtunaaeaatrtulaataicl

euematattaliatttettueeaaa-aortasIi PIW1 t:amrot:t'fin‘.
he ll rlv boatraed

e
.

The cnalAd:nlntatrator.ttegioa
l1‘l.taa;‘::axortlrmtcatatt:taccndttton
ferpodaaaaa. h

V.
TheUeanaaa.Mr. Haactnga.orany
otherpersonadversity 0

;

I

~»~°"".....~e~"""'...-~»»~.;. ..
theDkacter.Ottioa a

t

htoraamant.U.S.
NuclearRagatatarytzmntaatan.
Washington.DC2.0555.Coats ahallalso
beaeattetheAaatataatGnaral
Cotnaalflu I-laartagaandinternment
It theatuaaaflreaaandtotheEqual
Adttttdatrater.U3. Nttdarltegataltl!

Z 9
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Calmiaatcn,RegionU1.7WRoosevelt
lhml. GlenEllyn.lllinoia60137.1!a
paraoaotherthantheLtamaaaorMr.
Haattagaraqueataa

haatgr.
that
‘groanahalitatforthwithPartt lrlty

mannertnavlrlchthe tltteneninterest

ta advaraetyaflectadg thaOn-laanal
thouldaddnaathecriteriaaatforth ta

to Cl-‘R7.71/$(dl.YlpnnFlllurl nftha
LicomaeMr.Halttnga.oranyother

gov-‘sonadverlsgelyaflectgtin
Order

requesta artngwt e apeczhed
time.thisOrderahallbefinalwithout
Iurtharproecedlnga.

ll a tum-tn; tr requested.the
Ca:t'|.mlislcmwill taauaanOrder
dealgtatingthetimeandplace o

f

any
hearing ll a hearingtnheld.thetuna to
batnttltdlradataucttbcurtngahalltn
whetherthlaOrderahouldbesustained.
YurtheNuclearlagalamyCommtutcm.

DatedatRoclrrfila.Ma.-ylan-clthisum day
ofFebruarytlN< '

Hugh L thnpaon.tr.
DeputyEnmllveDirrciolfrrNmrlnarI

Material:Safety.Safquardr.aadOparuclonr
Support.
[FRDue.mm mmwt-at umam]
auanccoo:no-ow~
omcaoecovnuuunsnoce

Prtvaayh:t0f1l7l;Byatltna0¢
mam
aoann: OtfimofGovarrtmlntZthica.
acnua Notlmat’thaaatabllahmantcl
twoOfllcaofGavcumnt lthtn
govermaont-wideayrtamaofreotzdafor
theexecutivebranch.

auaalumfhhactteafalfillatha

S§€€EE§$%§3£§;$L§
hMI~Mfim th
ayatean.lel' Itdnnbanlafie

"“”‘i"‘“t.‘.".§t‘i.i.'éi°.£""‘»;£-;i;;"=3'~i
:t:onr:1sv:ttha0fltoad%aaammt

2. t~..".°t‘?.F;.l..,..,...'.3,‘£.‘i..5'..."?"{.
'

rafladthamavlthhflaialtbtand
bcacutivafidroaathiaandarfla
othr.attaon:tnaqaa.haaap1lara
vtrtaaltytdarrtlnttnthaayatxal
rItowda.OPM/GOVT-4aadOPllI

=°*"**""r'.m'“'°°‘ifentuottlanl Malqallaal.

~IBlfiR&;i%. -
Prt\'at:y'A|:tIyItn:a:rwunla|iuuld
bepublalh0daa$BlyitlIlt.a
aceardartuwithXFIDIWIMNO Ill
dtettnctandaaparata
Aeamqnmruufifigkonu
OOVT4 andOPMIOOVT-Oban that!

6
2
P 2/0
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swims 0!rlwrdli lee 53H! I002-ill! beinglncorporatedtoreflectClG!'snew andaboveoratanequivalentrate

H

[Februaryl. 1990). ofiicslocationandtheadditionalbases under
artolheflgg

schedulerindividualssrssagnygpayggPqlypugyy11iggg formllsetlnnrif thepublicand whoareclass atGS-16andshove
provided.thatthenewroutinetileb.of Confidentialraportlandother or inequivalentpositionswhoprovide
[haQG5/c0v1'.1 | umgfW inionnatlcmundernewExecutieOrder stafifunctionsinsupportofanadvisoryshslionlybecomeegzcliveonMarchM
1900.
Anbtasaas Cornruentsonanyaspectoi
thanOCH

fGVIl'l’l.tI'iBl'll4Ilidl
systemsof

records.inc
udiiinaw

routineassb.for
QC-E/GOVT-1. ouldbemailedlo
WilliamE.Gressmsn.OGBPrivacyAct
contact.OiliceofGi.ii~eni.iimitEthics.
Suite500.1201.NewYorkAvenue.NW.
Washinlfon.DC20005-8917.
F0! RJITTEI llilfillllfldl @I7A<H‘.
WiiilsmE.Gressinanor johnC
Condray.Officeoi GovernmentEthics.
Suite500.1201NswYorkAvenue.NW.
Washington.DCINOS-2.01.7.telephone
[Z02/PPS)58-6757.FAX [302/FPS)5%
6325.
suniasrsrlrantrINFORMATION:The
OfficeofGovernmentEthics.formerlys

plat!
of the
Oiéice
oi Persouiizl

angsrnenr.nowa seps.-ateagencyin
theexecutivebranchof (haUnited
Statesgovernment.This separate
agencystatusefiectivsOctober1,1959.
wasprovidedforin sectionsthreeand
tanofOGE's1958madthorization
ioylslaldort.Puhiir:Lew1m-mil.
amendingtheEthicsinGovernmentAct.
6ti.S.CAppendixIV. section401.in
accordancewiththischangeinslams.
OPMandOGEhaveagreedthatthetwo
(WMsystemsel recordsmanagedby
OCZaspartof theOPM systemsof
records(OPM/GOVT-4.Executive
BranchPublicFinancialDisclosure
ReportsandOtherEthicsProgram
Records,andOPH/GOV!‘-4.
ConfidentialStatementsofEmployment
andFinancialinterests).whichhave
beendeletedfromtheOPMsystemsof
records.shouildbeestablishedasOGE
systemsofrecordsOGR/GOVT-1and
OCE/GOVT-2. Thisnoticedescribesthe
OfficeofGovernmentBlhic‘stwo
govsrrunsnt-wideexecutivebranch
PrivacyAct systemsofrecordsasof
February23.moo.Thesesystemswere
lastpublishedaspartof OPM‘ssystems
ofrecotdsatssYllllleoland 36970.ca
September20.rm. andwereincluded
in thetee?CompilationofPrivacyAct
lssoances.VolumeV. pagesszoand120.
aspublishedbytheOfficeoftheFederal
Register.As notedabove.theywere
recentlydeletedfrom0PM's syslams(55
FR 3802-3603(Fsbruml5.1900]].
ThepresentOCI noticereflectsthe
newseparateexecutiveagencystatusof
OGE.whoseDirectorremainsthe
systemmanagerfor than twosystems
oi records.lo additiontothecorrection
ofKypupiphiualas-runs,vssl’\0\ll
technicalupdatingstnandmeassarealso

89-184 95 - 3

tam oi
fin!
17.1989(51Flt 1.5159

151o2j.a theEthicsinGovernment
Act.assrnandsdby theEthicsReform
Act of1.989(PublicLsw wt-190].As a
resultof therecentethicslegislation.
onenewroutineuselb.)ls

heist
added

to‘OGE1GO‘/1‘-1toreflectpub':
availabilityofcertainwaivercacrnptioa
determinations(unlesstheylnvoive
classifiedirdortrlafion].As noted.this
newroutineuseis subjecttos 30day
delayedaffectivedataFurtherunderthe
newlaw.a newcategoryoffilersof
financialreports[alimitednumberof
additionalpersonnelin theExecutive
Officsof thePresident)hasbeenadded
toOGB/GOVT—1(seethesecondlistto
lssl enumeratedcategoryoffliersin the
sectionon"Categoriesof individuals
mvaredhy thein/slant").

“mu fiatstiitsdlaformailywitho anagementan Budget
(OMB)andneviesvedOMBCiiltrnlarAi
130astothismatterandhasdetermined
thatthachangaefsvrafbaricrUPH/
GOVT-4 srinOflii/GOVIP-6 systems
thatarebeingroadsinestablishing
ODE/GDVT~1andOGEIGOVT-2 do
notrequirethefilii-3ofneworaltered
systemsreportsunderI U.S.C.I$2a(r)of
thePrivacyAct.OGEhsshowever.
submittedadvancecopiesofthisnotice
to theCongas andOMBfortheir
information.'i‘haroi'ors.thisnoticeis
efiecuvauponpublicationin theFederal
Raflner,February2.2.19$.exceptthat
newroutineuseb.of theOGE/GOVT-t
systemof recordswill notbecome
elisctlvsuntilMarchso.1390.
Approved:Isbrnary15.1990
DonaldL Capheli.
Aeuagnllecsor,Ofiicavffiovemmmtimica.

OOEIOOW-1 '

arsrtu sans:
ExecutiveBranchPublicFinancial
DlsdcmrsReportsandOtherEthics
ProgramRecords

errral manor:
Director.OlTlcsofGovsnunsntEthics.
Suits50).1201NewYorkAvenue.NW.
Washington.DCZ0005-3917.and
daelptatedagencyethic:offices.

carmeilsssesncmnuus cevsasaavrmIIITII;
This systemcontainsrecordson:The
Prnslrlnrl,Vim Phreldsnl,and
candidatesfor thoseoffices:oflieersand
employeesindudlagspecial
Governmentemployees.whose
positionsareclassifiedstgradesCS-to

committeecomposedofatleastone
specialGovernmentemployeeofficers"
oremployeesinopositiondetermined
bytheDirectoroftheOfficeof
GovernmentEthicstobeofequai
classificationtoGS-18orshove. _
AdministrativeLewjudges:excepted<
serviceemployeesinpositionsthatare
ofa confidentialorpoiicyrnaklngnature
unlessanemployeeor lrreundsof

emsgloysss
areexemptedbytheDirector

of Oflce ofGovernmentEthics:each
uieiiiimofauniformedeenicewhose
psygradalasterlnexcsssofl)-Vuader
sectionNi. of lltls I7.Unite!States
CodathePostmasterGrmeral.the
deputyPostmasterGeneral.Governorof
theloud ofGovernorsortheU5.

Postfiysarvia a
n
fi

eschoggcfi a
t
P Mamp eaormp eyes . es

Ssrvicswhosehuic rateofpay is equal
to orgsatarlhaatbsmlairuumrstsoi

basic
paégrsd

forcs-ts; theDirector
cg
nthe
“O

of
G:‘vernmsot

Ethicsand

o cl dcollna heactasagency
ethicsofficsrs[designatedagencyethics
oficialsl; anycivilianemployee
employed in theBxaciitiveOflce of the
President[otherthan a spedai
Govsnsrneutemployee)whoholds a

commission o
f

appointmenthumthe
President:andnomineesforpostions
requiringSenateconfirmation.This
systemincludesbothformerandcurrent
employeesin theseatagorlaewhohave
filedfinancialdisclosurestatements
underIll! Mqrsimfnanfaof theEthifl ln
Goverru:nsntActofifll. asamendedor
whootherwisecomeunderthe
requirementsof titsEthicsAct.For
administeringall provisionsoi the
EthicstoGovernmentActolifll and
theEthicsReformActeitses (Pub. L

to»-tot).assmsndsd.thelyllammay
containtaiornuuoncuanyofficeror
employeeof theexecutivebranch.

CslT'@§BU%@ClII'lIlI‘TI'\'iI
Thissystemofrecordscontains:
Financialinformationsuchassalary.
dividends.receiptsfromthepurchaseof
saleof lend.excliimgeoi property.
spouse'sandd:ildren'sinterest
earnlme.fundsfromtrustaccounts.
gifts.
rslirlbaslemaots.intern? 6

:

s . an cornpimsniorter uties
gzlbtgtyed:lrlfornlltlononliabilitiesin
excessof810%. informationabout
poflfllflfl.asannffli-iii-.rlii-nmir,tr-tistss.
partner.proprietor.representative.
employee.ornouultsntofany
corporation.company.firm.partoe-retily.
orotherbusiness.sen-pent
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runirug¢¢lvoLu.No.oo!n~»o:y.roinopy_z:.1m/ubnceu Q ‘,5
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organisation.laborvfslniuuoo. or Actof1076(section106oi theEtliia nrloillllt
'*"'fl°'“l '"“m"°“‘ M°'“‘"u@ A“ " "'"°“4¢dl-*°"W ""1°""“8 Theserecordsarel‘i\lL'llllJ'lldin filing
aboutnee-Covonunontoeiplcymont person. “hm,” w "gig; r-mywmqflgg ,
ngrounents.not onlava ofshrerice b.To disclose.in sdzoi-dancewith mm 5,," mm“,toocooptPsderelserviui.continuation action 106oi theEthicsinGovernment
oi.
ppyirirrmgy nrfin-l=ledernin¢drnployol‘A

h
: asmended.andwhim tothe iisrnn-ionmo owouu

we use one ip Ilifl I

' mtloiuconutnodin ucticn 7-fl6(d)(1l Th "mm, m unmny
intern-neonlbw! oueuiplacedin Inuit oftitle‘HI.11.5.6.enyduronolmiion mamgfmdfor ; pm“ an ya" ‘gm
peiiduigdisposal:Ind otherdocuments gnnungon

oiuinpiloiiyiamuint

to mm mm,‘ "Mn 5|“; by . “mm”drvolopedbytheDirector o
r

theOflino zoiitbltilorzcotbitii o Utl: ia.vac. ;,,,u ,,,,m,,,,_.,, mam,
ofGOVIfl1mQl'llBl.l1lClr0I-'

ogltéxlothlcs
toanyreqonllagpmon. “mum b

yM gm“, “gm me
?§.°‘.5.'1.‘2.'.‘/i';i‘§i"i=r."“.‘§"i..=o‘ii'.‘i‘ ,5?-""*'=1,,g,~"' 3;,“ ='“;,"""*" "°“§g'*",,"3;y{,R°“,",1,',g‘M
ReformAd of lfli (Fhb. L 101-19¢‘).as

W ma M Pr" mu ‘G. u V

amended.Suchotherdocumentsmy
include.butwill notbelimitedto:Ethics
apoenienu,docuniuiiltionofwaivers
issuedtoIn olficerorEmployeebyan
agencypursuant10notionNliliilfl) or
section
Zilfbgfll

o
f title15.U.S.C.'

coi-tiflcatu c divestitureissuedby the
Presidentorby theDirector o

f OGE
puruiiim:in sectionoozat theEthics
ReformAct oi1988(Z6U.S.C..1643):And
iriiormltiorinecessaryfnr lhnrorvl|rlri|
ofadviceor formalsdvisnryopinions.or
theresolutionofcomplaints.

AvrrieemFOIuiionsiunolor his
IVITK '

Pub. L 95-521.Ethic: inGovernment
Act of1978andPub. L 101-1.56.Ethics
Rotor-inAct of 1809.asamended.

anode:
Thou recordsIn maintainedtomeet
rhoNqdimzients o

r

theEthics in

GovernmentActor1770sadtheEthics
Reform
Actmgl
11$.
candidIQIIMII] mini 0 flllnd lhhll

reports.reportsconcerningcertain
qr-eernmhhorwnn thecovered
individualandanypriorprivatenoclnr
oinpioyor.ouilcropoomonts.ondfl-in
preservation o

f

waviorltonedtoon
otlcor oremploynpursuant to uotioin
Ill of titleis endurliflcetss of
divestitureissuedpursuantlo section
50: o

f

riu Ztlilu ReformMt. Such
mumonu andinland recordsno
l'IqIl2¢d‘1‘.O

uianmCO&9|llfl6Q‘I1l1ltheseecuan to on promote
theintqfly ofpuglicomdnlomil
lnrdlsbool.
N1$3 on is requestedIn
mun -ismix?» Dtrwior-r to
Ofllu o

f

Govsrrinentllilcli aid: I

Jlndvun-vb tobe

ucomm to mioiu oy
use no-($7.51).

earniiinmkerrnncesesealrsmnn

Thoserecordsendinhrmldoain
then recordslilybe used:
o.‘l‘o‘dlodoo¢sri1urdeilalrhs
inIari'ist£cihunloli¢db1thewuttag
ollldshileiadnoorwittiprorhlaisot
uoewflddielthlcs in Goosnnont

r. To disclosepertinentirilorinanonto
theappropriateFodonLBrae.or local
agencyresponsiblefortnveotipnrig.
prosecuting.znfordng.or lirrpliiriisrifing

1 mtutc. rule.regulation.ororder.
wnm triodloololliigagencybecomes
mm of onindication of 1 violationor
potentialvielotlusror civilorwirninsl
lowor
i-Egfiori.d

.

To on infoririatiootoanother

Podoi-olnficy,toocoort.onpartylnlliigatioo ore s courtorin on
admlriiatzltlveproceedingbeing
conductedby I Federalsaucy. either
whentheGoya inmain! e plriy to o ,
judicialorsdminlsuotlvoproceedingor

in orderin complywith theimuic: of ii

nrtrpome.
e.To discloselnlornulloatoany
lf1ll1'I'.IIhnv Q obllnecessary in
hitoromtonrolrvaatto s contflotoil -
lamest Invortigatlonordaieminstiou

I. Byrhehistonelhltnssend
ReaIdsAdrnlr.rlstretheI1hnConuel
Soul:-Adnlolebedeehroooodo
unngmmtinspscdoosooadoctod

iairrliniodty
ofMUJ.lLzwlend

g,‘l’odi.soloeslnlurmslolto lbs
Ofioe oflhugnmtildflirdptst
snystoptnlhs legislativecoordination
ooddeluncs hcunoction '

withpi-intorsmlizsioiioeanettorth
in'OU30rr:ulu No.‘A-1.0.
1:.‘!'odlsolon. I-lroopoeuto e

roqoostfordlocovoryorlwsppoarlnca
of e wllnosl.lntoriruconthat is relevant
tomonbtoctnzsttlrlnvoivodlno

~H|l or ldnhhlrottvoQiilfififflllffllli,
Irrusmqeooueugicrnnguu
DliiflIZlII1'\IIY1'1'D|2
ereeeen
‘hole rloordl no nllnteinod infilo
folders.osroinstedmedll.orou
miinoflchoor rrilemfilm.

Imnsnnm-.
Thesereoerdoenretrlevedbyrlro_
nmundeodalsecurlryeomborotrhe
indlvidnelmwhomlhoyere
ineletstood.

coiiiildatuwhoan notelected.la than
cases.therecord lo destroyed1

.

yes:
afterthedatatheindividualceased
behigunder:Senatemnlidenlion [gr
appointmentorb nolonger o mndidnte
foremu. Piirthcr. if therecord:uo
neededin InW invorttguion.theywill berainlnodan nolongerneeded
in Lheinvestigation.Destruction is by
shreddingorbornirig.

'

IVUTKIIii) ifDB1}
Dinctor.Olflcsoi GovonirnomEihlu.
Su-lu500.ID! NewYorkAvenue.NW.
Wllhlflflfil. DCmos-coir.

ueriricirrioiiniocsouim

Individual:wishing to inquire
whiilhlrthisryrurinofneurrdscumulus
iiiforrnationaboutthm shouldcontact,
II lppfllfifllfpr
ii.Forrecord:flieddirectlywrir the
Ofics olGovommentE&1ics.corztsctthe
systemEllip
b.i-wrroeordofilodwithduuubo "
agencyduos cflidsls or theSecretary
coocerrind.contacttheduipoted
none! editorolhchl or1<1udrlllI1lrI~~! ormncy. Wnlilngtori.DCcode).
c Forrecordslied wit dieIdem!
!ectlonConnrilntonbyconfident for

'

PresidentorVli:efiIl'idlnL eoerecttfi
StsID!nctrn'.I‘ederelB1ocr1rn
Coinrniuloo.III E Street.NW.
WI!!!-illlllm.no mm.
lndividulllwishingtoinquire
whetherGrissystnnofmodds contains
informationaboutthanshouldmrrlld
the~| ofioolinodobon. Vlndi

' imutfurnishtb ioliowiog
inlonnntionfortheirremrdl tobe
lucsild andliluuilfluik
l- Fullnsioc.

4b
.

Doperoentorogoequi
componentwithIriioh-employedor
pi-opmedtohefllployed.

iiecoiroman niobium:

' ls

..li$‘i}"......i."""'.'ii‘;'ii'=’Z.'7..‘L‘ZT'.i.‘.i°°°’°

yrpruprhh
eliiu eslbovruinthe

odflmdoufiocuimeoectifl.
Individualsmustlornlshthefollowing
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eaao___ Federal Regina I vol, ea. No so {_'[hurnday.February 22. tepo I Noticea
_ __

tniormationfortheirrecord:tobe 101-1“.EthicsReformAct of1009.ea d.To orby theYaetionelArchiveeand
locatedandidentified: amended. , Record:Adtnlniatretiooor theGeneral
e.Fullname. . ServiceaAdtninieuationin rawrda
lt Departmentoragencyend '""'°'“ l‘ managementineyectioneconducted

can-mountwithwhichmytq-.4 O, Theaerrecordeeremaintainedtomeet mm luumlq fly“ 1;5;; my ",3
proposedtobeemployed. therequirementsororunderExecutive

coene-rntoaeeoaantocewlaa:
Sincetheinformationin time recorda
iaupdatedonaperiodicbutt. moat
recordwrmnlooecanbehandled
througheatabiiehedadministrative
proceduresforupdatingthoncooda
However,individual:out obtain
informationontheproceduraltor
conteatingthereoordeunderthe
provieiotuoi thePrivacyAct by
contactingtheappropriateofficeohown
in theNotificationProcedurelectlon.

IIQOHD§lCHI?
lnionnationinthiaayatentofrecords
iaprovidedby:
a.TheaubleotindividualorbyI
designatedpenon.suchaea truetae.

atrornemrrzaoanrant.
orrelative

b.Fe ai oflldeiswhoreviewthe
etatentnrttntnmakeconflictof interest
deterntinatione.
c.Pmonl allegingconflictoi’intereau
andpereortacontactedduringany
invoetieationof theallegation!

OGIIUOVT-I

even: nan: -

ConfidentialStatementsof
EmploymentandFinancialInttnollt

eve-ranmentor:
individualagencyethiceofioeeor
otherdesignatedagencyemcee.

earnooeuaeor eromntuueoveunevwe
even:
Oflicetnandemployee:whoan
requiredby theiragencypureuanttoor
underhecative Orders12674.1365and
£122-2[aeImlndod).5GI‘! art738,or
eection2:17of theEthic:in government
Act of1978.oraection107of theBthira
Act.u amended.tohieouch
atnternent|.Theeyatetnirtcludaaboth
formerandcurrentFederalentpioyoeeLn
theeeeategoriee.

Ofllflfil U‘hi II fie!ITIT1
‘lheeeternrdieontainetetetnentaand
amendedatatementeoiperaorteland
familyboldlngeandotherinterutain
bueineaaentmtrlteeandMmmpflfl
':;:,."=-
"
"rt."“rm lfldflml~:gI 3:34 tocaramelI

tntereetdatenninetiona.

LUWIIW POIIIIIBILIK U’ VI‘IIIIZ
Eeemttve(idea 12574.12566and
11222(aeencoded):Pub.L I6-621.
Ethicsin f‘-oveenetntActandPub.l.

Order:tam. use andum. aCPR
pert735.agencyrngulationathereunder.'

eewellaseection207of theEthicain
GovernmentActof1973(aection107of
theBthtcaAct.eaamendedbytheEthic:
ReformAct'oi1.9l9).concerningthe
filingoforrtployrnentandBrtandnl
interutetaterranu.Suchatateotaoteere
requiredtoaarurecompliancewiththe
etandaroactconducttotGovernment
etnployeeecontainedin theExecutive
Ordoro,agencyregulationsandtitle15.
U5-C..endtodetermineif e conflictof
totaraatexiatabetweentheamvlotnnent
oi individual:hygthaFederal
Governmentandt.ha!.rpQ!I0lil.l
employmentandfinancialiniareeta.Tu
enabletheDirectorof theOfflceoi
GovernmentElthioetoensurethatthese
purpoeaaaremet.agencymaintained
recordearetobemadeavailabletothat
officeonrequest
NotnWhenanegcrtwlarequaetedto
fumiaheuchreeodatnthebia-eetoroltlu
OflimofGovernmentBthtu.euéa -

diaclaeuntatohemntideredeantade
uentto of
nose;Na mu

thePrivacyAut(5

llovrlll vfll I $919! INII?An@ ll
memrm rename eevnouaaor
ueauemomeeuaeoeuor auntueeet
. Thaneetatetnenteandamended
eteternante

rmtited
byatpursuantto

EateoativeO ra1E74(‘Pettl1').1l865v
andu2fl(PenIV).aaen:.ertded.8CFR
Part73$.eeeocyreeulationethceunder.

E';£A°;.t".‘.§i°R§”i°’"”'t'E§“;t““tr, tO W10 on1 o
thei!thiceAct.aaatnemled].e:etuL-e
heldin oonildenaandno information:
tlaereirotnehallbediaoioeedexcept:' a.To
dieeloeeget-tinent

infortnatioeto
theeporoprlateedaral.State.or looel
agency
rmofibh

fur
proaectt arcing.or
n
et.etut&..ntln

regulation.
or€er.where diaclo agency cornea

nvareoiea indisentgonoiaviolationor
tentiatviolationoi civil orcriminal
Ev 0|’i’ tion.
b.1'odladoeeinformationtoAnother
Federal

agency.
toacourt.orepartyin

litigation eioreacourtorinen
edminietrnttveprooeldingbeing
conductedbyaFederalagency.either
whentheCflvflffllltentiepet-tytoe
judicialoradminietxetiveproceedingor
in ordertooornplywith theiaauenceoi e
euhpoene.
n To diecloeeinfer-ntetiontoany
aournewhenneceaaerytoobtain
tnionnetionrelevanttoe conllict-ob
intereetirtveeugationordetarninettm.

X
e.To diacloaeinformationtothe
OiiioeoiManagementandBudgetat
anystagetnthelegislativecoordination
endeleerenoerooeeein connection
withprivaterefiaflegislationeaeatforth
inOMBCttcularNe.A-1.0.
L To diacioee.in reeponeetoerequeet
fordiacoveryorforappearanceofe
witneeo.lnfornuttionthattorclovnntto
theeubiectmatterinvolvedinapending
judicialoradministrativeproceeding.

Hui ueoHACHGEIPOIe'rwII|6~
IITIIWK. 1%-MB. Eli llfl
DOUGH“U IHQI II fillElli
ITQQLOI
Tone record:eremaintainedin file
foldete.in automatedmedia,oron
tnicroneheortnit:-oitlnt.

Irntavalarrv:
Tholerecordsareretrievedbythe
nameandaodnlsecuritynumberof the
Individualonwhorntheyere
maintained

aanouane:
Thesereootdearelocatedin locked
mat-llfill oebinatatowhichonly
authorisedpersonnelhaveacoesa.

nemmoeauooraloeau
‘iheaereoordlarediepoeedoi whene
y'eereold;exceptthatdocuments
neededinanongoinginvestigationwill
beretained

nnfllnnlonfirneodzd
intlae

inveetigation.Diapoeel byahndding
orburning,

I7I‘l‘§IMAlflAU€III¢
Directorof theOlficeofGovernment
BthieeSuitenon.tzn NewYork
Avenue.NW.Washington.DC20006
IQ17.

Qfiiwl it-IE
lndlvidualewishingto inquire '- -

whetherthisayetemofrecordscontain:
informationaboutthemehouldcontact
theBhiceOfioer attheagencywhere
thereport:warnfiled.
Lndividuelemuetiurrtiehtheioilowing
lnlorrnetiorltortheirrecordstobe
locatedandidanuited:

'

a.full name.
b_Depenernoaa!orngenq anll

'

cotnpomntwithwhichemployedor

Pmmd tobewowed

Individuals
wiahtsdto

teoneataooeae
totheirreoordeaho contactthe
Bthiu Odher at theagencywhen the

§
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ff?
report:werefiled.lnlleiduull lull
fttrnlehthefollowinginformationfor
theirreoonietobelonetedend
lticnlillld:
e.Pullnettle.
b.Deperin-eatore and
componentwithWhig employedor
propoeedtobeemployed.

oourelntemane Ilnouwew
Sincetheinformationin than 1-nmrde
isupdeterioneperiodicbeetsmoat
recentcorrctintu an behandled
througheellhllehededmtniltntive
prooeduree

ioruxdetiu;
rmordl.

However.irtdiviuh ow obtain
infortxutionontheproceduresfor
umtutingtherecord:underthe
provielmecl the

Pr-ive¢.EAa
by

ccntecligg:
Etim: earerthe

agency thereport:wereBled.

eeoeuQueenoereooene: _
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RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

naamqrucnw
RestoringTheConfidence

MEMORANDUM TO: Roger C. Altman

FROM:

John E. Ryan

Peter E. Knighg§%/

March 15, 1994

-q?-r F/—

SUBJECT; Outstanding letters from Members of House
Banking Committee

All RTC Divisions and Field Offices have been alerted that all
correspondence from Members of the House Banking Committee must
be answered by March 22.

Attached is a listing of the outstanding letters.

Attachment

cc: Ms. Booker
Ms. Cunninghame
Mr. Kolatch
Ms. Kulka
Mr. Kusinski
Mr. Horton
Mr. Lynn
Mr. Ramey
OGR Reps.
OGR Staff

80! 17171Sheer,N.W.Washington,D.C.20-4.34
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RT-l2962
cc: Mr. Ryan
Standard Distribution
Mr. Adair
Ms. Kulka~ Mr. Knight
Ms. Hinton
Ms. Kauper
Ms. Kruse

nssozunonrsusrcosronanon OGR Reps 5 staff
Inelvh¢1‘isCr&Il'Q1‘lsCflli

March ll, 1994

Honorable Alfonse I. D'Anato
Ranking Minority Kesber
Consittee on Banking, Housing,
and Urban Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator D'Anato:

Thank you tor your letter of larch 2 concerning Interis CEO
Roger C. altsan's assurance at the Senate Banking Cosnittee
hearing held on February 24 that he would rquest the RTC
Inspector General to initiate a review of the report dated
February 8 by the Ottics of Contract Oversight and Surveillance
(OCOS) on the Rose Lav Firs.

Since Hr. Altsan recused hisselt, he has delegated all of his
authority and all or his responsibilities concerning any latter
connected to or arising out of Madison Guaranty savings and Loan
Association to ne. as a result of this delegation or authority,
I sent the enclosed sesorandun to Ir. John Adair, the RTC’s
Inspector General, requesting the investigation ot the OCOS
report.

In the future, you should address any questions you say have on
aatters concerning or relating to Madison Guaranty to se.

we hope this-intorsstion is helpful to you. Please let se know
it we can be or further assistance.

Sincerely,

2%/7%/\John 3. Ryan
Deputy CEO

Enclosures

D|Uh!hdJU¥IhnhflULflC2M 9857
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To: Clark W. Blight@IG1@RTCDC
Cc: ajk
"c:
__om: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Subject: Press call
Date: Friday, March 4, 1994 9:24:09 EST
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

In Tuesday's Post, on the White House and RTC discussions regarding the
Whitewater matter, there is a statement that "a RTC guy" called Lisa Caputo in
late October or early November informing her "of press inquiries there [RTC]
involving Whitewater and Madison." The paper said she returned a call made to
her. It may be appropriate for your office to seek to identify the individual
at the RTC who initiated this call, the subject of the discussion, and any
information that was conveyed. Given the OGE investigation called for by
Secretary Benson, it seems appropriate for the RTC to investigate this issue
as well. I am concerned about the
authority upon which the "RTC guy"

If you have already determined the
of the call, please let our office
were violated or if such a call is
Thanks

appropriateness of the call and the
may have acted.

identity of the individual and the nature
know if any standard of conduct regulations
routine.
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9%
RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisis
RestoringTheConfidence

February 25, 1994

MEMORANDUM

TO: JOHN E. RYAN, DEPUTY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
ELLEN KULKA, GENERAL COUNSEL
ARTHUR KUSINSK ETHICS OFFICER

FROM: ROGER c .
INTERIM CHIEF E ECUTIVE OFFICER

SUBJECT: Recusal Notice —— Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan

This is to notify you that effective immediately I recuse
myself from all matters relating to Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan. All such matters, should they arise, should be referred to
Mr. Ryan for resolution or appropriate handling. I hereby
delegate to him or his designee full authority to act on such
matters.

cc: John M. Buckley, Secretary, OSEC

801 17thStreet, NW Washington, DC 20434
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$-1;
RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisis
RestoringTheConfidence

March 4, 1994

TO: Members of the RTC Executive Committ

FROM: Arthur J . Kusinski @~2£\.--\\J’7
Ethics Officer and Designate Agency Ethics Official

SUBJ: Recusal Notice - Roger B. Altman

Attached please find a copy of Mr. Altman's recusal notice regarding
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

80! l7fh Street.N.V\/.Washington.D.C.20-434

ssso
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To: Ellen B. Kulka@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Cc: dlr, ,Peter E. Knight@OGR@RTCDC
Bf":
F- 4: Arthur J. Kusinski@Ethics@RTCDC
Subject: Leach letter of March 1
Date: Thursday, March 3, 1994 16:54:06 EST
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

I told you this morning that someone on the Hill had asked for all our ethics
publications -- regs, policies, directives, etc., but I couldn't remember who
it was. It was Senator D'Amato's office, not Leach.
Leach in fact has the wrong regs. The regulations he cites in his letter of
March 1 are the old RTC ethics regulations which have since been supplanted by
the new OGE regs and the revised supplemental RTC regulations.

Also, Peter Knight asked me to double—check with you about my talking toTreasury
about the Leach letter in light of the fact that Altman is now recused from
Madison G. matters. I don't see how this would affect our coordinating who is
going to be answering the letter, but as a courtesty to Peter, I said I would
check with you.

Finally, Peter asked that we, RTC, prepare a response to the Leach letter in
case we need to have one. That's no problem. However, in assembling a
rr wonse, what Mr. Altman told the Senate Banking Committee last Thursday
ma_ not be enough for us to opine on the appropriateness of his meeting at the
White House (on the other hand, it may be -- we're getting the transcripts
from Peter). But if it isn't, the possibility arises that we may have to ask
Mr. Altman for more information about this meeting. I realize how sensitive
this may be if it comes to that, and you need to be thinking about what we do
under such circumstances. We will do nothing, of course, without first
clearing with you and getting your direction.

Art

9861
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March 2, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: gohn Adair
Inspector General

FROM: John E. Ryan
Deputy Chief Exe e Officer

SUBJECT: Investigation o R port Dated Feb. 8, I994 of
the Office of Cont t Oversight and Surveillance
titled Rose Lav F tn RTC/OCOS-T94002-HA

As you know, Interim CEO Roger A than, in his appearance at the
seli-annual hearing on February 24, 1994 of the Resolution Trust
corporation/Thrift Depositor Oversight Board,conducted by the Senate
Consittee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, said that he would
request that the RTC Inspector General review the report dated
Feb. 8, 1994 of the Office of Contract Oversight and Surveillance
titled Rose Lav Firm RTC/OCOS—T94002-HA (copy attached). Since that
date, Hr. Altman has recused himself and has delegated all of his
authority and all of his responsibilities concerning any matter
connected to or arising out of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association to he. Therefore, I an requesting that you conduct an
investigation, in accordance with your nornal operating procedures,
of the substance addressed by the report.

Furtherlore, I as requesting that you also audit fees paid to
the Rose Law tirl by the RTC on any matter, or by the FDIC on any
setter where the FDIC retained the Rose Lav Firs, (i) as managing
agent for the PSLIC, or (ii) as the legal ars of the RTC before this
corporation saintained its own legal division. Please direct your
report to the General Counsel, Ellen B. Kulka.

Attachment

cc: Kulka

an rms|eu.uu¢uurmm.oc.mo4 9862
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Ir. Bernard Nuesbaun
counsel to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

HI. Stephen Potts
Director
Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue, n.w.
suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20005-3917

HI. Jean HQBOOD
General Counsel
Room 3000
Department of the Treasury
Washington, o.c. 20220

Kr. Art Kusinski "

Chis! ethics officer
Resolution Trust corporation
001- 17th Street, u.w.
Washington, D.C. 20434

Dear losers. and Medan:

on February 3, 1994, I wrote to the Interim cE0 or the Resolution
Trust corporation (RTC), Hr. Roger.Altnen, asking that he seek
appropriate oounsel as to whether he should recuse himself from
matters regarding Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. As I noted in
my February 3 letter to hr. Altman: "...it would appear ethically
questionable tor a political appointee of the Depertnent or
Treasury to make decisions tor an independent rederal agency when
the President may be implicated in entorcement and civil actions."
On February 23 I received a lengthy response to my letter which
ended with the tollowinq sentence: "I trust this letter tully
addressee your concerns" [see attached letters]. negrettably, the
letter did not tully address the concerns expressed in my letter er
rebruary 3. Moreover, it would appear that the concerns raised in
my letter were confirmed when hr. Altman testified last week betore
the Benate Banking committee that he had entered discussions with

9865
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March 1, 1994

the White House on matters attesting the President’! potential
personal liabilities.
While it is dubiously credible to think Mr. Altman would have gone
to the White House to discuss only the statute of limitations, in
that a mere memowould have sufficed, it bears noting again the
irony that it was Hr. Altman who on May 4, 1993,

stronglyrecommended by letter to the chairman of the House sank ng
Committee that the statute of limitations for civil lawsuits
against BEL wrongdoers not be extended.

Kr. Altman's meeting with white House staff concerning the RTC's
actions in the Madison case is an ethical umbrage. Even though hr.
Altman has now decided it proper to recuse himself from the Madison
case, the issue st hand is whether his conduct violated federal
ethics guidelines or strictures, as promulgated by the RTC. These
guidelines are listed under 12 CPR S 1605.7 and include the
following:R.» 1‘4'

’Ab’ Lu§U;a;)L "No employee shall engage in any action, which night result
Jlitbiqq ;K

in, or create the appearance of ...
.n -"_ G
~ -#> (b) g v n pre erent e treatment to any person;...kw hi 5%? iig 2 i1

3 L
pT#E# (d) losing complete independence or impartiality;
r‘ J
¢||?, 1

:;

(e) making an RTC decision outside official channels;
u@)' ic

l or,

7 ‘ ¢Q

(C) adversely affecting the public's confidence in the

\

integrity of the RTC."

c

%c\5
Also, 12 CFR 5 1605.10 states that an RTC "employee may not,

in 4
v _ directly, or indirectly, use or allow the use of information which‘“’ 1' is obtained as a result or his or her RTC employment but which is

not available to the general public in order to engage in any
tinsncial transaction or to turther a private interest."

In addition, another issue appears to be an abuse or the spirit or

5 U.B.C 3345. In a technical sense, this statute allows the
President to name a temporary agency head to fill a vacancy until

a nominee is confirmed by the senate. In the event a nominee is
rejected by the Senate or his/her name is withdrawn, 5 u.s.c. 3340
provides that the vacancy may be filled for not more than 120-days
by an individual designated by the President.

In the case of Hr. Altman's appointment as interim CEO of the RTC,
we have a situation where a political appointee of the Treasury
Department has served as the head of an independent agency for
approximately 13 months. To some, this circumstance leaves the

9866
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Page 3
larch l, 1994

inpression that H. Altman's tern of office night have been
intended to coincide with the running of the statute of limitations
for civil lawsuits which could affect the White House.
Now that the statute of limitations has been extended, a skeptic
night wonder it further legal machinations will occur as a means of
maintaining hr. Altman's tenure as interis CSO of the RTC. After
all, no nominee to head the RTC has been formally presented to the
senate since Hr. Tate withdrew his name from consideration on
November 30, when he complained of gross mismanagement at the RTC.

It is my judgement that the RTC has had its independence
comproliled and that it is no longer sufficient for Mr. Altman to
recusc hisselt from the Madison case. It is all too apparent that
his shadow looms large at the agency and that his immediate
resignation from all responsibilities at the RIC would appear to be
the only ethical option at this tine.

In addition, just as one party should not have requested the
meeting, the other party should not have accepted it. In this
regard, I hereby request a review of whether White House officials,
Bernard Nuasbaun, Margaret Williams, and Harold Ickes, violated any
ethical guidelines. Here I would call your attention to the
following White House guidelines:

3 cm 5 100.735-4 General standards of conduct. -

"(c) In all circumstances employees shall conduct
themselves so as to exemplify the highest standards of
integrity. An employee shall avoid any action, whether
or not specifically prohibited by this subpart, which
night result in, or create the appearance of:

(1) Using public office for private gain;

(2) Giving preferential treatnant to any person;

(3) Impeding Government efficiency or economy;

(4) Losing complete independence or impartiality;

(5) Raking o Government decision outside official
channels; or

(6) Affecting adversely the confidence of the
public in the integrity of the Government.“

3 cm 5 100.735-8 Conflicts of interest. (Z
H
Y‘

_. \,,./
M4"

JP:/om

.‘1

‘!J(_'v'-J

.9‘
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'(s) A conflict or interest may exist whenever an
employee has a substantial or private interest in a
matter which involves his duties and responsibilities as
an employee. The maintenance or public confidence in
Government clearly demands that an employee take no
action which would constitute the use or his official
position to advance his personal or private interest. It
is equally important that each employee avoid heconinq
involved in situations which present the possibility, or
even the appearance. that his otticial position night he
used to his Private advantage."

3 crn 5 100.735-21 General conduct prejudicial to the
Government.

"an employee shall not engage in criminal, intamous,
dishonest, immoral, or notoriously disgraceful conduct,
or other conduct prejudicial to the Government."

with regard to the second of the above citations, it would appear
self-apparent that "personal or private interest‘ would apply to
issues or individual job security or promotion. In addition, with
regard to the third, the adjective "dishonest" would presumably
apply to the issuance or statements or tact that prove untrue.
Here, I bring to your attention, Kr. Nussbaun's February 10. 1994
letter to Reps. Lighttoot, Wolf, and Istook. I would also ask that
the possibility be probed that the meeting night have had the
ettect of being "prejudicial" to the government's case in attempts
to recover taxpayer losses related to the failure of Madison
Guaranty.

I would specifically request that the office or Government Ethics
and the Chief Ethics officer of the White House, which I understand
to be Kr. Nussbaun or his designee, formally review and provide no
with a response as to whether the meeting between the three White
House otricials and Hr. Altman violated any guidelines of

government
ethics, regulations, or law. In particular, there is an

nplicit appearance that puhlic ofticiale dealt with the private
matters of the President. In this regard, I would hereby request
a list of any individuals who participated or attended at any point
in the discussions and from each any notes or recordings or the
nesting or meetings at the White House or elsewhere on this matter.

Please provide a tull response to the issues raised in this letter
regarding the White House as veil as hr. Altman by honday, Notch
21, 1994. Thank you for your time and consideration or this
matter.

Sincerely,

€:S§"**‘\‘
EE;'*"‘_\s

Jane . Leach
Ranking Member

cc: Mr_ Roger Altman
Interim CEO
Resolution Trust Corporation

’ . U!
'0
N§%€

./7 I15“, .

\
1” u Hr";V..
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Resolution Ttust Corporafion‘

FAX COVER SHEET

nun: 2/23 /731I I
'1-o= _[)ENNLS F035/nA/\]

oePurY GENERAL couusEL_

6 2'2 -* I 882.

FROM: ART KUSIMSKI
OFFICE OF ETHICS

FAX NUMBER: (202) 416-2481
TELEPHONE #2 (202) 416-2157 (ask for Robin McGi1l)

TOTAL PAGES: 5 (uvcwomG- mas PAC:-E)

com41=m'rs= QM you

Notice: For our records please call upon receipt of this message
atthe aforementioned telephone number. If for
message is inadvertently sent to you, please
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this
prohibited. It would be greatly appreciated
message is returned to us at the address below
Thanking you in advance.

B01 17lh Siraef, NW I Washington. DC 20-134-0001

any reason this
be advised that
communication is
if the original
(via U.S. Mail).
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RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisis
RestoringTheConfidence

February 23, 1994

Honorable Alfonse M. D’Amato
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Banking, Housing,
and Urban Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator D'Amato:

Interim CEO Roger C. Altman has asked me to respond to your
letter dated February 18, 1993, requesting copies of records
pertaining to Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. As you may know
from our discussions with your staff, the Resolution Trust
Corporation is concerned that disclosure of different categories
of information covered by your blanket request could harm the
RTC’s future position with respect to possible civil litigation;
jeopardize the work of independent Counsel Robert Fiske’s
criminal investigation; result in the release of personal or
corporate financial information in violation of Federal law; or, _constitute a waiver of one or more privileges to which the agency
is entitled.

I have instructed RTC personnel to work with your staff to
provide you with all the documents that we can provide within the
operating strictures posed by your request. Despite the RTC’s
desire to cooperate with you, a review of relevant statutes and
case law has left the RTC with no other option than to take the
position that a Ranking Minority Member of the Senate Committee
on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs has the authority of an
individual Member of Congress and therefore may only obtain
information that would be otherwise available to the public
pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act. Therefore, the RTC
believes that disclosing privileged information to you could
raise questions of waiver and could detrimentally affect any
further legal actions that may be contemplated regarding Madison.

Today, your staff received over 6,500 pages of documents which
are listed in an enclosure to this letter. The RTC has already
provided your staff with extensive inventories of Madison-related
documents. Since there are over 300,000 pages of Madison-related
documents, it would be helpful to have your staff narrow your
request to specific documents or classes of documents. At that
point, RTC personnel will discuss with your staff how we may be
able to meet your request.

80! I711‘?Street.N.W.Vv&'1|'r1gfOn,D.C. 20434
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Honorable Alfonse M. D’Amato
Page 2

The RTC will continue to work with your staff to make available
to ou

' ' ' '
y as many records as possible within the limitations
discussed above.

Sincerely,

J/I»/”A
John . Ryan
Depu y CEO

Enclosure

9872
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%
RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisis
RestoringTheConfidence

February 23, 1994

Honorable Alfonse M. D'Amato
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Banking, Housing,
and Urban Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator D’Amato:

This letter is in response to your letter to Interim CEO Roger C.
Altman dated February 18, 1994, requesting copies of all recusal
letters and ethics agreements entered into by Messrs. Albert V.
Casey and Roger C. Altman. On February 18, 1994, I had sent you
a response to your February 8th request concerning when the RTC's
CEO has recused himself‘from participation in RTC matters.

For your information, we have enclosed copies of:

1. Mr. Albert V. Casey's Ethics Agreement, two recusal
memoranda, and a recusal from participation in matters
having an impact upon his creditors. with regard to the
recusal from matters involving a member of his immediate
household, there is no documentation as it was an oral
recusal from Mr. Casey to the RTC's Ethics Officer and
designated agency Ethics Official.

2. A memorandum from Mr. Arthur Kusinski to the Executive
Committee of the RTC identifying items from which Mr. Altman
will recuse himself as the RTC's Interim CEO.

3. A letter from Mr. Altman to Mr. Dennis Foreman at the
Department of the Treasury indicating the matters from which
he will withdraw, resign, or recuse himself. This document
is considered to be his Ethics Agreement with the Treasury
Department as the Deputy Secretary. Although it does not
directly relate to the RTC, such actions may be applicable
to the RTC as well as Treasury. Mr. Altman did not enter
into a separate agreement with the RTC at the time he was
appointed as Interim CEO.

80! I71‘?!Sheer.N.W WQMQIOH. D.C. 20434
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Honorable Alfonse M. D'Amaco
Page 2

These documents are being furnished :0 you with che unde_s: ll l ~-_¢ <
chat they will be created in a confidential manner. '

Sidgerely,/

1 / _

Qecer En night
Director
Office of Governmencal Rela:;:f=
(202) 416-2116

Enclosures
'
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I
I L ll: rd m

ETHICS AGREEEENT

I, Albert 7. Casey, seiectee for appointment to tne ccsitign
of Chief Executive Officer of the Resolution Trust Corporation,
hereby agree that, should I be formally appointed to that pcsiticn,

I will take or cause to be taken the following actions witn fespect
to my financial interests and obligations, in order t: avoic any
actions as Chief Executive Officer which might result in tr create
the appearance of a conflict cf interest:

1. within 90 days of assumption of the position if Ihief
Executive Officer, I will divest myself of ownership of snares of
stocx of the American Express Company, Deutsche Banx, Zcciiental
Petroleum Corporation, and Sabine Royalty Trust.

2. Prior to entering upon my duties as Chief Executiveofficer, I will resign my directorships wit: AIR
Corporation/American Airlines, Inc., Colgate—Palmolive ?::;any,
Hemorex Telex, N.V., and Sears, Roebuck & Company.

3. During my tenure as Chief Executive Officer 1: tne
Resolution Trust Corporation, I will recuse myse;i :r::
participating in any particular matter which could have 1 *i:ect
and predictable impact upon the airline industry or any en in
which I own stocks or other securities, or hold a partnership tr
other financial interest, including financial interests ie:;we:
from my pensions with AMR Corporation, Colgate-Palmolive f::;any.
Sears, Roebuck & Company, and The Times Mirror Company, ctner tnan
the formulation and adoption of policies of general appli:::;;_ty
to the management and resolution of intsitutions -n:e: ‘re
jurisdiction of the Resolution Trust Corporation.

4. During my tenure as Chief Executive Officer ' "-e
Resolution Trust Corporation, I will recuse :yse-: "rt:
participating in decisions or actions having specific impact - 1;;
Federally—insured depository institution from which I ‘axe -

D
!

1
1

Q

|u
U
ll]
I1
1
|
"

,
,

| .
extension of credit, other than the formulation and _ Jr
policies of general applicability to the management and -

-nstitutions under the jurisdiction of the Resoluti:- ‘U 7
1

Icrporation and except as percitted by section i605.i6 c: \

standards of conduct regulation, L2 C.F.R. Part L605.

5. During my tenure as Chief Executive Officer
Resolution Trust Corporation, I will not use, or al;;- r

parties to use, my position in any_:anner to further the . '
or f:nd~raising activities of zny'educational, religious. ;.
public service organization t: HnlCh I belong. I furtner
that I will not accept cozpensation or honorariums fr‘"
:rdani:a:i:ns.
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e. I fu r azree that for a period of two years following
appointment oy the ETC Dversignt Scarc. I will recuse myself 530$
participating in dec; ions or actions having a specific inpact upon
nenarex 7e;ex, $,T. ;nvolving tatters in wnicn any officer or
director tnereo: taxes an appearance before the Resolution Trust
Iorporation. other than general rulemaxing and the formulation and
adoption of policies or general applicability to the management and
resolution of institutions under the jurisdiction of the Resolution
Trust Corporation.

7. I further agree that immediately upon my appointzent to
the position of Chief Executive Officer for the Resolution Trust
Corporation, or within 90 days thereafter, whichever is applicable
under this agreement, I will promptly furnish to the Executive
Secretary and Designated Agency Ethics Official of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation. who also acts as Ethics Counselor
for the Resclution Trust Corporation, written evidence of ny
resignation from those positions from which I have agreed to resign
and of ny divestiture of ownership of those stocks, securities, and
partnership interests of which I have agreed to divest myself.

8. I further agree that, during my tenure as Chief Executive
Officer of the Resolution Trust Corporation, prior to the purchase
or sale of any stocks, securities, or partnership interests. I will
Qbtain the approval he RTC Ethics Counselor, who will ;;n5u;;
with the Director of the RTC Capital Markets Division to deterzine
whether such purchase or sale would result in or create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

UUh (I

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto
subscribed my name in the Ci :
wasnington, District of Col;
this day of / , -..-.
y ~— r.{ 6'--i/ ’

{I/X;/v //
‘

/K
’

/2‘? I

__,__
Subscribed to and sworn before re this 9

;gzday of
L991.

it x\l
(SEAL, /‘ - --’

. / ‘/

:::~<I:ffi€€%RA¥g
E’ ;Zfk?Z§;é?4fi:_’a»otar/ .ublic _

vy Commission Expires: é§4§{ °,

9879
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TO: Arthur J. Kusinski
Ethics Officer ,_ _;:;

, '/ / I

FROM: Albert V. Casey, President and CEO b£@,,,‘ ’-./ “

SUBJECT: Recusal Notice —— Indemnification fl
This is notify you that effective immediately I am recusinq
myself from all matters involving the indemnification of the
President and CEO in the matter of Davidson v. Taylor, et. aiw
N0. 91-4543 EFL (N.D. Cal. filed April 21, 1992). All such
matters, should they arise, should be referred to the Executive
Committee for resolution or appropriate handling. I hereby
delegate to the Executive Committee full authority to act on :y
behalf.

CC: Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Resolution hm! Corporation

Hay 14, 1992

Jacobs
Cooke
Kelly
Roelle
Buckley

"1 .‘~ :. ,-u-‘-. L-J Z1.,--.~,a"
9880
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\ f
1

I 1

Resolution Trust Corporation

April 10, 1992 ~

/ /7
MEMORANDUM TO: Arthur J. Kusinski ht

Ethics Officer
[1
I

Q
‘! vi“

FROM: Albert V. Casey, Presid anJ

SUBJECT: Recusal Notice —- First Reoublic8ank

This is to notify you that, effective immediately and until further
notice, I am recusing myself from all matters involving First
RepublicBank which may otherwise come before me. All such matters,
should they arise, should be referred to Mr. Gerald L. Jacobs,
Senior Vice President and General Counsel, for resolution or
appropriate handling. I hereby delegate to him full authority to
act on my behalf.

CC!

Mr
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Jacobs
Cooke
Kelly
Roelle
Geer
Buckley

501 ma snur, uw 1 ~~1.~~~r¢—wt -.iu-~:n1
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Mr. Albert V. Casey
President and CEO
Resolution Trust Corp
801 17th Street, N.W
Washington, D.C. 204

Dear Mr. Casey:

A review of your Report of Indebtedness, filed as of April 1=
1992, disclosed loans

Citibank, Sioux Falls
Centurion, Newark, DE
Greenwood Trust, wilm
NationsBank, Louisvil
Bank of America, Oran

While the loans are p
and Conduct Regulations, the fact that these credit arrangezen:
exist may result in
interest. You are, t
any decision, examination, audit, or other action having an _:;a:
on these creditors as long as the loans remain outstanding _
excess of $10,000, in

Should you have any q
please feel free to c

89-184 95 - 4

Resolution Trust Corpororion

May 29, 1992

oration

34

l
from the following:

, 50;
s
I
ington, DE;
le, KY; and
ge, ca

ermitted under the Employee Responsib;;_:; 12'un
Ul

or create the appearance of a confl;:: :
herefore, disqualified from participat;:q ;n 1

1
1
.

accordance with l60S.16(c).

uestions concerning these disqualificzt. -,
all me.

Sincerely,

Maia/raid.
Arthur J. Kusinski
Ethics Officer
Office of Ethics anO '0 '1 \l I

rh $81001.mu I wauw~q~¢n_:1: TCL1-£~'_Y,Y)'
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PESOIUTION TRUST CORPORATION

Maren lo.

TO: Executive Committee .\-lernoers

and ‘

Jack Buckley
Executive Secretary

FROM: Arthur J. Kusinski
S t/

Z J15‘

'

Z _

Ethics Officer
'

SUBJECT: Recusals - Roger C. Altman

The attached document idenufies the items wnich Mr. Altman is recused from DQIIICII3. ~.
the RTC while he serves as the Acung President and Chief Executive Officer of the RT f
CCI

Raolvmg Du Cruz:
Rutormg ‘Du Confidcnu

Roger C. Altman
Acting CEO
RTC

Dennis l. Foreman
Acting General Counsel and DAEO
Department of the Treasury

Kenneth R. Schmalzbach
Assistant General Counsel

(Administrative and General Law)
Department of the Treasury

Norman Smith

Attomey
Office of Govemment Ethics

I

1
(I

-|

H sass
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March I6. I993

Cmmmudmmummnmm

l3th Mont Associates IL.P.) -

A 5:. N Associates LP -
ANK Corporauon -

ANR Rem-Cen. lnc. -

ANR Western Storage Co. -

Albany lntemational Corp. -

Allstar lnns. L.P. -

Allstar Inns. G.P., Inc. -

American Express -

Applied Microcircuits Corp. -

Applix. Inc. -

Aristech -
'
'num Development Co.. fire -

Avon Products, lnc. -

Azimuth Corp. -

BFM Advisors. L.P. (BFMA)
BRW Partners
Bath Holdings Corp. -

ATTACHMENT~

Blackkock Financial Management. L.P. ' -

Blackstone Capital Partners, L.P. -

Blackstone Group, L.P.. The
Blackstone Group Holdings. L.P. -

Blackstone Management Associates. L.P -
Blackstone Family Investment Partnership. L.P. a

Blackstone Management Partners. L.P.
Blackstone Roberts Group ~

Cadmus Computer Systems. Inc. -

Cellular Communications -

Cellular Communications, P.R. -

Centunon Bank -

Chase Manhattan Bank. N.A. -

Chicago and North Western Holdings Corp. ICNW) -

Indicates that if there is a need '~ ~ 1

attenuon. it must be determined whether *- ' ~ -

Q§§£llD.llSl£l

.\-lontgomery Ward. Peona. Ill

Limited partnership
Ranch, Wyoming
Real estate agents and managers
Real estate holding company

Paper machine. clothing; fabncs

Motel operations

Motel operations

Financial services

Integrated circuits and commuriications

equipment manufacturing
Office automation software

Chemical and polymer products

Property management

Cosmetics; jewelry and gifts

Electronic pans and aerospace equipment

Shipyard

Investment advisory servivces

Limited partnership
Investment advisory services

Investment banking

Merchant banking services

Limited partnership

Merchant banking services

Real estate investments

Software technology

Cellular telephone services

Cellular telephone services

Financial services

Banking, financial services

Rail transportation and shipping ttror-i

Impenal Savings Association)

affecting this asszz 1.: .-I ..
-~,~.
1_=<etbel‘or~e_doing sc.
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Chrysler Corporation -

Chrysler Credit -

Coastal Corp. i -

Coastal Capital Corp. -

Collins 84 Aikman Group. lnc. -

Credence Systems Corp. -

Cross Timbers Oil Co.. LP.’ -
Days lnn -

Duracell Holdings Corporation -

Entena Corp. -

Executive Life Insurance Company -

Federal Farm Credit Bank -

Federated Department Stores -

Ferretec. lnc. -

Fulcrum ll, L.P., The -

Georgia Pacific Corp. -

Great lakes -

Halth Care Inventory investors -

Hospital Corporation of Amenca (HCA)
Hospitality Franchise Systems -

Icarus Partners. L.P. - .
Infinity Broadcasting Corp. -

interactive Data GMBH -
lnterrnountain Technology Ventures. L.P. -

Kelley Oil & Gas -

LB/LBO Investment, L.P. -

LBKL Associates '81 (L.P.) -
l_N'R Communications. lnc. -

_._._a_
:52: T'::.. .

Motor vehicles and pans; Financing and
insurance (reciisal ends January 20, 1994)
Financial services (recusal ends January :0,
l994)

Mining; coal. crude oil and .-atural gas
Holding company for Finance and .risuian¢¢
subsidiaries

Textiles: fabncs; floor and '-kill: coverings;
hOSl¢l"_V.retail homecenters, "‘JCf".ll"lll‘lgand
processing of large fan blades. aerospace and
aircraft manufacturer

Computer related manufac:-sting, zest
equipment for CMOS devices
Oil and gas
Hotels; motels; restaurants; :'.an¢.~.ising
Batteries (recusal ends January 10. 1994)
Oil and gas
Life insurance (recusal ends January 20,
1994)

Financial services

Department stores: holding :o.r~.~:a.-.'.
Microwave components
Limited partnership (see The Riva. ijo . Sam
Holdings, and Ladish Co.)
Building products: industnal wood ;.'0d'.;Ls;
Paper and packaging

Dredging services

Health care facilities

Hospitals

Hotel franchising

Excepted investment fund
Radio broadcasting
Securities advisory services
Investment partnership in computer
equipment
Oil and gas
Limited buy-out investment par.-.e:-1: =_~e
The Fulcrum ll, L.P..l1ie Secore : _-. —
ll, L.P.)
Investment partnership; venture :4: ‘.1.
Satellite communications equipn-.e-1

‘$6: Note '.
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Ladish Co.. Inc. -

Lehman Brothers -

Lehman Newark Urban Renewal (L .P.) -

Libeny Associates (L.P.) -

MNC Financial Inc. -

Mapco Incorporated ~

Marriott Diversified Amencan Motels (L.P.)
Marriott Hotel Properties (L.P.) -

Marriott Hotel Properties ll (L.P.) -
Morgan (.l.P_) 84 Company, lnc. -

Musicland Stores Corp. -

Nynex -

Nynex Business Center -

Nynex Development Co. -

;iftc Telesis Group -

Paragon Communications -

Pepsioo, Inc. -

Philip Morris Companies. lnc. -

Protective Life Corp. -

Rhone Poulanc Roier Inc. -

Ruyo Associates (L.P.) -

San Juan Basin Royalty Tnist -

Savers -

Second Fulcrum [I Limited Partnership. The

Servicemaster, L.P. -

Shared Financial Systems, Inc. -

Shearson Lehman Brothers, Inc. -

Six Flags -

Smithkline Beecharn PLC ADR EQT -

Snyder Oil Corporation -

Sorrento -
'
them Living Real Estate, lnc. -

Student Loan Marketing Association -

Tandy Corporation -

Tencor Instruments. Inc. -

Steel manufacturing and forgings: valve; and

pumps

Securities and investment advisory services

Office buildings, 80 Park Plaza. Newark, NI
(Primary tenant is Public Service Electric and

Gas)
Office and computer facility (unrelated to

Merit Properties)
Bank holding company
Oil and gas; coal mining; gas stauon services
Hotels

Hotels

Hotels

Bank holding company; investment advice

and management
'

Music and video stores

Telecommunications access services (recusal

ends January 20, 1994)
Recusal ends January 20, I994
Real estate development and services.

(‘Recusal ends January 20. I994)
Holding company; telecommunications

Tiaining and communications
Beverages; snack foods; restaurants (recusal

ends January 20, I994)
Cigarettes; beer. food. coffee

Life insurance; holding company
Pesticides, agricultural chemicals

Apartment buildings, Old Rupert Brewery.
and Yorkville Towers, Manhattan
Oil and gas
Ral estate partnership, assets from RTC
Limited partnership (see Rival Co.. Bath

Holdings and Ladish Co.)
Holding company; management S¢.'\lC£.Szo

health care, education. and industrial facilities

Prepacltaged software

Securities and investment advisory SCI'\'lC¢S

Amusement theme parks
Pharmaceuticals; clinical laboratories; holding

company

Oil and gas

Cheese (recusal enck January 20. 1994)
Real estate services

'

Student loan secondary market obligations

Radio. television and electronics remlzng

Laser optical equipment

9886
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.ne Fulcrum II Limited Partnership -

The Harper Group -

file Rival Company -

Tigers -

Time Warner inc‘ -

Times Mirror Inc. -

Ti-ansiar -

Union Carbide ~

'J.S. Treasury Notes -

VenTech Microwave. Inc. -

Vicorp Restaurants. Inc. -

vivn Inc. -
wellsford Properties -

Wickes Corporation

Limited partnership (see The Rival Co._ Bani
Holdings and Ladish Co.)
Publishing

Small appliances; holding company

Foreign cunency options

Publishing; cable celevisionz movie and music
Video producuon

Publishing; cable and broadcast television

<Recusal ends January 20. 1994)
Rail and boat shipping; transportation ifrom

lmpenal Savings -\SSOCl3U0l'l)
Holding company: carbon producis. C-"iClTllC1.‘
Plasucs. gases and related producu. lrectmal
ends January 20. i994)

Microwave components

Restaurants and franchising

Home dialysis

REIT. multi-family properues
Engineering, from Imperial Savings
Association (see Collins 84 Aikmani

Any matter which involves or has a direct and predictable effect upon the following individuals:

'.zn Bentsen

James R. Birle

caurence D. Fink

’eter G. Peterson

;tephen A. Schwarzman
)avid Stockman

Page -1
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ROGER C. ALTHAN
15 EAST 92ND STRZET
NEI YORK, NEW YORK 10154

voanuary LL,

Dennis I. Foreman, Esq.
Deputy General Counsel
Department of Treasury
Washington, D.C. 20220

Dear Mr. Foreman:

,\. L’
.
U lI U ll: ("T '/U

I

\-
A J

In connection with the proposed nomination to

the position of Deputy Secretary of the Treasury, I £ ,. Ul II’

to inform you of the steps that I have taken or will take

to avoid any conflict of interest or even the a
of a conflict of interest.

M M W m n \ IQ t 'J '-J '.Iupon appointment, withdraw

U '0 0 Q H m H (
1 a
b

li In

general partner of Blackstone Group Holdings ;.?.

Blackstone Management Partners L.P. and Blacksfi:~

Management Associates L.P. and I will resign as

chairman of The Blackstone Group L.?.,

terminating my role in the control and management ,v

N '. '1 l\ I

(I U (D H A
L
H

ll. » 1

Blackstone entities. However, I will retain .

investments, as my counsel has discussed with

rests in Blackstone Mane.4 D (I IDlimited partnership @ m 1 1 I

Associates L.P., Blackstone Family Inv_ tn nt PartnersrD U
1

(D

IL.P., and Blackkock Financial hanagecent ;.?. I

divest my interest in BlackRock Financial Management

',
|

\U \|
)
Ll [l
l
fl Qno later than September 30,

{lo P n m Iaccordance with the terrs and conditions :

I I U I l \ ( \ U fl H
I
(I ,. U Y1 (I II

; ..,:7 u | D ) | 1partnership agreement
) u I I U H I - .4 I L I* "f a date cc

accicion. 4ill make 1‘ ‘trtner ‘"' ‘r-n

3Ch€f%lS€

1._ ~
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Dennis I. Foreman, Esq. 2 Jantary L- _-;

through Blackstone Management Associates ;.5 or

Blackstone Family Investment Partnership L.?.

Second, upon appointment, I will resign as

Chairman of Cities in Schools —- New York City an: 33 =

Director of The Children's Television Network, Ino., tn:

Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies,

the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Library and the Citizens

Budget Commission.

Third, upon appointment and issuance 3:

certificates of divestiture by the Office of Governnen

Ethics, I will divest certain marketable securities

list of which is attached
divestiture of‘ which you

counsel, have identified

,,
..
O C
7comply with Federal confl

regulations.

ll ,_
..
,.
.
,_
.Fourth, I

of interest stat:

recuse myself for a ‘U (0 *
1 ,.

one year from the date of ny appointment from off

participation in any particular we...

Blackstone Group Holdings ;.P. or any

owned subsidiaries is a formal party or which

Q
)
(I (9 (D '1 ,. I)

(3 P
M p
i.
(I

1
1
.
.4 '1 (U

(1 (D U
1

1

AH

, after discussions with -

A

..

I

hereto as Attachment A2, ::s

as reasonably necessary t:

>

.1. e

ct-_ :

-_-_\__

speciticaliy affects these entities. However, "
reousal does not extend to general policy, legislati

other matters of a general nature that may affect

entities along with si:;;i: entities n their resre
.;'r;es

s natorit -

9889
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Dennis I. Foreman, Esq. 3 . January ll,

Fifth, upon appointment, I will recuse :;* _
u'I Ifrom official participation in any particular :__

involving or having a direct and predictable effect -

Chase Manhattan Bank, those clients listed on AttaC§7z '

B hereto (but only for one year) or on a company

partnership in which I, my spouse or dependent childr -

has any financial interest.
'

O W \l IIn particular with regard to the two pre

paragraphs, I will ask that the Secretary or anzir '

appropriate official handle any such matter. To er5_*
that I do not inadvertently participate officially in a

such matter, it will provide members of my immediz-~
staff, other appropriate officials and the Designate;

Agency Ethics Official with a list of my recused entit
l |upon assuming my position. I will update this list e

P
1
:
’_
;.

3 W U Hyear at the time I complete my annual public

disclosure report, or more frequently as appropriate.

Finally, I ‘will work with officials of '

Department of the Treasury :2 establish procedures "

ensure that should any particular matters arise nevi"

direct and predictable effect upon any of my -

interests or otherwise relating to

they will be referred to another official in '

Department for decision.

u w

Pl

recused Efifiltlu

F ' I ,-— 1 ‘r

\ ‘ ' \~I. d H

9890
Alrzac
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ASSETS TO BE DIVESTED

MNC Financial, Inc.

Morgan (J.P.) & Company, Inc.

Philip Morris Companies Inc.

San Juan Basin Royalty Trust

Snyder Oil Corporation

Enterra Corp. ,

Mapco Incorporated

Kelley Oil & Gas (conv. debt)

Coastal Corpfrfdebt)

Savers Fund

Tiger Fund

Cross Timber Oil Co., L.P.

BlackRock Financial Management L.P

9

Attachment .-
\
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Chrysler Corporation

CLIENT LIST

Duracell Holdings Corporation

Executive Life Insurance Company

Nynex

PepsiCo, Inc.

Sorrento

Times Mirror Inc.

Union Carbide

Attachment B

9892
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‘Is
R7:
PESOLUYION TRUSY COPPOPAI/ON

RushingTheCrisis
RestoringTheConfidence

February 22, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: Roger C. Altman
Interim CEO

mom Ellen B. Kulka~[(_General Counsel \

In his letter of February 18, 1993, Senator D'Amato is
requesting copies of all recusals and ethics agreements with respect
to Albert V. Casey and yourself. The policy of the agency in the
past has been to automatically release recusals and ethics
agreements which refer solely to those financial interests which
already appear on the individual’s SF—278.

For any other recusals or agreements which the agency
considers confidential, the individual (Mr. Casey and Mr. Jacobs for
example) has been informed of the request and his consent has been
sought to release these additional documents. The documents
concerning Mr. Casey's recusal have already been supplied in the
past. while we deem his previous consent to apply to the current
circumstances, we are attempting to contact him to make him aware
of our immediate intent to supply copies to Senator D'Amato.

The documents that apply to you which we have in our possession
are the following:

1. January ll, 1993 letter to Dennis Foreman at Treasury
indicating the matters from which you will withdraw, resign,
or recuse yourself as a Treasury official. This document does
not directly relate to the RTC and we request your guidance
about how you wish this to be handled in our response.

2. March 16, 1993 memorandum from Arthur Kusinski to the
Executive Committee of the RTC identifying items from which you
will recuse yourself in your capacity as Interim CEO of the
RTC. A copy is attached for your use.

The Ethics Office has determined that all of the references in
the recusal list attached to the March l6 memorandum are contained
in your SF-278 or its attachments except for:

80! |7ThShoal.N.W.Vvoshhqron.D.C.20-434
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(a) the list of individuals at the bottom of page 4 which have
been highlighted on the attached copy; and

(b) the two entities highlighted on page 3 in which you had
no direct financial interest but, in an excess of caution,
were placed on your recusal list because of your prior
affiliation with those firms and your continued financial
interest in matters which involve their limited partnerships.

Please advise us as to whether you consent to the release of
the March 16, 1993 memorandum as well as your position on the
January ll, 1993 letter to Mr. Foreman.

Also attached is a copy of Senator D'Amato's February 18
request and our response to his earlier letter dated February 8,
1994 asking for identification of any recusals by you and Mr. Casey.
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AX TRANSMITTALF

Offioc of the General Counsel
UEPAR'I'ME.N'[‘ OF THE TREASURY
15(1) Pennsylvania Ave.. N.W.. Room 3000

Washington, DC 20220
Telephone: (202) 622-0287

FAX: (202) 622-2882

DATE: Zé
TO:M moss TO FOUDW2

FR0M= JQJ/4/aiv

SUBIECT: _

Addresses FAX No./Z2 é "2 Confirmation No.:

Note: and Special Irtsrmcrloim
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Ifilell lifllflliifil WAIHIIGTOU.N 39116-O0"lFEl
February 18, 1994

Mr. Roger Altman
President and
Interim Chief Executive omen
Reeelutien Trust

CwaretianI01 17th Street, N. .
Washington. D.C. 20464

Dearm-.Altinan:

Please provide to inyetafleepiee efall the documents pertaining to
Madison Guaranty Sevinp and Lean (‘Madison’). including all subsidiaries of
Madison. that are currently in lbs peeeeeeicn, or eubjeet to the control. of the
‘Resolution ‘hast Ce:-peretioa (‘RTC’). In edditien. please forward the neznee
andtitlucfe11R'l'Ces:ployeeetha:e:einvolvedinenyxeviewor

invati¢stinnc{t1|ehladi.eenG1nrantyznatter._Shouldt}mRTCnfimre

nhum~www.hdnu,emmmmima¢dsetnneatethatthe refiteeeupnavidseewellaeanexplaneiionofthe
greendeelleqsllbrthatnfueal.

Please Gerrard the tnhnnadon no Douglas Nappi. at the Senate
Committee on Basing, Housing and Urban Admin. 534 Di:-keen, Washington.
DC 20810. Mr. Nappi can be eeefied at 308-224-1577.

‘Drank you la advance fir your assistance.

Sincerely
(

~Umam
United Saree Senator

AD:d.n
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wfitr AltmanIn
'
Chiof Ezncufivo Oflcnr

Rcaolutica ‘knit Capnnfioa
I01 17th BRIO?-, NW
Wuhlngtoa. DC 20484

Don-M:.A1_t:nu::

Plouopmvidothnfnllowingq

1
) Acopy o!'anynviowthsttbeR‘1‘Cpnpued,orhad prepared,

puuiningta pouatial cnaflicu-of-intn-at tbatmy haw exiazed in
cunu¢innwitht.hoRauLawFir:nmdM|.diuonGuaranty;

2) Cophlofallrwualhttcziand ethics q-muueats natandiato by
A1bu1Cun1mdyou:-ult

Fluapuvidnbouxnatu'h1|unoonupouibl:.andut.heybecome
available for dalivuy. Ifyw luv! my quutiou raga:-din: this request. Mr
Nappi can In runhd at (202) 224-3787.

V Sineunly. , I

Raking Republican Mambo:

AMD:|b
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February 18, 1994

The Honorable James A. Leach
U.S. House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Leach:

In your letter to him of February 3, 1994, you asked Deputy
Secretary Altman to seek advice from "Treasury's General Counsel
and Ethics Office" as to whether he is obligated to recuse
himself from decisions concerning the Resolution Trust
Corporation's resolution of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association. He has

sought
such advice from ms and from ethics

officials of the Resolut on Trust Corporation.

I understand you to express concern about the possibility that
the Deputy Secretary might, as acting Chief Executive Officer of
the Resolution Trust Corporation pursuant to the Vacancy Act, 5
U.S.C. 3347, participate in RTC decisions as to whether there are
civil claims for RTC to pursue arising from the failure of
Madison

Guaranty
Savings and Loan Association and the expiration

of statutes of imitation
applicable

to any such claims. Your
concern seems to stem from t e fact that decisions regarding
those claims "may touch upon the President‘ who appointed the
Deputy Secretary to his Treasury position. You asked the Deputy
Secretary to seek advice from

Treasurygs
General Counsel as to

whether he is
‘obligated

to recuse (h self) from any decisions
concerning the reso ution of Madison Guaranty." We have advised
the Deputy Secretary that neither his

appointment
at Treasury nor

his detail to the RTC creates such an o igation.

Your letter suggests that the
Deputy

Secretary's participation in
such decisions would be "structural y unseemly,‘ a conclusion
apparently based on the fact that he was appointed

by
the

President and confirmed for a position in a Cabinet epartment
and is acting in a position in an Executive agency that is not
such a department. However, the authority pursuant to which the
Deputy secretary is detailed to RTC duties was amended in 1988
precisely so that

%§y
Executive agency, such as the RTC, and not

just Cabinet depar ents, could continue to have Presidentially
appointed leadership when circumstances delay filling vacant
positiggg.

Pu.b.L. 100-398, §7(a) (1) and (2), Aug. 1 , 1998, 102
Stat. .

You also suggest that a structural issue arises from RTC's
"public law enforcement responsibilities;' that it would be
improper for a Presidential appointee not confirmed for a
position at the RTC to exercise those responsibilities. As a
preliminary matter, the responsibility to pursue civil claims is
in no special sense a "law enforcement" responsibility. In fact,
it is explicitly the responsibility of the head of every

9900
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Executive agency to collect claims of the United States that
arise from the agency's activities or are referred to it. 31
U.S.C. 3711. Because the

Deputy
Secretary has similar claims

collection responsibilities at reasury and at the RTC, I can see
no "structural" concern re arding his performance of those
.responsib1lities at the RTg.

Even if the RTC were in soe special sense a "law enforcement"
agency, absent an exception in the Vacancy Act or another
statutory provision creating an exception, the Vacancy Act
authorizes filling vacant positions at any ‘Executive agency
Aging: thanttgi sgnerzlhhccounting O§ficg).'d Thetlenguage offtheoes no s ngu s among agenc es ass on e nature o
their functions. Moreover, it would be incorrect to infer the
existence of such distinctions. In the one instance of an
exception created

by
the Vacancy Act, Congress has employed

language that clear y achieves that objective. The Act expressly
provides that its authority to detail Presidential

appointeesfrom other agencies does not
apply

to vacancies in t e office of
the
Attorngy

General: neither e Vacancy Act nor any other law
creates su an exception for the RTC.

Finally, even if there were some basis for reading into the
Vacancy Act a principle that only an official confirmed for a
position in an agency with law enforcement responsibilities
should be detailed to another such agency, that would in no way
suggest that the Deputy Secretary of the Treasury should not
perform law enforcement functions at the RTC. Treasury has
enormous criminal law enforcoent responsibilities, a conclusion
amply demonstrated by the significant law enforceent
jurisdictions of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the
Custos Service, the Secret Service and the Internal Revenue
Service. Each of those organizations reports through its chain
of command to the Deputy secretary of the Treasury.

You also suggested that Deputy Secretary Altman consult ethics
officials. He has done so. I am informed that the RTC's Ethics
Officer has advised the Deputy Secretary that he is under no
legal obligation to recuse himself from matters at the RTC that
may touch u on the President. Finally, the Ethics Officer has
expressed tga view that it may not he necessary to decide whether
to participate in such a matter now.

I trust this letter fully addresses your concerns.

Sincerely,

Jean E. Hanson
General Counsel

B901
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Resolution Trust Corporation

ours: Q/
"%TO: \* Z {CK

77?@§¢w ,

0 4 :1 ~//5164 \,\
rnou: #4,

_ §
OFFICE OF ETHIC8

FAX NUMBER: (202) 416-2481
TELEPHONE #: (202) 416-2157 (ask for Robin McGill)

3+@aW/rs
TOTAL PAGES :

COMMENTS :

Notice: For our records please call upon receipt of this message
atthe aforementioned telephone number. If for any reason this
message is inadvertently sent to you, please be advised that
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is
prohibited. It would be greatly appreciated if the original
message is returned to us at the address below (via U.S. Mail).
Thanking you in advance.

801 I71h Street,NW I Washington,DC 20434-0001
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TEL= Feb 1?'94 12:23

Transmit Confirmation Report

No. 1 002
Receiver 1 TREASURY KEN
Transmitter 1
Date Feb 1?'94 12 23
Time I 01‘39
Mode Norm
Pages I O3
Result 1 UK
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TEL! Feb 1? on 15 28

Transmit Confirmation Report

No. I 004
Receiver I 96221176
Transmitter :

Date Feb 1?‘9A 15128
Time I 02'16
Mode I Norm
Pages I 04
Result I OK
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gt: DRAFT

RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisks
RestoringTheConfidence

February 16, 1994

Mr. Alfonso M. D'Amato
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20510-6075

Dear Mr. D'Amato:

This letter is in response to your letter to me dated February 8,
1994. In that letter you asked that I provide you with the number
of times the RTC's Chief Executive Officer has recused himself from
involvement in matters before the RTC; a summary of the grounds that
led to the recusal decision; and the RTC's policies or guidelines
pertaining to recusals.

During his tenure, the Chief Executive Officer, Albert Casey,
recused himself by memorandum to the RTC's Ethics Office from 3
matters that came before the RTC. Mr. Casey further had executed
an Ethics Agreement in which he committed to recusing himself from
any entity in which he holds a financial interest, as well as any
other interest derived frdm pensions of 5 corporations. The Ethics
Office also disqualified Mr. Casey from participating in any RTC
matter effecting his 6 creditors should such matter come before him.

During his tenure, the Chief Executive Officer, Roger G. Altman, has
not needed to recuse himself from any matter before the RTC. An RTC
Recusal List was developed by the RTC's Ethics Office in which Mr.
Altman had committed to recuse himself from matters that could have
a direct and predictable effect upon his financial interest his
former partners or clients should such matter come before him as the
RTC's CEO. That list included 116 firms and/or individuals.
The grounds that led to the recusal decisions by Mr. Casey are
unknown in tow instances. Under 12 CFR 1605 an employee may recuse
himself or herself from matters in which the employee believes he
or she may be have a conflict of interest. In one instance Mr.
Casey recused himself from any matter before the agency which
related to business dealings that the RTC engaged in with a member
of his household.

The RTC's policies and guidelines pertaining to recusal are founded
in the criminal statute and the standards of conduct regulations.
Specifically, 18 USC 208, 5 CFR 2635, and 12 CFR 1605, as amended,
provide the basis for an employee's recusal from any official
government matter which could result in a conflict of interest or

80! I7!!!SheetN.\MWashington.D.C.20434
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DRAFT
an appearance thereof. Employees may recuse themselves simply by
not participating in a matter at such time that the matter, in which
they may have a conflict, comes before them. We encourage employees
to document recusals either by internal memo or by E-Mail. In
addition, during our review of financial disclosures forms, our
Deputy Ethics Counselors issue disqualification letters to employees
on matters in which there may be an obvious and real conflict of
interest. This is done to ensure that the employees are in
compliance with the criminal statutes or standards of conduct
regulations. These disqualifications would be as a result of a
financial interest, an extension of credit in excess of $10,000,
prior employment, or a close personal relationship.

Disqualifications are usually between the employee and the RTC's
Ethics Office. Supervisors or other management officials are
usually not made aware of these disqualifications until such time
as a conflicted matters arises with the conflicted party. At that
time those individuals that must reassign the matter to another
employee are advised of the disqualification. The conflicted
employee's supervisor must assume responsibility for the conflicted
matter of reassign the matter to another individual at or above the
level of the conflicted employee. Notice of this reassignment of
the matter is made known to those who have a need to know in order
as not to direct the matter to the conflicted employee.

I trust that this responds to the questions you have raised. If you
have any further questions on this matter please feel free to
contact our Ethics Office on (202) 416-6952.

Sincerely,

Peter Knight, Director
Office of Governmental Relations
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01’/17/94 1153 8'0 éo2..e22i17e
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DEPARTMENI‘ OF THE TREASURY
Ofllce of the Assistant General Counsel
for Administrative and General Law

1500 Pemlspivanla Ave., N.W., Room 1410
Washington, DC 20220
Telephone: (202) 622-0450
FAX: (202) 622-1176

FROM: Kelmeth R. Schmalzbach, Assistant General Counsel

DATE: February 1'7, 1994 PAGES TO FOLLOW_ 4

TO: Don Rosholt

SUBJECT: Statute of llmltattons extension

Addresses FAX No.: 416-2481 Confirmation No.: 416-2157

Notes and Special Instructions: Don, here's what I have by way of the language of
the extension. I stlll haven't seen the enrolled enactment or the blll signed by the

President. but I've been told this language ls In the final blll.

'99sa
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SECI 406 EXTENSION OF RTC CIVIL STATUTE OF
ZIIMITATIONS

Section 21,4 (b)(I4)(C) of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act (12
U.S. C. 144Ia(b)(l4)(C)) is amended by striking clause (i

) and
inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"(i) the period beginning on the date the claim accrues (as
deterrnined pursuant to section 1I(d)(I4)(B) of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Act) and ending on December 31, 1995 or ending on the
date of the termination o

f the Corporation pursuant to section
2IA(m)(I), whichever is later; or’.
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Mr. Peter Knight
Director

February 8, 1994

Office of Governmental Relations
Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20434

Dear Mr. Knight;

Pursuant to your conversation with Doug Nappi, of the Banking Committee
please provide the answers to the following questions:

1) The number of times that an RTC Chief Executive Officer has recused
himself from involvement in matters before the RTC;

2) A summary of the grounds that led to the recusal decision; and
3) The RTC's policies or guidelines pertaining to recusals;

If you have any questions regarding this request, Mr. Nappi can be reached at
(202) 224-8737.

AMD:sb

Sincerely,

Alfons M. D’Amato
Ranking Republican Member
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February 16, 1994

Honorable Alfonse M. D’Amato
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6075

Dear Senator D'Amato:

This letter is in response to your letter to me dated February 8,
1994. In that letter you asked that I provide you with the number
of times the RTC's Chief Executive Officer has recused himself from
involvement in matters before the RTC; a summary of the grounds that
led to the recusal decision; and the RTC's policies or guidelines
pertaining to recusals.

During his tenure, Albert V. Casey, the Chief Executive Officer,
recused himself by memorandum to the RTc's Ethics Office from three
matters that came before the RTC. Mr. Casey did not state the
grounds that led to two of his recusal decisions. Under 12 CFR 1605
an employee may recuse himself or herself from matters in which the
employee believes he or she may have a conflict of interest. In the
third instance, Mr. Casey recused himself from any RTC matters
involving a member of his immediate household.

Mr. Casey further had executed an Ethics Agreement in which he
committed to recusing himself from any entity in which he held a
financial interest, as well as any other interest derived from
pensions of five corporations. Mr. Casey also disqualified hilmself
from participating in any RTC matter effecting his six creditors
should such a matter come before him.

During his tenure, Roger G. Altman, the Interim Chief Executive
Officer, has not needed to recuse himself from any matter before the
RTC. Mr. Altman has recused himself from matters that could have
a direct and predictable effect upon his financial interest, his
former partners, or clients — should such matter come before him as
the RTC's CEO.

807Ufh Sheer.N.W Washington.D.C.204.34
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The RTC's policies and guidelines pertaining to recusal are founded
in the criminal statute and the standards of conduct regulations.
Specifically, 18 USC 208, 5 CFR 2635, and 12 CFR 1605, as amended,
provide the basis for an employee's recusal from any official
government matter which could result in a conflict oi interest or
an appearance thereof. Employees may recuse themselves simply by
not participating in a matter at such time that the matter, in which
they may have a conflict, comes before them. Although employees are
not legally required to put their recusals in writing, we encourage
employees to document recusals either by internal memorandum or by
electronic mail. In addition, during our review of financial
disclosure forms, our Deputy Ethics Counselors (DECs) issuedisqualification letters to employees on matters in which there may
be an obvious and real conflict of interest, should such a matter
come before them. This is done to ensure that the employees are in
compliance with the criminal statutes or standards of conduct
regulations. These disqualifications would include certain
financial interests, extensions of credit in excess of $10,000, and
prior employment.

Disqualifications are usually between the employee, his or her DEC,
and the RTC's Ethics Office. Supervisors or other management
officials are usually not made aware of these disqualifications
until such time as a conflicted matter arises with the conflicted
party. The conflicted employee's supervisor must then assume
responsibility for the matter or reassign the matter to another
individual at or above the level of the conflicted employee. Notice
of this reassignment is made known to those who have a need to know.

Both Mr. Casey and Mr. Altman informed members of the RTC's
Executive Committee and the RTC Secretary of their recusals.

I trust that this responds to the questions you have raised. If you
have any further questions on this matter please feel free to
contact our Ethics Office at (202) 416-6952.

Sincerely,

Peter Knight, Director
Office of Governmental Relations
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To: Carol Obrien@OGR@RTCDC
C" Peter E. Knight@OGR@RTCDC

Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Bcc:
From: Arthur J. Kusinski@Ethics@RTCDC
Subject: re: D'Amato\recusal questions 12765
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 1994 14:44:05 EST
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

Don Rosholt, who is working on the reply, saw Peter over lunchtime today and
talked with him about this. It seems that someone listed the due date
incorrectly as the 24th of February, and Don was working on that deadline.
We're close to completion, if not complete, and I'll let Don reply more
directly to your inquiry. Sorry for the mix-up.

Art
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To: Arthur J. Kusinski@Ethics@RTCDC
Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC

Cr Ellen B. Kulka@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Peter E. Knight@OGR@RTCDC

Bcc:
From: Carol Obrien@OGR@RTCDC
Subject: D'Amato\recusal questions 12765
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 1994 14:35:15 EST
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by: Arthur J. Kusinski@Ethics@RTCDC

Comments by: Arthur J. Kusinski@Ethics@RTCDC
Forwarded to: dlr
Comments:

Don -- Here's the incoming on the D'Amato letter re Altman
recusals. I copied you on my reply, and would you reply directly
to Carol? Thanks.

—————————————————————————- [Original Message] —--——----————--—--------

Art, On February 8, I personally delivered to you a copy of Senator D'Amato’s
letter of the same date. You indicated that work would begin on the reply the
next morning and that you were quite sure that the information requested would
be immediately available and that we should have a reply by February 11.
Pe_er Knight has been getting nasty calls from D’amato's staff and we need to
furnish this information ASAP. Could you or Don give me a status report on
when I will be furnished the information for transmittal to D'Amato? The
reply needs to be approved by Ms. Kulka before transmittal. Carol
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To: Arthur J. Kusinski@Ethics@RTCDC
Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics6RTCDC

Cc Ellen B. Kulka@Legal—sc@RTCDC
Peter E. Knight@0GR@RTCDC

Bcc:
From: Carol Obrien@OGR@RTCDC
Subject: D'Amato\recusal questions 12765
Date: Wednesday, February 16, 1994 14:35:15 EST
Attach:
Certify: Y
Forwarded by:

Art, On February 8, I personally delivered to you a copy of Senator D'Amato's
I letter of the same date. You indicated that work would begin on the reply the
I next morning and that you were quite sure that the information requested would
be immediately available and that we should have a reply by February 11.
Peter Knight has been getting nasty calls from D'amato's staff and we need to
furnish this information ASAP. Could you or Don give me a status report on
when I will be furnished the information for transmittal to D'Amato? The
reply needs to be approved by Ms. Kulka before transmittal. Carol
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nxnonmmun 'ro: Roger G. Altman O’
Interim Chief Executive Officer

FROM: Arthur J. Kusinski
>¢?2/Ethics Officer -

and
Designated Agency Ethics Official

SUBJECT: RTC Madison Guaranty Matters

SUHARY:

You have sought advice from your RTC ethics counselor as to whether
your longstanding personal relationship with the President gives

VIQY
rise to a legal obligation to recuse yourself from certain matters

\~ "
.1 $
I that before the RTC that may affect financial interests of the

President or his family. I have carefully considered your inquiry,
and conclude that the decision whether to participate in such
matters is not governed by ethics statues or regulations. Thus,
you have the discretion to participate or not, as you determine to
be appropriate. I note, however, that it is not necessary for you

,HJ% to mka=thas-doeéeéen until such time as the matter comes before
_Pk@“'1Lyou. In fact, it may be prudent for you not to make a decision'
“Lflf‘ until then, as other factors may occur in the meantime which could

‘L 4
*

J1‘
A.;.LA:‘f~'

.;,)+(»¢

have an impact upon your decision.

DISCUSSION:

The only ethics statue or regulation which is relevant to your
request for advice is S C.F.R. 2635.502 ("section . 502"), which is
entitled "Personal and Business Relationships"?i That provision

‘ Title 18 U.S. Code, section 208 prevents an official from
participating for the Government in a matter affecting a financial
interest of the official or certain other persons and
organizations. You have neither a personal financial interest in
the matters before the RTC nor a relationship with the President
(who may have such an interest) of the kind that is relevant for
purposes of 18 U.S.C. 208. Section 208 would impute to you the
financial interest of the President only if he were your general
partner or a person with whom you were negotiating or had an
arrangement for prospective employment. Thus, that provision does

e0117mStreet,/vw Washington,oc 20434
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encourages an official who has a relationship with a person who is
a party to a Government matter in which the official is called upon
to act, and is concerned that the relationship would raise an issue
of impartiality, to contact the agency's ethics officials. You
have done so.

Ethics officials then must determine whether your relationship with
the President is a "covered relationship" as that term is defined
by 5 C.F.R. 2635.502(b)(1). Officials have a "covered
relationship" with: (1) a "person" with whom the official has or
seeks a business, contractual or other financial relationship; (2)
a member of their household or a relative with whom they have a
close personal relationship; (3) a "person" with whom certain of
the official's relatives have or seeks employment or similar
relationships; (4) a "person" for whom the official has served as
an employee, attorney or in a similar capacity within the last
year; and (5) an organization other than a political party in which
the official is an active participant such as a chairman of one of
the organization's committees. For purposes of these regulations,
the term "person" does not include the Federal Government and/or
officials of the Federal Government acting in their official
capacities. 5 C.F.R. 2635.102(k). You clearly have none of these
relationships with the President, and therefore you are not in a
"covered relationship" with him.

In considering your request for advice, I am aware that your only
relationship with the President is one that would be fairly
characterized as a longstanding personal friendship. However, you
and the President do not now and have not in the past participated
together in business or financial transactionsJ

While a personal relationship such as yours with the President is
a factor to be considered (along with others) in deciding whether
the circumstances raise a question as to your impartiality in a
matter that may affect the President's interests, standing alone it
is not determinative. The OGE specifically considered whether a
"close personal friendship," standing alone, should be considered
a "covered relationship," and decided that it should not. 57 F.R.
35026 (1993). As the section .502 regulation operates, only
"covered relationships" standing alone raise questions of
appearances of loss of impartiality as a statutory or regulatory
matter.

I have consulted withthe~Office of Government Ethics concerning this matter. They believe
that your decision as to whether to participate in an RTC matter

not create any bar to your participation in the RTC’s decisions
concerning those matters.
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that may affect a financial interest of the President is not a

matter that is mandated by ethics statues and regulations. OGE
also believes that the ethics advice I provided to you in these
circumstances is within the discretion of the ethics official the
affected agency; and that the decision whether to participate in
RTC matters that may involve the interests of the President with
your discretion. I have also consulted with the Designated Agency
Ethics Official at the Department of the Treasury who concurs
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5 CFR 26 5 requires government employees to act impartially wnafil

in the matter. Thus it cannot provide an independent basis for a
provision has no bearing on a decision as to whether to

participate}

they participate in matters for the Government. However, this
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matter.
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InAmaking your decision I recognize that you have taken an oath of
office to place loyalty o the United States Government, the;>
Constitution, the laws

aE§?ethical

principles abozfikyour priyate
interes or the privat i erests of others. -I-recommend that, in
making $63? decision, ;%G> ake into consideration your longstanding
personal relationship with the President. You are also advised to
take into consideration the nature and importance of your role as
the RTC's CEO in the Madison matter; the sensitivity of this
matter; the difficulty in assigning this matter to another
individual at the RTC; the likelihood that a reasonable person with
full knowledge of the facts would question your impartiality; and
the
effect'that

this matter may have upon the President/fi-~lv
JL¢=~=;&

‘Y
The regul ions do not require government employees to recuse
themselves from actions which are not before them. Therefore,—smeh
a decisio may be premature. This matter may never come before you
as the RTC's CEO. Recognizing that other factors may arise which
could have an impact upon your decision to recuse or not to recuse
yourself, it may be more appropriate for you not to make this
decision, until such time as the matter comes to your attention.
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themselves from actions which are not before them. Therefore, such
a decisio may be premature. This matter may never come before you
as the RTC' s CEO. Recognizing that other factors may arise,
between now and when you have to make a decision, which could have
an impact upon your decision to recuse or not to recuse yourself,
it may be more appropriate for you not to make this decision, until
such time as matter~.
rl 6‘/“W:-LL‘ ~w \'\e 6tt~;.»~»1ce( -
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OFFICE or males

FAX NUMBER: (202) 416-Z481
TELEPHONE #: (202) 416-2157 (ask for Robin Mceill)

TOTAL PAGES: 5

counams : ,5/ Z//'£<M
if

Notice: For our records please call upon receipt of this message
atthe aforementioned telephone number. If for any reason this
massage is inadvertently sent to you, please
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this
prohibited. It would be greatly appreciated
message is returned to us at the address below
ThankinLyou in advance.

BO\17ihQleof,NW I Wmhlngfcn,DC 204.14-oom

be advised tha
communication i
if the origina
(via U.S. Mail)
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No. 1 001
Receiver 1 96221176
Transmxtter
Date 1 Feb 16'94 12100
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Mode 1 Norm
Pages 1 O4
Result 1 UK
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MEMORANDUM T02 Roger G. Altman
V fhtv|W“ Aetéfig Chief Executive Officer

PROM: Arthur J. Kusinski
Ethics Officer

and
Designated Agency Ethics Official

SUBJECT: RTC Madison Guaranty Matters

SUMMARY:

You have sought advice from your RTC ethics counselor as to whether
your longstanding personal relationship with the President gives
rise to a legal obligation to recuse yourself from certain matters
that are before the RTC that may affect financial interests of the
President or his family. I have carefully considered your inquiry,
and conclude that the decision whether to participate in such
matters is not governed by ethics statues or regulations. Thus, you
have the discretion to participate or not, as you determine to be
appropriate. I note, however, that it is not necessary for you to
make that decision until such time as the matter comes before you.
In fact, it may be prudent for you not to make a decision until
then, as other factors may occur in the meantime which could have
an impact upon your decision.

DISCUSSION:

The only ethics statue or regulation which is relevant to your

H)! l7fhShoe!.N.\M\4$\hgfon.D.C.20434

request for advice is 5 C.F.R. 2635.502 ("section . 502"), which is
entitled "Personal and Business Relationships".‘ That provision

' Title 18 U.S. Code, section 208 prevents an official from
participating for the Government in a matter affecting a financial
interest of the official or certain other persons and
organizations. You have neither a personal financial interest in
the matters before the RTC nor a relationship with the President
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encourages an official who has a relationship with a person who is
a party to a Government matter in which the official is called upon
to act, and is concerned that the relationship would raise an issue
of impartiality, to contact the agency's ethics officials. You have
done so.

Ethics officials then must determine whether your relationship with
the President is a "covered relationship" as that term is defined
by 5 C.F.R. 2635.502(b)(1). Officials have a "covered relationship"
with: (1) a "person" with whom the official has or seeks a
business, contractual or other financial relationship; (2) a member
of their household or a relative with whom they have a close
personal relationship; (3) a "person" with whom certain of the
official's relatives are have or seek employment or similar
relationships; (4) a "person" for whom the official has served as
an employee, attorney or in a similar capacity within the last year;
and (5) an organization other than a political party in which the
official is an active participant such as a chairman of one of the
organization's committees. For purposes of these regulations, the
term "person" does not include the Federal Government and officials
of the Federal Government acting in their official capacities. 5
C.F.R. 2635.102(k). You clearly have none of these relationships
with the President, and therefore you are not in a "covered
relationship" with him.

In considering your request for advice, I am aware that your only
relationship with the President is one that would be fairly
characterized as a longstanding personal friendship. However, you
and the President do not now and have not in the past participated
together in business or financial transactions.

While a personal relationship such as yours with the President is
a factor to be considered (along with others) in deciding whether
the circumstances raise a question as to your impartiality in a
matter that may affect the President's interests, standing alone it
is not determinative. The OGE specifically considered whether a
"close personal friendship," standing alone, should be considered
a "covered relationship," and decided that it should not. 57 F.R.
35026 (1993). As the section .502 regulation operates, only
"covered relationships" standing alone raise questions of
appearances of loss of impartiality as a statutory or regulatory
matter.

I have consulted with the Director and General Counsel of the Office
of Government Ethics concerning this matter. They believe that your
decision as to whether to participate in an RTC matter that may

(who may have such an interest) of the kind that is relevant for
purposes of 18 U.S.C. 208. Section 208 would impute to you the
financial interest of the President only if he were your general
partner or a person with whom you were negotiating or had an
arrangement for prospective employment. Thus, that provision does
not create any bar to your participation in the RTC's decisions
concerning those matters.
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affect a financial interest of the President is not a matter that
is mandated by ethics statues and regulations. OGE also believes
that the ethics advice I provided to you in these circumstances is
within the discretion of the ethics official the affected agency;
and that the decision whether to participate in RTC matters that may
involve the interests of the President with your discretion. I have
also consulted with the Designated Ethics Official at the Department
of the Treasury who concurs with

$3 in
this analysis.'
,b)€v\(t/

In other words, there are no legal reasons to preclude you from
acting on such matters. Whether you decide to recuse or not, there
will be no legal objection to your decision.
RECOMMENDATION 2

6
5 CFR 2635 requires,government employeefito act impartially when they
participate in matters for the Government. However, this provision
has no bearing on a decision as to whether to participate in the
matter. Thus it cannot provide an independent basis for a legal
obligation for you to recuse yourself from a matter.

In making your decision I recognize that you have taken an oath of
office to place loyalty to the United States Government, the
Constitution, the laws and ethical principles above your private
interest or the private interests of others. I recommend that, in
making your decision, you take into consideration your longstanding
personal relationship with the President. You are also advised to
take into consideration the nature and importance of your role as
the RTC's CEO in the Madison matter; the sensitivity of this matter;
the difficulty in assigning this matter to another individual at the
RTC; the likelihood that a.reasonable person with full knowledge of
the facts would question your impartiality; and the effect that this
matter may have upon the President.

The regulations do not require government employees to recuse
themselves from actions which are not before them. Therefore, such
a decision may be premature. This matter may never come before you
as the RTC's CEO. Recognizing that other factors may aris Lfietween-~which could have én impactupon your decision, it may be more app opriate for you not to make
this decision until such time as the matter comes to your attention.
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making your decision I recognize that you h ve taken an oath of
office to place loyalty to the United St es Government, the
Constituion, the laws and ethical principle above your private
interest or the private interests of others. I recommend that, in
making your decision, you take into consideration your longstanding
personal relationship with the President. You are also advised to
take into concideration the nature and importance of your role as
the RTC's CEO in the Madison matter; the sensitivity of this
matter; the difficulty in assigning this matter to another
individual at the RTC; Q’ the likelyhood that a reasonable person
with
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Resolution Trust Corporation
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FAX NUMBER: (202) 416-2481
TELEPHONE #2 (202) 416-2157 (ask for Robin MCGill)

TOTAL PAGES: /g §

COMMENT8:

Notice: For our records please call upon receipt of this message
atthe aforementioned telephone number. If for any reason this
message is inadvertently sent to you, please
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this
prohibited. It would be greatly appreciated
message is returned to us at the address below
Thanking you in advance.

SOT 17ih Siroei, NW I Wcishington,DC 20434-D001

be advised that
communication is
if the original
(via U.S. Mail).
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MEMORANDUM FOR ROGER G. ALTMAN
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

and
ACTING CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, RESOLUTION
TRUST CORPORATION

FROM: Arthur J. Kusinski
Ethics Officer and Designated Agency Ethics
Official, Resolution Trust Corporation

SUBJECT: RTC Madison Guaranty Matters

SUMMARY:

We understand that you have a personal relationship with the
President. You have sought advice from your ethics counselors as
to whether this relationship gives rise to a legal obligation to
recuse yourself from certain matters that are before the RTC that
may affect financial interests of the President or his family. We
have carefully considered your inquiry, and we conclude that the
decision whether to participate in such matters is not governed by
ethics statues or regulations. Thus, you have the discretion to
participate or not, as you determine to be appropriate.

DISCUSSION:

The only ethics statue or regulation which is relevant to your
request for advice is 5 C.F.R. 2635.502 ("section . 502"), which is
entitled "Personal and Business Relationships".‘ That provision

‘ Title 18 U.S. Code, section 208 prevents an official from
participating for the Government in a matter affecting a financial
interest of the official or certain other persons and
organizations. You have neither a personal financial interest in
the matters before the RTC nor a relationship with the President
(who may have such an interest) of the kind that is relevant for
purposes of 18 U.S.C. 208. Section 208 would impute to you the
financial interest of the President only if he were your general
partner or a person with whom you were negotiating or had an
arrangement for prospective employment. Thus, that provision does
not create any bar to your participation in the RTC's decisions
concerning those matters.

We also note that another ethics provision, 5 C.F.R.
2635.101(b)(8), requires that Government officials act impartially
when they do participate in the matter. Thus, it cannot provide an
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encourages an official who has a relationship with a person who is
a party to a Government matter in which the official is called upon
to act, and is concerned that the relationship would raise an issue
of impartiality, to contact the agency's ethics officials. You
have done so.

Ethics officials then must determine whether your relationship with
the President is a "covered relationship" as that term is defined
by 5 C.F.R. 2635.502(b)(1). Officials have a "covered
relationship" with: (1) a "person" with whom the official has or
seeks a business, contractual or other financial relationship; (2)
a member of their household or a relative with whom they have a
close personal relationship; (3) a "person" with whom certain of
the official’s relatives are have or seek employment or similar
relationships; (4) a "person" for whom the official has served as
an employee, attorney or in a similar capacity within the last
year; and (5) an organization other than a political party in which
the official is an active participant such as a chairman of one of
the organization's committees. For purposes of these regulations,
the term "person" does not include the Federal Government and
officials of the Federal Government acting in their official
capacities. 5 C.F.R. 263S.102(k). You clearly have none of these
relationships with the President, and therefore you are not in a
"covered relationship" with him.

In considering your request for advice, we are aware that you have
a relationship with the President that is fairly characterized as
a longstanding personal friendship. However, you and the President
do not now and have not in the past participated together in
business or financial transactions.

While a personal relationship such as yours with the President is
a factor to be considered (along with others) in deciding whether
the circumstances raise a question as to your impartiality in a
matter that may affect the President's interests, standing alone it
is not determinative. The OGE specifically considered whether a
"close personal friendship," standing alone, should be considered
a "covered relationship," and decided that it should not. 57 F.R.
35026 (1993). As the section .502 regulation operates, only
"covered relationships" standing alone raise questions of
appearances of loss of impartiality as a statutory or regulatory
matter.

We have consulted with the Director and General Counsel of the
Office of Government Ethics concerning this matter. They believe
that your decision as to whether to participate in an RTC matter
that may affect a financial interest of the President is not a
matter that is mandated by ethics statues and regulations. OGE

independent basis for a legal obligation for you to recuse yourself
from a matter.
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also believes that the ethics advice we provide to you in these
circumstances is within the discretion of the ethics officials of
the affected agencies; and that the decision whether to participate
in RTC matters that may involve the interests of the President with
your discretion. In other words, there are no legal reasons to
preclude you from acting on such matters. Whether you decide to
recuse or not, there will be no legal objection to your decision.
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MEMORANDUM FOR ROGER C. ALTMAN
DEPUTY SECRETARY OE‘ THE TREASURY

and
ACTING CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, RESOLUTION TRUST
CORPORATION

FROM: Dennis I. Foreman
Deputy General Counsel and Designated Agency
Ethics Official, Department of the Treasury

SUBJECT: RTC Madison Guaranty Matters

SUMMARY:

we understand that you have a personal relationship with the
President. You have sought advice from your ethics counselors as
to whether this relationship gives rise to a legal obligation to
recuse yourself from certain matters that are before the RTC that
may affect financial interests of the President or his family.
We have carefully considered your inquiry, and we conclude that
the decision whether to participate in such matters is not
governed by ethics statutes or regulations. Thus, you have the
discretion to participate or not, as you determine to be
appropriate.

DISCUSSION: _

The only ethics statute or regulation which is relevant to your
request for advice is 5 C.F.R. 2635.502 ("section .502"), which
is entitled "Personal and Business Relationships".‘ That
provision encourages an official who has a relationship with a
person who is a party to a Government matter in which the
official is called upon to act, and is concerned that the
relationship would raise an issue of impartiality, to contact the
agency's ethics officials. You have done so;

‘Title 18U.S. Code, section208preventsanofficial from participatingfor the Governmentin a
matteraffectinga financialinterestof the official or certainotherpersonsandorganizations. You have
neitherapersonalfinancialinterestin themattersbeforethe RTC nor a relationshipwith the President

(whomayhavesuchan interest)of the kind that is relevantfor purposesof 18U.S.C. 208. Section208
would imputeto you the financialinterestof thePresidentonly if hewereyour generalpartneror aperson
with whom you werenegotiatingor hadan arrangementfor prospectiveemployment.Thus, that provirion
doesnot createanybar to your participationin theRTC‘: decisionsconcerningthosematters.

We alsonote that anotherethicsprovision,5 C.F.R. 2635.101(h)(8), requiresthatGovernment
officialsact impartiallywhm theydo participatein a matterfor theGovernment However, this provision
hasno baring on a decisionas to whetherto participatein thematter. Thur, it cannotprovidean
independenthasisfor a legalobligationfor you to recuseyourselffrom amatter.
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Ethics officials then must determine whether your relationship
with the President is a "covered relationship" as that term is
defined by 5 C.F.R. 2635.S02(b)(1). Officials have a "covered
relationship" with: (1) a "person" with whom the official has
seeks a business, contractual or other financial relationship;
(2) a member of their household or a relative with whom they have
a close personal relationship; (3) a "person" with whom certain
of the official's relatives are have or seek employment or
similar relationships; (4) a "person" for whom the official has
served as an employee, attorney or in a similar capacity within
the last year; and (5) an organization other than a political
party in which the official is an active participant such as a
chairman of one of the organization's committees. For purposes
of these regulations, the term "person" does not include the
Federal Government and officials of the Federal Government acting
in their official capacities. 5 C.F.R. 2635.lO2(k). You clearly
have none of these relationships with the President, and
therefore you are not in a "covered relationship" with him.

O1‘

In considering your request for advice, we are aware that you
have a relationship with the President that is fairly
characterized as a longstanding personal friendship. However,
you and the President do not now and have not in the past
participated together in business or financial transactions.

while a personal relationship such as yours with the President is
a factor to be considered (along with others) in deciding whether
the circumstances raise-a question as to your impartiality in a
matter that may affect the President's interests, standing alone
it is not determinative. The OGE specifically considered whether
a "close personal friendship," standing alone, should be
considered a "covered relationship," and decided that it should
not. 57 F.R. 35026 (1993). As the section .502 regulation
operates, Only "covered relationships" standing alone raise
questions of appearances of loss of impartiality as a statutory
or regulatory matter.

We have consulted with the Director and General Counsel of the
Office of Government Ethics concerning this matter. They believe
that your decision as to whether to participate in an RTC matter
that may affect a financial interest of the President is not a
matter that is mandated by ethics statutes and regulations. OGE
also believes that the ethics advice we provide to you in these
circumstances is within the discretion of the ethics officials of
the affected agencies; and that the decision whether to
participate in RTC matters that may involve the interests of the
President is within your discretion. In other words, there are
no legal reasons to preclude you from acting on such matters.
Whether you decide to recuse or not, there will be no legal
objection to your decision.

\\
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RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
OFFICE OP GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
CORRESPONDENCE REFERRAL

Document: 12765 Document Date: 94/02/08 Due Date: 94/02/24
Input Date: 94/02/09

NAME: D'Amato, Honorable Alfonse M. Copies To:
Ranking Republican Stan are Dist.
Committee on Banking, Housing, and

i£;LQ»t/
.4~LAx»

ADDRESS: Urban Affairs United States Senate '

Washinqton
'

oc 20510
6‘<;"°e+“’_;;§_/%

V

Synopsis: QUESTIONS RE THE NUMBER or TIMES THE arc [c£o]q-1%? [ficiisnuaHIMSELF FROM INVOLVEMENT IN RTC MATTERS, A [SUMARY] OF THE GROUNDS
LEADING TO RECUSAL DECISION, RTC [POLICY] RE RECUSALS. [IMPORTANT]

Action: Prepare for Peter E. Knight's signature

OLA Contact: Neal E. Logue (202) 416-7099

INETRUCTIONE

Author of the draft response and person(s) reviewing response should sign this
routing sheet. Please forward draft response by DUE DATE with this completed
form to OLA (Renee Kelly—Room 1062A-B01 17th Street) with WordPerfect disk or b
nail (Renee Kellyfi OLAG RTCDC). Routing sheet may be faxed to (202)416-4413.

* This form is necessary for review purposes *

'7"f"’ "Z3"/',','('6Qf[<},M.,L6"-""""'*::*:
****** A”""""" """Eg"

Assigned To: Date:
OLA-OAC John Lynn — Contracts 94/02/09

AUTHOR: PHONE:

DATE DATE
REVIEWED BY: IN OUT REVIEWED BY: IN OUT
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* To: Peter E. Knight@OGR@RTCDC
Cc:' Casey Carter@OGR@RTCDC,Linda D. Washington@OGR@RTCDC
F "2
E-om: Carol Obrien@OGR@RTCDC
Subject: D‘Amato/recusal letter
Date: Tuesday, February 8, 1994 17:11:43 EST
ACC8Ch:
Certify: Y
Forwarded by:

Art Kusinski said this should be assigned to him. He has a copy and will
begin work on it in the a.m. We will make sure that Ellen Kulka also has an
informational copy.

'
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February 8, 1994

Mr. Peter Knight
Director
Office of Governmental Relations
Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20434

Dear Mr. Knight;

Pursuant to your conversation with Doug Nappi, of the Banking Committee,
please provide the answers to the following questions:

1) The number of times that an RTC Chief Executive Officer has recused
himself from involvement in matters before the RTC;

2) A summary of the grounds that led to the recusal decision; and
3) The RTC's policies or guidelines pertaining to recusals;

If you have any questions regarding this request, Mr. Nappi can be reached at
(202) 224-8737.

Sincerely,
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To: John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC
Cc: ajk
Bcc:
From: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC ,
Subject: Treasury request
Date: Monday, April 25, 1994 12:56:51 EDT
Attach:
Certify: N

Forwarded by:

I received another call from Treasury on the issue we gave you this morning.
The issue is in response to Qs & As resulting from Treasury's appropriation
hearing.

The Designated Agency Ethics Official (DAEO) at Treasury has been asked to
provide this as it was an attachment to a document that he provided to
Treasury officials indicating that he concurred in the determination by Art.

If you want a copy of their request pls let me know and I will ask for one for
you.

Don
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To: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC
Cc: Arthur J. Kusinski@Ethics@RTCDC

William C. Collishaw@Legal-ra@RTCDC
Peter E. Knight@0GR@RTCDC _

Bcc: I

From: John C. Binkley@Legal—ra@RTCDC
Subject: Ethics opinion
Date: Monday, April 25, 1994 13:56:01 EDT
Attach:
Certify: Y
Forwarded by:

Don: I have reviewed Art's opinion as to whether Mr. Altman had to recuse
himself in the Madison matter. I believe a proper characterization of the
document is a final opinion of the Ethics Office and not necessarily a
recommendation to Mr. Altman (although I realize there is a very short
recomendation portion that could be segregable from the opinion—-I think it
is deminimus in nature). Consequently, I am recommending that the document
can be disclosed and Bill concurs. However, since it is an RTC document,
Bill and I believe that it is more appropriately disclosed by the RTC and not
by Treasury. This is consistant with some other recent disclosures to the
Hill of documents that Treasury had an involvement. Since you have a copy of
the request and the document, we can respond though OGR. It is for that
reason I have put Peter on as cc.
If you have an questions, please give me a call.

89-184 95 — 8
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To: Ellen B. Kulka@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Cc: John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC

Peter E. Knight@OGR@RTCDC
Bcc: _
From: Arthur J. Kusinski@Ethics@RTCDC /
Subject: Release of Altman Recusal Memo
Date: Thursday, May 5, 1994 10:21:06 EDT
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

Ellen —— FYI, yesterday we released to the Hill the memorandum I sent to
Mr. Altman in February advising him that he was under no legal obligation to
recuse himself on the Madison/Whitewater matters because of his relationship
to the Prseident. This was done only after clearance by Treasury and, we
understand, Mr. Altman's personal OK. We also coordinated and cleared it with
Jack Binkley and Peter Knight (who actually sent the letter to the Hill).
I'm comfortable with the release. The memorandum is correct on the law and
was cleared by OGE. And, it was written with the knowledge that it would
someday be requested by the Hill.
Art 3
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Te; Carol 0brien@OGR@RTCDC,John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC
Cc:
Bcc:
From: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC u
subject: Altman recusal "
Date: Tuesday, April 26, 1994 13:56:24 EDT
Attach: P:\PUBLIC\WP\EEP\CEO\WOLF
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

a ----__--____....__-_------_------- _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.._.___-_._____..---_-_.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Attached is the most recent version of the cover memo to the House
Appropriations Committee transmitting a copy of a memo from Art to Altman
regarding his recusal from Madison matters.

They requested that it not be sent until they send their response as it
wouldn't make alot of sence.

Carol, Jack Binkley may have some comments and should approve of it from
Legal.

R012
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;9; Peter E. Knight@OGR@RTCDC
John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC

::c: _
rrom: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC H
subject: Altman recusal
Jate: Tuesday, April 26, 1994 13:43:02 EDT
ittachz
oertify: N
_b;warded by:

just finished talking with the Department of Treasury on the memo I gave you
_ast night. They had some technical corrections. They also asked that the
_ast line referrencing confidentiality be deleted. They also asked that it
tot be sent until they send their document and theuy would let me know when
znat is to be done.
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$5»:
RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisis
RestoringTheConfidence

February 18, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: Roger G. Altman
Interim Chief Executive Officer

FROM: Arthur J. Kusinski ._
:2 '4Ethics Officer ’

and
Designated Agency Ethics Official

SUBJECT: RTC Madison Guaranty Matters

SUMMARY: -

You have sought advice from your RTC ethics counselor as to whether
your longstanding personal relationship with the President gives
rise to a legal obligation to recuse yourself from matters that may
come before the RTC that may affect financial interests of the
President or his family. I have carefully considered your inquiry,
and conclude that the decision whether to participate in such
matters is not mandated by ethics statues or regulations. Thus, you
have the discretion to participate or not, as you determine to be
appropriate. I note, however, that it is not necessary for you to
decide whether to participate in any particular matter until such
time as the matter comes before you.

DISCUSSION:

The only ethics statute or regulation which is relevant to your
request for advice is 5 CFR 2635.502 ("section S02"), which is
entitled "Personal and Business Relationships". That provision
encourages an official who has a relationship with a person who is
a party to a Government matter in which the official is called upon
to act, and is concerned that the relationship would raise an issue
of impartiality, to contact the agency's ethics officials. You have
done so.

Ethics officials then must determine whether your relationship with
the President is a "covered relationship" as that term is defined
by S CFR 2635.502(b)(1). Officials have a "covered relationship"
with: (1) a "person" with whom the official has or seeks a
business, contractual or other financial relationship; (2) a member
of their household or a relative with whom they have a close
personal relationship; (3) a "person" with whom certain of the

80! I7fhStreet.N.W.Washington.D.C.20434
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official’s relatives has or seeks employment or similar
relationships; (4) a "person" for whom the official has served as
an employee, attorney or in a similar capacity within the last year;
and (S) an organization other than a political party in which the
official is an active participant such as a chairman of one of the
organization's committees. For purposes of these regulations, the
term "person" does not include the Federal Government "and/or
officials of the Federal Government acting in their official
capacities. S CPR 2635.102(k). You clearly have none of these
relationships with the President, and therefore you are not in a
"covered relationship" with him. As the section 502 regulation
operates, only "covered relationships" standing alone raise
questions of appearances of loss of impartiality as a statutory or
regulatory matter.

In considering your request for advice, I am aware that your only
relationship with the President is one that would be fairly
characterized as a longstanding personal friendship. However, you
and the President do not now and have not in the past participated
together in business or financial transactions‘. While a personal
relationship such as yours with the President is a factor to be
considered (along with others) in deciding whether the circumstances
raise a question as to your impartiality in a matter that may affect
the President's interests, standing alone it is not determinative.
In its Preamble to the publication of the final Executive branch
standards of conduct regulations, OGE specifically considered
whether a "close personal friendship," standing alone, should be
considered a "covered relationship," and decided that it should not.
57 FR 35026 (1993). -

I have consulted with the Office of Government Ethics concerning
this issue. OGE believes that your decision, as to whether to
participate in an RTC matter that may affect a financial interest
of the President, is not a matter that is mandated by ethics
statutes and regulations. OGE also believes that the ethics advice
I provided to you in these circumstances is within the discretion

‘ Title 18 U.S. Code, section 208 prevents an official from
participating for the Government in a matter affecting a financial
interest of the official or certain other persons and
organizations. You have neither a personal financial interest in
the matters before the RTC nor a relationship with the President
(who may have such an interest) of the kind that is relevant for
purposes of 18 U.S.C. 208. Section 208 would impute to you the
financial interest of the President only if he were your general
partner or a person with whom you were negotiating or had an
arrangement for prospective employment. Thus, that provision does
not create any bar to your participation in the RTC’s decisions
concerning those matters.
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of the ethics official of the affected agency; and that the decision
whether to participate in RTC matters that may involve the interests
of the President is within your discretion. I have also consulted
with the Designated Agency Ethics Official at the Department of the
Treasury who concurs with me in this analysis.

In summary, it is my opinion that there is no legal reason to
preclude you from acting on such matters. Regardless of whether you
decide to recuse yourself, there will be no legal objection to that
decision.

RECOMMENDATION:

In deciding whether to recuse yourself, I recommend that you
consider certain factors in making your decision. Certainly, you
should take into consideration your longstanding personal
relationship with the President. You should also consider the
nature and importance of your role as the RTC's CEO in the Madison
matter; the sensitivity of this matter; the difficulty in assigning
this matter to another individual at the RTC; the likelihood that
a reasonable person with full knowledge of the facts would question
your impartiality; and the effect that this matter may have upon the
President's financial interests. This listing is not exclusive, and
you may have other factors which you may want to consider as well.
That is within your discretion. In considering these factors, I of
course stand ready to advise you if you should so desire.
Finally, the regulations do not require government officials to
recuse themselves from actions which are not specifically before
them. Therefore, you may wish to defer a decision on your recusal
until such time as a particular aspect of the Madison Guaranty
matter is presented to you for consideration or decision.’

7 I understand that the statute of limitations may be
extended.
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The Honorable Frank R. Wolf
Treasury, Postal and General Government Appropriations

Questions for Secretary Bentsen

1. Last Friday 1 requested that your Treasury Inspector General
nduct an Investigation of the recent meetings of Treasury offlclals
with the Wldto House. Yesterday I was Informed that in contacting
the special counsel r

détnlg
this matter, the IG’s offleo was told not

to proceed with thdrgi:-'
‘Eden

whlle the special counsel's
investigation -is addressing matter.

5/1
' What ls your understanding of the status of the OGE
investigation that you requested ln light of the subpoenas lssued
by
Spade]

Counsel Flake? Will their
lnvestlcatlon

continue and
will y also be asked to discontinue any a n while the
special counsel pursues this matter?

"

Why dld ou choose to ask the Olfiee of Government Ethics to
review fi

lt
h

matter rather than your own Treasury IG?

Were you aware that the Omce of Government Ethics does not
conduct Investigations? Did you know that they actually only
review the lnvoatlgaflons of other agencies which ln this case
would be the White House? ,

612
-

5H

Q
4 "

2. Were you aware of Congressman Leach’:
FehruaR_|;_y

3
,

1994 letter to
Mr. Altman asking him to recuse himself from C matters? ,’ I‘-r

Dld ou know that in this case an OGE lnvestlgatlon would
oonsht of the White Home Counsel's ofllce investigating itself
and then the OGE subsequently reviewing this lnvestlgatlon?

YWQ}

e
ll, -- Did you discuss this matter with Mr. Altman at that time?

in +14

4

-- Were you aware of Mr. Altman's letter last year
_ recommending against extension of the statute of llmltatlons for

1

i " ' '

Z0'd '£0n'ort vZ:qt v6.<:7 me-1
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April 25, 1994

Jenny Mummert, (202) 225-5334
Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal Service,

and General Governmental Appropriations
of the Rouse Appropriations Committee

United States House of Representatives
U.S. Capitol Building, Rm-164
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Ms. Mummert:

This letter is in response to question 3 of Congressman Wolf's list
of questions submitted by the Committee to the Department of the
Treasury after its March 8, 1994 hearing on the Treasury's FY '95
budget request. The Department of the Treasury has asked the
Resolution Trust Corporation to release the enclosed copy of a
memorandum, dated February 18, 1994, from our Designated Agency
Ethics Official, Arthur J. Kusinski, to Mr. Altman regardi _Mr
Altman's recusal_from RTQ_Madison Guaranty matters. LIt'?g—ou;_7un ending that this document, from Mr. Kusinski to Mr. Altman,

(//';;:Er:Tso included as an attachment to a ‘Treasury Departmentf
~ document, dated February 23, 1994, from Dennis I. Foreman, Deputy!
- General Counsel and Designated Agency Ethics Official, Departmenc
f Treasury, to Deputy Secretary Altman.

Sincerely,

Peter E. Knight
Director
Office of Governmental Relations
(202) 415-2115

cc: Roger C. Altman
Ellen B. Kulka
Arthur J. Kusinski
Dennis I. Foreman
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civil lawsuits brought against S&L
wrogfadoere?

Did
aou

supsort
this decision? Do you realize t recommen tlon

wo d have in effect precluded suite against Madison
Whitewater? Did anyone at the Department lobby against this
provision when it passed last year?

- Does it bother you that the
meetings

that Mr. Altman had were

if/g’ conducted alter the request made y Mr. Leach for Mr.
Altman to recuse himself?

- Mr. Leach wrote to Mr. Altman on February 3, "it has been
an awkward situation to have a presldentially

ammted
and

eonflrmed oiilcier of the
Treasula

Department head an

6/7 independent federal agency, the esoiution Trust Corporation."
Why has it taken over a year for the Clinton Administration to
appoint an RTC head?

- How can a political appointee of an execuflve branch
6%

department make what are in effect law enforcement decisions
for a independent federal

firncy
if they touch upon the

President as they may in t case?

- Do you think it is ethically questionable for a political

/ appointee of the Department of Treasury to make decisions for

3 9/ an independent federal agency when the Pruident or the First
Lady may be implicated in enforcement and civil actions?

53%

3. In a February 23, 1993 letter General Counsel Jean Hanson wrote to
Congressman Leach that Deputy Secretary Altman comulted ethics
offcials at the RTC and Treas '0 Designated Etbi filcial
in Lonsuitation with the Office ‘gt:yGovernment

y cs O

593 '
_
opinions.

- Given that this letter was written aiter both Mr. Altman's

Given recent events, was not Mr. Leach’: letter asking for a
recusal by Mr. Altman appropriate?

Could you provide for this committee these ethics advisory

K; meeting; with the White House staff and Me. Hanson's two
0 7

meetimlwith
White Home stall‘, does this raise any concern in

your d?

53f —- Do you believe this Feb. 23, 1993 from the General Counsel

2

£O'¢ 2Cl'1'0N vZ:’~3I rm.cz .1dH
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526

51X?

1

5119

529'

aw‘

5.

5
5
!

W

was forthright with the facts in this matter?

- Weren't the meetings that Treasury ofilciak had with the

iuiite?House
exactly what Congressman Leach was concerned

a ut

- Were the ethics officers advised of the meetings with the White
House when making these decisions?

Having represented thousands of federal employees over the years I

am troubled by the prospect of career employees being put in
compromising positions with matters such as this. When the Deputy
Secretary or General Counsel approach individuals in the Treasury

Deipiartment
or one of the independent agencies to do something that

Ia proper or unethical, they are put in a very difllcult situation.

- How are you working to resolve this in light of recent events?

- Have you talked with RTC senior vice president Bill Roelle
about the briefing that he provided Ms. Hanson on the status
of the request tor an investigation into Madison? Did he know
to what purposes she intended to use such a briefing?

When did ou first learn of each of these meetings? How do you
know whether or not other such meetings may have occurred?

On Sunday,~m3 said the White House has been
§|-I-in)’
of "improprieties that a child of four could have figured out."

our Chief of Staff. Josh Steiner, is oted as sayln there was
nothing wron in conferring with thecwlhite House aloout this matter.
With whom cl

.

you agree? When did Mr. Steiner first inform you
of his involvement in meeting with the White House? Was he
working for you or Mr. Altman at the time of the meeting be
attended with the White House?

One aspect that is particularly troubling in this affair is that even
after the Altman meeting was disclosed, the

Treaqurfnboparnnentwas not forthcoming about the additional meetings. fact, Ms.
Hanson who attended the hearing with Mr. Altman mentioned
nothing about the earlier fall meetings in which she discussed RTC
"criminal referrals" with White House Counsel Nussbaum and other
White House staff members. In these referrals, the Ciintons were
named as possible beneficiaries of the S&L’s illegal activities.

3

rm .1 \.i'\fi on c7 or rm c7 JOH —|1|
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‘mo; Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC,Carol Obrien@0GR@RTCDC
cc; William C. Collishaw@Legal—ra@RTCDC
Bcc:
From: John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC
subject: re: Altman recusal I

Date: Tuesday, April 26, 1994 17:45:44 EDT
Attach:
Certify: Y
Forwarded by:

Only comment is that the last sentence which refers to Trewasury need not be
part of our letter. All we need to say is treasury asked us to release and
here it is.

jack
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To: Carol Obrien@OGR@RTCDC,John C. Binkley@Legal—ra@RTcDc
Cc:
Bcc:
From: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC _
Subject: Altman recusal I
Date: Tuesday, April 26, 1994 13:56:24 EDT
Attach: P: \PUBLIC\WP\EEP\CEO\WOLF
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

---_----_------------------------------_-—---------------------,------_----

Attached is the most recent version of the cover memo to the House
Appropriations Committee transmitting a copy of a memo from Art to Altman
regarding his recusal from Madison matters.

They requested that it not be sent until they send their response as it
wouldn't make alot of sence.

Carol, Jack Binkley may have some comments and should approve of it from
Legal.
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To: Peter E. Knight@OGR@RTCDC
John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC

Cc:
Bcc:
From: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC '

Subject: Altman recusal
Date: Tuesday, April 26, 1994 13:43:02 EDT
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

I just finished talking with the Department of Treasury on the memo I gave you
last night. They had some technical corrections. They also asked that the
last line referrencing confidentiality be deleted. They also asked that it
not be sent until they send their document and theuy would let me know when
that is to be done.
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To: Peter E. Knight@OGR@RTCDC
John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC

Cc: ajk
Bcc: -
From: Donald L. Rosholt@Ethics@RTCDC '

Subject: Altman recusal
Date: Tuesday, April 26, 1994 8:06:15 EDT
Attach: P: \PUBLIC\WP\EEP\CEO\WOLF
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

The attached document includes the revision I mentioned in my e-mail last
night resulting from the change of the addressee. The letter when originally
drafted was addressed to Congressman Wolf but was changed to be addressed to a
Committee staff member. Unless I hear from you I will presume that our office
nas completed its responsibility in this matter. Thanks for your help in
seeing that this request is completed.
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To: Roger C. Altman

From: Peter E. Knight

Re: Status Report on Leach Investigation

Date: December 28, 1993

At the request of Jean Hanson, I will prepare regular status
reports on the RTC’s response to Rep. Leach's request for documents
relating to Madison Guaranty.

The broad scope of the request could cover more than 200,000 pages
of documents. This includes 39 linear feet of legal documents, 207
boxes of investigative files, 165 boxes of general institution
documents, 45 roles of microfiche of institution records, 30 boxes
of contractor files, asset files, and various other categories. We
are asking Rep. Leach's staff to narrow the request by reviewing an
extensive inventory of documents which we hope to have completed by
January 6.

Last Week:

We have established a working group of OGR (Office of Governmental
Relations), Legal, Investigations, and FOIA (Freedom of Information
Act) staff that will assemble, itemize, and analyze documents. The
analysis will be to ensure that privacy, privilege, and the
Department of Justice's concerns are protected. All communication
with Rep. Leach's staff will be coordinated by OGR.

This week, Rep. Leach's staff reviewed public legal documents,
contracting information, and resolutions documents in Washington
and Kansas City. We hope to have Madison Board minutes redacted by
FOIA staff for review by Rep. Leach's staff within a week and a
half.

DOJ Concerns:

Attached is a letter we received from the Criminal Division at
Justice which instructs us to consult them before providing any
criminal referrals or documents which reflect Justice's information
requests to the RTC. While this is a narrow scope of documents,
the letter does tell the RTC to "make every effort to maintain the
integrity of the RTC files to the maximum possible extent."

we are expecting to get another letter from Justice the end of next
week that will expand the scope of protected documents to include
all documents that were attached to criminal referrals. We will
not provide any investigations documents until this point is
clarified.

Legal Issues:
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Our attorneys are reviewing the legal standing of the Leach request
in anticipation of future discussions with Rep. Leach over whether
or not this is an official committee request. Leach’s staff told
me on December 23 that he would be providing us with legal analysis
prepared by the House Counsel that supports the contention that
this is an official committee investigation. Leach’s staff has not
yet presented any legal material on this point, and it is doubtful
that our position will change.

Our attorneys are also examining the question of whether or not our
providing material to the Congressman would constitetE'Q'WE$EE::9£
FQlA_axQ§Qi§Qna-and require us to make all material provided to him
available to the public (if requested).

Summary of actions:

12/23/93: RTC OGR and legal staff met with Rep. Leach’s staff
to start the process initiated by your response to
Rep. Leach. We informed Rep. Leach’s staff that
efforts were underway to locate all Madison
documents and to prepare an inventory to facilitate
narrowing the amount of documents requested.

12/27/93 Established and RTC working group (from Washington
and Kansas City) to include staff from OGR, Legal,
Investigations, and the FOIA unit.

12/28/93 Rep. Leach’s staff came to Washington RTC offices
to review public legal documents relating to
Madison.‘

12/29/93 Washington OGR and Legal staff traveled to Kansas
City and met with senior legal, investigations, and
executive staff to develop a coordinated response
effort .

12/30/93 Rep. Leach’s staff visited the Kansas City office
to review contracting documents, an inventory of
Madison's assets, redacted Congressional inquiries
relating to Madison, and lists of all legal
contracts and matters pending. The staff also
visited our Iron Mountain document storage facility
where we have over 120,000 boxes of files stored.

cc: Jean Hanson
Dennis Geer
James Barker
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To: Roger C. Altman

From: Peter E. Knight

Re: Response to Leach request for information relating to
Madison

There are several issues raised by the Leach letter that must
be considered in any response.

Status as a committee investigation: While the letter refers
to an investigation of the House Banking Committee Minority, there
is in fact no committee status attributed to such a group. The
minority cannot issue subpoenas, convene hearings, or approve staff
travel without the approval of the Chairman. This inquiry is
therefore coming from a Congressional office and not a committee or
subcommittee. This is an important consideration with respect to
the Privacy Act, since the RTC may release private information only
in response to an official committee request (on committee
stationery signed by the chairman). There are criminal penalties
for violating the Privacy Act. You may recall that earlier this
year, we insisted that a request of Rep. Schroeder be recast as a
request from Chairman McC1oskey of the Subcommittee on Civil
Service of the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service to
facilitate providing her the requested information. In that
instance, Chairman McCloskey agreed to her request. Obviously a
request from Chairman Gonzalez or any of the subcommittee chairmen
would remove any Privacy Act concerns.

Protection of privileged information: The second matter deals
with the protection of privileged material as it relates to ongoing
civil litigation. In the past year, for example, the RTC has
entered into extensive discussions with Senate Banking Committee
Chairman Riegle, Senator Wirth, Representative Schroeder, and House
Banking Committee Chairman Gonzalez over similar questions
surrounding the matter of protecting the confidentiality of
privileged material.

Criminal investigations: The final question concerns ongoing
criminal investigations. As a matter of routine, when the RTC
makes a criminal referral, the Justice Department is responsible
for determining which documents it wishes to protect as p of its
ongoing criminal investigations. We are still awaiting

%§stice'sletter on this matter. ,3‘

Suggested draft: The draft response to Rep. Leach makes clear
that the RTC will cooperate with the Congressman's investigation,
although it also makes clear the RTC will act as it has in the past
with respect to questions of the Privacy Act, privileged
information, and criminal investigations.

RTC staff is working to develop an inventory of all the
documents covered by Rep. Leach's broad request, and that effort
should be completed early in January.
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Rep. Leach's staff has been in daily contact with my office.
I have assured them that work is underway to identify and locate
all the documents requested.

Rep. Leach will not be pleased with the fact that we are not
treating his re e t as a committee investigation, but our
interpretation

is§§é%§hared
by the FDIC, and the OTS. The letter

does make clear, owever, that we are willing to discuss with __
Leach's staff all documents in our inventory thm&+do—net—eeme-under<+—74/
c1rcumstancesc¢~»€L ,.~4L»~/ J15 ,--dB /64 .Ab4~uu~&/1~ 441-u
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BACKGROUND ON QUESTIONS COMING FROM COMMITTEE MEMBERS
RELATING TO MADISON

At the present time the RTC is cooperating with the investigations of individual
members (Rep. Leach/Sen. D'Amatol to the fullest extent possible under the
law.

Absent a request from the Committee, the RTC is limited with respect to three
general areas:

O information regarding the personal and corporate financial records in the

its possession;

O information relating to criminal investigations; and

O material relating to possible civil litigation.

In order to change this approach, the RTC needs clarification from the Chair as
to whether a request during the hearing from an individual member constitutes
a formal request by the Committee.

If the Committee makes the request, the RTC could provide information, in
consultation with the Independent Counsel, providing there are appropriate
safeguards to protect the confidentiality and preserve the privileged nature of

the information disclosed.

0 The RTC has previously provided privileged information to Congressional
Committees with safeguards such as a promise of confidentiality or
under a threat of subpoena which protects the agency from a claim that
its privileges have been waived by disclosure to Congress. For example,
the RTC has disclosed:

0 information regarding Southwest Savings litigation to Senate
Banking under a promise of confidentiality;

O information regarding Homefed to House Banking under a threat

of subpoena; and

0 certain authority to sue memoranda to the House Subcommittee

on Civil Service under a promise of confidentiality by the chairman
of the Subcommittee, after the original request by
Congresswoman Schroeder for such information was declined.

0 ln the absence of such safeguards the RTC would have to consider all
its options in order to avoid ieopardizing its statutory obligations.
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BICIOROUND ON QUESTIONS COMING FROM COMMITTEE MEMBER!
RILATING TO MADISON

why is the RTC retusing to provide information about Hadiaoh
and Ihitevater to this Committee?

At the present time the RTC is cooperating with the
investigations by individual members (Rep. Leech/Sen. D'Amato)
to the tulleat extent possible under the lav.

haven't you refused to provide apooitio iatornation to Ielbore
ot tho Connittae (Rep. Leach/Boa. D'Amato) and their etatte
which they hove odvieed you ie oztreoely important to their
carrying out ot their dutioa?

Abeent a request from the Committee, the RTC ie limited with
respect to three qencral areas:

(a) Intormation regarding the personal and corporate
financial records in it poooeooion;

(b) Information relating to criminal invoetigationo; and

(c) Intormation which is privileged;

(d) Material relating to possible civil litigation.

he a coeaittee neeher (Minority Member) and ae a participant
in thie hearing, I an toreaiiy requeetiag that you euppiy the
latoriai previoueiy requeeted (by lop. Leach/Ion. o'anato).
In order to change this approach, the RTC neode clarification
tron the Chair as to whether a requeet during the hearing tron
an individual member conotitutee a tormai requoot by the
Conitteo as part or this hearing on the Thrift Depoeitor
Protection Oversight Board.

he the chaireaa or thie Coolittoo (chairman hiogle/chaireaa
Goaeaiee), I an requeetiag that you provide tho ietornatioa
requeeted to the majority and minority etette or thia
coeittae.

The RTC. in addition to ite obligatione to cchply with lav io
deeply concerned about the providing ot information which
could have a negative impact on its inveetigation or
litigation ct any matter. Furthermore, tholluetice Department
hoe already requested that with reopoct to Madieon. we nako no
intornation available about criminal reterrale without ite
conient.
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I insist.

Alternative A:
May I reiterate our concerns about possible negative affects
on our investigation. However, since the Committee is making
a formal request. I request on behalf of the RTC that
appropriate safeguards be implemented after consultation with
the staff of the Committee to protect the confidentiality of
information and to preserve the privileged nature of any
information disclosed. Furthermore, the RTC will consult
with the independent counsel to advise the Committee of its
position on the impact on the independent counsel‘:
investigation before providing any information.

Alternative B:
Mr. Chairman, the RTC will respond as to its position on this
request expeditiously (~fi~ after consultation with
independent counsel.

Background:

Q The RTC has previously provided privileged information
to Congressional Comittoes with safeguards such as a
promise of confidentiality or under a threat of subpoena
which protects the agency from a claim that its
privileges have been waived by disclosure to congress.
Por example, the RTC has disclosed:

I information regarding Southwest Savings litigation
to senate Banking under a promise of
confidentiality;

I information regarding Homefed to house Banking under
threat of subpoena; and

0 certain authority to sue senoranda to the House
Subcommittee on civil service under a promise of
confidentiality by the Chairman of the subcommittee,
after the original request by Congresswoman
Schroeder for such information was declined.

I In the absence of such safeguards the RTC would have to
consider all its options in order to avoid jeopardizing its
statutory obligations. ¢\

//A
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mummies:

Mr. Altman/Ryan, please describe to the Committee what if any
legal advice you have received either from the RTC’s General
Counsel or other attorneys within the RTC on .

AIISUBII

[Ryan] The information that you have requested consists of
confidential legal advice that I have received from attorneys
in my capacity as Deputy CEO and consequently is privileged
under the attorney-client privilege. Therefore, I
respectfully decline to discuss such matters.

[Ryan-Alternative] Because the information is privileged
under the attorney-client privilege and I have not had the
opportunity to discuss the question of waiving the privilege
with my General Counsel, I would respectfully request the
Committee allow me the opportunity to respond after we have
reviewed this matter.

[Altman] As you know I have recused myself from all matters
related to Madison Guaranty. The issue you raise deals with
advice pertaining to Madison prior my recusal and is protected
by the attorney-client privilege. I have been advised that
because of my recusal I am not the appropriate person to make
a determination on behalf of the RTC as to whether the agency
should waive its privileges associated with this issue.
Instead, I have been informed that John Ryan, the Deputy Chief
Executive Officer, is the appropriate party to make that
determination.
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Question to Ms. Kulkaz

Ms. Kulka have you given legal advice either to Mr. Altman or
Mr. Ryan on [description of the issue] and if so please tell
the Committee the nature of that advice.

Answer:

Any legal advice I may have given the RTC Chief Executive
Officer/ Deputy Chief Executive Officer on that issue was
provided to them in confidence and is protected under the
attorney-client privilege.

The information that you requested is privileged under the
attorney-client privilege. This is not my privilege to waive,
inasmuch as I am only the attorney for the RTC. It belongs to
the agency, and the RTC alone can waive it.
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Quqggjon to Ms, Kulka:

I understand that you are asserting the attorney-client
privilege but that privilege is not yours, but that of your
client. If Mr. Altman or Mr.Ryan waives that privilege on
behalf of your client, would you answer my question?

KIISWBI 2

As you know Mr. Altman has recused himself from all matters
that relate to Madison Guaranty. Because of this recusal I do
not believe that he is the appropriate official to make the
determination as to whether the agency wants to waive its
privileges in this matter. Instead John Ryan, as Deputy Chief
Executive Officer would be the appropriate official.

If John Ryan, as Deputy Chief Executive Officer makes a
determination that it is in the RTC's interest to waive the
privilege in this instance then I would be able to respond to
your question.
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As Deputy Chief Executive Officer you are the client for the
purposes of the attorney-client privilege and it is your
privilege to waive. Will you waive that privilege and direct
your General Counsel to answer the question and describe the
advice that she gave?

B81121!

I have not had the opportunity to evaluate what impact the
waiver of the privilege would have on the RTC. Consequently,
I will need to discuss this matter with my General Counsel and
after we have reviewed the issue, I will be able to respond to
you.

I view it as very important that the advice I receive from my
General Counsel and the other attorneys who work for the RTC
remain confidential. To disclose that information would have
a profoundly chilling effect upon those individuals and could
detrimentally effect the quality of their advice in the
future. It is only human nature that individuals will be less
candid if they believe the substance of their advice will end
up on the front page of the Washington Post or the New York
Times.

It is very important that the RTC careful evaluate the waiver
of any privilege, whether it is the attorney-client privilege,
deliberative process privilege or other privilege. Depending
on the substance_ of the information at issue, it could
disclose positions the RTC anticipates to take in future
litigation with the devastating results on the RTC's mission.
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Qgestiog:

You have indicated that one of the reasons The RTC cannot
supply the requested information is that the disclosure may
interfere with Mr. Fiske’s investigation. If Mr. Fiske has no
objection to certain information being disclosed will you make
it available to the Committee?

Answer:

The Committee should realize that Mr. Fiske’s interest in the
records is only one of several concerns that the RTC has
regarding the disclosure of the information that Mr. Leach
requested. In addition, to Mr. Fisk's interests, there are
also the interests of the former customers of Madison Guaranty
to be considered. Those privacy and trade secret interests
cannot be waived by Mr. Fiske. Moreover, the RTC has its own
interest in information which may be privileged. Therefore,
Mr. Fiske's determination that he no longer cares whether the
information is supplied to this committee, only removes one
factor which we have to consider.
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February 24 , 1994 ""“""'“""""'°"

Honorable Rooer C. Altman
Interil Cniet Executive Otticer
Reealution Truet Corporation
801 17th Street, NI
Weebinqton, DC 20434

Dee: Hr. Altman:

ROIllldln

I an vritine in regard to information and document: requeeted by
Chairman Gonzalez concerning the Resolution Trust Corporation's
proteeeional liability recovery etzorte. Bee attached letter. as
nanxino manner 02 the Banxinq Conittee, I an requeeting that this
intornetion be provided to ee and the committee by February 28,
1994. Pleeee have your ete:! contact Joe Seidel at 226-3241 with
any queetione conoerninq colpliance with the above requeet.

sincerel

JAL:qp

Y,

Ranking Henber

10010
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.
Hay 12, 1993 uaeenu-euoneoev

IQ!Ill-ll"

Honorable Roger C. Altman
Deputy Secretary of the Treeeury and
Chief Executive Officer
The Reeolution Truet corporation
1777 P Street, N.H.
Haehington, D.C. 20006

Deer Deputy Secretary Altman:

The Committee on Banking. Finance and urban Afraire ieetarting e review of the Reeolution Truet Corporation’: (RTC’s)prograe to eettle profeeaionel liability claina aeeooiatod with
failed eavinge and loana. I reepecttully aek tor your aaaietance
with thie inquiry.

In order to aeaiet the Cocmlttee. pleaae provide the following
information:

1. The policies and proceduree uaed to identify. investigate,
negotiate and eettle profeoeienol liability actiono againet
perlonl aeaociated with tailed thrirta.

2. Any management reporte, proqreee roporte, Inepeotog Conoral
reporte. or other internal eveluationa or the ProfaeeionalLiability Section.

J. A year by year break-oovn or atattinq for the ProteeeionalLiability Section including the number of lavyere, support
etaff, and coate incurred by the eection.

4. for each eavinge and loan taken over by RTC, the committee
would like intorhation on the actiona taken by the RTC
regarding profeeeional liability. for each eovinge and loan,
pleaee provide the following:
e. the name of the failed eevinoa and loan and the coat or
the failure to the ineuranoe fund|

b. If a proteaeional liability inveetigntien is cloaed and
no action vae token, pleaae liat the name(s) of thetargeted profeeeional(a) if any.

c. If a case is still open. pleale indicate its statue;

1004i
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d. For those case: that were settled prior to trial, please
list the settlement/judgement date, the amount agreed to
and collected under each settlement/judgement. and the

type of proteesional involved in the settlement (e.q.,
lav tire. accountinq tirh. director, atc.);

e. for thoes oaeee that vent to judgement throuqh trial.
what was the outcome or the trail, what wee the dollar
amount of oettlenent granted and collected, it any, and
whet was the total coat incurred by RTC?

5. for those settlements that include indemni1ication(s)
aqreeaents, pldala provide the terns or the indennitication

agreement, the nane or the thritts involved, end the amount
each thrizt tailure coat the insurance tund.

6. new nany llttllnent:/judqamentd occurred betore veroua otter
tilinq a lawsuit?

7. The total costs associated with proteeeionel
liability

settlements tor each year since the inception or the RTC?
How

ouch or that cost is aecocietcd with "in house" versus outside
conttactora?

8. Row aany o! the settlement: were global aattlementa?
How many

thritts were involved in each global settlement? Under global
eettleaente, what is the total dollar amount agreed to and
collected?

9. A liet or all outeide contractors (i.e. that la legal counsel,
accountente, etc.) that have been retained to work on
proteaaional liability clalna. the eeount diebursod to each
contractor, and when applicable, a copy ct the Byrd Amendment
ateteeents (ll U.S.C. 0 1152) concerning outaide lobbying
activitiee.

10. How many criminal referral: has the RTC made related to
professional liability inveatiqations? How many referrals led
to proaecution and conviction and vhat is the total dollar
eaount or final/judqenente asseeeed and collected related to
crieinal reterrals?

In addition. the Connittee will tecue on several speoitio
proteeaionel liability ceeee. Accordingly, please provide all
docunente, including, but not limited to, correspondence,
vorkoapere, mamorandun, electronically stored materials, notea,

prsea raleaaes, etc., in the poeeeeaion or the RTC related
to

proteesional liability cane aqainet the tollowinqa

b.
c.
d.

89-184 95 — 9

Ernst and Young;
Jones. Day, Raavis and Poqua:
Kaye, Soholcr, Fiernan, Maya and Handler; and
Drexel Lanoert, Frederick Joseph, Michael Milken, et al.

ICD42
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To discuss compliance with this request, please have
staff contact Hr. Dennis Kane. He can be reached during bus
hours at 225-4247.

Thanh you tor your time and cooperation. I look torvar
working with you to ensure that the proteosional liabi
settlements reached by your agency are in the best interest o!
taxpayer. The Cosnittse looks torvard to your timely reply.

ljncsrely, Z

Henry B.‘GOhIl1l;’
chairman

with heat wishes.

KIG|dk

100 43
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Kr. Roger C. -Alteen
Page 1
Iehruery 3, 1.994

on Deoeeber 9. 1903, I wrote the MG requeetinq eeoeee to ell
docuunte related to ledieon cue:-uaty end ite aubeidiuiee.

llouee end coeaittee Iuiee, Home prtcticee, and judicial pretedent
euppert the propoeition that the leaking Minority Member ie the
Quaetienei eeunterpert to the cheirlen tor Couittee ettion. rnie
being the oeee, e requeet tor doeulente eeoe by the lenxinq
Minority Ieeher nee

tunnel
etendinq with e

2-to: use by thecteirlen el the coti tee. The Renting
Minority

r tieeriy nae
e voice in the prooeee end ie entitled to in oreetion that viii
enebie the hum Iinority

neuter to oerry out hie
oonetitutioneiiy eted overe qnt reeponeibiiitiee.

Theretore. the oourteey or e detinitive reply to tnie document
requeet ie requeeted by ii noon, loudly, Iehruery 1, iD,l- On tau
eetter, it ie urged that you eieo oeneuit vita the tthice Ottioe u
to the relevenoe ot the previously dieoueeed reoueei ieeue.

Main, let ee etreee that to the degree e oonriiot eituetion my
eliet in thin letter in no vey rerieote on your pereonei integrity.
It ie eilpiy en ennvero eirounetenoe in centreet to e pereonel.
eeberreeeeent.

lineereiy,

Inter~. LIMII
J18-an

tneioeure

.100 4-:
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JIM HeDOUGAL

9. o. lo: ms
__/)',_./1""

Little leek, Alilllal 72:0: e-1f’?

November I, 198$

HI. Charles D. Caeeaell
Vice Iteeideat
Security leek
I. O. lea I76
ieraeeuld, Arleaaaa 72650

lea late i937-SIS, lill Cliaren
Dear Hr. Caepbell:

Iaelesed ie a White Hater Developeeet Corporation cheek
tor $7,122.41, representing griaoioel geyeeee

at $5.000
end iaterese oeyesee el $2, 2 .42, oe t e above note.

Thank you tor your attention to this aatter.

_ Sincerely,
' I Aé%:e,e4Q.»/,,
Jia Hebeuesl

JH/ea
tae
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PESOLUTION YRUST CORPORATION
Resolvingrs. cm

RestoringTheConfidence

January 14, 1994

~EmM
To: Vice Presidents

Assistant Vice Presidents

From: Jack Ryan
Deputy CEO 4

Re: Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association

The RTC has received numerous_ requests for information on Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan Association and related matters. Interim CEO Roger Altman is committed to responding
to these requests as promptly and thoroughly as possible.

In order to assure that the RTC’s response to requests on these matters is thorough, accurate,
and timely, I have established a working group to coordinate the collection and distribution of
all information and material responsive to the requests. The working group is comprised of
James Dudine, William Collishaw, and Peter Knight.

I am sure that I can count on the full cooperation of you and your staff with the working
group. Please see that this memorandum is distributed to the appropriate staff.

am 77mSheer.~.w wemmrm. ac. 204.14
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RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORAYION
ResolvingTheCrkb

Restoring‘DieConfidence

December 22, 1993

MEMQBAEDLIM

TO: Dennis Geer
Bill Collishaw
James Barker

Jack Binkley
Casey Carter

FROM: Peter Knight, Acting DirectorL
Office of Governmental Relations

RE: Access To All Documents Related to Madison [Guaranty Savings and Loan]

For your information, attached is the response to Congressman Leach’s letter requesting
access to all documents related to Madison [Guaranty Savings and Loan].

cc: Ben Nye

aor mn Shoat,~.w wmunqrm. D.C.20434
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Office of Thrift Supervision
Department of the Treasurv

_1QQQ<,,,,.__uw \L'.,.hmu!un.L7(.1.ZCSSZv -Z52)906-6590

December 22. l993

The Honorable James A. Leach
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Banking, Finance,
and Urban Aliairs
United States House or Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressmen Leach:

This is in response to your December 9, 1993. letter in which
you requested "access to all documents related to Madison [Guaranty
savings and Loan) and its subsidiaries." as well as the names and
titles of 01$ esployees involved with the supervision and
examination or Madison.

with regard to your request for documents, we believe there
are two categories or documents that must be analysed separately:

o Material available to any member or the public under the
freedom or inroreetion Act. soss or this eetsrial may
contain either confidential financial intormation from
individuals or

privileged
intre-agency information. and

would be subject to re action.

o
Supervisory and examination materiel concerning anO78-superv sed thrift institution.

we will, or course, provide cu with any intoraation available
to the public under the Freedom o¥ lntoruation act. Some or this
material is available in its entirety and would include any final
agency orders regarding-Madison and

any
securities rilings that the

institution say have made. we would a so make copies or the
institution's Thritt Financial Reports available.

Other seterials, such as support for certain
applications,contain contidential rinancial information tros ind viduels.

although
most or the contents or these documents may be released.

OT! po icy is to protect the privacy or individuals who have
submitted contidential inrormation to us. This agency is able

19062
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The Honorable James A. Leech
Page 3

We recognize. as did your December l7 letter, that there are
issues regarding whether the Freedom oi Intornation Act exemptions
apply to your request. In order to reduce the number of documents
over which we may disagree and in order to mete any reflections as
expeditiously as possible, 1 suqqeet our starts discuss the general
categories ot documents in 018' possession. It possible. it night
be mutually beneticial to determine which, ii any, documents we
hold that are not germane to your inquiry. We say then organize
our review ot the documents in a manner that beet addressee your
prioritiee.

I hope this is responsive to your request.

sincerely,

’~14¢%~ 7! :244J~é:.

nethan L. rieohter
etinq Director

10064
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LEGI-SLATE Report for the 103rd Congress wed, January 5, 1994 1:00pm (EST)

— Saturday, January 1, 1994
CNN’s "Evans & Novak": Rep. Jim Leach
Transcript ID: 1030016 (395 lines)

CNN’S "EVANS & NOVAK"

GUEST: REPRESENTATIVE JIM LEACH (R-IA)

HOSTS: ROWLAND EVANS AND ROBERT NOVAK

12:30 P.M. (EST)
SATURDAY, JANUARY 1, 1994

The following is a transcript of CNN's "Evans & Novak." This
material is copyrighted by Cable News Network. The program material
is the property of Cable News Network and it is therefore MANDATORY
that any excerpts and quotes taken from this program or any reference
made to this program's content include attribution to CNN and the
above program title.

MR. EVANS: First, Happy New Year, everybody. I'm Rowland Evans.
Robert Novak and I will look at what has become known as the
Whitewater deal by questioning a Republican congressman who wants to
investigate the land deal involving the president and Mrs. Clinton.

MR. NOVAK: He is Republican Representative James Leach of Iowa,
ranking minority member of the House Banking Committee.

In 1979, the Clintons joined with a political supporter named
James McDougal to form the Whitewater Development Corporation to buy
and develop land in the Ozarks. Whitewater’s bank accounts, which
were often overdrawn, were located at a Little Rock thrift institution
owned by McDougal, the Madison Guaranty Savings a Loan. The Justice
Department is now investigating whether McDougal improperly diverted
funds from Madison to prop up Whitewater and to support the Clinton
campaign for governor in 1984. Madison has collapsed at a cost to
taxpayers estimated at more than $50 million.

It was disclosed last week that after Clinton aide and friend
Vincent Foster comitted suicide July 20th, presidential aides removed
files from Foster's office relating to Whitewater. After first
resisting, the president turned over the files to the Justice
Department, but not to Congress or the news media.

PRESIDENT CLINTON: (From videotape.) We have not obstructed any-- we have not tried to resist anything.

MR. NOVAK: Republicans have called for congressional
investigations and a special prosecutor.

10065
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ATTORNEY GENERAL JANET RENO: (From videotape.) If I appoint a
special prosecutor, that has almost more political implications than
letting career prosecutors who have worked for several administrations
and who have real experience in federal prosecution conduct it in the
right way.

MR. NOVAK: That rejection followed refusals by Democratic
chairmen of the House and Senate banking committees to conduct an
investigation.

The office of the Housing Banking Committee chairman,
Representative Henry Gonzalez of Texas, said the congressman did not
respond to our request to appear on this program. Fifteen other
Democratic members of both the House and Senate banking committees
were called and either declined our invitation or were unavailable to
participate.

Congressman Leach, just what are you after in this investigation?

REP. LEACH: well, basically just after the facts and the truth.
And then, quite frankly, how the facts and the truth reflect on
American political leadership at this time is not unimportant. what's
at stake here is really an assessment of character way and above the
legal process, but there are some very severe legal issues here as
well.

MR. NOVAK: Congressman, the American people, I think, would like
to know the answer to one question. What is the worst that could be
said of the president that he had done in this~6peration and in this
deal, this transaction?

REP. LEACH: Well, what we have is a savings and loan operated
kind of as a private piggy bank for insiders in the Arkansas political
establishment. What we also have is a real estate development
corporation that was half-owned by the Clintons with the president of
this particular savings and loan. And in both cases, you had losses
to the United States taxpayer. The savings and loan was allowed not
only to continue to accept deposits after being defined as insolvent
for a five-year period and to grow exponentially, but it also appeared
to make certain transfers to the development corporation to bolster
its resources and quite possibly to the gubernatorial campaign of
then-Governor Clinton.

All of this stretches ethics and perhaps the law. In terms of
the worst, I think that the president faces some civil remedies that
could be quite serious. He could potentially face criminal charges.
My own personal belief is that it would be an error to go that far.
But I think the facts ought to be aired. Civil penalties ought to be
applied. The American public ought to look seriously at the character
of leadership today.

MR. EVANS: Congressman, let me repeat that we're very sorry we
don't have a Democrat on this show. I want to quote to you from the
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first lady, Hillary Rodham Clinton, in a statement she made within the
last few days on this matter of Whitewater. "I am bewildered," said
Mrs. Clinton, "that a losing investment is still a topic of inquiry.
I just think what we've said is adequate." Now, they didn't make a
nickel on the Whitewater deal, according to Mrs. Clinton. What motive
have you for pursuing this any further, sir? There was no money
that's gone into the bank for the president and his wife.

REP. LEACH: Well, that's the claim. But I don't think one can
make it any more than that it's a claim. There's nothing on the
written record that vindicates it. There's no records of Whitewater
that are of any validity that anyone has seen. Beyond that, even if
it was an investment for which a loss was taken, and there's no
evidence of that that I have seen, one also has to point out that Mr.
McDougal, as the head of this thrift, put in his and the thrift's
money to diminish a liability that would otherwise fall to the
Clintons.

In other words, many people make investments that don't work out.
And if they have to fork up, they fork up their share. But on the
record, it's quite clear that Mr. McDougal, the head of the thrift,
and possibly the thrift itself, because McDougal in essence was the
thrift, put in a great deal more resources than the Clintons did, but
they were half-owners. And so that was a favor being done for the
governor and his wife at the time.

Now, whether or not that's illegal is not clear. But I'll tell
you, as one that's been in business myself, everybody in business
makes some good decisions and some bad decisions. And when you make a
bad decision, you fork up. You don't look for~sbmeone else to fork
up. And in this case, one of-the things that's not well understood is
that when you say a savings and loan forked up, it isn't out of
someone's pocket in the private sector. Because it's insolvent, it
ends up it comes directly from the taxpayer.
so the United States taxpayer is picking up the tab for the

liabilities of the former governor of Arkansas. Likewise, by the way,
there was a loan that went in a very egregious way through the Small
Business Association to this particular development real estate
company that hasn't been repaid, and the taxpayer is on the line for
it as well.

MR. NOVAK: That's the Small Business Administration.

MR. EVANS: Small Business Administration. Congressman, let me
follow that up, though, my line on Hillary Clinton. Why should voters
be involved today or care about activities of the president of the
United States before he was elected president? This was a -- this is
a case that the president and his supporters have made in refuting and
repudiating all those charges by the Arkansas state troopers about
alleged sexual activities. And the American people don't seem to be
very worked up about those allegations. This all happened, as I
understand it, before Bill Clinton took the oath of office. Why not
let it rest?
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REP. LEACH: Well, you've got a fair query there. It just
happens that when you talk about leadership, you talk about character,
you talk about background. And in this case, I've never been one to
talk about the social life of the president. That's not my interest.
But the financial life, when it touches the American taxpayer, is of
some interest.

Everybody in America seems to understand that the greatest public
policy mistake of this century in domestic politics relates to the S&L
debacle, which, after all, is costing the taxpayer about a quarter of
a trillion dollars. What that in partial measure is all about is
weakness of legislators and politicians to rein in thrifts that were
acting imprudently and, frankly, in many cases illegally.

It looks as if a pattern existed in a small Arkansas thrift
exactly like that pattern that existed with a man named Charles
Keating in California, a man named David Paul in Florida, a man named
Don Dixon in Texas; that is, egregiously—run thrifts cost the taxpayer
phenomenal sums of money and rewarded politicians along the way.
There's every indication right now that one of those that was rewarded
was the then-governor of Arkansas. That is of terrific interest to
the American public.

MR. NOVAK: Congressman Leach, I want to ask you about the Vince
Poster documents, the file, and see what you know about it. Is it
true that the Justice Department did not request that tile until such
time as newspaper accounts said that the file had been removed from
Mr. Poster's desk after his suicide? Is that your understanding?

REP. LEAC8: That is my understanding, but that's from the press.
I can't individually verify that.
H. NOVAI: have you asked for those tiles, for that tile?
REP. LEACI: Yes, we have.

MR. HOVAK: And whet was the response?

REP. Lzacs: The response was that we would not be provided it.
HR. NOVAX: Now, I understand that the spokesman for the

president, Dee Dee Myers, has said these are private documents
affecting the president as a private citizen and the president is
under no obligation to make public those documents. Inst do you think
of that argument?

REP. LEAC8: Iell, the president campaigned as e new politician,
a man of the people. He campaigned in s bus across this country. But
the great question is whether he's put himself above the people in
personal ethics and above the law when it comes to personal finance.
And right now, a very unusual circumstance is developing. Unlisted
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filee have been apparently turned over to the Department of Juetice.
The Department of Juetice hae an obligation not to make them public.
And no the Ihite louse ie ueing the Department of Justice an a ehield
to public scrutiny. It'e an unprecedented circumstance and one for
which I think the American people ought to raise their eyebrowe.

MR. NOVAK: Now, let me ask you -

REP. LEACH: If there's nothing wrong, there's nothing to hide.
MR. NOVAK: Let me ask you just one question that occurs to me,

as somebody who has never been in government. Is there any
impropriety in the president's lawyer being in the White House as a
paid government official dealing with private investments by the
president and the first lady in his desk at the white House? Is there
some impropriety there?

REP. LEACH: Well, I don't think there's any doubt that if the
individual spent his time on that issue at all, there is a bit of
impropriety. How great an impropriety is unknown. We're dealing with
a very tragic suicide here. No one can know why it occurred. We
apparently had a very intelligent and very troubled man and one of
some character. On the other hand, there are lots of indications that
on his mind at this time was this particular problem and some related
problems. How central that is to the suicide itself, nobody will
know.

MR. EVANS: Congressman, a couple of questions that you can
answer, I think, very briefly. Is it your judgment now that there
will be or will not be the appointment of a special prosecutor by the
attorney general? I'm not talking about reviving the old law; I'm
talking about the current situation.

REP. LEACH: well, at this time the attorney general has said no.
It's my argument that she is in an ethical dilemma. She is the chief
law enforcement officer of the United States. she's also the chief
legal adviser to the president. And I don't see in an ethical/legal
sense how one can appropriately advise and defend her client and at
the same time forthcominqly pursue a prosecution.

HR. EVANS: So you've got a conflict of interest.

REP. LEACH: So you do have a conflict.

MR. EVANS: Second, if the Congress does revive, does pass the
lapsed special prosecutor law, which goes outside the Justice
Department, will there be time, would there be time to name such a
person before the statute of limitations runs?

REP. LEACH: Well, there's a race here on the statute of
limitations. For a number of kinds of offenses, the statute of
limitations runs to the first week in March of this coming year, 1994.
And so there is a lot of thought that if just some delay can occur,
that certain things can be put aside.
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MR. EVANS: Is that their game?

REP. LEACH: I would assume that it is. There are rumors to that
effect, but I have no ability to verify it.
M. EVANS: One more on the documents. How is it possible to

know that they will or have turned over all the documents involving
Whitewater? How could anybody possibly know that, Congressman?

REP. LEACH: Well, I don't think they can, because how we trace
what the precise documents were that came out of the files of Mr.
Foster -- and by the way, there's more than whitewater that might be
at stake here. The White House statement said everything related to
Whitewater, but does that imply there might be something related to
Madison that wasn't passed on or to HcDougal that wasn't passed on?
And what happened to all those files?

Beyond that, Whitewater is a company that quite mysteriously
seems to have lost all its files. When the Clintons during the
campaign hired an attorney in Colorado to review the circumstance, he
came up with kind of a political rather than economic analysis
conjecturing what might have been the case, not what was the case,
because he did not have access to any of the files of Whitewater. And
so one of the great questions is, where are these files?

MR. uovak= congressman, we just have a minute before the break.
Congressman Gonzales, your chairman, says that you have been following
the advice of, quote, "political operatives within your party who are
exerting tremendous pressure on you to link the fate of the Madison
bank to -- the failure of the Madison bank directly to the president,
even to the point of raising insensitive references to the sad case of
the late Vince roster," unquote. low are those political operatives
who are pulling your strings, Hr. Leach?

REP. LBACI: Iell, there are none. Quite frankly, one of the
constitutional obligations of Congress is oversight of the executive
branch when there are breaches of the law or ethics. when there is a
probe to be underway, it's preferable that it be bipartisan. as the
ranking member of the committee of jurisdiction in the House, I
requested a bipartisan probe. It was turned down. Bo the question
is, do you have no probe or do you proceed with Republican leadership?
and it was my conclusion that it was better to proceed with Republican
leadership in a little bit of a, quote, "partisan way," because I had
no choice but to proceed. but no one suggested I do it. No one
ordered me to do it. I am making my own decisions in my own way.
M. sovak: Ie have to take e break, but I just need a yes or no

answer. You cannot subpoena the roster files, however, just the
Republicans on the comittee. hm I correct in that?
R32. LBACB: You're correct. You need a majority vote of the

committee of jurisdiction.
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M. EVANS: Congressman, we have to take a break for some
commercial messages. when we come back, we will have the big question
for the congressman from Iowa.

(Announcements.)

MR. EVANS: Congressman Leach, you told us earlier in this
that it is possible, if there is a full investigation, it could
to criminal charges against the president. Now, I ask you this
sincerity. Taking the worst possible case from his standpoint,
see this developing today, do you see any possibility that this

show
lead
in all
as you
could

go further into the impeachment area?

REP. LEACH: Well, the strongest word in the American political
vocabulary is impeachment. In my judgment, it would be inappropriate
in this instance. I think what we have here is something that should
be looked at more in the civil dimension of the law and something in
the political context that ought to reflect on the character
assessments of the public, and that the ultimate jury here should be
the public at the ballot box, not the Congress in an impeachment
proceeding. Unless there are bombs that I don't quite visualize at
this point, I would think impeachment would be inappropriate and that
we ought to be very cautious about even suggesting that in a
conjectural way.

HR. NOVAK: Mr. Leach, are you disturbed or is your judgment
questioned by the fact that not a single Democrat has called for a
special prosecutor or an investigation of this case in Congress?

REP. LEACH: Well, I think we do have a-little bit of a dual
edged morality here, that the special prosecutor was called for,
perhaps abused a bit over the last eight or 10 years. I personally
think it's an appropriate vehicle to have at one's disposal, but one
should be very cautious when to call upon it. And in this case, my
own sense is that I called for a special counsel, not prosecutor. And
I stress the word counsel because I think the facts ought to be laid
before the American people and that that's more important than a
prosecution occurring, at least towards the White House. There may be
other figures, by the way, that might be subject to prosecution here.

HR. NOVAK: Thank you very much, Jim Leach. My partner and I
will be back with some comments after these messages.

(Announcemente.)

MR. EVANS: Bob, you saw how careful the congressman was to
separate civil and possible criminal penalties against the president
from this awesome question of possible impeachment. He doesn't want
to talk impeachment. I think he is right in taking that point of
view.

HR. NOVAR: I think it's most interesting. The new allegation
that I got out of this interview, Rowly, was that Jim Leach suggested
that the White House, by giving the Vince Foster tiles to the Justice
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Department, who than says, "We can't release them," is shielding the
president and Mrs. Clinton from public exposure to these files.

MR. EVANS: But he didn't buy Hillary Clinton's statement that
this was a losing investment; why worry about it. He said, look,
those papers, the Whitewater documents, we don't know who won or lost,
money or otherwise, and we may never even see those documents.

M. NOVAK: What makes these charges so serious, Rowlyl is that
Jim Leach has never been a partisan Republican. He's a pretty liberal
Republican. And so on Capitol Hill, when he makes charges like this,
people listen. I only wish there were some Democrats here to answer
him.

I'm Robert Novak.

MR. EVANS: I'm Rowland Evans.

MR. NOVAK: Happy New Year.

END
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Congressional Record dated Friday, January 28, 1994
Senate Section

Remarks by D'AMATO (R—NY)
CONSIDERATION OF PUBLIC AND REGULATORY POLICY—-MADISON GUARANTY

[CR page S-359, 9 lines]

Attributed to D'AMATO (R—NY)

CONSIDERATION OF PUBLIC AND REGULATORY POLICY-—MADISON GUARANTY

Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President, today eight members of the Senate Banking
Committee have sent a letter to Chairman Riegle, a letter which I am not only
going to read, but ask it be printed in the Record.
I ask unanimous consent that that letter be printed in the Record.
There being no objection, the letter was ordered to be printed in the
Record, as follows:

Text Inserted by D’AMATO (R-NY) [CR page S-359, 54 lines]

U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC, January 28, 1994.

Hon. Donald W. Riegle,
Chairman, Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC.

Dear Mr. Chairman: Notwithstanding the recent appointment of a special
counsel to investigate potential criminal wrongdoing in connection with
Madison Guaranty, a failed savings and loan, the constitutional
responsibility of Congress to consider the serious questions of public and
regulatory policy raised by this controversy remains.

Last December Senator D'Amato requested Committee action with respect to
this issue. In the intervening time, numerous questions that fall within our
Committee's legislative and oversight jurisdiction have gone unanswered. A
review of the limited information that is publicly available indicates a
variety of germane issues that command the Committee’: attention. We believe
that the Banking Committee would be derelict in its duty if it does not
address important issues, such as:

Is the RTC continuing its investigations into Madison and what is the
status of any such investigation? How is it that the RTC was able to prepare
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criminal referrals as early as October 1992, but is unable to follow-up with
a civil proceeding? will the RTC complete any current investigations prior t<
the expiration of the statute of limitations one month from now?

Did the RTC act as quickly and effectively as possible to ensure that the
Madison bail-out cost the taxpayers as little as possible?
Did the principal shareholders or officers of Madison direct Madison
resources into other business ventures in which they were involved?

What caused the break—down of the FDIC's procedures for detecting and
addressing conflicts-of-interest when the Rose Law Firm was retained to sue
Frost and Co.?

Why did the FDIC agree to settle its $60 million case against Frost and Co.
for $1 million, an amount that is allegedly less than the limit of the firm’:
malpractice insurance coverage?

This Committee has a solid and proud record of addressing concerns relatin:
to the safety and soundness of insured depository institutions. We believe
the Committee has the duty to review thoroughly these and other relevant
issues and to obtain information that will be useful as the Committee
continues to consider new legislative initiatives and to improve the existin
legislative framework to ensure the protection of depositors and taxpayers.

In the light of this, pursuant to Rule 26.3 of the Standing Rules of the
Senate, we request that you convene a special meeting of the Senate Committe
on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs to enable the full Committee to
consider appropriate Committee action in connection with Madison. We believe
the Committee must exercise its jurisdiction and examine the circumstances
and events surrounding Madison's operations and failure.

Sincerely,
Phil Gramm,
Connie Mack,
Robert Bennett,
William Roth,
Alfonse D'Amato,
Christopher Bond,
Lauch Faircloth,
Pete Domenici.

Remarks by omnxro (R—NY) and NICKLES, non (1:-ox)
[CR page S-360, 149 lines]

Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President, before I tell you why the eight Republicans on
the Banking Committee took this extraordinary action, I would like to discus:
another issue pertaining to Madison Guaranty.

we have on two previous occasions, January 11 and January 25, requested
that the RTC-—that is the body responsible for any civil investigation--tell
us when the statute of limitations expires on civil actions against Madison,
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and we have received nothing but shocking delays and still no official
response to our request for this basic information.

The first letter was dated January ll; the last one January 25. My staff
has been in constant contact and, indeed, we were promised a response
yesterday.

As of this afternoon, we still have no response from the RTC. we still have
not learned when the statute of limitations runs out on Madison and
Whitewater. What we have here is shocking inaction. Now we learn—-and we were
told this only by telephone, and it was supposedly going to be confirmed by z
letter to us the day before yesterday--and then it was promised to us
yesterday, and then it was promised to us today——that the civil statute of
limitations could possibly expire as soon as February 28. It appears quite
possible that little, if anything, is being done to protect the taxpayers anc
to punish the wrongdoers, or bring about a recovery of taxpayers money.

During this critical period, valuable time has been lost, and this must
stop. Mr. President, the clock is ticking. The statute of limitations is
running out. And I have to suggest to you that this is a coverup by the RTC,
which deliberately refuses to tell us when the statute of limitations is
running out.

Now, they have had this matter for a number of years. There has been
intense interest and scrutiny, and if their attorneys are doing anything, I
cannot believe that they could not tell us within the last 2 weeks when the
statute of limitations on civil liability runs out. And when they ignore the
statute of limitations, justice is denied. Indeed, if it is February 28, we
have a right to know. If it is March, we have a right to know. If it is
August, we have a right to know. We also have a right to know what, if
anything, is being done.

That brings me to the other reason for his statement. The Republican
members of the Banking Committee wrote a letter to Chairman Riegle. Once
before, I requested that the Banking committee conduct hearings. Now, since;
made that request, I must point out special counsel has been appointed, but
special counsel is going to look only into criminal matters. Possible civil
actions that would toll the statute is not a matter that the special counsel
is reviewing. If the RTC continues to conduct itself as it has, what we are
going to face is a situation where the statute of limitation has run out,
there has been no attempt to toll the statute by way of a voluntary
agreement. The people are going to be denied the truth and taxpayers are
going to be denied the ability to recover any moneys to which they might be
entitled. It was that which prompted all of the Members on the Republican
side to join in this letter to Chairman Riegle.

Let me read it to you:

Dear Mr. Chairman: Notwithstanding the recent appointment of a special
counsel to investigate potential criminal wrongdoing in connection with
Madison Guaranty, a failed savings and loan, the constitutional
responsibility of Congress to consider the serious questions of public and
regulatory policy raised by this controversy remains.
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Last December Senator D'Amato requested committee action with respect to
this issue. In the intervening time, numerous questions that fall within our
committee's legislative and oversight jurisdiction have gone unanswered. A
review of the limited information that is publicly available indicates a
variety of germane issues that command the committee's attention. we believe
that the Banking Committee would be derelict in its duty if it does not
address important issues such as:

Is the RTC continuing its investigation into Madison and what is the status
of any such investigation?

Mr. President, if I may interject a comment here. That is a very simple,
forthright request. We do not get any answers from the RTC. Certainly the
Congress of the United States has an obligation to ascertain this kind of
information. The letter goes on:

How is it that the RTC was able to prepare criminal referrals as early as
October 1992 but is unable to follow-up with a civil proceeding?

Mr. President, again, I would mention, that is a rather shocking situation
Criminally, they have moved ahead, but as it relates to the civil action,
they cannot even tell us when the statute of limitations runs out. They tell
my staff on the telephone that it may be February 28. They tell us that they
are going to answer in writing but we have no answer. The letter goes on
further:

Will the RTC complete any current investigations prior to the expiration o
these statutes of limitations one month from now?

Did the RTC act as quickly and effectively as possible to ensure that the
Madison bail-out cost the taxpayers as little as possible?

Mr. President, if I may interject again--certainly that is well within the
purview of the Congress of the United States and the Banking Committee to
ascertain. should we wait until the statute of limitations runs out and then
have a moot and academic question? Is that what this is about? Does that not
seem like an RTC coverup? I suggest it is. Let me continue with the letter:

Did the principal shareholders or officers of Madison direct Madison
resources into any other business ventures in which they were involved?

What caused the breakdown of the FDIC's procedures for detecting and
addressing conflicts of interest when the Rose law firm was retained to sue
Frost and Co?

Why did the FDIC agree to settle its $60 million case against Frost and Co
for S1 million, an amount that is allegedly less than the limit of the firm’:
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malpractice insurance coverage?

Mr. President, again I believe that cries out for an answer, and an answer
now, not after the statute of limitations runs.

Mr. President, I would point out that the clock is ticking. And there are
those who, it appears to me, would like that clock to tick right on past and
the American people be lulled to sleep and the Congress to be lulled to
sleep. Mr. President, the letter continues:

This Committee has a solid and proud record of addressing concerns relatin
to the safety and soundness of insured depository institutions. We believe
the Committee has the duty to review thoroughly these and other relevant
issues and to obtain information that will be useful as the Committee
continues to consider new legislative initiatives and to improve the existin
legislative framework to ensure the protection of depositors and taxpayers.

In light of this, pursuant to rule 26.3 of the Standing Rules of the
Senate, we request that you convene a special meeting of the Senate Committe
on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs to enable the full Committee to
consider appropriate Committee action in connection with Madison. We believe
the Committee must exercise its jurisdiction and examine the circumstances
and events surrounding Madison's operations and failure.

The letter is signed by myself as ranking member, Senator Gramm, Senator
Bond, Senator Mack, Senator Faircloth, Senator Bennett, Senator Roth, and
Senator Domenici.

Mr. President, let me conclude by saying that this matter is not going to
go away. Let me say that the clock is ticking. Here we are, the end of
January, and we are talking about possibly 28 days remaining to find out the
answers to these perplexing problems. We understand why it is and how it is
that some may be afraid to take up this question, but I have to tell you tha
we have a responsibility of seeking the truth. This Senator, nor any of my
colleagues who joined in this letter, make no charges of wrongdoing, but I d
suggest that the RTC has an obligation to be responsive not only to the
congress but to the people of the United States. We are talking about a
situation where an institution has been bilked of millions and millions of
dollars, and I say bilked because we find people who borrowed huge sums of
money but who paid back little or none of it.
we have a situation where the statute of limitations is running out, and a
of February 28, if the RTC is correct in their telephone conversations with
me. The statute may bring to an end any ability to pursue claims that the
American taxpayers may justifiably have. The the RTC hides this in the shrou
that the statute has run. That is not good enough. I hope that this body wil
not be a party to the RTC's silence by our acquiescence to what seems at the
present time to be an RTC coverup. The American people are entitled to the
truth.

Hr. President, I yield the floor.
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Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, I wish to compliment my friend and colleague
from New York for his statement in this matter. I happen to concur with his
statement on this issue.

I would also like to compliment Senator Dole for basically expressing some
of the concerns that are needed to be expressed by this body.

--__nsa=<<>)---:--_

Remarks by NICKLES, DON (R-OK) and D'AHATO (R-NY)
IMPORTANT ISSUES RAISED BY WHITEWATER INVESTIGATION
[CR page S-361, 313 lines]

Attributed CO NICKLES, DON (R—OK)

IMPORTANT ISSUES RAISED BY WHITEWATER INVESTIGATION

Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, I rise today concerning a matter known as
Whitewater--a 230-acre development in the Ozark Mountains of Arkansas that
was partially owned by Bill and Hillary Clinton from 1978 until just after
his election as President.

They sold their interest to James HcDougal, their partner in Whitewater and
former owner of Madison Guaranty, a failed savings and loan institution, and
they reported a $1,000 capital gains on their 1992 tax returns. But since
November, there has been intense media coverage of the web of relationships,
and questionable actions which raised several serious issues and questions
that point to the need for congressional hearings.

As most of my colleagues know, congressional hearings concurrent with
investigations by a special counsel are not without precedent. We all
remember the Iran-Contra independent counsel and the joint committee of
Congress which concurrently held hearings.

Let me state at the outset that the President, both directly and through
his spokesmen, have repeatedly denied any wrongdoing. And I hope for their
sake, and for the sake of the Presidency and our Nation, that they are right.

But Hr. President, several newspapers with national reputations for
accuracy and credibility, including the New York Times, Wall Street Journal,
Los Angeles Times, Chicago Tribune, the Associated Press, Washington Post,
and the Washington Times, have published scores of reports on this matter.
several reports strongly suggest that procedures and rules were not followed,
and yes, that laws were broken that resulted in millions of taxpayers’
dollars being lost. Based on published reports, here are some of the serious
issues that are being raised that I believe merit congressional hearings:

First, the New York Times reported on March 8, 1992, that Bill and Hillary
Clinton's 50-percent stake in Whitewater was the result of "little money"
being invested by them. Does this constitute a gift to Bill Clinton, who was
then Arkansas's Attorney General, it's top law enforcement officer, and a
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candidate for Governor?

This question is important: It a gift of money or a loan was made to help
make Bill and Hillary Clinton full partners in the investment, then it might
answer, in part, some of the other actions the special counsel is now
investigating.

Second, did Bill Clinton's 1984 reelection campaign receive money illegalk
from Madison Guaranty, so it could pay oft a $50,000 debt owned by the
candidate to another bank? In the late stages of his 1984 reelection
campaign, Governor Clinton took out a personal loan ot $50,000 and lent it tc
his campaign.

The New York Times on November 2, 1993, reported that Bill Clinton put
HcDougal in charge of paying ct! that debt. McDougal held a debt—retirement
fundraiser for Clinton in April 1985. Several published reports suggest that
McDougal illegally diverted money from the Savings & Loan into Clinton's
campaign. The Arkansas Democrat Gazette newspaper reported on January 15,
1994, that at least one person listed as having donated money at that event
has denied contributing to Clinton.

Third, did Governor Clinton pressure a lender to illegally issue an SBA
backed loan to Susan McDougal, the wife of his business partner? David Hale
was the owner or Capital Management Services, a specialized small business
investment company who by law was only allowed to lend money to disadvantage
business owners. He is now under indictment tor defrauding the SBA on other
loans not related to Whitewater.

Mr. Hale has now stepped forward to allege that Governor Clinton not only
pressured him into giving a $300,000 loan to Susan McDougal tor Whitewater
purposes, but that he met with the Governor and James McDougal to structure
the loan. Let me quote from a Washington Times story or November 4, 1993:

They all knew Mrs. McDougal did not legally qualify for the SBA loan, Mr.
Hale said, and at this second meeting Mr. Clinton told him that the Clinton
name could not be associated with the deal, [quote], "anywhere in this,
anywhere at all."

That is a very, very serious charge, Mr. President. This former county and
municipal judge alleges that the Governor ot Arkansas knowingly help defraud
the Small Business Administration for a $300,000 loan, a loan he stood to
benefit from as coowner of Whitewater Development. Mr. Hale said he never sa
Susan McDcugal in the course of issuing the loan.

It was this allegation, along with Hr. Hale's indictment on unrelated
charges, that got Congress’ attention. Not just that of Congressman Jim Leac
but the chairman of the House Small Business Committee, Congressman John
LaFalce, a Democrat. On November 5, he asked the SBA for a full report on th
matter. I commend him for his leadership. He asked the SBA for their report
by November 15. We have not yet seen that report.

The first Senator to step forward was our colleague from North Carolina,
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Lauch Faircloth, who in early November had the foresight to ask for the
appointment of a special counsel. I commend my colleague for pursuing this
matter.

Fourth, did Governor Clinton in 1984 pressure his whitewater business
partner, James Mcbougal, into hiring Hillary Rodham Clinton to handle some 01
Madison's legal business?

The Los Anqeles Times on November 7, 1993, reported McDouga1 said Clinton
stopped by after a morning jog to tell him that family finances were tight
and ask if he could please throw some of Madison Guaranty Savings’ legal
business to his attorney wife, Hillary Rodham Clinton. when asked how much
they needed, Clinton said "$2,000 a month," according to MoDougal. Hillary
Clinton, then with the Rose law firm, began accepting a $2,000—a—month
retainer from Madison Guarantyi

Several newspapers, including the Washington Post on January 24, 1994,
reported that Hillary Rodham Clinton in 1985 also helped prepare a stock
reissue plan for Madison to a State securities commissioner, Beverly Bassett
Schaefer, whom Governor Clinton had just appointed. The new commissioner's
brother had been Clinton's campaign manager. The stock reissue plan was
approved.

were any laws broken? Perhaps not. But it is important to know whether, anc
to what extent, this obvious conflict of interest contributed to Madison's
failure, which cost the taxpayers of this country an estimated $47 million.

Fifth, were Bill and Hillary Clinton passive stockholders in the management
of Whitewater, as they claim? The President and White House spokesmen say
yes. But several media reports suggest otherwise. The Washington Times on
November 4, 1993 and other publications have outlined several financial
transactions by Whitewater directly involving the Clintons.

In that story, the Washington Times reported that in 1987, Hillary Rodham
Clinton asked James McDougal to deliver Whitewater's records to the
governor's mansion. In 1988, Hillary Rodham Clinton asked for power of
attorney over all of Nhitewater's affairs. That does not constitute passive
involvement. Those records, by the way, are apparently missing.

sixth, the Washington Post reported on November 3, 1993, that in 1989, the
Rose law firm sought the FDIC's business to prosecute Madison Guaranty after
it had failed, in hopes of recovering lost assets. The FDIC sought to capture
$60 million. The Rose law firm settled for merely $1 million. The lead
attorney was Rose's managing partner, Webster Hubbell, now Associate Attorneg
General of the United States.

Why is that important? Remember that the Rose law firm, where Hillary
Rodham Clinton was a partner, had represented Madison for 15 months, during
1984 and 1985. The Rose firm sought the FDIC's business in a letter signed by
then-senior partner Vincent Foster. Foster said the following in that letter
to the FDIC: "The firm does not represent any savings and loan association it
state or federal regulatory matters."

Webster Hubbell and the FDIC have a difference of opinion over whether
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Hubbell told them that he had a potential conflict of interest, including the
fact his father-in-law, Seth Ward, had done substantial business with
Madison. The Rose firm collected a fee of $400,000.

Mr. President, the Rose firm had no business soliciting the FDIC for
business to prosecute a savings G loan it had once represented. The FDIC
clearly should not have given them that business. Just how they got the
business, and why they sought it, given all the relationships involved, and
given how much the taxpayers of this country lost as a result of Madison's
failure, is an extremely important question.

Needless to say, when they were only successful in obtaining $1 million
when FDIC was seeking $60 million, and of the $1 million that was obtained,
$400,000 went to the law firm, and the fact that that law firm previously
represented the S&L is an obvious conflict of interest, and needless to say
the taxpayers really came out on the short end of the stick.

Seventh, Paula Casey was nominated by President Clinton, and was confirmed
by this body, as the U.S. attorney for the Eastern District of Arkansas. She
has a long-standing relationship with the President. She was a law student ox
Bill Clinton's when he was a professor at the University of Arkansas in the
1970's. She had been a campaign volunteer.

On November 9, 1993, the Associated Press and others reported that she
recused herself from an RTC criminal referral to the Justice Department
involving the use of Whitewater in a check-kiting scheme. The criminal
referral targeted James and Susan Hcbougal, and mentioned that Bill and
Hillary Clinton could have benefited from it, although there was no evidence
to support that.

But the Washington Post reported on November ll, 1993, that only 2 weeks
earlier, Casey wrote the RTC to concur with the Justice Department's decisior
that a criminal probe was not warranted. Why did she not recuse herself theni

Mr. President, the Department of Justice Manual for U.S. attorneys is quiti
specific about recusals. Recusals are required if a conflict of interest
exists, and I quota, "because a U.S. attorney has a personal interest in the
outcome of the matter or because he/she has or had a professional
relationship with parties or counsel; or for other good cause * * *."

If she found reason to recuse herself on November 9, as Whitewater was
publicly unraveling, why didn't she recuse herself before it began hitting
the front pages of the Nation's newspapers? It appears she violated
Department of Justice rules, and we deserve an explanation.

Eighth, it was not revealed until December 21, in the Wall Street Journal,
just before Christmas, that two White House political aides, including the
Chief of Staff for Hrs. Clinton, had entered Vince Foster's office shortly
after he committed suicide to remove files related to whitewater. For 5
months, the White House and the Clinton's attorney not only had possession O1
records, but kept it a secret. '

Unlike the other issues, this one does involve the President of the United
States and the White House staff. What happened to the files after they were
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removed from Vince Foster’: office? Why were the records not turned over to
the Park Police as part of their initial investigation? Did they mislead the
Park Police in the course of an official investigation?

Why the secrecy? What was the White House trying to hide?

This is clearly an ethical matter which should be looked into. We need to
know whether the White House violated ethics rules or broken the law in the
handling of these files from the time of Vince Foster's death until they were
supposedly turned over to the Justice Department just last week.

President Clinton stated on December 23 he would turn over the documents tc
the Justice Department. They were not turned over until the week of January
18--over 3 weeks had transpired--and then only after they were issued under
the guise of a subpoena, which keeps those records from being made public.
Again, why is there secrecy? This is not some transaction that has a great
deal of insight and intrusion into a family matter. This is a real estate
transaction. why the secrecy? why are the trying to hide? Why not make these
records public and answer these questions and get this issue totally behind
us? ~

Ninth, how much did the Clintons actually make or lose from their
whitewater investment?

why is this important? It raises a question whether the American people
were deliberately mislead by the Clinton campaign in 1992 on whitewater;
whether as early as March 1992, a coverup was underway.

In the 1992 campaign, after the New York Times first broke the story about
Whitewater, candidate Bill Clinton on March 12 commissioned a full financial
review of the land deal. Hd asked a Denver attorney and friend, James Lyons,
to lead the effort along with a Denver forensic accounting firm.

The Lyons report said the Clintons lost more than $60,000 in Whitewater.
But the Lyons report has come under assault for not mentioning some very
important facts, which have been outlined in a Wall Street Journal story of
January 4, 1994.

But Time magazine on January 24, 1994, after reviewing land records in
Madison County, AK, came up with some new information: The Clintons and the
Mcbougals originally brought the land for about $882 per acre in 1978. A yea:
later, they sold the land to Whitewater Development for $1,087 an acre. who
owned Whitewater? James and Susan HcDougal and Bill and Hillary Clinton. This
transaction strongly suggests that the Clintons made thousands of dollars oft
Whitewater.

If the Clinton's lost so much money, Mr. President, why did they not claim
that loss on their tax returns? In their 1992 tax returns, they actually
claimd a $1,000 capital gains from the sale of their Whitewater investment tc
partner James Hcbougal. Hcbougal himself has said the loss probably totaled
about $9,000. We deserve to know the truth.

There are a few other things the Lyons report glossed over.
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It failed to even mention whitewater's single largest transaction, the
purchase of over 1,000 acres from International Paper Corp.

It failed to mention a highly unusual airplane-for-land swap between
Whitewater and James Mcnougal involving Webster Hubbell's father-in-law, a
Madison subsidiary employee.

And it forgot to mention that Whitewater failed to file tax returns for 3
years.

That is issue No. 10. Why did Whitewater not file tax returns for 3 years?
Now Hr. President, you and I file tax returns. It is no secret that every
working American, every family, every corporation in this country, by law,
must file a tax return, even if they do not owe any taxes, even if they lost
money. Failure to file is a crime.
It was not revealed until December 19, 1992, in the Washington Post that
the Clintons discovered after the election that Whitewater had not paid taxe=
for 3 years. Keep in mind, the President's friend, Mr. Lyons, had conducted 1
Whitewater review in 1992, to investigate the entire Whitewater episode. But
it was not discovered until after the election that they had not paid taxes.
The President-elect and Hrs. Clinton directed Vince Foster, working with
Whitewater accounts, to prepare the returns. They were filed in June of last
year.

Hr. President, Whitewater was involved in the failure of a federally
insured savings and loan, a failure that cost taxpayers at least $47 million.
Whitewater was involved in the apparent defrauding of the Small Business
Administration. Whitewater'failed to file Federal income tax for 3 years.
Whitewater was the subject of a criminal referral by the Resolution Trust
Corporation. And now Whitewater records under Vince Foster's control may have
been mishandled, even hidden from those investigating his death.

Mr. President, the Clintons own, or reported that they own one-half of
Whitewater.

Mr. President, how long have we been hearing President Clinton talk about
the last 12 years? How many times have we heard the 1980's being referred to
as the decade of greed when the rich benefited at the expense of middle-clas
Americans? How many times have we heard in this very Chamber the savings and
loan debacle being the symbol of the 1980's? How many times did the Members
call for investigations and independent counsels and actually conduct
hearings?

Where are they now, Hr. President? Where are the Senate Banking Committee
hearings and investigations into wrongdoing involving cozy relationships and
sweetheart deals between public officials, lawyers, and insiders, and
sweetheart deals paid for by the rest of us? The silence is deafening.

Mr. President, this matter demands not just special counsel; it demands
congressional hearings. We need to do our job. We need to find out the facts
We owe it to the American people. we owe it to middle—class Americans who
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live by the rules, who pay the taxes, who file tax returns, and who deserve
to know the truth.

Again, Mr. President, I compliment my friend and colleague, Senator D’Amat
from New York, and Senator Dole. I would urge that the Banking Committee
would follow on their request and have an expeditious hearing, not to slande
anyone, but just to find out the facts and to answer these questions that ar
being asked, not just by myself but they are being asked by countless
Americans who want to know the truth about Whitewater so we can close this
episode.

Mr. President, I thank you for your indulgence, and I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New York.

Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President, I commend Senator Nickles, my colleague, for
putting forth a number of questions that I think the American people have a
right to know.

Let me add that we have been unable to ascertain even the most basic facts
It seems ludicrous to me that the Resolution Trust Corp. could not tell us
when the statute of limitations runs out--incredible. Let me say
unbelievable. Let me go further and say it is not worthy of belief that afte
all this time they cannot say that the civil statute of limitations on
actions that might be brought against those people who may have been
principals in Madison is X, Y, Z period of time.

They said they were studying it 2 weeks ago--2 weeks ago. Do you mean to
tell me that is how you conduct an investigation? You do not even look to so
when an action may or may not be capable of being brought?

Then, again, when they get back to us 2 weeks later, they begin to suggest
and play games and say, well, we think it may be February 28. We are not
sure. We are going to send you a letter. One day goes by. Two days go by. No
we will be in the month of February when we come back here. And what happens
when we ask for documents? We are told the Privacy Act precludes documents
that a Congressman or Senator or his staff might want access to.

That is why it is absolutely imperative that we have the Senate Banking
committee review these documents so that it takes it out of that area in
which a privilege is asserted. We do not want anybody to break the law. We d
not want the Privacy Act violated and it is alleged that only a committee ha
the right to review these documents.

I can assure this body that this Senator does not intend to remain silent,
that when we reconvene Tuesday I will come back to the floor to bring this u
with some more explicit information, and hopefully we will have an answer tc
our simple question by the RTC by that time. I say hopefully, but I do not
believe it.
When I get that letter telling me exactly when the statute of limitations
runs out, then I will believe it. We have not been dealt with squarely. We
have been given the bum's rush. And I do not intend to sit by and allow this
to take place.
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It does not take more than 2 weeks. Again, our first letter went out
January 11, and here we are the end of January. Our second inquiry by way of
letter was January 25. In the interim we had numerous phone conversations
with staff, personal visits with RTC staffers.

This is being stonewalled, and the clock is ticking, time is running. So
now we have maybe 30 days after this weekend. Oh, by the way, we have the
President's holiday. we may just about come back on the 28th. And at that
point someone will say: Oh, my gosh, why did you not tell us before? The
clock is ticking and the time has run out. It is too late.
We are serving notice that we want people to know that the clock is tickim
and that the time is running out and the American people are entitled to
answers.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.
---—:=ss<()>Ia=----

-------->-------_------_---------_---------------------------------_--------
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LEGI—SLATE Report for the l03rd Congress Fri, January 28, 1994 4:44pm (EST
Friday, January 28, 1994
Copyright (c) 1994 Legi-Slate, Inc.
Article 39307 (36 lines)

D'Amato will Try to Force Banking Committee Hearing on whitewater

NASHINGTON, January 28 -— Citing an obscure Senate rule, the top Republican
on the Banking Committee, Sen. Al D'Amato (R—NY), will try to force the
committee to hold a hearing on the Whitewater allegations.

Under the rule, if at least three members of a committee request a special
meeting, the chairman is given three days to schedule one. If he declines to
set the meeting up, a majority of committee members may override the chairman.

Banking Committee Chairman Don Riegle (D-MI) has previously refused to
initiate an investigation, noting the overturned convictions of Oliver North
and John Poindexter which stemmed from the limited immunity granted to them in
the Iran—Contra investigations.

D'Amato said imminent hearings were needed because the statute of limitations
on civil proceedings in the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan case, given a
criminal referral by the RTC last October, could run out as soon as February
28.

"we have twice requested that the RTC tell us when the statute of limitations
expires on civil actions agaihst Madison," D'Amato said. "we have received
nothing but shocking delays and still no official response to our requests for
information."

Allegations stemming from Madison's connection to the Whitewater Development
corporation and the President and Mrs. Clinton's involvement with them led to
the appointment of Special Counsel to investigate the case two weeks ago.

But D'Amato insisted that the Special Counsel investigation was not enough.
He noted that the Banking Committee had clear congressional jurisdiction over
any investigation.

To invoke the Senate rule, D'Amato and the other seven Republicans on the
panel sent a letter to Riegle requesting the meeting.

Report is Completed
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. D'L|u1'o (fior himself

_

_____._______) mbmittad I-ha following resolution; which
was _ . ._ _

RESOLUTION
Establishing a special subcommittee within the Committee

on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs to conduct

an investigation into allegation: concerning the

Whitewater Development Corporation, Madison Guaranty

Savings and Loan Association, and Capital Management

Borvioea, 1no., and other related matters.

1 Raobvod,
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2

as/i‘aBLIsHMBm' or "rm: srnculi. SUBCOMMITTBE

SECTION 1
.

(a) There is established a special aub

committee Within the Committee on Banking, Housing,

and Urban Affairs to be known as the Special Subcommit

tee on Certain Allegations Concerning Whitewater Devel

opment Corporation, Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan

Amociation, and Capital Management Services, _Ino., and

Related Issues (hereafter in this resolution referred to as

the “special subcommittee").

(b) The purpose of the special subcommittee is—

(1) to conduct an investigation into, and study

of, all matters which have any tendency to reveal the

full facts about»

(A) the operations, solvency, and regulat

tiuu of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan

Ansociiation, inehiding the alleged use of feder

ally insured funds as campaign oontributiona;

(B) the relationship among Madison Gus»

onty Savings and Loan Association, other feder

ally insured institutions, and Wlutewater Devel

opment Corporation;

(0) the management and businell activi

ties of Whitewater Development Corporation

and its shareholders, including issues of per

sonal, corporate. and partnership tax liability:
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(D) the policies of the Resolution Trust

Corporation, Federal banking agencies, end

other Federal regulatory agencies regarding

legal rcpreaexitatioii of the agencies, including

conflicts of interest and cost controls;

(E) the independence of the Resolution

Trust Corporation, Federal banking agencies.

and other Federal regulatory agencies, includ

ing any improper contacts among officials of

the White House, the Department of the Trees

ury, the Resolution Trust Corporation, the Of

fioe of Thrift Supervision, and any other Fed

eral agency;

(F) the Resolution Trust Corporation’: in

t/emal handling of the criminal referrals con

cerning Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan

Association;

(G) the pursuit by the Resolution Trust

Corporation of civil causes oi’ action against po

tentially liable parties associated with Madison

Guaranty Savings and Loon Association;

(H) the pursuit by the Offioe of Thrift Su

pervision, the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor

poration, cnd the Federal Savings and Loan In

surance Corporation of administrative and civil
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causes of action against potentially liable par

ties associated with Madison Guaranty Savings

and Loan Association;

(D the Department of Justice's handling

of the Rmmlufinn THISZ Corporation's criminal

referrals relating to Madison Guaranty Savings

and Loan Association;

(J) the delayed recusal of the United

States Attorney for the Eastern District of Ar

kansas from tho investigation or prosecution of

David Hale, Capital Managoment Services, Inc.,

and Whitewater Development Corporation;

(K) the sources of funding and the lending

practices of Capital Management Services, Ino.,

me its supervision and regu1a.t.iou by the Small

Business Administration, including loans to

Susan MoDoug'a.l and the alleged diversion of

funds to Whitewater Development Corporation;

(L) the Park Police investigation into the

death of White l-louse Deputy counsel Vincent

Foster;
6

(M) the operations and underwriting ac

tivities of the Arkansas Deirelopment Finance

Authority;
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(N) the circumstances surrounding and the

propriety of the oommodities-futures trading ao

lfivlties of Hillary Budlunn Clinton,

(O) tho investment activities of Value

Farmers I, including the euulplisnee of theee

activities with Federal laws governing conflicts

of interest;

(P) any other issues related no the mailers

referred to in subparagraplm (A) through (O);

and

(Q) any issues developed during, or arising

out of, the hearings oonducted by the special

subcommittee; and

(2l(A) to make such findings of fact as are

warranted and appropriate;

(B) no make such recommendations, including

reoommendstions for new legislation and amend

ments to existing laws and any administrative or

other actions, as the special subcommittee may de

termine to be necessary or desirable; and

(C) to fulfill the Constitutional oversight and

infonuing function of the Congress with respect to

the matters described in thi section.

(0) For purposes of this section, the term “Madison

Guaranty Savings and Loan Association” includes any

ll
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subsidiary oompony, afiliatod oompany, or bufliness

owned or controlled, in whole or in part, by Madison Guar

anty Savings and L-van Association its officers, directors,

or principal eharehoidere.

MEMBERSHIP mo oneamznnou on ms SPECIAL

aoncomawnn

SEC. 2. (a)(1) The special subeomxnitbcc shell consist

of-—

(A) 5 members of the Cmnmittce on Banking,

Housing, and Urban A.1'1'H-in! appointed by the chair

man;

(15) 5 members of the Committee on Banking,

Housing, and Urban Affairs appointed by the rank

ing member;

(C) 3 members of the Senate appointed by the

President pro tempore of the Senate from the major

ity party of the Senate upon the recommendation of

the Majority Leader of the Senate; and

(D) 3 members of the Senate appointed by the

President pro tempera of the Sonata from the minor

iw party of the Senate upon the reoommendation of

the Minority Leader of the Senate.

(2) Vaoanoiau in the mombexship of the special sub

committee shall n01 83001; the authority of the remaining

members to execute the functions of the spodel sub
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committee 8-Dd shall be filled in the some manner as origi

nal appointments to it are made.

(3) For the purpose of paragraph 4 of rule XXV of

the Standing Rules of the Senate, service of a Senator

as a member of the special subcommittee shell not bu

taken into aoeount.

(b)(1) The chairman and ranking member of the

Committee on Banking, Housing, and Ulban Affairs shall

be coohairmen of the special subcommittee.

(2) A majority of the members: of the spacial sub

committee shall constitute a quorum for reporting a mat

ter or recommendation to the Senate, except that a quo

rum shall not be necessary for the purpose of taking testi

mony before the special subcommittee or for conducting

the other business of the special suboommittee.

(c)(1) The special subcommittee shall promptly adopt

appropriate rules and procedures consistent with this reso

lution.

(2) The rules and procedures of the special sub

committee shall

(A) govern the proceedings of the special mb~

committee; and

(B) consistent with section 6 of this

resolution
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(1
)

provide for the secmity of the records

of the special subcommittee; and

(ii) prevent the unauthorized disclosure of

information and materials obtained by tho opo

cial subcommittee in Lhe uomse of its invcatigo.

tion and study.

STAFF‘ or T1-m srmcmh SUBCOMMJTTEEJ

S510. 8. (a.)(1) Committee staff from committees hov

ingjurisdiotion over matters described in section 1(b) shell

be detailed to the special subcommittee, subject to avail

ability, as requested by the eochairmeu.

(2) In addition to staff detailed pursuant to para.

greph (1) and to assist the special subcommittee in its

investigation and study, the oochainnen, after approval or

the specialesubcommittoe, may appoint special subcommit

tee staff.

(8) All staff detailed pursuant to paragraph (1) or

appointed pursuant to paragraph (2) shall work for the

special subcommittee as a whole, shall report to the two

ooohairmen and, omept as otherwise provided by the ape

oiel subcommittee. shall be under the direction of the oo

chairmen.

(bl To assist the special subcommittee in its inves

tigation and study, the Senate Leg-a.l Counsel and Deputy

Senate Legal Counsel shall work with and under the juris

diction and authority of the special subcommittee.
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(c) The Majority and Minority Leaders of the Senate

may each designate one etafi person to servo on the staff

of the special subcommittee to serve as their liaison to the

special subcommittee.

(d) The Comptroller General of the United States is

requested to provide from the General Accounting Office

whatever personnel, lnvestlgnbory, meteriel, or other ep

pmpriate assistance may be required by the special aub

committee. .

PUBLIC aCTIVI'rrns 01-‘ '1':-w ermcum 5

SEC. 4. (a) Consistent with the rights of persons sub

ject to investigation and inquiry, the special subcommittee

shall make every effort to mum the right of the public

and the Congress to know the emential mots and implica

tions of the activities of officials of the United States Gov

ernment and other persons and entities with respect to

the matters under investigation and study as described in

section 1.

(b) In furtherance of the public’s and Uongress’ right

to know, the special snbcommittee-

(1) shall hold. as either coohairmen considers

appropriate, open hearings on specific subjects, sub

ject to consultation and coordination within the inde

pendent counsel appointed pursuant to chapter 28,

part 600, of the Code of Federal Regulations (rc

ierred to an the "independent counsel”);
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(2) may make interim reports in the Senate as

it considers appropriate; and

(3) shall make n final comprehcnnivc public re

port to tho Senate which contains a. description of all

relevant factual datermmations wusisbont with sub

section (a) of this section and section l(b)(2) and

which contains recommendations ibr new _legisla.tion,

if necessary.

Pownns or TIIE srnunu. stmooum-rrnr

SEC. 6. (0.) The special subcommittee shall do every

thing necessary and appropriate under the laws and Con

stitution of the United States to make the investigation

and study specified in section 1.

(b) The special subcommittee is authorized to lssuo

subpoenas for obtaining testimoriy and fior the production

of documentary or physical evidence. A subpoena may be

authorized and issued by the special subcommittee, acting

through either cochairman or any other member des

ignated by either cochairman, and may be served by any

person designated by either coolmirman or other member

anywhere within or without the borders of the United

States to the full extent permitted by law. Either mohair

man of the special subcommittee, or anyothor member

thereof, is authorized to administer oaths to am’ witnesses

appearing before the subcommittee.
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(ts) The special subcommittee in authorized to do the

following:

(1) To employ and fix the wmpeitsadon of such

clerical, investigator-y, legal, technical, and other as

sistants as the special subcommittee considers neo

elaary or appropriate.

(2) To sit and act at any time or place during

sessions, recesses, and adjoummenn periods of the

Senate.

(3) To hold hearings, take testimony under

oath, and to receive documentary or physical evi

dence relating to the matters and questions it is au

thorized to investigateor study.

(4) To request a grant of immunity under sec

tion 6005 of title 18, United Staten Code, after eon

sultation with the independent counsel.

(5) To require by subpoena or order the attend

ance. as witnesses before the special subcommittee

or at depositions, of any person either eoehairman

detennincs may have knowledge or infonna-tion con

earning any m° the matters the special subcommittee

is authorised to investigate and study.

(6) To take depositions and other testimony

under oath anywhere within the United States, to

issue orders by either couhairzmw or any other mem
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berr designated by either coohairman which require

witnesses to answer written interrogatories under

oath, and to make application for issuance of letters

¥'°8¢"»°1'$'

(7) T0 issue commissions and to notioo deposi

tions for scat! members to ea-.a.minc witnesses and to

receive evidence under oath administered by an indi

vidual authorized by local law w adrninistcr oaths.

The spacial subcommittee, acting through eitlicr oo

nhairman, may authorize and issue, and may dele

gate to designated staff members the power to au

thorize and issue, commissions and deposition no

tioea.

(8) To xcquire by subpoena or order
'
(A) any department, agency, entity, offlcer,

or employee of the United States Government,

(B) any person or entity purporting to act

under color or authority of State or local law,

or

(C) my private P613011, firm, corporation,

partnership, or other organization,

to produce for its consideration or for use as evi

dence in the investigation or study of the special

subcommittee any book, check, canceled check, cor

nspoudeuce, communication, document, financial

10102
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record, paper, physical evidence, photograph, record,

recording, tape, or my other material relating to

any of the matters ur queotions such subcommittee

is authorized to investigate and study which they or

any of them may have in their custody or under

their control.

(9) T0 make to the Senate any recommenda

tions, inoluding recommendations for uilldnal or

civil enforcement, which the special subcommittee

may consider appropriate with respect t.o—

(A) the willful failure or refusal ot any per

son to appear before it
,

or at a deposition, or

to answer interrogatories, in obedience to a sub

poena or order;

'(B)t.howlllfi.1.lfail1u~eor1~afusalofany

person to amwer questions or give testimony

during his appearance as a witness before such

mboomnzittee, or at a deposition, or in response

to interrogatories; or

(C) the willful ioilure or refusal of—

(i
)

any officer or employee of the

United States Government,

(ll) am person or entity purporting to

act under color or authority of State or

looal law, or

10183
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(iii) my private person, partnership,

firm, corporation, or organization,

w produce bcfoxe the subcommittee, or at a

depumitimi, or at any time or place designated

by the subcoimnittee, any book, check, canceled

check, cufleapoudeuec, communication, docu

ment. financial reconi, paper, physical evidcrioe,

photograph, record, moording, tape, or any

other mew-ial in Obedience to any subpoena or

order.

(10) To procure the temporary or iuteriuittent

services of individual consultams, or organizations

thereof.

(11) To use on a reimbursable basis, with the

prior» oonsen: of the Government department; or

agency concerned, the services of personnel of such

department or agency.

(12) To use, with the prior consent of the

chairman or ranking member of any other Senate

committee or the cihairman or ranking member of

any subcommittee of any committee of the Senate,

the facilities or services of the appropriate members

of the staff of such other Senate committee when

ever the special mbeommittee or either cochairmim

consider that such aotion is necessary or appropriate

1010-1
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to enable the special mihmmmittee to make the in

vcstigation and study provided for in this resolution.

(13) To have moose through the agency of any

members of the special subcommifbee. staff director.

chief counsel, or any of its investigate:-y assistants

designated by either cochainnan, to any data, evi

dence, information, report, analysis, document, or

P*"Pe1‘_'

(A) which relates to any of the matters or

questions which the special subcommittee is au

thorized to investigate or study;

(B) which ls in the possession, custody, or

under the control of any department, agency,

entity, 05500:", or employee of the United States

Government, including those which have the

power under the laws of the United States to

investigate any alleged criminal activities or to

prosecute persons charged with crimes against

the United States without regard to the juris

diction or authority of any other Senate com

mittee; and

(C) which will aid the special subcommittee

to pnepere for or conduct the investigation and

study authorized and directed by this resolu

tion.
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(14) To report violations of any law to the ap

propriate Federal, State, or local authorities.

(15) To expend, to the extent the special sub

oommitteo determines neoouary and appropriate,

any money made availebte to such subcommittee by

the Senate to make the investigation, study, and ro

ports authorized by this resolution.

(16) Under sections 6103(f)(3) and 6104=(u)(2)

of the Internal Re'venue.Oode of 1986, to inspect

and receive for the fiscal yous 1977-1992 any ta:

return, return information, or other tax-related ma

terial, held by the Secretary of the Treasury, related

to individuals and entities named by the speuial sub

oommittee as possible pertioipanta, beneficiaries, or

intermodin-lea in the tranaantions under investiga

tion.

(cl) The level of compensation payable to any em

ployee of the special subcommittee shall not be subject to

any limitation on compensation otherwise applicable to an

employee of the Senate. No employee of the special sub

e<un.mitteemayreoeivepayatara.teofpayin exeesa of

the rate of pay payable tor e position at level III of the
Executive Schedule under section 5314 of title 5, United

States Code.

89-184 95 -11
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PROTECTION OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMA'I‘ION

SEO. 6. (a) All staff members and consultants shall,

as a condition of employment, agree in writing to abide

by the conditions of an appropriate nondisclosure agree

ment promulgated by the special subcommittee.

(bl The case of any Senator who violates the security

procedures of the special subcommittee may be referred

to the Select Committee on Ethics of the Senate for the

imposition of sanctions. in a-coon-lance with the rules of the

Senate. Any staff member or consultant who violates the

security procedures of the special subcommittee shall im

mediately be subject to removal h-om office or employment

with the special subcommittee or shall be subject to such

other sanction as may be provided in the rules of the spe

cial subcommittee.

(c) Upon the termination of the special subcommittee

pursuant to section 9 of this resolution, all records, files,

documents, and other materials in the possession, custody,

or control of the special subcommittee, under appropn'o.ta

condition: established by such subcommittee, shall be

transferred to the National Archives.

RELATION '10 OTHER INVEBHGATIONS

830. 7. (a) In order to-

(1) expedite the thorough conduct of the inves

tigation and study authorized by this resolution;
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(2) promote efficiency among all the various in

vestigations underway in all branches of the United

States Government; and

(3) engender a high degree oi’ confidence on

the part of the public regarding the conduct of

such investigation,

the special subcommittee is encouraged

(A) to coordinate, to the extent practicable, its

activities with the investigation of the independent

counsel:

(B) to seek the full cooperation of all relevant

inveatigatory bodiea; and

(C) to seek access to information which is

acquired and developed by such bodies.

(b) The cnohairmen shall meet with the independent

counsel to obtain relevant information concerning the sta~

tus of the independent counsel’: investigation to assist in

establishing a hearing schedule for the special subcommit

tee.

(¢) The Senate requests that the independent counsel

make available to the special subcommittee, as expedi

tiously as pnlaibla, all documents and information which

may assist the special subcommittee in its investigation

and study.
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES

$EC. 8. Such sums as are necessary shall be available

trom the contingent mud of the Senate out of the Account

For Expenses for Inquiries and Investigations for payment

of salaries and other expenses Of the SD60l8-l S11b00mmltl'-96

under this resolution, which shall include sums which shall

be available for the procurement of the services of individ

ual consultants or organizations thereof, in accoi-dam-n

with section 6(o)(9). Payment of expenses shall he dis

bursed upon vouchers approved by either cochairmsn of

the special subcommittee, except that vouchers shall not

be required for the disbursement of salaries paid at an

annual rate.

nnroars; TERIHNATION

SEC. 9. (a)(1) The special subcommittee shall make

a final public report to the Senate of the results of the

investigation and study conducted by such subcommittee

pursuant to this resolution, together with its findings and

any recommendations at the earliest practicable date.

(2) The final report of the special subcommittee may

be accompanied by whatever confidential annexes are nec

essary to protect confidential information.

(b) After submission of its final report, the special

subcommittee shall conclude its business and close out its

sfiain as expeditiously as practicable.
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1 susoomnrrsn wmsnrmxon AND RULE xxv

2 SEO. 10. The jurisdiction of the special subcommittee

3 is granted pursuant w this resolution notwithstanding +.h¢

4 pmvisiona of paragraph 1 of rule XXV of the Standing

5 R0108 Of the Senate relating 1'0 the jurisdiction of the

6 standing committees of the Senate.
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RT—l3327
cc: Hr. Altman
standard Distrzcutior
Mr. Adair¢\_ Mr. KusinskiS Mr. Foreman
Mr. Schmalzbach
Mr. Rosholt
VAT}. Binklev

RESOLUHONIRUSTCORPORAHON
‘

living TheCH!-l\
llznnringTheConfndenu

May 4, 1994

Ms. Jenny Mummert
Administrative Aide
Subcommittee on Treasury -
Postal Service and General Oversight
Committee on Appropriations
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Ms. Mummert:

On March 8, 1994, Secretary Bentsen appeared before the
Subcommittee at a hearing on the Department of the Treasury's
Fiscal Year 1995 budget request. As a result of that hearing,
Representative wolf submitted written questions to be answered
for the record of the hearing.

As a partial response to question three from Representative wolf
and as requested by the Department of the Treasury, the
Resolution Trust Corporation is pleased to release the enclosed
memorandum dated February 18, 1994, from our Designated Agency
Ethics Official, Mr. Arthur J. Kusinski, to former RTC Interim
CEO Roger C. Altman regarding Madison Guaranty matters.

we hope this information is of assistance to you. If you have
any questions, please let me know.

Sinctre

Y,1/ '

Peter E. Knight
Director
Office ot Governmental Relations
(202) 416-7314

Enclosure

cc: Honorable Roger C. Altman

Ill l77hS'&.N.W MflIUkI\.D.C.$Ql
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g_~__&-—fit
RESOLUTION TRUSTCOPPOPAIION

ResolvingTheCrisis
RestoringTheConfidence

February 18, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: Roger G. Altman
Interim Chief Executive Officer

22:22: s;.§:::"5*1@.1c J‘/:>§»~l~'~
Designgggd Agency Ethics Official

SUBJECT: RTC Madison Guaranty Matters

SUMMARY:

You have sought advice from your RTC ethics counselor as to whether
your longstanding personal relationship with the President gives
rise to a legal obligation to recuse yourself from matters that may
come before the RTC that may affect financial interests of the
President or his family. I have carefully considered your inquiry,
and conclude that the decision whether to participate in such
matters is not mandated by ethics statues or regulations. Thus, you
have the discretion to participate or not, as you determine to be
appropriate. I note, however, that it is not necessary for you to
decide whether to participate in any particular matter until such
time as the matter comes before you.

DISCUSSION:

The only ethics statute or regulation which is relevant to your
request for advice is 5 CFR 2635.502 ("section S02"), which is
entitled "Personal and Business Relationships". That provision
encourages an official who has a relationship with a person who is
a party to a Government matter in which the official is called upon
to act, and is concerned that the relationship would raise an issue
of impartiality, to contact the agency's ethics officials. You have
done so.

Ethics officials then must determine whether your relationship with
the President is a "covered relationship" as that term is defined
by 5 CFR 2635.502(b)(1). Officials have a "covered relationship"
with: (1) a "person" with whom the official has or seeks a
business, contractual or other financial relationship; (2) a member
of their household or a relative with whom they have a close
personal relationship; (3) a "person" with whom certain of the

50!UrnSheerNW.wammgron.DC.26-134
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official’s relatives has or seeks employment or similar
relationships; (4) a "person" for whom the official has served as
an employee, attorney or in a similar capacity within the last year;
and (6) an organization other than a political party in which the
official is an active participant such as a chairman of one of the
organization's committees. For purposes of these regulations, the
term "person" does not include the Federal Government and/or
officials of the Federal Government acting in their official
capacities. 5 CFR 2635.102rk). You clearly have none of these
relationships with the President, and therefore you are not in a
"covered relationship" with him. As the section S02 regulation
operates, only "covered relationships" standing alone raise
questions of appearances of loss of impartiality as a statutory or
regulatory matter.

In considering your request for advice, I am aware that your only
relationship with the President is one that would be fairly
characterized as a longstanding personal friendship. however, you
and the President do not now and have not in the past participated
together in business or financial transactions‘. while a personal
relationship such as yours with the President is a factor to be
considered (along with others) in deciding whether the circumstances
raise a question as to your impartiality in a matter that may affect
the President's interests, standing alone it is not determinative.
In its Preamble to the publication of the final Executive branch
standards of conduct regulations, OGE specifically considered
whether a "close personal friendship," standing alone, should be
considered a "covered relationship," and decided that it should not.
57 FR 35026 (1993).

I have consulted with the Office of Government Ethics concerning
this issue. OGE believes that your decision, as to whether to
participate in an RTC matter that may affect a financial interest
of the President, is not a matter that is mandated by ethics
statutes and regulations. OGE also believes that the ethics advice
I provided to you in these circumstances is within the discretion

‘ Title 18 U.S. Code, section 208 prevents an official from
participating for the Government in a matter affecting a financial
interest of the official or certain other persons and
organizations. You have neither a personal financial interest in
tne matters before the RTC nor a relationship with the President
Kwho may have such an interest) of the kind that is relevant for
purposes of 18 U.S.C. 208. Section 208 would impute to you the
financial interest of the President only if he were your general
partner or a person with whom you were negotiating or had an
arrangement for prospective employment. Thus, that provision does
not create any bar to your participation in the RTC's decisions
concerning those matters.
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of the ethics official of the affected agency; and that the decision
whether to participate in RTC matters that may involve the interests
of the President is within your discretion. I have also consulted
with the Designated Agency Ethics Official at the Department of the
Treasury who concurs with me in this analysis.

In summary, it is my opinion that there is no legal reason to
preclude you from acting on such matters. Regardless of whether you
decide to recuse yourself, there will be no legal objection to that
decision.

RECOMMENDATION:

In deciding whether to recuse yourself, I recommend that you
consider certain factors in making your decision. Certainly, you
should take into consideration your longstanding personal
relationship with the President. You should also consider the
nature and importance of your role as the RTC's CEO in the Madison
matter; the sensitivity of this matter; the difficulty in assigning
this matter to another individual at the RTC; the likelihood that
a reasonable person with full knowledge of the facts would question
your impartiality; and the effect that this matter may have upon the
President's financial interests. This listing is not exclusive, and
you may have other factors which you may want to consider as well.
That is within your discretion. In considering these factors, I of
course stand ready to advise you if you should so desire.
Finally, the regulations do not require government officials to
recuse themselves from actions which are not specifically before
them. Therefore, you may wish to defer a decision on your recusal
until such time as a particular aspect of the Madison Guaranty
matter is presented to you for consideration or decision.1

' I understand that the statute of limitations may be
extended.
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BACKGROUND ON QUESTIONS COMING FRO! COMMITTEE XZIBBII
RILATING TO HLDIBOH

Why is the RTC retusiag to provide iaiormatioa about Madison
and Whitewater to this Committee?

At the ;ItS¢nt tzme the RTC is cooperating with the
investigations by individual members (Rep. Leach/Sen. D'Amato)
to the fullest extent possible under the law.

haven't you retusad to provide specific iatornstioa to Ienhars
ot the Coaaittee (Rep. Leach/Baa. D'Amato) and their starts
which they have advised you is extremely important to their
carrying out or their duties?

Absent a request from the Committee, the RTC is limited with
respect to three general areas:

(a) Information regarding the personal and corporate
tinancial records in it possession:

(b) Inflorhation relating to criminal investigations; and

(c) Inflormation which is privileged:

(d) Material relating to possible civil litigation.

As a cossittee Melba: (Minority Masher; and as a partioipest
is this hearing, I as torsally requesting that you supply the
saterial previously requested (by lap. Leach/lea. D'Alato).
In order to change this approach, the RTC needs clarification
trom the Chair as to whether a request during the hearing tron
an individual member constitutes a tornsl request by the
Committee as part or this hearing on the Thrift Depoeitor
Protection Oversight Board.

as the chsirssa or this cosnittee (chairnaa Riegle/chairses
ceasales). I an requesting that you provide the iatorsatioa
requested to the majority and minority starts or this
coasittee.

The RTC, in addition to its obligations to comply with lav is
deeply concerned about the providing or information which
could have a negative impact on its investigation or
litigation ot any matter. Furthermore, the Justice Department
has already requested that with respect to Madison, we make no
intoraation available about criminal reterrals without its
COBBOHC .
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I insist.

Alternative A:
May I reiceraze our concerns about possible negative arrocrs
on our invostigacicn. However. since tho conmittoo is mokinq
a formal request. I request on behalf of tho RTC that
appropriate safeguards be implemented after consultation with
the scat! of the Committoo to protoct the confidontiollty of
information and to prasarvo tho privilaqod noturo of any
information disclosed. Furthermore, tho RTC will consult
with the lnoopondonr. counsel to adviso tho Comlittoo of its
pOI1CiOfl on tho impact on tho indopondont counsol's
investigation before providing any information.

Alternaclvo B:
Mr. Chairman, the RTC will respond as to its position on this
roquoot expeditiously (Exocutivo priviloqo provision of
information with safeguards) attor consultation with
indopondonc counsel.

Booxqrcunoa

v Tho RTC has previously provided priviloqoo inzornstion
to Congressional Couittccs with sotoquords such os s
proniso ot contldontiollty or undor a throoc or subpoena
which protects tho oqoncy from o claim thot its
priviloqos have boon voivod by disclosuro co conqrooo.
tor oxouplo, tho RTC has disclosod:

I lntormstion roqsrdinq southwoot savings litigation
to sonoto honking undo: s proniso or
contidentislity;

0 intornation roqsrdinq flomotod to house Banking under
throot of subpoono; and

I curtain authority to suo lomorsndo t0 tho HOMII
Subconmittoo on Civil sorvico unoor a proliso ot
contidontisllty by tho Choirnsn or tho subconsittoo,
sttor tho original roquost by Conqrooovoosn
schroodor tor such intormotion vos doclinod.

0 In tho obsonco ct such satoqusrds tho RTC would hoVo to
consider all its options in ordor to ovoid joopordlzinq its
statutory obligations.
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Dear Mr. Ryan:

As you know, the House, by an overwhelming vote of 408 to 15,
passed H. Res. 394, a sense of the House of Representatives
reaffirming Congress’ "Constitutional obligation to conduct
oversight of matters relating to the operations of the government,
including matters related to any governmental investigations which
may from time to time be undertaken" and establishing procedures
"for appropriate Congressional oversight, including hearings on all
matters related to "Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association
(‘MGS&L’), whitewater Development Corporation and Capital
Management Services Inc. (‘CMS').'

In addition to the passage of H. Res. 394, I would draw your
attention to the following colloquy between House Majority Leader
Gephardt and Republican Leader Michel:

Mr. MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, if I might at this time ask the
distinguished Majority leader several questions to be
perfectly clear here, is the Democratic leadership
committed to holding the previous RTC oversight hearing
that is mandated by law?

Mr. GEFHARDT. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. MICHEL. I yield to the gentleman from Missouri.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Mr. Speaker, the answer is yes.

Mr. MICHEL. Do we have any ides of when that might be
scheduled?

Mr. GEPHARDT. I would say to the gentleman that it would
be scheduled as soon as practicable, in consultation with
all of the people on the committee, and the chairman of
the committee, and the ranking member and the Members on
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both sides.

Mr. MICHEL. And it is my understanding from previous
conversations that we have had that the minority will be
allowed a day of witnesses as provided under rule XI, is
that correct?

Mr. GEPHARDT. The gentleman is correct.

(Cong. Rec. H1810, March 22, 1994)

Both H. Res. 394 and the RTC oversight hearings mandated by
Section 21A of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act (12 U.S.C. §l441a)
involve Congressional oversight under the jurisdiction of the House
Banking Committee authorized by Rule X of the House Rules. As
ranking Member of the House Banking Committee, I would respectfully
request that the RTC provide the Committee with access to all
documents related to Madison and its subsidiaries in order to
prepare for the upcoming hearings on the Madison/whitewater
circumstance. Members of the Committee will need access to this
material to prepare for the upcoming hearings and to perform their
ongoing oversight responsibilities.

The documents requested would include, but not be limited to,
administrative files, examination reports, interoffice memorandum,
notes and minutes of meetings (including telephonic meetings),
correspondence, electronic mail and agreements the RTC entered into
with private sector contractors during the resolution of Madison.
In addition to documents in possession at RTC-Washington, I request
access to all documents related to Madison held at RTC field
offices. Furthermore, please provide the names and titles of all
RTC employees involved with the supervision of Madison.

It should be noted that inquiry into Madison, as well as any
other specific institution, is germane to the RTC oversight
hearings. Concerning the provisions of FIRREA requiring semi
annual RTC oversight hearings, Senate Banking Committee Chairman
Riegle, the floor manager of FIRREA, has stated:

So we have had, now, over the years since 1989, a very
long series of regular oversight hearings where we call
in the officials responsible for implementing that law to
find out exactly how it is working and if there is a need
to change any particular part of it. Is it working the
way it was designed to work? Have we corrected all the
abuses? We were so concerned about that issue that, in
fact, we built into that 1989 law a requirement that
there has to be a hearing here in Congress every 6 months
on how that cleanup effort is doing and how that law is

$
I
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being implemented. within the text of that part of the
law we went so far as to say that any institutions that
failed in that time period, in the mid-1980's, that if
any Senator on the committee wanted to come in and ask
questions about that particular institution, that they
had a right in law to do so. We did not foresee the
Madison case at that time, but it applies precisely to
the Madison case and every other case out of that time
period. (Cong. Rec. S3153, March 17, 1994).

Moreover, the existence of a Special Counsel appointed in the
Madison case cannot be used as a rationale to avoid providing
oversight information to Congress. In a meeting on March 17, 1994,
the Minority received assurances from Special Counsel Fiske that he
did not object to the disclosure of copies o£ documents to
Congress, other than white House documents.

Please have your staff contact Joe Seidel at (202)226-3241 or
Mike McGarry at (202)225-2258 to discuss arrangements to review the
aforementioned documents as soon as possible. I would appreciate
it if you would confirm by letter on or before March 25, 1994 your
intention to comply, or not comply with this request for
information.

I appreciate your prompt assistance and look forward to your
cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely,

d
g
s

A. Leach
Ra ing Member
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To: John E. Ryan@CEO@RTCDC
Ellen B. Kulka@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Stephen J. Katsanos@Comm@RTCDC
Peter E. Knight@OGR@RTCDC
William C. Collishaw@Legal—ra@RTCDC
James M. Barker@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Mark P. Hileman@Legal-lit@RTCDC

Cc: Thomas L. Hindes@Legal—pls@RTCDC
Bcc:
From: Mark Gabrellian@Legal-pls@RTCDC
Subject: Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan Assoc.
Date: Friday, March 11, 1994 13:59:50 EST
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by: William C. Collishaw@Legal-ra@RTCDC

.-_-------_---.---_---------_-___.--_-----_--------------.-__-__--------.----_-
Forwarded to: John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC

cc: Krista D. Kauper@Legal-ra@RTCDC
Forwarded date: Friday, March ll, 1994 17:59:54 EST
Comments by: William C. Collishaw@Legal-ra@RTCDC

------------------------ -- [Original Message] -------------—-—-—------

The RTC has agreed to produce to the Independent Counsel
investigating potential federal criminal law violations arising out of the
operations and subsequent failure of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association and its related entities ("Madison Guaranty") the same documents
identified in the federal grand jury subpeona served upon, among others, the
Deputy Secretary of the Treasury.

In order to comply with the Independent Counsel's request, it is
important that you and your staffs take all appropriate steps to search for,
compile and forward to my attention any and all documents (whether typed,
hand-written or electronically generated) that constitute the following:

Any and all documents and/or communications referring or relating
to any criminal referrals made by the Resolution Trust Corporation
about or regarding Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, its subsidiaries
or affiliates.
Unfortunately, time is of the essence. Accordingly, I would ask that

this request be forwarded to your staffs immediately and that you endeavor to
get me whatever such documents may exist and can readily be compiled by
Tuesday, March 14, 1994. Obviously, however, this creates a tremendous
burden on very short notice so that, if it is practical only to provide some
portion of what may be in you and your staffs‘ possession by that date with
an indication that more will follow, please contact me so that we may advise
the Independent Counsel and proceed accordingly. In fact, we have already
apprised the Independent Counsel that, because of the breadth of this
request, the search for all responsive documents will likely take some time.

In addition, we will need to advise the Independent Counsel of the
due diligence procedures employed in responding to the production request.
Therefore, I would ask that you document the instructions transmitted to your l
staffs and the process and progress of the search and transmit the same to me. 9
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I thank you and your staffs for their cooperation. Please feel free
to contact me should you have any questions.
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Btatement by

Representative James A. Leach

before the

0.8. House of Representatives

March 24 , 1994

Mr. Speaker, I rise to a point of personal privilege of the House.
In rising to this point of privilege, I wish to express concern
about the breakdown of comity that has occurred on a personal and
procedural level in the House Banking Committee.

On a personal level unfortunate adjectives have been used: on a
procedural level unprecedented tactics have been employed.

I don't wish to dwell on the personal, except to stress my high
regard for the Chairman of the Banking Committee and to suggest
that, as the theologian Reinhold Niebuhr once observed, the temper
and integrity of the political debate is more important in our kind
of democracy than the outcome of any issue.

Motivational aspersions are no substitute for full disclosure:
indignation no substitute for pursuit of truth.

Members of the Majority may be speaking the truth when they indicate
they have no evidence of a link between the failure of an Arkansas
S&L and whitewater and that they know of no improprieties at issue.
But it should be understood that not speaking an untruth is not the
same as describing a truthful situation, particularly if there has
been no serious effort to pursue the truth.

Constitutionally it is the duty of Congress to oversee breaches of
law or public ethics in the Executive Branch. During the 12 years
of the so-called "divided government" of the Reagan/Bush era, the
Legislative Branch took its Constitutionally-mandated oversight
function seriously, as witnessed by the expansion in the size of its
staff and the number of investigations undertaken.

Now both the Executive and the Legislative Branches of government
are controlled by the same political party. The oversight mandate
thus falls disproportionately upon the Ranking Members of the
respective Committees for those areas of the Executive Branch over
which they have jurisdiction. Not to assume leadership in __
performing the oversight function with regard to the way in which
the financial institutions of this country are managed and regulated

1 I
I
I
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would be to violate my oath to "support and defend the Constitution
of the United States . . .and . . .well and faithfully discharge the
duties of the office."

If the majority party refuses to uphold its responsibilities because
of political embarrassment to its party's top elected official, the
minority party is left with the choice either of joining in a
complicity of silence or pursuing investigations that run the danger
of being partisan.

In this context, I would simply emphasize that I raised the
whitewater issue with great reluctance, realizing the import as well
as the power of the Presidency. I fully understand the political
and personal liabilities involved. Nonetheless, I feel it would be
inconsistent, indeed, hypocritical, to my own values, if I refused
to pursue a line of inquiry potentially embarrassing to the
President of a country which from its inception was intended to be
hallmarked by law and its applicability to all citizens. It is,
after all, the establishment of a government of laws, not men, that
defines the uniqueness of the American experiment with democracy.

Procedurally, it should be noted that the Minority is currently
engaged in one of the most profound checks and balances
philosophical engagements with the Executive branch in the modern
history of the Congress. This engagement carries far greater
implications than any judgement relating to a particular
embarrassment of a particular public official at a particular time
because at issue is precedent: whether in future circumstances the
oversight capacities of Congress can be'thwarted if the Majority
party of Congress is the same as that in control of the Executive
branch and chooses to refrain from its oversight obligations in
order not to embarrass its party's standings.

It is possible that the Constitutional precedent for our checks and
balances system surrounding the refusal of the Administration to
cooperate with an oversight probe of the Executive branch which the
majority party does not sanction may have more long-term negative
consequences than any episodic embarrassment that might relate to
this or any President's past. What is at issue is the definition of
Congress as it applies to the Constitutionally granted oversight
responsibilities of the legislature. In our checks and balances
system, Congress was given oversight responsibilities, but this
Administration is suggesting in response to minority requests for
documentation from Executive agencies that only Chairmen speak for
Congress. The minority in Congress, by this logic, has no power to
advance or fulfill its Constitutional rights if the majority does
not concur in request for information. If such precedent is allowed
to stand, Congress's oversight capacities will for all practical
purposes be hamstrung whenever the Executive and Legislative
branches of government are controlled by the same party. would our
founding fathers have had this in mind? "'

2
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In this connection, on December 9, 1993, as Ranking Member of the
Banking Committee, I wrote federal regulatory agencies to request
certain documents of an oversight interest (Example, Tab A). In a
follow—up letter I pointed out, as the courts have noted, "The
Congress rarely acts as a body. Its manifold duties in the
legislative, investigative, and oversight fields are almost
invariably carried out through committees, committee chairmen,
individual members, and staff personnel." Murphy v, Qepartmgnt of
Army, 613 F .2d 1151, 1156 (1979). In addition, the court stated:

"The Senate and the House are so organized that certain
legislative and quasi—legislative activities may be
accomplished only through committee action. In other respects,
however, the legislature acts through its individual Members.
All Members have a constitutionally recognized status entitling
them to share in general congressional powers and
responsibilities, many of them requiring access to executive
information. It would be an inappropriate intrusion into the
legislative sphere for the courts to decide without
congressional direction that, for example, only the chairman of
a committee shall be regarded as the official voice of the
Congress for purposes of receiving such information, as
distinguished from its ranking minority member, or other
committee members, or other members of Congress. Each of them
participates in the law-making process; each has a voice and a
vote in that process; and each is entitled to request such
information from the executive agencies as will enable him to
carry out the responsibilities of a legislator."

Agency heads responded that a Ranking Member only has the authority
of an individual Member of Congress and, therefore, may only obtain
information that would be available to the public pursuant to the
Freedom of Information Act. In addition, the Office of Thrift
Supervision asserted that it differs "with the view that Rules X and
XI of the House of Representatives grant to a ranking minority
member (or any individual member) the same authority to request
information that a committee chairman possesses." In short, the
agencies contend that only Chairmen, not Ranking Members, speak for
Congress.

Subsequently, on March 8, 1994, I wrote requesting information for
the Banking Committee's upcoming RTC oversight hearing (Tab B).
Agency heads again responded by holding to the position that only
the Chairman of a Committee would be permitted access to agency
documents.

In this dispute about who is entitled to speak for Congress in the
context of Congress‘ right and obligation under Article I of the
Constitution to conduct oversight of the Executive branch, the
Chairman of the Banking Committee, in what may have been an effort
to bolster the Executivels position, wrote agency heads on March 10,
1994, to suggest that they deny my document request and wrote

3
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separately on March 14, 1994, to state that they need not answer
questions concerning Madison Guaranty savings and Loan at the
scheduled hearings. (Tab C and D). The Chairman's letter contained
an implicit and unprecedented philosophical assertion that not only
does a Chairman have the exclusive right to obtain oversight
documents from the Executive branch, but the right to deny such
documentation to other Members and the right even to deny inquiries
about issues clearly germane to the subject of hearings.

so that there is no misunderstanding, the RTC Oversight hearing was
scheduled under requirement of law, Section 21A(k)(6) of the Federal
Home Loan Bank Act (12 U.S.C. §1441a(k)(6)), and there is no
provision in that law for exceptions to Congressional oversight that
relate to a single state and its institutions. The U.S. Congress
wrote a law applicable to all 50 states, not 49, and the oversight
of our laws applies throughout this country. Just as in America no
individual is above the law, no state is beyond its reach. Just as
no individual is entitled to violate the law out of ignorance of it,
no person, even the Chairman of a Congressional Committee, is
entitled after the fact to be sole interpreter of a law's meaning or
serve as a censor to another Member's inquiries. Indeed, no Member
of Congress has the right or power to deny relevant information to
another Member.

In addition to the Federal Home Loan Bank Act, the Committee's role
in oversight is buttressed by the House Rules as modified under the
Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970. I refer to paragraph
2 of House Rule X providing for the Committee's "General Oversight
Responsibilities" which states:

"(b)(1) Each standing committee ... shall review
and study, on a continuing basis, the
application, administration, execution, and
effectiveness of those laws, or parts of laws,
the subject matter of which is within the
jurisdiction of that committee and the
organization and operation of the Federal
agencies and entities having responsibilities in
or for the administration and execution thereof,
in order to determine whether such laws and the
programs thereunder are being implemented and
carried out in accordance with the intent of the
congress and whether such programs should be
continued, curtailed, or eliminated."

Separate procedural rules may apply to an investigative hearing, but
such rules do not apply in this case. The statutorily mandated RTC
hearing is an oversight hearing in accordance with Rule X. Any
reliance on investigative hearing procedures to deny information to
Committee Members is misplaced. Any information requests or
questions by Members related in any manner to RTC operations are
authorized under the Committee's oversight authority. It is also

4
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expected that in answering questions witnesses have the obligation
either to assert appropriate privileges or fully respond with
answers to the questions (ggg, 2 U.S.C. §l92, gigglair v. United
States, 279 U.S. 263 (1929)) and such answers shall be truthful.
(See, 18 U.S.C. §1001, Q,§, V. Qoiggexger, 951 F.2d 369 (D.C. Cir.
1991)).

Moreover, the precedent of the Banking Committee is clear with
respect to the relevance of specific questions on specific
institutions. On numerous occasions at past RTC oversight hearings,
questions related to individual institutions have been asked by
Committee Members, including the Chairman, and answered by
witnesses. In fact, the Committee's invitation letter of March 3,
1994, to Treasury Secretary Bentsen for purposes of the RTC
oversight hearing, seeks testimony and documents related to a
specific institution, Homefed Savings. Of relevance also is the
following statement last week of the Chairman of the Senate Banking
Committee: ‘

So we have had now over the years since 1989, a very long
series of regular oversight hearings where we call in the
officials responsible for implementing that law to find out
exactly how it is working and if there is a need to change any
particular part of it. Is it working the way it was designed
to work? Have we corrected all the abuses? We were so
concerned about that issue that, in fact, we built into that
1989 law a requirement that there has to be a hearing here in
Congress every 6 months on how that cleanup effort is doing and
how that law is being implemented. Within the text of that
part of the law we went so far as to say that any institutions
that failed in that time period, in the mid-1980's, that if any
Senator on the committee wanted to come in and ask questions
about that particular institution, that they had a right in law
to do so. We did not foresee the Madison case at that time,
but it applies precisely to the Madison case and every other
case out of that time period. (ggng, Reg, S3153, March 17,
1991).

To the degree the Chairman's letters are open to an interpretation
that would imply the possibility that they have been requested by
the Administration to bolster its efforts to deny information to the
Congress and thereby the public, at issue would be a collusive
effort by the Majority party in the Congress to aid and abet the
Executive branch in its concerted effort to deny disclosure of
information related to legitimate Congressional oversight.

In this regard, a letter recently copied to Rep. William Clinger,
Ranking Member of the Government Operations Committee, evidences a
comparable approach in another committee of Congress (Tab B).

It is the Minority's position that Executive branch witnesses must
address their obligations to respond to legitimate oversight

5 .
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requests and legitimate inquiries on the subject of hearings as
required by the law and the Constitution, not in conjunction with
any arbitrary desire of a Chairman to deny discussion on a subject
the Executive branch would rather not forthcomingly address. The
Minority party, has a baseline assumption that officials of the U.S.
government will comply with the law and, when appearing before a
committee of Congress, abide by the Code of Government Ethics for
Federal employees to "Uphold the Constitution, laws, and regulations
of the United States and all governments therein and never be party
to their evasion." (Pub. L. No. 96-303, July 3, 1980, 94 Stat. 855)
The constitutionally-derived obligation of oversight cannot be
short-circuited at the whim of the Congressional majority. It is
just as much the duty of the minority party, as the majority.
Indeed, in real life circumstance as evidenced in this particular
incident, oversight may in practice imply a greater obligation on
the party out of power than the party in control of the Executive
branch.

Hodding Carter, the distinguished journalist from Mississippi,
recently noted that Southerners of virtually all philosophical
stripes recognized a little or a lot of truth in certain Northern
concerns about discrimination that existed in the South in the
heyday of civil rights activism. But with understandable resentment
all felt that Northerners had a duty to look a little more
assiduously in their own backyards. In this probe of Whitewater, I
believe an outsider might conclude that the single party
concentration of political power in Arkansas may be in need of
review that the shadow of Lyndon Johnson and Huey Long may have been
cast to greatly on a former governor ship. But as a Northerner, I
am obligated to note that-my primary responsibility is my backyard,
in this case the body to which I am elected to serve. While I
believe it would be unfair to suggest that one of America's great
political parties is more honest than the other, I believe the
concerted effort to avoid accountability and full disclosure in the
Whitewater incident, and the unfortunate institutional precedents in
process of being established, reflect attitudes more associated with
single party governance of closed than open societies. Competition
is the American way. when single party dominance is long and deep,
arrogance associated with power creeps incontestably into the
system. Whitewater, in the end, may tell more about Congress than
the Executive branch.

In this context, the Minority raised concerns about the manner in
which the RTC Oversight hearing scheduled this week might have been
conducted. Nevertheless, the Minority was disappointed the hearing
was abruptly postponed.

Postponement of the hearing by the Majority raises, above anything
else, the issue of compliance with the law. Compliance with the law
is not a matter of convenience or discretion. The Majority party
has no prerogative to avoid capriciously its legal obligations.

6
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Hearings mandated by statute were to have occurred by December 3,
1993. It is a statutory obligation of the Majority in the
Legislative Branch to conduct on a timely basis RTC oversight; it is
the statutory obligation of the Executive to cooperate with Congress
and comply with its legal responsibilities.

The negotiations this week between leaders of the House which led to
the passage of a bipartisan resolution expressing the sense of the
House as to the need to hold bipartisan hearings are promising. The
subsequent statements by the Speaker that these discussions were of
the "possibility of hearings, not a concession that hearings are not
necessarily going to take place," is disappointing. The Majority
has an obligation to ensure that the decision to postpone
indefinitely RTC hearings does not amount to yet another example of
Congress not applying the law to itself.
With regard to a possible hearing, let me stress the Minority has
offered to cooperate fully with the Special Counsel. We have
transferred substantial information to his office. We have given
him our proposed witness list and offered to support a delay in the
day of hearings provided under House rules to the Minority to allow
him a chance to depose witnesses first. For his part, the Special
Counsel, in a meeting on March l7, 1994, with the Minority, said
that he would not impede in any manner Executive Branch testimony
and that he would not stand in the way of an RTC oversight hearing.
Mr. Fiske also stated that he did not object to the disclosure of
copies of documents to Congress, other than White House documents.
The existence of a Special Counsel appointed in the Madison case
cannot be used as a rationale to avoid providing RTC oversight
information to Congress.

Congress and prosecuting attorneys have differentiated roles, but
they are by no means incompatible. In fact, they are generally
complementary. Indeed, in the Banking Committee hearings over the
past decade on institutions such as Lincoln (Charles Keating) and
Silverado (Neil Bush) the Justice Department had tandem
investigations underway. Hearings almost always reveal knowledge
and perspective that is helpful to prosecutors. It was, after all,
Senator Ervin's committee that revealed the existence of the
Watergate tapes and it was the recent Senate hearing that revealed
improper contacts between Executive Branch agencies and the white
House. The major recent exception where a prosecutor was undercut
by Congress involved excessive zeal to embarrass Presidents Reagan
and Bush that caused a committee to offer immunity to certain
witnesses in the Iran Contra probe. But the more general proposition
is that constraining a Congressional inquiry has the effect of
reducing knowledge, thus reducing prosecutorial discretion.

Mr. Speaker, in a country in which process is our most important
product, it is the belief of this Member that the precedents
established in this investigation are more important than the
investigation itself. Nevertheless, I come to the floor this
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afternoon to present to the attention of the House and the American
people some findings, with supporting documentation, the Minority
has uncovered in its ongoing investigation of the whitewater/Madison
affair.

Accordingly, I would like to review in both a perspective and
information dispensing sense the Madison/Whitewater issue and divide
the remainder of my discussion in two categories: what happened and
how the Administration has responded.

On the landscape of political scandals Whitewater may be a bump, but
it speaks mountains about me-generation public ethics as well as
single party control of certain states and the U.S. Congress.

In a nutshell, Whitewater is about the arrogance of power -
Machiavellian machinations of single—party government. It all began
in the late 1970s when a budding s&L owner named James McDougal
formed a S0-50 real estate venture with a young politician, the then
Attorney General of Arkansas Bill Clinton. In this venture called
Whitewater, the S&L owner and S&L affiliated entities provided
virtually all, perhaps all, the money; the governor-in-the-making
provided his name.

Over the years, the company received infusions of cash from the S&L
as well as from a small business investment corporation which
diverted, allegedly at the Governor's request, federally-guaranteed
funds from a program designed for socially and economically
disadvantaged people to the Governor's partners and thence, in part,
to Whitewater.

Some of these funds were used to pay off personal and campaign
liabilities of the Governor: some to purchase a tract of land from a
company to which the state had just given a significant tax break.
Whitewater records have apparently been largely lost. A review of
the numerous land transactions, however, raises questions of what
happened to the money that came into the company and a review of the
President's tax records raises questions about tax deductions that
were taken and income that may not have been declared.

Under the governorship of Bill Clinton, Jim McDougal was named a
Gubernatorial aide to serve principally as liaison to the Economic
Development, Commerce, and Highway and Transportation Departments:
the first lady of Arkansas was hired to represent the $&L before
state regulators; the president of the S&L was placed on the state
S&L commission: an attorney who represented the SGL was named the
state S&L regulator: the S&L received rent from state agencies:
Whitewater had roads constructed using a state agency program and
state funds: and the S&L was allowed to operate, despite being
insolvent for an extended period, providing millions in loans and
investment dollars to insiders and the Arkansas political
establishment.

89-184 95 -12
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Under the governorship of Bill Clinton, the S&L was allowed to grow
25-fold until federal regulators forced its closing, at which time
taxpayers picked up the tab for losses that amounted to
approximately 50 percent of the institution's deposit base.

Under the Governorship of Bill Clinton, the total number of state
chartered savings associations declined dramatically. Over the
period December 1979 to December 1992, the number of stock state
chartered thrifts in Arkansas declined from thirty-three, with
assets of $961,002,000 to three, with assets of $146,072,000.
Viewed another way, the amount of assets available to support home
mortgage lending for the people of Arkansas declined.

The story of Whitewater is thus part and parcel the story of the
greatest domestic policy mistake of the century -— the quarter
trillion dollar S&L debacle. It is the story of a company which in
one sense was a simple real estate development venture, but in
another was a vehicle used to spirit federally insured deposits from
an S&L and compromise a significant political figure.

In the largest series of bank robberies in history, which
precipitated an industry bailout larger than the taxpayers provided
Lockheed, Chrysler and New York City times a factor of ten, it is
fair to ask: "What happened? Who is responsible?"

An answer to these inquiries requires an understanding that those
accountable are not only a few negligent and corrupt S&L owners, but
attorneys, accountants, state and federal legislators, regulators
and assorted public officials. As wide-ranging as the
responsibility is, however, it is a mistake to be so glassy—eyed as
not to seek lessons for the future through a demand for individual
accountability for breaches of law and ethics in the past.

Macro-economics aside, public responsibility for the S&L debacle is
of a tripod nature, involving: 1) the conflict—ridden role of
Congress in passing loose laws: 2) the ideological mistake of the
Reagan Administration in urging deregulation in an industry which
requires responsible standards: and 3) the culpability of a small
number of state governments, such as in California, Texas, Louisiana
and Arkansas, which failed to rein in high flying state—chartered,
state regulated institutions, which because of the federal nature of
deposit insurance, precipitated a massive transfer of wealth from
states with responsible governments to those without.

In Arkansas it is impressive how the federal government was
obligated to close more than 80 percent of state—chartered s&Ls in
the 1980s and how large taxpayer losses were in relation to the
state's S&L deposit base. The failure of the Clinton Administration
in Little Rock to fulfill its responsibility to police state
financial institutions had the effect of increasing tax burdens on
citizens of Arkansas as well as other states. ""
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While taxpayers at the national level were forced to pick up the tab
for the mistakes of politicians in whose elections they could not
vote, citizens in states like Arkansas were doubly shortchanged.
Not only did they have to share in eventual bail out costs, but when
their home based financial institutions frittered away the hard
earned deposit savings of their state to insiders, fewer resources
were made available to potential home owners and minority
entrepreneurs.

What the Keating-S scandal was all about was the attempt of an S&L
owner to compromise through political contributions significant
political players, in this case five senators, to influence
regulators to keep an insolvent, corruptly-run, institution from
being closed. What makes Governor Clinton's involvement with a
company which helped breach the vaults of an Arkansas S&L
philosophically at least equal to, but in reality more troubling
than the Keating model is that not only did the institution's
management organize conflict-ridden fund raising endeavors for the
key politician in the state, but through Whitewater it put the
Governor in a compromising personal finance position as well.

What is extraordinary is the hypocrisy of the circumstance. The
following 1991 announcement statement of Governor Clinton speaks for
itself:
"For twelve years of this Reagan—Bush era, the Republicans have
let SGL crooks and self-serving CEO's try to build an economy
out of paper and perks instead of people and products. They
stack the deck in favor of their friends at the top and tell
everybody else to wait for whatever trickles down."

Despite the rhetoric it is remarkable how time after time in the
1980s, alleged defenders of the little guy in American politics
found themselves advancing the interests of a small number of owners
of financial institutions which were run as private piggy banks for
insiders. The intertwining of greed and ambition turned democratic
values upside down.

In our kind of democracy ends simply don't justify means. Just as a
conservative, who may despise government, has no ethical right not
to pay taxes, a liberal has no ethical basis to put the public's
money in his own or his campaign's pocket just because he may have
the arrogance to believe he is advancing a political creed that is
in the public's interest.

Why does all this matter?
Here, it would perhaps be appropriate to paraphrase the great
Illinois Senator, Ev Dirksen: a few thousand here and a few
thousand there and pretty soon it adds up to a real scandal. Put
another way, an ethical lapse here and an ethical lapse there and
pretty soon it adds up to a character-deficit.
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I have never known anyone in public life better able to put
embarrassing episodes behind him than Bill Clinton. Accordingly, I
couldn't have been more surprised by the discombobulation of the
Administration at the minority's restrained request last November
for hearings and full disclosure.
As in most serious public scandals, cover-ups can prove as troubling
as acts at their source.

Much press attention has centered in recent weeks on the revelations
of improper contact between employees of independent federal
agencies and the White House. The question of whether a "heads up"
was appropriate is of significance. More so, is whether the line
between a "heads up" and "cover-up" was crossed.

By background, for several years a group of criminal investigators
for the RTC in Kansas City reviewed the failure of Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan in Little Rock and came to the conclusion criminal
referrals were appropriate. In the last week of September 1993,
they sent copies of their referrals to Washington. Within a few
days of receipt of the referrals from the Kansas City office, RTC
Washington officials visited the White House. Within a few weeks,
in an unprecedented change of procedure, Washington demanded to
review all Madison referrals. Within a few months, a senior Kansas
City criminal investigator was removed from the case. Within a few
more months, officials from RTC Washington visited Kansas City to
pass on the determined message that senior RTC officials in
Washington wanted it understood that they wished to claim Whitewater
was not responsible for any losses at Madison.

Courageously, Kansas City-investigators refused to allow Washington
RTC objections to change the content of the referrals they sent in
the second week of October 1993 to the Justice Department.

Courageously, Kansas City investigators refused to back the
Washington position that Madison's losses were unrelated to
Whitewater and pointed out to their superiors that in one intensely
reviewed six month period alone approximately $70,000 was
transferred from Madison and Madison affiliated companies to
Whitewater.

Courageously, Kansas City investigators have sought whistleblower
protection rather than comply with the Washington RTC gag order that
no one from Kansas City could speak with Special Counsel Fiske
without clearance through and accompaniment of Washington RTC
officials.

The briefing of the White House by high ranking Department of
Treasury and RTC employees must be understood in the context of the
development and transmittal to the Justice Department of these
referrals and in the context of the possibility,Kansas City was in
the process of developing further referrals.

'
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There are many elements of the Whitewater affair that are a bit
esoteric. But the revelations that U. S. government offieials
briefed key White House aides on potential legal actions which
independent regulatory agencies might be obligated to take
implicating but not charging the President and First Lady subvert
one of the fundamental premises of American democracy -- that this
is a country of laws and not men.

In America no individual, whatever his or her rank, is privileged in
the eyes of the law. No public official has the right to influence
possible legal actions against him or herself. For this reason
agencies of the government as well as the White House have precise
rules that govern their employees.

The following standards (31 CFR §0.735-30) apply to the Department
of Treasury:

"An employee should avoid any action ... which might result in,
or create the appearance of ...
(2) Giving preferential treatment to any person; ...
(4) Losing complete independence or impartiality;
(5) Making a Government decision outside official channels;
or
(6) Affecting adversely the confidence of the public in the
integrity of the Government."

Similarly, the following standards contained in 12 CFR § 1605.7
apply to RTC employees:

"No employees shall engage in any action, which might result
in, or create the appearance of ...

(b) giving preferential treatment to any person: ...
(d) losing complete independence or impartiality:
(e) making an RTC decision outside official channels; or,
(f) adversely affecting the public's confidence in the
integrity of the RTC."

Likewise, the following standards apply to the White House (3 CFR
§100.735-4):

"In all circumstances employees shall conduct themselves so as
to exemplify the highest standards of integrity. An employee
shall avoid any action, whether or not specifically prohibited
by this subpart, which might result in, or create the
appearance of:

(1) Using public office for private gain;
(2) Giving preferential treatment to any person; .
(4) Losing complete independence or impartiality:"‘
(5) Making a Government decision outside official
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channels; or
(6) Affecting adversely the confidence of the public in
the integrity of the Government."

Perhaps laws have not been broken, but seldom have the public and
private ethics of professionals in the White House and Executive
Departments and branch agencies been so thoroughly devalued.

The point of all this is that there is a disjunction in this
Administration between public policy and private ethics. Americans
abhor privilege; hypocrisy gnaws at the American soul; it leaves a
dispiriting residue of resentment.

what is also extraordinary is the absence of simple truth.

Administration Claim: whitewater caused no losses to Madison.
Fact: As reflected in the minority—developed

charts and evidenced by supporting
documentation, Madison and affiliated
companies transferred significant resources
to Whitewater. In addition to being a
modest sized real estate company, with a
cash flow derived from land sales,
Whitewater appears to be one of a dozen so
companies with direct or indirect access to
Madison and its taxpayer guaranteed
deposits.

Administration claim: The Clintons lost money in Whitewater.
Fact: To have lost money in Whitewater implies

that the Clintons invested sums which were
unrecovered. Their Whitewater partner,
James McDougal, claims'at most the Clintons
over the years put in $13,500 in
Whitewater. The Minority has provided
evidence that one land transaction alone
returned more than this amount to the
Clintons and published reports indicate tax
deductions of some value were taken. The
Lyons report, as well as a review of land
sales, indicates substantial sums were
taken out of Whitewater over the years. It
is not clear how disbursements were
arranged. what is clear is that infusions
of capital from land sales, from Madison
affiliated entities and possibly from
others appear to have covered loans the
company and the Clintons took out. The
company may have had a negative value when
the Clintons sold their half interest in
1992, but that neither means the Clintons
themselves lost money, nor that questions
ought not be asked about how direct or
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Administration claim:

Pact:

Administration claim:

Pact:

Pact:

FGOK 2

Pact:

Pact:

contingent liabilities may have been
disposed of as late as 1992.
The President and his staff would fully
cooperate with Congress.
The Executive branch is actively working to
prevent full disclosure of documents and
committee access to witnesses.
It has done nothing wrong in relation to
the RTC investigation into the failure of
Madison and is fully cooperating with
Special Counsel Fiske's probe.
Officials of an independent regulatory
agency (the RTC) immediately notified the
White House of the probe of Madison by its
Kansas City office and attempted to put in
place procedural techniques to undercut the
traditional independence of its regional
offices.
In January, 1994 RTC Washington met with
Kansas City staff. After the meeting the
Kansas City office filed a formal complaint
with Washington RTC.
On February 2, 1994, the day Roger Altman
briefed the White House on Madison
Guaranty, RTC Senior Attorney, April
Breslaw visited the Kansas City office and
said that Washington would like to say that
Whitewater caused no losses to Madison.
Kansas City employees protested that this
was not the case.
On September 29, 1993, before the new
criminal referrals were sent to the Justice
Department, Treasury General Counsel Jean
Hanson briefed White House Counsel on them.
Nine days after the meeting, the referrals
were sent to the Justice Department. On
October 14, Jean Hanson with Secretary
Bentsen's Press Secretary and Chief of
Staff met with Presidential Advisors
ostensibly to discuss press inquiries
related to Madison Guaranty.
On February 2, right after the appointment
of Special Counsel Robert Fiske, Roger
Altman gave the White House a "heads up"
briefing on Madison. At the Senate
Oversight Board hearing, Roger Altman
revealed his February 2 meeting, but no
others. Several days later, the September
and October White House briefings were
revealed. On March 9, the Washipgton E95;
reported that there were numerous other
contacts between the Treasury and the white
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House on Madison. After subpoenas are
issued it is revealed that there are over
3,500 pages of documentation surrounding
these contacts which the White House terms
as inconsequential.

Fact: After the appointment of Special Counsel
Fiske, Washington RTC officials imposed
censorship guidelines on Kansas City RTC
employees. No discussion with Fiske could
be made without going through Washington.
No meetings between Kansas City office and
Fiske could take place without
accompaniment of Washington officials. No
materials could be forwarded without going
through Washington. All information
concerning attorney-client privilege was to
be redacted, with Washington RTC
determining the scope.

Administration Claim: No fundraising improprieties occurred.
Pact: On April 4, 1985, Jim McDougal hosted a

fundraiser for Governor Clinton. The
Clinton's repeatedly asked McDougal to host
the fundraiser to pay off the $50,000
personal loan that Clinton had taken out in
the final weeks of his 1984 campaign. The
question at issue is whether some of the
money appears to have been diverted from
Madison Guaranty, which would then, with
the failure of Madison, imply deferred
federal financing of a gubernatorial
'election. For example, one cashier's check
for $3,000 was made in the name of Charles
Peacook III, then a 24-year-old college
student who disclaims any knowledge of
having made a contribution. Mr. Peacock's
father was a major Madison borrower and
served at one time on Madison's board.
Other checks that the RTC is reviewing
include a $3,000 check from the late Dean
Landrum, an employee of Charles Peacock,
and one from Susan McDougal. In the former
Governor's defense, candidates are not
always in a position to verify their
campaign contributions.

Mr. Speaker, the President's former partner, Jim McDougal in a
number of occasions has contested the assertion that no resources
were taken from Madison Guaranty and its related entities and given
to Whitewater. In an AP story on February 4, 1994 and on the David
Brinkley Show on March 13, 1994 he specifically raised concerns that
Madison Marketing was not owned by Madison Guaranty, but was instead
a sole proprietorship owned by his former wife. He has cited
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documents filed with the Arkansas Secretary of State's office to
buttress his claim.

Mr. McDougal apparently believes there are subtleties about the
nature of Madison Marketing that need clarification. Mr. McDougal
gives great credence to the circumstance that at some point Madison
Marketing may have been operating as an intended proprietorship of
his wife, but, whether this is true, this appears to be a
distinction without a difference, form over substance. The
overwhelming perspective as contained in the 1986 Federal Home Loan
Bank Board Report of Examination is that all Madison Marketing
resources were derived from Madison Guaranty or its subsidiaries.
Any money transferred to Whitewater from Madison Marketing would
thus have had as its source the S&L. The 1986 FHLBB exam, upon
which the earlier staff memo on this subject was based, states:

"A. Qpjectionable Conflicts of Interest

Conflicts of interest involving James McDougal, Susan McDougal,
and William Henley have been detrimental to the safety and
soundness of the Institution. These individuals are in control
of the Institution (Madison Guaranty) through their stock
ownership. James McDougal owns 63.5% of the outstanding
Madison shares. His wife, Susan McDougal, owns 12.6%, and her
brother, William Henley owns 8.5%. In addition to his
ownership control, Mr. McDougal, as President of the
Institution's subsidiary (Madison Financial), has complete
control of the land development projects discussed in comment

B. This control enabled Mr. McDougal to structure the
development and financing of the projects so that substantial
cash payments could be diverted to himself, Susan McDougal,
William Henley and others. These payments have directly
benefited these individuals, but Madison Guaranty has received
little or nothing in return. Though they have been structured
to avoid specific Insurance Regulations, these payments are
contrary to the general policy of the FHLBB concerning
conflicts of interest as stated in Insurance Regulation 571.9
and FHLBB Memorandum R-19a.

Many of these payments have been funneled through business
entities which are owned or controlled by the McDougals,
employees, relatives of employees, or close friends of the
Mcbougals and Henley. . . .

2- Madhsuuhansmdns

Madison Marketing is paid for doing all the general advertising
for Madison Guaranty and most of the advertising for Madison
Financial's land development projects. All of Madison
Marketing's business is derived from Madison Guaranty or its
subsidiaries. Since 1983 these payments total $1,532,000. . .
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Given the evidence of Madison Marketing's invoices, it is
questionable how much of these advertising services are
actually performed by the firm. The actual work of
advertising, such as the design and production of commercials
and providing air time or newspaper space, appears to be
performed by others. Madison Marketing apparently just pays
the bills of other providers and adds a 15% fee of its own.
Examiners estimated this fee to be approximately $200,000 since
1983. It would appear that Madison Guaranty could have an
employee perform similar work for much less money.

Mr. Latham stated that Madison Marketing made no payments to
any stockholders. This statement is false. As a part of a
test for such payments, the examiners discovered two
remittances from Madison Marketing to Susan McDougal which
total $50,000. This was a test, and there may be additional
payments."

Mr. McDougal apparently believes Madison Marketing should be
understood simply as a sole proprietorship of his wife with no ties
to the S&L. This view is in discordance with that of the United
States Government, as indicated by the FHLBB report cited above; it
is also in discordance with a contemporaneous view of the legal
situation as defined and described by Mr. McDougal in a July 1, 1986
memorandum from him to Madison Guaranty's President, Mr. John
Latham. In this memorandum, which is a copy of an original Madison
document in the possession of the RTC and the minority of the House
Banking Committee, Mr. McDougal asserts:

In late January, 1985, Mrs. McDougal permitted Madison
Marketing to become a subsidiary of Madison Financial
Corporation.

In addition, Mr. Jeff Gerth of The flew York Times has reported on
March 8, 1992, an earlier instance in which Madison Marketing
transferred resources to Whitewater. Mr. Gerth reported:

Whitewater's check ledger shows that Whitewater's account at
Madison was overdrawn in 1984, when the corporation was making
payments on the Clinton's loan. Money was deposited to make up
the shortage from Madison Marketing, an affiliate of the
savings and loan that derived its revenues from the
institution, records also show.

In addition, David Hale and his attorney Randy Coleman have asserted
in recent days that it was proceeds of an $825,000 Madison loan that
was used to leverage SBA funds and to make the $300,000 loan to
Susan McDougal, of which $110,000 was deposited to Whitewater.

This evidentiary material coupled with the April 17, 1985 Minutes of
Madison Financia1's board authorizing a transfer of $30,000 from
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Madison Financial to Whitewater, the memo of L. Jean Lewis of the
Kansas City RTC office showing over a six month period reviewed that
approximately $70,000 was transferred from Madison or affiliated
entities to Whitewater, plus other more confidential RTC material in
our possession indicates there is every credible reason to believe
that Madison Guaranty through affiliated entities did transfer money
to Whitewater.

Furthermore, records filed with the Arkansas Secretary of state's
office show that Mr. McDougal, as president of Madison Financial
Corporation (a subsidiary of Madison Guaranty) on July 26, 1986
filed an application for registration of fictitious name. The
application was for Madison Financial to do business as "Madison
Marketing." This document does not represent incorporation papers.
This application appears to be in response to the 1986 Federal Home
Loan Bank exam which noted that with regard to Madison Marketing and
Madison Real Estate, Madison Financial had "not registered as a
'd/b/a‘ in the County records."

The effect of this statement with its supporting documentation is to
evidence that:

l) Whitewater may have begun as a legitimate real estate
venture but it came to be used to skim, directly or indirectly,
federally insured deposits from an s&L and a Small Business
Investment Corporation. when each failed, the U.S. taxpayer became
obligated to pick up the tab:

2) The family of the former Governor of Arkansas received value
from Whitewater in excess of resources invested;

3) Taxpayer guaranteed funds were in all likelihood used to
benefit the campaign of a former governor;

4) The independence of the U.S. Government's regulatory system
has been flagrantly violated in an effort to protect a single
American citizen;

5) Congress and the Executive are employing closed society
techniques to resist full disclosure of an embarrassing
circumstance, with unfortunate precedent setting ramifications.

Last month a BBC reporter asked me if we Americans weren't making
too much of this scandal. He raised a fair question. Compared with
petty potentates around the world, who routinely walk off with
millions and in some cases billions, conflicts of interest in
American politics are of petty variety. In this case, however, we
have a situation where a multi—thousand dollar conflict of interest
led to a multi-million dollar hit on the taxpayer. That is the
meaning to the failure of Madison Guaranty. That is also the
meaning of the Small Business Investment Corporation called Capitol.

It is simply not appropriate to shrug it off and say that this is
the way things are done in small states. They aren't in Nebraska,
South Dakota, or Iowa. It is simply not appropriate to say it isn't
a federal issue. It is. The U.S. taxpayer has lost millions: home
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owners in Arkansas have lost institutions that were established to
serve their needs; minorities throughout the country cannot lightly
shrug off yet another instance in which a program designed to give
them a crack at the American dream was redirected to serve the
investment ego a state political establishment.

It is suggested by the Majority that we have better things to do
around here. There again is some truth to this. The minority also
wants to get on with the business of health care, welfare reform,
crime legislation. Indeed, we pledge to be constructive and are not
blocking any Congressional consideration of these issues. But, in a
larger sense, it should be understood that these "we have better
things to do" laments suggest that ethics, governmental integrity,
and the possible misuse of the public's money should be secondary
considerations -- something to worry about only when we have time.
In a democratic system, built and maintained on the confidence of
the people, placing such considerations last on the list of
priorities is a highly dubious game. Nothing works over the long
haul if the public loses confidence in its governmental institutions
and the people who operate those institutions. The task of keeping
the people's confidence may not be pretty or pleasant, but it is a
first priority in our system -- not a last priority as all too many
are suggesting today.

Whitewater is less about the issues of the day than it is the ethics
of our time. It is a central issue not because it is big, but
precisely because it is small.
The way we in America keep our scandals from becoming too big is by
holding people accountable when the amounts of money at issue are
relatively small. It is the principles at issue, not the dollar
amounts that matter. '

In conclusion, let me stress that the most difficult issue to deal
with is the question of proportionality. when the Minority made its
restrained request for hearings last November I suggested that while
there was fire with the smoke, whitewater appeared to be more a camp
than forest fire. I now believe the fire has spread to the grass
and is heading to the trees but that it is still not too late to put
it out with full disclosure and full accountability. In this
regard, I suggested in a December gg§niggtgn_£g§t editorial that
when breaches of law or public ethics occur, options often exist as
to whether civil or criminal remedies are appropriate. I
presumptuously concluded then and maintain now that there is no
reason not to proceed with civil accountability in a civil way. The
last thing this country needs is a year long trial or travail for
the President of the United States. It would divide the country and
be unfair to the public as well as the President.

Accordingly, I have pledged to the President's Counsel as well as to
the Special Counsel that I will do my best to put the issue behind
once disclosure is provided. Accountability is in order: a
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Constitutional crisis is not. The Presidency should neither be
jeopardized nor debilitated. Rather than high crimes and
misdemeanors, the issue today relates to high improprieties and
breaches of the public trust.

- -
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Funds Transferred from Madison Related Entities :o
the whitewater Development Corporation

b. Other Documents

i

t

i

April 17, 1985 Board of Directors Meeting Minutes

July l, 1986 Memorandum from Jim McDougal to John
Latham concerning status of Madison Marketing

February 3, 1994 letter from Congressman Leach ::
Roger Altman with attached staff memorandum on
links between Madison and whitewater
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Mr. Andrew C. Hove
Acting Director
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
550 17th street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20429

Dear Mr. Hove:

I am writing in reference to the House Banking Committee Minority
investigation of the failure of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
(Madison). As you know, Madison was taken over by federal
regulators in March of 1989 and resolved by the Resolution Trust
Corporation (RTC) in November, 1990.

To assist in this investigation, I request that the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC) provide access to all documents
related to Madison and its subsidiaries. Such documents would
include, but not be limited to, administrative files, examination
reports, interoffice memorandum, notes and minutes of meetings
(including telephonic meetings), correspondence, electronic mail,
and agreements the FDIC entered into with private sector firms to
perform legal and other services related to Madison. In addition
to documents in possession at FDIC—Hashington, I request access to
all documents related to Madison held at FDIC field offices.
Furthermore, please provide the names and titles of all FDIC
employees involved with the examination and supervision of Madison.

Please have your staff contact Mike McGarry at 202-225-2258 to
discuss arrangements to review the aforementioned documents as soon
as possible.

I appreciate your assistance and look forward to your cooperation.
Sincerely,

pg
\\~Q...»L

J’ame§~i\. Leach
Ranking Member
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Mr. Joe Madden
Commissioner
Arkansas Securities Department
Heritage West Building
Suite 300
201 East Markham
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Dear Mr. Madden:

I am writing in reference to the House Banking Committee Minority
investigation of the failure of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
(Madison). As you know, Madison was taken over by federal
regulators in March of 1989 and resolved by the Resolution Trust
Corporation (RTC) in November, 1990.

To assist in this investigation, I request that the Arkansas
Securities Department provide access to all documents related to
Madison and its subsidiaries. Such documents would include, but
not be limited to administrative files, examination reports,
interoffice memorandum, notes and minutes of meetings (including
telephonic meetings), correspondence. electronic mail, and
supervisory actions. Furthermore, please provide the names and
titles of all State Securities Department employees involved with
the examination and supervision of Madison.

Please have your staff contact Mike McGarry at 202-225-2258 to
discuss arrangements to review these documents as soon as possible.

I appreciate your assistance and look forward to your cooperation.

Sincerel'

Y

Jame A. Leach
Ranking Member
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Mr. Erskine Bowles
Administrator _

Small Business Administration
409 Third Street, SH
7th Floor
Washington, DC 20416

Dear Mr. Bowles:

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

commrrz: owBANKING.rmmcs mo uasm mmas

ONEHUNDREDTHIRDCONGRESS

Z129RAYBURNHOUSEOFHCEBUILDING
WASHINGTON.DC20515-6050

December 9, 1993
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I am writing in reference to the House Banking Committee Minority
investigation of the failure of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
(Madison). As you know, Madison was taken over by federal
regulators in March of 1989 and resolved by the Resolution Trust
Corporation (RTC) in November, 1990.

To assist in this investigation, I request that the Small Business
Administration (SBA) provide access to all documents related to
Madison and its subsidiaries, the Whitewater Development
Corporation, and Capital Management Services, Inc. Such documents
would include, but not be limited to, administrative files,
interoffice memorandum, notes and minutes and meetings (including
telephonic meetings), correspondence, electronic mail, and loan
applications and approvals. Furthermore, please provide the names
and titles of all SBA employees involved with these entities.

Please have your staff contact Mike McGarry at 202-225-2258 to
discuss arrangements to review these documents as soon as possible.

I appreciate your assistance and look forward to your cooperation.

Sincerely

James . Leach
Ranking Member
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Mr. Jonathan Fiechter
Acting Director
Office of Thrift Supervision
1700 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20552

Dear Mr. Fiechter:

I am writing in reference to the House Banking committee Minority
investigation of the failure of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
(Madison). As you know, Madison was taken over by federal
regulators in March of 1989 and resolved by the Resolution Trust
Corporation (RTC) in November, 1990.

To assist in this investigation, I request that the Office of
Thrift Supervision (OTS) provide access to all documents related
to Madison and its subsidiaries. such documents would include, but
not be limited to, administrative files, examination reports,
interoffice memorandum, notes and minutes of meetings (including
telephonic meetings), correspondence, and electronic mail. In
addition to documents in possession at OTS-Washington, I request
access to all documents related to Madison held at OTS field
offices.

Furthermore. please provide the names and titles of all CTS
employees involved with the examination and supervision of Madison
as well as those who were assigned to work with the RTC when the
institution was closed in 1989.

Please have your staff contact Mike McGarry at 202-225-2258 2:
discuss arrangements to review the aforementioned documents as soon
as possible.

I appreciate your assistance and look forward to your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Jam A. Leach
Ranking Member
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The Honorable Roger C. Altman
Interim Chief Executive Officer
Resolution Trust Corporation
15th and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20220

Dear Mr. Altman:

I am writing in reference to the House Banking Committee Minority
investigation of the failure of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
(Madison). _ As you

know, Madison was taken over by federal
regulators in March of 1989 and resolved by the Resolution Trust
Corporation (RTC) in November, 1990.

To assist in this investigation, I request that the RTC provide
access to all documents related to Madison and its subsidiaries.
Such documents would include, but not be limited to, administrative
files, examination reports, interoffice memorandum, notes and
minutes of meetings (including telephonic meetings),
correspondence, electronic mail, and agreements the RTC entered
into with private sector contractors during the resolution of
Madison. In addition to documents in possession at RTC-Washington

I request access to all documents related to Madison held at aré
field offices. Furthermore. please provide the names and titles
of all RTC employees involved with the disposition of Madison.

Please have your staff contact Mike Mccarry at 202-225-2255 1;
discuss arrangements to review the aforementioned documents as soon
as possible.

I appreciate your assistance and look forward to your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Jame§A. Leach
Ranking Member
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Mr. Jonathan F iechtrr
Acting Director
Office of Tlirifi Supervision
1700 G Street.N.W.

Wuhihzwn. D.C. 20552

Dear Mr. Fieehter:

I amwriting in referenceto theHouseBankingCommittee’:stattnonlymandated.sani
ennualRTC OversightHearingswhicharescheduledfor theendof Mai-eh. As you lmnw.

a major areaof oversightat thesebearing:will bethe failureand resolutionof Madiscn
GtmantySuvingaandLoan.LittleRoek.Atkansas. Madiaonwaataltedovcbytbdenl
regulator: in March of i989 andreaolved b

y

theResolutionTrim Corporation(RTC) in
November,1990.

An rankingMemberofthe HouseBankingCurnrninee.I requestthatthe OTS providethe
Committeewith aeceuto all docttmehtsrelatedtomadisonendits subsidiaries Mernben
ofthe Committeewill neednew tothls matenaltopreparefor theupcomingbearing;and
to perform their ongoing overatghtresponsibilities. (As l am aura you are aware.
docuunenuprovidedtotheRah.kin3MemberanavailahletotheCommlttaauawhole
underdieCommlnurtdu)11iedocumenurequeaedwmddindude.hnmtbelimitad
to, admininedve files. examinationreporu, interoffioememorandum.notesandminutes
of meetings (ihcludiu telephonic maadngn).canupondeaee, electronic mail. and
agreement:theRTC enteredinto with privatesectorcohtncton during the resolutionof
Madiaolt lnndrlitionto docuraenuinpossez:ionuOTS~Wuhln¢ton.Ireqtteetaceeaatn
all document:relatedtn Madiaaoheld atOTS field offices. Furthermore.pleaaaprovide
thenamesanddtlu of all OTS empioyeeainvolvedwith thestmdvia-ionof Madiacn.

Plea: haveyour staffcontaetJoe Seidalat(202)726-3241or Mike M06017 at(202)225
2258to discus:arrangement:to reviewtheaimernentiouaddocument:assoonanpoaaibla.
Aayouaxe l\vII'¢.lhave previomlyrequestedaeecatntheaedoetimenufaruselh
performingother Committeefunctlona. My final lmar concerningthanrequest.was
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Mr. Fiechte:
PageTwo
Much I. 1994

forwardedyesterday,March 7. 1994. If theagencydecide:to complywith thatrequat
we will. of course.couidcx this rcqueumulled as well

l appreciateyou: assistanceandlook forwardto your cooperation.

Sincerely

RankingMflnbfl

JAL:jl:

cc: HenryB. Gonzalez
Cluimm
Committeeon Banking, Finance
andUrbanAffain

24l3 RayburnHome Office Building
waning-.on.DC 20515
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John E. Ryan

-t

DeputyChief ExecutiveOfiioer
Resolution Trust Corporation
801 - 17thStreet.N.\V.
Washington.D.C. 20434

Dear

1 amwriting in referensato the l-louseBankingCon-urirttee’sstatutorilymandated.aetni-annual
RTC OvernightHearingswhicharescheduledfor theendof March. As youknow, a majorarea
of oversightatthesehearingswill be thefailureandresolutionof MadisonGuarantySavingsand
Loan. Little Rock. Arkansas. Madisonwaatakenover by federalregulators in Marenof I989
andresolvedby theReaolutionTniat Corporation(RTC) in November. 1990.

Al ranking Member of the House Banking Committee, I requestthat the RTC provide the
Committeewith accessto all documentsrelatedto madiaonandits subsidiaries.Member-eof the
Committeewfllneedaooeuwthiamuuialwprrpanfordieupcmninghearingsandwperfonn
theirongoingoversightresponsibilitiea(As 1 amsureyouareaware.docurnenuprovidedto the
RankingManner an: availableto theCommitteeaa a wholeundertheCommitteerules.) 7.:
doetarnenurequestedwould include, but not be limited tn. adaninistrativafilaa. examination
reports,inusoffleememorandum.noteaandtninuaeaof meetings(includingtelephonicmeetings),
em-reapondenee.electronicrnaii. and agreementsthe RTC enteredinto with private sector
connmctoraduring theresolutionor‘Madiaon. in additionto dootnnentain possessionat RT C

Waahingion. i requestaeeas to all documentsrelatedto Madiaonheld at RTC field offices.
Furthermore.please providethe nameaand titles of all RTC employee!involved with tne
dispositionof Madison.

Pleasehaveyour staffcontactJoe Seidelat (202)226-3241or Mike Meflarry at (202)225-2258
to diseuaaarrangementsto review theaforernentioneddocurnentaaasoonaapoaalble.As you
an aware. l have previouslyrequestedatoms to thesedoeuznentafor use in perforrningother
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Mt. Ryan
PageTwo
March 8. 1994

Comnune: function. My final lener tonne-um;thatrequestwu forwardedyesterday,March
7, 1994. If we Agencydecide: us complyWllh um requcst.we ‘Mil. of come. conude ms
requu: misfled u wall.

I Appreciateyou assistanceand look forwardto your cooperation

Sincerely,

E v~A
I . Leach

Member

Chain-nan
Colnmiha on Banking Finance
andUrbanAffairs
2413RayburnHome Office Building

Wuhlnmon. DC Z0515 .

lAL:jls

cc: Henry B. Gonzalez
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Mr. Jonathan Fiechter
Acting Director
Office of Thrift Supervision
1700 G Street, NI
Washington, D.C. 20552

Dear Mr. Fiechter:

You have recently received letters from Congressman Jim Leach
requesting access to all documents you possess concerning Madison
Guaranty savings and Loan and its subsidiaries. The March 8, 1994
letter states thet, ‘Members of the committee will need access to
this materiel to prepare for the upcoming [RTC oversight] hearings
and to perform their ongoing oversight responsibilities."

This letter is to inform you that the Banking Comsitte is not
conducting an investigation of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
or related matters at this time. Mr. Leach's requests do not
constitute a Rule X or Rule XI investigation under the House Rules.
A hearing does not provide the basis for a member of Congress to
obtain documents to which he or she is not otherwise entitled. I
will request any information needed by the Committee in order to
prepare tor any Thrift Depositor Protection Board Oversight
hearings pursuant to section 21A(k)(6) of the FHLB Act and will
make it available to members of the Committee, as appropriate.

I trust that you will give Congressman Leech‘: requests the
consideration they merit and extend to him the same courtesies you
would extend to any member of Congress.

S7

ely,

Chairman
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John I. Ryan

I$'\VlIQllflwl U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMUTE!ONBANKING,FINANCEANDuaam Anna;

out uuuostbTHIIOcouclla:

2 us savsulmnous! omcz BUILDING
WASHINGTON.OC20510-I000

March 10, 1994

Deputy Chief Executive officer
Resolution Trust corporation
801 17th street, NW
Washington. D-¢- 1°43‘

Dear Kr. Ryan:

ass5??“Q“Rvebu"oer-anuuqpe-|
MI‘: A AIQQBQU1IQ\e‘Gill IMQlflllfilIfl!_5L1tunhlueeaIsmail

HIM

$
5
5
5
3
":

E§§§g§:E18
1
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I9‘ I1-eh!

You have recently received letters from Congressman Jim Leach
requesting sooese to all documents you possess concerning Madison
cuarenty Savings and been and its subsidiaries. The March a, 1994
letter states that, "Members or the committee will need access to
this materiel to prepare tor the upcoming [RTC oversi ht] hearings
and to perform their ongoing oversight responsibilitges."

This letter ls to lnrors you that the Banking committee is not
conducting an investigation of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
or related matters at this time. Mr. Leach‘: requests do not
constitute a Rule X or Rule XI investigation under the House Rules.

A nearing does not provide the basis for a member of Congress to
obtain documents to which he or she is not otherwise entitled. z

will request any information needed by the Committee in order to
prepare tor any Thrift Depositor Protection Board Oversight
hearings pursuant to section 2lA(k)(6) or the PHL8 Act and will
make it available to members of the committee, ee appropriate.

I trust that you will qive Congressman Leach‘: requests the
consideration they merit and extend to him the eame courtesies you
would extend to any member of congress.

liécerely, 4 Z

3. onaale
Chairman
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March 14, 1994
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Mr. Andrew C. Hove Jr.
Acting Chairman
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Member, Thrift Depositor Protection Oversight Board
550 Seventeenth Street, u.w.
Washington, D.C. 20429

Dear Mr. Hove:

You have previously been invited by letter dated March 3, 1994
to appear before the Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban
Affairs for the purpose of the semiannual appearance of the Thrift
Depositor Protection Oversight Board. I expect that Republican
members of the Committee may use the opportunity of the Oversight
Board hearing to pursue extraneous matters, including Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan. Any questions regarding Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loans, matters that are the subject of pending
investigations by Special Counsel Fiske or other law enforcement
authorities, or other extraneous matters not specifically set forth
in section 21A(k)(6) of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act or the March
3, 1994 invitation letter will not be considered pertinent at the
hearing and need not be answered by you.

I was the primary sponsor of the provision to require the
Oversight Board to appear on a semiannual basis so that the
Committee could oversee its activities. The recent appropriation
of funds to the RTC, the management reforms, and FDIC—RTC
transition measures required under Public Law 103-24 clearly
require the complete and full attention of the Committee in order
to have a successful Oversight Board hearing. I intend to keep the
hearing so focused.

I look forward to your March 24, 1994 appearance.

Si erely,

e B Gonza
Chairman
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Federal HQMQloan Oank Board Pnetet In
REPORTOF EXAHIHAIION H_ Iflfll
COINENTS

lnlornation coneernifll the institution’! P0|l¢'?'i P'J¢¢i<¢‘~"M <”"H‘l°"
¢qngid¢r¢d to be of supervisory interest or concern, is shownbaluw.

.\. Obiectionable Conflicts of Interest

Conllitli oi interest invnlvinp Jame! "¢O°"§‘l' S"‘3" H¢n“"r‘l' ““"“]li?“
Henley have been detrimental to the safety and lonndness nl the Inact
(ut;°“_ 1h¢,¢ ;nd§n(¢u3|g ;;¢ in control ol the lnstitutinn Hlmison
Guaranty) through their stock ownershiP- 3'“?! "¢D°"8*| °“"‘ 5'-5: "i ih?
outstanding Madison shares. "is vile. 5"'=" "¢°°"Ifi- °“"' |7;°z- "M “"
hr"ther, William Nenlev owns 8.53. ln addition tn his ownership control.
Hr. Hcbougal, as P|"1iden( nl the Institution's substuaary (hadtaon
pi"a"¢i“,. ha, c°mp|¢(¢ ¢°"g;°| q( the land development protects discussed
in commentU.

phi, (M-,‘¢°| ,i",~|h[nt] Hr. Hcfiongal to -atrncture the dcvel-at--went and
[in,n¢in¢ ql the proiects so that substantial cash payments could be
»ii\-ertctl to hirasell. "-usan Hcfloaiyal. will‘-""' """i"' *“"' "U""'- 7""?!
|,_1).,,,'"(, |,_,,,¢ ,ii|¢¢r|y l,¢-in-fired these ituiivitiir-1|!. bflt Hadlanrt fill-17-\"[Y
hae e9¢QivpQ little or nothing in return. thongh they have been sttnctnrrd
to ,vfl;d ,r,¢i(i¢ |n¢u¢,n¢¢ Rr!g|3(iQn$, these payments are contrary to the
ggngpal P°‘icy raf the IHLDB concerning conflicts ol interest as stated in
lnsiirarate RP'_Hi-1tiOl'\$7l.7 and FIILUQlle'M\t1I\"|~Ifl\R°|°-\

91,." qf these PIV'l'€IIta have been lnnnele-I through h-re-iness eralili‘?! vnicla
are owned or controlled hy the Hcfloueals. emplovees. relatives of
employee’, or close lrienus nl the Hc0ounals and Nenlnv. hath" trrotl.
rvlerenee will he madeto these individuals as the Hcbnupal-"cnlvy Group.
though the activities oi these business entities may be arproprine lor a
savines and loan institution tn perform, the advantapes associated with
these activities accrue to the Hcflougals and Henley, rather Hihirudison
Guaranty. As such, these arrangements are contrary to the FHLfl0's policy
concerning appropriations ol corporate opportunity as etplained by
lneurance Regulation S7l,Q,

Hr. Ilcllongal stated that there were no violations oi the r~nilict nf
interest regulations.

There ar-- several of these husinees entities, none g( whith "9 Jiscltased
cn the Enawination HanagemevtQuestionnaire. The investigation nr th¢,¢
businesses renaoiraaira¢mnplel". For example, the annaaiaatOi Hatlisgn Cnar-titty
ica" P'°“'d’ l"l"l '0 Hans nl the entities is unknown. fnrnal in1aq
lll'_1llVf

la;-Pf, iliVQ b'Pl‘Hfl.Ill[('t|; in (Iii; rash. undo; Q,"-pic" ;,|)](m)(,’ "(1"" "ftlonal Housing Act. Current lindinrs, with respect tn lhlnn 01 the"°'¢ '“F"rtant business entities, are di!tuS<nd below.

'- 5'-10'2" "Ml $.91.-aw

"a‘.i‘"" rinanciai V-‘Y' €'MM\i‘!iUtt1 In lladisraraR"1| F.sl1ln l'\t §"|linlint! UPI! HltliararaTitian,-i.1|'; ¢cv¢|,\|.,,.,-"(q_ |l|¢-,0 em-eni5e.inn1in ¢..
R

"'° ‘“"'“"""' "‘ "'1' "lei rtiwt-nel. Ht. |.‘\'la:\rn -in---i ll
W

"Q5510" Real [state was “.1 divi.Iir~n" nf Ha-iison linaneial ‘i
n

ticbpnlal stated that tladistna Real Fstate tag ~,,“"'i“l' ‘

- ii.
Ofdfif [C "SQ SUI)" "C"taitP_l|.! f"3l refer,» ,_1|,.; |i,_',"S'_' _.".H':m' i

n

tuft"
“'1, b9i"‘ ""4 bf H.at]iSOaiiilmntiai to rnalitng the 'L.‘"

‘i H‘
Hadtsnn Real [g(3(n'e (h,cki"R account ca‘ not an W ',_ Ptoiett-.. nntboo‘. “"‘i‘ ""' """"fl"Ment vat nntified 0l.ihiv"h"n"('n' i"'“'""'- “|l0- H14isnn Real Estate is not rerijij uh’)

by (hp
tecord‘ 3‘ 3 nan" being \l1Qd bY il.1dl'!ritaFira.‘ll\('I.1iHI’ i1l\Vi\||in,ii“""."""'v
Since the beginninp ¢( |9ga ,'t. _ _ , t

:'di'“" c""""'Y. 'IflHstantiIleEO::ia£iBfi:'3::ea"“.F'?'"l "'nnire4Ill E1!-11¢ (Q \Ji||§_-‘Q " Q

' P3" lltrai|p_i\flmlison
lSl.\7,'»I)U). In Ht-n|e,.’ c::.|e7‘ ah:-‘lt7,68']i anti. Susan ;|¢n,-,.,,__‘|
v07‘! -1I|V.1l\(Q11!'_.1i|\,|cfl“'i‘siu“; g

o

‘H. .Jl'\(l.‘Ii
Praffliaai (sf ‘Mpg’ hnui‘

09".’ :kD°"'l1\\°|l-title! Crtantamembers .~‘|H"d 0". "inn" '3'". '3‘?!
passanns, are Pat Harris ($262,139, n"d'}'\0 lrCnlVfld

-urttinrial rum
is the brother nl Susan Hcfluupai_“"._H:T€:nI£nl{v

($|§q.bq",. ‘ho- en ey. n
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MEMO

July 1, 1986

T0: John Latham

FROM: Jim McDougal

MADISON MARKETING

When the service corporation undertook its first land development
project in the spring of 1983, it was determined to pfimapll
advertise the home sites through the use of television. the fir;
of Rothman and Lowery was retained as Madison's advertising
agency. Because her education is in speech and drama grs

McDougal assisted in preparation of copy for the commercials.
appeared in the commercials, and assisted in editing -he
commercials. She either wrote or rewrote all newspaper copy ‘to
advertise the subdivision. Until the summer of 198k the
corporation undertook the development of other subdivision ‘n
addition to Maple Creek Farms.

“

During this period the creative audio and visual quality of the
production produced for the media by Rothman and Lowerv

progressively deteriorated. Additionally, the firm Erequentlg
made mistakes as to the placement of advertising or omitted -o

place advertising when instructed to do so.
_

In late summer 1984, after advising the board of directors of the
savings and loan and after seeking the legal opinion from counsel
Mrs. McDougal formed Madison Marketing. She undertook, with hired
assistants, the writing of copy, taping of spots, and placement of
advertising for both the savings and loan and the service
corporation. ror the work she received exactlv the same fee which
had been paid Rothman and Lowery, with the ekception of {he :a¢;

that she did not charge for production of television spots or _:he
writing of newspaper copy.

Additionally, she negotiated a much lower rate structure with ;ge
television stations than the company had been paying when the aqs
were placed through Rothman and Lowery. In late January, L935

Mrs. McDougal permitted Madison Marketing to become a subsidiarv
of Madison Financial Corporation. Because Madison Marketing was at
this point a "recognized agency" by the electronic media. -q<S
resulted in Madison Financial Corporation receiving the 15 peroent
discount normally given advertising agencies. Mrs. McDougal

continues to perform all the aforementioned duties in connection
with the company‘s advertising at no fee. __
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MADISON REAL ESTATE

when initial sales began at Maple Creek Farms in April of 1933
the listing broker was Perryman Realty Company, Inc. Mr. Perryman
had, at this time, other interests including his own subdiv1$iQn5_
This prohibited his devoting the seven days a week necessary to
the sales effort then under way at Maple Creek Farms and his
listing was terminated.

Some of Mr. Perryman's better salesmen desired to remain 3; gaoye
Creek and continue selling. However, Arkansas law require; (53;
real estate salesmen be under the direct supervision of a 1i¢en5e¢
real estate broker. Mrs. McDougal holds a valid broker's 1i¢en5e_
In 1983, her license was held under the name "McDougal Real
Estate" although she was not actively involved in the sale of
real estate at this time.

Upon the termination of Mr. Perryman's activities, Mrs. McDougal
changed the name

of her real estate company ts " Madison geal
Estate Company‘. Madison Real Estate became a wholly owned
subsidiary of Madison Financial Corporation. From that time until
the present, Mrs. McDougal has performed the duty of Supervision
broker for the various salesmen working for Madison Real Estate,
Although it is normal practice that the supervising broker
receives at least thirty percent of commissions generated by zhe
salesmen under their supervision, Mrs. McDougal charged no su¢h
fees. The only fees Mrs. McDougal has received from Madison Real
Estate are fees for sales she made personally.

SORENSON ENTERPRISES
1
-1
In
|~
0
'

Z
J
'/
K

Sorenson Enterprises LS a sole proprietorship owned by

Sorenson. Mr. Sorenson is a general contractor engaged
construction and landscaping work. He built the sales office for
the subdivison at Camden known as Greentree Farms. He also built
the sales office at Fair Oaks. At several of our subdivisions ;n
southern Arkansas, he supervised the painting and erection of
signs in entranceways. He employed in these subdivisions a crew
of men engaged in selective clearing of trees, planting of grass,
and the general beautification of zhe subdivisions. Concurrent
41th this activity, Mr. Sorenson was engaged in building houses
for other persons unrelated to this company.

Because of the observed
quality of his workmanship, he was placed

under Mr. Dutton s command at Little Rock. and given the
responsibility of constructing qr making additions to various
houses at Maple Creek Farms owned by the company. when zhe

¢Qmpany undertook the development of Castle Grande Estates, an
arrangement was negotiated with Mr. Sorenson whereby for a flat
monthly fee ht V0014 59Pervise the assembling of the nodular
houses and these duties involved the preparation of footings and

2
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Page 3 - Memo, John Latham/Jim McDougal
July 1, 1986

foundations, the adding of brick trim, and Supervigiqn Q5

correcting any defect in the workmanship of the hcuse and
supervision of the installation of central air conditioning and
utilities.

MADISON PROPERTIES

Madison Properties assets consists rimar'
masonary building kxatalon several acges withytsg grodfigin

Large

wells in Madison County just south of the county segt
38%

Huntsville. Madison Properties has no connection to Wadi
or

Guaranty Savings and Loan or Madison Financial Corporation.‘
Son

MASTER DEVELOPERS

Three stockholders are working in conjunction with the develeom n
of 59 acres located on 145th Street. Two stockholders ‘he

C

extensive experience in real estate development and sale; whiz:
individuals have engaged in exhaustive market research t

determine immediate commercial use for subject proper; fheii
feasibility and marketing studies indicate the immediate heed =0;
a fast-food outlet to serve the several hundred industrial Ind
service employees presently employed within 1,500 feet of suo'Ec
location. There is no such outlet within several miles to -g v.
the heavily populated suburban areas surrounding the proozrfve
Additional trade is anticipated from traffic generated “v 7#é

freeway which services the location.
" '“

For the same reasons outlined above, need is indicated ‘or
convenience store and gasoline outlet. As mentioned shave
convenience store is esential to the ;u¢¢es5fuL Sale
residential lots. Roadrunner, Incorporation, a highly Successfl;

srxansas
saseo convenience store and gasoline outlet 'fI3flChlS&;.

nas conducted an extensive market survey which has concluded -—ar

sucn a facility located on subject propertv would be =u¢¢e55§QL
Two of the principals oi Master Developers have arfangeq =_l

separate financing to erect such a facility.
0'“

Q:

‘l
l

1 II

Also, negotiations are far advanced for the sale of two acres ~

the property to a building supply and insulation =ir1
"

The preliminary master development plan for zhe business "erg
-

be created is completed and a copy is attached.
' "

ISLAND CONSTRUCTION

The lots at Campobello which were under development wast .ear
were so heavily overgrown with spruce trees and other ‘oliq Q

‘

that our sales people were finding it difficult to walk 0-‘
prospects from the road to the ocean therefore, greatly iP*
the sale of frontage lots.
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Additionally, the density of the foliage prohibited a view of the
ocean from the interior lots lying immediately behind the ocean
front Lets, thereby diminishing the value of those lots beeause Q5
this lack of view of the water.

Initially, unsuccessful attempts were made to employ timber
cutters with chain saws to selectively clear the ocean front lots.
This process proved too slow and too costly. when it was
determined that lot preparation could not keep pace with sales
using this method and further determined that this process
distracted from the beauty of the lots because it left them
covered with stumps, another solution was sought.

Mr. Randolph, who was thoroughly familiar with the use of
mechanical methods employed by the company to prepare Lets fer
sale and who had had extensive experience working in varieus
subdivisiom owned by the company, was asked to come to Campobello
to devise a method of overcoming this landscaping and marketing
problem. Upon his arrival he immediately leased the proper bull
dozer for such work and trained bull dozer operators living on the
island as to the proper method of selecthmly clearing the lots and
removal of the rsulting debris from the lots. Direct correlation
by the increasing sales and his arrival is easily demonstrative.
For example, every lot he caused to be prepared in his first week
of work was sold that weekend. His additional duties involved
building driveways -which permitted access from the nain
thoroughfare through the lot to the water's edge.

The company owns a large tract of land abutting the hignwav
immediately at the entrance to the island. Our predecessor lfi
title had cut the timber from this tract some years ago. Ihen
zhis sort of clear cutting occurs on that island, a large :usny
;Lane, which is quite unattractive, grows to a great height and
has an especially virulent root system which inhibits its removal
effectively even by a bull dozer. Hr. Randolph purchased a new 70
horsepower tractor then attached a device known as a "tree eater”
to be used in the eradication of this plant. This method was
effectively employed and the entrance to the island again
beautified so as to make the ocean visible, thus greatly
enhancing the value of our gngige preperry. Hr. Randolph left zhe
tractor he purchased at Campobello wnere it is in use until zhis
time. Personnel he trained in the proper method of beautification
of- our property are continuing the process this year with xery
beneficial effects.

JM/ss
Al}
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nape and Address at Institution MADISONCUAIANTT <AvtNC!Ann Lnas \$SnctA[£OH

I50] MAIN STREET. LITTLE ROCX. ARKANSAS 7?ZOI
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7- John I-“fill It all tsisvant tress us the puma.“ ,.
Crust Ltseueivs Otlicsr or ltadtaon Guaranty and s sssosr or ;-..

board of Oirsctorsi and a aaaosr or tns loard or Olrseeou “,4 ;_-_,

Secretary of RIC.

I. Susan leoouqsl was ae all rslsvane tiaas will of Jaass I.
ncbouoal. aaaosr of the loard of Directors ol Iadison Guaranty.

President ct Madison llsal tatats. a division or MIC. and ltssidsne

6! I-14189" '*4""I-lW- a asrvtcs providsr to Iadison Guaranty and

RIC.

9. Iadison Real treats vaa a rsal sstata broasraqs operation

owned and operand by nadison financial mien its principal brosar

Susan atcoouqal.

10. ltadison Iarasttnq was an advertising eqsney tnrouqn

whlth ltadison financial sad Iadison Guaranty purenassd all or LII
advertising tor tessll and l0C's rsal sseaes dsvslepnanes.

ll. Jin. band and Iill lanlay ('Isals1 lroensra‘) Mrs rsal
sseaes aqsnes and/or dsvslopsrs for Iadisoa lsal heats, vtto sold

property and received substantial oo—.tssiona sad./or develop-an:

lass from ladison rinaneial.

12. Hose a Company purported to ssrv-s as independent

audltor of ladlsea Guaraaey and its consolidated subsidiary

itadlsoa Haaaeial for ens gssra lill and UN.
11. James o. Alford as all rslsvaae etaas was ins audit and

accounting p-arena: of Iron s C1-any in eaarqs ol the ladison
Guaraney audit.

ll. rsdsral 1&0 Loan saaa loud ('f!Ll-I‘) ls tns priaary
tsdsral rsqnlator of Iadisoa Guaranty. IIIJJ has evsrsiqae or the
federal loos Loan laaa of Dallas vniea» has dirsee sup-sensory

responsibility tor I-adlsoa Guaranty.

8"

LQIL AD IQIYI FIAT
ls. This action arises ha frees a Cxnars brsaen or its

duty and aqrssnane to provide professional sssviess in true (at

dstsndane Prose a Company vtolaeod osasrally aeespzsd ludlllng

Standards wean‘) in eoanseelon with its audits or. and opinions

‘Q0
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\

r't\ F'E)rstncrscoxrcocrror nn4n2¢oo1rn.'u.:i|:uC'
asoosn pnmca _ 2 Q

____,_
l~ II e_ §< - 1

QIDIIOI 00111111 SAVTNCI AXD
LOA-I A-Il¢IA‘l'XON. a State
cnsrtarad Saving! and Loon:
IADISON PIIAICXLL coasoasrxoa.
a lrnolly Ovneo iubexolary ol
Itsdiaon Guaranty savings and
Loan Association.
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4
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4
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-_
¢
~
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¢
_¢
~
a
-_
.-
s_
-_
-C
.

Ilalnrlrrs.

H. Io. ll-1191
I

§!"Ye@'e.l\. an Arlsnssl
Drolasalonsl Association. and
its directors Jaeea Alford.
nzcnaal loolaaon. Gary Grey.
Gslnaa sorron. fie Gibbon.
Stave luqnrtaa. Alan Ouaosn.
Prana luttl. Isrjorse
Iuaovtta. Jenn Does A.
I. C. 0 '
Defendant.

FITAEEEIAIII

$8! 1. rlatacilla. sad for cause or aetles atstae as
lollovel

.

I

. M1218

_ 1. vuuurr leflsos ouerasty saunas ass Lo-as Lslo<lstlon
(aereioslter. lssieee Qusrasty) la s atste asnaqa a Loan

aaaoolstlos Auly chartered ‘under tss lava or ma State or

arnsaas. Dlalatall lsliooe tlsssolal torsoratloa lhelelrultlt.

Isdlsoa flosoolsll is e at-ate sheltered oerlloretloe ass woolly

one-I subsidiary of ledisoe 0osrs.st7.

2. Oefaodset hoot I Cissy ls a proraaaloasl nee-station
or partnership of publieA nu its prlacloal place or
business is Llttis loot. Utssses. oqrlsed or rna rolloulnq

isdividusl psrtaars no are eet torts as Oehoossu la paraqrapn

1.

1. Deleodsots Janie Alford. I168-lei Iobtnsoe. Cary Cray.

Gaines Iortoe. ta Gibbon. Stave lusporias. Alas Ouneso. rrana
lutts. Isrjorie Itatoutts. -loss 0oee A. I. C. 0 an flutters or
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JIM HcDOUGAL

P. O. Box 1583
U/§L,o/””:’

Little Rock, Arkansas 72203 L~7r’/

November 8, 1985

Mr. Charles D. Campbell
Vice President
Security Bank
P. 0. Box 670
Paragould, Arkansas 72450

Re: Note #957-S85, Bill Clinton

Dear Hr. Campbell:

Enclosed is a White Water Development Corporation check
for $7,322.62, representing principal payment of $5,000
and interest payment of $2,322.A2, on the above note.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely 1

Q4;-‘¢>f-‘$~
Jim McDougal
\‘i

JM/ss
Enc
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P40. JQ 670 PARAGOULO. ARKANSAS 72450 '

so:-219-9:1:

September 30, 1983

Governor Bill Clinton
1800 Center
Little Rock, AR 72205

Dear Govemor Clinton:

Enclosed is a copy of our check D1207? in the amount of
O 800 00 r resenting the proceeds of your note. The$2 | ‘ ep
original was mailed to: .\tadison Bank G Trust, Kingston,
Arkansas.

Sl.nce;e,ly, /

\/
%...»f’- ;'~Z"'l.'-l’(’~—"',-. Qjg
Qxarles D. Campbell
Vice President

CDC/lam

- - N? '12s77
l

- Securlty Bank _

P. 0. aox no ‘ 9'30 83
PARAGOULD, ARKANSAS 2:450

‘:9 —
81-SL341

‘on-1 H

'
~. ,cp 5‘ 2o,aoo.oo

GIOIIQII .:di;un£_;;;}<,;-pm3t4- L
NOT NEGOTIABLE

IR 102:1 exceeds for Cov. Sill Clinton
'

___.

/

IZOBLIODBEQU epasmash,
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( 2 )

' The check McDougal enclosed with his letter to Mr. Campbell
is a Whitewater Development Corporation check dated November
7, 1985. The loan number referenced on the memo portion of
the check is "Note I975-585-"

I According to the check ledgers for the whitewater
Development Corporation (WDC), the corporation's checking
account had the following balances: $189.50 on 10-10-85;
and, $12.49 on 10-31-85. However, in order to cover the
payment of $7,322.42 on the Clinton loan, a deposit is
recorded on November 8, 1985 in the amount of $7,500.00.
The deposit is listed as coming from "Madison Marketing."

I A 1986 Federal Home Loan Bank Board exam gives the
impression that Madison Marketing was largely a sham
corporation used to divert federally insured resources to
insiders. The exam notes that "Until 1986, Susan McDougal
owned Madison Marketing." The report also states the
following:

"Madison Marketing is paid for doing all the general
advertising for Madison Guaranty and most of the
advertising for Madison Financial's land development
projects. All of Madison Marketing's business is
derived from Madison Guaranty or its subsidiaries.
Since 1983 these payments total $1,532,000."

"Given the evidence of Madison Marketing's invoices, it
is questionable how much of these advertising services
are actually performed by the firm. The actual work
... appears to be performed by others. It would appear
that Madison Guaranty could have an employee perform
similar work for much less money."

"Mr. Latham [an officer of Madison] stated that Madison
Marketing made no payments to any stockholders. This
statement is false. As part of a test for such
payments, the examiners discovered two remittances from
Madison Marketing to Susan McDougal [a large
stockholder of Madison] which total $50,000. This was
a test, and there may be additional payments."

CONCLUSION

Given the above circumstances, it would appear that federally
insured deposits (i.e., funds from Madison Guaranty through
Madison Marketing), which, with the later failure of Madison
became, in effect, taxpayer obligations, were transferred for the
direct personal benefit of the former Governor.

The above payment also raises the question of whether Whitewater

10159
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(3)

was treated as an affiliate or related interest of Madison
Guaranty and therefore subject to conflict of interest statutes.
From a legal perspective, it could be argued that the McDouqals’
controlling interest in Madison Guaranty and their substantial
ownership interest in Whitewater could qualify Whitewater as an
"affiliate" of Madison Guaranty. Even if Whitewater is not
considered a subsidiary, related interest, or affiliate of
Madison Guaranty, such an extension of funds to a presumably
"unaffiliated" entity would be very unusual and suspect.

It has been publicly reported, with respect to this loan
repayment, that both Whitewater and the Clintons took a tax
deduction related to interest paid on the same loan -- which the
Clintons later recognized as improper double deduction after an
article ran in the flew York Times. what remains unclear is the
larger question of whether the funds provided by Madison to
reduce the Clinton's liability were proper or properly reported
as income for income tax purposes.

As you know, we have received broad hints from within the RTC
that the agency has had under review money transfers from Madison
to whitewater. We will not know whether this type of activity
was more pervasive and part of a larger pattern unless, and
until, the agency provides us the documents we have requested.
If Madison provided any direct or indirect assistance to
Whitewater, presumably half the value of such would redound to
the advantage of each of the half owners. In any regard, the
above money transfer underscores that then Governor Clinton had
personal liabilities reduced by a payment from Madison. Such
payment presumably carries ethical as well as tax implications
and is part and parcel of the $47 to $60 million estimated
taxpayer loss at Madison.

Attachments
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MINUTES OF MEETING

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MADISON FINANCIAL CORPORATION
April 17, 1985

The Board of Directors of Madison Financial Corporation
met on April 17, 1985, at 1:00 p.m. at the offices of
Madison Financial Corporation at 16th and Main Streets,
Little Rock, Arkansas. All directors were present. The
minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved
as recorded.

The first order of business, introduced by John Latham,
was the matter of authorizing‘ prepayment of Jim
McDougal's bonus. After a full discussion, the
following resolution -as unanimously adopted, with Jim
McDougal abstaining from the voting:

"RESOLVED, that the Corporation pre-pay to Jim
McDougal $30,000.00 of his annual bonus in
recognition of the profits of the prior year,
and that said bonus is to be paid directly to
Whitewater Development."

There being no further business, the meeting was
adjourned. 0

4

QU-I4,u/-/ g ‘-’/lc7»’Lc- ¢_-d,{_
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Mr. Roger C. Altman
Interim CEO
Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street, NH
Washington, DC 20434

Dear Mr . Altman:

I am in receipt of your February 1, 1994 response to the letterinitiated by Senate Republican leadership concerning Madison
Savings and Loan and I am pleased to learn that the RTC "will
vigorously pursue all appropriate remedies" with regard to
Madison's failure. It seems self-apparent that in order for the
RTC to pursue vigorously all remedies it must have all relevant
information at its disposal. Accordingly, I urge the RTC to seek
and review all Whitewater Development Corporation documents turned
over by the White House to the Justice Department.

In its investigation of Madison, the Minority has uncovered links
between Madison and Whitewater, some of which may have contributed
to the thrift's failure. Not only did James and Susan McDougal
hold significant ownership interest in both entities (approximately
two thirds in Madison and one half in whitewater), but the otherjoint owners of Whitewater (Bill and Hillary Clinton) appear to
have benefited directly and indirectly from the application of
Madison resources. [See the attached memo.)

If the White House chooses to use the Justice Department to shield
Whitewater documents not only from the public and Congress, but
from other government agencies, such as the RTC, which have
legitimate public law enforcement responsibilities, it is hard to
believe a responsible resolution of the issues involved can be made
by regulatory authorities.

I have high regard for your personal integrity, but as you know,
from the beginning, it has been an awkward situation to have apresidentially appointed and confirmed officer of the Treasury
Department also head an independent federal agency, the Resolution
Trust Corporation (RTC) . When this prospect was first suggested at
the beginning of the Clinton Administration, it did
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Mr. Roger C. Altman
Page 2
February 3, 1994

not strike the Minority as overly unreasonable for a month or two
given the fact that no RTC head had been selected.

However, it has been over a year since the Administration has been
in office and it can only be described as structurally unseemly for
a political appointee of an Executive branch department to make
what are in effect, law enforcement decisions for an independent
federal agency as they may touch upon the President.

Accordingly, I would urge that you request from the Department of
Treasury's General Counsel and Ethics office advice as to whether
you, as interim CBO of the RTC, are obligated to recuse yourself
from any decisions concerning the resolution of Madison Guaranty.
Just as the special counsel law was designed to relieve the
Attorney General from an ethical dilemma of being both chief law
enforcement officer for the nation and chief legal advisor to the
President in circumstances when the President or a high level
Administration officer is the subject of investigation, so it would
appear ethically questionable for a political appointee of the
Department of Treasury to make decisions for an independent federal
agency when the President may be implicated in enforcement and
civil actions.

In this regard, it should be clear that the issue is not whether a
presidentially appointed official can oversee an investigation
involving the President. Rather the issue is that officials with
this responsibility should be confirmed for the job with that
particular accountability. As you will recall it was a political
appointee confirmed by the Senate that issued a cease and desist
order for engaging in conflicts of interest against the son of a
former President.

As you know, despite your strong letter to the Chairman of the
House Banking Committee recommending against extension, Congress
last year extended the statute of limitations for civil lawsuits
brought against S&L wrongdoers. As you pointed out in your most
recent letter, this extension "has afforded the RTC an opportunity
to investigate further any civil claims which may be asserted
against individuals or entitles associated with Madison Guaranty
for fraud, intentional misconduct resulting in unjust enrichment,
or intentional misconduct resulting in substantial loss to the
institution." Given, however, the impending running of the statute
of limitations for certain kinds of actions, time is clearly of the
essence for the RTC to make judgments about civil accountability in
the failure of Madison.

Finally, I would like to reiterate my request, pursuant to Rules X
and XI of the House Rules for all documents related to Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan, Little Rock, Arkansas. As you know,
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Mr. Roger C. Altman
Page 3
February 3, 1994

on December 9, 1993, I wrote the RTC requesting access to a11
documents related to Madison Guaranty and its subsidiaries.

House and Committee Rules, House practices, and judicial precedent
support the proposition that the Ranking Minority Member is the
functional counterpart to the Chairman for Committee action. This
being the case, a request for documents made by the Ranking
Minority Member has parallel standing with a request made by the
Chairman of the Committee. The Ranking Minority Member clearly has
a voice in the process and is entitled to information that will
enable the Ranking Minority Member to carry out his
constitutionally mandated oversight responsibilities.

Therefore, the courtesy of a definitive reply to this document
request is requested by 12 noon, Monday, February 7, 1994. On this
matter, it is urged that you also consult with the Ethics Office as
to the relevance of the previously discussed recusal issue.

Again, let me stress that to the degree a conflict situation may
exist in this matter in no way reflects on your personal integrity.
It is simply an awkward circumstance in contrast to a personal
embarrassment.

LEACH
ng Member

Sincerely,

0;.
Ran

JAL:gp

Enclosure
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Congressman Leach

FROM: Banking Minority Staff

RE: Madison Guaranty ("Madison")

In reviewing documents related to Madison in the possession of
Minority Banking, we have come across material which may indicate
direct payment of a loan of Bill Clinton's by Madison through a
subsidiary.

Since the Minority’s investigation is concerned with the possible
misuse of federally insured funds to assist Whitewater and/or the
former Governor, we thought we should share the following
information with you.

SUMMARY

Based on documentary evidence available to the Minority, it
appears that Madison Marketing served, in at least one instance,
as a conduit of funds from Madison Guaranty to Whitewater and
Governor Clinton. If this is correct, it would appear that
insured funds from the failed Madison Guaranty were diverted and
directly benefitted the Governor and his investment in
Whitewater, a claim Clinton had denied.

DOCUMENTATION

0 In 1983, Bill Clinton obtained a loan from Security Bank of
Paragould, Arkansas for approximately $20,800 (loan #975
585, Bill Clinton). The money from this loan was used to
pay off the remaining balance of a loan at Madison Bank and
Trust of Kingston, Arkansas that was provided for the
purpose of constructing a modular home on lot I13 at
Whitewater Estates. The loan at Madison Bank was provided
in 1980 to Hillary Clinton in the amount of $30,000.

I On November 8, 1985, James McDougal sent a letter
accompanied by a check to Charles Campbell, Vice President
of Security Bank of Paragould, for $7,322.42. The letter
from McDougal states that the check is principal and
interest payment on "Note #957-585, Bill Clinton." [Note:It appears that the loan number is a typographical error
with the superimposing of numbers 5 and 7 in the first three
digits.)
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1.

2.

30

4.

5.

6C

7.

8.

9.

10

erarrxsar or was aoaonasta cause A. LKAC8
rubs: or surroarzuo oocuusxrs‘
MADIBOI ouanaxr! savxuos AND LOAN

xaaca :4, 1994

Notes of Conversation between L. Jean Lewis and April Breslaw,
February 2, 1994. '(T)he 'head people’, would like to be able
to say that whitewater did not cause a loss to Madison, but
the problem is that so far no one has been able to say that to
them." Describes losses to Madison caused by Whitewater.

Board of Directors Minutes, Madison Financial Corporation,
April 17, 1985. ‘RESOLVED, that the Corporation pre—pay to
Jim McDougal $30,000.00 of his annual bonus in recognition of
the profits of the prior year and that said bonus is to be
paid directly to Whitewater Development.‘

Application for Registration of Fictitious Name, Applicant -
Madison Financial, Fictitious Name —- "Madison Marketing"
(July 25, 1986).
.Chronology of Criminal Investigation.

Letter of September 1, 1992 from L. Richard Iorio (RTC-KC) to
Steve Irons (FBI) transmitting criminal referral.

Letter of September 1, 1992 from L. Richard Iorio (RTC-KC) to
Charles A. Banks (DOJ) transmitting criminal referral.

RTC Internal Memorandum, May 3, 1993. Background remarks and
conversation with AUSA Bob Roddey's office re: Madison
Guaranty Savings referral.

RTC Internal Memorandum, May 19, 1993. Additional
conversation with Office of Legal Counsel for U.S. Attorney's,
U.S. Justice Department, Washington, D.C. No record of
Madison criminal referral at Washington DOJ.

RTC-KC E-Mail, May 19, 1993. Madison matter forwarded to
Donna Hennoman in "Legal Counsel." Referral submitted to that
office "because of the political ramifications and political
motivations."

RTC-KC E-Mail, May 26, 1993. Follow-up call from Donna
Honnsman (DOJ). RTC advised by an FBI agent in Little Rock
that it was a "very solid case of check kiting, and was highly
prosecutabls.' Menneman was growing increasingly frustrated
by the situation, because she had seen the information, knew
that it had come in, and couldn't understand why she was

1 Previously unreported information relating to the
prosecutorial strategy of criminal referrals has been redacted.
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

200

having such a hard time tracking where the referral and
exhibits had gone.

RTC—KC E-Hail, June 8, 1993. Conversation with Donna Henneman
(DOJ). Madison Referral has reappeared on her desk. Criminal
Division has sent memo to Doug Frazier (in Depty Atty General
Heyman's office) advising him that there was "no identifiable
basis for recusal of the U.S. Attorney in the Eastern District
of Arkansas." Referral sent to Frazier for review and final
decision.

RTC—KC E-Mail, June 23, 1993. Conversation with Donna
Henneman (DOJ). Package returned from Frazier. Frazier
appointed U.S. Attorney in Florida.

RTC-KC 2—Hai1, June 23, 1993. Further Conversation with Donna
Henneman (DOJ). Spoke with Doug Frazier. Decision made to
return the referral back to the Arkansas U.S. Attorney. No
basis for recusal. '

RTC-KC E—Mail, June 29, 1993. Source indicates Madison
referral has been returned to Little Rock. Acting U.S.
Attorney will not act on referral. It is being held until
U.S. Attorney designee Paula Casey takes office.

RTC-KC E-Mail, September 23, 1993. Conversation with Donna
Henneman (DOJ). Washington DOJ would like to be copied on all
future transmittal letters concerning Madison referrals with
an additional one paragraph summary of the content of the
referrals with the transmittal letters, so that Henneman will
be aware of those with "sensitivity issues."

RTC-KC E-Hail, September 29, 1993. Conversation with Donna
Henneman (DOJ). DOJ would like copies of all future Madison
referrals sent to Washington in addition to sending to U.S.
Attorney in Little Rock. Henneman will confirm this in
writing.

RTC-KC E-Hail, September 29, 1993. Conversation with Donna
Henneman (DOJ). Washington DOJ withdrawing request for
referrals to be sent directly to Washington, but would still
like copies of transmittal letters with addendum summary
paragraph.

RTC-KC B-Mail, October 26, 1993. Conversation with FDIC
Memphis concerning Exam Reports.

RTC-KC E-Hail, October 27, 1993. Conversation with Donna
Henneman (DOJ). Inquiry on whether declination letter had
arrived from Little Rock U.S. Attorney.

Letter of October 27, 1993 from Paula J. Casey (U.S. Attorney)
2
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21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

to L. Jean Lewis (RTC). Declination letter on the Madison
referral.

Letter of November 1, 1993 from L. Jean Lewis (RTC) to paula
J. Casey (U.S. Attorney). Confirmation of declination letter
and the stipulation from October 27th letter that the matter
was concluded prior to the beginning of Paula Casey's tenure
and that the RTC had never been advised of such result.
Chronology of correspondence between RTC and DOJ.

RTC-KC E-Mail, November 10, 1993. Notice of new RTC lead
investigator on Madison. L. Jean Lewis removed as lead
investigator. ‘The Powers That Be have decided that I'm
better off out of the line of fire ...'
RTC—KC E—Mail, November 15, 1993. Transmittal of white paper
outlining chronology of events related to 1992 Madison
referral. Challenges news article indicating that decision to
decline Madison referral had been prior to Paula Casey's
appointment.

RTC-KC E-Mail, November 15, 1993. Discussion of meeting with
Donald MacKay. "He's coming here to evaluate us, our work,
and to try and decide just how good this case is, and how he
can best deal with a very sensitive political situation."

Letter of December 21, 1993 from Michael Caron (RTC) to Bill
Houston (FDIC-Memphis). Seeking information on banks involved
in loan swapping. -

RTC-KC E—Mail with attachment, January 6, 1994. Discussion of
contact with reporter.

RTC Memorandum of January 14, 1994 from Jack Ryan to RTC vice
Presidents and Assistant Vice Presidents. Requirement that
the collection and distribution of all information and
material responsive to requests concerning Madison be
coordinated through RTC—Hashington.

RTC-KC E-Mail, January 25, 1994. Establishment of Madison
review team.

RTC—KC B—Mail, February 7, 1994. Conversation with Little
Rock 0.8. Attorney's office. "(M)e'd spoken to Jeff cerrish
recently, and that Gerrish was 'absolutely astounded’ that
nothing more was ever done criminally with Madison, beyond the
Castle Grands transaction.

RTC-KC B—Mail, January 5, 1994. RTC Washington review of
Madison investigators. Response memo from supervisor stating,
"FYI. This is way out of line. I have already contacted HDC
and filed a formal complaint."

a
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31.

32

33

34

35

36

37

Letter of October 10, 1983 from C.J. Giroir, Jr.(Rose) ta
James B. McDougal. Pursuant to discussion with Hillary
Clinton enclosing a billing for Madison Bank & Trust datea
December 23, 1981.

Memorandum to Governor Bill Clinton from Jim McDougal,
February 7, 1985. "Kathy called yesterday to ask for my
recommendations for two people to fill the vacancies on the
State Savings and Loan Board. ... Bill, we are down to only
about 15 state-chartered savings and loan institutions and I
am about the only one around who has any interest in this
board."

Letter of December 12, 1984 from James B. McDougal (Whitewater
Development Co.) to Ron Proctor (Citizens Bank). ‘I have been
unsuccessful in trying to meet with Bill and Hillary to sign
the vote renewal. I have forwarded to them by messenger this
morning the note and an envelope with which to forward it to
you. Each month we will deposit into our account at Flippin
an amount sufficient to cover the monthly payment."

Memorandum to John Latham from Jim Mcdougal, April 18, 1985.
"I want this preferred stock matter cleared up immediately as
I need to go to Washington to sell stock."
Memorandum to John Lathan from Jim McDougal, February 19,
1985. "Proceed with your idea on the subordinated notes. we

need to make a decision an Madison Bank & Trust."

Memorandum to John from Jim, January 7, 1985. "You, Greg, and
I need to discuss Securities License. First South has one on
by its Service Corporation."

Memorandum to John Lathan from Jim McDougal, July 11, 1985.
"I need to know everything you have pending before the
Securities Commission as I intend to get with Hillary Clinton
within the next few days."

4
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CD
Notes from the conversation between RTC Senior Criminal Investiqar¢, L .e‘n
Lewis and FDIC Attorney April Breslaw on February 2, i994, fggm ipppgxkmazaly
1:50 p.m. until 4:35 p.m.

O

O

April stated that ‘the people at the top‘ keep qettinq ;,k.¢ about
whitewater. which seems to have become a catch all phrase for Madison and
it's related investigations. she said that eventually ‘this group‘ is
qoinq to have to make a statement about whether or not whitewater caused
a loss to Madison. but the fact that whitewater had no loan at Madison
provided less potential for a lose. April stated very clearly that Ryan
and Kulka (7), the ‘head people‘, would like to be able to say that
whitewater did not cause e loss to Madison, but the probleg is the; eq fl:
no one has been able to say that to them. She felt like they wanted to be
able to provide an ‘honest answer‘, but that there were certain answers
that they would be ‘happier about, because it would get then erg tn.
hook.‘

April felt that it would have been difficult to determine exactly what
happened with the whitewater account, because so many checks had qone in
and out of the account, and made a reference to the end resultinq netting
itself out. she asked about Greg Young's work papers on the Maple crest
Farms reserve for development analysis, and how it didn't seen to have any
apparent gig to whitewater. l concurred that it didn't have any
legitimately defined tie, which is precisely why it was 1n¢1u¢e¢ in the
referral.

She inquired about the $30,000 check to Jim Hcbouqal from whitewater in
S/85, and about the disposition of the funds. I explained the transaction
as I know it: the 530,000 had been converted to a HGSGL cashier's check,
which was subsequently endorsed by _and deposited to llidqs
National Bank. l explained that when the check was force paid. the
whitewater account was overdrawn by over $20,000 which was then
subsequently covered by the payment of a $30,000 bonus from arc to Jim
ncbouqal, deposited directly to whitewater on Hc0ouqal's orders.

She asked how we could get to a clear cut answer as to whether or not
whitewater caused a loss to Madison. I stated that, as far as I am
concerned, there is s clear cut loss. l also stated that any attempt to
extraet whitewater as one entity from the rest of the Mcbouqal controlled
entities involved in the alleged check kite will distort the entire
picture. I further pointed out that I would produce the answers that were
available. but that I would not facilitate providing ‘the people at ::e
top‘ with the ‘politically correct answers just to qet them off the hook‘

She asked questions about the specifics of the checks qoinq through the
whitewater account. I stated that it appeared that the majority of the
checks written out of the whitewater account durinq the window time frame
were qoinq to other financial institutions to make loan payments. I also
said that the referral focused only on a short tino frame. but that if
that sane research were conducted for a two year period. it was Iy belief
that the losses to Madison from the whitewater account alone would easily
exceed $100,000, qiven that 570.000 had qone out of the account durinq the
sis month window time frame. x further added that the end loss result froe
the entire scan. usinq all l2 companies/entities. would be hundreds of
thousands of dollars in what were essentially unauthorized loans.

I stated that if she wanted me to tell her. unequivocally, that whitewater
didn't cause a loss, I could not do that. I could only reiterate the
allegations contained in the referral. which are based on fact, and that
it is my opinion and belief that whitewater did. in fact, cause a lose to
Madison because of the amount of the unauthorized loans that Hcoouqal
made, throuqh the check kite. to entities in which he was a primary party
and beneficiary. I also pointed out that this ultimately benefited his
business partners — the samo business partners that knew they had real
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estate ventures that were not cash flowing, but that also knew their
mortgages and/or notes were somehow being paid. I pointed out tn‘; 1:2,.
business partners are intelligent individuals, the majority of them being
attorneys, who oust have concluded that McDougal was making the paymgngg
for their benefit. I posed the question to her, if you know that your
mortgagee are being paid. but you aren't putting money into the vantugq,
and you also know the venture isn't cash flowing, wouldn't you queltiqn
the source of the funds being used to your benefit? would you just assume
that your partner was making these multi-thousand dollar payments out of
the goodness of his heart? wouldn't you wonder even more if you knew that
your business partner's main source of income, an sal, was in serious
financial difficulty, which by 1965 was fairly common knowledge?

we discussed the initiation of the MGSL investigation. and how evidence of
the check kits came to light. I explained that after reviewing a ssrlss
of checks. all of which noted 'loan' in the memo field, I discerned a
pattern that looked like a check kite. and proceeded to trace funds
through the various accounts, which is a standard investigations
procedures. The end result was the referral alleging a massive cheer
kite. I also advised April that l had been told by both the U.S.
Attorney's office (Mac Dodson), and the FBI (Stave Irons) that this was a
highly prosscutabls case of check kiting. I also told her that I disputed
the declination of that referral on the basis of ‘insufficient
information‘. She commented that “that's what Grand Juries are for‘, and
I pouusd out that it generally seemed to be the policy of the U.S.
Attorney to agrse to open a case before they would start Grand Jury
proceedings. I also noted that I found the treatment of that particular
referral by the Justice Department to be highly unusual. This concluded
our discussion.
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MINUTES OF MEETING

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MADXSON FINANCIAL CORPORATION
April 17, 1935

The Board of Directors of Madison Financial Corporation
met on April 17, 1985, at 1:00 p.m. at the offices_of
Madison Financial Corporation at 16th and Main Streets,
Little Rock, Arkansas. All directors were present. The
minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved
as recorded.

The first order of business, introduced by John Latham,
was the matter of authorizing‘ prepayment of Jim
McDouga1's bonus. After a full discussion, the
following resolution -as unanimously adopted, with Jim
McDougal abstaining from the voting:

"RESOLVED, that the Corporation pre-pay to Jim
HcDougal $30,000.00 of his annual bonus in
recognition of the profits of the prior year,
and that said bonus is to be paid directly to
whitewater Development."

There being no further business, the meeting was
adjourned. . n
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T State at Arkansas
QFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE

APPLICATION Fort REGISTRATION or F | L E D
FICTITIOUS NAME

T JUL 2 5 I985

_ __ H W. J. "BILL" M CUEN"U
ai“§f.'i:" uclnuv 0' 5?“!

Slate Canltot “k
Llltle Rock, Arkansas l220t-I004

Pursuant to the provisions oi Section 95 ot ie Arkansas Business Corporation Act. (Act 576oi i965),
the undersigned corporation hereby applies tor the registration ot the use ot a lictitious nameand sub
mits herewith the iollqwing statement:

t) The lictitious name under which the business is being, or will be conducted by this corporation is:

?__ttadi:.orL.ttark:Linz

2) The character oi the business being or. ‘o be conducted. under such lictitious name is:i_mnnu~ '.iL.Lon.s

J) al The corporate name ol the applicant~l Corp
b) The Slate cl inCOrpOraUOflls:

__A.i;kanaaa

ct The location (giving city and street address) ol the registered otlice ol the applicant corporation

in Ark ansas is.

slim_nM~
City __L1t.r.L:_B.astt

State BB

4) The applicant slates that il it ls a loreigri r orporation that it is admitted to and aiittiorizeu to do busi
ness in the State ol Arkansas.

5) The tiling lee in the amount ol MOM is encioseo.

Name ol Applicant Corporation:

Signature

_\dd,.", _ P O M81583, Little Rock, Al 72203

SEAL

ATTESTI
.

Q2 \~' ' secneruiv

INSTRUCTIONS:

PROMO this Iomi In duplicate.saneto Secretaryot Slate'sOttice.Stale Capitol.LittleRoch,ArkansasDuplicate
=°9Ywill be returnedtothecoroaetion and rriu=tbe tiledwiththeCounty Clerk, (riotrequiredinPUIIQIICOUIIIYI
ot the County in which the Corporation‘: regi: ‘red olllce ls tocated.
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J/O9/92
CO
J/23/92

J/25/92
CO
4/I5/92

I/20/92
CO
4/24/92

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS

e\,i<

.9"
'

\

Madison Guaranty Savings 6 Loan ('MGSL') and it's llleged ¢;,, ta
Vhltewetef Development Corporation ('Vhltawatar') and fill 6 Hillary
Clinton were reported in a J/I/92 New rork Times article by 1,11
Garth. MGSL owner and board chairman, James J. Hcbougaj, hgq b..n
previously triad and acquitted on bank fraud charges in 5/90,

Inquiries regarding these C18! emanated from both RTC Investigations
in vashington, D.C., and the former Oirsctor of the Tulsa
Consolidated Office. The Washington inquiry went through the Kansas
City Regional Investigations Office to the Tulsa Consolidated
Investigations office, who was responsible for investigating failed
Arkansas thrifts. The question was raised as to whether Vhltewafer's
relationship with MGSL had been reviewed, and were there any
resulting losses or potential criminal activity documented. As a
result of this inquiry, the Tulsa office criminal investigator
assigned to the Arkansas thrift: was asked to work with the civil
investigator in reviewing the completed investigative findings to
date. Over a two week period, the criminal investigator reviewed all
thrift records obtained from the institution at the time of
consarvatorship which were stored in the Tulsa office. These
records included the available Board Minutes, conirtas and
subsidiary minutes, Fidelity Bond policies, IMLI exans from prior
years, outside audits, legal correspondence files and various
limited loan files. No mention was found of any whitewater
relationship with MGSL.

During this time frame, Tulsa Investigations learned that a former
MGSL employee. wbllqvvntly (and still) an attorney in the
employment of a Little Rock lav firm handling extensive litigation
in Arkansas for the RTC, had allegedly fabricated at least two years
of minutes for an HGSL subsidiary, Madison financial corporation
(‘MIC’). The criminal investigator was asked to review daily
records craatad by the former employee, who was at that time the
executive assistant to former MGSL president, John Lathal. Lathas
pled guilty to one charge of bank fraud in l9|!. Copies of the
former employee’: records had been shipped to Tulsa. where it would
be determined if further investigation was appropriate. An
affirmative decision was reached during the first week of 4/92.
while this review was being conducted, the civil investigator was
reviewing additional Madison records stored in Little Rock under the
control of the post-receivership assuming bank, Central sank i Trust
('C8iT'). These records. which had never been inventoried by either
MGSL or Clef, were stored in a downtown Little Rock warehouse, and
included. but were not limited to, former officer correspondence,
legal files. subsidiary land development and investment files.
microfilm, demand deposit (checking) account records/binders.
cancelled checks, etc.

lased on the findings of these concurrsnt criminal and civil
investigative reviews. the decision was made that both investigators
should travel to Little flora for a more extensive review of the
wsrehoused documents. At this point, the criminal investigation.
which had been previously scheduled for late I992, was rescheduled
to 4/92.

The investigators conducted an extensive review of the warehoused
records, and the criminal investigator talked with the I81 and 0.3.
Attorney's office regarding the l990 trial of former MGSL owner
James l. ncnougal. The criminal investigator learned that the rs:
was previously aware of the fabricated subsidiary minutes and had
taken no criminal action. Tulsa Investigations management was
advised accordingly and that aspect of the review was suspended.
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Madison Guaranty Savings 6 Loan
Criminal Investigative Chronology
Page 2

5/l/92
to
7/l5/92

8/l/92
to
9/2/92

9/J/92
CO
I2/15/92

12/X5/92
CO
J/If/93

J/ls/93
to
s/4/ss

the warehoused records revealed additional whitewater checking
account statements. raising further questions about the payee's on
some of Vhitewater's checks. A number of documents belonging to the
former Chief financial Officer of HGSL/Hf¢ were located. Among
these documents were several accountant/ledger worksheets on
numerous MIC subsidiary land 'developments', all of which were
heavily subsidized by HGSL. Included in one of the development
worksheets marked ‘Maple Creek farms‘ was an item denoting a 810,000
charge to whitewater for the cost of an engineering survey; this ygj
the first indication of a relationship between nest and/or nlc and
whitewater beyond the existence of the whitewater checking account.
Original microfilm. along with pertinent original documents free rhe
warehouse. were sent back to Tulsa for further investigation.
Research was conducted on twelve McDougal and/or McDougal business
partner controlled accounts, including Whitewater. Check copies were
produced for a two year period between 6/I4 and 6/I6; a standard
investigative procedure when tracing the flow of funds.

During the first week of 5/92. all Tulsa Consolidated Office
employees were advised that the Tulsa office would be permanently
closing at the end of 7/92. All Tulsa Investigations records were
shipped to the Kansas City Office. thus putting the HldllOfi
investigation on hold. The copy process on the McDougal and/or
scnougal business partner controlled accounts was suspended as well.
due to equipment and records relocation.

The criminal investigator transferred to the Kansas City office at
the end of 7/12. resuming the analysis of Madison documents and
checks. A criminal referral (ICOOOO) was subsequently generated
alleging a 82.5 million check kiting scheme between the McDougal
and/or McDougal business partners controlled entities. including
whitewater. This referral was submitted to the FIT and U.S.
Attorney, fastern District of Arkansas on 9/2/92.

Having submitted the initial referral on MGSL. the criminal
investigator redirected priorities to the ongoing investigations
of three other failed thrifts. which were intensifying. first
Federal Savings. Paraqould. Arkansas. which was reaching suspect
plea negotiations. first America Savings. ft. Smith. Arkansas. which
had been referred from Jurisdiction in the Western District of
Arkansas to the Dallas sank rraud Task force. and Cimmaron federal
savings, Muskogee. Oklahoma. for which investigations had fltdived
an allegation of potential fraud from the managing agent.
Throughout these investigations. the criminal investigator continued
to regueet and monitor a response on host referral ICOOOO.

The 0.8. Attorney's office did not offer any standard response to
the nest referral. advising either that a case would be opened or
that prosecution would be declined. for three months. In response
to numerous calls from the criminal investigator during that tine.
the Little lock rs: special Agent in Charge sent a letter of
acknowledgement to the arc stating that both the FIX and u.s.
Attorney had received the referral and exhibits. The investigator
continued to work on the aforementioned institutions while
continuing to monitor a potential response on the H688 referral.

The criminal investigator initiated a preliminary review of criminal
activity at Savers savings, Little Rock, Arkansas, out of which a
former borrower had been convicted and sentenced in conjunction with
a failed Texas Slb. This review involved extensive interviews with
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Hddlsdfl Guaranty Savings 6 Loan
Cflmlfldl Investigative Chronology
Page 3

5/4/91
CO
5/25/91

5/Jl/93
to
6/6/93

6/5/9)
to
:0/8/93

Z9/I7/93

ll/I/91
Z9
I/Z4/94

the borrower. and a review of his personal and corporata records
prior to his santancing and incarceration in late 4/9], 75¢
investigator continued to make verbal requests for a wpyggen
response from the rat or 0.3. Attorney on HGSL referral C0004.

on 5/4/93, the criminal investigator sent a letter to the 0.3.
Attorney inquiring about the status of the referral. The response
from the U.S. Attorney referred the investigator to the 0.3. Justice
Department in Washington D.C. The criminal investigator initiated
a series of calla to OOJ/Washington to ascertain the atatua of ah.
referral. Simultaneously, the criminal investigator, Cripinal
investigations department head and the field investigations officer
determined that the nos: expedient way to complete the investigation
of previously defined criminal allegations at MGSL was to supplement
the investigative manpower.

Three additional criminal investigators were assigned the task of
reviewing loan transactions. checking accounts and subsidiary
landing transactions to ascertain the level of criminal activity at
both HGSL and UPC. The lead investigator, along with another task
assigned investigator, returned to the Little Rock warehouse for
further document review. The investigators additionally travelled
to four other counties to review land records pertaining to property
sales, loan and mortgages reflected in the County Clerk’: offices.
Those findings were shared with the other assigned investigators.

The four investigators reviewed and analyzed all available ncsl
transactional information for the ensuing I20 days. As a result,
nine additional criminal referrals involving multiple HGSL and arc
transactions were generated and submitted to the U.S. Attorney and
Flt on I0/I/91.

fhe lead criminal lnvestigator received a letter from the new 0.5.
Attorney for the fastern District of Arkansas. Paula J. Casey. The
letter stated that referral ICOOOO. submitted 9/2/92, had been
declined due to 'lh!U!!l¢lOnC information’.

RTC Criminal investigations continues to support the investigative
efforts of the III and U.S. Attorney by providing HGSL and arc
documents warehoused in Kansas City, and offering assistance with
ongoing subpoena compliance.
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the responsibility for investigation of sll felled Arkansas thrlfts was |",_,,,,.4
by the halss RTC Offlcs of Investigations during ths first quarter er ;99;_
Responsibility was sssunod from the tsgsn/Mlnnsspolls RIC orgy,“ gg
Invsstigatlonu the lssd fagsn investigator for Madison cusrsnty savings, urn,
Roch, Arlunsss st that time was like Hsmsrly.

when the Tulsa office assumed this responsibility, Madison Gusrsnty was ssllgnod
to civil Invsstlgstor Hyatt Adams. shortly sftsr the rsssslgnmsnt of the“grass; thrirts, ssvsrsl members of the Tulsa Office of Investigations ssae s
sweep through tho failed Arkansas shops and appropriated all the records deemed
nscasssry for the effective completion of both civil and criminal lnvsstlgstlons.

1" his "gr 1991, Investigator Wyatt Adams traveled to Llttls lock to review
Madison Guaranty records hold by the acquiring entity, Csatrsl Beak and trust,
in an old, non-climate controlled building downtown on the river, which hsd been
converted to s ‘records storage‘ facility. According to Adams, whoa he arrived
there were utsnslvs records in poor condition, hsphsssrdly hsspod into the
storage specs on the second floor, which was poorly llt and protected by s chain
link fence and s padlock. Boxes were on their sides with records dumped out, DDA
binders were poorly stacked in one corner, and multiple bores hsd been shoved
into shelving, with no identifiable inventory. It should be noted that these
records were slrssdy in the wsrshouss st the time of the Investigations team
Spring 1991 'swssp' through the Arkansas thrlfts, and that the former Msnsglng
Agent eeneurs that, to his knowledge, thers was no inventory of thsso records.

In July 1991, the criminal lnvsstigstion of Madison Guaranty wss ssslgnod to
Investigator Joan Lswls. A ]_g_1_l_gw_-ta_pcriminal investigation was tsntstlvsly
slated to begin during the third quarter of 1992. duo to the fact that former
thrift owner James I. Mc0ougsl had previously been tried on Bank fraud chsrgss
stemming frod Madison Guaranty, and was acquitted in 1990. The follow-up
investigation was lntsndod to ensure that any remaining potlntlsl criminal
matters hsd boon propcrly rsvlswod and sddrssscd.

In March 1992, Senior Investigative Specialist Jon Hslksr contacted the Kansas
City rsgionsl RTC office regarding an article that had appeared in the New Yorx
Times stating possible tlss bstwsdn whitewater Development. Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan. and Bill G Hillary Clinton. Personnel in the KC rsgionsl
office than contacted the Tulsa office with s request that this issue be rsviswod
to determine if Investigations was swsrs of, had rsvlswod and/or appropriately
addressed matters portslnlng to the possible relationship between whitewater
Development and Msdlson Guaranty.

hyggr s nvuy qr all svsilsbls Tulsa Investigations inventory documents.
Investigators Adams and Lewis were detailed to the warehouse in Little hock to
rsvisw the remaining Madison records and ensure that nothing had been overlooked
with regard to any potsntlsl action on this matter. Investigator Lewis noted.
with concurrence fros Adams. that upon arrival that the records wars in very poor
condition, appeared to hsvc been dumped snd/or cransnod into the wsrshouss specs.
and that there was no svsllsbls inventory provided by central Bank 5 ‘trust
personnel which could identify the nsturs of these records. Investigator Adams
noted that this was the sand condition in which he'd found the records in 1991.
Boxes had to bd rserrsngod in order to establish work space and room for s tsbls
and two chairs.

During the review of thsss records. neither Investigator Adams or Lewis locstsa
any loan files and loan records relating specifically to whitewater Development
or the Cllntons. Investigator Adams than wont through s number of Demand Deposit
Account binders, to sscsrtsln if whitewater had maintained s checking account at
Madison Guaranty. He located an account and statements for l904. l90S and 1906.
Investigator Lewis reviewed multiple boxes of records. and recovered ssvsrsl
documents from former thrift officer files that wsrrsntsd further review. Among
those documdnts was s ledger sheet marked ‘Reserve for Development - Maple Cross
Farms‘ from the records of fonnor Madison cro Grog foung. on that lodqor shoot
was noted s $30,000 development rescrvo cost for an engineering survey charged
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gg whitewater Development. There wae aleo a limited amount of uicrotile 1°¢,;,¢
at the warehouee, which wae appropriated under the tame of the PM aqnumm md
returned to fulea along with aeveral DOA bindere, with permiaeion from cent“;
Bank i Truet. A eigned receipt containing an itemized liet of the docugenge
taken by lnveetigatore Adana and Lewia wae left with

_og
¢3;g_

Prior to departing Little Rock. lnveetigatore Adana and Lewia reviewed the
Madieon daily work film held by Central Bank G 1':-uet to reeearch the flow or
funde through the Hhitewater account aa pulled from the monthly etatemente, which
ie a etandard operating procedure for Inveetigatione. Several checlia payeble to
the Bank of Cherry Valley which identified loan numbere, were identified am
copied from the daily work. Aleo copied were numeroue check payable to entitiee
entitled Pembroke Manor, Rolling Manor, Madieon Marketing and othere, all of
which were eigned by Jamel or Suean xcnougal, beyable to Ihitewater Development
and contained the notation 'loa.n' in the memo field on the check. hccounte were
located and reviewed for theee other identified entitieea einilar checke
containing the ‘loan’ notation were found to have been paid between the entitiee.
At that time, both inveetigatore concurred that additional reeearch would be
appropriate, and reg-ueeted all available film relating to lladieon Guaranty and
returned it to mlea, leaving a receipt for the film. bindere and original
documente pulled from former office filee with C861‘ employee Bonnie Crocheron.
Copiee of the entity etatenente and checke ‘were pulled and/or duplicated from
film for the yearn 1984, 1985 I116 1936

- . ~- -, - ._ _

After the original film wae duplicated, the duplicatee were returned to Central
Bank i ‘l'ruet for their retention, and the original film wae retained in ‘rulea by
an RTC reeearch contractor. The criminal inveetigation of Hadieon then
continued, ae the civil claime had previouely been cloeed out by PL8.
In conjunction with the ongoing rladieon inveetigation. Kaneae City lnveetigatore
Jean Lewie and handy Knight traveled to Little lock in S/93 to revieit the
Madison recorde held in the downtown warehouee. Upon arrival lnveetigator Lewia
immediately noted the condition of the recorde wae eignificantly more organized
than 1,; haq been during the previoue vieit. and it wae evident that a number of
boxee had been cleared out. "

During thie vieit to the warehouee. lnveetigator Lewie learned from the etorage
facility attendant that the law firm of Mitchell. Selig, Jackeon, Tucker t white.
former general couneel to Kadieon Guaranty Savinge, aleo etored recorde at the
warehouee.

A number of the remeinlnq boaee were reviewed. and the keye returned to 1h at Central lanh G ‘fruet. At that time, lnveetigator Lewie noted to1— that the warehouee eeemed to lack a number of boxea that had previouely
been there, and_ advieed that eocne of the recorde had been retrieved
and were being held in e beck room at the bank (cut). when aelred why thie had
not been diacloeed when the keye had been picked up rather than returned, He.
crochei-on'e reeponee wae ‘you didn't eel-'

It h ld b ed h t accordin t th USe on egg; t a , g o e Attorne ‘e etaff in Little Roch, 1i~to hadieon and wae eulnoned before the Grand Jury or teetimony. e outcome or
that inveetigation hae never been diecloeed to thie office.

In conjunction with the ongoing Fl! inveetigation of the R1‘C'e referrale.
lnveetigatione advieed the Fl! that additional original Kadieon Guaranty
microfilm, along with the recorde at the warehouee, were under the control of
central Bank G Truet. It ie the underetanding of Kaneee City Office of
Xnveetigationrthat the aforementioned recorde have now been eubpoenaed by the
u.s. Attorney'e office and are now under the control of the Little lock I'll. The
original Madieon film held by Inveetigatione nae aleo been turned over to the rat
along with other recorde eubject to Grand Jury subpoena.
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Resolutlot in Corporation

Kansas City Consolidated Olificc

4900 Main Street, P.O. Box 419570

Kansas City, Missouri 64141 (8163 531-2212 (800) 365-3342

"1. ' ~q

September l, 1992

Mr. Steve from. Supervisory Special Agent

White Collar Crime Unit
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Two Financial Centre, Suite 200

P.O. Box 21370
Little Rock. Arkansas 72221

Re: #7236 Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan

t Little Rock. Arkansas - ln Receivership (11/29/90)~
Dear Sir:

Certain matters have come to our attention which may constitute criminal offerues under Federal

law. Enclosed is a report of an Apparent Criminal irregularity.

lnfor-mation in this referral may have been derived from financial records of customers of federally

insured financial institutions. I hereby certify that (A) there is reason to believe that these records

may be relevant to a violation of Federal criminal law, and (B) the records were obtained in thg

exercise of the RTC: supervisory or regulatory functions.

Due to the extensive nature of the exhibits relating to this referral. they are being submitted to the

U. S. Attorney's office under separate cover at a later date.

Please direct any inquiries to the Investigator identified on the referral form. o_rto Lee O. Ausen.

Department Head/Criminal lnvestigatiom. Kansas City Consolidated Office.

Sincerely,

L Richard lorio
Field Investigations Officer

Enclosure
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Resolutio: lst Corporation
'

Kansas Cit; Consolidated Ofllee
4900 Main Street, P.O. Box M9570

Kansas City, Missouri 64141 (816) S31-2212 (800) 365.3341

September 1, 1992

/

The Honorable Charles A. Banks

United States Attorney
Eastern District of Arkansas
U.S. Post Ofice and Courts Building
600 W. Capitol. Room 331
P.O. Box 12.29
Little Rock. Arkansas 72203

Re: #736 Madison Guaranty Savings 6: Loan
Little Rock. Arltansa - in Receivership (ll/29/90)~

Dear Sir:

Certain matters have come to our attention which may constitute criminal offenses under Federal
law. Enclosed is a report of an Apparent Cnrnlnal irregularity.

inforrnation in this referral may have been derived from financial records of tnistomers of federally
insured financial institutiotis. l hereby certify that (A) there is reason to believe that these records
may be relevant to a violation of Federal criminal law, and (B) the records were obtained in the
exercise of the RTCs supervisory or regulatory functions.

Due to the extensive namre of the exhibits relating to this referral. they are being sent to §0u.r
office under separate cover.

Please direct any inquiries to the investigator identified on the referral form. or to Lee O. Ausen_

Department Head/Criminal investigations. Kansas City Consolidated Office. _

Sincerely,

L Richard lorio
Field investigations Officer

Enclosure
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H E M O R A N D U H

T0: Criminal Admin File

FROM: Jean Lewis
Criminal Investigator

oars: Hay 2, 199:

RE: Background remarks and conversation with AUSA Bob
Roddey's office re: Madison Guaranty Savings referral

In March 1993, shortly after the departure of former U.S. Attorney
chuck Banks, I was advised by AUSA Bob Roddey on an unofficial
basis, that Banks had forwarded the "Madison referral‘ to Ju3t1¢q
in Washington D.C. almost bmmediately after receiving it last
September; Roddey also added that Banks had taken this action as
the referral was "politically hot“.

I contacted Roddey's office early this afternoon to see if AUSA
Floyd Hac Dodson was still with the U.S. Attorney‘: office, of if
he had left with Chuck Banks. I was advised by Roddey's secretary,
Laura, that Dodson did, in fact, leave with Chuck Banks, and she
offered me their number, which I declined. I asked her what would
have happened to Dodson's cases, and she offered to "check the
computer" and call me back, if I could give her a specific case,
which I did, identifying Madison Guaranty Savings criminal referral
I C0004.
Approximately five minutes later, Laura called back and advised me
that no record of that referral showed up in their computer system;
she then advised me that in conversing with AUSA Roddey, he told
her that Banks had sent it to Justice in Washington, and that ‘we'd
probly never hear about it again".

A letter inquiring about the status of the referral has been
prepared to send to U.S.A. Pence later today.

cc: Richard Iorio
Lee Ausen
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H E H O R A N D U H

TO: Criminal Admin File
F \

FROM: Jean Lewi9§§?\

DATE: Hay l9, 1993

RE: Additional conversation with Office of Legal Counsel for
U.S. Attorney's, U.S. Justice Department, Wash., D.C.

In following up my previous discussion with the Office of Legal
Counsel on May 13, I contacted Dyone Mitchell (secretary) of that
office to see if she had been able to determine the status of the
Madison referral, as I had not heard back from her. She consulted
her notes and advised me that they "have no record of that
referral, it is not in their computer system, it has not been given
to an attorney"; upon repeating this response to her, she
reiterated "no ma'am, that referral has not been submitted to this
office."

After advising Lee Ausen and Richard Iorio of this conversation,
the decision was made to resubmit the referral through the U.S.
Attorney's office in Little Rock, and contact Ms. Mitchell in the
office of Legal Counsel to see if that office should be copied on
the referral and letter to Richard Pence, U.S. Attorney in Little
Rock. I contacted Ms. Mitchell again to inquire as to whether that
office should be copied on the referral. She said yes, and when I
asked to whose attention it should be directed, she responded that
it should be sent to Acting Assistant Attorney General Daniel
Koffsky, as the Assistant Attorney General, Hr. Dellinger, has not
yet been confirmed.

The letter of re—submission will be prepared this afternoon, with
a copy going to Hr. Koffsky's attention.

cc: Richard Iorio
Lee Ausen

>\\'

' _ .‘ ‘ -\.\‘-1. _~
_.
‘

N W

. - L g
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1-O; L- Richard IOI'i¢@Investigations@RTCKCHID
¢¢; Lee 0. Ausenélnvestigations@RTCXCMID
Bcc:
pram; L. Jean Lewisilnvestigations@RTCXChID
Subject: I7236/Madison Guaranty savings
gag‘; Wednesday, Hay 19, 1993 15:55:03 CDT
Attach:
Certify: Y

Forwarded by:

------ee---- - .Q- - - -- - . - - - - - ¢- . - - -------- - - -Q<QQ- - . - - - . _ ---------__-Q -Q- - . . . -
In following up on the suggestion that Hr. Daniel Koffsky, Acting Aggigtang
Attorney General, be sent a copy of Madison referral I C0004, I ¢nng;¢g¢¢ tn,
office of Legal Counsel to verify the correct address. In speaking with Dyone
Mitchell of that office, I reiterated the address provided by us Atty Richard
Pence, which reads:

office of Legal Counsel
Executive Office for the U. 5. Attorneys
U. 5. Justice Department
Washington, DC 20530

The letter provided the phone number (202) 514-2041.

1:. Mitchell advised that the Office of Legal Counsel and the Executive Office
for the U. S. Attorney’: were two separate sections, and that the referral may
aave been forwarded to the Executive Office instead of Legal Counsel. She
then connected me with the operator, who put me through to the Exflcutivg
Jffice where I spoke with Stephanie Kennedy. I explained to Hs. Kennedy what
2 was looking for, and she said she would get back to me this afternoon.

She called me back at 3:30, and advised that she had forwarded the matter on
:o Donna Henneman in "Legal Counsel". who would check it out and call :e back
tomorrow. I then contacted Hs. Renneman to offer background information on
;hat I was looking for. Hhen I explained that it was a referral out of
fadison Guaranty, forwarded to that office by Chuck Banks, she had immediate
znowledge, stating "oh, the one involving the President and his wife‘. She
then stated that the referral had been sent to that office (exactly whlCh
:ffice is still unclear to me) as a special report for the attention of the
.ttorney General, and not as a referral for prosecution. She then stated that
'anytime a referral comes in that would make the department look bad, or has
=olitical ramifications, it goes to the Attorney General.‘ She further added
;hat the referral had been submitted to that office "because of the political
-amifications and political motivations", and then told me that referrals were
ot prosecuted out of that office. She then stated that the referral had been
eclined. I advised her that the referral had not been declined, and read her
he letter sent to this office by U.S. Attorney Richard Pence. She
cknowledged that she was confused, and told me she would speak with her
upervisor, Deborah Westbrook, and have her call me back tomorrow. I then
sked for Ms. Henneman's title, and she informed me that she was the Ethics
rogram Manager. I thanked her and ended the conversation.

‘ll keep you posted if and when I hear from Hs. Westbrook.
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\

7°; L. Richard Iorioélnvestigations@RTCXLnID
¢¢; Lee 0. Ausenelnvestigations@RTCKCMID
Bcc: Y
Ffggg L. Jean LewisfitnvestigationsORTCKCMlD
Subject: I7236/Madison Guaranty
nag‘; Wednesday, Hay 26, 1993 16:10:47 CDT
Attach:
Certify: Y
Forwarded by:

I've just received a follow-up call from Donna Henneman at Justice in D.C.
She informed me that after speaking with Deputy Director/E0 Wayne Rich she
learned that referral ICOOO4 had been sent to forler Special Counsel Ira
Raphelson. I noted that Hr. Raphelson is now in private practice, she
concurred and said that she wasn't sure where it had gone after he left, but
that she was going to call the "criminal fraud division at Justice‘ and see lf
they are prosecuting the case or if a declination letter has been issued. I
restated that, to my knowledge, the referral had not been declined, and that
I had been advised by an FBI agent in Little Rock that it was a "very solid
case of check kiting, and was highly prosecutable.'

I then identified the suspects named in the referral~for her reference, and she thanke me an o m
s e'd be back in touch as soon as she found something. She also stated that
she was growing increasingly frustrated with the situation, because she had
seen the information, knew that it had cone in, and couldn't understand why
she was having such a hard time tracking where the referral and exhibits had
gone.

To date, each time she has given ll a date that she would call back, she has
<ept her word. I'll let you know when I hear from her again.
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\
l

7°; L. Richard lorioéInvestigations9RTCXtnID
j¢; Lee 0. AusenéInvestigations@RTCXCHID
3cc:
Fpqm; L. Jean Lewisélnvestigations@RTCXCMID
Eubject: Madison Guaranty
laggg Tuesday, June 8, l993 15:16:49 CDT
\ttach:
Iertify: Y
Forwarded by:

\s we discussed this morning, I was going to contact Audrey Word at DoJ inJaghinqton this afternoon; however, before I could call, Donna Hennemqn in theIxecutive Office for U.S. Attorney’: called me. It seems that Madison~eferral I CD004 has reappeared on her desk. Audrey Hord was successful inocating the referral within the Fraud section of the Criminal Division andIetermined that the individual assigned to the referral "didn't want to dealith it", so she sent the referral and all pertinent info back to Donna
'enneman for further disposition.

onna advised me that the Criminal Division (no one specifically identified)ent a memo to Doug Frazier, Associate Deputy Attorney General (in Depty Attyeneral Heyman's office) advising him that there was "no identifiable basisor recusal of the U.S. Attorney in the Eastern District of Arkansas"; this
as a direct quote from the memo, as she read it. She then told me that she'dontacted Hr. Frazier who did not remember receiving the memo, and suggested
hat she get the memo and the referral to him for review and a final decision.
he has subsequently sent him both the referral and the memo, and said she'll
eep me posted. I then advised her that during the intervening period,iditional information has surfaced that would further support the allegationszntained in the referral. so I would be most curious as to their decision. Iten concluded the conversation by telling her "whatever the decision is. I
eed something in writing so that X can close out the file with a declination.r offer support for an ongoing case." She agreed and said she'd stay Ln
nuch.

‘ll keep you posted.
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7°; L. Richard IorioeInvestiqationsORTCXCHID
;¢; Lee 0. Ausenfllnvestiqations@RTCKCHID
3cc:
Ffqmg L. Jean LewisilnvestiqationsQRTCKCMID
Subject: I7236 Madison Guaranty Savings
jag‘; Wednesday, June 21, 199: 15:21:55 CDT
Attach:
Certiflyz Y
Forwarded by:

\t approximately 3:00 this afternoon, I spoke with Donna Henneman in the
Executive Office tor U.S. Attorneys, regarding the status or the Madisan
:e£erral I¢0004. she advised that she had sent the "package" to As;¢¢i;;,
Deputy Attorney General Doug Frazier on June e, as we had previously
discussed, but that she had received the entire package back on her desk today
Jith no further answers, as Hr. Frazier was now the new U.S. Attorney in one
at the Florida districts: she had not determined whether Mr. Frazier had taken
iny action prior to his departure, and had spoken with her supervisor
regarding her next action shortly before I contacted her. She advised that
zhe will attempt to contact Mr. Frazier in Florida sometime tomorrow, and
ietermine what decision, it any, had been made.
;he then advised that "this sort of thing happens all the time when we're
1:y1nq to get the guys upstairs to make a decision." She said she'd be back
.n touch as soon as she had an answer trom Doug Frazier, or his replacement, a
fr. Dave Margolis.

‘his was the sth conversation I've had with Ms. Henneman since I first
ontacted her on May 19, i993. .

'll keep you posted.
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kttachz
tertify: Y
Forwarded by:

To: L. Richard lOriO@Investlgations@RTCXLHID
Sc: Lee O. Ausenfilnvestigations@RTCXCHID
3cc:
From: L. Jean Lewisfllnvestigations@RTCKCMID
Subjegt; !7236 Madison Guaranty Savings
Date: Hednssday, June 23, 1993 15:37:30 CDT

Jonna Henneman (E0/US Attorneys) just called ms back to let as know she'd
apoks with former Associate Deputy Attorney General Doug Frazier. He advised
ier that he met with Tony Huscato, the Director of the Executive Office for
I.S. Attorney's. and that the decision has been made to return the referral to
he U.S. Attorney in the Eastern District of Little Rock, as there was "no
asis for the recusal of the U.S. Attorney", and apparently a lack of
conflict of interest."
s. Henneman then added that she doubted whether or not the U.S. Attorney,
istern District/Arkansas would be aware of this situation yet, but suggested
nat I wait a few days and then contact that office in Little Rock.

18 asked to be kept posted on the outcome, and offered her continued
ssistance whenever and however possible.
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7°; L. Richard IorioiInvestigation5@RTChtHlD
¢¢; Lee O. AusenfiInvestigations@RTCKCMlD
Bcc:
Frag; L. Jean Lewisilnvestigations@RTCXCMID
Subject: I72J6 Madison Guaranty Savings
Data; Tuesday, June 29, 1993 16:03:21 CDT
Attach:
Certify: Y

Forwarded by:

I received a call this afternoon from a highly reliable and confidential
source, that the Madison referral (C0004) has been returned to the u.s.
Attorney's office in Little Rock, Arkansas. My source has advised me that the
acting U.S. Attorney, Richard Pence, has stated he has no intention of acting
on this referral, and plans to let it sit until such time as the new U.s
Attorney designea Paula Casey, takes office on either an interim or permanent
basis. It was stated that there was displeasure at the fact that the referral
had been returned to the Little Rock office, and that the reason cited for
it's return was that the Executive Office for U.S. Attorney‘: found no basis
for recusal, and no conflict of interest emanating from the U.$ Attorney‘:
office in the Eastern District. However, the acting U.S. Attorney is of the
opinion that if the (strong) case against James McDougal is taken to trial, it
will appear to be "sour grapes" due to his acquittal during his first bank
fraud trial.

I was further advised that there is no definite date yet as to when Ms.
Casey's confirmation will occur, and that it is likely that she will assume
her responsibilities on an interim basis. My source has advised that I will
get a "head's up“ call when Ms. Casey assumes her new responsibilities, but
that such appointments have been delayed in the past, and may take a while.

I'll keep you advised should I hear anything further.
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#7236 Madison Guaranty Savings Z
g

Thursday, September 23, 1993 15:03:56 CDT

7°; L. Richard Iorio@INVEST-l@RT¢x¢
ce; Lee 0. Ausen@INV£ST-IERTCKC
Bcc:
From; L. Jean LeHiS@INVEST-IQRTCXC
Subject:
Date:
Attach:
certify: Y
Forwarded by:

-Q----Q--Q--Q - - - - --- - _ - _ - - - - - . . - - - _ Q- _ - - - - - ¢- --——-_--------__---- . - - _ _ - - - -Q

I've just had a conversation with Donna Henneman, Ethics Program Manager,
Executive office for U. S. Attorneys. I called Donna to make a final
determination as to whether or not she wants formal notification of the
existence of the subsequent referrals being submitted to the U. S. AttorneyEastern District of Little Rock, on Madison. '

In discussing the standard RTC procedure of the submission of referrals, she
was requested that she be copied on the transmittal letters that go to the u,;. Attorney and FBI. At the time she receives the copies of those letters,
;he will then request the referrals and exhibits from the U. S. Attorney'saffice for any necessary follow up. So, at her request, I'll ask Donne Hinton
zo cc: Ms. Menneman in her official capacity. She felt that a letter
'equesting copies at this point was unnecessary, and if it becomes necessary
zhl will go through her channels at Justice
7. S. Attorney Paula Casey. Donna has also
>ne paragraph summary of the content of the
etters, so that she will be aware of those
we glad to provide the requested summary as
tottom of each transmittal letter.

to obtain the documentation from’
requested that I provide a brief
referrals with the transmittal
with "sensitivity issues." I will
an addendum paragraph to the

he then asked me about the final disposition of MGSSL referral C0004. I tolder that I had been advised that it was received back in the U. S. Attorney'sffice, but that I had received no formal notification that a case had been
pened, nor a declination letter. I expressed my concerns that the sameituation could befall the next referrals to be submitted, and she assured ae
nat she and her supervisor, Deb Westbrook, would stay closely in touch with
ne situation, due it's potentially political ramifications, some of which Ixplained for her edification.

we asked me to stay in touch as to the responses that I get from the U.S.:torney's office, and assured me that, if necessary, the "higher-ups" atistice would make sure something got done with these referrals, including thezrst one, which in her words ‘should have been handled by now, one way or the- ee_her.

ll keep you posted.
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To:
'

L. Richard Iorio@INVEST-IQRTCI-(C
¢¢; Lee O. Ausen@lNVEST-IERTCXC
Bcc:
From: L. Jean Lewis@INVl-SST-l@R'l‘CKC
Subject; 17236 Madison Guaranty Savings
onto; Wednesday, September 29, 1993 12:16:43 EDT
Attach:
certify: Y
Forwarded by:

I've just received a call from Donna Henneman, Ethics Program Manager,
Executive Office for U. S. Attorney's, Washington, D. C. She advised that
she had spoken to her supervisor, Deb Westbrook, and Ms. Westbrook's
supervisor, Doug Frazier, regarding whether or not the Executive Office wantedcopies of the madison referrals slated for submission this week. Ms.
Westbrook and Mr. Frazier have determined that the Executive office shouldreceive copies of the referrals and exhibits. Upon receipt, they will review
them and determine whether to instruct the U.S. Attorney's office to act on
them accordingly, or if they should be forwarded to the Public Integrity
Section of DOJ for further review. I inquired as to the nature of the PublicIntegrity Section and was advised that it is the section of DOJ responsible
for the prosecution of public officials. Ms. Henneman also advised that theyiave made the decision to get the Deputy Attorney General's office involved inzhis situation, and bring them up to speed.

I asked her to submit this request in writing, in order to document theInvestigations file and she responded that she would do so, faxing me a letterthis afternoon. I've provided her with the fax number and will copy you upon-zceipt of her letter.

‘o briefly summarize the situation to date, I contacted the Executive officefor U. 5. Attorney‘: on May 13, 1993, at the written suggestion of U.S.
tttorney Richard Pence, pursuant to his letter of May 10, 1993 regarding my'ritten inquiry as to the final disposition of Madison referral lcoooa,
-ubmitted on 9/l/92. Hr. Pence advised that the referral had been forwarded to
he Executive Office by former U.S. Attorney Charles A. Banks due to what he
zeemed was a "conflict of interest". This information was relayed to Ms.
.enneman during my first conversation with her. During subsequent calla Ieceived from Ms. Henneman, she advised me as to her progress in tracking the
nereabouts of referral IC0004, which she finally located and had forwarded
ack to her office on June I, 1993. At that time, Ms. Menneman advised me that
ne decision had been made by personnel in the Criminal Division of DQJ that
here was "no identifiable basis for recusal of the U.S. Attorney in the
astern District of Arkansas", and that the referral would be forwarded back
o the U. s. Attorney's office in Little Rock. Since that time, Ms. Mennesan
as contacted me to follow up on the final disposition of the referral. X havedvised her that this office has not yet received notification of an openedase, or a letter declining prosecution. During these aforementioned
anversations, the issue was raised as to further referrals, and whether the
cecutive Office should be copied on any further referrals to avoid a
zcurrence of circustances. I received notification of that decision today
ten Ms. Menneman contacted me, as previously outlined.

.ease let me know if you have any questions.
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7°; L- Richard Iorio@INVES'I‘—l@RTCXC
Cc: Lee 0. Ausen@INVEST-IGRTCXC
Bcc:
From: L. Jean Lewis@INVEST-IERTCKC
Subject: I7236 Madison Guaranty Savings
Dag‘; Wednesday, september 29, 1993 16:22:55 EDT
Attach:
Certify: Y
Forwarded by:

q--------------eo------- - - - Q- _ . - Q- ------Q-- - Q- - - -Q _ Q- - - . - - . _ - _ - - _- Q- . - - - - - - -_

I've received a follow-up call from Donna Henneman with the Executive Office
for U. S. Attorneys. She spoke with her supervisor, Deb Westbrook, regarding
my request for a written follow—up to her verbal request that the ExecutiveJffice be copied on all the Madison referrals and exhibits. Ks. Westbrook has
withdrawn her initial request for copies, and stated that they will go through
:he U. S. Attorney's office to obtain copies rather than having us copy theiroffice directly. Ms. Henneman indicated that this route would not make the U.
S. Attorney's office feel as though the Executive Office was "going behind
their back" in requesting copies of the referrals.
;he then reiterated that she would like to be copied on the transmittalletters that will be sent with the referrals to the U. S. Attorney and the’BI, with a brief summary paragraph outlining the suspects and content of eachreferral. I agreed to her request, and will make arrangements to provide the
requested summary on the transmittal letters.

I'll let you know if I hear from her again.
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\

:9; Lee O. AusenOINVt5T-1QRTCXC
Cg: L. Richard IorioOINVEST-l8RTCXC
acc:
Fran; L. Jean Lewis@INV£ST—l@RTCXC
$ubject: I7236 Madison Guaranty
oat‘; Tuesday, October 26, 1993 15:35:28 CDT

Attach:
tertifyz Y

Forwarded by:

Inst FYI...

lased on our conversation this afternoon regarding the OCC's inability to
locate their past exams for UNB/Little Rock, I took a shot at a hunch, and
iade another call to Cristina Plechas, the attorney for the FDIC in Memphis
rho had previously advised me (in response to my written request of 6/23) that
>CC would have been the regulatory agency for UNB during 1986.

'ristina, so I have learned, is no longer with the FDIC in Memphis. However,

spoke to her successor, Broderick Nichols, and outlined the previous request
ith him, asking him if he would do some additional followup just on the off
hance that the FDIC might have done a concurrent exam on UN! with OCC at some
oint between 1983 and 1987. I then explained to him that the OCC seemed to
e having some difficulty in locating their records, and advised him that I
as informed by OCC that prior to 1991, UN8 was actually First National Bank
f Jacksonville. Hell, it turns out that Broderick Nichols is from Little
ock. What a small world! And he evidently grew up knowing where Union
ational Plaza is and that Union National Bank was, and still is, the largest
ank in Little Rock. He was somewhat concerned about the fact that OCC
ouldn't find their exams, and has offered his expeditious assistance in
ocatinq any concurrent exams done by FDIC. He's also offered to aid me in
acating other potential leads and sources within OCC that might be able to
ediscover the whereabouts of the UNB exams. Re couldn't quite understand how
we OCC could lose a $500 million bank. Does this sound familiar??

ll keep you posted.
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To: L. Richard IOrlO@INVEST'l@RTCXC
Cc:' Lee O. AUSQDQINVEST-IERTCXC
Doc:
From: L. Jean Lewis0IMVEST-IQRTCKC
Subject: 11236 Madison Guaranty
Date: Hednesday, October 27, 1993 13:37:23 CDT
Attach.
certify: Y
Forwarded by:

Just got a call from Donna Manneman, Ethics Program Manager, Executive office
for U.S. Attorneys. She asked if I'd received a declination letter on the
first referral (C0004) from the U.S. Attorney in Little Rock. I told her that
ve had not received a declination to date. She then advised that her
aupervisor, Deb Westbrook, had evidently had a conversation with U.S. Attorney
‘aula Casey, and that Ms. Casey stated that she would be sending a declination
etter to the RTC on that particular referral. Mo date was given, and Donna
lld not reference the date of the conversation between Ms. Westbrook and Ms.
‘asey. I asked Donna if she knew the basis for the declination, and she
esponded that she did not, and hadn't seen a copy of the letter either. she
hen suggested that if I do not receive the letter of declination within a
airly short time frame, to please let her know.

onna also noted that Ms. Westbrook advised her that USA Casey had stated she
ould "deal" with the other referrals as well.

'11 keep you posted as to any further calls from Ms. Henneman.
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October 27, I993~
Ms. L. Jean Lewis
criminal Investigator 1.
Resolution Trust Corporation
4900 Kain Street, Suite 200
Kansas City, HO 64112

Re: l72J6 Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Criminal Referral Number C0004

Dear Ms. Lewis:

I am writing at the request of the Office of Legal Counsel,
Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys of the 0.8. Department of
Justice to let you know the status of this referral.

As you know, this referral was reviewed by the criminal
Division of the U.S. Departbent of Justice at the request of the
previous United States Attorney for the Eastern District of
Arkansas. The matter was concluded before I began working in this
office, and I was unaware that you had not been told until I was
contacted by the Office of Legal Counsel. After receiving the call
from Legal Counsel I reviewed the referral, and I concur with the
opinion of the Department attorneys that there is insufficient
information in the referral to sustain many of the allegations made
by the investigators or to warrant the initiation of a criminal
investigation.

Although I as declining to take further substantive action on
this referral, my decision does not foreclose future prosecutions
about the setters covered by the referral or related matters in the
event that

my
office and the rat are given access to records or

information ndicating that prosecutable cases can be made.

sincerely,
r-',’
41144“ (Dy.

(‘Z/LL75»PAULA J. CASEY
United States Attorney

cc: Debra Westbrook
Office of Legal Counsel
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November l, 1,91

the Honorable Iaula J. Casey
United States Attorney
lastern District of Arkansas
!.O. lo: I22!
Little lock, Arkansas 7220)

Rel I723‘ Ksdison Guaranty Savings 6 Loan
Criminal leferral Number C0004

Dear Rs. Casey:

I have received your October 27, 1992 letter regarding the above caption.4 ;h;L;;and referral. On the basis of comments contained within your letter, I asinterpreting that correspondence as a formal declination to prosecute referralICOOUO. rev stipulated in your letter that this setter was concluded prior to thebeginning of your tenure as the United States Attorney for the laetegn p1;;;;¢;of Arkansas. Prior to the receipt of your letter, RIC InVOlti§|ti0n| ya] nqgadvised that the matter had been foroally concluded.

setveen septesber l, 1!!) and today's date, this office has received a total orthree letters with regard to the aforementioned referral, including your letterof declination. The other two letters were free Ill/SAC Don Iettus, 12/:3/9),acknowledging receipt of the referral, and from Acting United States AttorneyAichard fence, 5/l0/91, advising this office that he was unaware or the re(.,;.1status as it had been forwarded to the Executive Office for United StatesAttorney's by former United states Attorney Chuck lankn.
If there were other documents produced that are relative to the conclusion ofthis matter. I would appreciate receiving the appropriege ¢°;;;;,
the arc Kansas City Office of Investigations will continue it's policy ofcooperation with both the United States Attorney's office and the rs: on allreferral related and investigative matters, making ail P¢;g;n.n; ,,,¢,d|accessible as regussted.

Should you have any further questions, or if this office eey be or furtherassistance, please do not hesitate to contact se at (Ill) ass-12:1, of ir r i.unavailable, Supervisory investigator Lee Ausen at (ell) 960-7243 or ,l.l‘Investigations Officer Richard lorio at (Ole) see-12:2.
very truly yours,

L. 1
.2
2

Lewis
senior crisinal Investigator

cc: Debra Uestbrook/Office of Legal Counsel
L. nichsrd lorio/field Investigations officer/ACOLes Ausen/Supervisory Investigator/RCO

nmuon $71eel.$uIean Kata cnv.m=au1.un2. (miss:-212

nsozunon mus! concur/on 3

namqnecnei
ltnofln[1\eChefldreu
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To: Jane M. oankowski@0LA@RTCXC
cc; L. Richard Iorio

Lee O. Ausen
Michael X. Caron

Bcc:
Pros: L. Jean Lewisalflvtsr-1QRTCKC
Subject: re: madison guaranty
nsggg Wednesday, November l0, 1993 13:24:34 CST
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

Hey you! Just a heads up to let you know that Mike Caron, Senior Criminal
Investigator, is now the lead investigator on Madison...so anymore faxes you
send should come to Mike's attention, and any further communication about
Madison should go to him, too. The Powers That Be have decided that I'm
better off out of the line of fire (and I ain't arguing), but please let me
assure you, that we are leaving you in very capable hands! Got any questions
beyond that, ask Lee or Richard...
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*9; James R. uudineioper-inv0RTCDC
Dennis M. CavinawiEX£C@RTCXC
James G. ThompsonQEXECFSC8RTCKC
A. Bowen Hinton@0LAORTCKC,Jane H. Jankowsxi@oLA@RTcxc

'c:
‘cc: L. Jean Lewis0INVEST-l0RTCKC
:0]: L. R1Chdtd IOIiO@INVEST-IQRTCXC
ubject: Madison Guaranty
>;gg; Monday, November 15, 1993 11:26:54 CST
.ttach: HHITEPAP.nAD »

;ertify: N
orwarded by:

=nThursday, November ll, 1993, there was an article that appeared in the
ashington Post concerning declination of prosecution on the first Madison
eferral that was transmitted to the Department of Justice (DOJ) on August 31,
992.

ontained in the article was information that the referral had been reviewed
y DOJ and that a decision had been made early on to decline on this referral
nd that when Paula Casey US Attorney, Little Rock, Arkansas, in fact issued
ne declination in October 1993, she was simply bringing this matter to a
lose.

ne document attached clearly refutes this train of thought. In fact, it
ppears that no thorough review of the document had been conducted as late as
une 23, 1993, some ten months after the referral had been initially
ransmitted. It was not until September 29, 1993 that this office was advised
net the referral would be reviewed.

nis whole issue might not be important, however, for purposes of credibility
ith regard to the RTC’s efforts in this area, this memo and attachment are
Jbmitted for factual clarity.

89-184 95 -15
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RTC Criminal Referral IC0004 on Madiaon Guaranty savinga wae completed on Auguet
31, 1992, “Q1104 by RTC Xanaae City Inveatigatione management on septa“, 1
1992, and eent via certified nail on September 2, 1992, to Charlee A. la.-nu, 0.3:
Attorney, laatern Diatrict of Arkanaae, and SSA stave Irone, Ill, Lit“. go“,
By early llovernber 1992, no etandard written reeponee of proeecutioe or
declination had been forthcoming from the U.S. Attorney'e office. in aid
hovember 1992, the lead criminal inveetigator nade the firet of a number of
verbal requeete to both the 0.3. Attorney and 7!! in Little lock for acme fore
of written acknowledgement that the referral had been received and ggviqygfl, 3
written acknowledgement dated December 15, i992, from II! SAC Don I. Pettua, wee
received by the lead criminal inveetigator on January 4, 1993, nu
acknowledgement atated that the referral had been received, and that further
queetione ehould be directed to AUSA Iloyd Mac Dodaon, who had eljg |_-.¢.g_",4 Q,‘
referral and exhibita. On January 7, 1993, the lead inveetigator had a
convereation with AUSA Mac Oodaon in which he advieed that he waen't aura the
referral wae etill in the 0.3. Attorney'e office in Little Roch, and that if
proeec-ution occurred, it would probably be through a epecial attorney eent to
Little Rock to handle the eituation.

For four monthe, there wee no further coanunication or correepondence received
by Inveatigationa on thie matter. In a hay 3, 1991, convereation between
Inveatigatione and the U.S. Attorney'e office, it wae indicated that referral
{C0004 had been "eent to Juetice in Haehington almoet ae eoon aa it wae received
laet September‘. On Hay 4, 1993 Xnveetiqatione eent a written inquiry to Acting
U. 8. Attorney, Richard I. Pence, requeeting the etatua of the referral. on Kay
12, i993, Inveetigatione received a letter from Kr. Pence (dated Kay 10, 1993)
atating that for-mer U.S. Attorney Charlee Benita had detereined that hie office
had a conflict of intereat with conducting an inveatigation or proeecuting
criminal chargee relating to referral M20004, and had eent the referral and
erhibite to the Office of Legal Couneel ('OLC'), txecutive Office for 0.1.
Attorney'e, 0. 8. Juetice Department, Haehington D. C. He etated that any
further inquiriee ae to the etatua of the referral ehould be directed to that
office, providing a phone number in Haehington 0. C.

Ae euggeeted by Kr. Pence, the lead inveetigator called the OLC on Hay ll, 1991.
Thin initiated a eeriee of 15 phone calla between the 01,6 and Inveetigationu 10
tahing place between Kay ll and June 29, 1993, and five tranepiring between
September 23 and October 27, 1991. The eajority of theee calla were incoming to
rnveetigationa, and provided information ae to the progreee being made with
regard to locating and determining the etatua of the referral.

The June 23, 1993 convereation between lnveetigatione and O!-C indicated that the
deciaion had been made to return the referral to the 0.8. Attorney in Little loch
ae there wae ‘no baeie for recueel of the 0. 8. Attorney‘ and apparent ‘lack of
conflict of intereat.‘ During a convereation on September 23, the OLC inquired
ae to the ‘final diepoeition' of referral ICOOOO. they were advieed by
Znveetigatione that no foreal notification had been received of either a
declination or intent te preeewte. lnveetigatione then advieed OLC that there
were additional referrala pending; GL6 then requeetad that Inveetigationa remain
in contact with the OLC regarding further coenunication from the U. 3. Attorney
in Little Rock.

On September 29, 1993, the onc contacted tnveetigatione and adviaed that 1) the
beputy Attorney Gene:-al'e office had been advieed of the eituation and 2) that
the pending and prior referrale would be reviewed and a decieion aiade aa to
whether or not they be forwarded to the Public Integrity Section of Juetice and
reviewed for potential proeecution. A verbal requeet wae then eade by onc that
they be copied on the traneeittal lett_e_re to the U. 8. Attorney accompanying the
new referrale, and that they be further provided with a euaaeary of each referral.
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The nine new referrals were eubeitted to the U, 5, aggqrney and 731 in Llttl.
Rock on October 0, 1993. On October 13, 1993, gh. Qgfics of Legal ¢°un..1 V‘.
provided with copies of the transmittal letters, and the requested summaries on
each referral.

On October 21, 1993, Investigations received a ¢;11 from OLC iflqfllglnq |. £9
whether or not Investigations had received a declination letter on {Q{|g[]l
lCO0O4| the response was ‘no.’ Investigations was advised that 0.8. Attorney
Paula Casey had advised the OLC that she would be sending a letter of declination
to RTC Investigations.

On November l, i993, Investigations received a letter dated October 27, 1993,
from U.S. Attorney Paula Casey stating that the disposition of referral ICOOO4
had been concluded prior to her taking office, and that she ‘concurred with the
opinion of the Department attorneys that there is insufficient inforlation... in
the referral to warrant the initiation of a criminal investigation.‘

On November ll, i993, RTC Investigations learned through an article in the
Washington Post, that Paula Casey had recused herself and her staff froe any
further dealing with the Madison referrals.
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1°, Lee o. ..sen@IMVESI-IPRTCKC
Ccz“
Bcc: _
From: L. Jean Lew1s!IMVEST-IQRTCXC
Subject:
Date: Monday, November 15, l993 17:27:58 CST
Attach:
Certify: M
Forwarded by:

A few comments with regard to our conversation this afternoon about the
pending meeting with Donald Mackay and his staff on 11/22.

You know, Richard knows, Donohue knows, Mike knows, and I know that Mackay is
not coming here to look at records. Cut to the bottom line. He is coming
here because he wants to be convinced that there either IS or IS NOT a very
good case behind those referrals. He isn't coming specifically to discuss
subpoena compliance, because he hasn't opened any cases yet. He's coming here
to evaluate us, our work, and to try and decide just how good this case is,
and how he can best deal with a very sensitive political situation. What
rould be easiest for him is to decide that, after meeting with RTC
nvestigations, he can conclude that there is no merit, and has
ccordingly advised Investigations that the matter will be dropped. If we
on't convince him that those referrals are exceptionally solid, well prepared
nd supportable cases, than there is very little doubt that he will dispense
tth this situation in very short order.

egardless of stated agenda, and regardless of whether or not I'm in
.tendance, he's going to try and make an objective assessment based on what
presented to him during the meeting. If that's the way the meeting starts
t, then you better pull out all the stops to support the work we've done, or
at's the last we'll hear of the Madison investigation. That's my instinct
lking, and so far, it's been pretty much on target.

:hael is extremely knowledgable about Madison, and very capable of handling
- situation. I would not do him the injustice of thinking otherwise. aut
ernal political crap notwithstanding, if this meeting is going to turn into
urkey shoot, then you are going to need every loaded gun you've got to
ist you in convincing this special prosecutor that the case is as good as
looks on the surface. And yes, we have strong documentation to support
allegations. But what's beneath the surface, including where we looked
why, who's tied to who, who's in business with who, who got paid for what
where all the internal and external ties are, isn't in writing. It's in
teed.

had my say. The decision is up to you and Richard.
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7%:P\.__.

EFSOHIYION TRUST CORPORATION

lee|vie|T'leCrieh
lu\erlng‘l\eCeeNeea

December 21, 1993

Mr. Bill C. Houston. Regional Director
Division of Supervision
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
5100 Poplar Avenue. Suite 19(1)

Memphis, Tennessee 38137

Re: Bank_
Dear Mr. Houston:

"Die Resolution Trust Corporation's (‘RTC’) Kansas City Office of investigations is currently
conducting an investigation into matters relating to an insolvent Little Roclt Arkansas
savings & loan. Significant evidence points to the possibilities of loan ‘parking’, loan
‘swapping’, insider abuse and collaboration between specific borrowers and the principals
of theBahia, financial institutions in:?__;md Lime
Rock. Arkansas including the aforementioned insolvent thrift. order to expedite this
investigation, l would appreciate your assistance in providing this office with copies of the
Reports of Examination ('ROE.') frorn 1983 through the most recent exam for the above
captioned institutions. I

This written request is made pursuant to the terms oi the Agreement Regarding
Confidential information between the FDIC and RTC, as signed by FDIC General Counsel
Alfred l. T. Byrne and RTC General Counsel Gerald L Jacobs, eifective January l, 1992

Should you have any questions or require additional information. please do not hesitate to
contact me at (816) 968-7191. Your expedited attention to this matter is appreciated.

Very tnily yours,
. . | ',

K410 £-(Lti.~'-dl\./
Michael E. Caron
Senior Criminal Investigator
Office of investigations

cc: L Richard lorio/Field investigations Officer/KCO
lee Ausen/Supervisory investigator/KCO

aim Main sneer. sure 2\'1).Xa'uas cry. A&:sou1.6-IH2. ta tam r-2:2
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:9; Jane M. Jankowski@OLA@RTCKC
L. Richard Iorio!INVEST-l@RTCXC
Lee O. Ausen0INVEST-IORTCXC
Michael X. Caron!INVEST~16RTCKC

Ic: (J
9

lcc:
From: L. Jean LewisOINVEST~l@RTCKC
§\1b1¢¢== —
late: Thursday, January 6, 1994 18:12:05 CST
\ttach:
Iertify: Y

*orwarded by:

‘his is just to advise that earlier this evening, I received a call from~. V310 Started out her call with "I've been lied
o by the Justice Department". I advised her that I could not offer any
omment, but that I would listen to what she had to say.

he stated that her sources from DOJ, who were there during the end of the
ush Administration, had advised her that the original RTC referral was taken
uch more seriously than the public has been led to believe, and that while
nay believed that the Clinton's definitely stood to benefit from the alleged
neck kiting activities, they may not have had serious criminal culpability.
ney also advised her that the referral was left in Little Rock to prosecute

y former USA Chuck Banks, because for Washington to be involved would look
too political." She said that they (her four DOJ sources) all told her that
nere was no basis for recusal, and no conflict of intergpt in Little Rock.
we then advised that Justice sources today informed her that it was line
caff attorneys in the Criminal section of D03/DC that decided the referral
arranted no further investigation, and instructed Paula Casey to decline.

we also noted that her previous DOJ sources had said that after the Clinton
iministration came into Hashington, there were roadblocks put up around this
zferral, and that it had been their opinion that the RTC staff was attempting

> do a legitimate job, but was being stymied by personnel at Justice for some
rason. she asked me if it was true that the Clinton's were named as
.tnesses on the referral; I declined comment. She asked me if it was true
lat the RTC had not been notified for months after the referral was allegedly
iclined by the staff attorneys in DC; I declined comment. D

told her that she would have to call you (Jane) in Public Affairs for any
.ditional information, and she advised me that she'd already talked to you,

d got no information. She stated that she understood that I was in a

fflcult position, for which I thanked her, and the conversation ended.
found what she had to say very interesting. In the future, I'll comply with
chard and Lee's wishes that I not even listen to what a reporter has to say,

d just offer a no comment. However, when someone starts out with ‘I've
en lied to by the Justice Department", it's human nature to wonder whether
not its true.

us endeth the lesson.
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January 6, 1993

This document is a recap of a phone call that I just received fromh. reporterL whose Oveninq wnnent
was "I‘ve just been lied to by the Justice Department.‘ My comment
was that_I would not be able to respond to any of her questions,
but that I was fascinated by the fact that she thought she'd been
lied to, so I would listen to what she had to say.

She outlined her credentials, stating that she'd written a book on
drug trafficking, and had covered the "peanut loans", Bert Lance,
Billy Carter, Jimmy Carter and the major governmental agencies
during the Carter administration.

She'd been advised that I was the investigator on the case, and
wanted to know which of the stories she'd been told by her sources
at Justice were correct. Evidently, she had four former Justice
sources who were there during the Bush administration, and that had
been there when Chuck Banks sent the referral to Washington. The
story they told her was as follows:

e The referral was originally sent to DC as an "urgent report‘
for the Attorney General's review, due in part to the
political sensitivity of some of the identified names, stating
that Banks felt his office had a confict of interest. (This
coincides with what my letter from Richard Pence states, and
what Donna Henneman told me during our many conversations on
the whereabouts of the referral). There are conflicting
stories about why Keeney wrote the memo referenced in the
Schmidt/Isikoff story of 1/S; her sources stated that when the
RTC referral was reviewed at Justice, it was taken much more
seriously than the public has been led to believe, and that
they believed that the Clinton's stood to benefit from the
check kite although they may not have had serious criminal
culpability. She asked if it was true that the Clinton's were
named as witnesses on the referral; I told her no comment.

She said that her former Justice sources advised her that
Banks had never recused himself, and that CID/DOJ DC left the
referral in Little Rock and told Banks to prosecute, because
1) there was no conflict of interest, 2) there was no basis
for recusal, and 3) that for Washington to get involved would
"look to political" since it was right before and after the
'92 election. Her sources also indicated that DOJ now seems to
be deliberately making it look like the referral was "vague"
and "ambiguous", and not to be taken seriously.

She stated that her sources told her that it appeared that the
RTC folks were legitimately trying to do their job, and had
legitmate concerns relating to the allegations contained the
referral, but that when the Clinton administration came in,
somebody started putting up roadblocks on the referral, and
her sources didn't know where it was coming from.
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e Her current Justice sources state that it was the line staff
attorneys in CID/DOJ DC that made the decision several months
ago that the referral warranted no further investigation, and
instructed Paula Casey to decline accordingly; however, the
RTC wasn't notified for months, which should have been
corrected._ went on to ask several questions, all of which I

replied I could not answer, and referred her Public Affairs and
Jane Jankowski. She stated that she'd already talked to Jane, and
that it had gotten her nowhere. She asked if I knew anyone else
that she could talk to, or if anyone that had left the RTC would
have any information. I stated that there were no names that I
could give her other than Jane Jankowski in Public Affairs. she
then asked me if it was true that the RTC had not been notified of
the referral declination for several months after it had been
allegedly declined, and I told her no comment.

She said that she understood that I was in a difficult position,
and but that she needed all the help she could get. I thanked her
for understanding the difficultly of my position, advised her that
I understood that she was only trying to do her job as a
professional, but that I could not professionally or ethically make
any comment about the investigation. She offered her phone
numbers, which I did not write down. She thanked me for my time,
and hung up.

My overall impression of this conversation was that she is very
close to the heart of this story, and that she is almost on top of
the "white paper" chronology outlining the sequence of events and
communication between DOJ and RTC on CD004.

Lee Ausen was present for the entire conversation that I had with—,
and suggested to me shortly before the conversation

ended that I terminate the call with a "time out‘ gesture. He and
Richard Iorio both advised that if she included anything in her
story regarding that fact that I'd even listened to what she had to
say, it would look bad for the RTC, and recommended that in the
future, I not even listen to what a reporter has to say.

I advised them both that I felt that listening towhat_
had to say provided valuable information, and that there was no
point in being rude to the press, anymore than there was any point
in being rude to Justice or the FBI. "Mo comment‘ does not have to
be offensive. I further stated that I would never do anything to
undermine that efforts that the RTC has made, or take any action
that would question our credibility or integrity, let alone do
anything to compromise the investigation on which I have spend the
past two years as the lead investigator.

I concurred that in the future, I would simply send the reporters
to Public Affairs. However, I am very much inclined to believe
that, on the basis of my personal, and documented, knowledge of
what transpired during the conversations I had with Donna Menneman
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of DOJ/Office of Legal Counsel/Ethics section, that_is not far from the truth: it's beginning to sound like somebody,
or multiple "somebodies' are trying to carefully control the
outcome of any investigation sorrunding the RTC referrals, and that
the beginnings of a cover-up may have already started months ago.

\

\.
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The RTC has received numerous naqueau for information on Madison Guaranty Savings and
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to these requau as promptly and thoroughly u pomblg,
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7°, L. Richard Iorio0INvE5T-l@RTCXC
3;; l Dennis M. CaVinaw@Assgt5-{;@RT¢g¢

acc.
’rom: James R. Dudineéoper-invORTCDC
;ubject: Madison Guaranty
Jate: Tuesday, January 25, 1994 14:18:27 CST
xttachz
:ertify: N
rorwarded by: L. Richard IorioOINVEST-IORTCKC

tomments by: L. Richard IorioOINVEsT-l!RTCXC
’orwarded to: Lee O. AusenOINvEsT-l@RTCKC
xichael X. Caron0INVEST-IQRTCXC
.. Jean LewisDINVtST-IIRTCXC
'qnneth H. FoustlINVI$T-IQRTCKC
»ary M. Davidson0lNVtST—lQRTCXC
arrell D. Denton@INVEST-lORTCXC
omments:

YI.

--— --------- -------——----- [Original Message) --—-- ------------------ -
t the request of General Counsel Kulka and Deputy CEO Ryan, PLS and The
ashington Office of Investigations have established a team to ascertain if
ny liability claims remain viable as a result of the recent legislation
xtending the statute of limitaions from two to five years. In this case the
esurected statute expires at he end of February 1994.

ary watts of my staff, assisted by Tom Murray will be visiting your OfflCl
ais week and next. Please give them access to all records and workpapers,
ad to knowledgeable members of your staff. including records and docu:ents
aat are covered by a Federal Grand Jury Subpoena.

ary and Tom will be working with a team of PLS attorneys headed by Sr.
aunsel Mark Gabrellian and including Terry Arbit, Jim Igo, April Breslaw.
arl Gamble and Suzanne Rigby. The objective is to complete the review of
zaims potential by next week. In addition the team will assist in C¢MPll;3q
detailed history of events. including the criminal referral and document
antrol issues, to assist RTC management in communicating in a factual and
111106 way to Treasury and Justice officials, the special counsel and to
wpropriate committees and members of Congress.
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To: L. Richard Iorio@INvEST-IQRTCKC
Lee O. Ausen@INv£ST-l@RTCKC
Michael X. Caron9INVEST-lERTCKC

Cc:
Bcc:
From: L. Jean Lewis@INVEST~l@RTCKC
Subject: U.S.Atty's office/Little Rock
Date: Monday, February 7, 1994 9:41:03 CST
Attach:
Certify: Y
Forwarded by:

This is to advise you that I've had a conversation this morning with AUSA
Fletcher Jackson of the U.S. Attorney's office in Little Rock. I called Mr
Jackson last week to make an inquiry regarding Independence Federal Savings inBatesville, Arkansas, out of which he had prosecuted a case regarding—_ Duane Kepford sent me a memo quite some time ago about another~ I recalled
in having done a preliminary review of Independence, that Edney was given
immunity for cooperating. I called Mr. Jackson last week to verify that fact
which he in turn did verify when he called back.

Mr. Jackson called Friday afternoon, and as I was out of the office, I
intended to call his back this morning. Before I had the opportunity to call
him, he called me.

we discussed—. and he then changed the topic by asking me if
Steve Irons had told me last fall not to talk to Fletcher. I told him that I
preferred not to answer the question. Me then stated that he "didn t have
wuch use for either Steve Irons or Gretchen Hall‘, and wanted to know what 1 d
seen told. I advised him that Steve Irons had told me last fall that he
thought it was a good idea if we (being Steve and myself) didn't talk to each
ather for a while about Madison. I further added that it had been suggested
to me by my management here that any questions directed to me by the U S
\ttorney's office should probably come through Steve Irons or another FBI
agent, and that since the FBI was my most appropriate contact, I should lqnnll

resionses
to
any iuestions

through them. Mr. Jackson made a comment that he
and he was just looking for

some input from me. Me didn't get any. - -

4e then added that he'd spoken to Jeff Gerrish recently, and that Gerrish was
‘absolutely astounded" that nothing more was ever done criminally with
aadison, beyond the Castle Grande transaction. Me asked if me if knew who
Ierrish was; I advised his that yes, I knew Jeff Gerrish, and no, I was not
aware of Mr. Gerrish's opinions regarding the prosecution of criminal act OHS
aut of Madison, and that I'd formed my own conclusions on that point, and
;hat's where they would stay — my own. I then advised Mr. Jackson that I did
iot wish to discuss Madison Guaranty, and we could change the subject or hang
ip. He persisted, and I explained to his that I'd developed a respect for Him
luring the"past 2 1/2 years, and that out of respect for the working
'elationship we've previously had, I wasn't going to talk about Madison -e
.hen hung up after a coridal goodbye.

@
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7°, Thomas L. Hindes@Legal-pls@RTCDC
¢¢. James R. Dudineéoper-inv@RTCDC

L. Richard Iorio@INVE$T~lQRTCXC
Glen A. Penrose@EX£C@RTCKC
April A. Breslaw@Legal-pls@RTCDC

(:33)David G. Eisenstein@Leqal-plsORTCDC
Russell F. Kaufman@Legal-£xecQRTCXC
Philip J. Adams@LEGAL~PLS@RTCKC

Bcc:
From: Julie F. YandaOL£GAL-PLSQRTCKC
Subject: Visit from OCOS re: Madison
page; Wednesday, January 5, 1994 15:59:30 CST
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by: L. Richard IorioQINVEsT-16RTCXC

Comments by: L. Richard Iorio9INvEST-l!RTCKC
Forwarded to: Lee O. AusenOINV£ST-IQRTCKC
L. Jean Lewis@INVEST~l0RTCXC
Michael X. Caron@INVEST-IORTCXC
Jane M. JankowskiQOLAORTCKC, bam
Comments:

FYI. This is way out of line. I have already contacted WDC and
filed a formal complaint.

------------------------ -- [Original Message] ------------------------
Today at 1:30 p.m., Russ Kaufman and I received word that OCOS wanted to talk
:0 us about the Madison Guaranty.'investigation'. He met with representatives
>f both HOC and KCO OCOS: Leonard Newmark (HDC), Michael Kohn (XCO) and a
zhird individual whose name I cannot now remember. When Russ asked who had
sent them to talk to us, Mr. Newmark replied that it had been his supervisor
Jho had sent them and who had instructed them to be "proactive" in dealing
Jith the issues this case would raise. Mr. Newmark indicated that they were
wot conducting an investigation, but rather an "inquiry".

the first question they asked was who had made the criminal referral on
iadison Guaranty. Russ indicated that the referrals were made in accordance
with RTC policy and committed to providing Mr. Kohn with a copy of the RTC
>olicy. There was no further discussion of the referrals.

‘he second series of questions they asked dealt with what they characterized
is "fitness and integrity‘ issues concerning the Rose Law Firm. First, they
lsked what investigation PLS had done into the representations the Rose Firm
.ad made to state regulators to convince the regulators that Madison should
-emain open. I replied that PLS only investigates issues dealing with
irofessional malpractice and that such inquiries would be made only in the
'ontext of conflict of interests issues involving outside counsel. I then
xplained that this case was not regionalized and that April had served as the
LS attorney on this case. Second, they asked who was the FDIC "conflicts
ontact' on this case. Third, they asked what information we had concerning
he audit report the Rose Firm had used to convince regulators that Madison
hould remain open and then later relied upon in a malpractice claim against
rost 8 Co. Again, I told them that I had no information concerning these
ssues.
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Du: discussion lasted_no more than 10
minutes. Russ and I then caned Richard

iorio and discussed with hill the substance of our conversation with Qcos
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Hr. Jame
Chairman

s B. Mcoougal
of the Board

Bank of Kingston
101 Publ
Kingston

ic Square
, AR _ 72742

Dear Jim:

Clinton, I am enclosing herewith a copy ot our firm
statement, dated December 23, 1981, covering services
rendered in connection with the matter of the First
National Bank of Huntsville v. Madison Bank and Trust.

very truly yours,

ii; W
C. J. Giroir, Jr.
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Pursuant to your discussion with Hillary Rodham
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ROSE LAW FIRM
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INACCOUNTmm Mo“: 5°‘ 37$“ 3,

December 23, 1981.
Mr. James B. Mcbougal
chairman of the Board
sank or Kingston _

AR 7 ZKingston ' 27‘
Tn ilnm/iarian umbn 71-0438614 CJG/sg

roll LEGAL SERVICES AND PROFESSIONAL ADVIC8
gendered by Vincent Foster, Jr., Carol Arnold
and Mary Ellen Russell subsequent to our
billing dated December 23, 1981 through May
15, 1982 in connection with the matter or
First National Bank or Huntsville v. Madison
Bank and Trust; Madison Chancery IE-81-112 ------ --- $ s,ooo,Qn
COSTS ADVANCED SUBSEOUENT TO OUR BILLING DATED
DECEMBER 23, 1981 THROUGH JULY 31, 1982:

Long distance telephone S 91.17
Xerox charges 21.40
Extraordinary postage 1.56
Package delivery expenses 6.70
Supreme Court Clerk 100.00
Computer Research 92.70
Trevathan Printing Company 580.10

Total costs--—---7 ----------------------- -- $ 393,53

TOTAL FEES AND COSTS- -------- --- ---- ------- $ 5‘a93_$3
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MEMORANDUM

31
February 7, 1985

TO: Governor Bill Clinton

FROM: Jim McDougal

Kathy called yesterday to ask for my recommendations for two people

to fill the vacancies on the State Savings and Loan Board.

For the industry position from the 2nd Congressional District. l

recommend John Latham, who is chairman of the board of Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan Association. Mr. Lathan is a CPA and a
licensed attorney. Me is a major contributor to_xyour campaign. His
board 4f directors is 50$ black. giving his institution the largest
minority representation of any financial institution in the state.

For the consumer position from the 4th Congressional District. l
recommend Or. Jerry Kendall of Camden. Or. Kendall is a popular

figure at Camden. Mis wife, Mancy from Magnolia. is widely and
favorably know. Their complete support of your administration is
a certainty.

Bill, we are down to only about 15 state chartered savings and
loan institutions and l an about the only one around who has'any

interest in this board.

JRM/ss

.._._.32'_"i'_1
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Hr. Ron Proctor
Citizens Bank
P. 0. Box 261
Flippin, Arkansas 72634

Dear Ron:

December i2. 1934

I have been unsuccessful in trying to meet with
Bill and Hillary to sign the note renewal. l
have forwarded to them by messenger this morning
the note and an envelope with which to forward it
to you.

Each month we will deposit into our account at
Flippin an amount sufficient to cover the monthly
payment.

Thank you very much for your patience and tolerance
in this matter.

Sincerely.

’}
E
%
g
:

B. Mcbouqal
HHITEHATER DEVELOPMENT CO.

J8HcD/rs

10251
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April 18. 1935

TO: John Lathao

FROM: Jio HcDou;al

@
I want this preferred stocx outer cleared up immediately as I
need to go to Washington to sell stock.

JH/ss

(W!;ilLE YOU WEFS A‘v_V_AY)

I no ooooe-as |
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February I9. 195$

T0: John Lethal

FROM: Jim Hcbougal

SUBJECT: Harvey Bell Cars

@
He wants us to do a leasing arrangement on his funeral cars. Please
assign someone to discuss this with his. His number is 316-1600,

Proceed with your idea on the subordinated notes. We need to make

a decision on Madison Bank a Trust.

I need to close on my house loan and commercial loan pronto!

JH/as

I no ooooa

10253
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January 7, 1985

TO:
1‘lHHiiiii,

FROM: Jim

1. See me about Steve Smith and Rolls Royce.

HENO

2. You, Greg, and I need to discuss Securities License.
first South has one on by its Service Corporation.

3. Ask Greg how we get a market survey for shopping center,

I. He need to talk about how to handle first payment on the
90-day plan.

714-w>:»¢<»£

¢»~4- 4’1*‘1\i>

Jim
JH/db

10254
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July ll. 1985

TO: John Latham

FROM: Jim McDougal

resno ~
1. This is poobably a good time to take in some 5-year

money cheap. Let's discuss rates.

2. I need to know everything you have pending before

the Securities Commission as I intend to get with Hillary

Clinton within the next few days.

JH/ss

10255
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WEEKLY REPORT
ON

CONGRESSIONAL ACTIVITY

OFFICE OF GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

FEBRUARY 25, 1994

SHIT! BIIIIIG COIITTEE OVERSIGHT HEARIIG IILD. On Thursday,
February 24, the senate Banking Committee heard testimony from
the following witnesses: Lloyd Bentsen, Secretary of Treasury;
Alan Greenspan, Chairman, Federal Reserve Board; Roger Altman,
Acting Interim CEO, RTC; Jonathan Fiechter, Acting Director, OT5;
and Andrew Hove, Acting Director, FDIC. (Transcript attached
under Congressional Remarks).

BILLS REIOVID IROI OOI'S TILCIIIG SISTII. Legal has reviewed the
following bill and has found that it has no significant impact or
relevance to the RTC: S. 1801.

BLIIIEG, REGULATION AND OTHER RTC-RELATED HEARINGS SCHEDULED O1
EXPECTED. The following is a list of Congressional hearings
scheduled or expected to be scheduled which covers items of
interest to either the RTC or financial institutions. Bearings
at which RTC witnesses are to present testimony are printed in
bold.

March 1: louse Banking General Oversight subcommittee
(flake) on spprsimsl do minimis levels. Iitnessl
Thomas Inserrs, chief Appraiser, RTC. Time:
10:00 s.m. in 2222 Rayburn.

March 2: House Banking General Oversight subcommittee
(Plske) on RTC completion Act Management Reforms
on MIOE contracting and acquisition preferences of
failed minority institutions. Iitnesses: Roger
Altman, Acting CEO, RTC; John Ryan, Acting Deputy
CEO, RTC; Johnnie Booker, vioe President, Minority
and Iomen's Programs, arc; J. Paul Ramey, vice
President, Resolutions Division, RTC: Ellen Kulkm,
sr. vice President, General Counsel, RTC. Time:

1
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Appendix

Congressional Record Items
from

February 18 - February 24, 1994

- Thursday, February 24, 1994
Senate Banking Cmte Hearing: Alan Greenspan, Andrew Howe, Jonathan
Fletcher, and Dietra Ford - Thrift Depositor Protection (Part I)
Transcript ID: 1042757 (1094 lines)

HEARING OF THE SENATE BANKING COHITTEE

SUBJECT:
RTC THRIFT DEPOSITOR PROTECTION OVERSIGHT BOARD SEHIANNUAL REPORT

CHAIRED BY: SENATOR DONALD RIEGLE (D-HI)

WITNESSES:
LLOYD BENTSEN, SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

ROGER ALTHAN, INTERIM CEO, RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ACCOHPANIED BY:
ALAN GREENSPAN, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

ANDREW HOVE, ACTING CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL INSURANCE DEPOSIT CORPORATION
JONATHAN FIECHTER, ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF THRIFT SUPERVISION
DIETRA FORD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THRIFT DEPOSITOR PROTECTION BOARD

538 DIRKSEN SENATE OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON, DC

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1994

SEC. BENTSEN: Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I have the
Oversight Board members with me here -— Mr. Alan Greenspan, chairman
of board of the Federal Reserve; Roger Altman, who's the interim CEO
of the RTC. I've got Jonathan Fiechter, who's the acting director of
the Office of.Thrift Supervision; Andrew Hove, who's the acting
chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Also
accompanying us is Dietra Ford, who's the executive director of the
Oversight Board.

And I have a longer version for the record, but I'd like to
sumarize it, particularly with the lateness of the hour, if I might.

SEN. RIEGLE:' We'll make your full report a part of the record,

5
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and we'd like your summary.

SEN. BENTSEN: Before I begin, and listening to the partisan
exchange, let me thank the members of this committee for their
bipartisan support last year, in the last session, to obtain the
funding to finish the RTC job. I'm quite appreciative of that.

Let me tell you something you don't hear very often. We're not
here to ask for more money. The funding -— (applause, laughter) -
the funding provided through the RTC Completion Act ought to be
sufficient. In fact, they tell me this is the first time that the
Oversight Board has been before you that it wasn't asking for
additional money and funding. And I'm just very pleased to be able to
inherit that honor.

I'm also happy to report that few S&Ls are failing, and 99
percent of private—sector thrifts are well or adequately capitalized.
Let me review some of the numbers for you.

Since the RTC was created in 1989, it's taken over 743 failed
institutions and it's closed or sold 660 of them. In the process it
protected nearly 23 million deposit accounts with an average balance
of $9,000. RTC made good on the government's guarantee of deposit
insurance to millions of Americans nationwide. And, I might add, it
did it with a minimum of disruption. A lot of the customers didn't
even know that the RTC had taken over their SIL.

The RTC also undertook the greatest liquidation in history, so
far disposing of $393 billion in assets for about 90 percent of their
book value. Frankly, I couldn't believe that one. I made them go
back and check it again for me.

The RTC sold since its inception nearly 80,000 units as
affordable housing. So at least tens of thousands of lower-income
families have benefitted as this problem is being solved.

Now, crime is at the top of our agenda these days. We talk about
violent crimes. Well, this scandal had criminals -— had white collar
criminals. Moreithan 1,500 persons were charged with major crimes
involving S&Ls. Nearly 1,250 were convicted. And of those sentenced,
more than 75 percent went to prison. And RTC has pursued several
recoveries from wrong-doers with all involved agencies collecting
nearly $2 billion.

Hr. Chairman, when this administration took office the total cost
of resolving the SGL problem was estimated at between $100 and $150
billion. When I testified just last March, we thought as much as 45
billion in additional funding would be needed. That was on top of the

6
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nearly 87 billion already appropriated.

. A lot of people agreed with us. The Congressional Budget Office
estimated SO billion. The General Accounting Office had us around
that level. And so did the House and the Senate budget committees.
As RTC funding legislation moved through the Congress last year,
constantly improving economic conditions resulted in record earnings
for the SEL and the banking industries. By mid—November after lengthy
deliberations in both houses, the funding bill provided $18.3 billion,
and that brought the total amount that’: provided by Congress for the
clean-up to $105 billion, a figure on the low end of the estimate when
this administration took office.

And I know the results could have been different -- easily.
Depositors could have lost all their savings. Loss to the government
could have been far greater, resolution of the problem could have
taken much longer. But to the credit of a great many people, and
they're seated in this committee, in addition, the problem is near
resolution.

I'd like to give you some -— and I'd like to give some credit to
the management of the RTC. And I think we'd sure better credit the
economy. Deficit reduction has helped interest rates to fall. We've
taken steps to increase the availability of credit, tackling
unnecessary regulations and report requirements that discourage
lenders from making loans to small business. And we'll continue to
propose changes that will result in greater credit availability and
efficiencies in the banking industry. This is why we want to sell a
number of issues, including passage of the community development
financial institutions legislation, which includes a balanced
reduction and regulatory reform.

I'll be before this committee next week with specifics on the
administration's proposal to reform and simplify the regulatory
structure for depository institutions. Our proposal not only will
eliminate unnecessary regulatory expenses which could result in the
availability of greater credit, but as importantly, it can help avoid
new crisis by putting a stop to inconsistent and confused regulation.
But we'll talk more about that next week.

But the point I want to make on deficit reduction is that the
market responded, the economy responded. Housing starts and home
sales are up, and that's sure good news when you're the RTC and you're
trying to dispose of property. I can't help think back what a
dramatic difference interest rates make. I used to chair a savings
and loan. Sure glad I sold it when I came to the Senate. (Laughing.)

7
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But I'll tell you, not smart, just lucky! But I'll tell you -
(laughter).

But I'll tell you, when you've got your mortgages at one rate and
all the sudden long-term interest rates go substantially above that,
you've got yourself a real problem in an SGL. And when you've got the
government saying we'll guarantee the first 100,000, and you've got a
small, new SGL, and then they have Wall Street bundle up hundreds of
billions and send it to a little SEL. we saw that thing happen in
Vernon, Texas. A good example of that. And then you see the others
who are honestly trying to compete and what a hold it puts on them.
Fortunately, we're seeing things go the other way with this
substantial reduction in interest rates.

And I want to say to you, Senator Bennett, I've seen some of what
you're talking about, too, where sometimes they were overzealous. And
that balance is in part the concerns of what Senator Boxer has for
those that have been ill—used and guilty of malfeasance.

But lower interest rates and increased credit activity have
brought about increased earnings for all types of financial
institutions. Many SiLs that may have been at risk are now making
profits. But you and I know we can't predict what's going to happen
between now and '95 when the RTC goes out of business. Nobody foresaw
the floods and the earthquakes, and they had their economic
consequences. We're not done yet.

Through '95, RTC must continue to protect depositors. They must
dispose of some very hard-to-sell assets. And it must ensure its
operations run effectively. It must work toward an orderly transition
of its responsibilities to the FDIC. And it must never lose sight of
its mandates to provide affordable housing and maximum minority
participation, including implementation of provisions of the RTC
Completion Act.

I've urged the RTC to work aggressively on the issue of minority
participation. It's imperative that minority- and women-owned
businesses have an ample opportunity to win contracts, to purchase
assets and to acquire failed thrifts. In fact, the RTC is taking
special care to meet the requirements of the completion act to provide
preferences to minority institutions while applying the least-cost
test.

Let me be more specific on some of those things I mentioned.
The RTC has begun resolve 63 insolvent institutions now operating

in conservatorship, which about 2.3 million deposit accounts. Some
additional institutions may be transferred this year. If so, the RTC

M5?
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will make good on the government's guarantee to those insured
depositors and any others who might yet fall under its jurisdiction.
Insofar as the remaining inventory of nearly 64 billion assets -

$64 billion in assets, these, as you said earlier, Mr. Chairman, are
the most hard—to—eell properties that are left: real property and
non-performing mortgages. while the improved economy helps sales, the
potential loss to the taxpayers could be reduced if these assets are
managed and sold efficiently. The RTC is working on improving its
marketing and sales strategies and is seeking creative, yet sound
techniques to maximize returns.

To fulfill its remaining mission, the RTC will benefit from good
managers. Jack Ryan of OTS was appointed deputy CEO. Ellen Kukla
(sp) of the OT8 has been appointed general counsel. And Tom Horton
has been promoted to acting senior vice president for asset management
and sales. And I can tell you today that the administration expects
to submit its nomination for a permanent chief executive shortly.

I thank Roger Altman for the service that he has dons as the
interim CEO. His term expires the end of March, and we hope by then
to have a candidate. In line with the RTC Completion Act, Jack Ryan
will serve as the interim CEO between the time Mr. Altman's term
expires and the permanent CEO is confirmed.

The Oversight Board will also make some appointments to the audit
committee, which will be in operation soon.

I've asked Frank Raines (sp), vice chairman of Fannie Mae, to chair
that one, and to serve as members we asked Jonathan Fiktar (sp) of
OTS, Robert Larsen (sp), vice chairman of the Tauban (ph) Company and
a former member of the Oversight Board. Hr. Larsen (sp) has also been
renominated to serve on the Oversight Board, and I hope you'll be able
to approve his nomination soon.

The RTC will close down on December 31, 1995, one year earlier
than originally thought, and planning for that is well underway. I
expect the new management to work with the people at the FDIC in a
cooperative way to carry out the transition of the RTC to the FDIC.

This past year the Oversight Board has also strengthened our
staff reviews. I was being reminded of my testimony of last year and
the recommendations and the improvements that we sought to bring
about. we have done a number of them. We haven't completed them all.
we're obviously still working at it, and we're scrutinizing some.
For instance, our staff has been monitoring the RTC's efforts to

improve its contracting systems and its oversight. A review is being

‘iozsfi
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conducted to make sure policies are applied uniformly to all
contractors and that contract oversight procedures provide effective
review of performance. Another example: The staff has focused on the
RTC's financial operating plan, its operating budget and all its
borrowing activity, and our advisory boards are taking hard looks at
the policies governing asset sales. Late last year, Ira Hall of IBM
USA was named chairperson of the National Advisory Board, bringing
considerable financial expertise and private sector expertise to that
process.

These boards meet regularly at sites nationwide to discuss
progress and to hear testimony from witnesses on how these regulations
and procedures affect different parts of the country. The RTC listens
to their advice, and they have been instrumental in advancing
affordable housing opportunities.

Our advisory board structure will change this year.

The Completion Act created a new affordable housing authority board to
replace the National Housing Advisory Board. That new board will be
made up of nine members, including the secretary of HUD. They will be
providing advice on affordable housing programs, and how to merge RTC
programs with the FDIC programs after the shutdown, and we're looking
forward to working with them.

Now, last year at this hearing, as I said, I announced those ten
goals insofar as improving or reforming RTC management -- things like
putting in place a system to ensure prompt fol1ow—up on findings of
the inspector general and the General Accounting Office, strengthening
the contracting system and oversight of its private sector
contractors, appointing a chief financial officer. The RTC Completion
Act mandated and expanded on those reform, and RTC is moving to meet
the standards that Congress determined and set.
I'm pleased with the results, and in a minute, I'd like Roger

Altman to discuss them with you one by one. I hope you especially
note what we've done on opportunities for minority— and women—owned
businesses and in strengthening our internal accounting and
administrative control systems. I personally believe that these
programs are an important part of RTC duties and that this is an area
it must continue to focus on to ensure legislative mandates are
carried out.

And Hr. Chairman, let me end on this. I believe that the RTC has
made significant progress in the past year in achieving its mandates
and in addressing the concerns that you folks in the Congress raised,
concerns by the GAO and by the oversight board. You bet there've been
a lot of problems, but the organization has been relatively free from
partisan conflict. Republicans and Democrats alike have been -

10
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committed to fulfilling the government's obligations to protect
depositors at the least cost to the taxpayers. In '94 we'll keep
working at that one, and looking to '95, well, I believe the RTC will
be more than happy to be out of business. I sure will be happy.

Thank you. Now let me turn it over to Mr. Altman.
SEN. RIEGLE: Mr. Altman, we'd like to hear from you now.

HR. ALTHAN: Thank you, Hr. Chairman. I, too, have a longer
statement which, with your permission -

SEN. RIEGLE: Without objection.

MR. ALTHAN: —- that I hope would be entered into the Record, andI'll summarize it here.
This is probably the final time I will appear before the Congress

in any RTC capacity. Under the terms of the Vacancy Act, my
appointment would expire on March 30. There are limited circumstances
under which that could be extended, but I don't believe they will
apply.

As Secretary Bentsen said, it's our intention to nominate a
permanent chief executive as soon as possible.
Last year we choee I think a fine candidate, Stanley Tate (sp). He
withdrew, which was not at our urging, and I believe he would have
done a good job.

I also want to join with Secretary Bentsen in thanking the entire
comittee for its bipartisan efforts to secure funding through the
completion act passed late last year.

I'd also like to note that the RTC has taken special efforts to
be responsive relative to the California earthquake. Foreclosures in
those effective areas have been delayed, home owners are being helped
to avoid delinquencies on mortgages held by the RTC, and we notified
FEHA of 54 multifamily units and 47 single family residences that can
be made available'for temporary housing.

Now, on to the status report.

hr. Chairman, the S&L collapse required the biggest financial
rescue probably in world history. Including money spent by the FSLIC
beginning in 1988 it's expected to cost the American taxpayers the
staggering sum of about $150 billion. To put that into perspective,
at today's budget levels that's equivalent to about 45 years of Head
Start, about nine years of Aid to Families with Dependent Children.

11
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And at a time when we all struggle to finance federal support of vital
activities from national security to education, these are sobering
comparisons. I'm sure all of use would agree on a bipartisan basis to
make every effort to ensure that such a fiasco is never repeated.

when we inherited responsibility for this agency, it was not in
sound condition. It was one of the largest contracting organizations
of all time. But it had poor contracting procedures. It was selling
assets in massive blocs, denying local investors a shot at local
properties which they knew best.

And despite being larger than almost any American financial
institution in the private sector, any bank or any securities firm, it
had no full-time chief financial officer, no permanent general
counsel, and it had no business plan. So we determined to concentrate
on repairing the organization and when Secretary Bentsen first
testified before this committee, almost exactly a year ago, he
outlined a series of management reforms to which we committed
ourselves, and I'd like to very quickly just review some of those. A
full—fledged review of all 21 of them is appended to my statement.
Contracting. we found that the agency's contract award

procedures had often been violated in the past, and our first action
there was to mandate compliance. Some of the compliance problems
reflected weak organizing principles. Contracts were often let by the
same employees responsible for overseeing them. Obviously, in the
event of a compliance problem, the employee then had little incentive
to draw attention to it. So the Office of Contracts has been
reorganized into two separate units; one for contract solicitation and
award, and another for contract administration, to avoid conflict, and
the scope of contracting oversight has been substantially expanded.
Among other things, the staff there has been more than doubled, and
reviews of nearly 500 outstanding contracts were undertaken last year.

Next, audits. A new reporting system has been implemented to
ensure that management responds to the concerns raised by auditors.
And that system now tracks and updates the status of all inspector
general, GAO and internal RTC findings and recommendations. And I'm
pleased to say that the RTC today is current in following up on almost
all GAO and OIG findings.

Business plan. We completed a comprehensive business plan. We
provided copies of that to this committee. It is a highly detailed
and, I think, objectively speaking, good piece of work. It's intended
to be a living document and we're going to update it regularly as
conditions warrant.

12
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Chief financial officer. Donna Cunningham, our chief financial
officer, has been on board for about eight months. She's taken that
helm very ably, as reflected in a series of improvements in the
internal controls in the organization.

The professional liability section. This has been a particularly
troubled area of RTC operations. There have been complaints from both
sides of the spectrum, as the comments already here today illustrate;
complaints that the RTC was unfairly pursuing former SEL directors who
had no real roles in those organizations and, on the other side,
complaints that the RTC was not sufficiently zealous in pursuing the
real crooks.

As GAO recognized in its mid-'93 report, the primary problems
have involved inadequate staffing and an overall lack of experienced
attorneys and the temporary nature of the RTC has made it particularly
difficult from a recruiting point of view. But we have worked hard to
increase the size and the training of the staff in this area. we
currently have the highest total of attorneys on board in the agency's
history. Moreover, senior RTC and FDIC officials are planning to
merge the RTC unit here, the PLS unit, with its counterpart in the
FDIC, recognizing that the FDIC is a source of experienced attorneys
in this area.

I also want to say that effective prosecution of PLS claims
continues to be one of the RTC's highest priorities.

Secrctary Bentsen referred to our having formed an audit
committee and appointed its members. We have also established a joint
coordinating comittee with the FDIC for purposes of planning the
transition or portions of the RTC back into the FDIC by the end of
'95.

I'd like to make a special set of coments about expanded
opportunities for minorities and women. That's been one of our
highest priorities, as Secretary Bentsen said. First of all, we
elevated the minority and women's program to the divisional level, put
the head of it on the executive comittee reporting directly to the
CBO. We took action to expand the number of minority- and women—owned
businesses receiving RTC contract solicitations. And there are now
more than 1,100 of them in our database.

Let me say a couple of words about the record. On a cumulative
basis since inception of the $3.7 billion awarded in nonlegal fees,
$800 million have been awarded to minority- and women-owned
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businesses, 21 percent. Take a look at last year. we paid nonlegal
fees of $500 million. Minority- and women-owned businesses received
31 percent of those. We also encouraged efforts to encourage the use
of minority- and women-owned law firms on the legal side, as far as
legal fees are concerned. Last year, such firms received $54 million,
or 13 percent, of all legal fees from us, a big increase over the '92
level. And within the category of minority- and women-owned law
firms, minority-owned law firms received $36 million, far above the
$23 million of a year before.

I think the entire RTC is quite proud at the sharply increased
levels of minority and women's participation in all of the fee
generating activities of the agency, and details on that are also
appended to my statement. ,

Turning briefly to operations and financial issues, Secretary
Bentsen cited a series of statistics relative to the amounts of
institutions which have been resolved since inception. To me the most
important statistic is $9,000. That's the average balance in
institutions which have been resolved. And for those who think this
has been a bailout of the rich and famous, I think that's a pretty
telling number.

We have 63 institutions under conservatorship todaY: $18 billion
of deposits. Now that the Completion Act is law, we're in the process
of marketing these remaining conservatorships. We think these 63 will
be resolved, Mr. Chairman, by the sumer of this year, and it should
cost $9 billion to $11 billion to do that.

On the asset sale side, we exceeded the targets we initially set
last year. Book value reductions, $63 billion; cash proceeds, 76
percent of that. That's a recovery rate below previous years because
now we're down to poorer—quality assets, hard-to-sell assets. For
this year, '94, we expected to reduce the book value of our inventory
by $43 billion, cash proceeds $29 billion, projected recovery rate, 66
percent.

Now, on this asset sales side, one of things we did was to put in
place a small investor program because, if I've heard anything in this
past year in this capacity, it was that local investors were not -
did not have a shot at local properties which they knew best. So we
took steps to ensure that assets would be available for sale
individually to small investors with moderate levels of capital.
Under this program, individual offerings of real estate properties
have been emphasized. Underscore "individual." Auctions and sealed
bid sales have become more frequent and geographically focused.
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Smaller loan pools are being offered to allow buyers to purchase
smaller, more geographically segmented groups of loans.
And I'm pleased to say that at the most recent non-performing loan
auction, in August last year, a third of the winners were new buyers
who had not participated before, and the new bidders, overall bidders
were for the most part smaller companies with a much higher preference
for small loan pools and were most interested in buying
geographically-focused loan packages located in their own areas.

Affordable housing -- Secretary Bentsen noted this -— since
inception we've sold over 77,000 units, for a total of $1.2 billion.
The average annual income of households purchasing in that program has
been about $24,000, which, by the way, is 61 percent of the national
median family income.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, the issue of whistle-blowing.

As was noted earlier, last September this committee held oversight
hearings where a variety of allegations were made, including
retaliation against whistle—blowers.

Now, let me emphasize in the strongest terms, we support
protections for whistle-blowers and have taken several actions to
address those allegations. I issued a memorandum on October 4th to
all RTC employees strongly reiterating our policy of prohibiting
retaliation against whistle-blowers. We established an employee
ombudsman program to augment the efforts of the inspector general in
gathering all types of employee allegations. That ombudsman reports
directly to the CEO on a weekly basis, and I think that program is
working pretty well, because as of February 15th we'd received 116
inquiries, 96 of which had been closed and 20 of which were still
pending.

We also had conversations in person and by telephone with six of
the individuals who testified here before this comittee. And during
these interviews we solicited comments, feedback, and suggestions from
them on how best to remedy the problems which they raised. And a
number of those interviews were insightful and have been taken into
account in our efforts to remedy some of the management problems at
the RTC. And I just want to underscore how seriously we have taken
these allegations and that hundreds of hours have been spent working
to understand and resolve them.

In closing, the Completion Act requires the RTC to terminate on
December_31st, 1995. We will make that, there is no question that we
will make that, and I think it will be a happy day for all concerned,
especially the American taxpayer.
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Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you very much.

We're going to now proceed with the questions, and we'll go with
the normal five-minute time periods.

Chairman Greenspan, let me start with you. The Federal Reserve,
of course, has raised interest rates earlier this month, and you just
indicated publicly again that further increases are likely. And we
know in the past that rising interest rates have had the effect of
causing significant problems for thrifts. Now, obviously, the amount
is highly relevant. But my question to you would be what effect are
these higher interest rates likely to have on the RTC and, for that
matter, on the future health of the thrift industry, which is still
trying to work its way back?

H. GREENSPAN: Mr. Chairman, I think you raise a very important
question, because one of the lessons of this whole experience has been
that we have -- we've put into place in the early post-war years an
institution which was a specialized institution, one which could not
function in a period of significant inflationary imbalances, an
institution which had long-term assets and short-term liabilities.
And, as the secretary indicated, when interest rates generally go up
that institution is pressed as, indeed, we saw in an extraordinary
sense in the period 1979-l98Q.

One of the things that is very important that we not allow to
happen again is that extraordinary type of inflationary imbalance
which was so destructive to those types of institutions. To be sure,
savings and loans as a consequence of that have restructured their
balance to a significant extent and the maturity mismatch is not of
the size that it was previously.

Nonetheless, should interest rates rise significantly, then I
think it does put-those institutions in a very difficult position.
It's been the concern of the Federal Reserve that we endeavor to fend
off any such types of inflationary instabilities, and the actions that
we took -- we took on February 4th, and the general discussion which I
outlined to the House Banking Committee's subcommittee in trying to
comprehend the type of problems that may be out there, were put
forward precisely to prevent the types of difficulties which so
debilitated the savings and loans.

To date, the effects on these institutions, of course, have been
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minimal, and we don't expect to see any particular problems emerge on
that, but I would like to call -- ask my sileague, Jon Fiechter, what
he sees, he's looking at these institutions in a much more detailed
way than I.

MR. FIECHTER: I would echo what Chairman Greenspan said. One -
well, first, clearly a major risk in the thrift industry, given the
nature of the business, is interest rates, but a real difference
between the thrift today versus the thrift of the late '70s that ran
into so much difficulty when the -- there was the rate (spike ?) in
the early '80s, is that restructuring both of assets and liabilities,
there are a lot of thrifts now that won't hold fixed rate mortgages
any longer because they went through the early '80s. Also, as a
consequence of (rate Q ?), institutions are able to much better manage
their liabilities.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, as a consequence of FDICIA, OTS has
spent a lot of time on interest rate risk. we have a fairly extensive
model, and in anticipation of a question such as this, I asked the
staff based on the information the thrifts now provide what would be
the effect of a 200-basis—point increase in interest rates if it were
to happen as a shock -- sort of an across-the-board increase, but I
don't think we're talking about that type of change. Only ten
institutions would fail their current capital requirements.

None of them would go below 2 percent capital, however. And while
it's a very uncertain world we live in, the analysis that we've done
has suggested that at least in the numbers that we're talking about
today, the thrift industry is in a much better position to handle rate
increases going forward.

SEN. RIEGLE: I think that's an important response because I
think it shows as well that in re-engineering, through FIRREA and than
FDICIA, the arrangements that the general strategy is working. Now,
if we get overtaken by, you know, events that were to drive interest
rates above 200 basis points then we're into a different zone. But
let's hope we're not going to deal with that.

Chairman Greenspan, let me ask you one other question. This
issue has obviously gotten a lot of attention here this morning. Are
you satisfied with the way the Madison Guaranty issue has been handled
by the RTC?

MR. GREENSPAN: The oversight board has, as far as I'm concerned,
had no relationship with the Madison issue because that is a special
case which is handled by the RTC directly. And I must say, I have not
followed it in any manner which would enable me to address the
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question in a useful manner for you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator D'Amato?

SEN. ALFONSE D'AHATO (R-NY): Thank you, Hr. Chairman.

Mr. Hove, on August 10th, 1989, there was a letter written to Mr.
John O'Donnell by a Ken K. Schenck (sp). He's a credit specialist. I
don't know whether you've seen this letter in your reviews of this
whole matter, but just let me read you the last paragraph.

"In the process of our suit against Frost & Company, we will most
certainly examine practices and procedures Madison Guaranty used in
the day—to-day operations. We are making this information available
in detail to Hr. Hubbell.”

Now listen to this sentence: "To believe that none of this
information will make it back to his family is naive. I do not know
whether or not any information upcoming will be damaging, however, I
would like someone with a wider scope of authority to review the
situation and possibly eliminate this conflict."

Here's a credit specialist who's telling you what the real world
is about. He was there.

Now, let me go on. In the report released by the FDIC -- eight
pages of what I think is the most incredible whitewash of
Whitewatergate that I've seen. This is incredible -- incredible. And
I've spoken to you just briefly before and I told you what I'm going
to ask you. Page six, the bottom: "In addition, we have found no
evidence that the firm had a close relationship with the S&L which
might call into question its independence."

I mean, I have to tell you, given the information that your
people were reporting back to Mr. O'Donnell, FDIC SGL project area
coordinator, August 10th, 1989, given this incredible —- I'd say the
FDIC makes an assertion that the Rose Law Firm did not maintain a
close relationship with Madison Guaranty.

' :

That's incredulous in light of the fact that they had a monthly
retainer with them for 15 months for several years earlier. I mean,
how do you come to this conclusion?

Now let me ask you one other thing. Is it true that no documents
were reviewed as part of the FDIC's internal review which was
conducted by your law department? Is that true?
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MR. MOVE: Let me respond to your question in the order that you
gave them. You first talked about Mr. Hubbell and his relationship
with the suit -- with the Frost accounting firm.

SEN. D'AHATO: Have you seen this memo?

MR. MOVE: I have not seen that memo.

SEN. D'AMATO: Let's have staff give a copy of this memo to Mr.
Hove, please.

M. MOVE: Let me respond to that.

SEN. D'AMATO: Would you like to look at that last paragraph and
let me know whether or not your people, in conducting this review have
seen this? It goes beck to 1989. And the person who sends it says it
would be naive to think that Mr. Hubbell would not pass this
information on to his family.

MR. MOVE: But let me respond by saying that even if he had the
issue between Mr. Ward, who is Mr. Hubbell's father-in-law, and the
Madison Guaranty had been already decided, and Mr. Ward had a judgment
at that time against Madison. That case was on appeal, and therefore,
any information that Mr. Hubbell could obtain, even if he would obtainit, and give it to his father-in-law would not be admissible, would
not be in the appeal process, even if he had had the information to
give to him. -

SEN. D'AMATO: Mr. Hove, did you ask you, did read page six, the
bottom of your report? Because we don't have much time. So I'm going
to -- it says, "We find no evidence that the firm had a close
relationship with the SEL." Do you really believe that to be the
case? Do you really believe that a monthly retainer that Hillary
Rodham Clinton had did not establish a close relationship? Are you
really suggesting that there was none?

MR. HOVE: Her relationship -

SEN. D'AMATQa Is that credible in light of what you know?

M. HOVE: Her relationship with Madison was on an issue that was
in a state agency and not with the federal government. It was not
with the FDIC. And our case was not against Madison. Our case was
against the Frost Law Firm ——or over the Frost accounting firm.

In addition, we find no evidence that the firm had a close
relationship with the SGL, which might call into question its
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independence. I mean, are you serious? I mean, that is a conclusion
that was made. Let me tell you, it was made by your legal department.
Let's go into something else. As part of last year's RTC Act, we

have an inspector general that was created in the FDIC. Was the FDIC
inspector general involved in this review?

HR. FIECHTER: No, sir. The review was started at your request,
if you recall. I had indicated to you in my confirmation hearing that
we were undergoing a review by our legal division as to what was the
policy, the conflict policy that may be in effect betweenthe Rose law
firm and the FDIC in the lawsuit that Rose was doing for the FDIC
against the Frost accounting firm.

SEN. D'AHATO: Let me ask you this. Do you plan to ask the
inspector general's office to analyze the procedures used by the FDIC
legal staff in conducting this internal review and in essence to
review this matter?

HR. FIECHTER: I would do that if the committee requested that.
SEN. D'AHATO: Well, I'm requesting it, and I would suggest that

you didn't need -— you wouldn't need the comittee to ask you to do
this. I'd suggest to you that it's your job to do it. I'd suggest
to you that when you have such obvious areas of conflict in this
report, when you're saying that there was no close relationship, when
you're suggesting that Webb Hubbell would not and was not in the
position to give any information to his father—in—law, that is
incredulous. And if you don't have an inspector general looking to
something like this, then what do you have him for? And what do you
have? You have staff people who are going to make -— who make this
kind of determination?

Now, I have to tell you you will be doing yourself and the FDIC,
I think, a great, great damage if you just think that you're going to
let it rest on this eight pages of sophomoric, legalistic mumble
jumble that doesn't hold water. And I've just looked at this report.
I've seen some occasion to see it in the newspaper. This is the first
time I've had an.opportunity to review it personally this morning, and
it's shockingly inept.

Now, question. Do you intend, not by way of this comittee
instructing you, to put this matter, and don't you think it's
appropriate that it be submitted to the inspector general? Yes or no?

MR. FIECHTER: Senator, we've been reviewing this to review our
procedures, to review our procedures with conflicts, with conflicts
not only with the Rose law firm but every law firm that we deal with.
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And our procedure is to deal not only with the actual conflicts but
also to deal with the appearance of conflicts. And in this case had
we done that, had we dealt with the appearance of conflicts, it is
likely that the appearance would have been different -— the conclusion
may have been different. But Senator, this has been several years
ago. At that time we had many cases coming in to us as a result of
the savings and loan failures, and the conflict, under the rules that
we were dealing with at that time, did not present any conflict of
interest from the Rose law firm suing the Frost accounting firm.

SEN. D'AHATO: It's what we're doing today. Today you're saying
there may be a conflict back then because they didn't have clear rules
spelled out.

Today you're saying there may be a conflict back then because they
didn't have clear rules spelled out. Now let me tell you whether it
smells today -— and it smelled then -- I don't want to get into this
legalese that maybe -- I want to know if you're going to ask the
inspector general to review this matter. That's a question.

H. HOVB: I will do that if committee requests it.
SEN. D'AMATO: Well, Hr. Chairman, I would at this point in time

move that we ask that this matter be reviewed by the inspector
general. Now this is not going to interfere with any federal
prosecution that's taking place, but it's a question of ascertaining
whether or not we're getting the facts. It's a question of whether or
not legal counsel has analyzed all the documents. I don't know -- I
read in one news account that says that no documents were received as
part of the FDIC's internal review. I don't know whether that's true
or not, but that's certainly something I intend to pursue.

SEN. RIEGLE: Yeah, let me just respond to your question because
the time is up and I want to stay within these time periods or we'll-- we won't be able to move any at all here in an efficient way.

Let me take your request under review. I'm not sure but what a
request from a single senator may be sufficient to -— in asking for an
inspector general review. I don't know without sort of looking at our
past practices and precedents, but let us research that question.

SEN. D'AHATO: Let me thank you for the manner in which you've
handled it, but I have to tell you something. I'm wondering why when
I asked you a question, yes or not would you undertake this -- and Hr.
Hove, before you answered, the fellow behind you with the glasses who
has got a lot of hair I wish I had, you know, came up and told you
what to say. Now, can I ask what is your title and what is your
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responsibility?

HR. : The acting general counsel.

SEN. D’AHATO: You're the acting general counsel. well, you
know, sir, whether or not you're going to ask, it seems to me for this
to be reviewed is a matter if you see that the propriety of this
report, the integrity, the correctness of it can be substantiated.
And it would seem to me that you'd want to do that.

HR. HOVE: Well, let -

SEN. D'AHATO: It would seem to me that without counsel coming to
you and saying whether -- you know, you can wriggle out by saying that
the committee has to ask. And I appreciate the chairman's response, I
really do.

But I just want to make that observation, Mr. Hove. I find your
response totally unacceptable.

HR. HOVE: Hr. Chairman?

SEN. RIEGLE: We'll let -- I want to move ahead to Senator Kerry,
who is next, and it you want to make a response, certainly -

MR. HOVE: Yes, I would like to, and first of all, all the
documents, everything that we have discovered is available to the
special counsel, and we will make that available to the special
counsel. I will comit to you that I will ask the inspector general
to undertake an investigation.

SEN. D'AHATO: Thank you. Thank you very much. And I think you
have done the administration a service, yourself, the FDIC, and I
applaud you tor that.

Thank you, Hr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Kerry?

SEN. KERRY: Hr. Hove, you were originally appointed to your
position by President Bush, weren't you?

MR. : That's correct.

SEN. KERRY: So you're a holdover from the Bush administration
then. There's no special attiliation you have with President Clinton,
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is that correct?

MR. : That's correct.

SEN. KERRY: I think it's a fair issue always as to what the
level of review is, as to any institution, if it takes place. And
I've certainly shared a public expression of concern about what the
inspector generals have done or not done. But I would like to see, if
it's going to be done, as to Madison, I really want to see it done as
to Columbia and as to some of the others. I just think we ought to
cover the board here.

Secondly, I want to point out the distinction here which we keep
missing. And one of my colleagues earlier said if this were President
Reagan who did this and it was Silverado and so forth, we'd be
screaming. Those were sitting presidents who made sitting decisions
regarding a policy at that moment in time that cost the taxpayers a
lot of money. There is no sitting presidential decision here, there
is no issue of presidential policy here. There is no issue of
taxpayers being cost money by an action taken by the president of the
United States at this time. This happened in 1982 and 1986, before
they became president.

Now, an individual died and there's an investigation into the
death of that individual and what may or may not happened is a fair
question with respect to the death. And that's being investigated by
the first special prosecutor-of an opposing party that I can think of
in my public memory in public office that's been appointed. That is
the clear distinction here. And it is a very real distinction. No
taxpayer money, no public issue of policy, no decision of a sitting
president of the United States with respect to what this committee has
oversight on and is here for today.

The question is legitimate: what took place, were there
relationships previously -- these are important as to all these banks.
And it is fair for the special prosecutor to proceed on that, and it
is even more important that this committee guarantee down the road
that we investigate everything. I'm not sitting here saying something
may not have taken place. In point of fact, there may be some
indication that some folks outside of the White House may have some
questions to answer. But there is no evidence whatsoever with respect
to policy or taxpayer money or any decision made by the president of
the United States that warrants this kind of inquiry.

Now, let me ask you, if I may, Mr. Altman, and Mr. Secretary,
perhaps you can share with me, because one of our concerns is not just
Madison but a whole lot of other institutions. I think 42 percent of
the total losses fall in Texas alone. And there's a serious question
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about professional liability with respect to those institutions. I'd
like to know, to date, what is the total amount of money recovered to
date from directors or officers of these institutions nationally?

M. ALTHAN(?): $640 million, senator.

SEN. KERRY: Six hundred and forty million?

M. ALTHAN(?): From institutions -- from institutions.
SEN. KERRY: And that's recovered through liability cases.

HR. ALTHAN(?): Those are criminally related recoveries.

SEN. KERRY: What about civil? Is there any at this point?

MR. ALTHAN(?): In addition to that figure I gave you, about $745
million from civil—related recoveries.

SEN. KERRY: So we have in fact recovered to date a billion
three, is that correct? It's not insignificant.

Can you break down where that has taken place? It's my
understanding 42 percent of the total cost of bailout was Texas. Is
there a corresponding recovery rate or any kind of rate you could give
us as to where the most money came from?

HR. ALTHAN(?): I don't have information with me, senator, on
state-by—state breakouts, and I don't know whether -

SEN. KERRY: Would it be possible just to get that at some point
in time?

M. ALTHAN: we'll be happy to do our best to do so.

SEN. KERRY: I think it would be good to have a sense of that.
It's my understanding that you were going to take a look at this

question of sort of why the recovery rate may or may not have been
low. Have you been able to draw any conclusions as to that? I mean,
one of the things I heard is that a lot of the attorneys who came on
believing that they were going to be able to engage in recovery grew
so frustrated at not being able to do so in the early years that they
left. I don't know if that's legitimate or if you've found other
reasons, but could you share with the committee what, if anything, you
may have discovered with respect to the recovery process?
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HR. ALTHAN: As I said in my opening comments, the entire PLS
area has been a troubled one, and there have been complaints from both
ends of the spectrum about overzealousness and about inadequate
pursuit. And we've had as GAO in its report noted a high degree of
turnover and difficulty retaining -- recruiting and retaining
experienced attorneys because of the temporary nature of the RTC.
After all, here we are with less than two years to go.

SEN. KERRY: Currently that's true. What about in eighty -— what
about in the early stage -— late -- late '80s?

HR. ALTHAN: well, of course, the RTC has always been intended to
be a temporary agency, and I'd just refer you to the GAO report which
concluded that that was a particular problem. And as I've mentioned,
we've made a series of efforts to strengthen that, the most important
of which is to hire a very good and very strong general counsel.

when we inherited responsibility for the RTC, despite its being
such a large institution -- as I said, larger than almost any private
financial institution in the country -— it didn't have a full-time
general counsel. And that's a very important step we took. We've
also got more PLS attorneys on board today than ever before in the
history of the organization. So we're making every effort to try to
fulfill all the responsibilities we have in this area.
I don't think there's any way to know, senator -- or if there is,

I don't know -- whether -— or what percentage of recoveries that have
been made compared to the potential that an ideal effort, a perfect
effort would have obtained. I don't -— I don't know the answer to
that.

sax. KERRY: Okay.

My time is up. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you much, Senator Kerry.

Senator Bondlis next.

SEN. CHRISTOPHER S. BOND (R-HO): Thank you very much, Hr.
Chairman. .

Hr. Altman, are there special measures taken when in the
resolution of a failed thrift you find it to be affiliated with a high
profile individual? Someone in government, for example?
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MR. ALTHAN: The procedures, senator, which the BTC follows are
intended to be identical in each case, and they certainly have been
identical in the case discussed this morning.

SEN. BOND: After you discovered that the president of the United
States's name might be mentioned in a criminal referral being made by
your agency, did you take any steps to ensure that documents created
in the case were protected and preserved?

HR. ALTHAN: when the possibility of a criminal referral was
brought to me, I took one step, and that was to instruct all the
relevant RTC personnel to handle any judgments about criminal referral
in the same exact fashion that they would be handled in any other PLS
matter, no deviation whatsoever. As far as documents are concerned,
the same thing.

SEN. BOND: You instructed them to handle the documents in the
same way?

HR. ALTHAN: That's correct.

SEN. BOND: Were there any instructions received by you or to,
your knowledge, anyone in your agency from the Department of Justice,
the White House or special counsel with respect to the retention of
documents?

HR. ALTHAN: To the best of my knowledge, and I believe I know
this, there were no requests or conversations with the White House
whatsoever on that. with regard to Justice and the special counsel,
I'm advised there have been conversations, the essence of which is
that each party reminding the other not to take steps or release
information which could jeopardize either party's investigation.

SEN. BOND: Given the facts I set out in my opening statement, we
are concerned about whether all the documents are there, can you
assure the committee that no one has issued any instructions to you or
your agency to retrieve, relocate, destroy or tamper with any
documents dealing:with Madison, its affiliated enterprises, directors,
owners or business partners?

HR. ALTHAN: I have no knowledge whatsoever of any such effort.
SEN. BOND: Has anyone in your agency, specifically the

Department of Records Management, indicated to you there are any
missing documents? Or has anybody discovered any files missing or
unaccounted for?
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MR. ALTHAN: No.

SEN. BOND: You are absolutely sure that -

KR. ALTNAN: No, your question was: Has anybody indicated to me.

SEN. BOND: All right.

MR. ALTHAN: The answer is no.

SEN. BOND: would you inquire of your records management agency
whether they have either, A, been given instructions about the
handling of documents from somebody outside or if they have found any
evidence of missing documents or find that there are documents
apparently missing? If you would inquire of that and advise us if you
do find that there is such information?

SEN. RIEGLE: I think the stenographer should note that he's
nodding in the affirmative.

MR. HOVE: Yes.

SEN. BOND: Finally, will the RTC release copies of the initial
September 1992 referral to the Department of Justice and copies of the
second referral on October '93?

MR. HOVE: Senator, we're not in a position to release any
documents that could have a negative impact on the investigation. I
don't think you would want us to do that. And documents of that type
that you're talking about fall into that category.

SEN. BOND: Allegations were made by Susan McDougal that many of
the Whitewater files were actually delivered to Hrs. Clinton in 1987.
What steps have been taken by your agency to recover those files or to
ascertain where those files might exist?

H. HOVE: -I have no knowledge of that matter.
SEN. BOND: Have you heard of the allegation?

MR. HOVE: Actually, no.

SEN. BOND: Hr. Altman, I know there's many aspects to it.‘ I
was just reading one of the stories appearing in Commentary which
referred to those allegations. Ne don't know if they are true or not,
but I would suggest that someone should make inquiry to ascertain
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whether there is any truth to the allegations and if so, to take
appropriate steps to recover such documents.

Finally, where are the documents being kept, and have they been
thoroughly catalogued?

M. ALTMAN (?): Well, I can assure you that all proper
procedures relative to safeguarding of documents are being followed.
We also have a responsibility in regard to any case to obtain all the
necessary materials for purposes of making a litigation decision.

So any documents that the legal staff at the RTC believes would
pertain —- would help it reach a conclusion on a litigation decision,
in this or any other matter, it makes a maximum effort to obtain.

SEN. BOND: But that -- you have no knowledge of the specific
question I asked about the records potentially in the possession of
Hrs. Clinton?

MR. HOVE (?): None whatsoever.

SEN. BOND: Thank you, Hr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer?

SEN. BARBARA BOXER (D-CA): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to
pick up on where Senator D'Amato left off with Hr. Howe.

Hr. Howe, as a Bush appointee, you were familiar, obviously, with
the laws in those days regarding conflicts of interest, and you said
that at that time there had to be a direct conflict of interest. And
the appearance of a conflict of interest now is considered important,
but at that time, that's not the way things were done. Is that
correct?

NR. HOWE: That is correct, Senator.

SEN. BOXER: So the law was strengthened, and now you have to
look at the appearance of a conflict of interest.

HR. HOWE: It's not a law, it's a procedure that we have at the
FDIC.

SEN. BOXER: All right.

MR. HOWE: And at that time, we were looking only at the conflict
of interest. Now we look not only at the conflict but also at the
appearance of any conflict.
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SEN. BOXER: Right.

well, Mr. Chairman, I think this is a very important point. And
what I would like to suggest is this; my colleague, Senator D'Amato,
is very interested in this one particular SGL, which as I understandit, on the list of failures is the 194th largest in the country. I'm
also interested in seeing if there were conflicts when lawyers were
hired in some of the bigger closures.

For example, there were, as I understand it, 14 SGL failures that
cost the taxpayers more than one billion [dollars] each. Of these
mega failures, six were located in Texas, two in California, two in
Arizona, one in New Jersey, one New York, one Florida and one
Pennsylvania. And I would like to ask you —- and since I think the
chairman said a senator can make a request -— that in these mega
failures, these six, I would like you to go back and take a look at
the law firms that we used at that time to see if there were conflicts
of interest and have a —- and at the same time-that you issue this to
Senator D'Amato, I would very much appreciate knowing that because I
do have a big concern about the scams that were going on at that time.

HR. HOWE: Senator, many of these cases probably were the RTC
cases and not the FDIC. The reason that we had this case was that we
inherited the FSLIC cases in late 1988 or early 1989. This one came
to us at a window of time prior to RTC's being created. So I think
that your request might better be directed toward the RTC.

SEN. BOXER: Well then I will make that request to the RTC and
ask that we have that report. would I make that to Mr. Altman or
Secretary Bentsen?

Mr. Chairman, who do you think would be the appropriate party?

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, they both are hearing it, so -

SEN. BOXER: All right. Well, I will assume that will be done
because, as I say, what I find most incredible is that there's this
outrage directedfiat one particular situation, and it's so obvious why.
You know, Mr. Chairman, I just want to say this, if I might —— I'll
get back. I just have to say this, if I might. We all bring our
experiences to the table, to our comittees, to our work. And as I
sat through this, I had the sense that this reminded me of something,
the dynamics here, and it comes back to my being a mother and my
experience in raising two kids, and when they wanted something, they
made a pretty strong case.

And if they really wanted something, they stamped their feet. And if
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I gave them what they wanted, I expected them to be happy because I
acceded to their request. And if they kept on stamping their feet,
I'd tell them, "You're unreasonable." And if they kept it up, I'd
take further action. But I think what I see going on here is that
there was a demand for the best and most impartial person to look at a
situation that obviously had a lot of political overtones, and in an
attempt to handle it fairly, that request was granted, and we don't
know the end result.

But what I see happening here, Mr. Chairman, is that people are
still stamping their feet as if nothing’s been done. Something very
important has been done. A lease has been taken on offices for
something like four years. Eight attorneys are looking at this whole
situation. Every question that's been asked by my colleagues is being
looked at, not by a Democratic prosecutor, as Senator Kerry has
pointed out, but by a Republican prosecutor, and someone who I believe
has the faith of the American people, if not some of the senators here
today, who seem to want to interfere in that investigation.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer, I might just say, you may or may not
have seen this in this morning's Washington Post, but there have been
25 FBI agents assigned to work with the special counsel, in addition
to that legal staff that you cite.

SEN. BOXER: Yes. And, Mr. Chairman, I have to say that gives me
great comfort. As much as I respect my colleagues’ skill at
questioning and badgering, I'd rather have this matter handled by
someone who is so well-respected, cannot be accused of partisanship,
as my colleagues on the Republican side here could be or I could be or
Senator Kerry could be.

So let's stop stamping our feet, and let's say this is good, that
this investigation is going forward. And I really do have faith that
we will find out what the problems were. And we don't know where it
all will lead, but I don't think that turning this hearing into a
browbeating of witnesses here does any good here at all.

I have some written questions I would like to submit, but I would
have to say overall I am pleased with the report that we're getting.
It seems to me we're moving along, perhaps, hopefully, under budget,
moving forward with women and minorities and the things that many of
us care about, and going after these crooks.

Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Do you want to say something? Otherwise I'm going
here.
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HR. ALTHAN (?): No, no. I just wanted to note to Senator Boxer
that we would respond to that question that you earlier asked.

SEN. BOXER: Thank you. I really look forward to seeing that for
those six institutions. Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you.

Senator Bennett.

SEC. BENTSEN: hr. Chairman, if I might -
SEN. RIEGLE: Uh, excuse me.

SEC. BENTSEN: (Off mike) -- my responsibilities as secretary of
the treasury to deal in oversight, and I'm specifically precluded from
intervening in individual cases. That's the responsibility of the
RTC.

SEN. BOXER: But the RTC will do that. Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bennett.

SEN. ROBERT F. BENNETT (R-UT): Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I agree
with Senator Boxer: we all bring our personal experiences to this. I
will try to stop stamping my feet. (Laughter.) I think that's an
appropriate response, but -—

SEN. BOXER: You've just been tapping your toe. (Laughter.)

SEN. BENNETT: I've just been tapping my toe. I must, however,
out of my own experience share with you the number of times that I as
a loyal Republican went to the white House in the Nixon administration
and kept saying "You have got to get this out. You have got to find
out who is behind this an tell the truth." And I kept getting told
"This is a third—rate burglary that nobody cares about." I'm sure on
a list of breaking and entering -— (laughs) -- this would have -- the
Watergate breaking and entering would have been considered very, very
minor. And people kept saying to me, "No, no, it'll all blow over."
Well, it was members of your party, Senator Boxer, who kept

stamping their feet and kept the thing up. A special prosecutor was
appointed who in my recollection was a Democrat. I think Hr. Cox did
not have very good Republican credentials when he was appointed to
that circumstance.

,SEN. KERRY: He was a Republican. One of the good ones from
Massachusetts, but he was a Republican. (Laughter.)
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SEN. BENNETT: He was a Republican? Well, I knew his law
partner. He was a Democrat.

we need not beat this further, but I do hope everybody
understands that when there is an allegation of wrong-doing the
smartest thing any politician can do is get all the facts out on the
table. I've tried to do that. When I've been accused of making
mistakes, I've discovered that the very best thing you can do
politically is not try to cover it up, and that's the only advice I
give my friends in this circumstance, having lived through the
Watergate thing on the other side of it.

SEN. KERRY (?): Can I just take 30 seconds to say to my
colleague that's exactly what we did. Senator Moynihan, national
television, Senator Bradley, Senator Bob Kerrey, myself and others
said appoint a special prosecutor, and indeed, the White House turned
around and did it while the president was in Europe.

SEN. BENNETT: I understand all that, but I also understand that
the stamping of the feet that went on prior to that probably had
something to do with that decision. I don't think it was entirely
sound public policy on the minds of the people on the other side.

Let's get back to the RTC if I can. I do want you to refer
carefully to the article that I put in my opening statement. You've
talked a great deal about minorities and women, and I yield to no one
in my desire to see to it that there is fairness done.

The allegations that were made by the gentleman from Denver,
however, is that there is serious reverse discrimination going on in
the RTC, and that anyone who does not fall in that category cannot get
a job and cannot get a promotion. And if that is true, that is
something I think you should pay attention to. So I would ask you to
review that.

Now, make reference to continuing sales, and again, this is a
personal circumstance. I've had a number of people come to me in Utah
and say here is D marvelous investment opportunity to pick up at fire
sale prices properties that can be enormously valuable. I have
decided finally to divorce myself from having to make any investment
decisions, and I put all of my assets in a managed trust and trust the
trustees of that trust to make those kinds of decisions. But I said
to them I cannot personally invest in this because I sit on the
Banking Qpmmittee and it's involved in oversight of the RTC and these
are RTC properties.

But I did, prior to creating the managed trust for my assets, go
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through the process of looking at them, and as a businessman, I can
say you really are moving them very rapidly because it struck me that
some of the prices were indeed unduly low and that the RTC could in
fact have gotten a better price almost as quickly if not just as
quickly as they were getting for some of these properties. Do you
have a sense on that issue? I'm not accusing you of anything, I
simply want you to talk about it.

MR. ALTMAN: well, first of all, Senator, we have a statutory
responsibility to maximize recovery for the taxpayer, so we must
pursue sale techniques which respond to that goal.

Second, all RTC assets, for practical purposes, are sold at
auction, auction of one kind or another. So rather by definition, the
market -- the price which the market establishes on that day is the
price. It's always possible to look back on any transaction and say
you should have done it later or you should have done it earlier, but
fundamentally all of our sales are on an auction—style basis.

I think the only other point I would make is that we're now in -
we now -- our inventory today is of the harder-to—sell variety as
we're getting down toward the end. So our recovery rates, as I
mentioned in my statement, are lower. I think last year we recovered
at a rate of 76 percent of book value, and this year it'll be in the
mid sixties. The character -

SEN. BENNETT: Let me just go back to your earlier statement. I
understand what you're saying here, and I don't want to be
argumentative about it. One instance, we were told -— or I was told
that while it was technically an auction, the RTC had determined the
price and that, if I would simply submit a bid for this price, I would
be guaranteed to get it, that the RTC would not entertain any other
requests. And I turned it down, as I say, for the reasons I've
described, although I'll say to my colleagues, the ethics comittee
told me I need not have done that. I could have made the investment.
I decided to avoid the stamping of feet later on in some future
campaign in Utah. I would not run the risk. But it was my
understanding that the people who did ultimately pick up the property
did it for the price that we were told was the price. And we were
told, "Yes, this is technically an auction; there will be a sealed
bid, but this is the sealed bid we want and if you submit it at that
price we can guarantee that you will get it."
M. ALTMAN: I'd like to make points. The first is -- that's not

how it's supposed to work, and if it worked that way -- just taking
your comments in their entirety -— it should not have.
Second, the RTC does reserve the right to reject bids and to
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establish in effect reserve prices or floors. So, it isn't the case-- it isn't always the case that whatever the high bid is it's
accepted. But, there should never be an auction where any such
indication, any such knowledge is provided beforehand; if it was, it
was a mistake and shouldn't have happened.

SEN. BENNETT: I'll just assume that it was a mistake in a
particular circumstance, and I'm grateful to you for your response.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, and perhaps a look could be taken at what may
have been going on there, because that's not -- you know, let's not
have it happen again.
Senator Sarbanee was not given a chance, was not here in the

sequence to give an opening statement, and has asked to do so and I'm
going to acknowledge that as I do with everyone. And then after he's
done that, we'll start his time clock on questions. Senator Sarbanee.

SEN. PAUL SARBANES (D-MD): Mr. Chairman, I'll be brief. I don't
want to impose on my colleagues, but I can't forego the opportunity
with Chairman Greenspan here before us not to talk about interest
rates just briefly, since I think they're so essentially involved with
where the economy may be going. And I just want to —- I want to make
a statement about that.

I've met with the chairman from time to time, both privately and
of course in public sessions, and I've raised with him the concern
that a hike in short-term rates would raise long-term rates. The
chairman's position has been, as I understand it, that when short-term
rates go up long-term rates would initially rise but that within a few
weeks or so they would settle back down to a level near where they had
been when short-term rates were raised. .

we then contacted the Fed for the analysis that in effect was the
underpinning for this statement. We've had difficulty getting that
analysis, but it's finally been forthcoming.. And as the Fed says, and
I quote, the Fed staff, "As you have noted, short— and long-term rates
do tend to move together." They then go on to make a rather subtle
argument that to.the extent that the Fed is ahead of the curve the
response of long-term rates is less than when the Fed is moving too
little too late, in responding to a build-up of inflationary pressure.
So in a sense, they're shifting, as I understand it, the position that
was asserted to me by the chairman.

On the morning of February 4th when the Federal Open Market
Committee raised the Fed fund rates from 3 to 3-1/4 percent, the 30
year bond rate stood at 6.30 percent -- 6.30. Since that time, 1ong—
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term rates have risen steadily. As of the close of business
yesterday, the 30-year bond rate was 6.65 percent. Thus, since Fed
funds were raised, long-term rates have risen by 35 basis points; in
other words, more than the 25-basis-point increase in short—term
rates.

Now last sumer at a hearing with Henry Kauffman (sp) and Paul
Samuelson (sp), copies of which testimony were sent to the Fed and
with a request that it be distributed to members of the Open Market
Committee -— Henry Kauffman (sp) argued that raising short-term rates
could lead to higher long-term rates; in other words, the contrary of
this position that was asserted that if you take up short-term rates,
you can bring down long-term rates. And I quote Kauffman (sp). "I
also take issue with the assertion that a small increase in the Fed
fund rate this sumer would be welcome by the financial markets and
would accordingly lead to a decline in bond yields. Perhaps. But
equally likely is that the bond market would interpret such a rise in
the federal funds rate as the first of a number of future increases,
and market participants might easily react by pushing bond yields
higher. Under that scenario, the rise in the federal funds rate could
magnify inflationary expectations, precipitating a sell-off of bonds."

Now just today, Hobart Rowen, one f our nation's most perceptive
economic commentators, has an article in the Washington Post headed,
"The Fed Meddles," and I just want to quote from it briefly. "As it
has many times in the past, the Federal Reserve Board is taking the
country down the wrong road by raising interest rates. It has
violated the dictum, ‘If it ain't broke, don't fix it,’ and as a
consequence, the smooth recovery from recession that has cheered
business and consumers over the past year is being threatened.

"Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan told the Joint Economic Committee in
widely analyzed testimony January 31 that the central bank, which had
allowed interest rates to fall to record lows, would not change policy
to slow economic growth. But four days later, on February 4th, the
Fed raised short-term interest rates by one-quarter of a point in a,
quote, ‘preemptive strike,’ unquote, against future inflation. To
make sure there was no doubt in the markets that the Fed had decided
to interrupt the easy money pattern, Greenspan publicly announced the
move.

"In new testimony this week, Greenspan failed to justify the
Fed's action. He admitted that there was no discernible inflation,
that wages are not moving up, that there is virtually no fear the
economy is growing fast enough to make overheating a danger."

Now, the whole problem here ——and I -- this is to close this
statement, and then I have just a couple of questions to put to Mr.
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Altman. I won't take anywhere near my question time because I -- is
all —- it's all encapsulated in this -- in this cartoon, which shows
this truck moving down the road. It says "Economy". And the economy
has been moving down the road, and we all want to see that. The
driver here has got his hands up to his head in horror. He's slamming
on the brakes. As you can see, "Brake. Screech," bringing this truck
labeled "The Economy" to a halt. And the reason he's doing it is
because out here in the middle of the street is a man labelled
"Greenspan". (Laughter.) And he's bending over here. He's out in
the middle of the road out in front of the truck, obviously forcing it
to come to a screeching halt. He's bending over to pick up these
papers here that say "Interest Rates." And he's saying, "Let's see,
we'll just pick these up."

Now -

MR. GREENSPAN: You know, senator, I pulled a muscle in my back
and I now just realize how I did it. (Laughter.)

SEN. SARBANES: Well, I'm glad we found the explanation for it,
Mr. Chairman.

SEN. KERRY: You know, Hr. Chairman, if you say something really
interesting now about interest rates you could functionally terminate
this hearing and relieve us all. (Laughter.)

SEN. SARBANES: Mr. Chairman, I know that's not the focus of
today's hearings, but I think this matter is of such importance. The
Fed, of course, is urging the Congress to stay the course on fiscal
policy. I happen to agree with that. I think we ought to stay within
the constraints of the agreement that was reached last year, and I
expect that we will. But by the same token, it's my own view that the
Fed should have stayed the course on monetary policy, certainly until
we had greater assurances that real growth was taking place in some
lasting and permanent way and some evidence that one can look to that
indicates that we're beginning to get some kind of inflationary
problem.

Now, Mr. Altman, I just want to put a couple of questions to you.
Earlier you were questioned by one of my colleagues on the other side
who went through a list of -- (laughs) ——sort of "Have you stopped
beating your wife" type questions, I thought. And so let me try to
turn it around and get -— I want to be sure. Do I understand that the
cases to which they're making such reference were handled in the same
way that all other cases were handled —- in other words, according to
regular procedures?

MR. ALTHAN: Senator, the instructions that I gave were that all
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procedures, normal procedures should be followed in this matter
without any deviation.

SEN. SARBANES: And to your knowledge, that's -- I mean, to the
best of your knowledge that's the case. Is that correct?

HR. ALTHAN: Yes.

SEN. SlRBANESt Mr. -

NR. ALTHAN: Of course, I'm commenting as to the handling of the
case under my responsibility. I'm not making a coment about matters
that I have no knowledge of of three or four years ago.

SEN. SARBANES: Oh, I understand that, but as I understood the
questions that were put to you, it was with respect to your own
responsibilities. I don't how you could be expected to assume the
responsibilities of others, so to speak.

hr. Chairman, I just have one comment about the constant
reference here to Madison and Whitewater and so forth. And that is
that, you know, an independent counsel has now been selected. I read
the transcript of his press conference with the Attorney General when
it was announced. Actually, as I understand it, or as he said, he
defined the scope of the investigation. In fact, he says, "I'm
totally satisfied that I will have the independence and complete
authority to do this job right."

And then the resolution by which his jurisdiction is defined,
this is Robert Fiske now I'm talking about; "This resolution has been
deliberately drafted broadly. It was drafted by me to give me the
total authority to look into all appropriate matters relating to the
events that bring us all here today." And he then goes on to specify
that.

Now, of course, I think Fiske is regarded highly. In fact,
Senator D'Amato called him "a man of unflinching and uncompromising
integrity. He's the kind of person who will bring out the truth for
the American people so there will be no question as to the
thoroughness and objectivity of this investigation." I don't differ
with that evaluation, I say to my distinguished colleague from New
York, from what I know about Hr. Fiske and what's been told to me
about him. So I think that's an accurate evaluation of him.

Now, the other point I want to address is, he was asked in that
conference, "Do you think that a congressional hearing of any kind at
this point might hamper your investigation?"
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This was a question put to Fiske by a —- at that press conference when
he assumed his responsibilities. And this was his response, and I
quote him -— this is now Robert Fiske I'm quoting, the independent
counsel:

"I think the history of these situations is that it is difficult
to conduct this kind of investigation at the same time a congressional
investigation is going on. The decision whether to have such an
investigation obviously is not mine, but I think just looking back at
the past, we can all see that that is not an easy relationship." End
of quote.

And I just wanted to put that on the record, because I think it's
very important to understand that, you know, an independent counsel
now has been selected. The independent counsel has been given a grant
of authority -- actually, according to his own testimony, he defined,
in effect, the grant of authority. I haven't quoted it, but the
attorney general is very clear here in her statements that he has a
full scope to proceed as he deems necessary and to call upon any
resources that he thinks are advisable. And it seems to me that, you
know, we've put the matter where it ought to be put.

Now, there was some delay in getting to that point. I understand
that. But that's the point we are at now, and it seems to me that
that is -- ought to be reassuring to the American people that this
matter will be looked into thoroughly and comprehensively and that Mr.
Fiske and his associates -- and he's now in the process of putting
together, I understand, a rather large and first-rate staff -— will
get to the bottom of this matter. And I think it's very important
that that be put on the record.

I thank the chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE' Thank you Senator Sarbanes.- I' 0

I made reference earlier -— I'd just take one moment before
calling on Senator Faircloth. I made reference earlier to the actual
legal charter of independent Special Counsel Fiske which is published
in the Federal Register on Friday, February 4th, and I've read it.
And it's really quite a -— I just hold it up here, and we'll put it in
the record so that it's there in the context of this discussion. But
this is about as broad and as firm a legal mandate as anyone could
have. And I notice here that under the Department of Justice the
action to accord him that kind of operating latitude was in the form
of a final rule. So this locks it in.
I mean, this independent counsel, I think highly regarded across

this board -— from Senator D'Amato's comments to others that have been
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made by other people who know him well -- has the authority to go
anywhere he thinks it necessary to go. And I again make reference to
that article today in The Washington Post, because he's obviously
setting up subsidiary investigative efforts, where he's putting
together teams to go down each and every issue so that there are no
questions left at the end of his work.

In any event, I urge my colleagues to take a look at this,
because I think it is instructive.
Senator Faircloth.

SEN. LAUGH PAIRCLOTH (R—NC): Thank you, Hr. Chairman. And I
want to thank you for the manner in which you've conducted the
hearing. It hasn't been easy.
I had one or two quick one—liners, and then I had some questions.

(Laughter.) One of them is in sympathy with Hr. Altman. I bought and
sold many a piece of land in my life. I never bought one that
somebody didn't tell me I paid way too much for it, and I've never
sold one that somebody didn't come immediately and tell me I should
have gotten a lot more. But I survived.

MR. ALTHAN: You probably did very well.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Chairman Greenspan, I think -- two things. If
we get nothing else out of all of this conversation, I believe it will
demonstrate to the American people, and maybe to the Congress as a
whole, that we need to keep the Federal Reserve, the Comptroller of
the Currency, the Office of Thrift Supervision and the FDIC as
separate entities, and it's well spent money to have them separate by
the taxpayers’ money to keep it as it is and not be consolidating it
into a political position. I hope that's it.
As Senator Sarbanes mentioned on your increase in interest rates

and inflation, I have observed over the years that inflation is
somewhat like Alzheimer's disease; you've had it three or four years
before you find out you really have it. And inflation moves before we-- it goes underground a long time. So I think you're absolutely
right in increasing rates in anticipation of what might happen. I
have found that inflation —- a recession will scare you -— in
business, a recession will scare you to death, but inflation will kill
you.

And I have a question for Mr. Hove.
Mr. Hove, it's my understanding that Webster Hubbell, in his

current position as associate attorney general, and in his words,
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"chief operating officer" at the Justice Department, has formally
recused himself from matters regarding Madison Guaranty. Would you
agree with me that it would be improper for Hr. Hubbell to seek to
involve himself in the FDIC investigation beyond what he was asked by
the Legal Division?

And if you will —- since that light is looking at me -- I'd like
yes or no answers, if you would.

HR. HOVE: I think the issue of Mr. Hubbell recusing himself is
an issue that Hr. Hubbell has to deal with.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Fine. Have you had any communication with
Webster Hubbell concerning the Legal Division's report?

M. HOVE: I have not.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Are you aware of any communication between
Webster Hubbell and an FDIC official in the general counsel's office
regarding Hr. Hubbell's role in the Legal Division's then-pending
investigation and report?

HR. HOVE: Yes, sir. Legal Division has had conversations with
Hr. Hubbell.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Are you aware of any communication between an
official in the general counsel's office in Washington and the FDIC
official in the Kansas City,'Hissouri field office regarding Webster
Hubbell's role in the then-pending investigation and report?

HR. HOVE: No, I'm not aware of that.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Would you be willing to let the general
counsel's office release their telephone records for the week of
January the 24th through January the 31st?

MR. HQVEQ Senator, we're willing to release any non-confidential
information that would be generally available to the public. As you
might know, many of these things would be privacy concerns and we
would be concerned about releasing those without redacting some.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So you would not release them?

HR. HOVE: No, sir, we will release them, we will release any
non-confidential -

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right, that's -- who decides whether it's
confidential or not?

E
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MR. MOVE: Well, does it include -- does it deal with privacy of
the individual.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Well yes it does, but we need -- yeah, sure it
does. That's what we want them for. (Laughter.) Will you?

MR. MOVE: We'll release anything that is publicly available,
yes, sir.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: well, it's not publicly available or we wouldn't
be asking for it to be released.
I'd have gone there to get it.

MR. MOVE: Yeah, we have log

If it were in the want ad section,

of everyone that we've contacted,
everyone we've talked to on the phone, and we'll release that.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right. Okay, that's what we need.

I see in the Wall Street Journal and the Chicago Tribune, and
it's generally out, that you found no conflict of interest between Ms.
Clinton and her work in the Dan Lassiter (sp) and First American
Savings and Loan, that you find her completely innocent.

MR. MOVE: Senator, let me talk about that issue because that was
not an FDIC issue, and that was not an investigation or a review that
the FDIC has done. That was an issue that happened before FDIC ever
became involved. That was an issue between the old FSLIC -— the old
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation and the failed savings
and loan, First American in Illinois.

They had filed the suit against Lassiter (sp). They had settled
that suit before FDIC ever became
that had happened way before FDIC

involved in that. It was an issue
ever became involved in it.

We have not reviewed that. We have looked at -

SEN. FAIRCIOTH: May I ask one quick question?
I I

MR. HOVE: Yes.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: who settled
that -— it was settled —- you say
Ms. Clinton and Foster.

MR. HOVE: I'm not sure that
Mrs. Clinton's involvement was to
Foster that amended the complaint

it? Ms. Clinton and Foster? Is
it was settled. It was settled by

it was settled by Mrs. Clinton.
sign an amended complaint for Mr.
from the savings and loan against
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Lassiter (sp). That was her only involvement in that case.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right, go ahead. I'm sorry, I interrupted
you.

MR. HOVE: That case was
conservator. The conservator
law firm in Chicago. The law
law firm to work on this case

settled over six years ago by the
for that savings and loan had hired a
firm in Chicago subcontracted the Rose
for them as the conservator. The

lawsuit was settled before we ever got it, and normally these facts
would not trigger an investigation for us, but because of the
increasing public interest -- and if you choose, we will conduct an IG
investigation to determine that -- but again, the records are
scattered all over because it's the old FSLIC records and they were
not compiled in any one location. So it's a very difficult issue. It-- there's no single repository of these records. And we'd be willing
to assist your staff in locating any of these records that may be
available and to make some determination as to what the involvement
was.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: so this clearing of Ms. Clinton in any
involvement with the American Savings and Loan and Dan Lassiter (sp)
was done by the FDIC, it was done by the -

MR. HOVE: We have not cleared it. The only contact we've had on
the First American Savings and Loan and the Lassiter (sp) case was a
press contact that came as a result of an article that appeared first
in the Chicago Tribune, and we responded to that saying exactly what
I've told you, that this was not an FDIC issue, that it was in fact a
FSLIC issue that occurred before FDIC ever became involved in any
FSLIC issue.

The issue was settled, the settlement was made before FDIC ever became
involved in this issue.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right, so -- but the -- would the statute
run on it, could it be opened by the special counsel?

MR. : I haven't any idea. That's a question I guess I'd
have to ask my attorney.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Ask him.

MR. : (Confers.) I don't know.

MR. : I have no idea either.
MR. : We don't have enough records at this stage to know -
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SEN . FAIRCLOTH: Thank you .

SEN. RIEGLE: Although I'll repeat again, and you'll read it from
this Federal Registry (sic): "The independent special counsel has two
authorities. One authority is for criminal prosecutions. The other
authority is to proceed with civil actions."

Now, the civil authority doesn't relieve any other regulatory
body of whatever civil action they might appropriately take. But the
point is, the special counsel has the specific grant of authority to
proceed down both tracks. And it's laid out four different times in
this charter of responsibility, and it's a very important point.

SEN. D'AMATO: Will the chairman yield? Just on that point,
because to be quite candid with you, until the chairman read the grant
of authority, I was given to believe that the special counsel would
confine himself to the criminal side. I'm not suggesting to you that
the grant may not give him broader powers.

I would think it would behoove us, and I'm not attempting to get
the exact language determined now, but if we could not, send a letter
from this comittee and ascertain, indeed, will he undertake the
review of various civil matters, such as the one brought up as it
relates to this last matter that Senator Faircloth brought up, and
there are some others. I think that would at least set the record
straight and we might want to put that to him and, again, have our
counsel work together to put forth the appropriate question. But I
think we should determine, indeed, is that the case.

Secondly, I make a quick point, and I beg the indulgence of my
colleagues, by stating, I think that if you notice, at least where I
have been attempting to take this, and I think some of my colleagues,
we're attempting to ascertain what if anything did the RTC, did the
FDIC, do in connection with these matters. That is not at variance
with the charge of the special counsel. We are not, in attempting to
find out what was done and what wasn't done, in any way disturbing his
investigation. I think we have an absolute right to know what was
done. We have an absolute right to know the appropriateness of the
action, so -

SEN. BOXER: Can I have a point of procedure? Whose time are we
on? I just was —— I've lost track.

SEN. D'AMATO: Well, I'm going to do it one way or the other.
SEN. BOXER: Well, I don't have any objection to your doing it.

I'm just confused. Is this Mr. Faircloth's time that you're on? Or
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is this added time, so we can all get added time?

SEN. D'AHATO: I asked the chairman if he would indulge me so I
could -

SEN. RIEGLE: He asked the indulgence of the chair and I'm going
to let him finish his point.

SEN. BOXER: Okay, fine.

SEN. RIEGLE: And then we'll move to the next person here.

SEN. BOXER: I was just checking.

SEN. D'AHATO: So, again, this is not an attempt to do anything
other than to see what has been done to date by those various agencies
that have the collective and the individual responsibility to deal
with these matters. That's one.

And secondly, it would seem to me that it might clarify the issue-- certainly I was led to believe, and maybe incorrectly so, that the
special counsel was not going to look into civil matters. I think
it's important for us to ascertain that.
And so I put that to the chairman that possibly we review that matter.
I'm not looking for an answer at this time -

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, I'm going to just -- I'm going to take a
minute and just read it into the record because I don't want it to be

SEN. D’AHATO: NO -

SEN. RIEGLE: I know, but it's important, and the words are on
paper, and this is the official charter. And I'm going to read from
page 5221 of the Federal Registry of February the 4th of this year,
and I'm going to just read three or four different lines here that
appear in different places, and here's the first one: "The attorney
general has appointed this independent counsel to investigate whether
any individuals or entities have committed a violation of any federal
law or civil law." And then it goes on in that vein. And then over
on the next page it says again "... have committed a violation of any
federal criminal or civil law relating to ..." And then again it says
"... any violation of any federal law or civil law." And it says it
one more time further on down the line here.

So it's clear -- my interpretation of this is that this does not
relieve any regulatory body of any proper actionable efforts that it
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should properly undertake and determine to undertake, but it says that
the special counsel clearly has the authority to move down both tracks
if in his judgment he should find that that is warranted. And it's a
very important fact.

SEN. DOHENICI: Hr. Chairman -

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici, let me just say the time -— we're
at the point now where either you or Senator Gramm will get to ask
questions, and you -- you're both here, and I don't know if either of
you have a -- one will follow the other, but will either of you have a
time problem as to who goes first?

SEN. DOHENICI: Well, I just wanted to ask you with -- on that
question on your charter interpretation there, or reading -

SEN. RIEGLE: It's not an interpretation, it's what -- it's the
final rule that was laid down on the -

SEN. DOHENICI: well, what is -- what is the special prosecutor
supposed to do if he finds civil law violations?

SEN. RIEGLE: He has the full legal empowerment to take whatever
actions he deems necessary -- and all the investigative and
prosecutorial authority to do so. I mean, this is an absolute
charter.

SEN. DOMENICI: We'll -- we'll -- thank you very much for that.
SEN. RIEGLE: You can take a look at it.
SEN. DOHENICI: Senator Gramm, I have a little bit of time,

although I'm late for some events. But if you want to go, I'll let
you go and I'll follow. It -
Will there be another one from the other side that has not

inquired yet?

SEN. RIEGLE:= No. You are the last two that have a chance to
question, so -

SEN. DOHENICI: Well, go ahead. Could you keep it brief,
senator? Short?

SEN. RIEGLE: -- and then we'll go back and forth, senator.
SEN. : No.
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SEN. DOHENICI: No? (Laughter.)

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Gramm.

SEN. PHIL GRAH (R-TX): You want to go ahead?

SEN. DOMENICI: No, you go. You got the time clock right there.

SEN. GRAN: Let me begin. I've just got a simple question that
I want to ask of most of the members of the panel, and let me just
read it. Hr. Altman, I want to ask you first. Have you or any member
of your staff had any communication with the president, the first
lady, or any of their representatives, including their legal counsel
or any member of their white House staff, concerning Whitewater or the
Madison Savings and Loan?

HR. ALTHAN: I've had one substantive contact with White House
staff, and I want to tell you about it.

SEN. GRAN: Okay, let me,
like to know what the substance
occurred, who initiated it, and

if I may, just ——given that "yes" I'd
of the communication was, when it
what you were asked to do.

HR. ALTHAN: Right. First of all, I initiated it. About three
weeks ago, Jean Hanson, who is Treasury's general counsel, and I
requested a meeting with Mr. Nussbaum -- he's the White House counsel.
The purpose of that meeting was to describe the procedural reasons for
the then impending February 28th deadline as far as the then statute
of limitations was concerned. I'm sure you know that that statute of
limitations has subsequently been retroactively reinstated for certain
types of civil claims.

And we explained the process which the RTC would follow in
reaching a decision before that February 8th deadline, that it would
be exactly identical to procedures used in any other cases, any other
PLS case, and that the RT fundamentally would come to a conclusion as
to whether or not there existed the basis for a claim or whether there
didn't. And in the event that the basis for a claim existed, then it
would pursue either a tolling agreement, which is the equivalent of a
voluntary extension of the statute of limitations from the parties at
interest, or it would file that claim in court. 7

That was the whole conversation. I was asked one question. That
was question was whether we intended to provide the same briefing to
attorneys for the parties at interest. I said I assumed so, went back-- (inaudible) -- and checked with the RTC general counsel. The
answer was in due course. I said fine. That was it. I have not had
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any contact with the president of the United States or the first lady
on any matter like this.

SEN. GRAMM: If I may, let me pose the same question to Mr. Hove.
Have you or any member of your staff had any communication -

SEN. RIEGLE: Mr. Hove, let me just -- I don't know if you know.
This question's being addressed to you.

SEN. GRAHM: Have you or any member of your staff had any
communication with the president, with the first lady, with their
representatives, including legal counsel, with members of their White
House staff concerning Whitewater or Madison Savings and Loan?

HR. HOVE: Our director of the Office of Communications at the
FDIC had received a call from a press person at the White House after
the second article appeared The Chicago Tribune regarding the First
American issue. They asked, did we have any statement? And the
response given to the White House was, no, we did not have any
statement.

SEN. GRAN: So they were asking you to respond to the press
statement?

M. HOVE: It was Hrs. Clinton's attorney.
SEN. GRAHH: Mrs. Clinton's attorney -

MR. HOVE: I'm sorry. It was Hrs. Clinton's attorney -

SEN. GRAN: -— called you?

MR. HOVE: It was Mrs. Clinton's attorney that called the FDIC
office of Communication.

SEN. GRAN: So Hrs. Clinton's attorney called the FDIC and asked
you to respond to a press -

M. HOVE: No, no, that's not what he said.

SEN. GRAHH: Nell, I'm asking the question.

HR. HOVE: Yeah. NO, but that —- but -

SEN. GRAN: I'm not trying to speak for you.

what did Hrs. Clinton's attorney ask you to do?
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MR. HOVE: They asked did we have any statement, and we
responded, no, we did not have a statement.

SEN. GRAHM: would it be normal that someone's -- did this
attorney work for the federal government?

MR. HOVE: No. This was Mrs. Clinton's attorney.

SEN. GRAMM: when did this call occur; do you know?

M. HOVE: After the second article appeared in the Chicago
Tribune, and I can't tell you the date of that. It's been in the
last, what, two weeks or so? I don't know.

SEN. GRAN: And you were asked if you had a response that you
were going to put out on it: you said no.
M. HOVE: That's correct. We responded to the first statement,

the first article that appeared in the Chicago Tribune, pointed out
the errors of that article, that it was not an FDIC matter, exactly
the same thing that I responded to Senator Faircloth.

SEN. GRAMM: And to the best of your knowledge, you've had no
other communication, you and your staff have had no other
communication with all the people that -

MR. HOVE: That's correct.

SEN. GRAMM: Let me pose the same question to Mr. Fiechter and to
Ms. Ford.

MR. FIECHTER: To the best of my knowledge, I know I have and OTS
staff has had no comunication whatsoever with anyone from the White
House about this or that list that you included in your question.

MS. FORD: No, the Oversight Board nor I have had any involvement
in this matter.

SEN. GRAM:. Let me raise a second question, and it's a thing
that I've tried to understand in looking at where we are and what we
need to do to get on with finishing this matter. Part of the problem
that we have had in the past with regard to congressional hearings and
congressional involvement really hs involved two things. One has
been the granting of imunity by congressional panels for people who
would testify. The other is that under the Constitution, the
testimony of a member of Congress is a privileged matter that is given
special treatment. In this case I'm not aware that anyone in holding
a congressional hearing or looking into this matter would be talking
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about -- I don't know of a committee that would be empowered to grant
immunity. No such resolution has passed the Congress. We're not
talking about a member of Congress, where there's special
constitutional provisions.

I'd like to just pose the question: What would be wrong with
letting members of this committee that have oversight responsibility
look at the records in this case or any other case where we have
oversight responsibilities?

Hr. Hove, let me pose that to you and Hr. Altman, and then I see
my time is up and I'll stop.

HR. HOVE: Our position is that we will make access available,
and we have, to Congressman Leach, to all information that is, again,
non-confidential documents.

SEN. GRAHH: How would you define what is confidential?

MR. HOVE: Again, those that would —- (pause) -- those that would
involve privacy information that would be non—germane to this issue.

SEN. GRAN: And you would make that judgment?

MR. HOVE: Yes.

SEN. GRAMM: Mr. Altman?

H. ALTHAN: First of all, Senator, we have already provided
volumes of documents to the Congress. Senator D'Amato referred at the
very beginning to documents he received last evening, and I would have
liked him to receive them earlier, but we only got the request last
Friday.

But in terms of Congressman Leach, who has also received those
documents, he has had them for some time -- if my memory serves, 6,500
pages -- the RTC has been asked not to make information about criminal
referrals in the Madison matter public, and it's standard practice not
to release information of that kind or any other which might
compromise a criminal investigation.

And of course, we're cooperating with the independent counsel to
try to assure that we don't release any information which would
jeopardize his investigation. And as I said earlier, I would think
you would not want us to do that in order that that investigation
should proceed as it should.

SEN. GRAHM: Hr. Chairman, if I could have your indulgence, I've
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got here a text of a newspaper article in Phoenix that contradicts
something that hr. Hove said, and I'm sure he doesn't want to let it
stand. I've got a response, apparently after the second article,
where the agency —- the FDIC did in fact make a statement. It says
the agency said hrs. Clinton's involvement in the case was not
extensive enough to constitute a conflict of interest under rules
governing federal regulation of savings and loans.

I've got this if you would like to see it.
H. HOVE: was that after the second -- we made a comment -- we

made a public coment after the first article appeared -

MR. HOVE: Okay, and I don't know when those articles appeared.

SEN. RIEGLE: Why don't you take a look at it, and let's go to
Senator Domenici and then -

SEN. GRAWH: (Aside ) -- When did the other one occur, what's the
date on the other one?

HR. HOVE: Senator, we commented after the first article appeared
to correct any inaccuracies that was in the report. The involvement
that Mrs. Clinton had in that case was, again, as I mentioned to
Senator Faircloth, that she signed an amended complaint for her
partner, Vince Foster, who was the attorney who was involved in the
case. That involved two hours that was billed on Hrs. Clinton's part
on that case in which she signed the amended complaint.

As far as we can determine from the records we have, that was the
involvement that she had had, and that's what we released at the time.

SEN. GRAHM: Well, if you would take a look at this and just let
us know in writing if this was the second one, how the response was
made, who made it, why they made it, it'd be fine.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLEx: Senator Domenici.

SEN. PETE V. DOMENICI (R-NH): Mr. Altman, Stanley Tate (sp) was
nominated by President Clinton to head the RTC, and while preparing
for that confirmation he was at the RTC in a consulting capacity.
That's all true, isn't it?

MR. ALTMAN: Yes, sir.

SEN. DOMENICI: when he withdrew his nomination, he attempted to
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release to the public materials he had prepared containing the RTC
operations. Are you and the board familiar with the document that I
refer to?

HR. ALTNAN: Generally, sir, yes.

SEN. DOHENICI: Why did the oversight board prevent Nr. Tate (sp)
from releasing that document?

H. ALTNAN: Well, first of all, it was released.
SEN. DONENICI: Well, you released it -- when he left it was not

released and you claimed it should not be released. But then
eventually you provided the document to Senator D'Amato, I believe, or
my office, but that was December 23rd, 1993. why was it not released
when he wanted to release it?

NR. ALTNAN: Well, senator, my recollection is that it was
released rather promptly. Maybe not the day after he submitted it,
but as a federal employee -- consultant, the materials properly would
be -- were reviewed by his superiors before being released. But I
think the point is they were released in short order.

SEN. DONENICI: well, did the RTC or the oversight board alter,
edit, or sanitize this document before releasing it? And let me say
if not, why did Dietra Ford, oversight board executive director, send
a memo -- and I have that -- dated November 30th to you about these
materials which included the following sentence: "I'm forwarding the
enclosed so that you can see the original materials and fully
understand the disaster we narrowly avoided."

Those last -- that last sentence is a quote. What was the disaster
that Mrs. Ford was referring to? was this a reference to Madison? If
it wasn't, fine. If it was, I think maybe we ought to know about it.

NR. ALTNAN: Senator, you should ask Nrs. Ford that question.

SEN. KERRY (?): You may not like the answer, but -

SEN. DOHENICI: Well, I just got this letter, and it deserves an
answer. If it's not what I want, that's fine. That's what we're here
for.

NS. FORD: We received the 200-page document the morning of his
press conference, and we had only a quick time to take a look at it at
the Oversight Board. The deputy general counsel of the Oversight
Board and I advised -
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SEN. : Pull the microphone up.

MS. FORD: We advised Mr. Tate that the material should be
reviewed by the oversight Board staff, myself, as well as the interim
CEO, Mr. Altman, before they are released to the public and that he
was a federal -- special federal government employment and, therefore,
he was subject to the rules that apply in terms of ethics, the Office
of Government Ethics, that applied to the release of documents which
he obtained during his tenure as a federal government employee.

SEN. DOMENICI: well, what's what your letter says.

MS. FORD: That's right.

SEN. DOMENICI: But what was the "disaster that we narrowly
avoided"?

MS. FORD: It was my interpretation that, to release those
documents before anyone in the Oversight Board staff, the attorneys
involved, or -— who advise us, have a chance to look at them, was
inappropriate. And that's my choice of words -- "disaster." I think
it's inappropriate to release documents before we know what they
contain.

SEN. DOHENICI: I thank you.

Let me quickly move to a couple of other ones if I might.
Mr. Altman, I think you told Senator Bond that you would not make

available any documents that, quote, "would have a negative impact on
the legislation," closed quote.

M. ALTMAN: No, I don't think so.

SEN. DOHENICI: No?

MR. ALTMAN: I said -- I think I said that we would try not to
release any documents that would have a prejudicial effect on the
investigation. p

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, this committee held hearings on the failure
of the Bank of New England in the context of an unsuccessful
confirmation hearing on Bob Clarke. This committee explored in detail
transactions related to that bank. voluminous documents were made
available. Maybe this is distinguishable, but it seems to me that the
same question could be asked here. Why can't you release all of these
documents for this kind of hearing?
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M. ALTMAN: Senator, we have had ——or I am advised we have had
a couple of conversations with Mr. Fiske, the independent counsel. He
has asked us not to release any documents that could jeopardize his
investigation. I don't know why you would want us to do that, to
jeopardize his investigation. We certainly don't want to.

SEN. DOMENICI: I don't want you to.

MR. ALTMAN: And we're respecting his request.

SEN. DOMENICI: But if the special prosecutor has no objection to
the committee being provided copies of documents, can the comittee
then count on the RTC's full cooperation in providing them.

MR. ALTMAN: You should direct that question to Mr. Fiske.

SEN. DOMENICI: No? If he has no objection, then can we count on
you to release thee?

MR. ALTMAN: I think the answer is yes.
SEN. DOMENICI: Does the RTC have an inspector general?

M. ALTMAN: Yes, sir.

SEN. DOMENICI: Has the inspector general investigated the
conflict-of-interest allegations regarding the Rose firm?

MR. ALTMAN: I don't know the answer to that.
I'm nearly certain it's no because, as you know, it wasn't the RTC
that ever had any retainer relationship or other relationship with the
Rose firm.

SEN. DOMENICI: But you're kind of the natural successor to what
went on there, and I believe —- I think when you took over you began
some investigation of that. We'll show you that in a minute. But my
question is, if the FDIC agreed to have its IG look into Madison,
would there be any reason why you wouldn't?

M. ALTMAN: I have no objection to the IG’s looking into any
matter that he sees fit to look into or that he's requested on an
official basis to look into. That's what he's there for.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Domenici, I don't want to be arbitrary, but
I do want to try to stay on the time clock if I can as we go back and
forth, and we'll continue until everybody's had a chance to cover
everything they want to cover today.
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SEN. DOHENICI: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Chairman Greenspan, I want to come back to the
interest rate situation because we had an opportunity to talk the day
that the Fed took its first step, after that was taken, and I'm
concerned about the question of what has happened since and just your
own expectations of what might happen, what has happened. You've made
further public comments in a hearing recently.

I'm just wondering, as you watch market reactions to the
tightening move that the Fed made, are you seeing essentially what you
expected or have you seen something that -- particularly in terms of
the uptick on the long rates -- something that maybe you would not
have expected? In other words, where are we now, and how do you read
what seems to be taking place as a reaction to the Fed's policy
adjustment?

HR. GREENSPAN: Hr. Chairman, as Senator Sarbanes indicated, my
expectation was on the basis of what has historically tended to be the
case, that the type of increase that we've had would initially lead to
some small increase in long-term rates followed by some edging off.
That's basically been the history, other things equal, and that's
essentially what one endeavors to use so far as a forecast is
concerned.

_ What occurred in the interim was, as I indicated to the
subcommittee of the House the other day, is that there was a growing
concern that after the torrid pace of economic growth in the fourth
quarter, which is apparently in the process of being revised up, that
the possibility that we would not be moving to a much more moderate
rate of growth was rising, and the first evidence that that was
affecting market perceptions was when the Philadelphia Federal Reserve
Bank released its monthly survey, which showed a significant increase
in prices paid by manufacturers for the month —— I suspect it's early
February.

The point at which that release was made, the long-term rates
were very slightly above where they had been previous to the February
4th move. But what occurred following that was a general belief that
the pace of economic activity may turn out to be somewhat stronger
than most of the people in the market had anticipated.

And to repeat what I said at the House Banking Subcommittee, that
change in view in the market's perception led to a significant backing
up of long-term rates, which is what typically happens when those
types of expectations change.

, As I said then, my impression of how one should interpret that
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Philadelphia report is more an indication of a pick-up in economic
activity because commodity prices tend to be reasonably good proxies
for new orders and indeed I think that's what essentially that
particular report was showing. It is not a particularly good
forecaster of inflation. And as I said at the House committee, we
seem to be lacking the financial tinder that usually is associated
with inflation accelerating when you get a significant pick-up in
economic activity.

I'm agnostic at this stage. I think it's too soon to make a
judgment, but we will learn a good deal more as the data begin to come
forward.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, but as I listened carefully to what you were
saying, it seems to me when you say you don't see the inflationary
tinder and that you're sort of an agnostic, I mean, I gather you're
saying you don't see, yet, a broad evidence of a build-up of
inflationary pressure that really worries you. I mean, I -- or is
that not a -- I mean, put it in your words, but I'm just -

HR. GREENSPAN: No, that is substantially correct. Look, the
reason that we moved on February the 4th, and the reason I said we may
have to move again, rests on the issue of having deliberately put
through a significant degree of accommodation in the money markets
after 1989 because we perceived that there were special balance-sheet
factors and other headwinds which required that we move the short-term
interest rates below where they normally would reside.

And when it became apparent that the adjustments that we thought
would occur and in fact have been occurring in the balance sheets got
to a point where the economy could start to regain its momentum and
gain a degree of expansion which seemed to be well entrenched, at that
point the need to have excessive accommodative policies no longer
exists. The issue is not, do we see inflationary pressures emerging,
BUT what is the reason why we would want to keep the level of
accommodation at a point where history tells us, if extended
indefinitely, eventually does engender inflationary pressures.

So, it's the issue -- I would reverse the question, not do we see
inflationary pressures, but what reason would we have, once the
recovery seems well entrenched, as indeed I believe it is, would we
wish to keep an excessively accommodative stance? That is not a
statement which says we are setting inflationary pressures emerging;
indeed, as I said in my prepared remarks to the House comittee, when
we actually see inflationary forces emerging in the way of price
changes which are clearly evident, the one thing we're sure at that
point is we are very far advanced in the process, and history tells us
that that type of policy which we engaged in much too often, is wholly

k
4.
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inappropriate to maintaining long—term economic stability.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, let me just say to you I find that a very
important clarification and point that you've just made. And I think
it puts this in a somewhat different light than some of the
commentary, I think, has given to it because what I hear you saying is
is that you've -- you've had a monetary policy that has been overly
accommodative in order to try to get sort of the engine going again
and that you overcorrected in a sense -

MR. GREENSPAN: Deliberately.

SEN. RIEGLE: -- deliberately. And now that it has gotten the
traction that it needs to have, as far as you can tell, you're taking
back some of that overcorrection but not for reasons of the fact that
you see this inflationary tinder building up here.

MR. GREENSPAN: Precisely. And, in fact, I've tried to make that
point every time I've stated this, and I somehow don't seem to get it
across as well as I think I would like to.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, I think you got it across pretty well right
now, and we've got a pretty good sized press table that I hope will
have gotten it down even though it's 20 to two, which is sort of a
late hour for us to all be meeting here —- (laughter). But I thank
you for that. I think that's a very important distinction, and I
think it's important for the economic system and the markets to
understand what you've just said.

Senator D'Amato.

SEN. D'AMATO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I have to
say to Mr. Altman that I would like to go back to a question that
Senator Gram brought up and -- as it relates to any meetings with
White House staff or counsel.

Mr. Altman, I think you said that you and a -- an official from
Treasury sought out Mr. Nussbaum. Is that -- is that correct?

MR. ALTMAN: Yes, I did.
SEN. D'AMATO: Could you tell us why? In other words, I have

difficulty understanding why it is you felt compelled to seek out the
White House counsel.

M. ALTMAN: Solely to ensure -

SEN. D'AMATO: Solely to -- ?
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MR. ALTHAN: Solely to be sure that he understood the legal and
procedural framework within which the RTC was working. And if you
recall, as I said at that time, it was a February 28th date which was
the subject of major attention in the Congress and in the press. It's
not uncommon of meetings of that type to take place. And I'd describe
it as a "heads up" and a very stiff conversation.

SEN. D'AMATO: A "heads up". In what connection would that heads
up be? You mean that the statute of limitations was running?

M. ALTMAN: No, that they should be aware of the internal
processes and the types of criteria which the RTC was going to be
following in order to reach a decision by February 28th.

SEN. D'AMATO: was any representatives of the president or Mrs.
Clinton or any legal counsel -- which I think would be appropriate -
speaking to the counsel for the RTC, or people handling this
particular —- this particular matter?

I mean, was there any legal representation going on? Wes this -- you
just called them? Did they have any representatives, any counsel who
may have been meeting with staff people or talking to staff people?

MR. ALTMAN: I was accompanied by our general counsel, Treasury
general counsel. M. Nussbaum had his assistant with him. And Mr.
Ickes and Margaret Williams were both at the -- there at the time.

SEN. D'AMATO: Oh, Ickes is in it, huh?
Let me ask you this: Prior to this meeting, was there any

representation -- was there any counsel that was being given
representing the president's interest or Mrs. Clinton's interest or
anyone else that you're aware of as it relates to the matter that you
went to brief them on?

MR. ALTMAN: No, not to my knowledge. Nor were there any
substantive conversations -- subsequent conversations.

SEN. D'AMATO: Did anyone request this meeting?

MR. ALTMAN: I requested the meeting.

SEN. D'AMATO: Has there any other meeting that may have been
requested?

HR. ALTHAN: NO.
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SEN. D'AHATO: There was no other meeting that you are aware of
that the White House counsel requested?

MR. ALTMAN: No.

SEN. D'AMATO: Or anyone else from the White House?

HR. ALTHAN: NO.

SEN. D'AHATO: Mr. Ickes?

MR. ALTMAN: I had no subsequent -- I received no subsequent
requests for meetings.

SEN. D'AMATO: Hell, what about private counsel? Did private
counsel -- I find it hard to believe that there was no private
counsel. Are you saying to me that there was not even private counsel
that was meeting with staff lawyers at some level?

MR. ALTMAN: Not to my knowledge, Senator.

SEN. D'AMATO: Ms. Ford, do you know of any?

MS. FORD: No, I've had no involvement.

SEN. D'AMATO: Let me turn to the RTC report which was dated
February 8th, which we received last evening about 9:00 -- Resolution
Trust Corporation -- and say to you that, in reviewing this document,
I think it goes a little further —- does a little better job than the
one that came out of FDIC. I found it interesting that in its
conclusion on page five and six, in its summary before it reaches its
disposition, it says, A, Rose represented Madison prior to its
failure: B -— and I am not reading the whole sentence —- Rose
represented the FDIC/RTC subsequent to the failure of Madison; C, Rose
did not disclose its representation of Madison before the Arkansas
Securities Department to the FDIC or the RTC. Further, it did not
report possible conflicts involving the brother-in-law and father-in
law of Webb Hubbell. And, by the way, I'm going to, Mr. Hove, read
something to you that's quite illuminating. You better have your
lawyers take a look at this. And when it gets all done doing that, it
says, based on.the factual conclusions in the RTC conflicts report -
it says we send it to counsel.

Now, I have to tell you that I am going to ask -- because you
have no conclusion. It just says, "These are the facts; these are the
facts, fellows. Now, you do with it what you want" and sends it to
counsel -- general counsel. I'm going to ask that this report and any
other relevant material that was gathered by those who were working on
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it be submitted to the inspector general. And as you've indicated
before, you certainly wouldn't say, "I don't see any -- how that would
impede anybody or anything." But I certainly would feel more
comfortable that it goes to the inspector general as opposed to the
general counsel. And I think it would guarantee the integrity of the
review, certainly in this senator's mind and I think in others.

MR. ALTMAN: Fine.

SEN. D'AHATO: I thank you very much. I see that my time has
expired. I have another observation to make, and I'll do that after-- at the appropriate time.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Kerry?

SEN. KERRY: Well, let me ask my colleague, is that going to be
the last —- I mean, or is there intention of colleagues to go a whole
other round?

SEN. D'AHATO: I think some colleagues have some other questions,
and they'll raise them whenever -

SEN. RIEGLE: I think maybe we're going to have one more go
around here with those that are left who want to do so. And then I
think we're probably done here.

SEN. KERRY: It was my understanding that we were going to have
another hearing here in 10 minutes, which I'm also supposed to
participate in. I'm just curious what the plans of the chairman are.
If my time could not -- I'm just -

SEN. RIEGLE: They have a different room that they're meeting in

SEN. KERRY: All right. So that's -

SEN. RIEGLE: -- so that we won't run into a room conflict. But
we are late in the day, and the witnesses have been here a long time.
So my intention would be to finish up a round here where everybody
gets anoter turn at bat.

SEN. KERRY: Well, maybe I could ask another -- just
procedurally. I don't want to really use my time at this point. But
it seems to me that maybe we could ask if anybody has any more
questions to ask_of the chairman of the Federal Reserve, because it
seems not a great use of his time to sit here if all we're going to do
is talk about another subject.
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SEN. DOMENICI: I -- is my turn imminent here? Or do I have a
long wait?

SEN. RIEGLE: Let me get my batting order here.

SEN. DOMENICI: Because I don't want to keep him a long time, but
I wanted to -

SEN. RIEGLE: Actually, you follow Senator Bond, who will come
after Senator Kerry. Then we'll come back to Senator Boxer. So
actually there are -

SEN. : How long is your question? Maybe they would let you
get that -

SEN. DOKENICI: I don't want —- I don't have a question of Mr.
Greenspan. I just want to state for the record that, frankly, I
believe the actions you took over the last three or four years have a
great deal to do with the status of the American economy. I frankly
believe you were subject to some undue criticism, but if we have a
solid recovery, I think it's very significantly related to the conduct
of the Federal Reserve over the last 3-1/2, four years.

Maybe President Bush would have liked it differently, maybe Dick
Darman would have, mayba it all could have happened earlier, but
nonetheless, I think you're somewhat responsible, so I trust you at
least on what you're doing now.

SEN. RIEGLE: That reminds me a little bit of watching some of
that Olympic skating competition last night when they throw the
bouquets out on the ice. You just threw a nice one to the chairman.

Senator Kerry?

SEN. : You were critical of him. You wanted to loosen up
even more.

SEN. RIEGLE: Well, the other day I think my comments were
comments that reflected some understanding as to what the chairman's
trying to do, and I think he's put additional light on that today. I
don't think this chairman wants to strangle the economy. I'm speaking
of Chairman Greenspan, and, you know, sometimes you can do that and
not intend to. But I think he's trying to be as prudent as he can be.

Senator Kerry?

MR. GREENSPANE Excuse me. Mr. Chairman, is that -- (inaudible)?
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SEN. RIEGLE: Are you excused? Can you take your bouquet and go?
(Laughter.) Yes, you can.

Senator Kerry?

SEN. BOXER: You get a 5.9 from me.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer gave you a 5.9. (Laughter.)

SEN. BOXER: You skate so well (on the ice ?).

SEN. RIEGLE: Especially on the technical portion of the -
(laughter) -- of the program.

END EXCERPT

RESUHTION OF COVERAGE

SEN. : (Off mike.)

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Kerry?

SEN. JOH KERRY (D-MA): Hr. Chairman, I'm not sure I have time
to stay through the whole process here, so I may review the bidding
here a little bit.
But just speaking as a former prosecutor, one of my colleagues

over here was sort of questioning the duality. I can tell you, as a
person who has presented evidence to grand juries and who has spent
some time putting cases together, that there is nothing worse than
having dual tracks, witness confusion, various statements appearing in
public, multiple copies of documents moving around. I would be very
surprised if Special Prosecutor Fiske decided to do it. It certainly
wouldn't be a judgment that I made to make things public in the middle
of an investigation because it inevitably taints somebody's something
and it creates a very hard process for pursuing a track.

What astonishes me here a little bit -- and I want to reiterate
it -— I mean, welve got $150 billion problem here which taxpayers are
paying for. They're already angry enough about us wasting their time
and duplicitous process. And here we are, frankly, with very
important people in front of us having spent a morning not really
examining where that $150 billion went, not talking about it, but
dealing instead with politics. And that's what this really comes down
to, it's politics. It's totally unnecessary. In the context of the
gentlemen who has been made a special prosecutor, a Republican
appointed by a Democrat -- and let me just share with colleagues again
quickly something about Mr. Fiske. This is an article from the New
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York Times right after he was appointed:

"Robert Fiske's reputation for integrity and thoroughness is so
entrenched that if he finds no wrongdoing during his investigation of
the whitewater affair, his findings could put rumors about Bill and
Hillary Clinton's business dealings to rest. 'The choice is one that
you simply can't argue with,’ said former Treasury Secretary Nicholas
Brady, a close friend of former President George Bush and a college
classmate of Mr. F1ske's more than 40 years ago. 'He's one of those
guys who has always conducted himself with integrity.'"

The article goes on to say that: "Mr. Fiske, a 63-year-old Wall
Street lawyer, earned his reputation by being an aggressive
prosecutor. If the Clintons have something to hide, he could pose a
formidable problem. If he lives up to his billing, at the very least
his investigation will disrupt the lives of the first family."

Now, if that's not enough, if we don't have the patience to allow
him to do his job and sit here and ask relevant questions about $150billion, we ought to ask what we're doing. I mean, this is why the
taxpayers get so fed up because all we do is dig into politics. And
there's a huge distinction between this case and prior cases because
we are not looking at a current situation where the president is
currently making decisions about current money being spent or current
policy. This is something that happened when he was governor -- if
whatever happened happened -— and I suggest that this prosecutor has
the ability to get at it. If he doesn't, I'll join with Senator
D'Amato, I'll be one of the first people -- I think I have a good
reputation here on the basis of BCCI and Noriega and other
investigative efforts in pursuing things. But I think back to the
time that I was trying to do that. I didn't have any help from the
other side of the aisle. We did not get subpoena power. We did not
have the ability to have a full-fledged investigation in this
committee on that. And I sat here with Tim Wirth and we tried again
and again to get an extension of the liability. We also tried to get
a special prosecutor. Host of my colleagues making a lot of noise
about this now opposed having a special prosecutor.

So I just think fair is fair at some point in this business. We
all understand the game and we all understand what happens. But it
seems to me that to take a 150 billion dollar fiasco and relegate it
to a second tier for this 194 state—run -- who was the primary
regulator of this institution originally?

HR. : The -— originally it was the Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation, and then later OTS.

SEN. KERRY: So it came to the federal government secondarily.
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And, I might add, for two years this case was closed. It wasn't until
six weeks before the election -- and we ought to ask some questions
about this —- that suddenly, when Bill Clinton was the nominee for
president of the United States, that there was a criminal referral to
the RTC, not until six weeks before the election.

For two years while my friends controlled the elements of regulation,
nobody was asking the questions that are being asked here today.

So I'm not saying questions shouldn't be asked. I as saying we
absolutely ought to get to the bottom of whatever took place. we
ought to understand all these institutions because it's a sorry
chapter in American politics. But that's going to happen, the 25 FBI
agents and depositions and documents being made available, and the
taxpayers of this country do not need us jumping all over each other
for political purposes, avoiding the real issues that they would like
us to dig into. And I don't think much more needs to be said beyond
that.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Bond?

MR. : Mr. Chairman, may I make a correction?

SEN. RIEGLE: Yes.

SEN. KERRY: I think Senator Kerry asked who was the primary
regulator. The primary regulator was the state of Arkansas.

SEN. KERRY: Well, that was what I was getting at. The primary
regulator was the state.

MR. : Exactly. And the primary federal regulator was FSLC
and OTS.

SEN. KERRY: Correct. So the issue of federal nexus here in
terms of decisionmaking is only by transfer, not by original
jurisdiction. So what we're doing is secondary to the third tier.

SEN. RIEGLEn: Senator Bond?

SEN. BOND: Mr. Chairman, for the benefit of my friend from
Massachusetts, I as going to submit a chronology and some questions
for the record to the RTC to answer. I recall it was Jerry Brown of
California who first raised the question during the 1992 campaign, but
we all will be able to benefit from these questions, which are along
the lines that Senator Kerry raised. I also have a series of
questions for the FDIC and for the RTC which follow up on these other
questions, but in the time remaining I do want to pursue a couple of
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items.

when we last talked, Hr. Altman, you said that normal procedure
would be for the RTC to seek out and acquire records wherever they
were. Now, if the RTC under your direction were requesting records
from the first lady at the white House, a rather high-profile event,
would it not be customary for them to advise you that they were
requesting records in the possession of the first lady?

MR. ALTHAN: Senator, I don't get involved in any substantive
aspects of any PLS case, particularly -- or including documents that
they may seek. So they've never brought that to my attention since
I've been in this job, and that goes right through today.

SEN. BOND: So you wouldn't expect them to tell you.
MR. ALTHAN: No, I wouldn't.

SEN. BOND: I find that remarkable. In a normal criminal
referral case, the RTC creates and retains an inventory of pertinent
documents used to make the case. As I understand it, at least one
version of the inventory has been provided to some members of
Congress. Could you furnish to this committee the latest, most up—to
date inventory and provide the hearing -- for the hearing record along
with the previous versions? Would you make that available?

HR. ALTHAN: Last evening we supplied the —— 6,500 pages of
information to Senator D'Amato's office, as we had some time earlier
to Congressman Leach.

SEN. BOND: And is that the entire inventory? Are those all the
documents? You give new challenge to Federal Express and Overnight
Postal Service to get the delivery of such a substantial stack of
documents at the particular time, a new standard for delivery in
package express.

MR. ALTNAN: Well, I have here a list of the documents.
SEN. BOND: “Is that the latest version?

MR. ALTHAN: This is just a list of what the documents are.
There's 6,500 in total pages. This is a list of the documents we
provided.

SEN. BOND: If you could make one available for the record, we
would like to have that. I'd appreciate it.

HR. ALTNAN: Be delighted.
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SEN. BOND: Next, when did you become aware of the RTC
recommendations that further criminal prosecution be taken against
Madison?

HR. ALTMAN: Last fall I was advised that the question of a
referral to the Justice Department was under consideration at the RTC,
and as other members of the RTC staff will attest, I said that normal
procedures, with no deviation whatsoever, should be pursued, including
chain of command procedures, in terms of reaching that conclusion.

I might tell you that typically decisions like that are made at the
regional office level, and that it was in this case.

SEN. BOND: were you aware that the regional office had asked the
national office to make a determination as to whether the Clintons'
name should be in the new expanded referral?

KR. ALTHAN: NO.

SEN. BOND: You did not know they were asking for the national
office to make a determination on that?

HR. ALTMAN: No. I was simply informed that this issue was on
the table, and my reaction was —- I had only one conversation about it
-— that normal procedure should be followed. That's the way we're
going to handle this thing from beginning to end.

SEN. BOND: How was the White House notified of the referral?
was it from your agency?

HR. ALTNAN: They were not notified by the RTC, to the best of my
knowledge.

SEN. BOND: Nobody in your agency, to your knowledge, advised the
White House staff that this was going to be a major —- this could be a
major source of concern?

NR. ALTHAN:' Not to my knowledge.

(Confers off mike.)

Ms. Ford, do you know if the white House was notified by the RTC?
MS. FORD: No, we have had no involvement at the Oversight Board

whatsoever.

SEN. BOND: when was the firm of Madison 5 Pillsbury put on
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retainer by the RTC, do you know? And for how long and what cost?

MR. ALTMAN: I don't know that. I'm aware that that firm has
been retained as outside counsel on this matter, but I'm not aware of
the date on which it was retained nor the retainer arrangements.

SEN. BOND: Will they review the potential of suing the various
law firms who represented Madison or the board of directors?

MR. ALTMAN: I don't know the answer to that question.
SEN. BOND: we'd appreciate knowing that, if you could, later.

And if there are other outside counsel or consultants hired in
conjunction with the case, we would like to know that.

And finally, I'm advised that the list you have there is just an
inventory of the documents provided to Senator D’Amato; it is not the
complete inventory of the documents pertaining to Madison. And if I'm
mistaken, in either event, we would appreciate receiving a copy of the
inventory of the entire documents.

MR. ALTMAN: Well, Senator, I'm not sure I fully understand your
question. But what we have released amounts to what we've been asked
for, less any documents that, in our judgment, could prejudice the
investigation. I told you earlier that we'd had a couple of
conversations -— I haven't had them; I'm advised there were a couple
of conversations with Mr. Fiske, with each side asking the other not
to release information or take any other steps which would prejudice
either side's investigation, and we're trying to adhere to that.

SEN. BOND: As I understand it, that you have prepared an
inventory. I'm not asking for the documents themselves, but I
understand that you had prepared an inventory and had furnished
perhaps members of the House side, or others, with the inventory, not
the contents of the documents. J

MR. ALTMAN: Any information, I assure you, that we have supplied
to Congressman Leach or anyone else ——elsewhere in the Congress,
we're delighted to supply to you or anyone else here that would like
them.

SEN. BOND: Would that include an inventory, a cataloging, not
the contents but a cataloging of the documents in the Madison case?

MR. ALTMAN: We will supply you with any information to that
extent that we can which does not get into areas that we think would
prejudice the investigation.
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SEN. BOND: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator Boxer?

SEN. BOXER: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to -- I'm still working.
SEN. RIEGLE: All right. Senator Domenici, you're next in the

order.

SEN. DOMENICI: Mr. Altman, you spoke a while ago of your one
contact with the White House regarding this, and you and your counsel
went up to talk to the white House counsel.

MR. ALTMAN: Yeah, one substantive contact.

SEN. DOMENICI: Please?

MR. ALTMAN: One substantive or meaningful contact.

SEN. DOMENICI: Yeah. Nell, I assume -- we're not arguing there
that you had -- you're not suggesting you had more than one, are you?

MR. ALTMAN: No. I'm just saying that if you -- you know, you
run into someone in the hall -- did you see that thing in the paper
this morning? -— I'm not including that.

SEN. DOMNICI: All right. You said you were there to give a
heads-up. What I understand the situation to be on average folks, a
couple of them in my state that were bordering up alongside of a
statute of limitations becoming a defense, they were presented with a
tolling agreement, and if they didn't sign it, suit was filed so as to
toll the statute. Is that a rather fair assessment of the way
business is done?

MR. ALTMAN: I think I'd have to know the details of the matter,
senator.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I guess what I'm wondering, are we getting
the right perspective of why you did this? Did you go there because
you wanted them to know that clearly they might be asked to sign a
tolling agreement, or to know that the normal process was that the
toll -- the statute's going to toll, and there's reasonable grounds to
suspect something, they might expect a lawsuit? Or why else would you
give them heads-up?

MR. ALTMAN: The difference between this and a matter like the
one you referred to is that I had been receiving -- had begun to
receive a lot of inquiries, including in writing from Congress, as to
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what procedures the RTC was going to follow, and I wanted to give them
the same sense of those procedures that I was giving members of
Congress. And I said to them nothing different than I've said to
members of Congress.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I understand that, but I guess what I'm
getting at is there must have been a reason for telling them that.
Congress was just saying the statute's going to run, what are you
going to do, so you went over there to tell them that we're going to
apply the same thing we do in any other case? And that's the heads-up
that you were giving them?

MR. ALTMAN: That's right.

SEN. DOMENICI: Was it serious enough that you wanted them to
know because there might be something that they would be confronted
with that was untoward as you applied your rules, like asking for a
tolling agreement or filing a lawsuit?

MR. ALTMAN: Again, the essence of what we said was that the
statute of limitations which then applied was scheduled to expire on
February 28, 1994; that the RTC was going to make every effort to make
a decision by that date.

It could fundamentally reach only one of two decisions, that
there was a basis for a claim or that there wasn't. If there was a
basis for a claim then we would either seek a tolling agreement to
permit more discovery and more preparation or we would file that claim
in court.

SEN. DOMENICI: Well the passage of the statute of limitations
extension eliminates that problem as you have already indicated.

I guess, Mr. Chairman, I'm having a little difficulty with
explanation because one way of looking at it was that it was not a
very meaningful or important meeting -- that he was just doing this so
that he would be able to tell Congress he had told them he's going to
treat them the same way as others. I don't think a man -- you know, I
know you fairly well -- I don't think you would be going over there to
just be able to send this letter to Senator D'Amato that says I have
told the White House that they're going to be treated the same way as
other people -
I
‘M. ALTMAN: Senator, I did not know whether they knew of such

procedures which as I say I was then communicating to members of
Congress and it just seemed to me a little odd to explain to a member
of Congress that we're going to follow "XYZ" procedures and not have
them ever be made aware of what those were.

as
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SEN. DOMENICI: Well, I want to close on this remarks by thanking
you, Mr. Chairman, for holding these hearings. I hope the public
understands the Republican response to Senator Kerry, you know, it's
almost an insult to accuse us of not being concerned about oversight
and that some how or another the other side is more interested in how
the RTC turned out. Frankly, that's just borders on being a joke.
This hearing, we have all your statements, we're going to read them.
So we're going to know what you were going to say. If you sent it to
us yesterday, our staff has probably read it already and they'll brief
us so we're going to know.

My last observation would be that it's inconceivable to me Mr.
Altman that you would really be concerned that the people involved in
the investigation, whomever they are, whether it be the people in
Arkansas, whether it be confidante of the President, whomever, that
they would not know that the statute of limitations was going to toll
and that that presented a situation that you had to advise somebody
on.

I just don't think anybody involved in this would not know that.

M. ALTMAN: Senator, I also -- I would agree with you. I can't
say for sure. I don't know what was in their minds. I doubt very
much that they did not know about the statute of limitations.

sm. oonmucr: Right.
'

MR. ALTMAN: What I was saying was not that. What I was saying
was I did not know if they knew and, frankly, my impression is, as a
result of that meeting, they hadn't previously known what procedures
the RTC would be following. By that I mean that you have to choose
between -- you have to reach a conclusion as to whether there's a
claim or there isn't, and then what you have to do if you reach the
conclusion that there is.

SEN. DOMENICI: All right. Thank you very much.

SEN. RIEGLEn Thank you.

Senator Faircloth?

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I will echo
Senator Domenici. You have done a superb job of conducting. And I'll
be very brief.

My questions are to Mr. Hove.
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Mr. Hove, we keep coming back -— you said the FSLIC issued this
report, who has long been out of business, and did the investigation
on Mrs. Clinton and her relationship.

MR. HOVE: No, sir, I didn't say FSLIC. I said that the agency
that handled the closing of First American was FSLIC, and that
occurred before FDIC had any involvement in that.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: All right. But who did the investigation -- I
assume there was one done -— to determine that Mrs. Clinton had no
involvement whatsoever that was worthy of looking at?

MR. HOVE: We did not do an investigation, we did not do a review
because we don't have all the records. The records are the old FSLIC
records that are not in one central repository. All we did was review
the records that we had available at the FDIC, and the records that we
had at the FDIC only indicated that Mrs. Clinton's involvement, from
the records that we could review, was the two hours that she spent
filing the amended complaint for her partner, Vince Foster.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: So, what you're saying really is that you did a
very incomplete and surface investigation.

MR. HOVE: We did not ——we simply looked at the records that we
had, and we did not make an investigation any further than the records
that we had available to us at the FDIC.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Well, I would say that Mr. Whitney (sp) issuing
such a clearance for Mrs. Clinton in the name of the FDIC doesn't lend
a lot of credibility to an FDIC investigation when he makes his
statements and when you didn't really have the records to make an
investigation, from what you're telling me.

MR. HOVE: What we were doing was correcting the information that
was erroneous in the Chicago Tribune report because the Chicago
Tribune said that it was an FDIC case, we said it was not an FDIC
case. And we also said that from our records, this was the only
involvement that we could have.

SEN. FAIRCEOTH: Well, don't you think it would be a good idea to
hunt up the old FSLIC records and see what they might lead you
farther? But I have a question, and then I'm going to -- (inaudible
word)fl .' 7

The original suit was $3.3 million. They settled it for 6 cents
on the dollar, or $200,000. What I want to know is how much was Mrs.
Clinton paid, or the Rose law firm.
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MR. HOVE: I can't tell you. I don't know that.
SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Can you find out?

MR. HOVE: We can try.

SEN. FAIRCLOTN: Well, I would like for you to let me know as
quickly as possible how much the Rose law firm was paid, and also
their work records to indicate who did the work to earn the money,
because -- you say she worked two hours.

NR. HOVE: I didn't say that. I said the only thing that we can
ascertain from the records we have was that she worked two hours. And
let me remind you, Senator, that these records are disbursed from
wherever FSLIC had the records, and we did not take possession of
those records when FSLIC was closed down.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Are those records still available?
HR. HOVE: I don't know.
SEN. FAIRCLOTB: If she settled the lawsuit, the amount of hours

she worked -— it is just impossible for me to believe she settled this
lawsuit against Lassiter (sp), she signed the amended return, which
was the settlement, the amended complaint, which was the settlement
against Lassister, at a very favorable rate, then we turn around and
find that Lassiter's -- the person with his power of attorney is back
in the White House working.

NR. HOVE: Senator, the amended complaint reduced the complaint
from 3.3 million to 1.3 million. The suit -- the settlement was some
six months later. I don't know whether hrs. Clinton had any
involvement after that period of time in which she amended the
complaint from 3.3 [million] down to 1.3 [million].

SEN. FAIRCLOTN: So we have no idea whether Hrs. Clinton made the
final settlement totally.

NR. HOVE: Ilhave no idea from our records and what we've seen -

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: And this two-hour thing -- she could have worked
200 hours.

NR. HOVE: What I have told you is what we have available at the
FDIC.

SEN. FAIRCLOTN: But she could have worked 200 hours on it.
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MR. HOVE: And all I'm telling you is that the records that we
have indicate she worked two hours.

(Confers off microphone.)

okay, the only records we have was that she billed FSLIC for only
those two hours.

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: Billed who?

HR. HOVE: FSLIC. (Pronounces each letter.)

SEN. FAIRCLOTH: How about getting the total records from FSLIC
and finding out how much the total bill was and whose time was billed?
I'd like to see it. Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Senator D'Amato?

SEN. D'AHATO: You know, Mr. Hove, I have difficulty if you
really have trouble figuring out when a claim is initially lodged for
$3 million and then it is reduced and you say, well, you know, the law
firm or this partner -- in this case, Hrs. Clinton -- only billed for
two hours. But the nature of the work was such as to reduce that
lawsuit and the potential liability to Hr. Lassiter (sp), who has a
definite relationship with the Clintons. I mean, are we really to
believe you don't understand that? Now, don't give me this two-hour
stuff. I mean, the fact is that that claim was reduced -- the
potential of the claim —- from 3 million down to a 1 million some odd,
and therefore, a settlement of $200,000 is much more reasonable in
appearance when the initial -- when the suit is only asking for a 1.3
million as opposed to 3 million. Now, doesn't that make some -- I
mean, do you see why a senator or anyone else would make an inquiry
and say, "Look" -- I mean, what's the situation here? Are you telling
us there was no conflict there.

MR. HOVE: But, Senator, you're asking FDIC, and FDIC did not
have any involvement in that suit at that time.

SEN. D'AHATp: I'm not suggesting that. What I'm suggesting to
you is that a period of time it came under you for review.
And if you look at this -- don't keep telling us that FDIC didn't have
anything at that time. We're not suggesting that you did anything
wrong. We're suggesting you take a look at the facts, take a look at
the record, and you can be a school boy, you can't come to an
inescapable conclusion that someone was retained to bring the lawsuit
that had a relationship with the person that they brought a suit to.
And as a matter of fact, whether it was two hours or one hour, the
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determination was made to reduce the claim that might bring the
potential liability from $3 million down to $1 million and eventually
settle for $200,000. Now, we don't know who was responsible for the
settlement. But the fact of the matter is that the partner who
reduced and amended that complaint was Hrs. Clinton. Now that's
obvious.

I'm not going to spend my time going back and forth with you.
I'm going to tell you something else, though. When we talked about
the potential for conflict before, as it related to the Madison
Guaranty and Hr. Hubbell, I want to refer you to a letter of June Bth,
1989.

Now, Hr. Hove, you stated that since the Rose law firm —- when I
first brought this up to you -- was suing Frost, it wasn't relevant
that Web Hubbell's brother-in—law and father-in-law were suing
Madison. Now, if you take a look at that letter -- and I'm going to
suggest to you that you're wrong, and that's why you'd better have the
IG look at this. June 8th, 1989, and it is written to April Breslaw
(sp), Attorney, Federal Deposit Insurance corporation. I'm reading
part of it:

"um. Hubbell is the son—in-law of Seth Ward, a Madison insider
who was able to obtain a judgment against Madison of approximately
$447,000."

Now, I'm going to skip the next sentence, go down to -

"Since the ccnservatorship,
remanded back to the State Court
trial will be sought, whether in
minimum" -- it goes on to say -

the case has been removed and later
of Appeals. After appeal, a new
state or federal court. At a
"the state judgment will be attacked

I
i

under various special FDIC defenses on its general inappropriateness.
Miss Styrahorn (ph) has informed me that the informal —— the
information contained in the audit files could be damaging to our
case, especially if a new trial is granted."
It goes on and it concludes: "I offer this information because

there appears torbe a conflict in representation and a question of
loyalties. hr. hubbell may or may not be able to compromise our
interest in the Seth Ward matter."

Now, look, I'm not suggesting that at that time that you know of
it. Here it is. And that's why, if you don't refer something to the
IG to clarify whether or not there was a conflict, you can't be doing
the right thing. And for you to maintain, "Well, we weren't there at
the time; it was at FSLIC" or "Maybe the rules were a little vague."
I mean, for god sakes, you had lowly auditors saying, "Wake up,

1:
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fellas." You had an auditor in another letter saying it's impossible
to think that he's not going to tell his in-laws what's going on. So
that's the kind of thing that brings about maybe the stamping that one
of my colleagues alluded to.

Mr. Chairman, notwithstanding first of all I'm going to ask that
we be permitted to submit some documents for the record that have been
returned to -

SEN. RIEGLE: Without objection, so ordered.

SEN. D'AHATO: -- so we can keep an orderly proceeding.
Secondly, I want to say before I conclude that you could not have

been fairer in making available this opportunity and according the
members the opportunity to make their presentations and to ask their
questions under very difficult circumstances. So I want you to know
that. And I think that I speak for all the Republicans on the
committee in relationship to the manner in which you have conducted
this proceeding. And it's not easy for you, and I just want to
commend you for your impartiality.

And let me conclude again. I think what we're interested in, in
this, is seeing -- and Senator Domenici said -- that the process moves
forward without there being interference, without there being a
question as to what documents have been made available to the
appropriate people, what has been taken. Some of these things have no-- I see Hr. Altman. He's placed in a very, very difficult position.
I've said that publicly as well. It is a very, very difficult
situation. And it certainly -- it leads to us raising the kinds of
questions that we have. But I tell you this senator wants to see that
what was supposed to be done was done, that what should be done at the
present level is carried out in a manner in which everyone can say
that the right thing was done. And then let the chips fall where they
may.

So, Mr. Chairman, again, thank you for providing us an
opportunity to put forth our concerns, and hopefully, this will move
us a step closer to resolving this matter. Thank you.

SEN. RIEGLE: Thank you very much. We'll give you some questions
for the record, and we'd ask you to respond to them. The committee
stands in recess.

END

---—I_l<<>>ia---
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To: Ellen B. Kulka@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Wilma H. Lekan@Legal-sc@RTCDC

Cc: William C. Collishaw@Legal-ra@RTCDC
BCC2
From: John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC
Subject: Q&A
Date: Friday, March 18, 1994 11:06:43 EST
Attach: \JCB\WP\ATT—CLNT.Q&A
Certify: Y
Forwarded by:

I have added two answers to the last Qestion. I think that addresses what
you discussed with Bill.
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Mr. Altman/Ryan, please describe to the Committee what if any
legal advice you have received either from the RTC's General
Counsel or other attorneys within the RTC on .

L££!2£3

[Ryan] The information that you have requested consists of
confidential legal advice that I have received from attorneys
in my capacity as Deputy CEO and consequently is privileged
under the attorney-client privilege. Therefore, I
respectfully decline to discuss such matters.

[Ryan-Alternative] Because the. information is privileged
under the attorney-client privilege and I have not had the
opportunity to discuss the question of waiving the privilege
with my General Counsel, I would respectfully request the
Committee allow me the opportunity to respond after we have
reviewed this matter.

[Altman] As you know I have recused myself from all matters
related to Madison Guaranty. The issue you raise deals with
advice pertaining to Madison prior my recusal and is protected
by the attorney-client privilege. I have been advised that
because of my recusal I am not the appropriate person to make
a determination on behalf of the RTC as to whether the agency
should waive its privileges associated with this issue.
Instead, I have been informed that John Ryan, the Deputy Chief
Executive Officer, is the appropriate party to make that
determination.
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Question to Ms. Kulka:

Ms. Kulka have you given legal advice either to Mr. Altman or
Mr. Ryan on [description of the issue] and if so please tell
the Committee the nature of that advice.

KDSWQI3

Any legal advice I may have given the RTC Chief Executive
Officer] Deputy Chief Executive Officer on that issue was
provided to them in confidence and is protected under the
attorney-client privilege.

The information that you requested is privileged under the
attorney-client privilege. This is not my privilege to waive,
inasmuch as I am only the attorney for the RTC. It belongs to
the agency, and the RTC alone can waive it.
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Question to Ms. Kulka:

I understand that you are asserting the attorney-client
privilege but that privilege is not yours, but that of your
client. If Mr. Altman or Mr.Ryan waives that privilege on
behalf of your client, would you answer my question?

AIISVQIS

As you know Mr. Altman has recused himself from all matters
that relate to Madison Guaranty. Because of this recusal I do
not believe that he is the appropriate official to make the
determination as to whether the agency wants to waive its
privileges in this matter. Instead John Ryan, as Deputy Chief
Executive Officer would be the appropriate official.
If John Ryan, as Deputy Chief Executive Officer makes a
determination that it is in the RTC’s interest to waive the
privilege in this instance then I would be able to respond to
your question.
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Question to Mr. Ryan:

As Deputy Chief Executive Officer you are the client for the
purposes of the attorney-client privilege and it is your
privilege to waive. Will you waive that privilege and direct
your General Counsel to answer the question and describe the
advice that she gave?

ADSVQI2

I have not had the opportunity to evaluate what impact the
waiver of the privilege would have on the RTC. Consequently,
I will need to discuss this matter with my General Counsel and
after we have reviewed the issue, I will be able to respond to
you.

I view it as very important that the advice I receive from my
General Counsel and the other attorneys who work for the RTC
remain confidential. To disclose that information would have
a profoundly chilling effect upon those individuals and could
detrimentally effect the quality of their advice in the
future. It is only human nature that individuals will be less
candid if they believe the substance of their advice will end
up on the front page of the Washington Post or the New York
Times.

It is very important that the RTC careful evaluate the waiver
of any privilege, whether it is the attorney-client privilege,
deliberative process privilege or other privilege. Depending
on the substance of the information at issue, it could
disclose positions the RTC anticipates to take in future
litigation with the devastating results on the RTC's mission.
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MADISON GUARANTY SAVINGS AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION, MCCRORY, ARKANSAS,
ACQUIRED BY TIO FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

The Board of Directors of the Resolution Trust Corporation

(RTC) has approved the sale of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan

Association (Madison Guaranty), Mccrory, Arkansas, to two financial

institutions.

Services to Madison Guaranty's former customers will continue
without interruption. The former institution's three banking

offices will reopen On.Honday, December 3, 1990, and will operate
according to Madison Guaranty's normal schedule. As part of'this

transaction, the ‘will asmle all deposits totaling

approximtely $1951, million] Deposits will be insured by the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) Savings Association

Insurance I-hind (SAIF) . p

initially purchase $23.2 million of the

with liberal put beck options, and will

have the to purchase most of the remaining eseeteaf Madison

Guaranty. 1‘

Madison Guaranty had total assets of $93.0 million, and total

liabilities of $125 million, Jincluding $108-7 million in

approximately 3,900 deposit accounts, and $15.4 million in secured,-'

-
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liabtiitii. notppass to the acquirers in

this transaction. Jledison Guerantyws ¢:rZ:""'aa- local retail,

deposit base is estimated to be $42.2 million. The RTC was paid a

combined premium of $192,111 by the acquirers, which represents 0.5

percent of the failed institution's core deposits.

The & will advance an estimated $85.3 million to the
acquirers and will retain approximately $70.6 million of the closed
institution's assets. The RTC. will recover a portion of its
advance through the sale of assets to be held in the receivership.

The ultimate cost to the RTC of this transaction is estimated at

$47.7 million.‘

The RTC invited 586 potential uroheserp to bid on the

institution. The acquirers' combined bids were determined by the

RTC to be the least costly of the seven proposals submitted to the

agency.

Madison Guaranty's offices and their acquirers are:

e The main office located in Little lock and the llccrory branch, _,.

with deposits of approximately $101.7 million, were acquired by

First AIOILCIB bank of Little Rock, Little Rock, Arkanssfl First
American, a newly chartered state bank, is a subsidiary-of Paw

Bancshares, Inc., Little Rock, Arkansas. The INC wee paid a

combi!l&’i:Q;ieiididm‘;'5il'$1e0,555 for these two offices.

e with deposits of approximately $6.1

million, was acquired by Citizens State Bank, bald Ihob, Arkansas.

The RTC wee paid a premium of $51,556. _,

4
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The RTC is a federally chartered corporation established on

August 9, 1989, by the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and

Enforcement Act. Its sole purpose is to contain, manage, and

resolve failed savings associations, and recover funds through the

management and ultimate sale of the institutions’ assets.
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"T—l3OOS
:: Mr. Ryan
Standard Dlstfibugign
Mr. Adairé Ms. Kulka
Ms. Hinton
OGR Reps & Staff
Ms. Kauper

RESOLUTION lfiU3T CORPORATION

l@|vh| fiveCrhh
RaaerinsfheCeefldeea

March 21, 1994

Honorable Jim Leach
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Nr. Leach:

This is in response to your letter of March 11 requesting
information about which

Desocrat_sgg_§fg%Tliggn_Neebers
of the=Hw&~l1i' “th same br e ngs that RTC and '

Tr on criminal referrals
Q

The e ted on
m or
staff. I have no knowledge of meetings with Congressional
offices provided by government officials other than RTC
officials. I have no direct knowledge of the nature or extent of
any White House briefings referenced in your letter, so I cannot
compare congressional briefings with those that occurred with (’White House staff.

we hope this information is of assistance to you. If you have
any questions, please let me know.

sincerely,

WK"John E. Ryan
Deputy CEO

Enclosure

QMlfin§neLMH¢HhiI1Im\O£:ZIM
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Date

I2/Z3/93

l2/27/93

l2/30/93

l/5/94

1/24/94

l/31/94

2/28/94

Congresional
Staff

AnthonyCole
JosephSeidel
John Scharfenberg
Margo Tank
(Rep. Leach)

Joe Seidel
(Rep. Leach)

Mike McGarry
(Rep. Leach)

JosephSeidel
John Scharfenbcrg
Mike McGarry
Margo Tank
(Rep. Leach)

HowardMenell
RaymondNanci’
DougNappi
(Sen.D'Amato)

Ow: Nlwi
(Sea. D'Amno)

JosephSeidel
Mike McGany
John Scharfenherg
Gary Parker
(Rep. lxth)

RTC Officials

PeterKnight
Bill Collishaw
CaseyCaner

PeterKnight
CaseyCaner

BowenHinton

PeterKnight
Carl Gamble
Jack Binkley
Phil Lindenmuth
StevePrimrose
Bill Collishaw

Jack Ryan
PeterKnight

PeterKnight
Jack Binkley
CaseyCaner
StevePrimrose

mt Knight
Tom Hinds:

Contentsof Briefing

Discussionof RTC approachtn responding
to Rep. Leach‘; investigationand

establishingoperatingparameters

Reviewof variousdocuments

Reviewof variousdocumentsin Kansas
City offioeandvisit to lron Mountain
Storagefacility.

Discussionof RTC positionon Rep. Leach‘:

standingasRankingMinonry Member.
concernsaboutPrivacyAct. Trade
SocrttsAct, andttlatodmatters.

Discussionof RTC approachtn respond-.rtg

to Sen. D'Amato‘: investigationand

establishingoperatingparameters
DiscussionincludedtheRTC's posttzonan

theSenatorasRankingMinority \-ie'".:~<r

RTC concernsaboutdocumentprodt.:t.on

relatingto civil andcnminal
investigations;ageneraldiscussionOf:otl:ng

agreeimnu:anda discussionof uhtther

thestatuteof limitationsexpiredon

August9, 1994. This lastpointwas

disoassodRinhsr in a telephonecontcre.-ice

call later‘thatweekbetweenRaymond\atier

of Sensor D'Amato’: staffandPeterK.-ttgni

andMark Gabrellianof theRTC

DiscusaionofRTCdocumcnttn~entor~RTC

concern:aboutPrivacyAct. etc and

relatedissues.

Discussionof Rqa.[ifs request/or aerrfll
PLS information pursuant to Chatrnun

Gonnlets May l2. i993 letter
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12 22 as 1a=oa 99 202 6220404

RESOLUTION TRUSVCORPORATION
ResolvingTheCrick

Rcslorin|TheConfidence
December 22, I993

The Honorable Jamu A. Leech
Renldng Minority Member
Committee on Banking, Finance & Urban Affairs
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington DC 20515

Dear Jim:

I am writing in response to your letter dated December 9, 1993, requesting that the
Resolution Trust Corporation provide certain documents and records for the House
Banking Committee Minority investigation of the failure ofMadison Guaranty Savings
and Loan Association located in M‘Crory, Arkansas. Madison Guaranty is an
institution in receivership with the RTC.

LetrnereeseuneyouthattheRTC willdroroughlyoooporateinthisinvestigation.
Indeed, it was til: RTC 'v/hich originally referred this matter to the Justice
Department. R'l_:_C_y to assemble the relevant documents,

which‘ erevohsrunotu“ firqmfi upoenble. “

Ir§_eellywewmldforwudalofl\eaenmt:rmhmywmdey,endlexpectmsrpply
utoioltflninllslttldfl. IamadvisedbytheRTC General Counsel, however,
thettheremeybelimitsonourabilitytoprovideoertainofthem. Theaelirnits
involve the Privacy Actend legal privilege or other restrictions on the ability of the
RTCtoreleesethem. ThiswillhavctobeeoordinatedwiththeIusticeDepartIncnt.
Ihave imu-ucted theRTC staffto work with your staffon appropriate procedures for

~_
Roger C. Altman
Interim CEO

80117thStreet,NW Washington,DC 20434

DEPSEC TRE.\s _ Zoo
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RTC
PESOLUYION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrib
RestoringTheCoefldcoos

November 9. 1993

Honorable Dale Bumpers
Chairman
Committee on Small Business
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am writing as a follow-up to Interim CEO Altman's letter to you
of August 20 in order to furnish you with the background
regarding Ward v. Resolution Tryst Corporation as receiver for
Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan Association (Madison Guaranty)
and Madison Financial Corporation, Little Rock, Arkansas, and one
of its subsidiaries, Madison Financial Corporation (MFC).
Mr. Seth Ward's letter makes a number of factual and legal
assertions regarding that litigation which are erroneous. we
appreciate the opportunity to set the record straight.

The evidence produced in the case demonstrated that_M;~;Ward was

not_merel§_an,inno
- ,- - »--

<§‘a¥ea§Qe.sevings
and loan

crisis? r thef; t ‘t t“he participated in a
series of transactions involving Madison Guaranty and MFC which
enabled those entities toycircumvent federal laws and .
regulations.,

Tgigettilnlififlions
involving Mr. Ward, among

others, led to” ‘insolvency and failure of Madison Guaranty in
1989.

In connection with these transactions, Mr. Ward's letter states
that he had a "fully-executed written contract" with Madison
Guaranty and MFC regarding real estate commissions. The evidence
shows an unrecorded side agreement arising
frpm"~,. -to evade applicable_law. The
contract was - et a reements neither contemporaneously
re§ordE&§flf§ Y s recorgs nor ever considered or approved
bf the board of directors of the thrift. As such, pursuant to
the well-developed federal common law under Q'Qgg;h, Duhmg & Co.
v. FQIQ, 315 U.S. 447 (1942), and relevant federal statutes,
including 12 U.S.C. 5 l823(e), the contract was unenforceable
against the RTC. Accordingly, although Mr. Ward had obtained a
state trial court judgment in his favor based on this agreement-
which was on appeal at the*time of the failure of Madison
Guaranty--the RTC sought to overturn that judgment and recover
the funds at issue on behalf of the federal taxpayers.

80! UfhSheer.NM/.IM8'lhgf0n.D.C.20134

I
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In his - er. Mr. ward repeatedly refers to his "final, fully
satisfieo 53,000 state court judgment" and characterizes the
litigation a "collateral attack" on this judgment. These
characterizations are inaccurate. The United States Court of
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit confirmed in flg;Q_gé_g1§, 972 F.2d
196 (8th Cir. 1992), sect. denied, 113 s. ct. 1412 (1993), that
the state appellate court order on which Mr. Ward based his claim
that he had a "final judgment" was void as a matter of law. The
order of the Arkansas Court of Appeals dismissing the appeal from
Mr. Ward's state court judgment was a nullity because it was
issued by a court having no jurisdiction. That is, because the
RTC had previously removed the case to federal court, the state
appellate court was prohibited from taking any further action in
the case (see, egg‘, 28 U.S.C. § 1446(d)). The Eighth Circuit
affirmed that all of the various arguments raised by Mr. Ward in
support of this "final judgment" were without merit, and the
U.S. Supreme Court later denied Mr. Ward's petition for a writ of
certiorari to review that decision.

In addition, Mr. Ward's characterization of the void state court
judgment as "fully satisfied" is both inaccurate and anomalous.
The funds used to "satisfy" the judgment were improperly
withdrawn from an escrow account by Mr. Ward. He was not
entitled to these funds unless and until a valid order finally
concluding the litigation was issued. Because the state court's
order of dismissal was void from its inception, the conditions
for release of the funds were never satisfied. The Eighth
Circuit's decision in Ward v. RTC, 972 F.2d at 196, concluded
that there were no legal grounds for Mr. Ward's removal of the
escrow funds in order to "fully satisfy" his judgment, which was
still on appeal at the time.
Mr. Ward's complaints regarding the lengthy procedural history of
this case are also without merit. Mr. Ward's continued
insistence upon enforcement of the void state court order
increased the time and expense necessary to conclude this
litigation. Furthermore, several of the appellate decisions
associated with this case established important legal precedents
for the RTC. These decisions include Lg re Rig, 888 F.2d 57 (8th
Cir. 1989), confirming the retroactivity of certain provisions of
the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act
of 1989, and
~,

972 F.2d 196 (8th Cir. 1992), QELLE.
denied, 113 S. Ct. 1412 (1993), affirming the power of the RTC to
raise its special federal law defenses when it becomes a party to
a case already on appeal in state court and removes the matter to
federal court. These decisions, among others related to this
case, affected numerous litigations across the country and have
materially assisted the RTC in its continuing efforts to resolve
the thrift crisis and recover on assets of insolvent thrifts.

*~~¢¢_‘§‘ . “'
Finally, with regard to the firms representing the RTC in this
case, it is important to understand that in 1992 one of the RTC‘s
principal outside counsel moved his practice from Hopkins &
Sutter to Nixon, Hargrave, Devans & Doyle, both located in
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Washington, D.C. By keeping the case with this counsel, the RTC
saved litigation expenses by avoiding the necessity of educating
new counsel regarding the complex history and facts of this
matter. The only other law firm involved in this matter, Friday,
Eldredge & Clark, Little Rock, Arkansas, served as local counsel
in the Arkansas federal court and provided expertise concerning
the factual background and issues arising under Arkansas law, a
typical arrangement used in complex litigation. As to the
appearance of several federal banking agencies in this
litigation, it is important to note that, until 1992, the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation appeared in all appellate matters
involving the RTC because RTC appeals were handled by the FDIC’s
Appellate Litigation Section. However, the involvement of the
FDIC certainly did not represent any duplication of effort in the
litigation.

In conclusion, the outcome of this litigation speaks for itself
on the validity of Mr. Ward's claims. Every federal appellate
court that considered his claims on the merits ruled in the RTC's
favor. §;g., 1n_;g_3I§, 888 F.2d S7 (8th Cir. 1989) (vacating
the Eighth Circuit's prior adverse decision in_;g_£§L1§, 881 F.2d
564 (8th Cir. 19e9)>.-~. 901 F.2d 694 (8th Cir. 1990);
Ward v. RIC, 972 F.2d 196 (8th Cir. 1992). §§I§. Qggigg, 113 S.
Ct. 1412 (1993). Notwithstanding Mr. Ward's assertion that this
litigation could have been settled early in the proceedings, it
was not until this spring--after all of Mr. Ward's defenses had
been rejected by these appellate courts--that he finally agreed
to return substantially all of the funds he removed from the
escrow account. That the RTC ultimately recovered more than
$340,000 in cash of Mr.'Ward's $353,000 judgment demonstrates the
merits of the RTC's legal position in this litigation.

we would be pleased to discuss this case with you in more detail
at your convenience. If you have any questions regarding the
issues discussed in this letter, pl se feel free to contact me.

Sin er ly,

;7eter . Kn ght
Acting Director
Office of Governmental Relations
(202) 416-7314
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January ll. 1994

Honorable Janet Reno
Attorney General
U.S. Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530

Dear Attorney General Reno:

We regret that you have rejected Congressional requests to appoint a
special counsel to examine the allegations of potential misconduct that have
recently surfaced concerning Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan ("Madison")
and the Whitewater Development Corporation ("Whitewater").

Of course, we express no opinion as to whether any of the allegations are, in
fact, true. Nor do we express any view as to who may, or may not, be involved in
any misconduct. Nevertheless, we are writing to urge you to act immediately to
seek agreements to toll the relevant civiliand criminal statutes of limitations,
which are now expiring.

While we have our difierences with you over whether to appoint a special
counsel under your authority, or an independent counsel followingmeauthorization
of the Independent Counsel Act, we trust that we are pursuing a common
objective: a fair investigation conducted in an objective, impartial and
independent fashion. The American people, the President, and Mrs. Clinton
deserve nothing less.

We are concerned, however, that the goal of fairness and the opportunity for
the President and Mm. Clinton to dispel any doubts about their lack of personal
involvement in any of the alleged misconduct may be hampered by the frequent
and unfortunate delays in this case. As you are aware, Madison failed and was
taken over by the Resolution Trust Corporation in 1989; many of the allegations
conceming Whitewater stem from the mid-1980s. However, due to various factors,

including the delayed recusal of key officials in your Department and the U.S.
Attorney in Little Rock, these allegations have not been pursued in an expeditious
manner. As a result, immediate action is now critical.

Under the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, the RTC has only a five year
period in which to bring a civil suit for fraud, starting from the date it became the
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conservator or receiver oi‘ a tailed institution. Thus. the ability of the RTC to take
Cl\'1l action may expire as early as March. 1994. The statute of limitations for
criminal actions involving bank fraud is 10 years from the date of the occurrence
of the criminal activity.

In order to resolve any and all questions regarding Madison and
Whitewater, we urge you and the RTC to seek voluntary agreements with all
relevant parties. including the President and Mrs. Clinton, the McDougals, David

Hale. Jim Guy Tucker, Seth Ward, and the Rose Law Finn, to toll the running of
the statutes of limitations -- in other words, to seek their agreement to voluntarily
waive these defenses. These agreements will allow time for a complete and
independent investigation and permit the orderly operation of the legal and
judicial processes. It will also remove any doubt that the above named parties
may seek to use the statute of limitations as a procedural defense. Furthermore,
it will reassure the American public that anyone implicated in any wrongdoing
will answer these allegations on their merits.

Attorney General Reno. thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Z
2
;

time

cc: Roger Altman
Resolution Trust Corporation
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January 28, 1994

The Honorable Donald W. Riegle
Chairman
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Notwithstanding the recent appointment of a special counsel to
investigate potential criminal wrongdoing in connection with Madison
Guaranty, a failed savings and loan, the constitutional responsibility
of Congress to consider the serious questions of public and regulatory
policy raised by this controversy remains.

Last December Senator D’Amato requested Committee action
with respect to this issue. In the intervening time, numerous
questions that fall within our Committee's legislative and oversight
jurisdiction have gone xmanswered. A review of the limited
information that is publicly available indicates a variety of germane
issues that command the Committee's attention. We believe that the
Banking Committee would be derelict in its duty if it does not address
important issues, such as:

' Is RTC continuing its investigations into Madison and what is
the statue of any such investigation? How is it that the RTC was able
to prepare criminal referrals as early as October 1992, but is unable to
follow-up with a civil proceeding? Will the RTC complete any current
investigations prior to the expiration of the statute of limitations one
month from now?

~ Did the RTC act as quickly and effectively as possible to ensure
that the Madison bail-out cost the taxpayers as little as possible?
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v Did the principal shareholders or officers of Madison direct Madison
resources into other business ventures in which they were involved?

¢ What caused the break-down of the FDlC’s procedures for detecting
and addressing conflicts-of-interest when the Rose Law Firm was
retained to sue Frost and Co.?

' Why did the FDIC agree to settle its $60 million case against Frost
and Co. for $1 million, an amount that is allegedly less than the limit
of the firm’s malpractice insurance coverage?

This Committee has a solid and proud record of addressing
concerns relating to the safety and soundness of insured depository
institutions. We believe the Committee has the duty to review
thoroughly these and other relevant issues and to obtain information
that will be useful as the Committee continues to consider new
legislative initiatives and to improve the existing legislative
framework to ensure the protection of depositors and taxpayers.

In light of this, pursuant to Rule 26.3 of the Standing Rules of
the Senate, we request that you convene a special meeting of the
Senate Committee on ‘Banking, Housing and Urban Afiairs to enable
the full Committee to consider appropriate Committee action in
connection with Madison. We believe the Committee must exercise its
jurisdiction and examine the circumstances and events surrounding
Madison’s operations and failure.

V

Sincerely,

. ;z__
$44“,
Dad!‘

~mm Alfo D'Amato

Connie Mack Christopher Bond
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February 3, 1994

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
commnu on ammo. nuance ANDunam AFFAIRS

onsnunonsormnocoucnsss
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WASHINGTON,DC20515-8050
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Hr. Roger C. Altman
Interim CEO
Resolution Trust Corporation
aoi 1'/tn Street, Nw
washington, DC 20434

Dear Nr. Altman:

I am in receipt of your February 1, 1994 response to the letter
initiated by Senate Republican leadership concerning Nadison
Savings and Loan and I am pleased to learn that the RTC "will
vigorously pursue all appropriate remedies" with regard to
Madison's failure. It seems self—apparent that in order for the
RTC to pursue vigorously all remedies it must have all relevant
information at its disposal. Accordingly, I urge the RTC to seek
and review all whitewater Development corporation documents turned
over by the White House to the Justice Department.

In its investigation of Madison, the Minority has uncovered links
between Nedison and whitewater, some of which may have contributed
to the thrift's failure. Not only did James and Susan Ncnougal
hold significant ownership interest in both entities (approximately
two thirds in Madison and one half in whitewater), but the other
joint owners of Ihitewater (Bill and Hillary Clinton) appear to
have benefited directly and indirectly from the application of
Madison-gmmclcem. [See the attached memo.]

If the White House chooses to use the Justice Department to shield
whitewater documents not only from the public and Congress, but
from other government agencies, such as the RTC, which have
legitimate public law enforcement responsibilities, it is hard to
believe a responsible resolution of the issues involved can be made
by regulatory authorities.

I have high regard for your personal integrity, but as you know,
from the beginning, it has been an awkward situation to have a

presidentially appointed and confirmed officer of the Treasury
Department also head an independent federal agency, the Resolution
Trust Corporation (RTC). when this prospect was first suggested at
the beginning of the Clinton Administration, it did
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not strike the Minority as overly unreasonable for a month or two
given the fact that no RTC head had been selected.

However, it has been over a year since the Administration has been
in office and it can only be described as structurally unseemly for
a political appointee of an Executive branch department to make
what are in effect, law enforcement decisions for an independent
federal agency as they may touch upon the President.

Accordingly, I would urge that you request from the Department of
Treasury’: General Counsel and Ethics office advice as to whether
you, as interim CEO of the RTC, are obligated to recuse yourself
from any decisions concerning the resolution of Madison Guaranty.
Just as the special counsel law was designed to relieve the
Attorney General from an ethical dilemma of being both chief law
enforcement officer for the nation and chief legal advisor to the
President in circumstances when the President or a high level
Administration officer is the subject of investigation, so it would
appear ethically questionable for a political appointee of the
Department of Treasury to make decisions for an independent federal
agency when the President may be implicated in enforcement and
civil actions.
In this regard, it should be clear that the issue is not whether a
presidentially appointed official can oversee an investigation
involving the President. Rather the issue is that officials with
this responsibility should be confirmed for the job with that
particular accountability. As you will recall it was a political
appointee confirmed by the Senate that issued a cease and desist
order for engaging in conflicts of interest against the son of a
former President.

As you know, despite your strong letter to the Chairman of the
Mouse Banking Committee recommending against extension, Congress
last year extended the statute of limitations for civil lawsuits
brought against SGL wrongdoers. As you pointed out in your most
recent letter, this extension "has afforded the RTC an opportunity
to investigate further any civil claims which may be asserted
against individuals or entities associated with Madison Guaranty
for fraud, intentional misconduct resulting in unjust enrichment,
or intentional misconduct resulting in substantial loss to the
institution." Given, however, the impending running of the statute
of limitations for certain kinds of actions, time is clearly of the
essence for the RTC to make judgments about civil accountability in
the failure of Madison.

Finally, I would like to reiterate my request, pursuant to Rules X
and XI of the Mouse Rules for all documents related to Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan, Little Rock, Arkansas. As you know,
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on December 9, 1993, I wrote the RTC requesting access to all
documents related to Madison Guaranty and its subsidiaries.

House and Committee Rules, House practices, and judicial precedent
support the proposition that the Ranking Minority Member is the
functional counterpart to the Chairman for Committee action. This
being the case, a request for documents made by the Ranking
Minority Member has parallel standing with a request made by the
Chairman of the Committee. The Ranking Minority Member clearly has
a voice in the process and is entitled to information that will
enable the Ranking Minority Member to carry out his
constitutionally mandated oversight responsibilities.

Therefore, the courtesy of a definitive reply to this document
request is requested by 12 noon, Monday, February 7, 1994. On this
matter, it is urged that you also consult with the Ethics Office as
to the relevance of the previously discussed recusal issue.

Again, let me stress that to the degree a conflict situation may
exist in this matter in no way reflects on your personal integrity.
It is simply an awkward circumstance in contrast to a personal
embarrassment.

A . LEACH
ng Member

Sincerely,

g
g
g
g
.

JAL:gp

Enclosure
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TO: Congressman Leach

FROM: Banking Minority Staff

RE: Madison Guaranty ("Madison")

In reviewing documents related to Madison in the possession of
Minority Banking, we have come across material which may indicate
direct payment of a loan of Bill Clinton's by Madison through a
subsidiary.

since the Minority's
investigation is concerned with the possible

misuse of federal y insured funds to assist Whitewater and/or'the
former Governor, we thought we should share the following
information with you.

IUIILIY

Based on documentary evidence available to the Minority, it
appears that Madison Marketing served, in at least one instance,
as e sensual ol fupds from Madison Guaranty to whitewater and
Governor Clinton. I! this is correct, it would appear thatinsured funds from the failed Madison Guaranty were diverted and
directly benefitted the Governor and his investment in
whitewater, a claim Clinton had denied.

DOCUIIITRTIOI

~ In ,.ll1l.C1inton obtained a loan from security Bank of
p.:§§§ie, Arkansas for approximately $20,800 (loan I97558 , Bill Clinton). The money from this loan was used to
pay off the remaining balance of a loan at Madison Bank and
Trust of Kingston, Arkansas that was provided for the
purpose of constructing a modular home on lot I13 at
whitewater Estates. l - was provided
in 1900 to Hillary Clf - $30,000.

O On November 0, 1905, James letter
a check tb"Che‘rl'

' ‘ §e1l,,,'vioe President
of i y sank of Paragould, for $7,332.42. The letter
from McDougal states that the check is principal and
interest payment on "Note 1957-505, Dill Clinton." [NotezIt appears that the loan number is a typographical error
with the superimposing of numbers 5 and 7 in the first three
digits.)
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0 The check McDougal enclosed with his letter to Mr. Campbell
is a Whitewater Development Corporation check dated November
7, 1985. The loan number referenced on the memo portion of
the check is "Note 1975-565."

I According to the check ledgers for the Whitewater
Development Corporation (WDC), the corporation's checking
account had the following balances: $189.50 on 10-10-85;
and, $12.49 on 10-31-85. However, in order to cover the
payment of $7,322.42 on the Clinton loan, a deposit is
recorded on November 8, 1985 in the amount of $7,500.00.
The deposit is listed as coming from "Madison Marketing."

I A 1986 Federal Home Loan Bank Board exam gives the
impression that Madison Marketing was largely a sham
corporation used to divert federally insured resources to
insiders. The exam notes that "Until 1986, Susan McDougal
ownedvledison Marketing." The report also states the
following:

"Madison Marketing is paid for doing all the general
advertising for Madison Guaranty and most of the
advertising for Madison rinancial's land development
projects. All of Madison Marketing's business is
derived from Madison Guaranty or its subsidiaries.
Since 1983 these payments total $1,S32,000."

"Given the evidence of Madison Marketing's invoices, it
is questionable how much of these advertising services
are actually performed by the firm. The actual work
... appears to be performed by others. It would appear
that Madison Guaranty could have an employee perform
similar work for much less money."

"Mr. Lethal [an officer of Madison] stated that Madison
Marketing made no payments to any stockholders. This
statement is false. As part of a test for such
payments, the examiners discovered two remittances from
Madison Marketing to Susan McDougal [a large
stockholder of Madison] which total $50,000. This was
a test, and there may be additional payments."

GOICLUIIOI

Given the above circumstances, it would appear that federally
insured deposits (i.e., funds from Madison Guaranty through
Madison Marketing), which, with the later failure of Madison
became, in effect, taxpayer obligations, were transferred for the
direct personal benefit of the former Governor.

The above payment also raises the question of whether whitewater
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(3)

was treated as an affiliate or related interest or Madison
Guaranty and theretore subject to conflict of interest statutes.
From a legal perspective, it could be argued that the McDougals'
controlling interest in Madison Guaranty and their substantial
ownership interest in Whitewater could quality Whitewater as an
"affiliate" of Madison Guaranty. Even it Whitewater is not
considered a subsidiary, related interest, or attiliate or
Madison Guaranty, such an extension or funds to a presumably
"unaffiliated" entity would be very unusual and suspect.

It has been publicly reported, with respect to this loan
regayent,

that both Whitewater and the Clintons took a tax
de uction related to interest paid on the same loan -- which the
Clintons later recognized as improper double deduction after an
article ran in the flgg_1g;k_I1mgg. What remains unclear is the
larger question or whether the funds provided by Madison to
reduce the Clinton's liability were proper or properly reported
as income tor income tax purposes.

As you know, we have received bread hints tron within the arc
that the a ency has had under review money transfers trom Madison
to Ihiteeszer. We will not know whether this type or activity
was more pervasive and part of a larger pattern unless, anduntil, the agency provides us the documents we have requested.
It Madison provided any direct or indirect assistance to
Whitewater, presumably halt the value of such would redound to
the advantage or each or the halt owners. In any regard, the
above ieagyigisnater

uneiscores that then Governor Clinton had
personal a-ilities reduced by a payment tron Madison. such
payment presumably carries ethical as well as tax implications
and is part and parcel of the $47 to $60 million estimated
taxpayer loss at Madison.

Attachments
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September so, 1983

Governor Bill Clinton
1500 Center
Little Rock, AR 72205

Dear Governor Clinton:

Enclosed is a copy of our check 012677 Ln the amunt of

$20,800.00 representing the proceeds of your note. The

original was mailed to: Madison Bank 6 Trust, Kingston,
Arkansas. _

SLnc:;;e,1y,

4%. /,
'

/4 Q;
Charles D. Campbell
vice President

CDC/lam

N° '12s77
7

D I D O O C I“D D
19

axauaas 7"" 81<9/$41

PAY

;:l::e|- -“.1dJisonBsnk§1~;-an
2 3-'<-5 2 . S w'w°'o°

NOT NEGOTIABLE

IR 1611'!wreceeds for @| 1“; gin“
' __.__

IZOBKLOUBEQI2 E785-Q5“
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Mr. Charles D.
Vice Freeident
Security Bank
P. O. Box 670

JIM MtDOUGAL .
'

--1

P. o. sq; 1saa
“,§@A¢/>~

Little Rock, Arkansas 72203 ¢~1/'7

November 8, 1985

Campbell

Paragould, Arkansas 72ASO

Re: Note #957 -58$, Bill Clinton

Dear Mr. Campbell:
"

Enclosed is a
for $7 322 42,

White Water Development Corporation check
repreeentin rincipal payment of $5 O00

and interact payment of $2,§2§.42, on the above note:

Thank you for

JM/so
Enc

your attention to this matter.
'

Sincerely,
'

$137!
/égi. .4

Qrr 1/
Jim Mcbougal
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nous LOAN IAN! soars

0IIl¢:‘::'::AHlNA!10lI AND surravlsron

.AVINGS AND LOANASSOCIATIONhone and Address of Institution MADISONGUARANTY<

lsol MAIN srattr. Llrrtr nnct. Antnnsni 11101

770iDistrict Nunbol I Ni_i__'~"' °°°i'“ "u'b"2212:
Examination as ol (dsts) MARCH6|_l955

sgrvico Corporations and Othcr Affiliates Examined:

rmnrsou rzuancrat conroaarxou

R I P 0 I I 0 I I I A H I I A T I 0 I

Prohibition of Disclosure or leleals

This dscuoont is the property ol the Federal Nose Loan lank loard and in lur
in shed to the Institution lor its confidential use. Under no cireueltantershall the institution, or any ol its directors, ollicers, or aspluysas. disclose or nshs this document or any portion ol it public in any manner.
ll a subpoena or other local process is received csllinl tor production ul thisdocnlont the Dist l: "- I I Director - Isaslnstlons should he notified ieeodiatelv.The attorney at whose instance the process vs; lgunea, gna, if nscoaaary, the=°"'@ "“i=" i'l"'4 K"! I¢¢=¢II. should he advised el the above prohibitionand referred to Part $05 ol the General Regulations ol the Federal Hono.Lq|nIlanh Ioarrl .

C ‘F .Diroclotl, ln teenina with their rospohsi\i\i\ill ‘
. should rovrov lhlg ,,,,,;‘"°'°"n"l?- This report should not he considered an audit ro out
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7
Docket Ho.

‘5 a

p ggp st-el-the commissions paid by Madison Financial to Madison
allele e, which significantly derives all of its business hen
lsen financial.

k

Many or the sales, which generated these commissions, were
lkbouqnl-Henley Greun members who are acting as straw buvore. Hadiaen
Sueranty essentially retained the risks of ownetlhin on these
transactions because it fullv financed these sales includinc thu casn. _ . . .

6'
n
I1\ \‘

¢
_,

\"
-‘
\/
\ aalna gasnisalona. Thus, dsdison Gu1ranty'e position deteriorate

because it retained the sans ownership rllhl ll 5¢i°'¢- bvl Plld til
lees to theee individuals. In addition. lees paid through Hadise
Real Eetars were used as down payments in some ol the straw lend
purchnees in an apparent attempt to

disguire
I00! lending of the

e h d n Guarsntv and its subsid sr es. __purchs e y Ms lso _ g,
N"!!I'. Icflougal ind Lsthnm cited an A ril 25 |9£l1"E"_"°" ‘Fqdgfjl Hvme Loan flank of Dallas Supervisory Agent 0* Pl!“\!1\°" !°
P37 ,@;| gernt! naive COmmilIi0fld to Madison Real Estate. However.
this letter in part, asks that the Board of Ulrcctors I!V\!"
[|.e.|r-mco n»,_.,|,1;t°n $11.1 which is cited above in this torment.

H d' \1 t

(.t

2.

(riend of Susan Mcbouesl.

<
d
’M
r.

l.\thsm stated that altar February I906, Madison Marketing hecsse

s l!O" ar ettns ,

Hedisnn Marketing is paid for doing all the general advertising for
Madison Guaranty and most ol the advertising Ior Madison Financial's
lend development projects. All ol Madison Marketing's business is
derived from Madison Guaranty or its subsidiaries. Slnce I993 these
payments total Sl,SJ7,000. "mill February i986, Susan Ncbounsl owned
rmdisnn Herhetins. During n portion nl thi! lili. il ""9 I C0!‘
norstien which wee incorporated by Lisa Aunapsueh, reportedly e close

an enviry "dlbls (doing business as)" lot Nsdlsoo Financial and ceased
to be a corporation. However, it is not registered as n "d/b/a" in
_the County records. Also. its checking account has never been
recorded an the books of Madison financial.

Given the evidence ol Madison Marketing’! invoices. it is questiansole
how such of these advertising sarvicga are actually
firm. 1he actual work of advertising, such an
production ol commercials and providine sir tisa or
appears IF be performed by others. Madison Wavketin;
pays the bills oi other nrovidels and adds 1 IS!
Examiners estimated this Ice to be approximately $200,
lt would appear that Nediaon Guaranty could have an
similar work lot much lass money.

1
_\

Hr. Lathes stated that Xsdieon Marketing sad» no psyslgntg to mo

I

performed bv the
the design and
newspaper space,
apnernntlv just
lee at its own.
O00 since I951.
employee perform

‘stockholders. This statement is false. As n pltt oi n test for au¢hPl'l'"lI. K"! Ollnineve discovered two remit!. - ancee iron Madison“"5"i"l \° ‘"11" "¢9°"lal which total $50,000. This was a test andthere may be additional nnvnents.

'

l

~ 0lsilner'e Construction

3 D
d Jr 0elllnet'l Vunsttuction perlnrme construction wurh Q" e, 1 . .

‘Sly. v///// deve|~|nent
projects nnq Q" ,6‘. 0' "' " ".° “h' }a“d

6’ cu.'.“" l°.n.' in ‘,0’ ."‘ ta d

\n property securing Madison' II ii! ,1‘, QQQ\s|| (amid fwork nerloemed f M J’ r

. ' ' °'

i:;;/////
oi loan erected? p:i:‘i" :".n" 1"‘ ‘l. 'ub'i‘l"‘." ‘h’ °'°""‘P."’ b°.r°"‘. ‘ k

9 ealener r Construction on work lor third' "0 n¢"n- Designer s Construction appears 1° 5, ,

-P
d
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Wllo~—-
RTC
JESOLUIION {DUST CCPPOPATION

ReeelvmstheCrlsu
Rulnrms lhel onfidence

February 4, L994

MEMORANDUM TO THE FILE

FROM: Ellen B. Kulka
General Counsel

SUBJECT: Madison S&L

f rfanyone authorized to discussThese are the talking points O _
the Madison situation. Additional’ information should not be
supplied unless 1: has been properly aPPF°Ved- whlle tnls 15
standard procedure, anyone authorized to speak should be aware that
the discussions of any additional information could have an 1lPl¢t
on the agency's legal position in any matters arlsinq °"t °f
Madison.

Attachment

cc: Altman
Hanson
Ryan
Dudine
Katsanos
Knight
Hindes

am Um Sirmel.~.w. new-mqrm. 0.c; 20434
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4

5

6

7

8

MADISON GUIRANTY SAVINGS ABIOCIATION

TALKIIG POINTS

3n February ;3. L989 Madison Guaranty was placed into
conservatorsnip with the FDIC as managing agent for the FSLIC.

“he FDIC was responsible for managing S&L’s that failed ir
h RTC n its1989 until this function was transferred to t e upo

creation on August 9, 1989.

Congress decided that the statute of limitations in FIRREA did.
1 1

.not provide enough time to address all potentia c aims.

f the RTC Completion Act on December 17,with the enactment o
1993 the statute of limitations within which suit could be
brought for certain kinds of claims was extended for an
additional two-year period from the date when it had already
expired.

h l to which the reopened statute of limitations applyT e c aims
are for civil fraud and intentional misconduct.
Upon the enactment of the Completion Act, the RTC began' titutions including Madison in situations wherereviewing ins
the reopened statute of limitations would expire shortly.

In the case of Madison. if such claims do exist the RTC will
vigorously pursue all appropriate remedies. with full
awareness of the limited period available.

The RTC's Jurisdiction is solely as to civil claims. Any
potential criminal matters are within the jurisdiction of the
Justice Department.

8

b

C

On January 21, the RTC received a letter dated January 10' laddressed to Interim CEO Altman (signed by Senators Do e,
D'Amato, Pressler and Representatives Leach, Fish Michal,
Clinger and Myers) that asked for response to an attached
letter dated January ll regarding tolling agreements.
on January 25, Interim CEO Altman received a letter from
Senator D'Amato asking about what actions the RTC has taken' ' II"to ensure that the applicable statute will not expire.

The RTC responded on February l. The response stated that
review of potential civil claims is underway and that. it such
claims do exist, RTC will vigorously pursue all appropriate
remedies using standard procedures.

February4, 1994
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February 8. 1994

Mr. Roger Altman
President Interim and
Chief Executive Oflcer
Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20434

Dear Mr. Altman:

The RTC has acknowledged that the statute of limitations for any dvil action
arising from the failure of Madison Guaranty will run out on February 28. After
February 28, the RTC will not be able to recover any more of the $47 million the
taxpayers were forced to pay to close Madison.

The RTC took over Madison in 1989. Presumably, the‘ RTC has thorough
knowledge of tho institution, the reasons for its failures and the individuals and
activities that contributed to its demise. The RTC made a criminal referral to the
Justice Department perhaps as early as October, 1992 based on its extensive
information and investigation.

The RTC's inaction on the civil side is therefore even more With
the civil statute of limitations about to run out, the RTC must take action
immediately. Uulues the RTC takes actions, the rights of the American people to
justice and financial recovery will be forfeited to a legal technicality.

Your February 1 letter ofiered assurances "that the Resolution Trust
Corporation is conducting a thorouzh review of the potential civil claims it possesses
as s result of the failure of Madison." Moreover, you stated that the RTC "will
vigorously pursue all appropriate remedies using standard procedures in such cases,
which could include seeking agreements to toll the statute of limitations."

Beyond this general response, we are seeking specific answers to the following
questions:

0 What is the RTC doing to obtalnvoluntsry agreements to extend the
statute of limitations from all potential defendants in the
Madison/Whitewater matter beyond February 28, 1994?

I
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0 In the event the RTC cannot obtain tolling agreements, will the RTC
file appropriate vivil claims against all individuals whom we RTC has
reasonable cause to believe may be liable to the United States prior to
February 28, thereby tolling the smtute and allowing time for
refinements to the original complaint?

e Will the RTC provide us with a complete report on the status and
scope of its "thorough review" as soon as possible?

Time is of the essence. The RTC has had years to investigate Madison
Guaranty; it should have complete knowledge of the situation and adequate legal
foundation for any civil suits. It has only weeks left to act and it should do so
without further delay.

We must respectfully request that you respond fully and promptly to this
letter.

if//7
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February 18, 1994

Mr. Roger Altman
President and
Interim Chief Executive Officer
Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20434

Dear Mr. Altman:

Please provide to my stafl’ copies of all the documents pertaining to
Madison Guaranty Qavinga and Lqnn ("Madison"), including all subsidiaries of
Madison, that are currently in the possession, or subject to the control, of the
Resolution Trust Corporation ("RTC"). In addition, plssss the names

mfl&dflRNmflopuht~mym&iminvestigation of the Madison Guaranty matter. ould the RTC refuse to
release any

C
p provide, in writing, a $111 index of

thatS 1t refuses taividsfis Well as an explanation of the
grounds alleged for that refusal.

Please forV;ard this inlbrmation to Douglas Nappi, at the Senate
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 534 Dirksen, Washington,
DC 20610. Mr. Nappi can be reached at 202-224-1577.

Thank you in advance for your assistance.

Sincerely.

‘B
’

a...£
~UAmw
United States Senator

AD:dn
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lder il letters were
sent to 41 Republican Senators
who signed incoming letter
RT-12766-12804% 12a14-12815
cc: Mr. Ryan
Standard Distribution

Ms. Kulka
Ms. Kauper
OGR Reps & Staff

PESOLUTION TRUST CORPOQATION

R$|v1n| TheCrhls
RcnoringTheConfident:

February 23, 1994

Honorable Alfonse D'Amato
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator D'Amato:

This is in response to your letter of February 8, 1994 concerning
the RTC's efforts relating to possible civil litigation resulting
from the failure of Madison Guaranty.

Your letter makes the statement that, "The RTC's inaction on the
civil side is ....disturbing." I want to reiterate what I said
in my letter of Februa_ry 1, 1994, which is that the RTC "is
conducting a thorough review of the failure of Madison." While
your letter characterizes this as a "general response," I must
point out that it is inappropriate for me to address at this time
any specifics relating to this matter.

It is standard operating procedure not to discuss any matter
relating to the review of potential civil claims of any
institution. While it would be inappropriate for me to provide
any information relating to the status of our review at this
point, -' jun that the RTC is prepared to make a full
public the handling of civil matters under theit is appropriate to do so.

Sincerely,

%*4¢"'*John B. Ryan
Deputy CEO

an |m.neu.uwuureum.acmcn

4

1
I

F
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RT-1 3
cc: mi. Ryan
Standard Distribution}‘_ Mr. Adairk Ms. O'Brien
V/Ms: Carter

RTC
RESOLUTION IRUST CORPORAYION

ResolvingTheCrib
RestoringTheCesfldeeee

February 23. 1994

Honorable Alfonse M. D'Amato
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Banking, Housing,
and Urban Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator D'Amato:

Interim CEO Roger C. Altman has asked me to respond to your
letter dated February 16, 1993, requesting copies of records
pertaining to Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. As you may know
from our discussions with your staff, the Resolution Trust
Corporation is concerned that disclosure of’different categories
of information covered by your blanket request could harm the
RTC’s future position with respect to possible civil litigation;
jeopardize the work of independent Counsel Robert Fiske's
criminal investigation; result in the release of personal or
corporate financial information in violation of Federal law; or,
constitute a waiver of one or more privileges to which the agency
is entitled.

I have instructed RTC personnel to work with your staff to
provide you with all the documents that we can provide within the
operating strictures posed by your request. Despite the RTC’s
desire to cooperate with you, a review of relevant statutes and
case law has left the RTC with no other option than to take the
position that a Ranking Minority Member of the Senate Committee
on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs has the authority of an
individual Member of Congress and therefore may only obtain
information that would be otherwise available to the public
pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act. Therefore, the RTC
believes that disclosing privileged information to you could
raise questions of waiver and could detrimentally affect any
further legal actions that may be contemplated regarding Madison.

Today, your staff received over 6,500 pages of documents which
areilieted-in an enclosure to this letter. The RTC has already
provided your staff with extensive inventories of Madison-related
documents. Since there are over 300,000 pages of Madison-related
documents, it would be helpful to have your staff narrow your
request to specific documents or classes of documents. At that
point, RTC personnel will discuss with your staff how we may be
able to meet your request.

am l77hS!fIOf.N.\MWKI\§'Ifl'01,D.C.20l34
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Honorable Alfonse M. D'Amato
Page 2

The RTC will continue to work with your staff to make available
to you as many records as possible within the limitations
discussed above.

Sincerely,

A/1,/~’“

John . Ryan
Depu y CEO

Enclosure
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References to "Madison Guaranty"

Senate Banking Committee

February 23, 1994
Semi-Annual RTC Oversight Board Hearing

RTC Responses
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BOND

FDIC and RTC Procedures
Question 1A:

Mr. Altman, the FDIC and RTC have a stated duty to each receivership and
conservatorship and to the taxpayers to maximize recoveries from any viable
source, including directors and officers, accountants, legal counsel, appraisers,
and insurance policies covering their professional conduct. As l understand it

,

both the FDIC and RTC conduct an investigation into every institution in its
caseload to determine potential civil recoveries and whether criminal conduct
contributed to the failure. Moreover, an investigator will conduct a preliminary
review of financial records, and then will submit a post-closing report within 90
days of the failure of the institution. The purpose of the report is to determine
which potential claims can be terminated and which merit further investigative
resources. If termination is recommended, written reasons for the termination
must be given and approved. If a recommendation to sue is made, the
investigator must prepare an "authority to sue" memorandum. A referral is

then made to the relevant agency, such as the U.S. Attorney for the
Department of Justice.

Answer 1A:

Before addressing specific questions on the Professional Liability Section, it is
helpful to review and clarify the processes employed by the RTC. First, the
general process used to identify, investigate, negotiate, and settle professional
liability actions involves RTC investigators, RTC attorneys and their outside
counsel reviewing the records accumulated by a failed institution, talking with
witnesses, voluntarily and under subpoena; examining reports of thrift
examiners, auditors and attorneys employed by the failed thrift and, where

appropriate, retaining experts to examine transactions and documents. The

RTC increasingly is utilizing its administrative subpoena powers to discover
information from and about targeted individuals in order to obtain more

information about their activities and financial resources. Ultimately, all of this

information is evaluated in a variety of ways.
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Litigation risk analysis is performed by outside counsel and in-house attorneys
in order to assess the strength of the RTC’s claims and the likelihood that a
successful outcome can be achieved. Potential damage recoveries are assessed
and compared with available resources in order to determine whether actual
recovery is likely if claims are successfully asserted. The costs and expenses
of pursuing the claims are estimated and reviewed by the RTC staff.

lf, after all of these investigations, estimates and calculations, the staff
attorney and investigators believe that there is a substantial likelihood that a
claim may be asserted, successfully and cost-effectively, a formal
recommendation is made by the RTC attorney. This recommendation is

reviewed by senior officials in the Division of Legal Services and the business
side of the RTC. lf all concur in the analysis and recommendation, a civil action
is approved.

Contrary to the assertion made in the above statement, there is no requirement
that preliminary review of possible claims be completed within 90 days

although in some offices that became a general goal when the pace of
institution closings slowed to a more manageable level and bacltlogs were

reduced. Over 272 institutions, eventually placed under RTC control, failed
before RTC came into existence. Madison Guaranty was, of course, one
among this group.

The other misconceptions in the statement the process for recommending suit

and the notion that such suits are referred to the Department of Justice. As
stated above, all recommendations to pursue claims through litigation are

prepared by Professional Liability Section attorneys and their supervisors; they

are not written or prepared by investigators. Professional liability cases, if

approved, are referred in virtually every case to outside counsel retained by the
RTC, not the Department of Justice. On only two occasions has the RTC,
acting through a Memorandum of Understanding with the Department of
Justice, Civil Division, referred professional liability matters to the Department
of Justice. Neither of these matters is currently in litigation.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BOND

FDIC and RTC Procedures
Question ‘IB:

Was this the procedure followed by the RTC with regard to Madison Guaranty?

Answer 18:

The Madison Guaranty civil claim investigation and the prosecution of a claim
against the institution’: auditors were initially conducted by the FDIC Legal
Division and FDIC Investigations. These matters were concluded before there
was a separate RTC Legal Division, but it appears that the procedures described
above were followed. There was a subsequent investigation into possible fraud
claims by RTC Investigators. For additional information, see Attachment J
"Madison Guaranty Savings 8

1 Loan: Chronology of Significant Events."
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BOND

RTC's Relationship with the Department of Justice
Question 2b:

Has the Madison Guaranty referral been handled differently from other referrals?
In what way?

Answer 2b:

The Madison Guaranty referrals were handled pursuant to procedures previously

discussed in our response to Question 1.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BOND

RTC’s Relationship with the Department of Justice
Question 2c:

Who is the White House liaison on the Madison Guaranty Issues? Has thls
liaison or any other White House staff made any SD6Cl3| requests concernlng
the Madison Guaranty probe?

Answgr Zg:

The RTC has no liaison with the White House on this matter. Former CEO
Roger Altman has responded to the Committee regarding his contacts with the
White House.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BOND

Other RTC Referral Issues

Question 3A:

Mr. Altman, lt appears that the first criminal referral in the Madison Guaranty
probe was lmtlated in the fall of 1992. Apparently without any dlSCUSSlOf'l with
Justice concernlng the first criminal referral, the RTC then sent another team
of investigators to Little Rock in January of 1993 to more fully examine the
issues surrounding Madison Guaranty. By October, 1993, the RTC had drafted
an expanded referral.

ls this normally how referrals are handled?

Ammmnim

RTC will not comment on the Madison criminal referral process beyond the
answers provided to questions 1 and 2.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BOND

Other RTC Referral Issues
Question §D:

lam also interested in getting a timeline and explanation of all criminal referrals
and related responses and memorandums in the Madison Guarantv probe. Bv
this l mean, I would like the dates of all referrals and responses to these
referrals, including the names of all Justice and RTC employees involved. If
these issues are considered confidential, how so? Also, how could release of
this information prejudice an ongoing investigation?

A_ns1qr_3_Q;

For the reasons previously stated, RTC will not respond to this question.

The public release of information pertaining to suspected criminal conduct could
lead to the concealment of evidence or other activities that would make the
investigation difficult to complete. Criminal investigations are never conducted
in a public forum.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BOND

Justice Memo - Criminal Investigation Unwarranted
Question 4:

Mr. Altman, a March 19, 1993 memo from the criminal division of J
apparently concluded that the initial RTC criminal referral on the Madison
Guaranty probe "did not appear to warrant initiation of criminal
investigation." (al How was this decision made in terms of the
decisionmaking procedure and the underlying legal theory? lb) Who is
responsible for communicating these decisions?

Answer 4:

la) This question should be directed to the Department of Justice.

lb) This question should be directed to the Department of Justice.

USUCG
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BOND

Document Inventory
Question 5:

Mr. Altman, I would like a complete copy of the current inventory of all
documents relevant to the Madison Guaranty and Whitewater probe. I would
also like a list of all prior document inventories and dates of these inventories.
I would also like a list of where all documents were obtained from and when?
This information may be provided confidentially to the committee. If you refuse
to provide this information, l would like a legal opinion on how the release of
this information could prejudice an ongoing investigation?

Answer 5:

Inventories maintained by RTC investigators are working documents that are
material to the investigation itself and cannot be released at this time. The RTC

has provided to the Committee and individual members of Congress copies of

Madison Guaranty document inventories.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BOND

For RTC Actinq Director Altman:
Question 6:

Another area of concern is the seeming lack of coordination between the RTC
and the Department of Justice.

ln March of 1992, the New York Times reports on the Whitewater/Madison
situation with allegations of sweetheart deals in return for lenient

regulatory treatment, and the issue suddenly became part of the 1992
Presidential campaign. RTC then sends a new team of investigators to
Arkansas to look more closely at connections to local politicians.

is this an accurate portrayal of the reason/reasons that the RTC became
involved again in the Madison case? lf not, what did occur? Who made the
decision to begin the investigation of Madison? Did the RTC regional office
notify the national office, or the Department of Justice that they were opening
a potential case against Madison? If so who was informed?

Answer 6:

For the reasons previously stated, RTC will not respond to these questions.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BOND

Question 7:

ln September 1992 regional RTC forwards a criminal complaint dealing with
Madison Guaranty to the Department of Justice. According to press
reports the local federal attorney in Little Flock is concerned that because
Bill Clinton is included in the referral, that the decision to pursue the case

should be made in Washington. He sends an urgent letter on October 7,

1992 asking for assistance. g

Are the press reports accurate? Please provide a copy of that letter for the

record.

Answer 7:

This question should be directed to the Department of Justice. For the reasons
previously stated. RTC will not respond to this question.
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VERBAL QUESTION #3
VERBAL QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BOND

Verbal 3:

Has the Records Management Department been given instructions about the

handling of Madison documents from somebody outside? Have they found any

evidence of missing documents, or have they found that any documents are

apparently missing?

Answer Verbal 3:

The records management department in Kansas City and in Washington has not
been given any instructions regarding the handling of Madison documents from
outside the Corporation. The records have been managed using our standard
procedures with the exception that the Kansas City records management
department has established a central point of contact for all inquiries relating
to Madison records. In addition, the Kansas City records management
department has found no evidence of any missing documents from the
collection of Madison records under its control.
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VERBAL QUESTION #5
QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BOND

Verbal 5:

Will Pillsbury & Madison, as outside counsel for RTC on Madison, review the
potential of suing various other law firms who represented Madison, or even
the Board of Directors? Are there other outside counsel or consultants hired in

conjunction with Madison?

Answer Verbal 5:

Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro, as outside counsel for the RTC, is working under
the direction of the RTC Professional Liability Section staff. At this point, there
are no other counsel hired by the RTC in connection with this investigation.
While we are seeking to engage other professionals in this case, they have not
yet been engaged.
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RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisis
RestoringThe Confidence

February 24, 1994
PETER, I HAVE TAKEN THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT AND PULLED OUT ALL THE
QUESTIONS NOT RELATED TO MADISON...

MEMORANDUM TO: Jack Ryan
Deputy CEO

MEMORANDUM FROM: Peter Knight
Director
Office of Governmental Relations

SUBJECT: Senate Oversight Board Hearing
February 24, 1994

We have completed a review of the transcript from the Senate Banking
Committee hearing last Thursday. Below are excerpts from the
transcript that include all of the questions asked directly to Mr.
Altman and the replies Mr. Altman gave. Questions that warrant
further follow up are bolded and assigned to the proper area for
response.

We expect to receive additional written questions from the Senate
Banking Committee by the middle of next week. OGR will coordinate
the assignments of the responses to those questions at that time.

* ir ir ir ~k i -Ar

Senator Bond
Pg. 109 ln 3-10
"Mr. Altman, are there special measures taken in the resolution of
a failed thrift when you find it to be affiliated with a high
profile individual? Someone in government, for example?
Mr. Altman. The procedures, Senator, which the RTC follows are
intended to be identical in each case; and they certainly have been
identical in the case discussed this morning."

Senator Bond
Pg. 109 ln ll—2l
"After you discovered that the President of the United State's name
might be mentioned in a criminal referral being made by your agency,
did you take any steps to ensure that documents created in the case
were protected and preserved?
Mr. Altman. When the possibility of a criminal referral was brought
to me, I took one step. That was to instruct all of the relevant
RTC personnel to handle any judgements about criminal referral in

80! I7fh Street.NW Washington,D.C. 204.34
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the same exact fashion that they would be handled in any other PLS
matter with no deviation whatsoever. As far as documents are
concerned, the same thing."

Senator Bond
Pg. 109 ln 24 — Pg. 110 ln 1
"You instructed them to handle the documents in the same way?
Mr. Altman. That is correct."

Senator Bond
Pg. 110 ln 17-23
"Can you assure the Committee that no one has issued any
instructions to you or your agency to retrieve, relocate, destroy,
or tamper with any documents dealing with Madison, its affiliated
enterprises, directors, owners, or business partners?
Mr. Altman. I have no knowledge whatsoever of any such effort."

Senator Bond
Pg. llO ln 24 — Pg. 111 ln 8
"Has anyone in your agency, specifically the Department of Records
Management, indicated to you there are any missing documents? Or
has anybody discovered any files missing or unaccounted for?
Mr. Altman. No
Senator Bond. You are absolutely sure?
Mr. Altman. No. Your question was: Has anybody indicated to me.
Senator Bond. All right.
Mr. Altman. The answer is ‘no.’"

Senator Bond assigned to Legal
Pg. lll ln 9-19
"Would you inquire of your Records Management Agency whether they
have either (a) been given instructions about the handling of
documents from somebody outside; or, if they have found any evidence
of missing documents, or find that there are documents apparently
missing, if you would inquire of that and advise us if you do find
that there is such information?
Mr. Altman. Yes"

Senator Bond
Pg. 111 ln 20 — Pg. 112 ln 4
"Finally, will the RTC release copies of the initial September 1992
referral to the Department of Justice, and copies of the second
referral on October 1993?
Mr. Altman. Senator, we are not in a position to release any
documents that could have a negative impact on the investigation.
I do not think you would want us to do that. Documents of that type
that you are talking about fall into that category."

Senator Bond
Pg. 112 ln 14 — Pg. 113 ln 6
Senator Bond. Mr. Altman, I know there are many aspects to it. I
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was just reading one of the stories appearing in Commentary which
referred to those allegations. We do not know if they are true or
not, but I would suggest that someone should make inquiry to
ascertain whether there is any truth to the allegations and, if so,
to take appropriate steps to recover such documents. Finally, where
are the documents being kept? And have they' been thoroughly
catalogued?
Mr. Altman. I can assure you that all proper procedures relative
to safeguarding of documents are being followed. We also have a
responsibility in regard to any case to obtain all the necessary
materials for purposes of making a litigation decision. So any
documents that the legal staff at the RTC believes would pertain,
or would help it reach a conclusion on a litigation decision on this
or any other matter, it makes a maximum effort to obtain.

Senator Sarbanes
Pg. 132 ln 4-19
"Do I understand that the cases to which they are making such
reference were handled in the same way that all other cases were
handled? In other words, according to regular procedures?
Mr. Altman. Yes.
Senator Sarbanes. And was anything unusual done in these cases?
Or was the procedure that was followed consistent with what was
followed in any cases where references were made?
Mr. Altman. Senator, the instructions that I gave were that all
procedures, normal procedures, should be followed in this manner
without any deviation.
Senator Sarbanes. And to the best of your knowledge, that is the
case. Is that correct?
Mr. Altman. Yes."

Senator Gram
Pg. 154 ln 13-16
"What would be wrong with letting members of this committee that
have oversight responsibility look at the records in this case, or
any other case, where we have oversight responsibilities?"

Mr. Altman
Pg. 155 ln 12-23
"The RTC has been asked not to make information about criminal
referrals in the Madison matter public. It is standard practice not
to release information of that kind, or any other, which might
compromise a criminal investigation.
And of course we are cooperating with the independent counsel

to try to assure that we do not release any information which would
jeopardize his investigation.
As I said earlier, I would think you would not want us to do

that in order that that investigation should proceed as it should."

Senator Domenici
Pg. 161 ln a-13
"Mr. Altman, I think you told Senator Bond that you would not make
available any documents that ‘would have a negative impact on the
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legislation.'"
Mr. Altman: "No, I do not think so. I think I said that we would
try not to release any documents that would have a prejudicial
effect on the investigation."

Senator Domenici
Pg. 161 ln 22 — Pg. 162 ln 5
"Why can you not release all of these documents for this kind of
hearing?"
Mr. Altman: "Senator, we have had--or I am advised we have had a
couple of conversations with Mr. Fiske, the Independent Counsel.
He has asked us not to release any documents that could jeopardize
his investigation.
I do not know why you would want us to do that, to jeopardize

his investigation."

Senator Domenici
Pg. 162 ln 9 - Pg 163 ln 14
"But if the Special Prosecutor has no objection to the Committee
being provided copies of documents, can the Committee then count on
the RTC's full cooperation in providing them?"
Mr. Altman: "You should direct that question to Mr. Fiske."
Senator Domenici: "No.
If he has no objection, then we count on you to release them?"

Mr. Altman: "I think the answer is ‘yes.'"
Senator Domenici: "Does the RTC have an Inspector General?"
Mr. Altman: "Yes, sir."
Senator Domenici: "Has the Inspector General investigated the
conflict of interest allegations regarding the Rose firm?"
Mr. Altman: "I do not know the answer to that. I am nearly certain
it is ‘no,’ because as you know it was not the RTC that ever had any
retainer relationship or other relationship with the Rose firm."
Senator Domenici: "...my question is:
If the FDIC agreed to have its IG look into Madison, would there

be any reason why you would not?"
Mr. Altman: "I have no objection to the IG's looking into any matter
that he sees fit to look into, or that he is requested on an
official basis to look into. That is what he is there for."

Senator D'Amato
Pg. 169 ln 10 - Pg. 170 ln 25
"Mr. Altman, I think you said that you and an official from Treasury
sought Mr. Nussbaum? Is that correct?"
Mr. Altman: "Yes, I did."
Senator D’Amato: "Could you tell us why?
In other words, I have difficulty understanding why it is you

felt compelled to seek out the White House counsel."
Mr. Altman: "Solely to ensure--"
Senator D’Amato: "Solely to?"
Mr. Altman: "Solely to be sure that he understood the legal and
procedural framework within which the RTC was working.
If you recall, as I said, at that time there was a February 28th

date which was the subject of major attention in the Congress and
in the press. It is not uncommon of meetings of that type to take

1

I
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place.
And I describe is as a "heads-up" and a very stiff

conversation."
Senator D'Amato: "A heads—up? In what connection would that heads
up be? Do you mean that the statute of limitations was running?
Mr. Altman: "No, that they should be aware of the internal processes
and the types of criteria which the RTC was going to be following
in order to reach a decision by February 28th."
Senator D'Amato: "Were any representatives of the President or Mrs.
Clinton, were any legal counsel, which I think would be appropriate,
speaking to the counsel for the RTC, or people handling this
particular matter?
I mean, was there any legal representation going on?
was this you just called them?
Did they have any representatives any counsel who may have been

meeting with staff people, or talking to staff people?
Mr. Altman: "I was accompanied by our General Counsel, Treasury
General Counsel.
Mr. Nussbaum had his assistant with him. And Mr. Ickies and

Margaret Williams were both at the——"
Senator D'Amato: " Oh? Ickies is in it, huh?.. "

Senator Bond
Pg. 182 ln 11-14
"Mr. Chairman, for the benefit of my friend from Massachusetts, I
am going to submit a chronology and some questions for the record
to the RTC to answer."

Senator Bond
Pg. 182 ln 23 — Pg. 189 ln 2
"When we last talked, Mr. Altman, you said that normal procedure
would be for the RTC to seek out and acquire records wherever they
were.
Now if the RTC under your direction were requesting records from

the First Lady as the White House, a rather high—profile event,
would it not be customary for them to advise you that they were
requesting records in the possession of the First Lady?"
Mr. Altman: "Senator, I do not get involved in any substantive
aspects of any PLS case, particularly or including documents that
they may seek, so they have never brought that to my attention since
I have been in this job and that goes right through to today."
Senator Bond: "So you would not expect them to tell you?"
Mr Altman: "No, I would not."
Senator Bond: "I find that remarkable.
In a normal criminal referral case, the RTC creates and retains

an inventory of pertinent documents used to make the case. As I
understand it, at least one version of the inventory has been
provided to some Members of Congress.
Could you furnish to this Committee the latest, most up-to—date

inventory, and provide it for the hearing record along with the
previous versions? Would you make that available?"
Mr. Altman: "Well last evening we supplied the 6500 pages of
information to Senator D'Amato’s office, as we had sometime earlier
to Congressman Leach." @
Senator Bond: "And is that the entire inventory?

- 0

89-184 95 — 20
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Are those all the documents?
What did you——You give new challenge to Federal Express and

Overnight Postal Service to get the delivery of such a substantial
stack of documents at this particular time. It is a new standard
for delivery in the package express."
Mr. Altman: "Well, I have here a list of the documents."
Senator Bond: "Is that the latest version?"
Mr. Altman: "This is just a list of what the documents are. There
are 6500 in total pages. This is a list of the documents we
provided."
Senator Bond: "If you could make one available for the record, we
would like to have it."
Mr. Altman: "I would be delighted."
Senator Bond: "We would appreciate it.

(COMMITTEE INSERT)
Senator Bond: "Next, when did you become aware of the RTC
recommendations that further criminal prosecution be taken against
Madison?"
Mr. Altman: "Last fall. I was advised that the question of a
referral to the Justice Department was under consideration at the
RTC. And as other members of the RTC staff will attest, I said that
normal procedures with no deviations whatsoever should be pursued,
including chain of command procedures, in terms of reaching that
conclusion.
I might tell you that typically decisions like that are made at

the Regional Office level, and it was in this case."
Senator Bond: "Were you aware that the Regional Office had asked the
National Office to make a determination as to whether the Clintons'
name should be in the new expanded referral?"
Mr. Altman: "N0."
Senator Bond: "You did not know they were asking for the National
Office to make a determination?"
Mr. Altman: "No. I was simply informed that this issue was on the
table, and my reaction was--and I had only one conversation about
it-—that normal procedure should by followed. That is the way we
are going to handle this thing from beginning to end."
Senator Bond: " How was the White House notified of the referral?"
Mr. Altman: "They were not notified by the RTC, to the best of my
knowledge."
Senator Bond: "Nobody in your agency, to your knowledge, advised the
White House staff that this was going to be a major—-this could be
a major source of concern?"
Mr. Altman: "Not to my knowledge."
Senator Bond: "Mrs. Ford, do you know if the White House was
notified by the RTC?"
Mrs. Ford: "No. We have had no involvement at the Oversight Board
whatsoever."
Senator Bond: "When was the firm of Madison & Pillsbury put retainer
by the RTC?
Do you know?
For how long, and at what cost?"

Mr. Altman: "I do not know that. I am aware that that firm has been
retained as outside counsel on this matter, but I am not aware of
the date on which it was retained nor the retainer arrangements."
Senator Bond: "Will they review the potential of suing the various
law firms who represented Madison, or the Board of Directors?"
Mr. Altman: "I do not know the answer to that question."
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Senator Bond: "We would appreciate knowing that, if you could,
later. And if there are other outside counsel or consultants hired
in conjunction with the case, we would like to know that."

(COMITTEE INSERT)
Senator Bond: "Finally, I am advised that the list you have there
is just an inventory of the documents provided to Senator D’Amato.
It is not the complete inventory of the documents pertaining to
Madison.
If I am mistaken, or in either event we would appreciate

receiving a copy of the inventory of the entire documents."
Mr. Altman: "Well, Senator, I am not sure I fully understand your
question. What we have released amounts to what we have been asked
for, less any documents that in our judgement could prejudice the
investigation.
I told you earlier that we had had a couple of conversations--I

have not had them--I am advised that there were a couple of
conversations with Mr. Fiske, with each side asking the other not
to release information or take any other steps which would prejudice
either side's investigation, and we are trying to adhere to that...
Well any information I assure you that we have supplied to

Congressman Leach or anyone elsewhere in the Congress we are
delighted to supply to you or anyone else here that would like them.

Senator Domenici
Pg. 190 ln 14 — Pg. 192 ln 8
"Well, I guess what I am wondering is are we getting the right
perspective of why you did this?
Did you go there because you wanted them to know that clearly

they might be asked to sign a tolling agreement?
Or to know that the normal process was that the statute is going

to toll and if there is reasonable grounds to suspect something,
they might expect a lawsuit?
Why else would you give them a heads-up?"

Mr. Altman: "The difference between this and a matter like the one
you referred to is I had been receiving-—I had begun to receive a
lot of inquiries, including in writing, from Congress as to what
procedures the RTC was going to follow.
I wanted to give them the same sense of those procedures that

I was giving Members of Congress. I said to them nothing different
than I have said to Members of Congress.
Senator Domenici: "Well I understand that, but I guess what I am
getting at is there must have been reason for telling them that.
Congress was just saying the statute is going to run, what are

you going to do, so you went over there to tell them we are going
to apply the same thing we do in any other case?
That is the "heads-up" that you were giving them?"

Mr. Altman: "That is right."
Senator Domenici: "Was it serious enough that you wanted them to
know because there might be something that they would be confronted
with that was untoward as you applied your rules like asking for a
tolling agreement, or filing a lawsuit?"
Mr. Altman: "Again, the essence of what we said was that the statute
of limitations which then applied was scheduled to expire on
February 28th, 1994.
The RTC was going to make every effort to make a decision by

that date. " ‘\
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It could fundamentally reach only one of two decisions:
That there was the basis for a claim, or that there was not.
If there was a basis for a claim, then we would either seek a

tolling agreement to permit more discovery and more preparation, or
we would file that claim in court."

Senator Domenici
Pg. 193 ln 17 - Pg. 194 ln 14
"My last observation would be that it is inconceivable to me, Mr.
Altman, that you would really be concerned that people involved in
the investigation, whomever they are, whether it be people in
Arkansas, whether it be confidants of the President, or whomever,
that they would not know that the statute of limitations was going
to toll, and that that presented a situation that you had to advise
somebody on.
I just do not think anybody involved in this would not have

known that."
Mr. Altman:\"Well, Senator I also——I would agree with you. I cannot
say for sure. I cannot say what was in their minds. I doubt very
much that they did not know about the statute of limitations."
Senator Domenici: "Right."
Mr. Altman: "What I was saying was not that. What I was saying I
did not know if they knew, and frankly my impression is, as a result
of that meeting, they had not previously known what procedures the
RTC would be following.
By that I mean that you have to choose between——you have to

reach a conclusion as to whether there is a claim or there is not,
and then what you have to do if you reach a conclusion that there
is."
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STIVINI MAINS.STAFFDIIICYOIA80CM“COUNSIL
NCIWAIDAMINILLIIPUIUCAISYMIDIRECTOR

Mr. Roger Altman
Interim Chief Executive Ofiicer
Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20434

Dear Mr. Altman:

‘tlnitzd Starts Smart
COMMITTEE ON BANKING. HOUSING. AND

URBAN AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON, oc 20510-6075

March 2, 1994

MAR 9 1394
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covznmmrai

RELATIONS

During the RTC Oversight Board Hearing last Thursday,iw§IllIimed'

oni
Ge=i¢.riiLwi1iilila.b.i=..§aJrad~iii

initiate I

‘s ce of ontractor Oversight an Surveillence’s '7

mart on the Rose Law Firm to deternlne whether theC ct res
RTC's conflict-of-interest rules and procedures were violated, and, if so, what
action is appropriate.

: -it.-.111. I

E§$!i7‘.’16§‘.'i?E me of ,

._.-.v_-—..-~i'i_ - _, i ,_ flmGmuflw~o ,

-or recusal In addition, please provide the eflicial t
"‘” to Medina; Guaranty may b firwarded.

I note, for your information, that aefi-ngfihair of the

- referrals to the FDIC
Q

- - - * Iam
concerned that you may interpret your recusal as preventing or discharging
the RTC from carrying-through with the assurances provided the Banking
Committee.

Thank you in advance for your assistance.

Sincerely,

a<~w-
Alfonse M. D’Amato
United States Senator

16403
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Mr. Roger Altman
Interim Chief Executive Officer
Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20434

Dear Mr. Altman:

/J@?e

itlnitzd fitatzs Smut:
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND

URBAN AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON. DC 20510-6075

March 6, 1994

'\
\
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ff
ff
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During the recent RTC Oversight Board Hearing, you made some
startling disclosures about ashgadsqup" briefing &l_t3§;,gnd;‘reasury
General Counsel Jean Hanson gave top White House insiders. Your
testimony triggered another disclosure about cuss clandestine White

' 9°
ounsel Bernard Nussbaum and Ms Hanso

dos many

~ n ea 0 House

C . . 1!.

Ms. Hansonfhas been described as one of "'I‘reasury’s top political
team." In light of her rominent behind-the-scenes
the Madison sfiir, ssh at the Department of

iis!.=.l.=s..§4¢dfin¢ of
*‘

, I would like r

tdknow whether Ms. Hansen was present st the RTC Oversight Board
hearing on February 24th. Al the top legal advisor to the Secretary of
Treasury and the Department’s chief law ofiicer, it would make sense for her
to attend a hearing where people she advises--namely, Secretary Bentsen and
yourself--were testifying.

the :1:
Why didfihi did, forward and brief

sad witnesses, including yourself about these other-. - = nimble, ' ' ' V ,

questionable White House meetings in which she participated? The
'

American people§iidC5ii§i¥is have s right to demand and expect from high~
ranking administration figures such candor and honesty. In addition,’ did shel
em
111%

did not brief you about these

10 404
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Thank you in advance for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Alfonse M. D’Amato
United States Senate

10405
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ATTACHMENT A

U S
.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
CCMHITTIE on QAmtiNG_rnauci ANDURBAN AFFAIRS

CN£i1UNOl-lib Ymno CONGRESS

:12! Mvaunu r-oust omcs auitomc
WASHINGTON.DC 20518-6060

March 8. i994

-ans tan cw;
In ‘<3.-D |_,4¢,.
BALI11.4114ura,(a|n
&nuQ.P\\ uiluau
\O\n4~oit'4'\-s'_vuu‘Ir gm vainslllfil _§~a%|ll Labia
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John E
.

Ryan

Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Resolution Trust Corporation

80l - 17th Street. N W

Washington. D C I043-5

Dear Mr. Ryan

I .1_rn\»\Tllll'lQ in reference to the House Banking Committee's statutorily rt1ila"ill¢4,_,\_emi-araisai
RTC Oserstgit Heann ieh are se s you know a R1810!1:-a
r ~,Z"

5
3
% nuuuanwu-uugumunnia V

'

.

"'
.

Qi'over;ight’§_t4mgg'“£_i'_ng____ e at ure an resolution OTMldisofliifiisavings and
Loam Little Roelt. Arkansas Madifon was taken over b

y

federal regulators in March of W89
and resolved by Ute Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) in November, i990.

As ranking Member of the liouse Ba_nlt_ing Committee. I t- rovide the

Committee ielileifioxm i -' the

Committee will need access to this material to prepare for the upcoming hearings and to perform
their ongoing oversight responsibilities. (As l am sure you are aware. documents provided to the

Rarilung Member are available to the Committee as a whole under the Committee rules.) The

documents requested would include, but not be limited to. administrative files. examination

repons_ interoffice memorandum. notes and minutes of meetings (including telephonic meetingsi.
correspondence, electronic mail, and agreements the RTC entered into with private senor
contractors during the resolution of Madison. ln addition to documents in possession at RTC

Washington. l request access tn all docu.ments related to Madison held at RTC field oiTi;es

Furthermore. please provide the names and t:tles of all RTC employees involved with :~e

disposition oi‘ Madison.

Please hose your stalT contact Joe. $eidcl at t202)226-3I4l or Mike M_cGarry at (202)225-1153
to discuss arrangements to review the aforementioned documents as soon as possible. As ~ r J

are aware. l have previously requested access to Lhcsc documents for use in perfon-ning oi‘ -ct
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W. Ryan
Page Two

March 8. E994

Comrntnee funcuons. My final letter concermng that request, was forwarded yesterdav, .\lal-ch
7, l994 lf the agency dcczdes to comply vnth that request we wtll. of course, constdcr this
request sausfied as well.

l apprectate your zmtstance and look forward to your cooperation.

Sincerely.

"Q-ox
l each

Raniurt \1crnbcr

.lAL;;ls

cc Henry B C-ortmlez

Chatnnan

Ccmmmce an Flartlung Fznancc

ind ljrban AITairs
I-H3 Rayburn House Office Ruildtng

Watshlngton. DC Z0515
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The Hcncrab;e Henry a. Gonzalez
Chairman
Comm;ttee on Banxisq, Finance and
Uzban Affairs
2412 Rayburn House cfi;:a Building
Nasn;nqton, D.C. 2222?

Dear henrya

In ;repara:icn fie: :12 upcoming se:;—annual oversight he:
che Thrzft Deposttcr Prctection oversigh: Board, teqn

,.
.
-o ~
e
lb

4“l .~-J,‘
'* - "'91 '[ui§
i. ‘r.-... -. ,_ 3,‘,' ""'I -.'Or-nu' -- ~ -he-i<meu' i--;-i --it»~yea-' 44- i-.--ggv,' ' -I - ACQAAJAA6 III!

Q f‘ " "' ' av -J a
-"1--' ....»L"°LAfiAl‘a -; ..-,,..,,“

v .'u,[I_' v|aMoil1
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statute. we would request aha: one following witnesses be hsnje to
tesc;f7 at the fcrt:::n1nq Overszqhz Board hearing pursuant 1; the
conntztee rules.

1..

2.

‘I4 .

4.

S.

-

fa
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¢
\E
i

r.
Q
.

(‘
I if
:
\Q

Janos Muucuqal
Mr. Sam Heuer,

WQJ Hes: Capztal
suite 3827
Little Rock, Axxansas T2201

Es. Susan Mttcugal
c/o Hr. Booby ncbanzel, Esq.
;409 PO-SC Oak (Jove
Jcnesbore, Axkansus 72401

Ar. David Hale
c/0 Mr. Randy Coleman, Esq.
Shakes & Coleman
i230 TCSY Tove:
=25 Wes: ::;it:l Avenue
Little Rocx, A:ksnses 72:01-3439

Hr. Sheffiinld Nelsen, Esq.
Jack, Lyons a Jones
3400 TCBY Tower
4:5 west Capztal Avenue
Littl¢ Rock, Arkansas .4 to I-

I
a
3
P

fls. A§fil Braulaw
Resolution Truss zarporatlon
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15th and PennsyLvan-a avenue,
Washington, D.C. LCZZO

6. James Dudins
Resolution T:us: 2orpo:ation
Resolution trust Corporation
15th and Pennsylnansa Avenue,
Washington. D.C. 2u2ZQ

1- Hr. Lee Ausen

L’
..
|
I\

/,

0
.:
m
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|
1
.‘
!
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ll
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H
U
n
i
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n
(1 O'1Supervzsoty ..

Criminal Inve
Resolution Trust t::ps:at;nn
4900 Main street. 3u;:e 200

3 ,4
. J V0OC-“I ,1 Q
‘
D '~
‘

.. I.
‘

Kansas City,

a. Hr. L. Richard Isrzu
Field Invest;qst;ve Gtficer
Resolution Trust corporation
ssoo Main Street Suite 200
Kansnfl City. Hissouri 64112

9. Es. Jenn LCVLE
investigator
Resolution Trus: Cnrporation
Main Street. iuite 200

S City. Hl'2S=3‘.lI1 '2-41.127
-:
J:

5-‘

*0

S

C
l

\.'i

0
Q
.

L0. Hr. !;ke Caro:
JQHLCE Investzgatzr
RGSOlUClCfl Trust Iufpvtfitiufl
4900 Main Street, iuite 230
Kansas City. Hisscuri 641;:

ll. Mr. Donald 9. Xackuy
Trial Attorney

Lv'.i~‘.

i\'.l~‘.

\

*4

Fraud Section. CZi2Lfi&l Division

'0
C
I‘NS. Department ct IQQELCO ._

washington. B.c- 30035

'4 I0 ~ Ha. Paul; Casuy
United scates Attorney
U.S. Attorney's Off1U8
its klocr, rcav auiliinq
225 West Capital Avenue
Little Rock, Arkansas 7:2u1

O. Box 23153, $122231 Station

I -LLug _
‘_'m§; lriu
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Marc: 2, 1994

13

L4.

lb.

16.

l7.

13.

L9.

IO.

Z1.

22.

'i_
\

n

(Q
(1
‘J
’
rt

‘<

llDHr. Leslie
Patten, M:Ca: a Associates, Inc.
370- 17th Street, Suite a15C
Denver, Colorado E0202

Mr. James Zycns, asq.
1200- 13th Street, Suite 3000
Denver, Colorado 862$:

Er. Stanely Tate
1;75 N.E. 125th Street
North Miami Beach, Florida {

J
‘.
1 0 '4

ar. William Roelle
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
550- 17th Street, N.H.
Washington, D.C. 30429

Hr. Mack Mctarty
cnie: of Stair
The White House
uaahinqton, D.C. Z0500

Mr. Bernard Nusscaum
white House Counsel
The White House
Hashinqton, D.C. 20500

Hr. Harold lakes
Deputy Chief of
The White House
Nasninqton. D.C. 30500

‘J
1
(7 fJ U
h
w

Mn. Margaret Nzlliams
Chief cf Staff
Office oz the Firs: Lady
The White House
washinqton, D.c. 40500

Mr. Mark Gcaran
COmmun1uatiOns
The finite House
uashinqton, D.c. :o500

U I]. |\O fl OH

Hr. Bruce Lindsey
Senior adviser to
The White House
Washington, D.C. 2uSOu

Fféfildéflt4H -ll

Q4‘? .- ___ ___- L. ; -33

;L-2""-\ ULQ
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The Honorable Henry 3- G4fl¢&1@l

Page 4
March 8, 1994

23. Ms. Lisa CuPUtO
Press Secretary
Ofiice or the F;;s: tidy
Tho White house
Washington, D.C :u500 .

24. Ms. Jean Hanuon
General Counsel
Department or tne Tzeasury
Room 3000
Washington, D.:. /::;o

25. Mr. Josh Ste net
Chief or izaii
Department cf I3€ Treasury
15th and Pennsg1tan_a Avenue, s.w.
washington, D.C. 12220

26. ru» Jack Levers
e\o Department cf the Treasury
lfith and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 30220

27. H5. Beverly Basset:-schaffer, Esq.

Current Address:

wright, Lindsey & Jennings
101 West Mountain
Suite 206
Fayetteviile, Arkansas 72701

Address as or March *3, 1994:

wright, Lincsay s Jennings
101 West Mountain
Suite 206
Fayetteville. Arkansas 72701

28. Hr. Dan Ld&qL;f
c\o Phoenix Mortgage
J01 Louisiana Street
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
;Must Send via n€qLStEr€d Mail]

29. Mr. Greg Young
LO Cimarron Circle
Little Rock. Arkansas 72212
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30

32

34

36

38.

39

40

i

y;

5

Z‘.‘U

Mr. Don Denton
#39 Robinuood
Little ROCK, AR ‘Z207

Zl

Hr. Erskine Boulez 33

Administrator
Small Business Administration
409 Third Street, sw
7th Floor
washington, DC :04l6

Ma. Sue Streynorn
- Street Address Unknown
Little Rock, AIKdCS3£

35

Ms. Lisa Aunspauqh
I Unknown st.
Little Rock, AR

Mr. Charles E. James
2216 Black River Road
Little Rock, AR 72115

gs. Ellen Kulka
GCDQI _ ..
Resolution Trust corp.
801- 17th Street, N.W.
Nashinqton, D.C. 20434

Hr. Clayton Lindsey
c/o The Rose Lav Firm
120 East Fourth street
Little Rock, AR 72201

Hr. Jeremy Hedges 27.
c/o Hr. Dean Overstrcet, .

Dover and Dixon
425 West Capitol Street
Suite 3700
Little Rock. Arkansas 72201

P
l
V
I
lo

Ms. Ricki stacy
c/o The Rose Law Firm
120 Bast Fourth Street
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Mr. Roger Altman, Interim Chief Executive Otficer of the
Resolution Trust Corporation, accompanied by all documents
related to Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan and its
subsidiaries. Such documents would include, but not be
limited to, administrative files. examination reports,
interotticol memorandum, notes and minutes of meetings
(includinq telephonic meetings), correspondence, electronic
nail. and agreements the RTC entered into with private sector
contractors during the resolution of Madison. In addition to
documents in possession at RTC-Washington, all documents
related to Madison held at RTC tield offices should be
included.

Mr. Jonathan Fiechter, Acting Director of the ottice or Thrift
supervision, accoupanibd by all documents related to Madison
Guaranty Savinqs and Loan and its subsidiaries. Such
documents would include, but not be limited to, administrative
tiles, examination reports, interoffice memorandum, notes and
minutes of meetings (including telephonic meetings),
correspondence, electronic mail. In addition to documents in
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Paql 6
March *, 1994

possession at OTS-WashlnqtOn, all documents related to Madison
held at OTS iield offices should be included.

As has been the practice at past Banking Committee hearings, we
will expect to ask the witnesses if they have discussed. cleared,
or othervise corroborated their testimony with anyone from within
the Administration or their respective agency.

Also, we are doubtful that certain of the witnesses listed above:11; voluntarily appear before the Committee. with this in mind,
we would ask that letters of invitation go out immediately so that
it anyone turns down the committee's invitation to testify, the
Committee will have ample opportunity to consider whether the
issuance cf subpoenas would be appropriate.

In addition, because of the ongoing revelations about discussions
that have occurred between the RTC, Treasury officials and the
White House concerning Maoison Guaranty, the Minority reserves the
right to request additional witnesses up to and until_ the
conclusion of zhe nearinq(s;.

sincerely,

‘P-at

‘I
;

Q‘ //:‘_v"/_‘-1y_~\~
,_1 . 3

|

Ha:c9~iO= IKE?-3

_di-- .=r%
.--" / , ' I ‘I ‘.-,’ 94"‘ . ‘I '4,‘/-F _.

'1 5 r- '. 3; 2 ,_
’ I

Alf ed M:c:ndEe:€' Richard Baker

cgEll

.¢5

Z

f //7

Craig Thomas
ézfiiflL¢f§‘i>t2E;Z4?¢b___
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John E
.

Ryan

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMIT‘!!!ONIANIMO, Immcl mo uaem Ann”

ONI HUNDREDTMIO CONORIBI
Mil MYIUIN HOUSIOIIICI BUILDING
WAININGTON.DC19515-‘O50

March 8
,

1994

S

WE(Q lilll

MR 81994

ldaws

ullauaeauewaIum-‘Om
lnlelaeinnaiilvmen
IOIIEVRIIIMMA
lhlaaahaalaalnvun
mvwmmeeeima
uvaaa

iii
iii
iii
i
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Blue-ms
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é
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l_/
D¢P\1l>'Chief 5X=¢vliv¢ 0_ffi=er OFFICEOFGOVIRNMENTALHELATIONS
Resolution Trust Corporation RTC

301 - 17th Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20434

Dear Mr. Ryan:

I am writing in reference to the House Banking Committee’: statutorilymandated,semi-annual

RTCOversightHearingswhichlras¢heduledfot!heendofMat:h. Aayoukno _
d ' ‘ _,¢XYlIiIIIiahHtl'el||l1aeeInieae¢bhflna&%”avings and ,1 Aj.IMa|:lison was taken over by federal regulators in March of 1989
and resolved by the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) in November, 1990.

As tanking Member of the House Banking Committee.1~_pwa the I

Membenofuie '

Committee

'

needaeeenmthiematerialtopreparefortheupeomingheuingamdtoperform
their ongoing oversight responsibilities. (Asl amsureyouaraaware. documentsprovidedto the

‘ll lilllflllel I" RT¢~ 3

i-la I rrc field offifes

Ranking Member are available to the Committee as a whole under the Committee rules.) Thei """"'
examination”
raeenngh. I

pavate sector

with the_

Please have your etafl'contact Joe Seidel at (202)226~324l or Mike McGarry at (202)225-2258
to discuaaarrangementsto review the aforementioned documentsas soon as possible. As you

are aware, I have previously requestedaccess to theeedocuments for use in performing other

r
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Mr. Ryan

Page Two
March 8, 1994

Committee functions. My final letter concerning that request.was forwarded yesterday.March
7, 1994. If the agency decides to comply with that i-equefl. we will. of course. consider this
request satisfiedu well.

l appreciate your assistanceand look forward to your cooperation.

.lAL:jl|

cc: Henry B Gonzalez
Chairnsli

Committee on Banking Finance

and Urban Affairs

2413 Rayburn Home Oflce Building

iumnnmanczons
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‘ I %n\“ lea: :0 you that, as Ranking Member :£ the- am '1-Fltl 4
LIZJTLICLCS over an issue which you are prcczng, -zommzccee :: ~

1m tally f'°DZYGG -t ?PCOgfi122 the legitimate concerns. as
Lmdicatcc :=-:w. ;i vour office. I believe, Sowever. Zaat you"'
have an e"":" eel J!!Ofl not to interfere with the leg1:;mate¢
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. where ;:soible, any prosecuting attcrney $hOU1Q be
,-v¢n an -ooor:un;tv to put u1C3C3S88 under oath ILYSC.

Z. If ;:::;:lc. Congress should avoid Giving LmmuRlCY to
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l C5
Mr. Robert s. 5iske, Jr.
Page 2
March

Lfi
w L994

tila-is.iaaoequ¢°¢ 5°? You to interview all on cur witness list.
But I would stress the minority does not control the hearing 3

process. liven the manner in whicn the majority party has failed
for over four months ro accede to a restrained request for a
nearing. we have no choice but to Latch on to the one modest
power we nave"

‘a
n insistence, that however uncomfortable. the

majority comply_with the Law and ho- a statutorily required
oversight hearing on the xTC, with date specific in the next
foui weeks.

D
_4 [L

<IUth regard to Immunity. as I indicated in my March 7 letter, CD6
minority has no intent. nor power to otter such.

With regard to oroaecutoriai strategies. we would or course not .

intend to ruv»~l wufh. even if we knew what they were. ‘

as for the PP“§ec!'.:~ aspect ct jurisdictions. I would bring to
your attention the zrilcwing passage trom Mr. welsh’: recent
IQDCIZ T2 Cir I31?-“ w"ra :rohe

ahen 2 =c"*Tf~- nwrween -me oversight and prosecutorial
7:133 :qvel:pO as plainly occurred in the Iran/contra
attair - ine inw _, wleaf that i" la Congress that must
:reva'l Thia LJ no more than a gecoqnition or the nigh
pelt: ca. 'rncrranc~ or Congress's responsibility. I: also
L3 tn i;;r:pri-t¢ place to strike tn: balance, as a

resolttizn :: tnis tontli:t calls for the exercise uf A
seasoned galitiial -edgment that must take a broad view or
:30 natirnai interest

it 15 in this gg§§¢xt,th4; l.must_con£ess to more zhau a little-olpgm about’?-* ‘

J-QJQCLLLQIL that, you lmre ja _"at1-‘O11! concern“
bou a y hear 1'3 3&8" _ Q9}._ief that

'»fiaou1d-pose-a severe silk ii. ifl€iqritv

I 4 reiterate this concern in light cf the
¢lbLu:;te- -;i y that -L was Senator €:vin's committee that
fGV9Jlu2 tze aZL$CdCCG 3: the datargate tapes and that it was the
'eQwLL :¢H4'" I"u! t; that tevcalcd imgroper CCSZGCCS OCZHQCZ
KAGCSCLYQ srancn agencies and the Wnica House. d1£;3,gwfi1mOif' '

3 : and Qfitiflflfififllfiw; s ~;¢
'
eel 1*1fr~ A' '2

iv;
--7
' ll;-I'ggflfl" tfieafilfl C532

~ c rt‘ M wti7'5" 9;

I

4
|
.z‘D l
l .. |\
_

|'|11Jiven *3Z5L¢w_ u3l-<e nos: cf the past several decades
where -2: sjoiity garty L“ Congress ~as opposite that of tno
white l-.'D‘.'.3 at Congi-es;as -.- qynq a Chtillfi.;§&$€Q§QQ$q§§scQflQ§3e5la'3

_ __;g‘;.- the “$0513!-=-pun y -
'

uh‘-.C 1
:

rconaress to eelav. avai: its ,9
’

I'D
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Mr. Robert B.
Page
March 10. 1994

3|

'v\l§nH.1U75O

Dbfiotitutional responsibilities. ',

6)

In this context. I wOUld bring to your attention the March 9 _
comments of CDC speaker of the House. Thomas S. Foley: "I don't?
sec any rcaoono for hearings. I think we ought to pay special
attention‘to the counsel or the special counsel, Mr. Fiske."

I would also sring to your attention the following exchange
between Mr. L.vingsron of Louisiana and the Secretary of the
Treasury before a House Appropriations Subcommittee this
afternoon. Mr. Liv;ngscon asked if Secretary Bentsen had been '
apprised in advance of Roqc lltman“o meeting at the white House
on tbs failure of Madison G:Lranty. The secretary responded; "On
advice of Mr. Fioke. the special counsel, I reruse to answer."

It i
let
then
Congr
hold

r1(U
Lt

2 H ]UL Ly
appropriate -e is

Here
CULLSL
traoiti naiiy 13 ill western democracies it is the responsibility

insufficient
o me. that
advance a

H I1

.0

[Y

I7
U

'7
'

(&

“

l

1'3
0

.'
\

U
:1|

U
3 ti
I"
a
'§
(1

<
Y
O
"J
(i

V
i 0
-'
2
1

simply state, as you did in your March 7

qress has a legitimate oversight role and
i: strategy that undercuts the capacity of

to uphOli responsibilities and the minority party to" accountable to the law as well as to the

rv
c
I1

Q.

0
' H

-:

|'
°

O

‘<
;

and oversight processes.

should be stressed that not only does the Congress have
Clondll/-nanduL:i oversight resoonsibilitzes. but that

of the paity uni if power Lo.nQld ghg party in power accountable
tor breaches oz tnc puoiic trust. In this regard, any special
counsel has H particular obligation to ensure absolute and
complete impartiality of the process if the results of that
¢Qufl$el'o inquiry are '9 be credibly received by the public.

Tr may we srawdanddoubttu- o: incervon
~19:-:ra t i oi; p rncv-scli.:

ting procedure for
by the Congress.
‘Mai; Cu.’ tilt iii Ally.-

1 n

'5

0
" I
‘

I

(}
n
o

W

:3
L

€

(:
1
0

1
C

1
-I

'<
rt
» ;rosecutors to beit is not standard

the American
political process or to make premature public judgements about
"he Hhzze Hun»e L»'Wg 'u~zy responsive nnd cooperative“ L- a
trobc anon :::ro arc indications to the contrary. I am
yarricuisrly "nc~-"en 'ha: Pffl¢idlu of "he Kansas City RTC
otticc uffi zninq oaqgnd and possibly cocrccc ov the Washington
HT? office -fie -rrnrhnn rnnftdenrial memo

It is -Zso p:~iw~buAi~i §!?SHmpClOH lr . es
reported tooov '3 tho Hgsqiggton Post:

with due respect foi :he
understand that Member:

J F
_gnqs.;»

O H
L. ,.
G
"I
U
rn

D

w
U
J

cult task assigned to you. Pléflie
ress have obligations as well
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. @
Mr. Robert 8. F;ske
Page 4
March 10. 1994

tn this regard, based on the material supplied to you in the past
and the enclosed memOtandum, 1 ggquqgg ghar you not reveal the
strategy of the MLHOILCY or put any stumbling block! in the way?‘
of our efforts to seek public accountability. '

I have knot: very tow LSBUQI where public accountability is more:
important. This as after all an issue of public ethics as well
as pUbllCllaw. Accordingly, as you vigorously seek documents, I
would stress again my apprehension that at the end of the process
the whiCC!HOU$C can be cxpcctcd to seek to seal the vast array of
documents related r: your inquiry. Here the constitutionally
dpiferentiated distinction between a Justice Department inquiryseeking crimina; and civil accountability and Congressional
iversight Whlflfi often involves the question of public disclosure
Q3 SUDSCJ-Bill

But the di£terent;;teo roles of Congress and a special counsel
does not mean =, you Have implied, that :3: two are
incompatible. The two are generally complementary. Indeed. one
could credibly suggest :hat any attempt by a prosecuting attorney
to constrain Concresa :cvond tne standards indicated above LS
counterproducrzv» finnstraining a Congressional inquiry has the

c£fectJo£
rcouc;no <now.cdqe, tnua reducing prosecutorial

dL5Cf€\iCfl l I
As I

XDGLCZCEGLLZ
~ur '.:>t conversation. one of the most

extraordinary stcots c: this issue is the question of how to
bring it to a resolution. T am prepared to assist in lending
credibility to the conclusions ultimately drawn by the special
councellit the results are, ;ndee:d. credible~B.as firmly as I sat. ;n our kind of democracy. ‘ls
imperative and rre role of Congreslional haiILDQS in addition to
all other lQ§\IadlLVG purposes is one of establishing a tangible
accountability ;n Open format so that the American people have
contidcncc that Tzvcrflment or, by and tor the people 1: one of
openness and fa;r proves:

l
Ono of the understandably important aspects of crimino_
investigations from ::: prosecutorial standpoint is
con:;dent;a-i- 1e -r zne znderstandably important aspects of
democracy is tp . uoth must be respected to tne maximufi
degree possible and n-either should or hnfl to jeopardize the
other.

Si cere‘Q
Leach

ing Minority Mennnr
ELI .u.l§.:|=||[
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Hatch X0. 1994

and unfitIuwsl"1*'UlI_IMPX
usssmsnarl I-Of!
I71I15-411!

John 2. Ryan
Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Resolution Trust CerP°Y\¢1°"
B01 17th Street, NV
Washington, D.C. 20434

Dear Hr. Rysnl

You have recently received letters tron Congressman Jim Leach
requesting sooess to all documents Y0“ Possess concerning Hadiaon
Cuerenty Bevinqe and Loan and its subsidiaries. The Heron 8, 1994
letter states that, ‘Members ot the Committee will need access to
this materiel to ptepst6 tor the upconinq (RTC overai ht] hearings
and to perfotw thsir onqoinq oversight responsibilities."

This llttlt ll t
¢dLfTTIT
dfl'%svw Leach’: requests
constitute s Rule X or Rule xi investigation under the House Rules.
A nesrinq does not provide the basis tor s member of Conqresa to
obtain cocuments to which he or she is not otherwise entitled. x
uill request any information needed by the committee in order to
prepare tor any Thrift Dcpositor Protection Board Oversight
hearings pursuant to section 2lA(k)(6) of the PKL8 Act Ind will
sske it available to sambere of the Committee, es appropriate.

I trust thst you will qive Conqreseasn Lesch's requests the
consideration they merit and extend to his the same oouztosies you
would extend to any nember of Congress.

y I. enzels
Chairmsn

2’
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March 10, 1994
""“°'"°""""'°"

John I. Ryan
Deputy Chie! Executive officer
Resolution Trust Corporation

(2911HI-Ill!

801 17th Street, NW
Haehinqton, D C.

ernfnq
e March 8, 199

6?

will regueet any in£o~

4 r ee. /'rh 4
etetee that, "l(embere of the Comeittee will need ecceee to

thie material to prepare for the upcoming [RTC oversight]
hearings

OI."and to pertorl their ongoing oversight reeponeibilit

min ie not
ooefieti an nvee yo eon Guaranty eevinqe and Loan

M not _'
veetiqetioe" the House Rulee.

A berg deee not aide the beeie for e nenber of Congress to!o he-er “" itled. I
n order to

prepare for any Thrift Depoeitor Protect on Board Oversight
hearinge pureuent to eeotion 21A(k)(6) of the rum Act and will
meke it aveileble to eembere of the Committee, ee appropriate.
I truet that you will give Conqreeeean Leach'e requests the

coneideretion they merit and extend to him the eeme courteeiee you
would extend to any member of Conqreee.

Ii
cezely,

cha irnen
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Standard Discribut1on

IISOL UTION TIUIT COIPOIATION

Iigfhfifi

Hl2¢h 11, 1994

Honorable Altonse I. D'Asato
Ranking Minority Masher
Committee on Banking, Housing,
and Urban Attairs
United states Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator D'Alato:

RT— 962
cc: Mr. Ryan

Mr. Adair
Ms. Kulka~ -/Mr. Knight
Ms. Hinton~ Ms. Kauper
Ms. Kruse
oca Reps s Staff

Thank you tor your letter ot larch 2 concerning Interis CEO
Roger C. Altman's assurance at the Senate Banking Cosittee
h.‘:iA‘ held on Iehruary 34 that he would request the RTC
- ' 1 ¥

‘K'****1T*' the investigetion ot the ocos
s‘

131 of his
setter
Loan
ority,
‘s

In the tuture, ou.should address any questions you say have on
matters conosrn¥ng or relating to Madison Guaranty to ss.
we nope this-intorsstion is helptul to you. Please let no knowit we can he of turther assistance.

Sincerely,

2477"“John I. Ryan
Deputy CEO

nlrmsaaznuuununmncmcn
10423
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RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CODPOPIV/ON

livQT\sCr&
lam-\agT\eCq|\le$

March 2, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: John Adair
Inspector General

raon: John E . Ryan
Deputy Chiet Exe ti e Otticer

SUBJECT: Investigation o R port Dated Feb. 8, 1994 or
the Ottice of Cont t Oversight and Surveillance
titled Rose Lav F ra RTC/OCOS—T94002-HA

As you know, Interia CEO Roger A taan, in his appearance at the
seei-annual hearing on February 24, 1994 or the Resolution Trust
corporation/Thrift Depositor oversight Board conducted by the Senate
Coaittee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, said that he would
request that the RTC Inspector General review the report dated
Feb. 8, 1994 of the Ottice of Contract Oversight and Surveillance
titledRos~HA (copy attached) . Since thatdate, H. and has delegated all ot his
authority and all or his responsibilities concerning any matter
connected to or arising out or Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association to ae. xggmgsndugt an
inyesti I “ ting proiedures.
of EEK’

rurtheraore, I as requesting that you also audit tees paid to
the Rose Law Fire by the RTC on any aatter, or by the FDIC on any
setter where the FDIC retained the Rose Lav Iirl, (i) as managing
agent for the ISLIC, or (ii) as the legal era or the RTC betore this
corporation aaintained its own legal division. Please direct your
report to the General Counsel, Ellen B. Kulka.

Attachaent

cc: Kulka

an rmaemnuunweqniocancs 10424
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hr. John lyan
Deputy Gale! lxaoutive Ottloer

nth and Pennsylvania Avanoa, I.I.
Iaabinqten, o.c. 20230

U-S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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RT-1' 43
RT-1 45

¢¢: MI. Ryan
Standard Distributioné Mr. Adair
Ms. Kulka
Mr. Binkley
Mr. Collishav
Ms. Hinton

anownon reusr coaroaanon Ms _ Kauper

I |""""l|.n“?"'||,‘:,""'"| oca Reps a Staff

larch 11, 1994

Honorable Jim Leach
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Banking, Finance
and Urban Artairs
House or Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear nr. Leach:

I am writing in response to your letters dated larch 7 and 8,
1994, reiterating ylmr rmqlllt that thn__ _ Hggtain

1

documats and records as or your in
V ‘

on o the _:
tallure or Iadiaosa and Your starch 7:11
letter was in response to our earlier letter of tebruary 7, 1994,
in which we indicated that unfortunately the RTC could attord you
no greater access than would be available to the general public
under the rreedom or Information Act. I note that the larch ath
letter requested that some or the same intormation previously
requested be supplied to you in conjunction with the up-coming
semiannual RTC Oversight Board Hearings.

Regarding your letter or larch 8, 1994, I hava just received the
enclosed LIBCQC lrfl 11 LOCO, (IQ
ind id’ ,. nea
heei . Therirbri;-thm records requeet was made in your
individual capacity an a member ot Congress and not on behalf or
the Comittao.

Io and with your conclusion that an individual
member o can the legal right to unlimited access to any
agency record, regardless or its privileged or conridential
status. consequently, we will continue to provide you with
documents or portions or documents that would be available to the
public. although this may be deemad to be a rinal agency
determination on the statue or your request tor access to RTC
records, let me assure you that the RTC is making every ettort to
cooperate with you and will continue to make docuents available
to your stat! as they have been reviewed tor public disclosure.
In fact loro documantm warn cant to your start thil walk.

IMIHDIIIJMINUIMQUADKZIIN

89-184 95 — 21

10426
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Honorsbls Jls Lsscb
Pogo 2

Your lotto: indicated you wanted to know whet further rscourss
you had to obtsln "access to this intorsstion (undsr the terns of
tho FOIA or othsrv1ss).' A party, who has boon dsnisd access to
records pursuant to tbs FOIA, has tho right to sppssl that
decision within thirty days ot the initial dsnisl to the otties
ot tho RTC's Gsnsrsl Counssl (12 C.!.R. 5 1615.7).

No hopo this information is ot ssslstsncs to you.
Sincsrsly,

r/»/re
John 2. Ryan
Dsputy ceo

Enclosure

10427
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March 14, 1994
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Iii I
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mushIa" I0!" tasalaeeeletl-ntnev-rwvs
Chflll ii‘ ‘LN
sonata:fllhlvuulas
II( laeau-uvG-O

The Honorable Roger Altman
Chief Executive Officer
Resolution Trust Corporation
Member, Thrift Depoeitor Protection Oversight Board
801 17th Strcet, N.H.
Hashinqton, D.C. 20434

Dear Hr. Altman:

You have previously been invited by letter dated March 3, 1994
to appear before the Committee on Bankinq, Finance end u;-hen
Affairs for the purpose of the semiannual appearance of the Thrift
Depositor Protection Oversight Board. I expect that Republican
members of the Committee may use the opportunity of the Oversight
Board hearinq to pursue extraneous matters, includinq Madison
Guaranty Savinqs and Loan. etiene e srding Madison -
Guaranty savings and !_,oans,matte~'o‘! pending 'x
investigations by Special Counsel Fiske or other lav enforcement
authorities, or other extraneous matters not specifically set forth
in section 21A(k) (6) of the Federal Home Loan Bank Aot or the Harcn
1, 1994 invitation le~wrd pertinent at the .hearinq ape neetnot re you.

I was the primary sponsor of the provision to require the
oversight Board to appear on a semiannual basis so that the
Committee could oversee its activities. The recent appropriation
of funds to the RTC, the management reforms, end FDIC-RTC
transition measures required under Public Lav 103-24 clearly
require the complete and full attention of the Committee in order
to have a successful Oversight Board hearinq. I intend to keep the
hearinq ee focused.

I look forward to your March 24, 1994 appearance.

Sigerely,
5

nry s conzele
Chairman

10429
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Mr. Roger Altman
interim Chief Executive
Resolution Trust Ccrpora
€O1 17th Street, x.w.
Washington, D.C. 23434
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Zea: Mr. Altman:

AI! A tu:>-row;5"are.l _.u..umenuMunvouallu.UNlush>106Slum};“nun"'0\“l‘"06!Rwmvuu'0OvI015:wqgqqgq
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As you may know, cn March 8. L994, I wrote the RTC requesting
;:‘.formar.1::n for :'.".e San"-ting Committee's upcoming RTC oversight
hearing. (attachment A) Cn March 11, 1994, the RTC responoeo and
held to the position that only C38 Chairman of a Committee would he
permitted access to agency documents. At issue in this situation
zs who speaks for Congress in the context of Congress’ right and
obligation under Article T of the Constitution to conduct oversight
oi LS2 Executive Branch.

As you also .1kely know,
effort to oolster the iXeCut;Vé .- , rote to t

March LO, L994, to suggest that the agency’ deny’ the
request and wrote to you separately on March 14, 1994.
.at “ ' '

savin

philosophical assertion that not only does a Chairman
2XClu9LVE right to obtain documents from the Executive Br
the power to deny such documentation to other Members and

~.i__;in.Mjt may L38/513‘
“w he RTC on
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The -Chairman's’ letter contains an implicit and unprecedent
have fine
anon. butI

7.7.8

utn»‘Gilt-u'1 .
even to deny inquiries about issues clearly germane to the s.tfec:
of hearings.

-.

'
hoerzr-.:; ‘.3

ggqggt oi 1111..--__S‘:tion 2lA(k)(6) c: -.2.-=
=ederal Home Loan Bank Act (12 U.S.C. §l441a(k)(6)), and there Z3
no provision in that law (0: exceptions to Congressional overn;ght
that relate to a single state and its institutions. The 3.5.
Congress wrote a law applicable to all SO states, not 49, and ;re
oversight of our laws applies throughout this country. Just J5 1:
America no individual is above the law, no state LS beyond ;;u
reach. Just as no individual is entitled to violate the law :2: o:
zgnorance of ;t, no person. even the Chairman oi e Congressitna
committee. 18 entitled after the fact to be sole interpreter 2: 4

law's meaning or serve as a censor to another Member's inquzries.
-..deed no Mamba reel _-'1'1Q!'l\'- °l’.P¢\'¢1' ‘-3 1*?‘-Y'" . _ gr, oi

Congrelevant iatormatfo .
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QWMr. . Altman

.age 4
March 13. 1394

0-n addition to the F deral Home Loan Bank Act, the Committee's
.h oversight .s h --r-ssed :y tne House Rules as mouiiied under
iative Feorganitation Act of 1970. I refer you t: paragr
House Ruie X providing for the Committee's "Genera; overs '
nsioiiities" which states;m

t;
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“(oi£l) Eacn standing committee .i. shall
review and study, on a continuing basis, the
application. administration, execution, and
efifectiveness of tnose laws, or parts of Laws,
the subject matter' of which is wuithin the
jurisdiction of that committee and the
organization and operation of the Federal
agencies and entities having responsibilities
H1 or Ior tne administration and execution
thereof, in order to determine whether such
Laws and the programs thereunder are being
implemented and carried out in accordance with
the intent of the congress and whether such
programs should be continued, curtailed, orq . u
GLZMLSBCEG.“

separate procedural rules may apply to an investigative hearing.
hut such rules do not apply in this case. The statutorily mandated
RTC hearing is an oversight hearing in accordance with Rule X. Any
reliance on investigative nearing procedures to deny information to
Committee Wemoezs is misplac d lflflfiiflltion ests or ~. - ;8,i; J5‘ It /

.. it s also
expected that in answering questions witnesses will either assert
appropriate privileges or fully respond with answers to ihe
questions .$;=, 2 U.S.C. 5192, Sigglair v, Uniggd States. ;*9 T 3.
263 ;1929)) and such answers shall be truthful. (See, L8 3-5-3
£51001. ::.s. \'.~, 951 F.2d 369 <0.c. Cir. i99i>>.

+25?
eti-9 on
;§G_¢ 4»

not o-ject to the disclosure copies qf
documents to Congress, other than White House documente.I'Mr. ?is<e
also indicated that the Special Counsel would not impfide -T 33?
manner ixeoutive Branch testimony.

voreover. the precedent of the Banking Committee is clear wiih
respect to the relevance of specific _guestions on speciiit
.flSC1ZUZLOR$.-» reign;
I'fieou\q¢:'"q'uestio i .ceen
asked by Committee Members, including the Chairman, and answered cy
witnesses. Lt should be notcd that in fact the Committee's
invitation ietter nf March 3. 1994. to Treasury Secretary Eehtsen
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Mr. Roger Aitman
.ace E
Wart: L3, 1994

for ;urposes :5 the ETTI oversight nearing seeks testircny an:
t3Cu$efiZS re-ated to a speciiit -:sti:ution. Homefed Savizgs

The Chairman's .et:ers are open to an interpretation tau; &CJii
imply the possibil-ty inat they nave been requested by 15¢
Administration to colster -ts eftorts to deny information 1: tne
iongress concerning Madison. If such is the case, at issue would
be a collusive effort by the Majority party and the Congress to sic
and abet in undermining the Executive 3ranch's obligation Z"1

'¢D '1
|;rovi:e ormaticn related to legitimate Congressional cversignt.

ax rather ¥ §

'
f‘_ Eorthcoa ng‘y address? The
Minority party, in sum. has a baseline request for full disclosure
and a baseline assumption that officials of the U.S. scvernment
will comply with tne iaw. It is assumed that any ¢Dffl2L5i
appearing before the Banxinq Committee, or any other committee.
Alli Qbidfl by CR8 Code of Government Ethics for Federal empltyses
to "Upno.: the Constitution, laws. and regulations ct the ;::<ea
States and A1; governments tnerein and never be party t: T‘QL1
evasion." Pub. L. No. 96-333, July 3, l980, 94 Stat. SSE

Sincerely.

Leach
‘king Member

cc: The Honorable John P. Laware
The Honorable Anorew C. Hove
The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez

O
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--anpoi‘. VII

[HI lflllla XI Oilll Null!
wumsnsMifln4u¢
m.m.im

music
I-vieMeanslessen
‘I171lssillilll
s-samiss’! N100-Ilse
Ivl-NI-9|"

tonnes! at tb
z

lluiteb itatzl ___~m~,,_,_,
louse a

t Qqmunutihes ...... .127‘. -.....
Iutlxunnn. It 20515-4320

March 31. 1994 _“.l

QCARNX

I IV

The Honorable James A. Leach
Zlli Rayburn Boa
Washington. D.C. 20315

ossr colleague:

ifiifii disregard oi this ssgu
Y essenvu

Wile. musesMO
new mum
$3

intending to launch into s psosecutorial or judicial
adventure. which as é°;::ly pointed out during the Neil

Bush

nearing
the senkin ttes is not

eascvere
to do. 2 em

attach ng a copy cg the pertinent reoor or that hearing.

Ia view o your c urate an oE bd d bstinsts rsrusel to honor the
Counsel's request, end, in addition, your tor V ooh Jin your words create e *doaaybr

hsssts

1
’ ; _.

coat y with

since the eltsctivs date oi PIRRIA we have held no tower than
seven statutory oversight hearings. ht no time have you or
your predecessor made such requests es

Ian
are making now.

You must not be much interested in gees I an accounting orthe twenty live billion dollars we voted or arc lest year.

/223%. 1%
Enclosure

Henry I. Gonsales
Member oi Congress

Z
I

J

ich even the

'

honored. tor you obviously are pseneditstsaly
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United Smcs

Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue. NW . Suite 500
Washington. DC 20005-59!?

\‘
~

.

!¢ ~
a

L» I“

March 22, L994

The Honorable James A. Leach
Ranking Member
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
House of Representatives
2129 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-6050

Dear Congressman Leach:

I want to let you know what the Office of Government Ethics
(OGE) is doing in response to your letter dated March l, 1994.

YOU!’

-seems"a
I " ic a s g y

a

Interim Chief Executive Officer of the Resolution Trust Corporation
(RTC) and Deputy Secretary of the Treasury, "violated any guides
lines of government ethics, regulations, or lav?'VI'1"i'5us sections
of title 3 C.F.R. and title l2 C.F.R. are cited in your letter as
possibly being applicable to this matter.

~~ontactfi IndependentCo eat a meet nq. ‘received
a etter from L10 _

3g‘kj€_q_.;_fqr,our views regarding certain actions may ve en ta en by:
n\e'E'rT"5£ his etaff. fiecause media reports had indicated that
Mr. Fiske's office had issued subpoenas to certain Treasury and
white House officials, we felt it was necessary to meet with
Mr. Fiske and/or his representatives before proceeding in any
fashion with respect to either your letter or Secretary Bentsen's
letter. A copy of 0GE's letter to

hr.
Fiske was sent to you.

O6!’ staff met with the stat! from the office
of" ~Ceueel. lAt the meeting, my staff outlined
OG€'s role in the executive branch and discussed the steps that OGE
might take in response to your letter and the letter from Secretary
Bentsen e any activities 5; Jphis time

opardize any investigation, new being conducted by
OGE asked the Office of the Independent Counsel to

notify us when an administrative investigation of employee conduct
could proceed. We have since received a letter from that office
confirming our conversation. Holding any administrative investiga
tion in abeyance until a criminal investigation is at a stage where
it will not be compromised follows the long-standing guidance of
the Department of Justice (DOJ). Copies of that DOJ guidance are
enclosed for your information.
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The Honorable James A. Leach
Page 2

,_k_with gthe
Insp y ment of the
Treasury and the Rfl. OGE is not an investigatory agency. we
believe that we can effectively work with the investigators in
those offices so that any information we believe relevant to issues
of the application of the standards of ethical conduct can be
developed and included in a report from those offices.'

~%% Jreesury ,
'QIESS tohas . . e ._e...r.9.sn1.e.es- - » .

inv€!t!§££€"the tter which is_§hg sub'e t __lg§ter_to OGE.__l
and ..,£xom._.i:he .
~Ifi§§pen ent Counsel not o p ch‘

'

Accor- oi ice; will foc
15 time.
us on what

'16!‘ , ' * I LAB Ttfl dndent
CounseY“haa notified ua that we may proc - " ”3: ~
you with our views as to any_ethics or conflicts issues that may 2
raised"fly“€fi3”ihVe€tTiitiye"feports. _

1

Sincerely,

gt :
C. T:

Stephen D. Potts
Director

Enclosures

cc: Lloyd Cutler
Counsel to the President

Jean Hanson
General Counsel
Department of the Treasury

~GEf1ce of Ethics
Qgppoxation I

It is important to note in this regard that some of the
regulations cited in your letter were superseded on February 3,
1993, by OGE's executive branch-wide "Standards of Ethical Conduct"
in 5 C.F.R. part 2635. Therefore. it will be the Standards of
Ethical Conduct in 5 C.F.R. part 2635 upon which OGE will focus.
The cited provision in 3 C.F.R. regarding "General conduct
prejudicial to the Government" was not superseded by 5 C.F.R. part
2635 because it is derived from employee conduct regulations issued
by the Office of Personnel Management in S C.F.R. part 735.
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John E. Ryan

U J “::IF\7
Deputy Chief Executive Officer

1 *

Resolution Trust Corporation HLR Z 3 199“ E
U
’

801 7 17th
Street, n.w. ‘|

/

wa'h‘“g‘°"' D ' C‘ 2°‘ 3‘ ornceor GOVERg?1cENTAL
nmnous

Dear Mr. Ryan:

As you know, the House, by an overwhelming vote of 406 to l5.
passed I-

1
'.

Ree. 394, a sense _o£ the
House of Representatives

reaf E irming Congress‘ " I’ _¢¢n¢q¢;

0,,

-

Q ....@.,. It,
in ~tal investigations ament and taken‘ a t bli h‘ d

may XOI t to Qt es a s ing proee ureg

"for appropriate Congressional oversight, including hearings on all

u .

"

1 cue ) 1

matters related to Ajggciapiqn

( NG5iL'L;_ and Capital

'nan'afie"|i"eet sezvieee ne. (‘

' .'

In addition to the passage of H. Ree. 394, I would draw your
attention to the following colloquy between 1-louse Majority Leader
Gephardt and Republican Leader Michel:

Mr._MICHEL. Mr. Speaker, if I might at this time ask the
distinguished Majority leader several questions to be
perfectly clear here. in the Democratic leadership
committed to holding the previous RTC overnight hearing

that is mandated by law?

Mr. GEPHARDT. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. MICHEL. I yield to the gentleman from Missouri.

Mr. GEPHARDT. Mr. Speaker, the answer in yea.

Mr. MICHEL. Do we have any idee ot when that might
be

scheduled?

Mr. GEPHARDT. I would say to the gentleman that it would
be scheduled as soon as practicable, in consultation with
all of the people on the committee, and the chairman of
the committee, and the ranking member and the Members

on

\
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Mr. Ryan
Page 2
March 23, 1994

both sides.

Mr. MICHEL. And it is my understanding firom previous
conversations that we have had that the minority will be
allowed a day of witnesses as provided undgr rule X1, is
that correct?

Hr. GQIELIDJ. The gentleman is correct.

(Cong. Rec. H1810, March 22, 1994)

Both H. Res. 394 and the RTC Oversight hearings mandated by
Section 21A of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act (12 U.S.C. 514413)
involve Congressional oversight under the jurisdiction of the House
Banking Committee authorized by Rule X of the House Rules. Ag
ranking Member of the I-louse Banking Committee. ~-fulfl
reguQQ§_,¢ 2 ‘we. Q ~p.*,e= - x-i with access to.gJ§d~ to Madison an

Qfggr
t

preperzrificutmthe upcoming heari 'ewaterggg qg Y FR! K“ ‘ t
circumstance. rfimbers of the Committee will need access to this
material to prepare for the upcoming hearings and to perform their
ongoing oversight responsibilities.~~ ed would include limited to,
admin_s;;a;;y _ andum,

not$::§Qfiflg1n;e_
elephonic meetings),

cor spondené . - into
with"p ' ,K

2:-.: ‘k-: =;5;»vi wv-;_\\:\_.,~-_,;.>
-

. '5'-me;4.

In add at RTC-Ieshington, I req-uesl
a 1"""""'""“

' - - RTC field
offices. Pfirt ermore, p eae provi ma or allmtg involved with the eupsrvision of Madison.
If? ll I011 as any

o _ \c_‘;;i_n'pt_£tutiou, s germane to ~*3vYrsight
Concerning the provisions of FIRREA requiring semi

annual RTC oversight hearings, Senate Banking Comittse Chairman
Riegle, the floor manager ot FIRREA, has stated:

So we have had, now, over the years since 1989, a very
long series of regular oversight hearings where we call
in the officials responsible for implementing that law to
find out exactly how it is working and if there is a need
to change any particular part of it. Is it working the
way it was designed to work? Have we corrected all the
abuses? We were so concerned about that issue that, in
fact, we built into that 1989 law a requirement that
there has to be a hearing here in Congress every 6 months
on how that cleanup effort is doing and how that law is
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Mr. Ryan
Page 3
March 23, 1994

being implemented. within the text of that part of the
law we went so far as to say that any institutions that
failed in that time period, in the mid-1980's, that if
any Senator on the committee wanted to come in and ask
questions about that particular institution. that they
had a right in law to do so. We did not foresee the
Madison case at that time, but it applies precisely to
the Madison case and every other case out of that time
period. (Cong. Rec. S3153, March 17, 1994).

Moreover the exi t o~.e@ointed in theMad V
' ' I‘€”YZ5"' l'VU1E""-‘hding

oversightlin
the Minortd~ tho disclosure of“ cop1e‘e”"'o£‘ documents to
Co

'
hen~Il' ds=uI.lQ_II=I.T_

Please have your staff contact Joe Seidel at (202)226-3241 or
Mike McGarry at (202)225-2258 to discuss arrangements to review the
aforementioned documents as soon as possible. I would appreciate
it if you would confirm by letter on or before March 25, 1994 your
intention to comply, or not comply with this request for
information.

I appreciate your prompt assistance and look forward to your
cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely,

~ Leach
Ra ing Member
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%
RTC

RT- $2
¢~ r. Ryan
Staniard Distribution
Ml‘. Adair.
OGR Reps and Staff

RESOLUHONIRUSTCORPORANON
ResolvingTheC:-Ids

_"'“°"“'“"'"°““““‘°' March 24, 1994
Honorable Jim Leach
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Leach:

This is in response to the request of your staff for the minutes
1ennm-a=1<>n- 4,

we have __ that their
_,H i

‘
have a detrimental

e i§x’_ . liaison
G y, aisa y you copies.
While we will continue to make every effort to cooperate with
your requests for records, we must be cognizant of our own
investigatory obligations and especially mindful of the interests
of the Special Counsel in the records that the RTC controls. In
the past, we have not been able to respond to some of your
requests for access to those records which were so inextricably
connected to the investigatory efforts that their disclosure
would compromise those'investigations. We must continue to
consider the effect upon these investigations of the disclosure
of any RTC record. Consequently, until such time as it is
determined that disclosing these particular records will not harm
those various investigatory efforts, we must respectfully decline
to respond to your request.

el {

as pgssible
to your

<1. -r
Se
A.

At such time that this disclosure will no longer harm either the
RTC’: investigation or that of the Special Counsel, we will
review our decision. If you have any questions, please let me
know.

Sincerely,

/< John ~nDeputy CEO

amrnnsmnmuwnunwmnorzznu 104§0
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Statement by

Representative James A. Leach

before the

U.S. House of Representatives

March 24, 1994

Hr. Speaker, I rise to a point of personal privilege of the House.
In rising to this point of privilege, I wish to express concern
about the breakdown of comity that has occurred on a personal and
procedural level in the House Banking Committee.

On a personal level unfortunate adjectives have been used; on a
procedural level unprecedented tactics have been employed.

I don't wish to dwell on the personal, except to stress my high
regard for the Chairman of the Banking Committee and to suggest
that, as the theologian Reinhold Niebuhr once observed, the temper
and integrity of the political debate is more important in our kind
of democracy than the outcome of any issue.

Motivational aspersions are no substitute for full disclosure;
indignation no substitute for pursuit of truth.

Members of the Majority may be speaking the truth when they indicate
they have no evidence of a link between the failure of an Arkansas
S&L and Whitewater and that they know of no improprieties at issue.
But it should be understood that not speaking an untruth is not the
same as describing a truthful situation, particularly if there has
been no serious effort to pursue the truth.

Constitutionally it is the duty of Congress to oversee breaches of
law or public ethics in the Executive Branch. During the 12 years
of the so-called "divided government" of the Reagan/Bush era, the
Legislative Branch took its Constitutiona1ly—mandated oversight
function seriously, as witnessed by the expansion in the size of its
staff and the number of investigations undertaken.

Now both the Executive and the Legislative Branches of government
are controlled by the same political party. The oversight mandate
thus falls disproportionately upon the Ranking Members of the
respective Committees for those areas of the Executive Branch over
which they have jurisdiction. Not to assume leadership in
performing the oversight function with regard to the way in which
the financial institutions of this country are managed and regulated

1
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would be to violate my oath to "support and defend the Constitution
of the United States . . .and . . .well and faithfully discharge the
duties of the office."

If the majority party refuses to uphold its responsibilities because
of political embarrassment to its party's top elected official, the
minority party is left with the choice either of joining in a
complicity of silence or pursuing investigations that run the danger
of being partisan.

In this context, I would simply emphasize that I raised the
whitewater issue with great reluctance, realizing the import as well
as the power of the Presidency. I fully understand the political
and personal liabilities involved. Nonetheless, I feel it would be
inconsistent, indeed, hypocritical, to my own values, if I refused
to pursue a line of inquiry potentially embarrassing to the
President of a country which from its inception was intended to be
hallmarked by law and its applicability to all citizens. It is,
after all, the establishment of a government of laws, not men, that
defines the uniqueness of the American experiment with democracy.

Procedurally, it should be noted that the Minority is currently
engaged in one of the most profound checks and balances
philosophical engagements with the Executive branch in the modern
history of the Congress. This engagement carries far greater
implications than any judgement relating to a particular
embarrassment of a particular public official at a particular time
because at issue is precedent: whether in future circumstances the
oversight capacities of Congress can be thwarted if the Majority
party of Congress is the same as that in control of the Executive
branch and chooses to refrain from its oversight obligations in
order not to embarrass its party's standings.

It is possible that the Constitutional precedent for our checks and
balances system surrounding the refusal of the Administration to
cooperate with an oversight probe of the Executive branch which the
majority party does not sanction may have more long-term negative
consequences than any episodic embarrassment that might relate to
this or any President's past. What is at issue is the definition of
Congress as it applies to the Constitutionally granted oversight
responsibilities of the legislature. In our checks and balances
system, Congress was given oversight responsibilities, but this
Administration is suggesting in response to minority requests for
documentation from Executive agencies that only Chairmen speak for
Congress. The minority in Congress, by this logic, has no power to
advance or fulfill its Constitutional rights if the majority does
not concur in request for information. If such precedent is allowed
to stand, Congress's oversight capacities will for all practical
purposes be hamstrung whenever the Executive and Legislative
branches of government are controlled by the same party. Would our
founding fathers have had this in mind?

2
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In this connection, on December 9, 1993, as Ranking Member of the
Banking Committee, I wrote federal regulatory agencies to request
certain documents of an oversight interest (Example, Tab A). In a
follow—up letter I pointed out, as the courts have noted, "The
Congress rarely acts as a body. Its manifold duties in the
legislative, investigative, and oversight fields are almost
invariably carried out through committees, committee chairmen,
individual members, and staff personnel." Murphy v. Department of
Army, 613 F .2d 1151, 1156 (1979). In addition, the court stated:

"The Senate and the House are so organized that certain
legislative and quasi—legislative activities may be
accomplished only through committee action. In other respects,
however, the legislature acts through its individual Members.
All Members have a constitutionally recognized status entitling
them to share in general congressional powers and
responsibilities, many of them requiring access to executive
information. It would be an inappropriate intrusion into the
legislative sphere for the courts to decide without
congressional direction that, for example, only the chairman of
a committee shall be regarded as the official voice of the
Congress for purposes of receiving such information, as
distinguished from its ranking minority member, or other
committee members, or other members of Congress. Each of them
participates in the law-making process; each has a voice and a
vote in that process; and each is entitled to request such
information from the executive agencies as will enable him to
carry out the responsibilities of a legislator."

Agency heads responded that a Ranking Member only has the authority
of an individual Member of Congress and, therefore, may only obtain
information that would be available to the public pursuant to the
Freedom of Information Act. In addition, the Office of Thrift
Supervision asserted that it differs "with the view that Rules X and
XI of the House of Representatives grant to a ranking minority
member (or any individual member) the same authority to request
information that a committee chairman possesses." In short, the
agencies contend that only Chairmen, not Ranking Members, speak for
Congress.

subsequently, on March I, 1994, I wrote
reguesting

information for
the Banki _ gmittee'e upcoming RTC overs ght hearing (Tab B).
Agency he::;§again responded by holding to the position that only
the Chairman of a Committee would be permitted access to agency
documents.

In this dispute about who is entitled to speak for Congress in the
context of Congress‘ right and obligation under Article I of the
Constitution to conduct oversight of the Executive branch, the
Chairman of the Banking Committee, in what may have been an effort
to bolster the Executive's position, wrote agency heads on March 10,
1994, to suggest that they deny my document request and wrote

3
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separately on March 14, 1994, to state that they need not answer
questions concerning Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan at the
scheduled hearings. (Tab C and D). The Chairman's letter contained
an implicit and unprecedented philosophical assertion that not only
does a Chairman have the exclusive right to obtain oversight
documents from the Executive branch, but the right to deny such
documentation to other Members and the right even to deny inquiries
about issues clearly germane to the subject of hearings.

So that there is no misunderstanding, the RTC Oversight hearing was
scheduled under requirement of law, Section 21A(k)(6) of the Federal
Home Loan Bank Act (12 U.S.C. §l441a(k)(6)), and there is no
provision in that law for exceptions to Congressional oversight that
relate to a single state and its institutions. The U.S. Congress
wrote a law applicable to all 50 states, not 49, and the oversight
of our laws applies throughout this country. Just as in America no
individual is above the law, no state is beyond its reach. Just as
no individual is entitled to violate the law out of ignorance of it,
no person, even the Chairman of a Congressional Committee, is
entitled after the fact to be sole interpreter of a law's meaning or
serve as a censor to another Member's inquiries. Indeed, no Member
of Congress has the right or power to deny relevant information to
another Member.

In addition to the Federal Home Loan Bank Act, the Committee's role
in oversight is buttressed by the House Rules as modified under the
Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970. I refer to paragraph
2 of House Rule X providing for the Committee's "General Oversight
Responsibilities" which states:

"(b)(l) Each standing committee ... shall review
and study, on a continuing basis, the
application, administration, execution, and
effectiveness of those laws, or parts of laws,
the subject matter of which is within the
jurisdiction of that committee and the
organization and operation of the Federal
agencies and entities having responsibilities in
or for the administration and execution thereof,
in order to determine whether such laws and the
programs thereunder are being implemented and
carried out in accordance with the intent of the
congress and whether such programs should be
continued, curtailed, or eliminated."

Separate procedural rules may apply to an investigative hearing, but
such rules do not apply in this case. The statutorily mandated RTC
hearing is an oversight hearing in accordance with Rule X. Any
reliance on investigative hearing procedures to deny information to
Committee Members is misplaced. Any information requests or
questions by Members related in any manner to RTC operations are
authorized under the Committee's oversight authority. It is also
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expected that in answering questions witnesses have the obligation
either to assert appropriate privileges or fully respond with
answers to the questions (ggg, 2 U.S.C. §l92, Sinclair v. United
States, 279 U.S. 263 (1929)) and such answers shall be truthful.
(ggg, 18 U.S.C. §l00l, Q;§L_yL_EQiQQgg§§§, 951 F.2d 369 (D.C. Cir.
1991)).

Moreover, the precedent of the Banking Committee is clear with
respect to the relevance of specific questions on specific
institutions. On numerous occasions at past RTC oversight hearings,
questions related to individual institutions have been asked by
Committee Members, including the Chairman, and answered by
witnesses. In fact, the Committee's invitation letter of March 3,
1994, to Treasury Secretary Bentsen for purposes of the RTC
oversight hearing, seeks testimony and documents related to a
specific institution, Homefed Savings. Of relevance also is the
following statement last week of the Chairman of the Senate Banking
Committee:

So we have had now over the years since 1989, a very long
series of regular oversight hearings where we call in the
officials responsible for implementing that law to find out
exactly how it is working and if there is a need to change any
particular part of it. Is it working the way it was designed
to work? Have we corrected all the abuses? we were so
concerned about that issue that, in fact, we built into that
1989 law a requirement that there has to be a hearing here in
Congress every 6 months on how that cleanup effort is doing and
how that law is being implemented. Within the text of that
part of the law we went so far as to say that any institutions
that failed in that time period, in the mid—1980's, that if any
Senator on the committee wanted to come in and ask questions
about that particular institution, that they had a right in law
to do so. We did not foresee the Madison case at that time,
but it applies precisely to the Madison case and every other
case out of that time period. (Cong. Rec. S3153, March 17,
1997).

To the degree the Chairman's letters are open to an interpretation
that would imply the possibility that they have been requested by
the Administration to bolster its efforts to deny information to the
Congress and thereby the public, at issue would be a collusive
effort by the Majority party in the Congress to aid and abet the
Executive branch in its concerted effort to deny disclosure of
information related to legitimate Congressional oversight.

In this regard, a letter recently copied to Rep. William Clinger,
Ranking Member of the Government Operations Committee, evidences a
comparable approach in another committee of Congress (Tab B).

It is the Minority's position that Executive branch witnesses must
address their obligations to respond to legitimate oversight
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requests and legitimate inquiries on the subject of hearings as
required by the law and the Constitution, not in conjunction with
any arbitrary desire of a Chairman to deny discussion on a subject
the Executive branch would rather not forthcomingly address. The
Minority party, has a baseline assumption that officials of the U.S.
government will comply with the law and, when appearing before a
committee of Congress, abide by the Code of Government Ethics for
Federal employees to "Uphold the Constitution, laws, and regulations
of the United States and all governments therein and never be party
to their evasion." (Pub. L. No. 96—303, July 3, 1980, 94 Stat. 855)

The constitutionally-derived obligation of oversight cannot be
short-circuited at the whim of the Congressional majority. It is
just as much the duty of the minority party, as the majority.
Indeed, in real life circumstance as evidenced in this particular
incident, oversight may in practice imply a greater obligation on
the party out of power than the party in control of the Executive
branch.

Hodding Carter, the distinguished journalist from Mississippi,
recently noted that Southerners of virtually all philosophical
stripes recognized a little or a lot of truth in certain Northern
concerns about discrimination that existed in the South in the
heyday of civil rights activism. But with understandable resentment
all felt that Northerners had a duty to look a little more
assiduously in their own backyards. In this probe of Whitewater, I
believe an outsider might conclude that the single party
concentration of political power in Arkansas may be in need of
review that the shadow of Lyndon Johnson and Huey Long may have been
cast to greatly on a former governor ship. But as a Northerner, I
am obligated to note that my primary responsibility is my backyard,
in this case the body to which I am elected to serve. while I
believe it would be unfair to suggest that one of America's great
political parties is more honest than the other, I believe the
concerted effort to avoid accountability and full disclosure in the
Whitewater incident, and the unfortunate institutional precedents in
process of being established, reflect attitudes more associated with
single party governance of closed than open societies. Competition
is the American way. When single party dominance is long and deep,
arrogance associated with power creeps incontestably into the
system. Whitewater, in the end, may tell more about Congress than
the Executive branch.

In this context, the Minority raised concerns about the manner in
which the RTC Oversight hearing scheduled this week might have been
conducted. Nevertheless, the Minority was disappointed the hearing
was abruptly postponed.

Postponement of the hearing by the Majority raises, above anything
else, the issue of compliance with the law. Compliance with the law
is not a matter of convenience or discretion. The Majority party
has no prerogative to avoid capriciously its legal obligations.
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Hearings mandated by statute were to have occurred by December 3,
1993. It is a statutory obligation of the Majority in the
Legislative Branch to conduct on a timely basis RTC oversight; it is
the statutory obligation of the Executive to cooperate with Congress
and comply with its legal responsibilities.

The negotiations this week between leaders of the House which led to
the passage of a bipartisan resolution expressing the sense of the
House as to the need to hold bipartisan hearings are promising. The
subsequent statements by the Speaker that these discussions were of
the "possibility of hearings, not a concession that hearings are not
necessarily going to take place," is disappointing. The Majority
has an obligation to ensure that the decision to postpone
indefinitely RTC hearings does not amount to yet another example of
Congress not applying the law to itself.

with regard to a possible hearing, let me stress the Minority has
offered to cooperate fully with the Special Counsel. We have
transferred substantial information to his office. We have given
him our proposed witness list and offered to support a delay in the
day of hearings provided under House rules to the Minority to allow
him a chance to depose witnesses first. For his part, the Special
Counsel, in a meeting on March 17, 1994, with the Minority, said
that he would not impede in any manner Executive Branch testimony
and that he would not stand in the way of an RTC oversight hearing.
Mr. Fiske also stated that he did not object to the disclosure of
copies of documents to Congress, other than White House documents.
The existence of a Special Counsel appointed in the Madison case
cannot be used as a rationale to avoid providing RTC oversight
information to Congress.

Congress and prosecuting attorneys have differentiated roles, but
they are by no means incompatible. In fact, they are generally
complementary. Indeed, in the Banking Committee hearings over the
past decade on institutions such as Lincoln (Charles Heating) and
Silverado (Neil Bush) the Justice Department had tandem
investigations underway. Hearings almost always reveal knowledge
and perspective that is helpful to prosecutors. It was, after all,
Senator Ervin's committee that revealed the existence of the
Watergate tapes and it was the recent Senate hearing that revealed
improper contacts between Executive Branch agencies and the white
House. The major recent exception where a prosecutor was undercut
by Congress involved excessive zeal to embarrass Presidents Reagan
and Bush that caused a committee to offer immunity to certain
witnesses in the Iran Contra probe. But the more general proposition
is that constraining a Congressional inquiry has the effect of
reducing knowledge, thus reducing prosecutorial discretion.

Mr. Speaker, in a country in which process is our most important
product, it is the belief of this Member that the precedents
established in this investigation are more important than the
investigation itself. Nevertheless, I come to the floor this
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afternoon to present to the attention of the House and the American
people some findings, with supporting documentation, the Minority
has uncovered in its ongoing investigation of the Whitewater/Madison
affair.
Accordingly, I would like to review in both a perspective and
information dispensing sense the Madison/Whitewater issue and divide
the remainder of my discussion in two categories: what happened and
how the Administration has responded.

On the landscape of political scandals Whitewater may be a bump, but
it speaks mountains about me—generation public ethics as well as
single party control of certain states and the U.S. Congress.

In a nutshell, Whitewater is about the arrogance of power -
Machiavellian machinations of single-party government. It all began
in the late 1970s when a budding S&L owner named James McDougal
formed a 50-50 real estate venture with a young politician, the then
Attorney General of Arkansas Bill Clinton. In this venture called
Whitewater, the S&L owner and S&L affiliated entities provided
virtually all, perhaps all, the money; the governor-in—the-making
provided his name.

Over the years, the company received infusions of cash from the S&L
as well as from a small business investment corporation which
diverted, allegedly at the Governor's request, federally—guaranteed
funds from a program designed for socially and economically
disadvantaged people to the Governor's partners and thence, in part,
to Whitewater.

Some of these funds were used to pay off personal and campaign
liabilities of the Governor; some to purchase a tract of land from a
company to which the state had just given a significant tax break.
Whitewater records have apparently been largely lost. A review of
the numerous land transactions, however, raises questions of what
happened to the money that came into the company and a review of the
President's tax records raises questions about tax deductions that
were taken and income that may not have been declared.

Under the governorship of Bill Clinton, Jim McDougal was named a
Gubernatorial aide to serve principally as liaison to the Economic
Development, Commerce, and Highway and Transportation Departments:
the
firstiégdxx Arkansas was hired to represent the S&L before

state
refu
aitqrfitiie president of the sax. was placed on the state

S&L comm ssion: an attorney who represented the S&L was named the
state S&L regulator:4th§.S&L received rent from state agencies:
Whitewater had roads constructed using a state agency program and
state funds; and the SGL was allowed to operate, despite being
insolvent for an extended period, providing millions in loans and
investment dollars to insiders and the Arkansas political
establishment.

8
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Under the governorship of Bill Clinton, the S&L was allowed to grow
25-fold until federal regulators forced its closing, at which time
taxpayers picked up the tab for losses that amounted to
approximately 50 percent of the institution's deposit base.

Under the Governorship of Bill Clinton, the total number of state
chartered savings associations declined dramatically. Over the
period December 1979 to December 1992, the number of stock state
chartered thrifts in Arkansas declined from thirty-three, with
assets of $961,002,000 to three, with assets of $146,072,000.
Viewed another way, the amount of assets available to support home
mortgage lending for the people of Arkansas declined.

The story of Whitewater is thus part and parcel the story of the
greatest domestic policy mistake of the century -- the quarter
trillion dollar S&L debacle. It is the story of a company which in
one sense was a simple real estate development venture, but in
another was a vehicle used to spirit federally insured deposits from
an S&L and compromise a significant political figure.

In the largest series of bank robberies in history, which
precipitated an industry bailout larger than the taxpayers provided
Lockheed, Chrysler and New York City times a factor of ten, it is
fair to ask: "What happened? Who is responsible?"

An answer to these inquiries requires an understanding that those
accountable are not only a few negligent and corrupt S&L owners, but
attorneys, accountants, state and federal legislators, regulators
and assorted public officials. As wide—ranging as the
responsibility is, however, it is a mistake to be so glassy-eyed as
not to seek lessons for the future through a demand for individual
accountability for breaches of law and ethics in the past.

Macro-economics aside, public responsibility for the S&L debacle is
of a tripod nature, involving: 1) the conflict—ridden role of
Congress in passing loose laws; 2) the ideological mistake of the
Reagan Administration in urging deregulation in an industry which
requires responsible standards: and 3) the culpability of a small
number of state governments, such as in California, Texas, Louisiana
and Arkansas, which failed to rein in high flying state-chartered,
state regulated institutions, which because of the federal nature of
deposit insurance, precipitated a massive transfer of wealth from
states with responsible governments to those without. -

In Arkansas, t
§§W§:g§§€ive_how

the-fsdgfitl qovernmentwwas
osiigetea tdétrb e‘ r 'fiW#”80'Bercentflggnspathechsrtéréd S&Ls in
the 1980s and how large taxpayer losses were in relation to the
state's S&L deposit base. The failure of the Clinton Administration
in Little Rock to fulfill its responsibility to police state
financial institutions had the effect of increasing tax burdens on
citizens of Arkansas as well as other states.

9
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While taxpayers at the national level were forced to pick up the tab
for the mistakes of politicians in whose elections they could not
vote, citizens in states like Arkansas were doubly shortchanged.
Not only did they have to share in eventual bail out costs, but when
their home based financial institutions frittered away the hard
earned deposit savings of their state to insiders, fewer resources
were made available to potential home owners and minority
entrepreneurs.

What the Keating—5 scandal was all about was the attempt of an S&L
owner to compromise through political contributions significant
political players, in this case five senators, to influence
regulators to keep an insolvent, corruptly-run, institution from
being closed. What makes Governor Clinton's involvement with a
company which helped breach the vaults of an Arkansas S&L
philosophically at least equal to, but in reality more troubling
than the Keating model is that not only did the institution's
management organize conflict-ridden fund raising endeavors for the
key politician in the state, but through Whitewater it put the
Governor in a compromising personal finance position as well.

What is extraordinary is the hypocrisy of the circumstance. The
following 1991 announcement statement of Governor Clinton speaks for
itself:
"For twelve years of this Reagan-Bush era, the Republicans have
let S&L crooks and self-serving CEO's try to build an economy
out of paper and perks instead of people and products. They
stack the deck in favor of their friends at the top and tell
everybody else to wait for whatever trickles down."

Despite the rhetoric it is remarkable how time after time in the
1980s, alleged defenders of the little guy in American politics
found themselves advancing the interests of a small number of owners
of financial institutions which were run as private piggy banks for
insiders. The intertwining of greed and ambition turned democratic
values upside down.

In our kind of democracy ends simply don't justify means. Just as a
conservative, who may despise government, has no ethical right not
to pay taxes, a liberal has no ethical basis to put the public's
money in his own or his campaign's pocket just because he may have
the arrogance to believe he is advancing a political creed that is
in the public's interest.

Why does all this matter?
Here, it would perhaps be appropriate to paraphrase the great
Illinois Senator, Ev Dirksen: a few thousand here and a few
thousand there and pretty soon it adds up to a real scandal. Put
another way, an ethical lapse here and an ethical lapse there and
pretty soon it adds up to a character deficit.
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I have never known anyone in public life better able to put
embarrassing episodes behind him than Bill Clinton. Accordingly, I
couldn't have been more surprised by the discombobulation of the
Administration at the minority's restrained request last November
for hearings and full disclosure.

As in most serious public scandals, cover-ups can prove as troubling
as acts at their source.

Much press attention has centered in recent weeks on the revelations
of improper contact between employees of independent federal
agencies and the White House. The question of whether a "heads up"
was appropriate is of significance. More so, is whether the line
between a "heads up" and "cover-up" was crossed.

By background, for several years a group of criminal investigators
for the RTC in Kansas City reviewed the failure of Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan in Little Rock and came to the conclusion criminal
referrals were appropriate. In the last week of September 1993,
they sent copies of their referrals to Washington. Within a few
days of receipt of the referrals from the Kansas City office, RTC
Washington officials visited the White House. Within a few weeks,
in an unprecedented change of procedure, Washington demanded to
review all Madison referrals. Within a few months, a senior Kansas
City criminal investigator was removed from the case. Within a few
more months, officials from RTC Washington visited Kansas City to
pass on the determined message that senior RTC officials in
Washington wanted it understood that they wished to claim Whitewater
was not responsible for any losses at Madison.

Courageously, Kansas City'investigators refused to allow Washington
RTC objectionsa§9 change the content of the referrals they sent in
the second week of October 1993 to the Justice Department.

Courageously, Kansas City investigators refused to back the
Washington position that Madison’: losses were unrelated to
Whitewater and pointed out to their superiors that in one intensely
reviewed six month period alone approximately $70,000 was
transferred from Madison and Madison affiliated companies to
Whitewater.

Courageousl __Kansas City investigators have sought whistleblower
protectiofi¥&€fier than comply with the Washington RTC gag order that
no one from Kansas

Cityfifiould
speak with Special Counsel Fiske

without clearance throug and accompaniment of Washington RTC
officials.
The briefing of the White House by high ranking Department of
Treasury and RTC employees must be understood in the context of the
development and transmittal to the Justice Department of these
referrals and in the context of the possibility Kansas City was in
the process of developing further referrals.
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There are many elements of the Whitewater affair that are a bit
esoteric. But the revelations that U. S. government officials
briefed key White House aides on potential legal actions which
independent regulatory agencies might be obligated to take
implicating but not charging the President and First Lady subvert
one of the fundamental premises of American democracy -- that this
is a country of laws and not men.

In America no individual, whatever his or her rank, is privileged in
the eyes of the law. No public official has the right to influence
possible legal actions against him or herself. For this reason
agencies of the government as well as the White House have precise
rules that govern their employees.

The following standards (31 CFR §0.735-30) apply to the Department
of Treasury:

"An employee should avoid any action ... which might result in,
or create the appearance of ...
(2) Giving preferential treatment to any person; ...
(4) Losing complete independence or impartiality;
(5) Making a Government decision outside official channels;
or
(6) Affecting adversely the confidence of the public in the
integrity of the Government."

Similarly, the following standards contained in 12 CFR § 1605.7
apply to RTC employees:

"No employees shall engage in any action, which might result
in, or create the appearance of ...

(b) giving preferential treatment to any person: ...
(d) losing complete independence or impartiality:
(e) making an RTC decision outside official channels: or,
(f) adversely affecting the public's confidence in the
integrity of the RTC."

Likewise, the following standards apply to the White House (3 CFR
§l00.735—4):

"In all circumstances employees shall conduct themselves so as
to exemplify the highest standards of integrity. An employee
shall avoid any action, whether or not specifically prohibited
by this subpart, which might result in, or create the
appearance of:

(1) Using public office for private gain;
(2) Giving preferential treatment to any person; ...
(4) Losing complete independence or impartiality;
(5) Making a Government decision outside official
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channels; or
(6) Affecting adversely the confidence of the public in
the integrity of the Government."

Perhaps laws have not been broken, but seldom have the public and
private ethics of professionals in the White House and Executive
Departments and branch agencies been so thoroughly devalued.

The point of all this is that there is a disjunction in this
Administration between public policy and private ethics. Americans
abhor privilege; hypocrisy gnaws at the American soul: it leaves a
dispiriting residue of resentment.

What is also extraordinary is the absence of simple truth.

Administration Claim:
Pact:

Administration claim:
Fact:

Whitewater caused no losses to Madison.
As reflected in the minority—developed
charts and evidenced by supporting
documentation, Madison and affiliated
companies transferred significant resources
to Whitewater. In addition to being a
modest sized real estate company, with a
cash flow derived from land sales,
Whitewater appears to be one of a dozen so
companies with direct or indirect access to
Madison and its taxpayer guaranteed
deposits.
The Clintons lost money in whitewater.
To have lost money in Whitewater implies
that the Clintons invested sums which were
unrecovered. Their whitewater partner,
James McDougal, c1aims'at most the Clintons
over the years put in $13,500 in
Whitewater.' The Minority has provided
evidence that one land transaction alone
returned more than this amount to the
Clintons_anfl,pgbLi§hQd~tepnttl.indicate tax
deductions of some value were taken. The
Lyons report, as well as a review of land
sales, indicates substantial sums were
taken out of Whitewater over the years. It
is not clear how disbursements were
arranged. What is clear is that infusions
of capital from land sales, from Madison
affiliated entities and possibly from
others appear to have covered loans the
company and the Clintons took out. The
company may have had a negative value when
the Clintons sold their half interest in
1992, but that neither means the Clintons
themselves lost money, nor that questions
ought not be asked about how direct or
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contingent liabilities may have been
/q disp sed of as late as 19 2. ,

Agaih r§tioh_ci;é;€&// e; r s den and h Q/§;&%z/§§q;a”?u@y“’ at .wiéh C6n’¢és . V
Fact: ' ' ' '

Administration claim:

Pact:

Pact:

tact:

Pact:

tact:

e Executive bran h is actively working to
prevent full disclosure of documents and
committee access to witnesses.
It has done nothing wrong in relation to
the RTC investigation into the failure of
Madison and is fully cooperating with
Special Counsel Fiske's probe.
Officials of an independent regulatory
agency (the RTC) immediately notified the
White House of the probe of Madison by its
Kansas City office and attempted to put in
place procedural techniques to undercut the
traditional independence of its regional
offices.
In January, 1994 RTC Washington met with
Kansas City staff. After the meeting the
Kansas City office filed a formal complaint
with Washington RTC.
On February 2, 1994, the day Roger Altman
briefed the White House on Madison
Guaranty, RTC Senior Attorney, April
Breslaw visited the Kansas City office and
said that Washington would like to say that
Whitewater caused no losses to Madison.
Kansas City employees protested that this
was not the case.
On September 29, 1993, before the new
criminal referrals were sent to the Justice
Department, Treasury General Counsel Jean
Hanson briefed White House Counsel on them.
Nine days after the meeting, the referrals
were sent to the Justice Department. on
October 14, Jean Hanson with Secretary
Bentsen's Press Secretary and Chief of
Staff met with Presidential Advisors
ostensibly to discuss press inquiries
related to Madison Guaranty.
On February 2, right after the appointment
of Special Counsel Robert Fiske, Roger
Altman gave the White House a "heads up"
briefing on Madison. At the Senate
Oversight Board hearing, Roger Altman
revealed his February 2 meeting, but no
others. Several days later, the September
and October White House briefings were
revealed. On March 9, the Washington Post
reported that there were numerous other
contacts between the Treasury and the White
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Fact:

Administration Claim:
Pact:

House on Madison. After subpoenas are
issued it is revealed that there are over
3,500 pages of documentation surrounding
these contacts which the White House terms
as inconsequential.
After the appointment of Special Counsel
Fiske, Washington RTC officials imposed
censorship guidelines on Kansas City RTC
employees. No discussion with Fiske could
be made without going through Washington.
No meetings between Kansas City office and
Fiske could take place without
accompaniment of Washington officials. No
materials could be forwarded without going
through Washington. All information
concerning attorney-client privilege was to
be redacted, with Washington RTC
determining the scope.
No fundraising improprieties occurred.
On April 4, 1985, Jim McDougal hosted a
fundraiser for Governor Clinton. The
Clinton's repeatedly asked McDougal to host
the fundraiser to pay off the $50,000
personal loan that Clinton had taken out in
the final weeks of his 1984 campaign. The
question at issue is whether some of the
money appears to have been diverted from
Madison Guaranty, which would then, with
the failure of Madison, imply deferred
federal financing of a gubernatorial
election. For example, one cashier's check
for $3,000 was made in the name of Charles
Peacock III, than a 24-year-old college
student who disclaims any knowledge of
having made a contribution. Mr. Peacock's
father was a major Madison borrower and
served at one time on Madison's board.
Other checks that the RTC is reviewing
include a $3,000 check from the late Dean
Landrum, an employee of Charles Peacock,
and one from Susan McDougal. In the former
Governor's defense, candidates are not
always in a position to verify their
campaign contributions.

Mr. Speaker, the President's former partner, Jim McDougal in a
number of occasions has contested the assertion that no resources
were taken from Madison Guaranty and its related entities and given
to Whitewater. In an AP story on February 4, 1994 and on the David
Brinkley Show on March 13, 1994 he specifically raised concerns that
Madison Marketing was not owned by Madison Guaranty, but was instead
a sole proprietorship owned by his former wife. He has cited
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documents filed with the Arkansas Secretary of State's office to
buttress his claim. ,

Mr. McDougal apparently believes there are subtleties about the
nature of Madison Marketing that need clarification. Mr. McDougal
gives great credence to the circumstance that at some point Madison
Marketing may have been operating as an intended proprietorship of
his wife, but, whether this is true, this appears to be a
distinction without a difference, form over substance. The
overwhelming perspective as contained in the 1986 Federal Home Loan
Bank Board Report of Examination is that all Madison Marketing
resources were derived from Madison Guaranty or its subsidiaries.
Any money transferred to whitewater from Madison Marketing would
thus have had as its source the S&L. The 1986 FHLBB exam, upon
which the earlier staff memo on this subject was based, states:

"A. Objectionable Conflicts of Interest

Conflicts of interest involving James McDougal, Susan McDougal,
and William Henley have been detrimental to the safety and
soundness of the Institution. These individuals are in control
of the Institution (Madison Guaranty) through their stock
ownership. James McDougal owns 63.5% of the outstanding
Madison shares. His wife, Susan McDougal, owns 12.6%, and her
brother, William Henley owns 8.5%. In addition to his
ownership control, Mr. McDougal, as President of the
Institution's subsidiary (Madison Financial), has complete
control of the land development projects discussed in comment

B. This control enabled Mr. McDougal to structure the
development and financing of the projects so that substantial
cash payments could be diverted to himself, Susan McDougal,
William Henley and others. These payments have directly
benefited these individuals, but Madison Guaranty has received
little or nothing in return. Though they have been structured
to avoid specific Insurance Regulations, these payments are
contrary to the general policy of the FHLBB concerning
conflicts of interest as stated in Insurance Regulation 571.9
and FHLBB Memorandum R-19a.

Many of these payments have been funneled through business
entities which are owned or controlled by the McDougals,
employees, relatives of employees, or close friends of the
McDougals and Henley. . . .

2. Madison Marketing

Madison Marketing is paid for doing all the general advertising
for Madison Guaranty and most of the advertising for Madison
Financial's land development projects. All of Madison
Marketing's business is derived from Madison Guaranty or its
subsidiaries. Since 1983 these payments total $1,532,000. .
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Given the evidence of Madison Marketing's invoices, it is
questionable how much of these advertising services are
actually performed by the firm. The actual work of
advertising, such as the design and production of commercials
and providing air time or newspaper space, appears to be
performed by others. Madison Marketing apparently just pays
the bills of other providers and adds a 15% fee of its own.
Examiners estimated this fee to be approximately $200,000 since
1983. It would appear that Madison Guaranty could have an
employee perform similar work for much less money.

Mr. Latham stated that Madison Marketing made no payments to
any stockholders. This statement is false. As a part of a
test for such payments, the examiners discovered two
remittances from Madison Marketing to Susan McDougal which
total $50,000. This was a test, and there may be additional
payments."

Mr. McDougal apparently believes Madison Marketing should be
understood simply as a sole proprietorship oi his wife with no ties
to the S&L. This view is in discordance with that of the United
States Government, as indicated by the FHLBB report cited above; it
is also in discordance with a contemporaneous view of the legal
situation as defined and described by Mr. McDougal in a July 1, 1986
memorandum from him to Madison Guaranty's President, Mr. John
Latham. In this memorandum, which is a copy of an original Madison
document in the possession of the RTC and the minority of the House
Banking Committee, Mr. McDougal asserts:

In late January, 1985, Mrs. McDougal permitted Madison
Marketing to become a subsidiary of Madison Financial
Corporation.

In addition, Mr. Jeff Gerth of The New York Times has reported on
March 8, 1992, an earlier instance in which Madison Marketing
transferred resources to Whitewater. Mr. Gerth reported:

Whitewater‘: check ledger shows that whitewater's account at
Madison was overdrawn in 1984, when the corporation was making
payments on the Clinton's loan. Money was deposited to make up
the shortage from Madison Marketing, an affiliate of the
savings and loan that derived its revenues from the
institution, records also show.

In addition, David Hale and his attorney Randy Coleman ha.o asserted
in recent days that it was proceeds of an $825,000 Madf§Q§Floan that
was used to leverage SBA funds and to make the $300,000 loan to
Susan McDougal, of which $110,000 was deposited to Whitewater.

This evidentiary material coupled with the April 17,.1985 Minutes of
Madison Financia1's board authorizing a transfer of $30,000 from
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Madison Financial to Whitewater, the memo of L. Jean Lewis of the
Kansas City RTC office showing over a six month period reviewed that
approximately $70,000 was transferred from Madison or affiliated
entities to Whitewater, plus other more confidential RTC material in
our possession indicates there is every credible reason to believe
that Madison Guaranty through affiliated entities did transfer money
to Whitewater.

Furthermore, records filed with the Arkansas Secretary of State's
office show that Mr. McDougal, as president of Madison Financial
Corporation (a subsidiary of Madison Guaranty) on July 26, 1986
filed an application for registration of fictitious name. The
application was for Madison Financial to do business as "Madison
Marketing." This document does not represent incorporation papers.
This application appears to be in response to the 1986 Federal Home
Loan Bank exam which noted that with regard to Madison Marketing and
Madison Real Estate, Madison Financial had "not registered as a
'd/b/a' in the County records."

The effect of this statement with its supporting documentation is to
evidence that:

1) Whitewater may have begun as a legitimate real estate
venture but it came to be used to skim, directly or indirectly,
federally insured deposits from an S&L and a Small Business
Investment Corporation. When each failed, the U.S. taxpayer became
obligated to pick up the tab:

2) The family of the former Governor of Arkansas received value
from Whitewater in excess of resources invested:

3) Taxpayer guaranteed funds were in all likelihood used to
benefit the campaign of 8 former governor?

4) The independence of the U.S. Government's regulatory system
has been flagrantly violated in an effort to protect a single
American citizen;

5) Congress and the Executive are employing closed society
techniques to resist full disclosure of an embarrassing
circumstance, with unfortunate precedent setting ramifications.

Last month a BBC reporter asked me if we Americans weren't making
too much of this scandal. He raised a fair question. Compared with
petty potentates around the world, who routinely walk off with
millions and in some cases billions, conflicts of interest in
American politics are of petty variety. In this case, however, we
have a situation where a mu1ti—thousand dollar conflict of interest
led to a multi-million dollar hit on the taxpayer. That is the
meaning to the failure of Madison Guaranty. That is also the
meaning of the Small Business Investment Corporation called Capitol.

It is simply not appropriate to shrug it off and say that this is
the way things are done in small states. They aren't in Nebraska,
South Dakota, or Iowa. It is simply not appropriate to say it isn't
a federal issue. It is. The U.S. taxpayer has lost millions; home

1a
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owners in Arkansas have lost institutions that were established to
serve their needs; minorities throughout the country cannot lightly
shrug off yet another instance in which a program designed to give
them a crack at the American dream was redirected to serve the
investment ego a state political establishment.

It is suggested by the Majority that we have better things to do
around here. There again is some truth to this. The minority also
wants to get on with the business of health care, welfare reform,
crime legislation. Indeed, we pledge to be constructive and are not
blocking any Congressional consideration of these issues. But, in a
larger sense, it should be understood that these "we have better
things to do" laments suggest that ethics, governmental integrity,
and the possible misuse of the public's money should be secondary
considerations —- something to worry about only when we have time.
In a democratic system, built and maintained on the confidence of
the people, placing such considerations last on the list of
priorities is a highly dubious game. Nothing works over the long
haul if the public loses confidence in its governmental institutions
and the people who operate those institutions. The task of keeping
the people's confidence may not be pretty or pleasant, but it is a
first priority in our system -- not a last priority as all too many
are suggesting today.

Whitewater is less about the issues of the day than it is the ethics
of our time. It is a central issue not because it is big, but
precisely because it is small.
The way we in America keep our scandals from becoming too big is by
holding people accountable when the amounts of money at issue are
relatively small. It is the principles at issue, not the dollar
amounts that matter.

In conclusion, let me stress that the most difficult issue to deal
with is the question of proportionality. When the Minority made its
restrained request for hearings last November I suggested that while
there was fire with the smoke, Whitewater appeared to be more a camp
than forest fire. I now believe the fire has spread to the grass
and is heading to the trees but that it is still not too late to put
it out with full disclosure and full accountability. In this
regard, I suggested in a December !a§ning;gn_£g§§ editorial that
when breaches of law or public ethics occur, options often exist as
to whether civil or criminal remedies are appropriate. I
presumptuously concluded then and maintain now that there is no
reason not to proceed with civil accountability in a civil way. The
last thing this country needs is a year long trial or travail for
the President of the United States. It would divide the country and
be unfair to the public as well as the President.

Accordingly, I have pledged to the President's Counsel as well as to
the Special Counsel that I will do my best to put the issue behind
once disclosure is provided. Accountability is in order; a

19
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Constitutional crisis is not. The Presidency should neither be
jeopardized nor debilitated. Rather than high crimes and
misdemeanors, the issue today relates to high improprieties and
breaches of the public trust.

--. -

20
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March 30, 1994

Honorable Jim Leach
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Leach:

on your larch eeeuufl I'efore the
Lg. fibuse Representatives as it relates to the RTC's handling
of Madison Guaranty. Furthermore, we are concerned that the
RTC's ability to recover money for the taxpayers may be
compromised by unauthorized and premature disclosure of active
investigative information.

By way of background, I became Deputy CEO of the RTC on
January 4, 1994. Ellen-B. Kulka became General Counsel on
January 17, 1994. Neither of us are political appointees. No
pressure has been exerted by the Treasury, the White House, or
any other source in the Executive Branch concerning the
performance of our responsibilities with respect to Madison
Guaranty or Whitewater since either of us joined the RTC.

'
before we‘ If then.

owever, we do re. Ebmpelled to point out one or two facts in
the documents you disclosed that we believe put a somewhat
different light on matters than what you cast. While we believe
that any comment about criminal referrals should be avoided the(> - " W" ~‘ ' '4 " ‘ - ">4 I

I 1k 1'"-\g-J ’_ f d2.5 \ma!\r'mfl or We would
also observe that, based on our short tenure, internal staff
disagreements at the RTC are not uncommppég tated
that“ _'. . ed
frui the case.." What you failed to point out-—or perhaps were

6:

H7117"‘!SIYOOP,N.W. D.C.$434
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Honorable Jim Leach
Page 2

0 ithh whom the
on the caae at

As a general matter, it is clearly inappropriate for a government
agency to publicly discuss referrals made to the Justice
Department regarding possible criminal violations because such
discussions could undermine the Department's ability to prosecute
the case if the facts are determined to warrant prosecution. As
we have indicated to you on numerous recent occasions, the RTC
follows this policy. Disregarding this policy, you have demanded
information regarding such matters. last'

releaood documenY t
from eaplo

CU ll’ '
apparently alreefi

'r1gfrrr1 wow’

1

\ Glhents on
Thuredayl We were surprised to see the document in the materials
appended to your statement which was supplied to the press.

with respect to events that are attributed specifically to us,
*1"?nI“@~#!-o—_#n-_--her-aaeagig Kansas City. \ » .< ~ ’_' .. ‘

f’ ' t d
smgiii r"’r.,,*:'.ras.";t:_"""’ '7"

'
"ow 1 -I-t

'
we U-an-hi

lf”ri§
x ‘ k O‘”"""'.~"f2.‘h. "

“ii3?§iI5o ease that neither or us has given anyII
such instructions to RTC staff. In recognition that it is rarely
possible to prove something didn't happen, we simply wish to be
jud ed b actiono in the performance of our responsibilities.

I

en*‘““

first
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Honorable Jim Leach
Page 3

ratifies
‘filly expect to be
meantime, we believe all parties concerned

would be ill-served by the premature disclosure of incomplete and
fragmentary data.

¥gw;§“ ¥fi'!!Si 9910areps oh‘ if

Finally, we are quite concerned about the future implication of
the encouragement given to RTC staff over the unauthorized
disclosure of confidential information. Such disclosures not
only can impair the RTC's ability to pursue recoveries for the
taxpayer but also could compromise the financial privacy of any
citizen whose only misdeed was doing business with a savings and
loan that fdlfi.~ 1. and
fiduciary duties V = Q ‘an
extremal itive setter is inappropriately haracter z as ;

‘tyre requested by lI.~lLllsLlnstsl6nw"
*'-.1? ,. and will continue to cooperate to the fullestA

We have made substantial amounts of information
available to your staff and the staffs of others in Congress. To
the extent consistent with our duty to complete an investigation
and make sure it is not compromised, we will continue to
cooperate with Congress in a manner consistent with our
understanding of our duties.

Sincerely,

_\“‘>-_

John . Ryan Ellen B. Kulka
Depu y CEO General Counsel
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March 30, 1994

Honorable Jim Leach
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Leach:

This is in response to your letter dated March 23, 1994, in which
you requested acceae to all records pertaining to Madison
Guaranty. The basis for this request is the House of I
Represent‘tives' decision on March 22nd instructing the House
leadership to design a format for hearings pertaining to Madison
and Whitewater. Based on this decision, you have requested the
Madison documents in order to "pr for the upcgfi 1

-new_ _--~ 5 I

are relatpd to hie i tigation "other than WhitellHouse documents.
I

While we are aware of the House's action several days ago, it is
our understanding that the procedures for such a hearing have not
been finalized, nor has the House determined which Committee will
hold the hearing. Similarly, we have not been informed of any
action on behalf of the House Banking Committee to reschedule
Thrift Depositor Protection Board Oversight hearings.
Consequently, we believe that it is inappropriate for the RTC to
respond to document requests in preparation for hearings until we
have been notified by the proper officials.

Guaranty ' -sure
‘Q _ggw1ae acoeee to any records 2

* 7
SO11 7

. _ .of info _ uthority
could een§$.n.. * “to
this information. ‘This is an additional reason for the RTC to
wait until the House determines how it will proceed in this area.

EHIfin§mnLNN(WUIi‘fiu\D£2ZHM
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Honorable Jim Leach
Page 2

Although the RTC cannot respond to your request, we will COntinue
to work with your staff to make available to you all information
that can be made public. If you have any questions, please let
me know.

Sincerely,

/ John E. Ryan
Deputy CEO
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John E. Ryan
Deputy Chief Executive Officer
The Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20434

Ellen B. Kulka
General Counsel
The Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20434

Dear Mr. Ryan and Ms. Kulka:

Ant!A\.|.a<'e.Qua0v.u<<fl|.i.NInne'MMllbvelieaaf\~nunvmr.aunrrla-nuan"">~IMI-cu.vs-aw.-u-."-70'low~\sco~s~
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 2.‘<‘II3.‘."§..°Ii'.§".5.‘.‘..""...;.'"
commnse ONBANKINGFINANCEANOURBANAFFAIRS ‘£:_:':;;£_<;;Lf:~§‘_'-:"=y~v

“ml...>1-vr:|_g-A-7;
0~enuuonso moo coucnsss *g;';;;‘§~.;-13-<=;rI I u ..|_»4

2129ruvauau noose osncs Bu|L0mG
§:'¢7.‘.‘L‘3.'ZT.l.'§'<§-.

wasr-¢mGToN.oc 20515-6050 ....l"-§.'..'22‘7$‘..'é.ff3.‘.f‘.‘
I'<'\AILIJWLX I

March 31, 1994 ---‘»-=--~-Oi
"‘

lliuum\u<O(Bvuuovv
-1C1!3154117

I am in receipt of the two RTC letters of March 30, 1994 and would
like to make the following points.

While I have made no assertion or implication that either of you are
responsible for RTC decisions made last fall, my concern is that
efforts were made to jeopardize the independence of the regulatory
system at that time and that certain reorganization decisions
recently.made may impinge on the independence of the RTC's
investigations division. For perspective, I have noted and you do
not contest that:

1) w'_
' t ,de s of receipt of

~I{¥QY“%TH¢e vis ited the

2)

I

short y a er"
"

,'attempted to
‘ an unprecedented change of

Asriocedure
related to

reviewing then existent and future Me is3h‘rETerrals;

3) Shortly after, a senior Kansas City criminal investigator
was removed from the

Cese:‘

4) Then in earl February pogfiq§Qla~{rgpgQ;§;washington
visited" xar1sz_e~'cit‘y whgre the aeeee¢e...uag.=. eonunicated
that !l0iI@ flflfiiefiiieiali in,Washington wished to claim
Whitewater did not cause any losses at Madison.
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Page 2
John E. Ryan /

‘
Ellen B. Kulka I
March 31, 1994 .

Nothing in your response disputes the occurrence of these events.
with regard to the statement "that senior officials in washington

V

wanted it understood that they wished to claim whitewater was ngt
responsible for any losses to Madison," you state, "we are quite
sure that neither of us has given any such instructions to RTC
staff." I appreciate this perspective. However, it is a point or ’
fact, not conjecture, that etterne1_A|ril BrQs1tI"t01d a senior

1 investigator in the ,5$iIhoffice that, "Ryan andtip ‘head peop1e,{ would like to be able,gg gay ens; r
whi

A “ ‘
vb44ft'Ioss to Madison," as reflected in the

'
att e'taped conversation of February 2 1994 Ii th . .

with regard to your implicit acknowledgement that RTC-Washington ,
disagreed with criminal referrals developed at the regional office,
it should be stressed that even though these referrals were sent to
Justice exactly as investigators had proposed them, it is not the
case, as you suggest, that internal staff disagreements in the
W

. . .ashington vs. regional office context are common. at‘ ‘ vi "

@p%Q§§ed
for RTC-Iaahingtgn t

1 riainal referral dev Qgional
0 Qn attested. ‘ 7 cause of]
the _ their 5coil 'tment of4 Y
Justice.‘ This decision in Kansas City presumably represented a
consensual leadership decision, not simply a "junior staff" approach
as your letter implies. In this regard, there is no indication
whatsoever that the referral information reflected anything except
the highest professional standard.

As for documentation, it is always a matter of judgement as to what
to release publicly. we made a careful effort to release nothing
that affected the prosecutorial strategy of the Special Counsel. In
fact, we carefully culled documents in our possession with the
intent to withhold anything that could affect prosecutorial
discretion. we even redacted previously unreported information that
may have related to prosecutorial strategy. If the material has
shed an embarrassing light on government policy and policy makers,
we can only say that the documents speak for themselves.

with regard to your statement "you requested a particular document
from the RTC last week even though it was apparently already in your
possession," please be informed that when the request was initially
made I did not have this document in my possession. ._ light 1

etery o e , 1993, a ~
story which did not originate from my office. To assert that the
public release of a document already widely reported "could have a
deleterious effect on [y]our investigations," is simply not
credible.

I
I

4‘

7
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Page 3
John E. Ryan
Ellen B. Kulka
March 31, 1994

So that there is no misunderstanding, I support certain decisions
made under your leadership at the RTC. I am pleased that the RTC
has hired outside counsel to advise the agency and that it has
requested its own inspector general to reexamine issues surrounding
the failure of Madison. I am also pleased that you have indicated
your intent to cooperate fully with Special Counsel Fiske.

However, I remain concerned at the intransiqence of RTC-Washington
gag‘;

' '
reoranization effort,W e l'§g£Ol‘l§l RTC

in the_ new 3
lee“ . - - “t ‘vi? haveru n _ q\
i reporte- in the March 30, ;-ly enclosed). The Star states: "For the first timel investigators. ingludé_p b V

’.

,_ _ . .,, under jsupat-vi" 'i'on'o' ~ , ‘iii the!
agency's‘ zonal Li ility Section."/ Also reported are
concerns of RTC employees that this change in procedure will
politicize the criminal referral process, create potential conflictsof interest and be the "death of the RTC investigations division."
Generally, there is a case for reorganizing any federal bureaucracy
at any time. However, the t ‘H g \

SQ! zirucgural

0

gqngg .
‘ H _

j,-,~L __ “
ea i“ ependence_

than efflciencies.

P
’

As demonstrated in the remarkable independence of the San Francisco
regional OTS office in its dispute with Washington authorities in
the Keating matter, and as reflected in Kansas City's courageous
investigation of Madison, it would appear that decentralized
regional offices are more immune to political influence than
Washington bureaucracies. Centralization of decision making carries
in this circumstance apparent and unfortunate political overtones.

Sincerely,

¢~Q_,|__

S A. LEACH
ing Member

JL:bt

enclosures (2)
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. Jeai.
eately

hp“) stated that ‘the people at the top‘ keep getting ass“ .b°._,‘
whitewater. which seems to have become a catch all phrase for Madison anq
it‘! related investigations. She said that eventually 'thi. q,-cu’. H
qoinq to have to male a statement about whether or not Whitewater caused
a lose to Madison. but the fact that whitewater had no loan at Madison
provided less potential for a loss. April stated very clearly that gym
and Kullia (1), the ‘head people‘, would like to be able to say that
whitewater did not cause a lose to Madison, but the problee is that so far
no one has been able to say that to thee. she felt like they wanted tn 5.
‘gig tn provide an ‘honest answer‘, but that there were certain answer;
that they would be ‘happier about, because it would qet thee oft the
hoot."

April felt that it would have been difficult to determine exactly what
happanad with the whitewater account. because so many checks had gone in
and out of the account. and made a reference to the end resulting netting
itseiz out. she asked ab<>\==‘Freq Nuns‘: worn papers on the Maple Creek
Farms reserve for development analysis. and how it didn't seen to have any
apparent tie to whitewater. l concurred that it didn't have any
igqiti,-lately defined tie, which is precisely why it was included in tha
referral.

she inquired about the $30,000 Check to Jln Hcbouqal from Hhlllwatlt in
5/BS. and about the disposition of the (ands. I explained tha ti-anuguan

as l know it: the $30,000 had been converted to e HGSGL cashier‘: chl€k,
uhich was subsequently "¢=>="¢ °Y—and deposited to niqqs
National sank. I explained that when the cheer was force paid. the
whitewater account was overdrawn by over $28,000 which was then
subsequently ¢OYIl'0¢.bY "J PJYMIHK of a $30,000 bonus frm NFC to Jig
flcflflqqll, deposited directly to whitewater on Hc0cuqal‘s orders.

she asked how we could qat to a clear cut answer as to whether Qf nag

whitewater caused a loss to HIGLSOH. l stated that. as far aa z in
concerned. there is a clear cut loss. I also stated that any attempt to
Ql‘f.¢‘ whitewater as one entity from the rest of the Hcbougal controlled
¢,\;,¢_,_“ -_nvolved in the alleged checlt kite wili outer; ghg an“.
picture. Z further pointed out that I would produce the answers that were
available, but that l would not facilitate providing ‘the people at tn.
top‘ with the ';olit;cally correct answers yust to qet them off the hoot‘.

$hq aslied questions about the specifics of the checks qoine threuqn the
whitewater account. i stated that it appeared that the ma)ority or the
checlta written out of the whitewater account during the window tine (raise,4" qqanq to other financial institutions to snake lean payments. l also
said that the referral focused only on a short tiee frame, but that ii
that sag research were conducted for a tvo year period, it was gy beiiqf
that the lossee to Madison from the Whitewater account alone would easily
,,,¢,.¢ ;;gg,ooo, qiven that 510.000 had qene out of the account durinq the
H; “nth window time frame. i further added that the and loss result free
the entire scan. using all l2 companies/entities, would be hundreds of
thousands of dollars in what were essentially unauthorized loans.

X stated that if she wanted me to tell her. unequivocally, that Hhitewatap
61¢“-< cw“ a loss, I could not do that. 1 could only reiterate the
allegations contained in the referral. which are based on fact. and that
it is my opinion and belief that '-'hlte-ater did. in fact. cause a lose to
Madison because of the amount of the unauthorized loans that hcbouqai
,1-iade, through the check kite. to entities in which he was a primary party
and beneficiary. I also pointed out that this ultimately benefited his
b,,;,_n¢,; partners - the same business partners that knew they had real
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estate ventures that uere not Cash !'.ouinq_ 3,,‘ ti,“ “,0 he H
mortgages and/or notes uere somehow teing pa id. I pointed Out t_:' :.~.¢l£
business partners are intelligent individuals. the majority Of the:

W".
attorneys, who sust have concluded that HCOOuqal was making the‘ Q

bemq

for their benefit. I posed the question to her. if you know i:.{“Q§'
mortgages are being paid. but you aren't putting money into the ....J,,,'
and you also know the venture isn't cash flowing, would;-1'; rm, q.u..u_°;‘
the source of the funds being used to your benefit? would you just assume
that your partner was making these multi-thousand dollar payments out or
the goodness of his heart? wouldn't you wonder even more if you Xfljy gm;
your business partner‘: main source of income, an sei, was in "fig,"
financial difficulty, which by 198$ was uirly common knowledge)
We discussed the initiation of the MGSI. investigation, and how evidence or
the check kite tame to light. I explained that after reviewing a ea;-1;.
of cheeks. all of which noted ‘loan’ in the memo field. I discerned a
pattern that looked like a check kite, and proceeded to trace rune;
through the various accounts, which is a standard investigations
procedures. The end result nag (hQ "(gnu ,H.qU.,q ‘ “nu” cue‘
kits. I also advised April that I had teen told by both the U $
Attorney's office (Mac Dodson). and the F8! (Steve Irons) that QM; ‘H;
highly prosecutable case of check kitinq. 1 alas Q91‘ 5,, U,“ x duwud
the declination of that referral on the basis of ‘insufficient
information‘. She commented that ‘that's what Grand Juries are for‘ and
I pointed out that it generally seemed to be the policy or the.U,$,
Attorney to agree to open a case before they would start Grand Jury
proceedings. I also noted that I found the treatment of that particulag
zeferral by the Justice Department to te highly unusual. ‘this concl -ced
cur discussion.
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5%
RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisis
RestoringTheConfidence

April 4, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: Tim Mitchell

uzxonannun rnox: Peter Knight
d\ K/

SUBJECT: Madison Guaranty Documents

Enclosed are some additional documents relating to Madison Guaranty
that the Office of Governmental Relations has recently received from
the FOIA group and the RTC reading room.

In addition you will find a "Madison Guaranty Document Index" which
was produced by the RTC’s Reading Room. As you are aware, all
public documents relating to Madison Guaranty are being released by
the RTC today. To our knowledge, you have already received copies
of all the documents on the index. However, if there are any
documents listed on the index that have inadvertently not been
released to your office_and you would like copies of them please
contact Ms. Casey Carter.

801I777":Street.MW Wamhgfon.D.C.20434
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OFHCEOFGOVER:fi§NTALFELARGHS

RTC e@e¢=\.,~e>.
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- |

lptil 13, 1994

Honorable Jim Leach
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs

Rouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Rli EIQ1Q9I_Q1_IDI2IIISIQH_BES_BIRlll_HQi_B1£:21:AQli

Dear Mr. Leach:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter, dated April 11,
1994, appealing the Resolution Trust Corporation's ("RTC") response
to your request for information pursuant to the Freedom of
Information Act ("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. 5 552, as amended. In your
letter, you request a response from the RTC by Wednesday, April 1.3,
1994. Please be advised that the statute sets a twenty business day
period after the receipt of an appeal within which the agency is
required to respond. 5 U.S.C. 5 552a(6) (A) (ii), Q33 also 12 C.1~‘.R.
5 1615.7(b) . However, I assure you, we will make every effort to
respond to your appeal prior to the twenty days allowed by the
statute.

Siierely, :

Ellen B. Kulka
General Counsel

cc: Office of the Secretary

l)1l7m&reeI.N.W. was-|gvon.D.C.£-I34
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The Benaraala Roger c. Altsan
Xnteris Cniet lxacutiva officer
Resolution ‘truss corporation
llth and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.w.
Wslhihfltom 5.6

DOII H8‘. Mllllll

I as writing in reference to the Rouse lanking conietee
Minority

investigation oz the lailure or Madison Guaranty SdV1nge and loan

(Madison). Ls you know. Madison wee taken over by Sedsrel

regulators in naron or LIN and resolved by the Resolution 1':-is:
corporation (R181 in Noveaber, 1900.

to aasiaa in this investigation. I raqyast
that the arc provide

access to all documents related to Med son and its subsidiaries.
such doc"-zsents would include. ‘out not be liaitao to. administrative
Silos, examination repute, intarottioa eaaerandus. notes and

sinutes of meetings (including telephonic leetinge).

correspondence. eieetrenie sail. and agreements the RTC entered
into with orivate sector contractors during

one resolution at

Madison. In addition to docueenta in goeseeaien
at n'i't-vlesliingtcn.

I request access to all decuaents re ated to Madison held at RTC
field ottioas. Purtneroore. please provide the neeee

and eitiaa

at all MC aesloyeee involved with the oiapeeioion ct xadiaon.

Please have your asst! contact Mike Modern at I01-338-1358
to

discuss arrangesenta to review one
ate;-eeenoienee eeeusenu so soon

as possible.

I appreciate your assistance and look 201'-ltd 2.3 your
cooperation.

sincerely,

hoax. Leeen
flanking Masher

10477
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I anmin; in rerereneeto theHome Banking Comatose‘: mturortly maimed.
mat-mm!

RTC OWni|ht Herring: vlhkhue aehaduteo
for the end ofldnroh. Asyou know. I major aru

ofovmight at theseheutm will be the failure and resolutionofldedieon
Ouemuy Savings ml
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todluuommgenznuwnvtcwmefonmenttnneddooaummunoaupoulblt
Asyou

maven.lhawpevioutynqueaedeooaammeadoeunealformelnpuformlngotha
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M1. Ryan

Page Two
Mush I. 1994

Comminu Nncuoaa My final km: concerningUm requoa, wan forwarded yummy. March
7, R994. Ihho quay decide: K0comply mm on request. we will. alcounl. emu this
nquen mldiod anmil.

l appreciateyourmanna md look fuwudizo your eoopemm.

IAL:jla

cc: Henry I. Oonuloa
Chainnu

'

Commune: ea Ruining Finance

and Uthli Affaln
Z413H780! Home Offlcc Building

\\'al\inaIIL DC 10515
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-"Ii".-I"iiO -

‘You: latter sated you u .u4 ea knee mu an-u veneers
r'*. is 0% ' tartan tataraauan (uIIlr¢the ten: at

1..-:.:'
-

-‘Ur -

“MO
- _

i&__._
1--1

u
Q.ii
1

_-1,

luau
tn! ' A puny, m has lees auma assess to
so the ran, has the I to appeal that’I».' ' m 4;} ,_

O

¢IT1"14l'Ili hrs of the ...=i!!'..~.l to the out»"' Oelnl coma: u: e I a 5 nu 1:.1! . _ _ , _m tlla infslsattea is or uetatanaa to you.
sincerely,

'
John I.‘g
PIIIW
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u.s. nous: OF nennesmmaves
§:.~.1.-:~s..-:..

COUNT“! ONworms. muuc| me gnu ‘nuns §fir,f_~Q on macaw nose cumulusJ!‘__ =-‘i=..=».
an$5:-"3

;.%..';-“'5-=":""="

2&5‘-”
Much 7. 1994

am uvsusu usual omcl |uu.ams
WAIMWTOL N 30! ll-I080

Mr. John B. Ryan
Deputy CEO
Rsnlutloa Trust Cmpomioa
Nth C Pennsylvania Avenue. NW.
Wei!-lesion. DC 20220

DesMr. lym

Asyosue|wue.oaDcmnbe9.l993.lrsqnss\dyur|;eaaymp:ovianbeHe\m
Buk1n|Comsmuwdmnaamdoc\mcaeeoansain|MndhcaGusunvSewngs
s\dLaenmd1tl|ub|idlarll.lwasvery diqpeaaedbmdwyeuisalof
FebmIy7.1994,|ncua|\hnyweouUoalypnvidomewi¢:documu\u~d1ablem
mymnubsrofth:puhlieuad|:thsl':ssdnmsflnflI'msflmAa. MWOBIW
pnvieulylalbmadyauue0.C.CkentauQniflullybsHf\eweaifd1|:1em:i|
madsto|ai::divi4ul|msmheofCcn:musni1:glnuaoflde1espaahy.naency
dsflaenhsnbywaiveaaprivllspducaudimlseuax. E111};
Rjff 6l3P.2dlI51 (D-C. Ch’. I971). My0\IIlIVI.lhlvsin
be bsmadesvstlsblebmshmhtllllflss
Colanmolunale. lhslgflgdsdainalesviaodouahflmdilcloemmrmnu
mu-poslsdossaueosI?aauwaiveef$sypdvle|u. Dqlemyeafisoflem
diam-sppnpinsmanngsdegwefidedalltybvqsdflsdwaaaaiaywhavs
aevstlheleasddsllssoeuanllarn-publh""""'

Thl|Il¢Y’|: - -~ - --rquirunaocuaslsvummomcnunmfaeobelahg
lsalrnthlu ,--,- vls'ehinwglsdyaessedtsvh|p|flan:us;colCasuunee
Meson. lmulueudaglyqpeauhlfymwoulduammbylcueonmbdm
Mnd:11.:tnyoadoaocInn:oesmplyvt1lmunq:aefarimsassaa.andtml
doaotheveuymasneoxsewhainnhaqncybcoumniugmseomh
hfo|'msdos(\s\dsHhus:aae!FOIAocesaawhe).
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I appreciate your uaiatanst and hope that the agency will reconmdcr xi: position and
now provme me coopsranon that a

s

required under the cnrcuumwea

JAL:jl|d

cc: General Counsel

Office ofthe Sammy
FOIA/PA ems:
Imamesnnal Place
ms North Lynn Street
Resin. VA 22.209

The!-leaenble I-lenryB.Gon:amGil
Cmuineemimkmg, Finance
ldlllilhfih
2413 hybuuHmeeO!IceBuMs¢
WIhfl§m.DC20$x:
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R .3329
cc: Standard Distrlbut;;n
Mr. Adair
Ms. Hinton~ \/Ms. Carter

RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCdale
Refldfin‘TheCufldeeee

May 2, 1994

Ms. Kelly D. Johnston
staff Director
Republican Policy Colnitteh
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Ms. Johnston:

As requested in your letter of April 20, the RTC is furnishing
the apprggimately 0,000 pages of documents relating to Madison—
wateriz These documents are contained in the two boxes being

delivered with this letter.
we hope this information is of assistance to you. If you have
any questions, please let me know.

Sincerjfiy,

. / /, .
. _~\ .-_1 iiI

. Peéer E. Knight
Director
Office of Governmental Relations
(202) 416-7314

Q

Enclosures

my rmsrm¢r.nwmrm¢mo.c.z1c4
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‘°“'Z§‘§§§.’B’i“’ S_ RES_

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Kr. D‘A.ll4'lO (br himlelf ,,iii

_____?____) lubn-fitted the (allowing reeolutioa; which
Will _ . _ 7 , A - _

RESOLUTION
Elteblllfiuj e epeoiel eubeommiflee within the Comrnittee

an fining, Housing, and Urban Afiairl in conduct
as whnllflpfian hmo fllllfiflfl eumnnung an

Development Corpoletion, Madison Guaranty

Stein’ and Loan Allouiation, Ind Capital Managoinent
Bardeen, Im., and other related Batten.

1 Renewed,
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ms'1‘ABLISH.!mN'1' or THE amour, sonconmnea

SECTION 1. (0.) There in eembliahed e special nub

committee within the Clommittee on Banking, Housing,

and Urban Affaixa to be known as the Special Subcommit

tee on Certain Allqatione Concerning Whitewater Devel

opment Corporation, Madison Guaranty Savings and Lom

Alloeiefion, and Capital Management Services, _Ino., and

Related Issue: (hereafter in this resolution referred to as

the “special subcommittee").

(b) The purpose of the special subcommittee Ss

(1) to conduct ll inveltiption; Into, and study
of, all matters which have any tendency to reveal the

full facts ab0u’0—
'

(A) the vnmfiw» “Mum Ind maule
tiem of Xudioun Guaranty Savings and Loam

Association, inellding the Aflopd um of feder

ally inland ma: as campaign oontributiomg

(B) the mlaflonlhip among Maison ‘Gnu

mry Savings ad Lem Auodafion, other feder

ally insured imdxntiuu. and Wmwwmr Devel

vpwrw Qerwrwfivm ,

(C) the management Ind bulinell

tic of Whiuwetn Development Corponfion

and its shareholders, including issues of per

sonal, oorporete, and partnership tax liability.
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(D) the policies of the Resolution Trust

Corporation, Federal banking agencies, and

other Federal regulatory agencies I'9gfl1'il.lllg

legal rcpreaeiiiailoii of the agencies, including

conflicts of interest and cost controls;

(E) the independsnoe of the Resolution

Trim (kn-poraiion, Federal banking agencies.

and other Federal regulatory agencies, includ

ing any improper contacts among officials of

the White House, the Department of the Trees

ury, the Resolution Trust Corporation, the Of

fice of Thrift Supervision, and any other Fed

eral agency; ~.

(F) the Resolution Trust Corporation's in.

teriial lianilllng of the climinal referrals con

oerning Madison Guamnty Savings and Loan

Association;

(G) the pursuit by the Resolution Trust

Oispseflsh of civil camel of action against po

tentially liable parties associated with Madison

Guaranty Savings and Loon Association;

(H) the pursuit by the Oflios of Thrift Su

pewlliml, the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor

porstion,endtheFederalSevl.nglsndLoa.nI.n

suranca Corporation of administrative mid civil

10490
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causes o
f

action against potentially liable par

fibfi &880t!i3t8d with Madison Guaranty Savings

and Loan Association;

(I) the Dapartznent of Justice's liandling

of the Rnnnhitinn Trtmt (Io:-porat.ion’a crixninal

referrals relating to Madison Guaranty Savings

and Loan Aseoeiation;

(J) the delayed recusal of the United

States Attorney for the Eutern District of Ar

kansas from the investigation or prosecution of

David Hale, Capital Management Services, Inc.,

and Whitewater Development Corporation;

(K)?-11l@lfll0ffint1inv§lI\dthQlnnLflI13

pufiueo!GqfldJmum@mumt8ufi,hm"

and it: luparvhlon and regulation by the Small

Bndnnu ~D, including loam to
Susan McDougal and the alleged diversion of

funds to Whitewatnr Development Corporation;

(L) the Park Police investigation into the

awn or White House Deputy counsel Vincent

Footer;

(M) the operation: and nndonviiting oc

of the Arkaninl Development Finance

Authority;
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(N) the circumstances surrounding and the

propriety of the commodities-futm-oo trading aa

tivhies of Hillary Budluun Clinton,

(0) tho lmvodznoul. aotivitioe ol Value

Partners I, iicluding the compliance of these

activities with Federal laws governing conflicts

of interest;

(P) any other issues related to the matters

referred to in subparagraplw (A) through (O);

and

(Q) my issues developed during, or arising

out oi, the hearings conducted by the special

subcommittee; and

I

(2)(A) to make such findings of fact as are

wen-antod and appropriate;

(B) to make such moommendations. including

recommendations flor new legislation and amend

ments to uxilting laws and any administrative or

other actions, as the epoch] suboommime may de

ta'minewbeneceasaryordednble;and

(C) to fulfill the Constitutional oversight and

infou'min¢funotlonoffluCongro||withro|pootto

the matter: doeoribod in this aeotion.

(0) For purposes of this action, the term “Madison

Guaranty Savings and Loan Auociedoa” include: any
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subaidiary oompony, afiliatod company, or business

Owned or controlled, in whole or in part, by Madison Guar

anty Savings and hum Association its officers, directors,

or principal shareholders.

HIMBIRBEP AND ORGANIZATION OP Tl-[B SPECIAL

BUBCOIMITTDI1

SEO. 2. (a)(1) The special subcommittee shall consist

ot

(-l|5IIl@beIIaftheC0mmitteeonBlnHn.g,

Housing, and Urban Atmiza appniaflhfie shire
man;

us) 6 sashes an Consumes on Banking,
Eouairg, and UrbmA£Eainlflfi3ih'1hlmnk¢

iucmemben

[C)8mmhusoftheBenateIppointedl1yr.he

Pausnijnq-|,.,.¢a»s§eo-am-¢»~

Fplmbf the Senate upon the recommendation or
thehlsjorityhasderofthe Senate; and

(D)‘_3IQs'|¢tbl|aaxequlndhydm
fuaanzp-u-pmaaas-mama-mm

lithe Senate upon the recommendation of

thollinorizylsadcofflm Beam.

(2)Vaoanoiel| inthamcnbe2tl\i'poftholpec.lo.1mb

committoochallnotefiaotthaauthoi-ltyotthezemalning

1nomberatooxocutotbefunc1ionsoftbeupedalnib
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committee and shall be filled in the same manner as origi

nal appointments to in are made.

(3) For the pflrpole of paragraph A of rule 206’ of

the Standing Rules of the Senate, aervloe of a
. Senulor

as a member of the special subcommittee shell not be

taken into amount.

(b)(1) iieddlman and raohiq member of the

Cdlmitke on Beating, Honing, and Ulhfllhh-I she!
beeedairnaeflhelpedel nbenniflee’

(2) A mqjority of the member: of the speeial Inb

oommitiee shall constitute a quorum for reporting a mat

ur or recommendation to the Senate, emqat that n quo

rumnhall notbeneoeaaryforthopurpooooftiking testi

mony before the lpeolal Iuboommlttee or for conducting

theotherbuilneoaoftheapedal subcommittee.

(6)(l) The lpecial mboommlttoe shall promptly adopt

appropriate rnlol and procedural consistent with this reno

lmion.

(2)Theruleaendprooodm'oaoftheepeoia.l|ub

eommitseeahallp

(A)govomtheprooeed!ngaofthe|pedal|ub

committee; and _
P

(B) confident with Motion 6 of tlill

machina
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(i
)

provide for the security of the records

of the special subcommittee; and

Lil) prevent the unauthorized disclosure of

information and materiel: Obtained by the op0~

clal subcommittee in Lha amuse of its investigo.

lion and mdy.

,,nan or was snow. suaoouem-nu "

Sue. 8. (a.)(1) Colnmltuse staff from committees hav

ingjurisdiotion over matters described in section 1(b) shell

be detailed to the special snbcsmlnitwu, subject to avail

ability, as requested by the ooohalx-men.

(2) In addition to stat! detailed pursuant w para
graph (1; and to assist the was subeommluee in its
investigation and many, the oochah-men, after approval or

the special subcommittee, my appoint special subcommit

tee stafl.

(8) All staff detailed pursuant to paragraph (1) or

appointed pm-suent to paragmph (2) shall work tor the

special subcommittee as e whole, shall report to the two

ooohelnnonand, emeptas othenriseprovldedbythespo

ciellubaommittaa. :ha.l1baundo:-tbedimtionoft.beoo

chairmen. _

(bl Tousictthe lpecialnboomxn.iReeinitsi.nves

tl3stl0nand|1:u¢,the3mat0I40Il1Co\1nselandDeput:y

Banatelaag-alCounaelll\al11rwkwlth emdunduthejxaflr

dletion and authority of the spacial subcommittee.
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(G) The Majority Leaders o
f

the Senate

mayeechdeul¢nweo1;;a1a££porooawsonoon thsstafl

of the spsclel suuuuuuuittee no serve an their liaison to the

special subcommittee.

(d) ThsComptz'olhrGeneral ol‘lhaUm'oad Bteteeia

nqsssue so pl-ma mm the General Aoesunflng Oflcc

when-we: personnel, lmutlgstory, malarial, or other ey

proprlate assistance may be requlmd by the special sub

committee. ,

rum acnvnwss or ‘ms sescum '

SEC. 4. (a) Consistent with the rights of persons sub

ject to investigation and inquiry, the special subcommittee

mu make every arm to mum the aim of the public

and the Congress to lmaw the enamel nuns end l‘l'Opll0ll.

tions of the acthifies of oficiels of the United States Gov

ernment and other persona and entities with rslpect to

the matters under investigation and study as denorlbed in

section 1
.

(b) In furtherance o
f

the public’: and Congress’ right

to how, the special subeom.zn:lttee-

flhahsl -1- I 1. 0051.09?!

JIIIIPJ
3 2

*‘

we -iv

isdilxlltim and Imhlnths indo

paglnss ssnsd pesunn to chapter 28.

pert 600, offlis Code ofFede:-al‘Be|u1ndons(rc

tmsd to as the "indspondsnt counsel");
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(2) may make interim reports to the Senate as

it considanl upprOp1'lI.f6; and

(3) shall make s final comprehensive public ro

fhiuh contains e description of all

relevant factual determinations consistent with sulr

section (a) of this section and 8001-l0u l(b)(2) and

which contains recommendations flu‘ new legislation,

if necessary.

towns or ms srsom. eveooana-r-rd

SEO. 5. (a) The special subcommlmo shall do avow

thlng neceseaxy and appropriate under the lawn and Con

stitution of the United States to make the lnvmtigation

and study specified in section 1. :

(bl Us epesu eaheounamee in enauuue so um

Iulsnoesae (or obtaining testimony and for the production

of documentary or physical evidenee. A subpoena. may be

authorized and issued by the special subcommittee. acting.,-_ _,.

beagh kc slasher des

ignetedbyeitharo0chairman,endmsybeaorvedbyany

psrsondesignstodbyeithe:-coohehsnnnorothormember

anywhere within or without the borders of the United

8t.sta|tothe1\1l1extentpsrmlt;tedby1sw.Eit.herc0obslr

masofthoepeoialeuboommittoqoranyothermembar

tlacrechiaeutliorizedtol hsuywltaelea

eppeeringboflarethellboommittee.

I
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(cs) The special subcommituo is authorised to do the

following

(1) To employ and fix the compensation of such

olnlioel, inveeflgawry, legal, technical, and other ae

sistanta as the special subcommittee considers neu

usury or appropriate.

(2) To lit. and act at my time or place during

lmiom, reesees, and ufioummmt pclods of ms

lusts. l

(3) To hold hearings. his teltienlu under

oath, and to receive documentary or physical evi

dence relating to the nutter: and questions it is au

thorized to investigate or atrulv.
'

<4; remiss ep-entofhnmnhyuadern'ec
don 6606 of title 18, United Stated Code, 1&1" eon-‘if with Ill independent counsel.
(5) To require by mbpoma or order the attend

ww. as witnesses before the spacial subcommittee

or at depositions, of any person either eochalmmn

detenninse may have knowledge or information cum

earning any of the matter: the special subcommittee

in authorised to lnvutigete and new.

(6) To take dapoddom and other testimony

undoroethmywherewl1.hlntheUnltadStatas,to

iuu0ordeI'Ibyelthercoohairmauoranyotbermem
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bar flflignbd by dtht oooluix-man which require

witnesses to answer mitten intemgotoria under

filth, CM to make application for issuance of letters

*‘°8°"°!7

(1)TOblU~;nndtonot.ioode

'.Ing | mi
tiemfiornfimnmbcutouuninovitnueamdto

receive evidence under oath administered by en indi

vidual authorized by local law w udxniniltcr oatln.

The npvoial euboommiuee, acting through either co

ohairman, mgy authorise and issue, and may dele

gate to designated stefi members the power to au

thorize end islue, commissions and dqaosidon no

M I

(8) Towgqpiq Q~i8‘ order'

on 9» lqmnnn. -a--v.
wqlqueftheflnihdfldoufluunmux,

(B)ezwpez-aonorenfitypui-poi-tingtnact

under color or mthorityofStete or local law,

or

(O) any private person, firm, oorporetion,

permerahip, or other organization,

Q it Ilillfifln. Q hr no on cri
dolnhthohzvuflpflnpognlduoliilnqodel

lqouh|eo,<bounn||L,Bnn||dal

'\
\
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I record, paper, physical evidmoo, photograph, record,

2 recording, Lope, or my other mderld rallfing in

4 is tuthori-led to lnwfltigane and study which they or

S my Of them may MW in their custody or under

6 their control.

7 (9)Tomlhtntbe8eaI-lnugynoommcnda»

8 tipna, including moommendaflom for u-iudual or

9 civil enforounmt, -‘which
the spacial luboommimse

10 may consider appropriate with raspect to

ll (A) the willful failure or refusal at my per

l2 son to appear before it
, or at a deposition, or

13 to mswar interrogatories, in obedience to a sub

I4 poem or order,

IS '(B)thnwfl1£u1£a.iluroormfi1salofu\y

l6 pa-non to answer questions or give ustimony

17 during hiaappearmceaaawitneubefora such

18 mboommittae, or at 1 daposition, or in mrpome

__ 19 to intmogatoxiu; or

20 (C) the wilful failure or refund of-—

21 (i) any officet or employee of the

22 United State!/Govnrnment,

13 (ii) uv perm w wfiv wrvvrfint 1»

24 actundercolororcuthcfityoffitatoor

25 load law, or
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(iii) any private person, partnership,

firm, corporation, or organization,

bu produce before the subcommittee, or at n

depumitiuii, or at any time or place designated

by the subcoxmnittoe, arty book, check, caneelod

chock, corrupoudoucc, communication, docu

ment, financial record, paper, physical evidence,

photograph, record, nscording, tape, or any

other material in obedience to any subpoena. or

order.

(10) To procure the temporary or intermittent

services of coanltsnu, or organizations

thereof.
'

u1f§§?§§§§€?§§&uuuouInagwnuian

prior ocnoent of tbs Government department or

quay concerned, services or personnel or such

(12) To use, with the prior consent of the

chsimm or ranking member of my other Senate

oommittoo or the ohnirmnn or ranking member of

any subcommittee of my committne of the Senate,

tho facilities or services of the appropn'a.tc members

ofthe staflotuchothaficmta ocmmituewhem

ever the special subcommittee or either cochairmon

consider that moh action is nnoassary or appropriate
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to enable the special smbmmmittm to make the in

vestigation and study provided for in this resolution.

(19) To have moose through the agency of any

membnrl of the special subcommittee. staff director.

chief counsel, or any of its invoetigntory assistant-I

tlefliflnltod by either cochairman, to any data, evi

dence, infiormation, report, analysis, document, or

pI.pa‘—

(A) whiuhralateatoanycfthematteroor

questions which the special subcommittee is au

nhorized to inveetigntn or study;

(B) which 1| in the possession, eunody, or

under the control of aw dcperunent, agency,

entiw, ofioer, or employee of the United States

Government, includinz those which have the

power under the lawn of the United Staten to

inve|ti¢e.toex;yellegedc1'1m1nalecfivitiee orw

proeeuzte persons chnrgvd with crimes against

the United States without regard to the jurie

diction or authority of my other Sonata com

mime; and

(C) which will lid the lpeoifl subcommittee

to prepare for or conduct the investigation and

ltudy authorilod and directed by this resolu

lion.
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(14) To report violations of any law to the ap

propriate Federal, State, or local authoritios.

(15) To expend, to the extant. the special sub

committee determines neoeuary and approprilw.

any money mule available to such subcommittee by

the Senate to make the investigation, study, and re

porls authorized by this resolution.

(16) Under sections 6103(f)(3) and 6l04=(s)(2)

of the Internal Revenue.Oodo of 1986, to inspect

and receive for the fiscal yous 1977-1992 am! tax

return, return information, or other tax-relalul ma

terial, hold by the Secretary of the Treasury, rolal/¢<l

to individuals and entities named by the special sub

committee as possible paniclpanna, beneficiaries, 01'

inteatncdiaziel in the transactions under investiga

fiat

(d) The level of compensation payable to any em

ployee of the special suboommittae shall not be subject to

any limitation on compensation otherwise applicable to an

employee of the Senate. No employee of the special lub

comnniitteamwrecelvepayatarateofpayinemeuof

therataofpaypayable for aposidonatlevel Itloftha

Ehocufive Schedule under acofion 5814 of title 6, United

81:10: Code.
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PRQTECTION OF CONFIIDENTIAL INFORMATION

SEO. 6. (a) All staff members and consultants shall,

as e condition of employment, agree in writing to abide

by the conditions of an Appropriate nondisclosure agree

mcnt promulgated by the lpocial subcommittee.
4

(bl The case of any Senator who violates the security

procedures of the special subcommittee may be referred

to the Select Committee on Ethics of the Senatelfor the

lmpoaitlou of snniulivua in accordance with the rules of the

Senate. Any staff member er consultant who violates the

seeunty procedures of the special subcommittee shall im

mediately be subject to rmnoval from oflfioe ezemployment

with the special subcommittee or shall be subject to such

other sanction as may be provided in the rules of the spe

oial subcommittee.

(0) Upoathetennlaetionoltlioepeoial Iuboommittae

pursuant to section 9 of this resolution, all recordl, files,

doouenh, and other materials in the poeeeeeion, metodyi

or control of the special subcommittee, under epproptiete

condition: emnuinoa by Inch subcommittee, can be

tramferred to the National Archives.

names m onus mvseneu-ions _

S30. 7. (e) In order to

(1) expedite the thorough conduct of the inves

tigetion and etuth eutborlzod by this rosolufiom
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1 (2) promote efficiency among all the various in

2 vestigations underway in all branches of the United

3 States Goverxuuenn; and

4 (3) engender a high deg'I"ee 01’ confidence on

5 the part of the public regarding we conduct of

6 such investigation,

7 the special subeommittea is encouraged-—

8 (A) to to U10 §8$.¢.!¥1~P1*4ctioable, its

9 activities with the investigation of the independent

10 coumel;

11 (R) to soak the full cooperation of all relevant

12 invutigatory bodies; and

l

13 (C) to seek aooees to all information which is

14 acquired and developed by such bodies.

15 (b) Tho coo-hairmm shall moot with the independent

16

. 17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

tun of the independent counsel’: investigation to assist in

establishing a bearing schedule for the special subcommit

(80.

(e) The Smmtc roqucntabtbnz the independent counsel

make available to the special luboommittoe, as expedi

tiously an pmnible. all documents and information which

may assist the Bpedll mbeommicm in it: investigation

and mdy.
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SEC. 8. Such sums as are necessary shall be available

from the contingent fund of the Senate out of the Account

Fm‘ F-Ivonses For Inquiries and Investigations for payment

of salaries and other upenses of the special subcommittee

undo: this resolution, which shall include sums which shall

be available for the procurement of the servims of individ

ual consultants or orgamzationa thereof, in lccurdanra

with Section 5(o)(9). Payment of expenses shall ha dis

bursed upon vouchers approved by either cochairmun of

the special subcommittee, except that vouchers shall not

be required for the disbursement of shlaries paid at an

annual rate.

nnroaws; '1‘IlM.INA'I'ION

SEO. 9. (a)(1) Tho qndd nboommittee shall make

aflmlpublicropoz-tt'»otheScaaQ,;;Q.»t.lmorelult|ofthe

investigation and wtudy conducted by such subcommittee

purirunnt to this resolution, together with its findings and

any nooommondauou at the oarlicat practicable dale,

(2) The final report of the subcommittee my
be accompanied by noo

ealary to protect confidential lniormation.

(b) After submission of ita final report, the special

subcommittee shall conclude its business and close out its

afialrs u expeditiously an practicable.
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SUBOOLQUTTEE JTZRISDTCFION AND RULE EV

SEC. 10. The jurisdiction of the special subcommittee

is granted pursuant w this resolution notwitm-Landing the

pmvisiom of paragraph 1 of rule IEV of the Standing

B11108 of the Senate relating to the jux'IsdicLi0n of the

standing committees of the Senate v
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Legal Criminal Coordinator
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Philip J. Adams, Senior Attomey, PLS
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 801 17th STREET, N.W.
DIVISION OP LEGAL SERVICES WASHINGTON, D.C. 20434-0001

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

File/Madison Guaranty savings & Loan Assoc.

Mark Gabrellia
Senior Counsel

"1:
llApril 6, 1994
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL

2. Report on conference with counsel for Clintons

Attachment
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glirtiteh fitatzs Eiztritt F'~(1In1xrt
for the

TO:
Resolution Trust Corporation
Custodian of Recorde

I DISHUCTOF
Columbia ____

SUBPOENA TO TESTIFY
BEFORE GRAND JURY

SUBPOENAFOR:

[Z]PERSON B DOCUMENTS! OROBJECT (SI

YOU ARE HERBY COMMANDE to epoeerInd teelflybeforetheG(I'\d JLIY of lhfl United StatesOioict COUI1It

theplace.date.andtimespecifiedbelow.

nu: United_§tates Uletrict Court for the
District of Colunbi
United States Courthouse
Third and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

l@Mcount

a Grand Jury, Third Floor

, 1994
10:00 a.m.

YOU ARE ALSO COMMANOED to bringwithyou the following documemlslorobiecflslz‘

See attached rider.

Personal appearance not required if the requested documents are delivered on
} or before the return date to Special Agent Dana Gillie at the Office of the
\ Ind depen ent Counsel. 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 490 North.

Washington. D.C. 2000k, telephone number (202) 514-8688. for submission to
the Grand Jury. _

-

G Plane eeeeddltlcnelInlormnlonon reverie.

rmnauomnne lncflmn

behellofma
ow

until you ere grentedleeveto departby the ooun or by lfl olflcer ectlnqon

I
LIAIAOIQYIAYI '

6/1/91¢

Thleeub

ol theUnitedS

D10-'0

7 Mark J’. Stein
Office of the Independent Counsel
1001 Penneylvenia Avenue. N.W., Suite 69011
Wlehington. D.C. 20004
(202) 5L4-8688

"Nnetcool-able.Ifiiil -rune.“
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T

ums.Aooeesemomow:nuwnenoeAeemmru.e.ATTOQNIV
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I declare under oenaltv of oeriury under the lam of th U
'

o mted States of America that the foregoing
information contained in the Raturn of Serviccand Statement of Sorviea Foe:-is true and correct.

Executed on
Ono Slpnomnof$00:

0

Address’ofS-anor
j

ADDITIONALanroninxrson
0 _

Iv

ll)
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SQQPOENA BIQEB

A. Any and all documents and/or communications referring
or relating to any contacts, meetings or conversations about or
regarding Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, its subsidiaries or
affiliates, held between or among 1) any member of the White House
staff or the staff of Hillary Rodham Clinton, including but not
limited to Lisa Caputo, Mark Gearan, Harold Iokes, Bruce Lindsey,
Bernard Nussbaum, George Stephanopoulos or Margaret Williams; and
2) any official or employee of the Department of the Treasury or
the Resolution Trust Corporation, including but not limited to
Roger Altman. Jack Devore, Jean Hanson, or Josh Steiner. This
includes, but is not limited to any documents and/or
communications:

1. referring or relating to the arrangement,
existence, substance or circumstances of any such tneetings or
conversations;

2. discussed or referred to in any such meetings or
conversations;

3. exchanged between any member of the White House
staff or the staff of Hillary Rodham Clinton, and any official or
employee of the Department of the Treasury or the Resolution Trust
Corporation at or in connection with any such meetings or
conversations;

4. constituting notes taken at or referring to any
such meetings or conversations;

5. summarizing, documenting or referring to all or
any part of any such meetings or conversations.

B. Any and all documents and/or communications referring
or relating to any criminal referrals made by the Resolution Trust
Corporation about or regarding Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, its
subsidiaries or affiliates.

C. Any and all documents and/or communications dated
between January 1, 1993 to the present, referring or relating to
the pursuit of any civil claims by the Resolution Trust Corporation
or an agent or representative of the Resolution Trust Corporation,
relating to or having a connection with Madison Guaranty Savings &
Loan, its subsidiaries or affiliates.

Definitions and Lgstructions1-~
a. The term "document" or "documents" as used in this

subpoena means all records of any nature whatsoever within your
possession, custody or control, or the possession, custody or
control of any agent, employee, representative, or other person
acting or purporting to act for or on your behalf or in concert
with you, including but not limited to memoranda, records, reports,
notes, books, files, summaries or records of conversations,
meetings or interviews, summaries or records cf telephone

I)[0 zone us zoza. wczu va/to/so
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"00 Jlo zone us zoza. sen“

conversations, diaries, calendars, datebooks, telegrams,
facsimiles, telexes, telefaxes, electronic mail, computerized
records stored in :he form of magnetic or electronic coding on
computer media or on media capable of being read by computer or
with the aid of computer related equipment, including but not
limited to floppy disks or diskettes, disks, diskettes. disk packs.
fixed hard drives, removable hard disk cartridges, mainframe
computers, Bernoulli boxes, optical disks, WORM disks,
magneto/optical disks, floptical disks, magnetic tape, tapes, laser
disks, video cassettes, CD-ROMs and any other media capable of
storing magnetic coding, microfilm, microfiche and other storage
devices, voicemail recordings, and all other written, printed or
recorded or photographic matter or sound reproductions, however
produced or reproduced.

The term "document" or "documents" also includes any
earlier, preliminary, preparatory or tentative version of all or
part of a document, whether or not such draft was superseded by a
Later draft and whether or not the terms of :he draft are the same
as or different from the terms of the final document.

b. The term "communication" or "communications" isxa
herein in its broadest sense to encompass any transmission or
exchange of information, ideas, facts, data, proposals, or any
other matter, whether between individuals or between or among the
members of a group, whether face-to-face. by telephone or by means
of electronic or other medium.

c. "Possession, custody or control" means in your
physical possession and/or if you have the right to secure or
compel the production of the document or a copy from another person
or entity having physical possession.

d. The term "referring or relating" to any given subject
means anything that constitutes, contains, embodies, reflects,
identifies, states, refers to, deals with, or is in any manner
whatsoever pertinent to that subject including, but not limited to,
documents concerning the preparation of other documents.

2-lnstnsndcns
a. any original document cannot be produced in full,

produce such document to the extent possible and indicate
specifically the reason for your inability to produce the
remainder.

HHa

b. Documents shall be produced as zhey are kept in the
usual course of business, as organized in the iiles.

c. File folders, labels and indices identifying documents
called for shall be produced intact with such documents. Documents
attached to each other should not be separated.

d. The originals of all documents and communications

*Q\|P4O/90
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must be produced, as well as copies within your possession, custody
or control.

e. In reading this rider, ch: plural shall include the
singular and the singular shall include the plural.

f. The words "and" and "or" shall be construed
conjunctively or disjunctively as necessary to make the request
inclusive rather than exclusive. The use of the word "including"
shall be construed without limitation.

g. In the event that any document called for by this
subpoena is withheld on the basis of any claim of privilege or
similar claim, that document shall be identified in writing as
follows: (a) author; (b) the position or title of the author; (cl
addressee; (d) :he position or title of the addressee; (e) any
indicated or blind copies; (f) date; (g) a brief description of che
subject matter of the document; (h) number of pages; (i)
attachments or appendices; (j) all persons to whom the document,
its contents, or any portion thereof, has been disclosed,
distributed. shown or explained; and (k) present custodian. Each
basis you contend justifies the withholding of the document shall
also be specified. with respect to those documents or records as
to which you may claim privilege, or attorneys’ work product, set
forth as to each such document the basis for such claim, the
identity of each person who has been privy to such communication
reflected in the document and whether you will submit :he document
:o the Court for an ;n_ ggmggg determination as to the validity of
the claim.

i. In the event that any document called for by this
subpoena has been lost, destroyed, deleted, altered, or otherwise
disposed of, that document shall be identified in writing as
follows: (a) author; (b) the position or title of the author; (c)
addressee; (d) the pO5itiOn or title of the addressee; (e)
indicated or blind copies; (f) date; (9) a brief description of the
subject matter of the document; (h) number of pages; (i)
attachments or appendices; (j) all persons to whom the document,
its contents, or any portion thereof, had been disclosed,
distributed, shown or explained; (k) zhe date of the loss,
destruction, deletion, alteration or disposal and the circumstances
thereof; (1) the reasons, if any, for the loss, destruction,
deletion, alteration or disposal and the person or persons
responsible.

j. If any information or data is withheld because such
information or data is stored electronically, it is to be
identified by the subject matter of the information or data and the
place or places where such information is maintained.

JIO Z099 fig ZOZQ (Hill H!/IO’90
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INTBROFFICE MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 801 17TH BTREET, N.I.

LEGAL DIVISION WASHINGTON, D.C. 20434-0001

MEMORANDUM TO: Felisa Neuringer
Spokeswoman
Office of Corporate Communications

PROM: Michael C. TayloruALLlkQ4l[ ( Lav,/’Attorney
Litigation Section

DATE: March 19, 1992

SUBJECT: Information on the Clintons and the Rose Law
Firm

Here is the information I collected last week on the Clintons
and the Rose Law Firm.

1. The Legal Services Agreement between FDIC and the Rose Law
Firm.

2. A list of cases on the old CHS system handled by the firm for
FDIC and RTC.

3. A list of current cases on the RLIS system handled by the firm
for RTC.

4. Information about McDougal and Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan
Association sent to me from the North Central Regional Office. I
understand the information was gathered as background for the
congressional hearing in Hot Springs on March 14. The "Executive
Summary of Preliminary Report" was prepared several years ago.
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Legal Services Agreement

This agreement is entered into this third day of October,
1990, by and between the Iodoral Deposit Insurance Corporation
("FDIC") and R0sELAw11Rx ("Firm"). The Firm hereby aqrooe
to represent the FDIC and the FDIC hereby agrees to retain Firm on
tho following terms:

1. OUIDI POI LIGLL RIPRIIBITLTION

The general responsibilities of the Firm, including reporting
requirements and billing information, are set forth in tho Guide
for Legal Representation (Guide) dated 6/89, a copy of which is
attached as Exhibit A and incorporated heroin by this reference.
It is the rirn'e responsibility to ensure that the Guide is
followed by each person who works on FDIC matters. FDIC
periodically changes or modifies tho Guido and may also issue
clariticationa and supplementary instructions, and the Firm hereby
expressly agrees to be bound by any such changes, modifications,
clarifications, and supplemental instructions. with respect to
billing requirements, the Guide in effect on tho first day of each
billing period shall govern.

2. FDIC SPIOZIL IIIUII
The nature or rorc cases is such that legal issues or special

significance develop on a recurring basis. Those iaouos are
identified on the special Issues List, which is attached hereto as
Exhibit B and incorporated herein by the reference. Firm should
handle those cases as described in the Guido.

3 . Ill’! IQIUCTUII
The hourly rates for each attorney and para-professional in

the Firm who is to work on FDIC matters is sot forth on the Rate
structure, attached hereto as Exhibit c and incorporated heroin by
this reference. Personnel may be added to the list, but only by
written mutual agreement of the Firm and FDIC.

Travel time is compensated at 50% of the rirn'e regular
billing rates, except for time spent on substantive work on a
matter. It is, however, agreed that if the Firm is retained to
represent FDIC on a matter which involves work outside of the
Firms' normal trade area, retention of the Firm for that matter
may be conditioned on a waiver of some or all or the charges for
travel time or expenses.

4. DU8lTIOI, RIIIIAL, lib TIIXIIITIOI
This Agreement shall remain in effect until October 3, 1992.

FDIC may, however, terminate the representation by the Firm at any
time without cauoe and without notice. Upon termination of this
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agreement and upon demand, Firm shall return all documents and
files pertaining to FDIC matters, including any work product. The
Firm expreeely waives its right to any liens, including but not
limited to statutory and possessory liens, and agrees to return all
advances upon request and remit all collections promptly.
5. BILLING

The Firm shall prepare its bills in the format prescribed by
the FDIC. The Firm shall also provide certain certifications with
each of its bills. Until further notice, the billing format and
certification shall be substantially in the form ehown on Exhibits

O and E, attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference.

In addition to the billing guidelines set forth in the Guide,
Firm agrees to the following:

A. FDIC will not pay for any costs relating to conversion
of the Firms's computer programming to comply with FDIC
fee bill processing or reporting requirements.

B. FDIC will not pay for secretarial or clerical overtime
unless euch overtime is occassioned by an emergency
situation created by the FDIC. The firm understands that
such situations will be unusual as such overtime is
generally considered part of the Firm‘: normal overhead.

C. FDIC will not pay for charges relating to word processing
or computer time except weetlaw or Lexis. FDIC will
reimburse Firm for its actual charges for Westlaw and
Lexis.

D. FDIC will pay for photocopying at actual cost, which will
generally not exceed $.15 per page. when economically
feasible, large copying projects should be sent out to
a copying service. clerical time for photocopying will
not be paid.

E. FDIC will pay actual cost for facsimile transmissions.
However, barring emergencies brought on by the FDIC, fax
transmissions should be used with restraint.

F. Telephone, overnight mail, and delivery charges will be
paid at actual cost. Overnight mail should be used with
restraint. FDIC will not pay for ordinary postage
charges.

For purposes ct general coordination of administrative matters
and as otherwise needed, the primary FDIC contact for the Firm will
be the FDIC Regional Office for which the Firm does the majority
of its work, unless another contact point is designated by the
FDIC.
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The Firm shall keep all of its billing records for at least
three years from billing date. The Firm shall permit FDIC to
conduct an audit or review of the Firm's billing procedures. Firm
further agree: to provide additional information concerning its
billing procedures and practices and other reports which the FDIC
may request without charge.

s . nnmu. narom A

The Firm will provide the FDIC Regional Office for which it
doee the majority of its work with an Annual Report. The Firm will
also provide a copy of its Annual Report to all other Regional
offices to which the Firm renders legal services during the year.

The Annual Report should include the following intormation:

A. An updated matrix that identifies the Firm members who
are working on FDIC matters. The matrix should clearly set forth
their:

1) state license
2) areas of expertise
3) years in practice
4) time with the Firm
5) status as partner, shareholder, or associate
6) FDIC billing rate.

B. An update of the initial conflicts report prepared by
the Firm.

C. An identification all minority and women members or
associates of the Firm, and which of them are assigned
to FDIC matters.

D. Legal malpractice lawsuits pending against the firm.

E. -An identification of any disciplinary action pending
against any attorney in the firm.

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Dyi N (~ _

// /
A931 ‘Q no 5'//‘Q I prefU,3'.."‘/ a"'e'.._/"'5'

by M
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EXHIBIT A

[Guide For Legal Representation]

89-184 95 — 24
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EXHIBIT B

SPECIAL ISSUES LIST

Agricultural and SBA
Bridge Bank
Bulk Sales
1823(0) and D'0ench Duhme
Batoppel
Executory Contracts/Leases
FEAT
FDIC as a Federal Agency
FOIA
FSLIC/FHLBB
FTCA
Guaranteed Loans
Hazardous and Toxic Waste
Jurisdiction
Lender Liability
Letters of Credit
Loan Participation
P & A Documentation
Punitive Damages
Privacy Act
Pro-Rata
Repos/Swaps
RICO ~

Securities Law
Tax Matters
‘Termination of Pension Plans
Termination of Receiverships
Trust Depts.

New issues arising that may be significant
Agency or n0'agency status of FDIC as receiver
Ownership, sale or challenges to use of pledge powers
Constitutionality or any statute or other issues involving
constitutional law.

Executory Contracts, Disaffirmance or
Issues that may generate publicity
Novel uses of 12 U.S.C. § 1823(e), QlQgQQn_Qghgg and federal
holder in due course doctrines.

Novel approaches to 12 u.s.c.§ 1819 (Fourth), FDIC'sjurisdictional statute (dual capacity)
Suits involving FDIC executives, either as named parties or as
deponents or witnesses.
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EXHIBIT C

RATE STRUCTURE

WEBB HUBBELL

ALLEN BIRD

RICK DONOVAN

VINCE FOSTER

GARY SPEED

DAVID WILLIAMS

SARAH HOOD TEED

JESS ASKEW

AMY STEWART

SAM STRANGE

MICHAEL BOOKER

RBBECCA JONES

B. J. CAMP

--._-__1

‘1AR 13 82 TR 1“ 31 FDIC RTC CENTRAL FAX NC. 3133448401

$125

125

125

125

125

125

100

110

110.

85

85

40

40

HOURLY RATES FOR EACH ATTORNEY OR PROFESSIONAL
IN ROSE LAW FIRM TO WORK ON FDIC MATTERS

O0

00

00

00

.00

00

00

00

00

00

.00

O0

00

:U (_
J
O
)

15280/93
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EXHIBIT D

BILL FORMAT\
COVER PAGE:

[1-‘mu NAME]
\\

Firm's Invoice Number

Matter
Case Name: [If more than one case is included prepare a

separate cover sheet for each]

Period Covered: [Only those cases or parts of cases supervised
by a single FDIC attorney may be included under
one cover sheet]

Thrift/Bank Name: [Only one institution may be included on each
invoice]

Financial Institution Number:

Hours billed by Minorities and Women:

Total number of hours billed:

Total fees:

Amount of this bill including all disbursements:

£3;-E £38?

___________ —

[For Fees]

Date of Description Name or Approved Time Rate X
Service of Service Initials Rate Charged Time
_______ ___________ Q! A£§'! the __

[For Disbursements]

Date of Difibursement Description of_Qisbursement Amount Charged
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EXHIBIT I
Cfiiililfibllflfli

The disbursements charged do not include charge: for overhead
expenses, computer time, or preparation of fee bills. No meals
have been charged unless the attorney is in travel statua.
Overtime expenses are charged only it the overtime work la
attributable solely to an emergency situation created by the FDIC.

Charge: tor travel and meal: have been incurred in a prudent
manner. Fax, Lexis, Weetlau, telephone and photocopying are
charged at cost. Legal research projects have been cleared with
the FDIC attorney in charge. No charges have been included tor
bill preparation or other overheads, such as secretarial serviced,
typing or filing. Underlying documentation tor teee and
disbursements will be retained for three yeara atter payment tor
FDIC review.

[Firm]

bY

_ I
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FDIC
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Washington.D.C.20429 LegalDivision

10 March 1992

MEMORANDUM TO: Earl McJett
Paralegal Specialist
Trial Litigation, RTC

FROM: James F. Egbert, Jr.<:¥€:>
Case Management Specialist
Information Resource Management Unit

SUBJECT: Bgse Lawfigm Rggges;

Attached is a copy of the report you requested regarding the Rose
lawfirm. All cases for the Resolution Trust Corporation have not
been updated since 25 October 1991. If you have any questions
regarding this report please feel free to contact me at 898-3749.
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R~'J\'H\'=l~‘DlC s *1'12 : 4:55PM - RTC |.|3GAl.~ l.F.GALDH/l$l0\:0 2

1!?! OI IIIORT: [ ] Ono Page Statue Report [/
4 Lint Report

own or r.:'r1u-rxon [/1 Litigation [ 1 Bankruptcy

no znrcuon [,/{ Active [/1/Inactive [-4Cloled

vcaaz ID:

-can sum , ,

nun ___ nu nun: _

son-ran an J~ [1Qmp___ (Name of Field)
azcoamuu sou-1 ,

III NIIDID OI LIST REPORT
M9 Wang

fiftéfi ___.
IPIC AL INOTRUOTIOIBI\us) C. \\.: .@ Q.“
SE: M (Q0§EO70) Q73; a

s

QB" D

F~

P

r
9
"r
>
__

:

O
’

D
.

' Thole are the only fields required for an Lndiyjdygl One Page
Status Report.
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t
--->-->-->-->-->-->-->-->-->--> REQUEST FOR CMS SERVICES <--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--

Y REQUESTOR:E-M\ Me : TELEPHONE 1;_ om: M
DATE REQUIRED [vf [ ]PERIODIC REPORT

IO N\JN<'\_~
ONE TIME REPORT FREQUENCY

R I
THIS REQUEST RESULTS FROM:

I [ ]CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY [ ]FOIA [vIOTHER: Earl Mc_I5H
i ‘ I) TYPE OF REPORT/SERVICE($) NEEDED:

[ ] SPECIFIC CASE SEARCH REQUIRED (full page detail will be printed):
PROVIDE THE FOLLOHING:
CASE NAME: FIN:
<or>
COURT DOCKETNUMBER:

[ ] SUMMARY/INDEX REQUIRED:
[ ]FULL DETAIL [ ]TOTALS

Z
2) SELECTION CRITERIA:
BRANCH: [ ]FDlC [ ]RTC [ ]FRF
TYPE: [ ]LL [ ]NL [ ]SN [ ]BK [ ]AD [ ]PLS (see reverse for definitions)
AIC-IND: [ ]ACTIVE [ ]INACTIVE [ ]CLOSED [ ]ACTIVE & INACTIVE
OTHER---->(see reverse for

examples)&FIELD NAME: i\.,~..,- -’ _ - P <e.<>‘-‘K5
FIELD NAME: IETJIP

\
-
(as

FIELD NAME: -

i
3) SORT CRITERIA (order of data - refer to reverse for field names):

IST LEVEL SORT FIELD NAME: c.cxse_— \1(\M1’_
ZND LEVEL SORT FIELD NAME:
3RD LEVEL SORT FIELD NAME:
4TH LEVEL SORT FIELD NAME:

A

4) REPORT APPEARANCE (column headings - list fields in order they are to appear on report)
01) CO._‘>Q..\&

07)?-lg c:\°$302) vase g<;\-Le. 08) \<_sZ.
03) if in 99)
04) Q \r\" nova. 1°)
O5) QQL 11)
06) rm? “S61 12)

5) SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:

--->-->-->-->-->-->-->-->-->-->--> FOR CMS USE ONLY <--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<~-<--<--<--

DATE RECEIVED: DATE COMPLETED:

‘
TIME RECEIVED: av; TIME COMPLETED:

| BYQLQ
APPLICATION USED: [ ]CMS [ ]REPORT PROCESSING [VIDQRY (NAME: )

COMMENTS/NOTES:

‘
iD910305
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03/10/92 FEDDEPOSITINSCORP/RTC-PROD PAGE
10203104 ROSELAHFIRH DETAIL

CASEID CASENAME
FINNAME AIC DTEASGDTE

911576243ARANSASPRINCESS
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900023243ASSOCIATEDSPECIALTIES,ET. AL. VS
GUARANTY/GUARANTVFSLA A

900623531BAILEY,DAVIDBRHONDA
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900650371BISHOP,ROBERTmoVERNONcan
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA I

912316006BONDCLAIM
ARKANSASFEDERALSAVINGSBANK,FA A

900623560BRIGHT,CHARLES8 DEBBIE
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900624132BRIGHT,DAVID8 BESSIEJANE
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

O0

SEVEN
89

90

00

O0

90

90

900625244eusu, xmcmoCHARLESa moan sneuou;
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C 90

900625272BUELL,KINGANDJAMESHESSICK;FSLICV.
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

911576414BUILDERSSERVICEBUREAU,INC.
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900624241CANTRELL,STEPHEN8 GLENDA
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900624273CARSON,ROGER8MARY
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900850141CENTRALSTATESLEASING,INC.
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C
6

912149282CITIZENS/HAUHELLEJV GDISCINTL
CITIZENSSECURITYBANK A

900624303CLARK,CLIFFORD8 PAULINE
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

911576340CONELYCOHOPANYDBAAOUATECH
GUARANTV/GUARANTYFSLA C

900624373CURTIS,DAVID8 JANELLE
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

90

O0

90

90

00

00

90

O0

90

O0-O0 O0

ASSOCIATES
12-26 00

03-03

00-00

O0-O0

O3-O3

03-O3

FSLIC
O3-03

03

O0

03

03

00

00

03

00

03

03

00

03

O3
e

O0

00

O3

00

03

V.

90

OO

O0

90

90

90

90

O0

90

90

91

00

90

OD

90

CLOSD

00-00

INC.
00-D0

O3

OO

00

O3

O3

03

03

00

O3

03

01

00

03

O0

03

03

00

00

O3

03

O3

03

O0

03

O3

15

O0

O3

O0

03

OFFICE

FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

ET. AL.
FRF-LIT-O'NARECFO

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

LIT-REC-K.C.CFOPROFLIABILIT

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- ONARE

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

RTC-LIT-REC-SANANTONIOCFO

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- ONARE

FRF-LIT-O'NARECFO

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

FIN

7524
III

7524

7524

7524

7428

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7403

7524

7524

7524
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03/10/92 FEDDEPOSITINSCORP/RTC-PROD PAGE
10:03:04 ROSELAUFIRH DETAIL

CASEID CASENAME
FINNAME

900624421DAVENPORT,LANDIG.
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

1
900050171DAVIS,JAHESH. ANDHELVINRAGE
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

911554222DEHAVEN,T000I CO.
SANJACINTOSAVINGSASSOCIATION,PA C

900024444oees,ELMO
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA c

911994221DIRECTORSI OFFICERSINVESTIGATION
HOMEFEDERALSAVINGS3 LOANASSOC. A

911986480DIRECTORS8 OFFICERSINVESTIGATION
CAPITOLFEDERALS 8 L ASSOC. A

911994244‘DIRECTORSI OFFICERSINVESTIGATION
INDEPENDENCEFS2 LA A

911643445DIRECTORSANDOFFICERS
FIRSTFEDERALOFARKANSAS,FA A

911643540DIRECTORSANDOFFICERS
ARKANSASFEDERALSAVINGSBANK,FA A

911643496DIRECTORSANDOFFICERSINVESTIGATION
FIRSTSTATESAVINGSBANK,FSB A

911576372OOMGAARDASSOCIATES
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900850122FALCONBERG,LEUISANDREBA;FSLICVS.RECEIVERFORGUARANTY

O

90

00

O0

90

O0

O0

00

O0

00

O0

00

03

%

O0

03

00

00

00

00

QQ

00

00

03

00

00

03

00

O0

O0

O0

00

00

00

,0, / ,

K

,

7400

AIC DTEASGDTE

90

91

91

90

00

O0

O0

00

00

00

O0

CLOSD

03

01

09

03

00

00

00

QQ

00

00

00

03

15

06

03

00

00

O0

00

00

00

00

GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C 00-00-O0 90-03-26

900624473FILM,KEVIN8 YVONNE
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA c

900624535FISCHER,GERALD8 RICHARDNEAL
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900624510FISNEL,JAMES8 CAROL
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900624562FLEENOR,MARYBETH
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

90-03-03

90-03-03

90-03-03

90-03-03

90-03-03

90-03-03

90-03-03

90-03-03

OFFICE

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

RTC-LIT-REC-HOUSTONCFO

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

LIT-REC-K.C.CFOPROFLIASILIT

LIT-REC-K.C.CFOPROFLIADILIT

LII-REC-K.C.CFOPROFLIABILIT

PROFESSIONALLIABILITYRTC-REC

LIT-REC-K.C.CFOPROFLIABILIT

LIT-REC-K.C.CFOPROFLIABILIT

FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

vs. LEHISFALCONBERG,er. AL.
LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OAKLAUN

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

900624594GROVE,VERNON3 ELIZABETH
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C 90-03-03 90-03-03LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

FIN

7524

7524

2124

7524

6909

7107

7164

7370

7428

7040

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

¢
n
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CASEID CASENAME
FINNAME

900625143HAMERNICK,RAPHAELI BETTY
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA

900623293HARRIS,JERRYI GAIL
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA

900050200HARRISONOMEGACORPORATION
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA

911576522KANDIS,DAVIS
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C OO

900023262KETCHUM,KONKEL,BARRETT,NICKELI AUSTIN

900625340LOGAN,RICHARDI BARBARA;FSLICV

AIC DTEASG

C 90-03-O3

C 90-03-03

C OD-OD-O0

900077592HERITAGEMOUNTAINPROPERTY,PROVO,UTAH
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C O0

GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C 90-03

900625375LOGAN,RICHARDANDROGERLEES;FSLICV.
CONTINENTALILL NATIONALBANKI TRUSTC C 90-03

900027341MARSHALLMOUNTAINHAVE
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA

900625405MCALPINI HORN;FSLICV.
CONSOLIDATEDS8

900625442METROSERVICESYSTEMS
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA

912066495MITTELSTAEDT,JAMESI ROBERTA
SECURITYFEDERALSAVINGSI LOANASSN

901914454MONTEVISTAVILLAGE
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA

C O0-O0

C 9D-O3

C 90-O3

A 91-O7

A 90-O7

O0-O0

DO-OO

O3

D3

DO

O3

D3

25

31

DTECLOSDOFFICE
uu¢Qca-QQQQQQQQ—QQQQQaQnQQno

90-O3-D3LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

91-O3-06FRF-LIT-D'NARECFO

91-O1-15FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

91-O1-O7 FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

O0-O0-00FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

(KKBNA)VS.HERITAGEMOUNTAINDEVELOPMENTCO.,ET. AL.
90-12-26FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

O0-O0-OOFRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

03-03 LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

O3-03L116.- OLDFSLIC- OHARE

GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C 89-12-26

911576550KILLIANCONSTRUCTIONCOMPANY
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C O0-00-O0

900625181KING,BUELLA0 IRL I MARYANNSPENCE
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C 90-03-03 90

900625212KING,BUELLANDROBERTRANDALLANDSHELIAVALENTINE;FSLICV
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C 90-O3-D390

900624335LAIR,HERBI SANDRA
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C 90-0303 90-03-03LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

90-03-03um. - ow rsuc - onus

90-O3-03BIF-DKR-O'NARECFO

91-O1-15FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

90-03-O3LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

90-03-03LITG. - OLDFSLIC- OHARE

00-00-00RTC-LIT-CON-DENVERCFO

00-00-00FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

O3/10/92 FEDDEPOSITINSCORP/RTC-PROD PAGE
1003204 ROSELAHFIRM DETAIL

FIN

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

2402

7524

7542

7524

8848

7524
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03/10/92 FEDDEPOSITINSCORP/RTC-PROD PAGE
10:03:04 ROSELAUFIRM DETAIL

CASEID CASENAME
FINNAME AIC DTEASGDTECLOSDOFFICE

900817076NORTHARKANSASMEDICALCENTERVS.BARRETT,SR.; VSFDICGUARANTY.
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA A 90-07-31 00-00-00FRF-LIT-O'HARECFO

911576133NORTHSTAR
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA c 00-00-00

900050163OLDTOUNMALL,INC. (ton BROUOER)
GUARANYY/GUARANTYFSLA C O0-O0-00

900625471PARKER,JAMES&MARYKAY;FSLICv.
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA c 90-03-03

900623371PARKS,RONALDa JANICE
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA c 90-03-03

900625501PETERSON,nuasnta DELORES;FSLICv.
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA c 90-03-03

911576462POINTTIBURON
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA c 00-00-00 00-00

00-00-00FRF-LIT

91-O1-15FRF-LIT

90-03-03LITG. -

90-O7-19LITG. -

90-O3-03LITG. -

900625534RICHARDSON,SIDD8ASID'SHILLDILLYAUTOSALES;FSLICV.
GUARANYY/GUARANTYFSLA c 90-03-03 90-03

900023205SUPERIORROOFINGCOMPANY,INC.VS.SEVENASSOCIATES,ET.
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA A 89-12-26 00-00

900625574THOMPSON,LEUISI SUSAN;FSLICV.
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900850333TILLEY,JIM
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900626003TOLLIVER,ORDENl PAULINE;FSLICV.
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

90-03-03

00-00-00

90-D3-O3

90-03-03

91-O1-15

90-03-03

O0 FRF-LIT

-03 LITG. -

AL.
00 FRF-LIT

LITG. -

FRF-LIT

LITG. -

O'NARECFO

O'NARECFO

OLDFSLIC- OHARE

OLDFSLIC- OHARE

OLDFSLIC- OHARE

0'HARECFO

OLDFSLIC- OHARE

D'HARECFO

OLDFSLIC- OHARE

O'HARECFO

OLDFSLIC- OHARE

FIN

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524

7524900626064TRUEBLOOD,MARK8 PATTI;FSLICV.
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900515560UNITEDCAPITALCORPORATION .
MADISONCOUNTYFSI LA C

900626092UATTS,SOLOMON;FSLICV.
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

900626123UHITAKER,DRIDGET8 8ILLGERDES;FSLIC
GUARANTY/GUARANTYFSLA C

90-D3-D3

00-00-00

90-03-03

V.
90-O3-03

90-D3-03LITG. -

90-02-20RTC-LIT

90-03-03

90-03-O3

893420215UILLIAMS&JONES,GENP’SNIP;UILLIAMS,CD (1003)
ASPENSAVINGS8ANK A 89-11-O9 00-00

LITG. -

LITG. -

OLDFSLIC- OHARE

REC-SHAUMBERGCFO

OLDFSLIC- OHARE

OLDFSLIC- OHARE

-REC-DENVERCFO

7012

7524

7524

7055

19533
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03/10/92 FEDDEPOSIYms com»/arc-P1200 PAGE
10:03:04 ROSELAUFIRH 0€1A1L

CASE10 CASENA!-Q FIN
FINNMG AIC 015ASG01:CLOSOOFFICE

900626151umw,PATRICIA;FSLICv. 7524
cummtv/cumnmvFSLA c 90-03-03 90-03-03LITG. - OLDFSLIC- onus

912071075uvcxorr,uuntuct5., £1AL 7304
1510155555FEDERALs/wmcsam: A 91-01-01 00-00-00RIC-LIT-REC-ATLANIAcro
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LSDMZOZ RTC LEGAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (RLIS) 03/09/92
LDID SELECTION LIST BY FIRM/OFFICE 10:44:31

FIRM: 710438614 - ROSE LAW FIRM, A PROFESSIONAL ASSN
o

Al

FFICE ID2 O01

S LDID
**ifii§fiii i
910004354 L
9l000043l L
920008550 P
920008530 P
920008539 P
920008882 P
920008525 Pfiiiiiiiii ‘I

ENTER PF3 PF7
PRCSS END UP

I
,.. 730'-I

K 3=2

- LITTLE ROCK , AR

CLASS STATUS MATTER CAPTIONitiiiiiiiiiiit Tgp QF L15T iitiiiiiititiiiiitiiiiii‘

LINE 00000 OF 00007

A \ BYRUM, WILLIAM
A apcrrrzzus MAUMELLE JV
E _3coUc1~1, WILLIAM 'r. LANDMARK SAVINGS
A DIRECTORS & OFFICERS ARKANSAS FEDERAL
A DIRECTORS & OFFICERS CAPITAL FED
A DIRECTORS s. orrxcsns FIRST STATE SAVINGS MB
A -; DIRECTORS & OFFICERS INDEPENDENCE FED BATESVILLE
* iiiitttiiitii BQTTQM Qp LIST iiiiiiiitttitttttttii

‘

PI-'8

{

PF12

‘

\‘ "

LDOWN MAIN MENU
L\%{.m[ Q5 W\¢u,,\\

99¢,
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F

MAR-1 —"' T’ -; ;' ~ » .
I

E :2 UE 3 32 F3.C RTC tENTRfiL EEu FAX N0. 1133448402 ;_g1

F A x R T c
t=an=si==4l Bqs¢= i’ Resolution Tru==,¢=rvs:a=ion

Date: 3 “”’0 , L991
Tine: 7' ZJ’__ éim-.

_ /-’/1 ‘ 1' _./ )
T93 _/I/J’/5 £3///if/Z -.-17¢¢_1/é¢"i/'

LOCATION: (Legal Divisions)
( ) Baton Rouge Cons. Office ( ) Minneapolis Cons. office
{ ) Chicago Cons. Office ( ) Tulsa Cons. Office
( 1 Kansas City Cons. office (-1‘Hashinqton Qtfice (RTC)
1 ) Other: _ _n

mx 240.: <9-zi,2\_ '73! $3-”é’9[
/~\ ’

.

z I
K_,f'{1\/;_.¢ 4/(aid ‘Zn-r<.~4—¢4_

Location: North Central Regional Office?‘
Resolution Trust Corporation - Legal Division
7400 W. 110th Street, Suite 400
overland Park. KS 662lO—2346

FAX NO.: (913) 344-8401 or B402
TEL no.; (913) 344-@400 lReCepClOn1St), :44-£’fiJ¥ d1teCC)

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS;

CONTENTS: Zfi% PAGES, INCLUDING COVER SHEET.

DELIVERY INSTRUCTIONS! ACKNOWLEDGEMENT REQUIRED:
WITHIN 1.5 MINUTES VERBAL
WITHIN ONE HOUR WRITTEN
NORMAL NONE

msssacsz _ _
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MAR-10-92 TUE e:2a FDIC RTC CENTRALREG - ‘L
“* “

FAX no. 913J4484U2 F 12

ii FDIC VENDOR PROCESSING **
DATE: 03/O9/92 —VENDOR DISPLAY (39\- TIME: l6!l0:04

VENDOR VENDOR NAME/ADDRESS PAYEE/CATEGORY: / LEGAL
ROSE07O SHORT NAME: ROSELAWFIR

ROSE LAW FIRM, P.A. CONTACT NAME: HUBERT C. RULE, II
ATTORNEYS TELEPHONE: 501/375-9131
120 EAST FOURTH STREET TYPE CD2 9
LITTLE ROCK AR STATUS!
72201 MIN SUP: NHM

SM BUS/FOREIGN: N / N
STD TERMS! / NONE SPECIFIED FOB! / NONE SPECIFIED

MTD INV AMT: $0-00 CURR PO TOTAL: 0
PRIOR YTD AMT: $255317.93 PRIOR YEAR INV: 34 COMPLETE ON TIME: 0
CORR YTD AMT: $74000.30 CURR YEAR INV2 14 PARTIAL SHMTS: O
DISC AVAIL: $0.00 DAMAGED SHHTS: O
DISC TAKEN! $0.00 CANCELLED SHTS: O

cnsawx DATE: 01/os/av
LAST urn DATE: 02/22/91 1099 co: 1
LAST ACTY DATE: 02/10/92

- 1099 urn: Y
CUSTOMER NBR: csnn 1099 AMT: $74ooo.3o

***** END or DISPLAY ***** SCREEN 01

1099 ID: 710438614
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ma-10-92 1" ;~ _ .~E 9 48 FDIC mo nsmm R54 FAX N0. 9133442402 ;_ 13

LSDHZOZ RTC LEGAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (RLIS) O3/C9/92
LDID SELECTION LIST BY FIRM/OFFICE 14:51:33

LINE 00000 OF 00007
FIRM: 710438614 - ROSE LAW FIRM, A PROFESSIONAL ASSN
OFFICE ID: O01 - LITTLE ROCK , AR

A/S LDID CLASS STATUS MATTER CAPTION
aanaanaaq 0 ¢ noaaninnnanaaa TQP op LIQT iiiiktfifirttitkiittiitit

_ 910004254 L A avnun, WILLIAM
_ 910000431 L A CITIZENS HAUHBLLE JV
_ 920008550 P E COUCH, WILLIAM T. LANDMARK SAVINGS
_ 920008530 P A DIRECTORS G OFFICERS ARKANSAS FEDERAL
_ 920008539 P A DIRECTORS E OFFICERS CAPITAL FED
_ 920008882 P A DIRECTORS & OFFICERS FIRST STATE SAVINGS MM
_ 920008525 ‘ A DIRECTORS 8 OFFICERS INDEPENDENCE FED BATESVILLBiiiiliiii ¢ 1 liitfiitiiiiii BQTTQH op LIST aaaanaauaanaannrauaaa

PL$(u4A4

° ENTER ° FF3 ' PF7 ° PFB
' PRCSS ° END ° UP ' DOWN °

B MY JOB

PFl2 ~ /'7 _, .
MAIN Mzuu ~ »-/5 f"! ~ 7

LU is /'1)!"/‘X
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MAR-10-92 TUE 9:39 FDIC R
T
C

ceurnee eec FAX no. 9133448402 ;_14

I>

03/09/92 FED DEPOSIT INS CORP/RTC—PROD PAGE 1

15:57:22 DETAIL

USER CASE ID FIN FDIC ATTORNEY AIC LAWFIRM ID

LOSLDSB 900817076 7524 JENSEN, BRAD/OHAR/FDIC A ROSEO70
LOSL03B 901914454 7524 JENSEN, BRAD/OHAR/FDIC A ROSE070
LOSLO3B 900023205 7524 TIMOTHY, MICHAEL/OHAR/FDIC A ROSE070
LOSLO3B 900023243 7524 TIMOTHY, MICHAEL/OHAR/FDIC A ROSEO7O
LRSLOEA 893420215 7055 ROME, GEROLD/DENV/RTC A ROsE070
LRsL01F 912071075 7304 BARAN, MARK/ATLA/RTC A ROSE070
/LRSL090 911643445 7370 MARSHALL, MIRA/WASH/FDIC A ROSE070
LRSL04Y 911643496 7040 ARTHUR, CAROLYN/KC/RTC A ROSE070
LRSL04Y 911643540 7428 CURTIS, DUANE/KC/RTC A ROSE070
LRSL04Y 911986480 7107 CURTIS, DUANE/Kc/RTC A R0sE070
LRSL04Y 911994244 7164 ARTHUR, CAROLYN/KC/RTC A ROSE070
LRSL04Y 911994221 6909 ARTHUR, CAROLYN/KC/RTC A ROSE070
LR5LO4Y 912316006 7428 CURTIS, DUANE/KC/RTC A ROSEO70
-*—————————————----——- -- - —---- MORE .... ------------------------- -
<PF1> HELP <PF2> RETURN <PF3> TOTALS ONLY <PF4> DETAIL
<PFS> NO TOTALS <PF6> STATS <PF7> BACXWARD <PF8> FORWARD
<PF9> GRAPH <PF10> SEND <PF11> LEFT <PF12> RIGHT
->

03/09/92 FED DEPOSIT INS CORP/RTC-PROD PAGE 2

15:57:22 DETAIL

USER CASE ID FIN FDIC ATTORNEY AIC LAWFIRH ID

LCSLOBA 912066495 8848 FOSTER, JAMES/DENV/RTC A ROSEO70
LRSL07C 912149282 7403 STOCKTON, THOMAS/SANA/RTC A ROSE070
LOSLOJB 900850371 7524 KERN, ROBERT/OHARE/FDIC I RO5E070
BOSL03B 901178032 7524 KALKOWSKI, MICHAEL/OHAR/FDIC I ROsEO7O
BOSL03B 902572500 7524 KALKOWSKI, MICHAEL/OHAR/FDIC I ROsE070
BRSLOAH 894019386 2109 SPEAKER, SUSAN/TULS/RTC A ROSE07O
BOSLOJB 900537544 7524 KALKOWSKI, MICHAEL/OHAR/FDIC I R0sE070
BOSL03B 910800303 7524 TREADWELL, GREGORY/OHAR/FDIC I ROSE070
BOSLOJB 902402272 7524 KALKOHSKI, MICHAEL/OEAR/FDIC 1 ROSE070

--------------- --—-—--— -—--— LAST PAOE ------—---—---—------—--——-—--
<PF1> HELP <PF2> RETURN <PF3> TOTALS ONLY <PF4> DETAIL
<PF5> NO TOTALS <PF6> STATS <PF7> BACKWARD <PF8> FORWARD
<PF9> GRAPE <PF10> SEND <PF11> LEFT <PF12> RIGHT

.5/’/12$ 737"’ *7”
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NYT 4000024767
Headline:

By-line:
Source:

Abstract:

Subjects:
Names:

Companies:

THE 1992 CAMPAIGN: CANDIDATE'S RECORD; RECORDS SHOW CLINTONS LOST
LESS IN VENTURE THAN PARTNER
JEFF GERTH, Special to The New York Times
The New York Times, Late Edition — Final
Date: Wednesday Mar 25, 1992 Sec: A National Desk p: 19
Length: Medium 536 words Type: BIOGRAPHY

A murky reconstruction of Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton's
financial holdings in an Ozark real estate company, whitewater
Development Co, shows that another investor in the company, James
B. McDougal, lost a third more in the venture than Clinton and hi
wife.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 1992; FINANCES, PERSONAL
CLINTON, BILL (GOV); CLINTON, HILLARY RODHAM; GERTH, JEFF;
MCDOUGAL, JAMES B

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Copyright 1992 The New York Times Company. Data supplied by NEXIS (R)

Article Text:

Service.

WASHINGTON, March 24-—The owner of a failing savings and loan who was Gov.
Bill Clinton's partner in an Ozark real estate company lost a third more money
than the Clintons, according to a partial reconstruction of the company's
finances prepared for the Clintons and made public today by his Presidential
campaign.
The reconstruction, which adds another piece to a murky financial
relationship, shows that James B. McDougal and his wife, Susan, incurred net
losses of $92,200, while Mr. Clinton and his wife, Hillary, who owned the othe
half of the real estate company, the whitewater Development Company, lost
$68,900.
The venture began in 1978, when Mr. Clinton was the Arkansas Attorney

General. whitewater still exists as a corporate entity. By the mid-1980's,
after Mr. Clinton had been elected Governor, Mr. McDougal controlled a bank an
the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, both regulated by the state.

Many Records Missing
An article earlier this month in The New York Times told of Mr. Clinton's

Whitewater investment, saying it had raised questions of whether a Governor
should be involved in a business deal with the head of a company regulated by

I
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reoerai examiners round tne tnrirt insolvent, exposing it to ciosure by tne
state.
Governor Clinton then appointed a new securities commissioner, who had bee

a lawyer in the firm representing Madison Guaranty. On its face, that at leas
raised the possibility of a conflict of interest. The new commissioner then
accepted two suggestions by Hillary Clinton, a partner in another firm that
also represented Mr. McDougal‘s thrift. Her ideas helped keep Madison open fo

a time but eventually Federal officials took it over and ousted Mr. McDougal.
It's entirely possible that no official action concerning Madison Guaranty

bore any trace of improper influence. But that's not the point. The public
should not be required to assume that people in power will never misuse their
power. That's why officials recuse themselves when their impartiality might
reasonably be questioned. The Clintons, skilled lawyers, must surely recogniz
the appearance of a conflict.
That, so far, is the only clear question in this tangle. Other questions,
like the extent to which Mr. McDougal may have subsidized the original land
venture, are mired in complex tax returns and missing or incomplete records.
The public would be well served if the Governor and his wife gave a fuller

explanation of a decade of McDougal dealings. The Clintons, meanwhile, would
well served by displaying a clearer appreciation of conflict—of—interest
precepts.

NYT 4000020666
Headline: THE 1992 CAMPAIGN: PERSONAL FINANCES; CLINTON DEFENDS REAL—ESTAT

DEAL
GWEN IFILL, Special to The New York Times
The New York Times, Late Edition - Final
Date: Monday Mar 9, 1992 Sec: A National Desk p: 13
Length: Medium 664 words Type: BIOGRAPHY Illus: Chart

By-line:
Source:

while on the presidential campaign trail in Texas on Mar 8, 1992
Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton said that he and wife, Hillary, d

nothing improper when they entered the real—estate partnership
whitewater Development with the owner of an Arkansas S&L subject
to state regulation.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 1992; ETHICS; BANKS AND BANKING; REAL
ESTATE ; HOUSING; SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS; BANKS AND
BANKING; OZARK MOUNTAINS; ARKANSAS
CLINTON, BILL (GOV); CLINTON, HILLARY RODHAM; MCDOUGAL, JAMES B

IPILL, GWEN
WHITEHATER DEVELOPMENT; MADISON GUARANTY (SAVINGS & LOAN)

Abstract:

Subjects:

Names:

Companies:

Copyright 1992 The New York Times Company. Data supplied by NEXIS (R)
Service.

Article Text:
AUSTIN, Tex., March 8--Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas said today that he an
his wife, Hillary, did nothing improper when they entered a real—estate
partnership with the owner of a savings and loan institution that was subject
to state regulation.
Speaking to reporters as he campaigned through Texas today for votes in th

Democratic Presidential primary on Tuesday, Mr. Clinton said that an article
about the partnership in The New York Times on Sunday was misleading and that
he and his wife lost more than $25,000 in the joint venture.
"There was no impropriety," Mr. Clinton said of the partnership with his

former aide, James B. McDougal, to develop land in the Ozarks.

Financial Exposure
The partnership began in 1978, when Mr. Clinton was Arkansas's Attorney

General "T was nnf var (Znvnv-nnr " ha cairl rnrlsv and Mr M:-nnnnal "was nnf i
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The article seems to imply that my wife and I had no financial exposure,"

he went on. "There's nothing could be further from the truth.
"we were jointly and severally liable for more than $200,000 worth of debt

Mr. Clinton said. He termed the relationship "purely private investment" that
was "nothing but a big money loser for me."
The Times article raised questions about the Clintons’ relationship with M:

McDougal and Whitewater Development, a corporation that planned to turn the 2(
acres of Ozarks property into lots for vacation homes.
Records obtained by The New York Times were incomplete, but the article

questioned the Clintons’ involvement in the venture at a time when Mr.
McDougal's savings institution, Madison Guaranty, was subject to regulation b

j

the state securities commission.

‘Honest Error’
The article also said that on their tax returns in 1984 and 1985 the

Clintons improperly deducted at least $5,000 in interest payments on bank loax
payments that Whitewater made for them. The deductions saved them about $l,0O¢

in taxes. Mr. Clinton said he and his wife were reviewing their tax records ax
would repay the amount, which his lawyer, Susan P. Thomases, described as an
"honest error."
Before the Times article was published, the Clintons turned down requests
for interviews, instead retaining lawyers to answer questions about the
enterprise. The lawyers were interviewed for several hours in person and
several hours by telephone and provided 15 to 20 documents.
In an interview in The Arkansas Democrat Gazette today, Mr. McDougal was

quoted as saying that the Clintons did nothing improper and that neither he n(
his savings and loan got preferential treatment.
In a separate statement at Mr. Clinton's news conference today, Sam Heuer,

Mr. McDougal's lawyer, said he was "appalled and affronted by the allegations
and reckless disregard of the facts by The New York Times and its reporter,
Jeff Gerth." He said any suggestion that Mr. McDougal used money from Madison
Guaranty to subsidize the Clintons’ portion of the joint partnership was "not
only false but probably actionable by Mr. McDougal." Mr. Heuer said that there
was "no link between Whitewater Development Company and Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan."
The Times article cited records showing that in 1984, when White water's

account at Madison was overdrawn, money was deposited to make up the shortage
from Madison Marketing, an affiliate of the savings and loan.
The article also called attention to Mr. Clinton's appointment of Beverly
Bassett Schaffer, a lawyer in a firm that had represented Madison Guaranty, as
State Securities Commissioner at a time when the institution faced possible
closure by the state.
Today Mr. Clinton said his appointing Mrs. Schaffer was not a way of aiding

Mr. McDougal.
Mrs. Schaffer, in a statement also released by the campaign, concurred.
Mr. Clinton conceded that as Governor, he perhaps should have found a way x

extricate himself from the financial relationship. "But frankly, at the time 1

never crossed my mind because we were losing money."

Caption:
Chart: "Campaign Calendar: S States in One Day“
The pace and complexity of a Presidential campaign is dictated by the

desire to achieve the most television exposure possible in locales with the
richest voter and delegate potential. The itinerary of Gov. Bill Clinton last
Friday, illustrates how it is done: '
TEXAS
Q-'ll’) A M -- ‘Tho Haw haninc in I-Yr-\u=+-nn '1f\ mihnfac hnhinrl cnhnrluln 29- 1-ha
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mr. LLLDIOH has said that the relationship was proper, auu ue asneu a uenvei
lawyer and friend, James M. Lyons, to prepare a report on Whitewater's
finances. at
It is not possible to fully reconstruct Whitewater's finances, since many oi

the records are missing. The Clintons and their lawyers say they do not know
where the company records are, and they note that Mr. Mcbougal is Whitewater's
president and that the Clintons were passive shareholders in the company.
Mr. McDouga1 says the missing records were delivered to the Governor's

Mansion a few years ago.
The Times's investigation found that the available records appeared to show
that Mr. McDougal was heavily subsidizing the company, whose stock ownership is
equally divided between the two couples. r
In the report by Mr. Lyons, two accountants analyzed the available records

and said the Clintons had "invested, loaned or otherwise advanced" to
whitewater and the McDougals $68,900. This was done without any return other
than payments to lenders for loans the Clintons had taken out on the company's
behalf. b
The McDougals, the analysis said, had "invested, loaned or otherwise “1

provided funds" to whitewater in the net amount of $92,200, the difference U1
between the $268,000 they paid in and the $175,800 they were reimbursed or had W5
withdrawn.
The analysis provided no itemized list for the figures or any supporting at

documentation. But a reconstructed balance sheet prepared by the accountants Rd
showed that loans and advances from the McDougals into the company increased
significantly between June 1984 and May 1986. This was the time, according to
available records, when Mr. McDougal's savings and loan was failing and when t
Whitewater was overdrawing its account at the institution.
The report by Mr. Lyons said Mr. Clinton had received no guarantees that his
interest in the company would be "carried," or insulated from losses, adding
that the McDougals and the Clintons were liable for more than $200,000 in bank
loans taken out in connection with the real estate venture.

NYT 4000022703
Headline: THE 1992 CAMPAIGN; HILLARY CLINTON DEFENDS HER CONDUCT IN LAW FIN
By—line: GWEN IFILL, Special to The New York Times
Source: The New York Times, Late Edition - Final 9

Date: Tuesday Mar 17, 1992 Sec: A National Desk p: 20
Length: Medium 386 words Type: BIOGRAPHY

Abstract: while campaigning with her husband in Chicago on Mar 16, 1992,
Hillary Clinton, the wife of Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton, said
that she did not earn "a penny" from state business conducted by
her law firm and that she never intervened with state regulators
on behalf of a failed Arkansas S&L.

Subjects: PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 1992; ELECTION ISSUES; CHICAGO (ILL)
Names: IFILL, GWEN; CLINTON, BILL (GOV); CLINTON, HILLARY RODHAM; BROWN,

EDMUND G JR es

Copyright 1992 The New York Times Company. Data supplied by NEXIS (R) e

//
Service. ?

Article Text:
CHICAGO, March 16-—Hillary Clinton said today that she did not earn "a

penny" from state business conducted by her Little Rock law firm and that she is
never intervened with state regulators on behalf of a failed Arkansas savings u
and loan association. hi
Campaigning here with her husband, Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas, Mrs.
Clinton said the questions, raised by former Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. of
California near the end of a Democratic candidates‘ debate on Sunday, were a
"pathetic and desperate" affemnr Tn derail the Plinfnn Prnsiflnntial ramnainn

/05+-5.14..
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outset. ine candidate has piannea to visit a scnooi, out goes to a criminal
justice center instead.
Mr. Clinton tours the combined court, police station, the detention cente

trailed by more than two dozen reporters and camera crews. He ducks into an
office to try to call Senator Bob Kerrey, who had dropped out of the
Presidential race the day before, and his schedule falls even more hopelessly
behind.
11:40 A.M. -- Wheels up from Houston Hobby Airport.

FLORIDA
1:10 P.M. -- Touchdown in Tampa, Fla., and the candidate rushs to tape a

12-minute interview with The Discovery Channel.
Governor Clinton arrives late at a senior citizen apartment building, but

the modest crowd is still waiting patiently. He gives a pared—down version of
his basic speech and answers a few questions.
Returning to the airport, he tapes an interview for the MacNeil-Lehrer New

Hour. "Only three more states today," the Governor remarks as he headed towarz
the plane.

5:30 P.M. -— The plane is cleared for takeoff, an hour after the schedule
dictated it should be in the air and at just about the time it was to have
landed at the next stop, Columbia, S.C.

SOUTH CAROLINA
6:30 P.M. -- Land in Columbia.
The visit is just long enough for Mr. Clinton drive to an Embassy Suite

Hotel, give a speech and return to the airport.

TENNESSEE

8 P.M. —- Touchdown in Nashville.
Mr. Clinton confers with his staff about how to respond to a new attack

from one of his opponents, then walked into a hangar where a country band is
playing "Tennessee waltz" and Gov. Ned Mcwherter is telling the crowd why Mr.
Clinton should be President.

10:10 P.M. -- Mr. Clinton holds a brief news conference before flying to
Baton Rouge, La.

LOUISIANA

1 A.M. -- The candidate, his staff and the press traveling with him checks
into the Baton Rouge Hilton to spend the night and recuperate in time for a
morning jog with college students and a breakfast with Louisiana supporters.

NYT 9200020460
Headline: TH 1992 CAMPAIGN: PERSONAL FINANCES; CLINTONS JOINED S.& L.

OPERATOR IN AN OZARK REAL-ESTATE VENTURE
By—line: JEFF GERTH, Special to The New York Times
Source: The New York Times, Late Edition - Final

Date: Sunday Mar 8, 1992 Sec: 1, Part 1 National Desk p: 1

Length: Long 1785 words

Abstract: Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton and his wife
Hillary were business partners with James B. McDougal in a ventur
called Whitewater Development, which was repeatedly propped up by
the failed Madison Guaranty S&L owned by McDougal, according to
information uncovered in a New York Times investigation of the
Clintons' tax records and business relationships.

Subjects: PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OF 1992; REAL ESTATE; HOUSING; ETHICS; BANK
AND BANKING ; SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS; ARKANSAS; OZARK
MOUNTAINS

Names: CLINTON, BILL (GOV); CLINTON, HILLARY RODHAM ; MCDOUGAL, JAMES B;
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Copyright 1992 The New York Times Company, Data supplied by NEXIS (R)
Service.

Article Text:
WASHINGTON, March 7--Bill Clinton and his wife were business partners with

the owner of a failing savings and loan association that was subject to state
regulation early in his tenure as Governor of Arkansas, records show.
The partnership, a real estate joint venture that was developing land in t

Ozarks, involved the Clintons and James B. McDougal, a former Clinton aide
turned developer. It started in 1978, and at times money from Mr. McDougal's
savings and loan was used to subsidize it. The corporation continues to this
day, but does not appear to be active.
Mr. McDougal gave a detailed account of his relationship in several

interviews in the last two weeks. This account, along with an examination of
related local, state and Federal records and interviews with dozens of others

in Arkansas, found the following:
*Available records covering the most active period of the real estate

corporation, called whitewater Development, appear to show that Mr. McDougal
heavily subsidized it, insuring that the Clintons were under little financial
risk in what turned out to be an unsuccessful enterprise. The corporation
bought 200 acres of Ozark Mountain vacation property and planned to sell it h
lots. During this period, the Clintons appear to have invested little money,
stood to lose little if the venture failed, but might have cashed in on their
50 percent interest if it had done well.
*The Clintons and Mr. McDougal disagree about what happened to Whitewaterw
records. Mr. McDougal says that at Mr. Clinton's request they were delivered
the Governor's mansion. The Clintons say many of them have disappeared. Many
questions about the enterprise cannot be fully answered without the records.
*After Federal regulators found that Mr. McDougal's savings institution,

Madison Guaranty, was insolvent, meaning it faced possible closure by the
state, Mr. Clinton appointed a new state securities commissioner, who had bee:
lawyer in a firm that represented the savings and loan. Mr. Clinton and the

//Zommissioner

deny giving any preferential treatment. The new commissioner
approved two novel proposals to help the savings and loan that were offered bj

y Hillary Clinton, Governor Clinton's wife and a lawyer. She and her firm had

1
0
5
4
4

been retained to represent the association.
*The Clintons improperly deducted at least $5,000 on their personal tax
returns in 1984 and 1985 for interest paid on a portion of at least $30,000 ix
bank loan payments that whitewater made for them. The deductions saved them
about $1,000 in taxes, but since the error was more than three years ago,
Internal Revenue Service regulations do not require the Clintons to pay.
The complicated relationship between Mr. McDougal and the Clintons came to
light in an investigation by The New York Times of the Clintons‘ tax records
and business relationships. It raises questions of whether a governor should!
involved in a business deal with the owner of a business regulated by the stai
and whether, having done so, the governor's wife through her law firm should 1

receiving legal fees for work done for the business.

Confusion Is Cited
Asked about these matters, the Clintons retained two lawyers to answer

questions. The lawyers said the improper tax deductions were honest errors,
made because there was confusion over who really owned a certain piece of
whitewater property and who was responsible for the loan taken out to buy it,
whitewater or the Clintons.
The deed for the land and the loan papers are all in the Clintons‘ names.
The lawyers said they were not in a position to answer questions about wher

the mnnnv that wan? infn Uhifnuafnr rams Frnm Rnf nnnnrallv than eaifi khan
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They also said the Clintons were once liable for about $100,000 in bank loans
that financed Whitewater's original purchase of land. But the lawyers have on
been able to find original documents showing $5,000 that the Clintons paid.
Some questions about the relationship and the Clintons‘ role in it may be
difficult to resolve because of differing accounts and the missing records.
The two lawyers representing the Clintons are Susan P. Thomases, a longtim
friend, and Loretta Lynch, a campaign aide, who participated in several hours
of interviews at Ms. Thomases' Manhattan offices Thursday and Friday.

Payments on Debt
The records that are available, and Mrs. Thomases' account, show that

whitewater made payments between 1982 and 1985 on Mrs. Clinton's $30,000 real
estate debt, reducing the debt by about $16,000 while also paying at least
$14,000 in interest. At least one of those checks was signed by Mr. McDougal.
Mrs. Clinton originally borrowed the $30,000 from a bank also controlled b

Mr. McDougal, Bank of Kingston, but "Hillary took the loan on behalf of the
corporation," Ms. Thomases said. That, she explained, is why whitewater made

the payments.
The Clintons‘ 1984 and 1985 tax returns show that they took deductions for
interest payments of $2,811 and $2,322 that Whitewater had made.
"It clearly is an error," Ms. Thomases said. She noted that the tax return

for those years were prepared by accountants in Arkansas.
The Clintons‘ gross income in 1984, as reported on their tax returns, was

about $111,000 and they paid $22,280 in Federal taxes. In 1985, their reports
income was about $102,000, and they paid $18,791 in Federal taxes.

Longtime Friendship
Mr. Clinton and Mr. McDougal had been friends since the 1960's. when Mr.

Clinton became the nation's youngest Governor at 32 years old, he took Mr.
McDougal into his administration as an aide for economic development. It was
about this time that the men formed whitewater.

A few years later Mr. McDougal, having left government in 1979, bought
control of a small savings and loan association, Madison Guaranty, and built
into one of the largest state~chartered associations in Arkansas.
But over time, the savings and loan got in trouble, like many others aroun

the country. Finally Federal regulators took the savings and loan away from M

McDougal, and a Federal grand jury charged him with fraud, though he was
acquitted. The Clintons were not involved in those proceedings.
Mr. McDougal began having personal problems, too. He was found to be
suffering from manic-depressive illness, though he was judged competent to
stand trial. In the interviews, Mr. McDougal appeared stable, careful and cah

A year after the Clintons and McDougals bought the Ozark Mountain property
and founded Whitewater Development in 1979, the corporation bought a modular
house for about $22,000 and placed it on one of its lots. That lot was then
conveyed to Mrs. Clinton, and the deed indicates that she paid nothing for it
Ms. Thomases says this was an error by Whitewater. The deed, she said, should
have shown the price and said that Mrs. Clinton paid.
But the house was carried on the books as a Whitewater corporate asset and

used as a model house to attract other buyers, according to whitewater record:
produced by Ms. Thomases. Because the records are incomplete, it is unclear
exactly what happened. But about the same time, Mrs. Clinton personally
borrowed $30,000 from Mr. McDougal's bank to pay for the house and the lot.
Ms. Thomases said Mrs. Clinton and the corporation regarded this as a
corporate debt, though it was in Mrs. Clinton's name. The corporation includez
no one but the Clintons and the McDougals. It was this debt that Whitewater
made payments on until the end of 1985.
One year after acquiring the property, Mrs. Clinton sold it for $27,500,
with payments to be made over time, records show. It is not clear who receivec
es... \_.... ..._I.- AA.-a -__._.__~ _c an !'\!\I\ r\..a. aI_ ~11._ _ _ _ ...- __.'_"| :1. ..--_ A-L-
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bankrupt and stopped making payments, and then he died.
In 1988 Mrs. Clinton bought back the house from the estate of the buyer.

Records show that she paid $8,000 and then resold the property a short time
later for about $23,000, after closing costs. The Clintons reported a capital
gain that year of $1,640.
Ms. Thomases explained that the capital gain was small because, as part of
that transaction, Mrs. Clinton had to pay off Whitewater's remaining $13,000
debt on the property, originally incurred by Mrs. Clinton. The payments the
previous owner had been making to Whitewater before he went bankrupt had been
used to help pay off that debt.

Account Overdrawn
It was during the period when whitewater was making the Clintons‘ loan

payments that Madison Guaranty was putting money into whitewater.
For example, Whitewater's check ledger shows that whitewater's account at

Madison was overdrawn in 1984, when the corporation was making payments on the
Clintons‘ loan. Money was deposited to make up the shortage from Madison

Marketing, an affiliate of the savings and loan that derived its revenues fron
the institution, records also show.
It was also in 1984 that Madison started getting into trouble. Federal

examiners studied its books that year, found that it was violating Arkansas
regulations and determined that correcting the books to adjust improperly
inflated profits would "result in an insolvent position," records of the 1984
examination show.
Arkansas regulators received the Federal report later that year, and under
state law the securities commissioner was supposed to close any insolvent
institution.
As the Governor is free to do at any time, Mr. Clinton appointed a new
securities commissioner in January 1985. He chose Beverly Bassett Schaffer, a
lawyer in one of the firms that had been representing Madison.

Fund-Raising Ideas
Ms. Thomases, after talking to Mr. Clinton this week, said the Governor

chose her because they were friends, and because he wanted to appoint a well
qualified woman to an important post.
In interviews, Mrs. Schaffer, now a Fayetteville lawyer, said she did not

remember the Federal examination of Madison but added that in her view, the
findings were not "definitive proof of insolvency."
In 1985, Mrs. Clinton and her Little Rock law firm, the Rose firm, twice

K applied to the Securities Commission on behalf of Madison, asking that the
savings and loan be allowed to try two novel plans to raise money.
Mrs. Schaffer wrote to Mrs. Clinton and another lawyer at the firm approvin

the ideas. "I never gave anybody special treatment," she said.

// Madison was not able to raise additional
capital. And by 1986 Federal

regulators, who insured Madison's deposits, took control of the institution an
ousted Mr. McDougal. Mrs. Schaffer supported the action.
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general. In 1979. about the time
her husband became governor. Hil
lary Clinton was promoted at Rose.
becoming the firms first female
partner. She also became the Clin
ton family's chief wage earner—Bill
Clinton's salary as governor was
535.000 a year.
Hillary Clinton was named one of
the I00 most influential lawyers in
Aiiierica by the National Law Jour
nal in 1988 and 1991. Records in
dicate that most of her work for
Rose has involved copyright in
tringement cases: protecting roy
alties for songwriters and trade
mark names for bread companies.
Pnradoxically. although she fre
quently is referred to in Little Rock
and in profiles as a premier liti
gator. there is little indication here
that she has appeared frequently in
court.
George Bentley. a courthouse
reporter for the Arkansas Gazette
tor 30 vears. said he saw Hillary
Clinton in court once: She repre
tented the Little Rock Airport
LOTTIITIISSIOIIin an eminent domain
0.156.George Wells. who covers the
iederal courts for the Daily Record.
.i legal yournal. said he has seen Hil
i.ir\' Clinton in trial litigation “may
be once or twice over the years."
Pam Strickland. the Daily Record's
state Judicial reporter. said she has

not seen Hillary Clinton in the state
courts.
Rose is one of the Big 3 firms in

Little Rock. The others are the

Wright firm. where Bill Clinton
worked when he was out of office
between 1981 and 1983. and the

Friday firm. known for its connec
tions to former longtime Arkansas

governor Orval Faubus.
Rose has 55 lawyers in four sec
tions. Hillary Clinton is among 19

members of the litigation and labor

section. She works in a corner of
fice on the third floor of the Rose
building. a convened YMCA that
has a swimming pool and old hard
wood floors. Although she has been
away from Little Rock much of the
time since Bill Clinton began his

presidential campaign last October.
her colleagues said she calls in at
least once each day.
While Hillary Clinton gave her
firm a special status among the big
law firms in Arkansas. Rose had
ample clout long before the govern
or's wife was made a partner.
Founded in 1820. it is one of the
oldest firms west of the Mississippi
River. U.M. Rose was among the
founders of the American Bar As
sociation and its president in I900.
He is one of two Arkansans whose
statues loom in Statuary Hall in the
U.S. Capitol. The Rose firm has

supplied six Arkansas Supreme
Court Justices as well as several
members of the legislature.
At critical junctures in Arkansas
history. Rose lawyers have been at
the center of legal action. Rose law
yer A.F. House served as lead coun
sel for the Little Rock School Board
during the historic Little Rock Cen
tral High School desegregation case
in I956 and 1957.
The Rose firm is so ingrained in
the Arkansas establishment that
conflict-of-interest questions fre
quently arise. Hubbell served as
mayor of Little Rock from 1979 to
1981. briefly relinquishing his part
nership at Rose. and retuming at
the end of his term. In 1980. rec
ords show. the Rose firm served as
bond counsel for $150 million worth
of municipal bonds. The city Facil
ities Board gave the work to Rose
on the recommendation of Watt
Gregory. who also worked at Rose
and who had served as bond attor
ney for the city the previous year.
"Obviously. the situation creates
problems of appearance." John
DiPippa. associate dean at the Uni
versity of Arkansas-Little Rock law

school. said of Hillary Clinton.
"Even when technically there is no
problem. the question is whether it
looks good." But. he said. "l think
Rose has dealt with it properly."
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Clients of Hillary Clmtons Firm
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represents. since they rose to state

power more than a decade ago.

They had to answer them again

before a national audience last
week—;ust as Clinton emerged as

the front-runner for the Democratic

presidential nomination—when

newspapers reported Rose's plead

ings before the state for the owner

of a failing savings and loan with

whom the Clintons were participat

ing in an unrelated real estate ven

ture.

For their old friends and sup

porters. the recent accounts gave

short shrift to difficulties faced by

a professional woman who hap

pens to be married to the state's

dominant political figure. and to
Hillary Clinton's efforts to sepa

rate the interests of her clients

tr-mi those oi the government her

riusband leads.
‘If yiiu are going to be a high
powered lawver. it would be pretty

hard to separate yourself from the

economic power of the state." said

Clinton adviser Diane Blair. a po

litical science professor at the Uni
versity of Arkansas.
But Clinton rivals say that the
very listing of the governors wife
as a partner gives Rose's clients
undue leverage in their dealings
with state government. "lf you want
something special in this state. you
go to the Rose firm." said Sheffield
Nelson. a Little Rock lawyer who
lost to Clinton in the 1990 govern
or's race.

Until recently. Hillary Clinton
has sought to disarm critics by say
ing she did not represent clients
before the state government. and
that she declined her share of
Rose's fees from such cases. Her
alleged role in the Madison Guar
anty Savings and Loan case appears
to crack the image of arms~length
distance.

The case dates back to 1985.
when Madison Guaranty was un
der pressure from federal regu
lators to increase its ratio of cap
ital to assets. The Rose firm asked
the state security commissioner to
approve in principle a plan by the
thrift to issue preferred stock.
Hillary Clinton was listed in the
initial pleading as one of two law
yers to contact. She received the

letter of approval from the com
missioner. who had gust been ap
pointed to the post by the govern
or.
Campaign officials denied that
Hillary Clinton played an active role
in handling or landing the case.
Madison Guaranty's principal
shareholder. John McDougal. was
an old friend of Bill Clinton's. who

had brought the Clintons into the

real estate deal in the Ozarks sev

eral years earlier.

Last week. McDougal's wife Su

san. who was a maior shareholder in

the thrift. disputed the campaigns

version. saying that Hillary Clinton

actively solicited the case.

Webster L. Hubbell. a senior

partner at Rose. said Hillary Clinton

did "some work" for Madison Guar

anty. but not a maior share. He de

clined to give further details. citing

the confidentiality of attorney-client

relations.
Hillary Clinton has not com

mented on the matter. Among the

unanswered questions is when she

stopped profiting from the Rose
firm's representation before the
state on other matters such as bond
sales. As late as 1986. she was
quoted as saying she would disclose
those benefits if one of her hus
band's political rivals disclosed how
much he earned in fees from an un
derwriter who did bond work for
the state.
A list of the Rose firm's clients is
an introduction to the financial pow
er of Arkansas. Although one of the
nation's poorest states. it is home
to some of the wealthiest corpora
tions. from Wal-Mart Stores. Amer
ica's leading discount merchandiser.
to Tyson Foods. the top chicken
processor.
The Rose firm offers the full
range of representation before the
government. from getting environ
mental approvals from the state
Pollution Control and Ecology Com
mission. to lobbying to protect the
poultry industry from strict regu
lations on animal waste. to writing
the rules by which corporations
treat their shareholders.
When the elders of Arkansas‘
corporate world formed a group in
1986. known as "The Good Suits
Club." they set out to make the
state's laws of incorporation more
amenable to business interests. For
political support. they turned to Bill
Clinton, who made their purpose
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part of his administration's legisla
tive package and promoted it in hi
State of the State address. For leg;
acumen they hired Rose. whic
drafted the 397-page treatise at
lobbied to help get it enacted a fe
months later.
One of Rose's most lucrative c
ents is the state government. whi
has issued a number of nonbid cc
tracts to Rose. as well as to otlt

leading firms here. during Clintoi
years as governor. The Public S

vice Commission. appointed by C;

ton. paid $115,000 to Rose to fl

resent it in a nuclear power p
l.

dispute with Mississippi.

Rose has earned up to $175.0

for bond counsel work for the r

kansas Development Finance .4

thority since 1985. Although t

firm is not the leziding earner
bond counsel fees. it did not ha
any of the state business in mt
early years o

f

the decade. accord:
to state records.
Hillary Clintons work at RQSC

iust one part of her professional l

She has led several task forces
her husband. including a 1983 pa
that reformed the public educat
system. She is a frequent witnes.
legislative hearings on issues d

ing with schools and children. .
also serves on the board of dir
tors of two maior corporations: V

Mart and TCBY Enterprises. a

gurt company.
'

.-\sked about her role with th

companies. Hillary Clinton 0

said she did not see a conflict
cause they were not chartered
directly regulated by the st;

even though they were based h
e

Bill Clintons financial disclos
forms indicate that Hillary m.
more than $12500 per year se

ing on each o
f

the Wal-Mart .

TCBY boards.
For several years. Bill Clint
has had a special fund he has ii:

to promote his legislative agenda
the public through paid advertis

Records show that Frank

Hickingbotham. chairman and!

ecutive director of TCBY Elli

prises. contributed 525.000 (Oi

fund in 1989.
Hillary Clinton ]0lfl€d the R

I

firm in January 1977 when thea

tons moved from Fal/9"‘
where they both taught at 01¢

versity o
f Arkansas law sch

Little Rock. where Bill Clint

gan a two-year term as 11"
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TRANBMITTAL MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
LEGAL DIVISION 1717 E STREET, NI

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY IASRINGTON, DC 20006

DATE: July 14, 1994

TO: Thomas L. Hindes
Mark Gabrellian

FROM: Paula Stone
Legal Technician

RE:

An incident occurred on July 14, 1994 which very much upset me
and which I felt that each of you should be made aware. I had
taken sick leave on July 13, 1994; and upon returning to work on
July 14th, a message had been left on my voice mail by Andrew
Tomback's paralegal Marsha Miller. In addition, Marsha also left
a handwritten note asking that I call her re: my "Madison Guaranty"
news search and a copy of a front cover page of the "Department of
Treasury News Clip" publication on my chair. I returned Marsha's
call at approximately 10:00am.
Marsha informed me that although Mr. Tomback felt that our

daily news clips were necessary, he was not sure that it was
necessary to retrieve the information from the "Lexis" automated
resource because of cost effectiveness in printing such
information. Marshall also stated that Mr. Tomback suggested that
I register with the Department of Treasury's distribution list for
the DOT "News Clip" and distribute copies of the DOT's information
in place of our Nexis news clips. She gave me the name of a
contact person whom she said that Mr. Tomback said I could use to
find out information regarding the DOT "News Clips". The contact
was Hamilton Dicks and a phone number (202) 622-1295. Marsha also
stated that according to Mr. Tomback I should (could?) use his name
when speaking with the contact person. I left a message for whom
I assumed was a Mr. Hamilton Dicks (turned out to be Ms.) To the
best of my knowledge, the message went as follows: I stated my
name and the agency from which I was phoning. I also stated that
Mr. Tomback office had given me her name as someone who may be able
to help me. I stated that we had a distribution of daily MQQIQQM
news articles, and I was trying to find out if/how we could get on
the DOT's new clip distribution. I asked that she return my call
if she could help me, thanked Ms. Dicks, left my phone number
and hung up.
I wasn't sure why this assignment had not gone through Mark

Gabrellian, or why it was through Marsha Miller for Andrew Tomback.
Since I was not sure, after leaving a nmssage with Ms. Dicks
office, I immediately forwarded the attached e-mail to Mark
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Gabrellian. (see\attachment).
After not hearing from Ms. Dicks, I telephoned her at

approximately 2:30pm. She answered and stated that she could talk
to me. I asked why. She stated that she has reported the
information which I had left on the answering machine to her
supervisors; and that they immediately requested that she turn my
name, phone #, etc. over to them ,ASAP because I has made an
"INAPPROPRIATE" phone call. I asked if the DOT new clips were
public distribution. Ms. Dicks stated that she didn't know. I
also asked that she please explain what actions I had taken to
upset everyone. She again stated that I had made an
"INAPPROPRIATE" phone call, and stated that she could not talk to
me. Ms. Dicks hung up.
Confused, I phoned Marsha and asked what was going on. I

relayed some of my conversation with Ms. Dicks to Marsha. I told
her that it was stated that I had made and inappropriate phone
call, although I didn't know why it was inappropriate. She
asked again why the call was inappropriate. when I explained that
I did not know, she asked me to forward her an e-mail so that she
could speak with Mr. Tomback about the matter. (I have not written
the e-mail).
After debating, I then called Hamilton Dicks back. I

explained to her that if I were going to be in some kind of
trouble, I at least expected someone to have the decency to tell me
what I had done. I also stated to her that I needed to know this
information so that I could give my supervisors an explanation of
this bazaar day. I also expressed that I was just looking for news
articles. Ms. Dicks reluctantly explained to me that although she
shouldn't be taking to me, she understood how I felt. She went on
to say that I had been put in an awkward position by being given
the assignment because of the sensitive contact nature between the
RTC and the Department of Treasury. She stated that because I had
used a single word in my phone message, (I found out that the word
was MADISON) specifically was the reason for my being reported to
her supervisors. Ms. Dicks also stated that when reporting the
incident, she informed her supervisors that she thought that my
call was innocent but had to be report because of the mention of
the word Madison. I asked again if DOT "new clips" were public
distribution and she stated that she did not know. She also told
me the following: that no one would have even cared about my phone
call if I had not mentioned the word MADISON, and that she felt
that I had been put in a bad position and that it was my fault for
not knowing how that call should have been made. I thanked her for
speaking with me and apologized for not knowing the proper
procedures when speaking with DOT and I began to prepare this
statement.
While away from my desk, a message and phone no. (202) 622

2910 was left on my answering machine from a (spelling) Horat
Shraut from the DOT Public Affairs Offices. I of course did not
return the call.
on July 15, Marsha phoned again requesting that I forward to

her an e-mail regarding yesterday's events, so that she could speak
with Mr. Tomback. I still have not forwarded the infor. and will
not do so until I have either spoke with M. Gabrellian or T.
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Hindes.
I was very upset be the incident which occurred July 14,

because I have participated on the Madison team tor over a 6 month
period. I have handled all assignments with great confidentiality
and professionalism. I was given an assignment which should have
been very minor. I definitely apologize for my part in this
incident, but I also feel that I should have been informed that
there was a sensitivity regarding how I can address a matter when
in discussion with personnel from the DOT. I was not informed that
I could not use the word "Madison" generally or otherwise to
complete this minor assignment. To the best of my knowledgde and
as accurately as I can recall, these are the events which occurred
yesterday.
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February 3, 1994

COMMUTE!0N IANKING.FINANCEANOURHANAFFAIRS

ONI HUNDREDTHIRDCONGRESS

2128IAYIURN HOUSEOFFICEBUILDING
WASHINGTON.0C20015-6000
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Hr. Roger C. Altman
Interim CEO
Resolution Trust Corporation
aoi 11th strsst, NW
wsshington, DC 20434

Dear Hr. Altman:

I am in rscsipt or your February i, 1994 rssponss to the letter
initistsd by ssnsts Republican lssdsrship concsrning Madison
Savings and Loan and I am pleased to lssrn that the RTC "will
vigorously pursue all appropriate remedies" with regard to
Madison's tailurs. It sssms sslr-apparent that in order tor the
RTC to pursue vigorously all remedies it must have all relevant
information at its disposal. Accordingly, I urge the RTC to sssk
and review all Whitewater Development Corporation documents turned
ovsr by the White House to the Justice Department.

In its investigation of Madison, the Minority has uncovered links
bstwssn Madison and wnitswetsr, some or which may have contributed
to the tbritt's tailurs. Not only did Jsmss and Susan Hcnougsl
hold significant ownership intsrsst in both entities (approximately
two thirds in Madison and one halt in Whitewater), but the other
joint owners or Whitewater (Bill and Hillary Clinton) appear to
have bsnstitsd directly and indirectly from the application of
Madison resources. [Sss the attached msmo.]

It the White House chooses to use the Justice Department to shield
Hhitswstsr documcnts not only trom the public and Congress, but
from other government agencies, such as ths RTC, which have
legitimate public law sntorcsmsnt responsibilities, it is hard to
bslisvs a rssponsibls resolution of the issues involved can be made
by regulatory authorities.

I have high regard tor your personal integrity, but as you know,
tron the beginning, it has been an awkward situation to have a

prssidsntislly appointed and confirmed otticsr ot the Treasury
Department also hsad an independent tsdsrsl agency, ths Resolution
Trust Corporation (RTC). when this prospect was first suggested at
the beginning of the Clinton Administration, it did
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Mr. Roger C. Altman
Page 3
February 3, 1994

on December 9, 1993, I wrote the RTC requesting access to all
documents related to Madison Guaranty and its subsidiaries.

House and Committee Rules, House practices, and judicial precedent
support the proposition that the Ranking Minority Member is the
functional counterpart to the Chairman for Committee action. This
being the case, a request for documents made by the Ranking
Minority Member has parallel standing with a request made by the
Chairman of the Committee. The Ranking Minority Member clearly has
a voice in the process and is entitled to information that will
enable the Ranking Minority Member to carry out his
constitutionally mandated oversight responsibilities.

Therefore, the courtesy of a definitive reply to this document
request is requested by 12 noon, Monday, February 7, 1994. on this
matter, it is urged that you also consult with the Ethics Office as
to the relevance of the previously discussed recusal issue.

Again, let me stress that to the degree a conflict situation may
exist in this matter in no way reflects on your personal integrity.
It is simply an awkward circumstance in contrast to a personal
embarrassment.

Sincerely,

~ A. LEACHRa ng Member

JAL:gp

Enclosure
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( 2)

I The check McDougal enclosed with his letter to Mr. Campbell
is a Whitewater Development Corporation check dated November
7, 1985. The loan number referenced on the memo portion of
the check is "Note I975*5B5."

I According to the check ledgers for the Whitewater
Development Corporation (WDC), the corporation's checking
account had the following balances: $189.50 on 10-10-65;
and, $12.49 on 10-31-85. However, in order to cover the
payment of $7,322.42 on the Clinton loan, a deposit is
recorded on November 8, 1985 in the amount of $7,500.00.
The deposit is listed as coming from "Madison Marketing."

I A 1986 Federal Home Loan Bank Board exam gives the
impression that Madison Marketing was largely a sham
corporation used to divert federally insured resources to
insiders. The exam notes that "Until 1986, Susan McDougal
owned Madison Marketing." The report also states the
following:

"Madison Marketing is paid for doing all the general
advertising for Madison Guaranty and most of the
advertising for Madison Pinancial's land development
projects. All of Madison Marketing's business is
derived from Madison Guaranty or its subsidiaries.
Since 1983 these payments total $1,532,000."

"Given the evidence of Madison Marketing's invoices, it
is questionable how much of these advertising services
are actually performed by the firm. The actual work
... appears to be performed by others. It would appear
that Madison Guaranty could have an employee perform
similar work for much less money."

"Mr. Latham [an officer of Madison] stated that Madison
Marketing made no payments to any stockholders. This
statement is false. As part of a test for such
payments, the examiners discovered two remittances from
Madison Marketing to Susan McDougal [a large
stockholder of Madison] which total $50,000. This was
a test, and there may be additional payments."

CONCLUSION

Given the above circumstances, it would appear that federally
insured deposits (i.e., funds from Madison Guaranty through
Madison Marketing), which, with the later failure of Madison
became, in effect, taxpayer obligations, were transferred for the
direct personal benefit of the former Governor.

The above payment also raises the question of whether Whitewater

/7

I
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WHITEWATER/MADISON: CIVIL SUIT

Qumumnr

Secretary Altman, last year you sent a letter to this committee indicating
that the RTC had never missed a statute of limitations deadline. and that
therefore an extension of the statutes was not necessary. Apparently no
civil suits against directors, officers. or law firms involved with Madison
were brought. Does this mean that the Madison situation was reviewed and
that a decision was made at some point in the past that a suit would not be
brought? When was this decision made?

Afl.!.!!.!I3

O For all the reasons described above. it is not appropriate to discuss an
Individual case at this time.
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RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
RndwqTMCfifl

llenorln|'I\oCollHenee

February 1, 1994

The Honorable Alfonse M. D'Amato
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator D'Amato:

On January 11 and January 25, 1994 you wrote to ms concerning the
statute of limitations relating to Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
of Mccrory, Arkansas ("Madison"). I want to assure you that the
Resolution Trust Corporation is conducting a thorough review or the
potential civil claims it possesses as a result of the failure of
Madison. The RTC is, of course, mindful of the impending February
28 anniversary date of the federal takeover of Madison.

If such claims do exist, the RTC will vigorously pursue all
appropriate remedies using standard procedures in such cases, which
could include seeking agreements to toll the statute of limitations.
As you noted, the barriers presented by the expiration of the
statute of limitations in many cases have been ameliorated by the
extension of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and
Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) statutes in the RTC Completion Act
(Act). The Act has afforded the RTC an opportunity to investigate
further any civil claims which may be asserted against individuals
or entities associated with Madison Guaranty for fraud, intentional
misconduct resulting in unjust enrichment, or intentional misconduct
resulting in substantial loss to the institution. As you know , the
RTC's jurisdiction is solely as to civil claims. Any potential
criminal matters are within the jurisdiction of the Justice
Department.

Sincgigly,I
Roge C. Altman
Interim CEO

HMlfih9nuLMH£WunhmbmB1220uM
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SECRETARY BENTSEN Q & A: Q 1

Question:

What involvement has the Oversight Board had with respect to

the RTC's investigation into Madison Guaranty?

Answer:

The Oversight Board is not involved in matters involving

specific RTC investigations, and it has had no involvement in this
matter.

~
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RTC FOLLOW-UP TO SENATE REQUESTS MADE AT OVERSIGHT BOARD HEARING
FEBRUARY 24, 1994

REQUESTOR ASSIGNMENT RESPONSIBLE TIMEFRAME
OFFICE

,1. Sen. D’Amato Review of OCOS Report I.G.

‘ .
on Rose Law Firm

who should the Report
go to initially within
the Agency?

2. Sen. Bond List concerning chronology-—>
and other questions posed
by him (not specified in
hearing to be obtained in
writing —- also to be
requested by FDIC).

a. will Pillsbury, Madison 1
& Sutro review decisions on -

who will be sued in the
Madison matter.

b. Identification of
outside counsel on Madison.

v/,6. Copy of entire list Kulka/ 1 week

\‘ of documents in Madison. Hindes

°\

/“W7
0 ,

,_ 5

Report from the Collishaw ‘///
Department of Records JoAnn Henry , »
Management about whether

g”
any missing documents in //////“};)) U§W”our Madison documents or

'

empty files. Report on
bJfl>

vJ”'
'

instructions of handling d

°),&7xof documents from outside
Qdwhx

95'
or missing documents. )JVy

cfipb’

1

y
x ' or corrects Susan McDouga1' ‘

Xvi kC@A}fi‘WM ' I

KY) <
§ statement that Whitewater Q
,

‘IL/"
Wg;é§.files were delivered pre— //99 \

fl~
viously by ? to Hillary

Report on information
which confirms, clarifies

J I Q0 _y/'

B
S

linton.

/ gy.
Report on what documents / //// A. %

°

g

\@pH\8$ //
were
kept (by whom) and /’ _//// VuiV a J?»

\;J>\’_§~\\9}/d'\pU

\ -nveilxtory of documents. / 0%
‘NV ' . “fit Qk’ \

‘\ V WW’ W’ »
~ ”" wwa.

“‘°pk@\"}<“ as-00910510
W U

\*“"“\$
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3. Sen. Boxer Report on the appearance Collishaw/

request limited to law
firms) who represented
the RTC in the 6 largest
institutional failures
identified by Sen. Boxer
at hearing. Request was
also made of the FDIC.

Jfof an actual conflicts of _ Polvinale
law firms (also this-'"»- w

4.Sen. Bennett Review and respond to Sen. Bookerl
Bennett's statement for
the record reverse
discrimination.

b. Respond to statement
that RTC has predetermined
price at which a bidder
can purchase property
inappropriately (obtain

Cooper

information from Bennett's Horton]
staff of the specific
asset he personally
declined to purchased

I

5.Sen. Kerry Report on PLS recovery
broken down by those
which are criminally
related and those
which are civil and
also broken down
/state by state.

information on Madison
(letter to Independent
Counsel on seeking his
position on release of
information).

FDIC report on the
Lassiter/Rose matter
re FSLIC.

Legal

5%
2
-5
;? 1
2
%
C
%
’

FOLLOW-UPS \

Clarification to Bond Q /- Q

on any limitations of // (\information to be pro—
vided to Congress on
Madison.

CL*fi37F'¢4A. V//Report on Independent Kulka/ l week

Counsel's position Hindes/
on release or RTC Binkley
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RTC
PESOLUYION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisis
Restoring111:Confidence

February 24, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: Jack Ryan
Deputy CEO

MEMORANDUM FROM: Peter Knigh
Director . I
Office of Go emnmental Relations

SUBJECT: Senate Oversight Board Hearing
February 24, 1994

The following requests were made to the RTC during the hearing. The
early part of next week we should be receiving the transcript and
further written questions from the Committee. OGR will coordinate
the assignments at that time.

>/ senator Kerry: Listing of PLS recoveries by state. (Legal)

,Benetor Boxer: Investigation of the outside counsel retained in the
six "mega" thrifts controlled by RTC for any conflicts or
appearances of conflicts. (Legal)

Benator Bennett: Follow up on the sale of a property mentioned by
Senator Bennett. (Assets, OGR to obtain specifics)

Senator Domenici: Release of all records pertaining to Madison if// the Independent Counsel approves such a release. (Legal)
Investigation of the Rose law firm by the Inspector General.

_ (I9)
I // Senator Bond The "latest" inventory of Madison documents and any

previous inventories. (OGR and Legal)

cc: E. Kulka
T. Horton
J. Adair

80! 17mShear.MW Werfngron. D.C. 204.34
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January 25, 1994

Mr. Roger Altman
President Interim and
Chief Executive Oficer
Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street N .W.
Washington, D.C. 20434

Dear M.r. Altman:

I am writing to you in connection with the letters of January 11,
1994, to Attomey General Janet Reno and yourself, expressing the grave
concern that I and a number of my colleagues have regarding the
expiration of the applicable statutes of limitations with respect to
possible wrongdoing at Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan ("Madison").
We urged that voluntary agreements tolling the statute of limitations be
sought with all the relevant parties. That letter addressed the urgent
need for immediate action with respect to any violations that may have
occurred, since the applicable statute of limitations may expire as soon
as March, 1994.

More than two weeks have passed since we raised this vital issue.
In his public comments, Special Counsel Fiske has already demonstrated
his recognition of, and sensitivity to, the applicable criminal statutes of
limitations.

I have yet to be apprised of what action, if any, the RTC has taken
to ensure that the applicable civil statute will not expire. The American
people have the right to know if any wrongdoing took place in connection
with Madison. It is equally impdrtant that the rights of the American
people to obtain a full eccounting._egainst wrongdoers be preserved.

I
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The RTC should do all in its power to protect the American
taxpayer by making a definitive interpretation of precisely when the civil
statute of limitation will expire, and then take action to voluntarily seek
agreements from potential parties to RTC-initiated legal actions. Should
the statute of limitations run, any findings that the RTC makes will be
meaningless--there will be no hearing and the American people will be
left without complete redress.

Members of the Banking Committee staff have discussed the need
for meaningful action with representatives of the RTC. My staff was
informed that the RTC had not yet made a final analysis with respect to
the expiration of the statute of limitation. They were also informed that
no response was immediately available, more than two weeks alter this
issue was raised--this is inconceivable and unacceptable.

In light of the RTC’s failure to respond to these concerns for over
two weeks, I am compelled to write again to ascertain what action the
RTC has taken. so that I may consider alternate avenues that I can
pursue in order to protect the interest of the American people with
respect to this matter. I can see no reason for further delay on your part.
Please provide me with your conclusions as to the application of the
relevant statute of limitations with respect to the Madison situation
immediately.

Sincerely,

~_ Qdar
Alfonse M. D'Amato
Ranking Republican
Senate Banking Committee

AMD:dn
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Statement by

Representative James A. Leach

before the

U.S. House of Representatives

March 24, 1994

Mr. Speaker, I rise to a point of personal privilege of the House.
In rising to this point of privilege, I wish to express concern
about the breakdown of comity that has occurred on a personal and
procedural level in the House Banking Committee.

On a personal level unfortunate adjectives have been used; on a
procedural level unprecedented tactics have been employed.

I don't wish to dwell on the personal, except to stress my high
regard for the Chairman of the Banking Committee and to suggest
that, as the theologian Reinhold Niebuhr once observed, the temper
and integrity of the political debate is more important in our kind
of democracy than the outcome of any issue.

Motivational aspersions are no substitute for full disclosure;
indignation no substitute for pursuit of truth.

Members of the Majority may be speaking the truth when they indicate
they have no evidence of a link between the failure of an Arkansas
S&L and whitewater and that they know of no improprieties at issue.
But it should be understood that not speaking an untruth is not the
same as describing a truthful situation, particularly if there has
been no serious effort to pursue the truth.

Constitutionally it is the duty of Congress to oversee breaches of
law or public ethics in the Executive Branch. During the 12 years
of the so-called "divided government" of the Reagan/Bush era, the
Legislative Branch took its Constitutionally—mandated oversight
function seriously, as witnessed by the expansion in the size of its
staff and the number of investigations undertaken.

Now both the Executive and the Legislative Branches of government
are controlled by the same political party. The oversight mandate
thus falls disproportionately upon the Ranking Members of the
respective Committees for those areas of the Executive Branch over
which they have jurisdiction. Not to assume leadership in
performing the oversight function with regard to the way in which
the financial institutions of this country are managed and regulated

/0976
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would be to violate my oath to "support and defend the Constitution
of the United States . . .and . . .well and faithfully discharge the
duties of the office."

If the majority party refuses to uphold its responsibilities because
of political embarrassment to its party's top elected official, the
minority party is left with the choice either of joining in a
complicity of silence or pursuing investigations that run the danger
of being partisan.

In this context, I would simply emphasize that I raised the
Whitewater issue with great reluctance, realizing the import as well
as the power of the Presidency. I fully understand the political
and personal liabilities involved. Nonetheless, I feel it would be
inconsistent, indeed, hypocritical, to my own values, if I refused
to pursue a line of inquiry potentially embarrassing to the
President of a country which from its inception was intended to be
hallmarked by law and its applicability to all citizens. It is,
after all, the establishment of a government of laws, not men, that
defines the uniqueness of the American experiment with democracy.

Procedurally, it should be noted that the Minority is currently
engaged in one of the most profound checks and balances
philosophical engagements with the Executive branch in the modern
history of the Congress. This engagement carries far greater
implications than any judgement relating to a particular
embarrassment of a particular public official at a particular time
because at issue is precedent: whether in future circumstances the
oversight capacities of Congress can be thwarted if the Majority
party of Congress is the same as that in control of the Executive
branch and chooses to refrain from its oversight obligations in
order not to embarrass its party's standings.

It is possible that the Constitutional precedent for our checks and
balances system surrounding the refusal of the Administration to
cooperate with an oversight probe of the Executive branch which the
majority party does not sanction may have more long-term negative
consequences than any episodic embarrassment that might relate to
this or any President's past. What is at issue is the definition of
Congress as it applies to the Constitutionally granted oversight
responsibilities of the legislature. In our checks and balances
system, Congress was given oversight responsibilities, but this
Administration is suggesting in response to minority requests for
documentation from Executive agencies that only Chairmen speak for
Congress. The minority in Congress, by this logic, has no power to
advance or fulfill its Constitutional rights if the majority does
not concur in request for information. If such precedent is allowed
to stand, Congress's oversight capacities will for all practical
purposes be hamstrung whenever the Executive and Legislative
branches of government are controlled by the same party. would our
founding fathers have had this in mind?

2
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In this connection, on December 9, 1993, as Ranking Member of the
Banking Committee, I wrote federal regulatory agencies to request
certain documents of an oversight interest (Example, Tab A). In a
follow-up letter I pointed out, as the courts have noted, "The
Congress rarely acts as a body. Its manifold duties in the
legislative, investigative, and oversight fields are almost
invariably carried out through committees, committee chairmen,
individual members, and staff personnel." Murphy v. Department of
Army, 613 F .2d 1151, 1156 (1979). In addition, the court stated:

"The Senate and the House are so organized that certain
legislative and quasi-legislative activities may be
accomplished only through committee action. In other respects,
however, the legislature acts through its individual Members.
All Members have a constitutionally recognized status entitling
them to share in general congressional powers and
responsibilities, many of them requiring access to executive
information. It would be an inappropriate intrusion into the
legislative sphere for the courts to decide without
congressional direction that, for example, only the chairman of
a committee shall be regarded as the official voice of the
Congress for purposes of receiving such information, as
distinguished from its ranking minority member, or other
committee members, or other members of Congress. Each of them
participates in the law—making process: each has a voice and a
vote in that process; and each is entitled to request such
information from the executive agencies as will enable him to
carry out the responsibilities of a legislator."

Agency heads responded that a Ranking Member only has the authority
of an individual Member of Congress and, therefore, may only obtain
information that would be available to the public pursuant to the
Freedom of Information Act. In addition, the Office of Thrift
Supervision asserted that it differs "with the view that Rules X and
XI of the House of Representatives grant to a ranking minority
member (or any individual member) the same authority to request
information that a committee chairman possesses." In short, the
agencies contend that only Chairmen, not Ranking Members, speak for
Congress.

Subsequently, on March 8, 1994, I wrote requesting information for
the Banking Committee's upcoming RTC oversight hearing (Tab B).
Agency heads again responded by holding to the position that only
the Chairman of a Committee would be permitted access to agency
documents.

In this dispute about who is entitled to speak for Congress in the
context of Congress’ right and obligation under Article I of the
Constitution to conduct oversight of the Executive branch, the
Chairman of the Banking Committee, in what may have been an effort
to bolster the Executive's position, wrote agency heads on March 10,
1994, to suggest that they deny my document request and wrote

3
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separately on March 14, 1994, to state that they need not answer
questions concerning Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan at the
scheduled hearings. (Tab C and D). The Chairman's letter contained
an implicit and unprecedented philosophical assertion that not only
does a Chairman have the exclusive right to obtain oversight
documents from the Executive branch, but the right to deny such
documentation to other Members and the right even to deny inquiries
about issues clearly germane to the subject of hearings.

So that there is no misunderstanding, the RTC Oversight hearing was
scheduled under requirement of law, Section 2lA(k)(6) of the Federal
Home Loan Bank Act (12 U.S.C. §1441a(k)(6)), and there is no
provision in that law for exceptions to Congressional oversight that
relate to a single state and its institutions. The U.S. Congress
wrote a law applicable to all 50 states, not 49, and the oversight
of our laws applies throughout this country. Just as in America no
individual is above the law, no state is beyond its reach. Just as
no individual is entitled to violate the law out of ignorance of it,
no person, even the Chairman of a Congressional Committee, is
entitled after the fact to be sole interpreter of a law's meaning or
serve as a censor to another Member's inquiries. Indeed, no Member
of Congress has the right or power to deny relevant information to
another Member.

In addition to the Federal Home Loan Bank Act, the Committee's role
in oversight is buttressed by the House Rules as modified under the
Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970. I refer to paragraph
2 of House Rule X providing for the Committee's "General Oversight
Responsibilities" which states:

"(b)(1) Each standing committee ... shall review
and study, on a continuing basis, the
application, administration, execution, and
effectiveness of those laws, or parts of laws,
the subject matter of which is within the
jurisdiction of that committee and the
organization and operation of the Federal
agencies and entities having responsibilities in
or for the administration and execution thereof,
in order to determine whether such laws and the
programs thereunder are being implemented and
carried out in accordance with the intent of the
congress and whether such programs should be
continued, curtailed, or eliminated."

Separate procedural rules may apply to an investigative hearing, but
such rules do not apply in this case. The statutorily mandated RTC
hearing is an oversight hearing in accordance with Rule X. Any
reliance on investigative hearing procedures to deny information to
Committee Members is misplaced. Any information requests or
questions by Members related in any manner to RTC operations are
authorized under the Committee's oversight authority. It is also

4
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expected that in answering questions witnesses have the obligation
either to assert appropriate privileges or fully respond with
answers to the questions (ggg, 2 U.S.C. §192, Sinclair v. United
States, 279 U.S. 263 (1929)) and such answers shall be truthful.
(See, 18 U.S.C. §lO0l, U.§. V. Poindexter, 951 F.2d 369 (D.C. Cir.
1991)).

Moreover, the precedent of the Banking Committee is clear with
respect to the relevance of specific questions on specific
institutions. On numerous occasions at past RTC oversight hearings,
questions related to individual institutions have been asked by
Committee Members, including the Chairman, and answered by
witnesses. In fact, the Committee's invitation letter of March 3,
1994, to Treasury Secretary Bentsen for purposes of the RTC
oversight hearing, seeks testimony and documents related to a
specific institution, Homefed Savings. Of relevance also is the
following statement last week of the Chairman of the Senate Banking
Committee:

So we have had now over the years since 1989, a very long
series of regular oversight hearings where we call in the
officials responsible for implementing that law to find out
exactly how it is working and if there is a need to change any
particular part of it. Is it working the way it was designed
to work? Have we corrected all the abuses? We were so
concerned about that issue that, in fact, we built into that
1989 law a requirement that there has to be a hearing here in
Congress every 6 months on how that cleanup effort is doing and
how that law is being implemented. Within the text of that
part of the law we went so far as to say that any institutions
that failed in that time period, in the mid-1980's, that if any
Senator on the committee wanted to come in and ask questions
about that particular institution, that they had a right in law
to do so. We did not foresee the Madison case at that time,
but it applies precisely to the Madison case and every other
case out of that time period. (Cong, Rec, S3153, March 17,
1997).

To the degree the Chairman's letters are open to an interpretation
that would imply the possibility that they have been requested by
the Administration to bolster its efforts to deny information to the
Congress and thereby the public, at issue would be a collusive
effort by the Majority party in the Congress to aid and abet the
Executive branch in its concerted effort to deny disclosure of
information related to legitimate Congressional oversight.

In this regard, a letter recently copied to Rep. William Clinger,
Ranking Member of the Government Operations Committee, evidences a
comparable approach in another committee of Congress (Tab B).

It is the Minority's position that Executive branch witnesses must
address their obligations to respond to legitimate oversight

5
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requests and legitimate inquiries on the subject of hearings as
required by the law and the Constitution, not in conjunction with
any arbitrary desire of a Chairman to deny discussion on a subject
the Executive branch would rather not forthcomingly address. The
Minority party, has a baseline assumption that officials of the U.S.
government will comply with the law and, when appearing before a
committee of Congress, abide by the Code of Government Ethics for
Federal employees to "Uphold the Constitution, laws, and regulations
of the United States and all governments therein and never be party
to their evasion." (Pub. L. No. 96-303, July 3, 1980, 94 Stat. 855)
The constitutionally-derived obligation of oversight cannot be
short-circuited at the whim of the Congressional majority. It is
just as much the duty of the minority party, as the majority.
Indeed, in real life circumstance as evidenced in this particular
incident, oversight may in practice imply a greater obligation on
the party out of power than the party in control of the Executive
branch.

Modding Carter, the distinguished journalist from Mississippi,
recently noted that Southerners of virtually all philosophical
stripes recognized a little or a lot of truth in certain Northern
concerns about discrimination that existed in the South in the
heyday of civil rights activism. But with understandable resentment
all felt that Northerners had a duty to look a little more
assiduously in their own backyards. In this probe of Whitewater, I
believe an outsider might conclude that the single party
concentration of political power in Arkansas may be in need of
review that the shadow of Lyndon Johnson and Huey Long may have been
cast to greatly on a former governor ship. But as a Northerner, I
am obligated to note that my primary responsibility is my backyard,
in this case the body to which I am elected to serve. While I
believe it would be unfair to suggest that one of America's great
political parties is more honest than the other, I believe the
concerted effort to avoid accountability and full disclosure in the
Whitewater incident, and the unfortunate institutional precedents in
process of being established, reflect attitudes more associated with
single party governance of closed than open societies. Competition
is the American way. when single party dominance is long and deep,
arrogance associated with power creeps incontestably into the
system. Whitewater, in the end, may tell more about Congress than
the Executive branch.

In this context, the Minority raised concerns about the manner in
which the RTC Oversight hearing scheduled this week might have been
conducted. Nevertheless, the Minority was disappointed the hearing
was abruptly postponed.

Postponement of the hearing by the Majority raises, above anything
else, the issue of compliance with the law. Compliance with the law
is not a matter of convenience or discretion. The Majority party
has no prerogative to avoid capriciously its legal obligations.
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Hearings mandated by statute were to have Occurred by December 3,
1993. It is a statutory obligation of the Majority in the
Legislative Branch to conduct on a timely basis RTC oversight; it is
the statutory obligation of the Executive to cooperate with Congress
and comply with its legal responsibilities.

The negotiations this week between leaders of the House which led to
the passage of a bipartisan resolution expressing the sense of the
House as to the need to hold bipartisan hearings are promising. The
subsequent statements by the Speaker that these discussions were of
the "possibility of hearings, not a concession that hearings are not
necessarily going to take place," is disappointing. The Majority
has an obligation to ensure that the decision to postpone
indefinitely RTC hearings does not amount to yet another example of
Congress not applying the law to itself.
with regard to a possible hearing, let me stress the Minority has
offered to cooperate fully with the Special Counsel. We have
transferred substantial information to his office. we have given
him our proposed witness list and offered to support a delay in the
day of hearings provided under House rules to the Minority to allow
him a chance to depose witnesses first. For his part, the Special
Counsel, in a meeting on March l7, 1994, with the Minority, said
that he would not impede in any manner Executive Branch testimony
and that he would not stand in the way of an RTC oversight hearing.
Mr. Fiske also stated that he did not object to the disclosure of
copies of documents to Congress, other than White House documents.
The existence of a Special Counsel appointed in the Madison case
cannot be used as a rationale to avoid providing RTC oversight
information to Congress.

Congress and prosecuting attorneys have differentiated roles, but
they are by no means incompatible. In fact, they are generally
complementary. Indeed, in the Banking Committee hearings over the
past decade on institutions such as Lincoln (Charles Keating) and
Silverado (Neil Bush) the Justice Department had tandem
investigations underway. Hearings almost always reveal knowledge
and perspective that is helpful to prosecutors. It was, after all,
Senator Ervin's committee that revealed the existence of the
Watergate tapes and it was the recent Senate hearing that revealed
improper contacts between Executive Branch agencies and the white
House. The major recent exception where a prosecutor was undercut
by Congress involved excessive zeal to embarrass Presidents Reagan
and Bush that caused a committee to offer immunity to certain
witnesses in the Iran Contra probe. But the more general proposition
is that constraining a Congressional inquiry has the effect of
reducing knowledge, thus reducing prosecutorial discretion.

Mr. Speaker, in a country in which process is our most important
product, it is the belief of this Member that the precedents
established in this investigation are more important than the
investigation itself. Nevertheless, I come to the floor this
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afternoon to present to the attention of the House and the American"
people some findings, with supporting documentation, the Minority
has uncovered in its ongoing investigation of the Whitewater/Madison
affair.
Accordingly, I would like to review in both a perspective and
information dispensing sense the Madison/Whitewater issue and divide
the remainder of my discussion in two categories: what happened and
how the Administration has responded.

On the landscape of political scandals Whitewater may be a bump, butit speaks mountains about me-generation public ethics as well as
single party control of certain states and the U.S. Congress.

In a nutshell, Whitewater is about the arrogance of power -
Machiavellian machinations of single-party government. It all began
in the late 1970s when a budding S&L owner named James McDougal
formed a 50-50 real estate venture with a young politician, the then
Attorney General of Arkansas Bill Clinton. In this venture called
Whitewater, the S&L owner and S&L affiliated entities provided
virtually all, perhaps :11, the money: the governor-in-the-making
provided his name.

Over the years, the company received infusions of cash from the S&L
as well as from a small business investment corporation which
diverted, allegedly at the*Governor's request, federally-guaranteed
funds from a program designed for socially and economically
disadvantaged people to the Governor's partners and thence, in part,
to Whitewater.

Some of these funds were used to pay off personal and campaign
liabilities of the Governor; some to purchase a tract of land from a
company to which the state had just given a significant tax break.
Whitewater records have apparently been largely lost. A review of
the numerous land transactions, however, raises questions of what
happened to the money that came into the company and a review of the
President's tax records raises questions about tax deductions that
were taken and income that may not have been declared.

Under the governorship of Bill Clinton, Jim McDougal was named a
Gubernatorial aide to serve principally as liaison to the Economic
Development, Commerce, and Highway and Transportation Departments;
the first lady of Arkansas was hired to represent the S&L before
state regulators: the president of the S&L was placed on the state
S&L commission: an attorney who represented the S&L was named the
state S&L regulator; the S&L received rent from state agencies:
Whitewater had roads constructed using a state agency program and
state funds; and the S&L was allowed to operate, despite being
insolvent for an extended period, providing millions in loans and
investment dollars to insiders and the Arkansas political
establishment.
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Under the governorship of Bill Clinton, the SEL was allowed to grow
25-fold until federal regulators forced its closing, at which time
taxpayers picked up the tab for losses that amounted to
approximately 50 percent of the institution's deposit base.

Under the Governorship of Bill Clinton, the total number of state
chartered savings associations declined dramatically. Over the
period December 1979 to December 1992, the number of stock state
chartered thrifts in Arkansas declined from thirty—three, with
assets of $961,002,000 to three, with assets of $146,072,000.
Viewed another way, the amount of assets available to support home
mortgage lending for the people of Arkansas declined.

The story of Whitewater is thus part and parcel the story of the
greatest domestic policy mistake of the century —- the quarter
trillion dollar S&L debacle. It is the story of a company which in
one sense was a simple real estate development venture, but in
another was a vehicle used to spirit federally insured deposits from
an S&L and compromise a significant political figure.
In the largest series of bank robberies in history, which
precipitated an industry bailout larger than the taxpayers provided
Lockheed, Chrysler and New York City times a factor of ten, it is
fair to ask: "What happened? who is responsible?"

An answer to these inquiries requires an understanding that those
accountable are not only a few negligent and corrupt S&L owners, but
attorneys, accountants, state and federal legislators, regulators
and assorted public officials. As wide-ranging as the
responsibility is, however, it is a mistake to be so glassy-eyed as
not to seek lessons for the future through a demand for individual
accountability for breaches of law and ethics in the past.

Macro-economics aside, public responsibility for the S&L debacle is
of a tripod nature, involving: 1) the conflict-ridden role of
Congress in passing loose laws: 2) the ideological mistake of the
Reagan Administration in urging deregulation in an industry which
requires responsible standards: and 3) the culpability of a small
number of state governments, such as in California, Texas, Louisiana
and Arkansas, which failed to rein in high flying state—chartered,
state regulated institutions, which because of the federal nature of
deposit insurance, precipitated a massive transfer of wealth from
states with responsible governments to those without.

In Arkansas it is impressive how the federal government was
obligated to close more than 80 percent of state-chartered S&Ls in
the 1980s and how large taxpayer losses were in relation to the
state's S&L deposit base. The failure of the Clinton Administration
in Little Rock to fulfill its responsibility to police state
financial institutions had the effect of increasing tax burdens on
citizens of Arkansas as well as other states.
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While taxpayers at the national level were forced to pick up the tab
for the mistakes of politicians in whose elections they could not
vote, citizens in states like Arkansas were doubly shortchanged.
Not only did they have to share in eventual bail out costs, but when
their home based financial institutions frittered away the hard
earned deposit savings of their state to insiders, fewer resources
were made available to potential home owners and minority
entrepreneurs.

What the Keating—5 scandal was all about was the attempt of an s&L
owner to compromise through political contributions significant
political players, in this case five senators, to influence
regulators to keep an insolvent, corruptly—run, institution from
being closed. What makes Governor Clinton's involvement with a
company which helped breach the vaults of an Arkansas S&L ,

philosophically at least equal to, but in reality more troubling
than the Keating model is that not only did the institution's
management organize conflict-ridden fund raising endeavors for the
key politician in the state, but through Whitewater it put the
Governor in a compromising personal finance position as well.

What is extraordinary is the hypocrisy of the circumstance. The
following 1991 announcement statement of Governor Clinton speaks for
itself:
"For twelve years of this Reagan-Bush era, the Republicans have
let S&L crooks and self—serving CEO's try to build an economy
out of paper and perks instead of people and products. They
stack the deck in favor of their friends at the top and tell
everybody else to wait for whatever trickles down."

Despite the rhetoric it is remarkable how time after time in the
1980s, alleged defenders of the little guy in American politics
found themselves advancing the interests of a small number of owners
of financial institutions which were run as private piggy banks for
insiders. The intertwining of greed and ambition turned democratic
values upside down.

In our kind of democracy ends simply don't justify means. Just as a
conservative, who may despise government, has no ethical right not
to pay taxes, a liberal has no ethical basis to put the public's
money in his own or his campaign's pocket just because he may have
the arrogance to believe he is advancing a political creed that is
in the public's interest.

Why does all this matter?
Here, it would perhaps be appropriate to paraphrase the great
Illinois Senator, Ev Dirksen: a few thousand here and a few
thousand there and pretty soon it adds up to a real scandal. Put
another way, an ethical lapse here and an ethical lapse there and
pretty soon it adds up to a character deficit.

10
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I have never known anyone in public life better able to put
embarrassing episodes behind him than Bill Clinton. Accordingly, I
couldn't have been more surprised by the discombobulation of the
Administration at the minority's restrained request last November
for hearings and full disclosure.
As in most serious public scandals, cover-ups can prove as troubling
as acts at their source.

Much press attention has centered in recent weeks on the revelations
of improper contact between employees of independent federal
agencies and the White House. The question of whether a "heads up"
was appropriate is of significance. More so, is whether the line
between a "heads up" and "cover-up" was crossed.

By background, for several years a group of criminal investigators
for the RTC in Kansas City reviewed the failure of Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan in Little Rock and came to the conclusion criminal
referrals were appropriate. In the last week of September 1993,
they sent copies of their referrals to Washington. Within a few
days of receipt of the referrals from the Kansas city office, RTC
Washington officials visited the White House. Within a few weeks,
in an unprecedented change of procedure, Washington demanded to
review all Madison referrals. Within a few months, a senior Kansas
City criminal investigator was removed from the case. Within a few
more months, officials from RTC Washington visited Kansas City to
pass on the determined message that senior RTC officials in
Washington wanted it understood that they wished to claim Whitewater
was not responsible for any losses at Madison.

Courageously, Kansas City investigators refused to allow Washington
RTC objections to change the content of the referrals they sent in
the second week of October 1993 to the Justice Department.

Courageously, Kansas City investigators refused to back the
Washington position that Madison's losses were unrelated to
Whitewater and pointed out to their superiors that in one intensely
reviewed six month period alone approximately $70,000 was
transferred from Madison and Madison affiliated companies to
Whitewater.

Courageously, Kansas City investigators have sought whistleblower
protection rather than comply with the Washington RTC gag order that
no one from Kansas City could speak with Special counsel Fiske
without clearance through and accompaniment of Washington RTC
officials.
The briefing of the White House by high ranking Department of
Treasury and RTC employees must be understood in the context of the
development and transmittal to the Justice Department of these
referrals and in the context of the possibility Kansas City was in
the process of developing further referrals.
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There are many elements of the Whitewater affair that are a bit
esoteric. But the revelations that U. S. government officials
briefed key White House aides on potential legal actions which
independent regulatory agencies might be obligated to take
implicating but not charging the President and First Lady subvert
one of the fundamental premises of American democracy -- that this
is a country of laws and not men.

In America no individual, whatever his or her rank, is privileged in
the eyes of the law. No public official has the right to influence
possible legal actions against him or herself. For this reason
agencies of the government as well as the White House have precise
rules that govern their employees.

The following standards (31 CFR §0.735-30) apply to the Department
of Treasury:

"An employee should avoid any action ... which might result in,
or create the appearance of ...
(2) Giving preferential treatment to any person: ...
(4) Losing complete independence or impartiality;
(S) Making a Government decision outside official channels:
or
(6) Affecting adversely the confidence of the public in the
integrity of the Government."

Similarly, the following standards contained in 12 CFR § 1605.7
apply to RTC employees:

"No employees shall engage in any action, which might result
in, or create the appearance of ...

(b) giving preferential treatment to any person: ...
(d) losing complete independence or impartiality:
(e) making an RTC decision outside official channels: or,
(f) adversely affecting the public's confidence in the
integrity of the RTC."

Likewise, the following standards apply to the White House (3 CFR
§l00.735-4):

"In all circumstances employees shall conduct themselves so as
to exemplify the highest standards of integrity. An employee
shall avoid any action, whether or not specifically prohibited
by this subpart, which might result in, or create the
appearance of:

(1) Using public office for private gain;
(2) Giving preferential treatment to any person; ..
(4) Losing complete independence or impartiality;
(5) Making a Government decision outside official
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channels: or
(6) Affecting adversely the confidence of the public in
the integrity of the Government."

Perhaps laws have not been broken, but seldom have the public and
private ethics of professionals in the White House and Executive
Departments and branch agencies been so thoroughly devalued.

The point of all this is that there is a disjunction in this
Administration between public policy and private ethics. Americans
abhor privilege: hypocrisy gnaws at the American soul: it leaves a
dispiriting residue of resentment.

What is also extraordinary is the absence of simple truth.

Administration Claim: whitewater caused no losses to Madison.
Fact: As reflected in the minority-developed

charts and evidenced by supporting
documentation, Madison and affiliated
companies transferred significant resources
to Whitewater. In addition to being a
modest sized real estate company, with a
cash flow derived from land sales,
Whitewater appears to be one of a dozen so
companies with direct or indirect access to
Madison and its taxpayer guaranteed
deposits.

Administration claim: The Clintons lost money in whitewater.
Fact: To have lost money in Whitewater implies

that the Clintons invested sums which were
unrecovered. Their Whitewater partner,
James McDougal, claims'at most the Clintons
over the years put in $13,500 in
Whitewater. The Minority has provided
evidence that one land transaction alone
returned more than this amount to the
Clintons and published reports indicate tax
deductions of some value were taken. The
Lyons report, as well as a review of land
sales, indicates substantial sums were
taken out of Whitewater over the years. It
is not clear how disbursements were
arranged. what is clear is that infusions
of capital from land sales, from Madison
affiliated entities and possibly from
others appear to have covered loans the
company and the Clintons took out. The
company may have had a negative value when
the Clintons sold their half interest in
1992, but that neither means the Clintons
themselves lost money, nor that questions
ought not be asked about how direct or
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Administration claim:

Fact:

Administration claim:

Fact:

FQCCZ

Fact:

Fact:

Fact:

contingent liabilities may have been
disposed of as late as 1992.
The President and his staff would fully
cooperate with Congress.
The Executive branch is actively working to
prevent full disclosure of documents and
committee access to witnesses.
It has done nothing wrong in relation to
the RTC investigation into the failure of
Madison and is fully cooperating with
Special Counsel Fiske's probe.
Officials of an independent regulatory
agency (the RTC) immediately notified the
White House of the probe of Madison by its
Kansas City office and attempted to put in
place procedural techniques to undercut the
traditional independence of its regional
offices.
In January, 1994 RTC Washington met with
Kansas City staff. After the meeting the
Kansas City office filed a formal complaint
with Washington RTC.
On February 2, 1994, the day Roger Altman
briefed the White House on Madison
Guaranty, RTC Senior Attorney, April
Breslaw visited the Kansas City office and
said that Washington would like to say that
Whitewater caused no losses to Madison.
Kansas City employees protested that this
was not the case.
On September 29, 1993, before the new
criminal referrals were sent to the Justice
Department, Treasury General Counsel Jean
Hanson briefed White House Counsel on them.
Nine days after the meeting, the referrals
were sent to the Justice Department. On

October 14, Jean Hanson with Secretary
Bentsen's Press Secretary and Chief of
Staff met with Presidential Advisors
ostensibly to discuss press inquiries
related to Madison Guaranty.
On February 2, right after the appointment
of Special Counsel Robert Fiske, Roger
Altman gave the White House a "heads up"
briefing on Madison. At the Senate
Oversight Board hearing, Roger Altman
revealed his February 2 meeting, but no
others. Several days later, the September
and October White House briefings were
revealed. On March 9, the Washington Post
reported that there were numerous other
contacts between the Treasury and the White
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House on Madison. After subpoenas are
issued it is revealed that there are over
3,500 pages of documentation surrounding
these contacts which the White House terms
as inconsequential.

Fact: After the appointment of Special Counsel
Fiske, Washington RTC officials imposed
censorship guidelines on Kansas City RTC
employees. No discussion with Fiske could
be made without going through Washington.
No meetings between Kansas City office and
Fiske could take place without
accompaniment of Washington officials. No
materials could be forwarded without going
through Washington. All information
concerning attorney—client privilege was to
be redacted, with Washington RTC
determining the scope.

Administration Claim: No fundraising improprieties occurred.
Fact: On April 4, 1985, Jim McDougal hosted a

fundraiser for Governor Clinton. The
Clinton's repeatedly asked McDougal to host
the fundraiser to pay off the $50,000
personal loan that Clinton had taken out in
the final weeks of his 1984 campaign. The
question at issue is whether some of the
money appears to have been diverted from
Madison Guaranty, which would then, with
the failure of Madison, imply deferred
federal financing of a gubernatorial
election. For example, one cashier's check
for $3,000 was made in the name of Charles
Peacook III, then a 24-year-old college
student who disclaims any knowledge of
having made a contribution. Mr. Peacock's
father was a major Madison borrower and
served at one time on Madison's board.
Other checks that the RTC is reviewing
include a $3,000 check from the late Dean
Landrum, an employee of Charles Peacock,
and one from Susan McDougal. In the former
Governor's defense, candidates are not
always in a position to verify their
campaign contributions.

Mr. Speaker, the President's former partner, Jim McDougal in a
number of occasions has contested the assertion that no resources
were taken from Madison Guaranty and its related entities and given
to Whitewater. In an AP story on February 4, 1994 and on the David
Brinkley Show on March 13, 1994 he specifically raised concerns that
Madison Marketing was not owned by Madison Guaranty, but was instead
a sole proprietorship owned by his former wife. He has cited
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documents filed with the Arkansas Secretary of State's office to
buttress his claim.

Mr. McDougal apparently believes there are subtleties about the
nature of Madison Marketing that need clarification. Mr. McDougal
gives great credence to the circumstance that at some point Madison
Marketing may have been operating as an intended proprietorship of
his wife, but, whether this is true, this appears to be a
distinction without a difference, form over substance. The
overwhelming perspective as contained in the 1986 Federal Home Loan
Bank Board Report of Examination is that all Madison Marketing
resources were derived from Madison Guaranty or its subsidiaries.
Any money transferred to Whitewater from Madison Marketing would
thus have had as its source the S&L. The 1986 FHLBB exam, upon
which the earlier staff memo on this subject was based, states:

"A. Objectionable Conflicts of Interest

Conflicts of interest involving James McDougal, Susan McDougal,
and William Henley have been detrimental to the safety and
soundness of the Institution. These individuals are in control
of the Institution (Madison Guaranty) through their stock
ownership. James McDougal owns 63.5% of the outstanding
Madison shares. His wife, Susan McDougal, owns 12.6%, and her
brother, William Henley owns 8.5%. In addition to his
ownership control, Mr. McDougal, as President of the
Institution's subsidiary (Madison Financial), has complete
control of the land development projects discussed in comment

B. This control enabled Mr. McDougal to structure the
development and financing of the projects so that substantial
cash payments could be diverted to himself, Susan McDougal,
William Henley and others. These payments have directly
benefited these individuals, but Madison Guaranty has received
little or nothing in return. Though they have been structured
to avoid specific Insurance Regulations, these payments are
contrary to the general policy of the FHLBB concerning
conflicts of interest as stated in Insurance Regulation 571.9
and FHLBB Memorandum R—19a.

Many of these payments have been funneled through business
entities which are owned or controlled by the McDougals,
employees, relatives of employees, or close friends of the
McDougals and Henley. . . .

2. Madison Marketing

Madison Marketing is paid for doing all the general advertising
for Madison Guaranty and most of the advertising for Madison
Financial's land development projects. All of Madison
Marketing's business is derived from Madison Guaranty or its
subsidiaries. Since 1983 these payments total $1,532,000. . .
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Given the evidence of Madison Marketing's invoices, it is
questionable how much of these advertising services are
actually performed by the firm. The actual work of
advertising, such as the design and production of commercials
and providing air time or newspaper space, appears to be
performed by others. Madison Marketing apparently just pays
the bills of other providers and adds a 15% fee of its own.
Examiners estimated this fee to be approximately $200,000 since
1983. It would appear that Madison Guaranty could have an
employee perform similar work for much less money.

Mr. Latham stated that Madison Marketing made no payments to
any stockholders. This statement is false. As a part of a
test for such payments, the examiners discovered two
remittances from Madison Marketing to Susan McDougal which
total $50,000. This was a test, and there may be additional
payments."

Mr. McDougal apparently believes Madison Marketing should be
understood simply as a sole proprietorship of his wife with no ties
to the S&L. This view is in discordance with that of the United
States Government, as indicated by the FHLBB report cited above; it
is also in discordance with a contemporaneous view of the legal
situation as defined and described by Mr. McDougal in a July 1, 1986
memorandum from him to Madison Guaranty's President, Mr. John
Latham. In this memorandum, which is a copy of an original Madison
document in the possession of the RTC and the minority of the House
Banking Committee, Mr. McDougal asserts:

In late January, 1985, Mrs. McDougal permitted Madison
Marketing to become a subsidiary of Madison Financial
Corporation.

In addition, Mr. Jeff Gerth of The New York Times has reported on
March 8, 1992, an earlier instance in which Madison Marketing
transferred resources to Whitewater. Mr. Gerth reported:

whitewater's check ledger shows that Whitewater's account at
Madison was overdrawn in 1984, when the corporation was making
payments on the Clinton's loan. Money was deposited to make up
the shortage from Madison Marketing, an affiliate of the
savings and loan that derived its revenues from the
institution, records also show.

In addition, David Hale and his attorney Randy Coleman have asserted
in recent days that it was proceeds of an $825,000 Madison loan that
was used to leverage SBA funds and to make the $300,000 loan to
Susan McDougal, of which $110,000 was deposited to Whitewater.

This evidentiary material coupled with the April 17, 1985 Minutes of
Madison Financial's board authorizing a transfer of $30,000 from
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Madison Financial to Whitewater, the memo of L. Jean Lewis of the
Kansas City RTC office showing over a six month period reviewed that
approximately $70,000 was transferred from Madison or affiliated
entities to Whitewater, plus other more confidential RTC material in
our possession indicates there is every credible reason to believe
that Madison Guaranty through affiliated entities did transfer money
to Whitewater.

Furthermore, records filed with the Arkansas Secretary of State's
office show that Mr. McDougal, as president of Madison Financial
Corporation (a subsidiary of Madison Guaranty) on July 26, 1986
filed an application for registration of fictitious name. The
application was for Madison Financial to do business as "Madison
Marketing." This document does not represent incorporation papers.
This application appears to be in response to the 1986 Federal Home
Loan Bank exam which noted that with regard to Madison Marketing and
Madison Real Estate, Madison Financial had "not registered as a
'd/b/a' in the County records."

The effect of this statement with its supporting documentation is to
evidence that:

1) Whitewater may have begun as a legitimate real estate
venture but it came to be used to skim, directly or indirectly,
federally insured deposits from an S&L and a Small Business
Investment Corporation. When each failed, the U.S. taxpayer became
obligated to pick up the tab;

2) The family of the former Governor of Arkansas received value
from Whitewater in excess of resources invested;

3) Taxpayer guaranteed funds were in all likelihood used to
benefit the campaign of a former governor:

4) The independence of the U.S. Government's regulatory system
has been flagrantly violated in an effort to protect a single
American citizen;

5) Congress and the Executive are employing closed society
techniques to resist full disclosure of an embarrassing
circumstance, with unfortunate precedent setting ramifications.

Last month a BBC reporter asked me if we Americans weren't making
too much of this scandal. He raised a fair question. Compared with
petty potentates around the world, who routinely walk off with
millions and in some cases billions, conflicts of interest in
American politics are of petty variety. In this case, however, we
have a situation where a multi-thousand dollar conflict of interest
led to a multi-million dollar hit on the taxpayer. That is the
meaning to the failure of Madison Guaranty. That is also the
meaning of the Small Business Investment Corporation called Capitol.

It is simply not appropriate to shrug it off and say that this is
the way things are done in small states. They aren't in Nebraska,
South Dakota, or Iowa. It is simply not appropriate to say it isn't
a federal issue. It is. The U.S. taxpayer has lost millions; home
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owners in Arkansas have lost institutions that were established to
serve their needs; minorities throughout the country cannot lightly
shrug off yet another instance in which a program designed to give
them a crack at the American dream was redirected to serve the
investment ego a state political establishment.

It is suggested by the Majority that we have better things to do
around here. There again is some truth to this. The minority also
wants to get on with the business of health care, welfare reform,
crime legislation. Indeed, we pledge to be constructive and are not
blocking any Congressional consideration of these issues. But, in a
larger sense, it should be understood that these "we have better
things to do" laments suggest that ethics, governmental integrity,
and the possible misuse of the public's money should be secondary
considerations -- something to worry about only when we have time.
In a democratic system, built and maintained on the confidence of
the people, placing such considerations last on the list of
priorities is a highly dubious game. Nothing works over the long
haul if the public loses confidence in its governmental institutions
and the people who operate those institutions. The task of keeping
the people's confidence may not be pretty or pleasant, but it is a
first priority in our system -— not a last priority as all too many
are suggesting today.

Whitewater is less about the issues of the day than it is the ethics
of our time. It is a central issue not because it is big, but
precisely because it is small.
The way we in America keep our scandals from becoming too big is by
holding people accountable when the amounts of money at issue are
relatively small. It is the principles at issue, not the dollar
amounts that matter.

In conclusion, let me stress that the most difficult issue to deal
with is the question of proportionality. when the Minority made its
restrained request for hearings last November I suggested that while
there was fire with the smoke, Whitewater appeared to be more a camp
than forest fire. I now believe the fire has spread to the grass
and is heading to the trees but that it is still not too late to putit out with full disclosure and full accountability. In this
regard, I suggested in a December Ea§hingt9n_£Q§t editorial that
when breaches of law or public ethics occur, options often exist as
to whether civil or criminal remedies are appropriate. I
presumptuously concluded then and maintain now that there is no
reason not to proceed with civil accountability in a civil way. The
last thing this country needs is a year long trial or travail for
the President of the United States. It would divide the country and
be unfair to the public as well as the President.

Accordingly, I have pledged to the President's Counsel as well as to
the Special Counsel that I will do my best to put the issue behind
once disclosure is provided. Accountability is in order; a V
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Constitutional crisis is not. The Presidency should neither be
jeopardized nor debilitated. Rather than high crimes and
misdemeanors, the issue today relates to high improprieties and
breaches of the public trust.

- -
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February 4, l994

MEMORANDUM TO THE FILE

FROM: Ellen B. Kulka
General Counsel

SUBJECT: Madison S&L

These are the talking points for anyone authorized to discuss
the Madison situation. Additional information should not hesupplied unless it has been properly approved. While this 15
standard procedure, anyone authorized to speak should be aware thatthe discussions of any additional information could have an impact
on the agency's legal position in any matters arising out of
Madison.

Attachment

cc: Altman
Hanson
Ryan
Dudine
Katsanos
Knight
Hindes

80! Um Sn-ear.N.W. \Mfl'Ing10n.D.C. 20434
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Q...

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

MADISON GUARANTY SAVINGS ASSOCIATION

TALKING POINTS

On February 28, 1989 Madison Guaranty was placed into
conservatorship with the FDIC as managing agent for the FSLIC.

The FDIC was responsible for managing S&L’S that failed in
l989 until this function was transferred to the RTC upon its
creation on August 9, 1989.

Congress decided that the statute of limitations in FIRREA did
not provide enough time to address all potential claims.
With the enactment of the RTC Completion Act on December 17,
1993, the statute of limitations within which suit could be
brought for certain kinds of claims was extended for an
additional two—year period from the date when it had already
expired.

The claims to which the reopened statute of limitations apply
are for civil fraud and intentional misconduct.
Upon the enactment of the Completion Act, the RTC began
reviewing institutions including Madison in situations where
the reopened statute of limitations would expire shortly.

In the case of Madison, if such claims do exist the RTC will
vigorously pursue all appropriate remedies, with full
awareness of the limited period available.

The RTC's jurisdiction is solely as to civil claims. Any
potential criminal matters are within the jurisdiction of the
Justice Department.

8.

b.

C.

On January 21, the RTC received a letter dated January 10
addressed to Interim CEO Altman (signed by Senators Dole,
D'Amato, Pressler and Representatives Leach, Fish Michel,
Clinger and Myers) that asked for response to an attached
letter dated January ll regarding tolling agreements.
On January 25, Interim CEO Altman received a letter from
Senator D'Amato asking about what actions the RTC has taken
"to ensure that the applicable statute will not expire."

The RTC responded on February 1. The response stated that
review of potential civil claims is underway and that, if such
claims do exist, RTC will vigorously pursue all appropriate
remedies using standard procedures.

February4, 1994
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The Honorable Lauch Faircloth
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Faircloth,

This is in response to your letter of February 8, I994
concerning the RTC's efforts relating to possible civil
litigation resulting from the failure of Madison Guaranty.

Your letter makes the statement that, "The RTC's inaction on
the civil side is ....disturbing." I want to reiterate what
I said in my letter of February l, 1994, which is that the RTC
"is conducting a thorough review of the failure of Madison."
while your letter characterizes this as a "general response",
I must point out that it is inappropriate for me to address at
this time any specifics relating to this matter.

It is standard operating procedure not to discuss any matter
relating to any institution that is under active consideration
with respect to possible litigation. I am sure that you
understand that to do otherwise could jeopardize the RTC's
efforts to make civil recoveries on behalf of the American
taxpayers.

While it would be inappropriate for me to provide any
information relating to the status of our investigation or
internal deliberations at this point, I can assure you that
the RTC is prepared to make a full public accounting of the
handling of civil matters under the purview of the RTC when it
is appropriate to do so.

Sincerely,

Roger C. Altman
Interim CEO

fill l7ThS1‘!B6f.N.W“(fi'l‘Q'(I\.DC. 20:84

3%
?\__
"\_"*— DRAFT _RTC sec §>_1:W,q’‘"7
RESOLUTION musr concur/on ‘=1/9/5 ~/
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February 8. 1994

Mr. Roger Altman
President interim and
Chief Executive Oflicer
Resolution Trust Corporation
801 17th Street N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20434

Dear Mr. Altman:

The RTC has acknowledged that the statute of limitations for any civil action
arising from the failure of Madison Guaranty will run out on February 28. After
February 28, the RTC will not be able to recover any more of the S47 million the
taxpayers were forced to pay to close Madison.

The RTC took over Madison in 1989. Presumably, the_ RTC has thorough
knowledge of the institution, the reasons for its failunoe and the individuals and
activities that contributed to its demise. The RTC made a criminal referral to the
Justice Department perhaps as early as October, 1992 based on its extensive
information and investigation.

The RTC‘: inaction on the civil side is therefore even more disturbing. With
the civil statute of limitations about to run out, the RTC must take action
immediately. Unless the RTC takes actions, the rights of the American people to
justice and financial recovery will be forfeited to a legal technicality.

Your February l letter ofl'ei-ed assurances "that the Resolution Trust
Corporation is conducting a thorough review of the potential civil claims it possesses
as s result of the failure of Madison." Moreover, you stated that the RTC "will
vigorously pursue all appropriate remedies using standard procedures in such cases,
which could include seeking agreements to toll the statute of limitations."

Beyond this general response, we are seeking specific answers to the following
questions:

0 What is the RTC doing to obtain voluntary agreements to extend the

statute of limitations from all potential defendants in the

Madison/Whitewater matter beyond February 28. 1994?
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0 In the event the RTC cannot obtain tolling agreements. will the RTC
tile appropriate civil claims against all individuals whom me RTC has
reasonable cause to believe may be liable to the United States prior to
February 28. thereby tolling the .‘4f.'\t1ltO and allowing time for
refinements to the original complaint?

0 Will the RTC provide ua with a complete report on the status and
scope of its "thorough review" as soon as possible?

Time is of the essence. The RTC has had year: to investigate Madison
Guaranty; it should have complete knowledge of the situation and adequate legal
foundation for any civil suits. It has only weeks left to act and it ahould do so
without further delay.

We must respectfully request that you respond fully and promptly to this
letter.

Si l

tge/0%,-/4 ,4’4»».?%-=
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February 1, 1994

The Honorable Robert J. Dole
Minority Leader
United States senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Leader:

On January 11, 1994 you wrote to Attorney General Reno and me
concerning the statute of limitations relating to Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan of McCrory, Arkansas ("Madison"). I want to assure
you that the Resolution Trust Corporation is conducting a thorough
review of the potential civil claims it possesses as a result of the
failure of Madison. The RTC is, of course, mindful of the impending
February 28 anniversary date of the federal takeover of Madison.

If such claims do exist, the RTC will vigorously pursue all
appropriate remedies using standard procedures in such cases, which
could include seeking agreements to toll the statute of limitations.
As you noted, the barriers presented by the expiration of the
statute of limitations in many cases have been ameliorated by the
extension of the Financial Institutions Reform. Recovery and
Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) statutes in the RTC Completion Act
(Act). The Act has afforded the RTC an opportunity to investigate
further any civil claims which may be asserted against individuals
or entities associated with Madison Guaranty for fraud, intentional
misconduct resulting in unjust enrichment, or intentional misconduct
resulting in substantial loss to the institution. As you know , the
RTC's jurisdiction is solely as to civil claims. Any potential
criminal matters are within the jurisdiction of the Justice
Department.

Since e y,
/‘

Roger C. Altman
Interim CEO

BOIllfh QIIQI. MW. \l@fI1qfCIr‘|.D.C.2U-L‘!-I
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PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE; ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS FOR THE OVERSIGHT BOARD HEARING

I have reviewed a list of hypothetical questions that might be
asked of witnesses a forthcoming House Banking hearing on the RTC
Oversight Board. There are 11 which relate to "Whitewater\Madison"
and 3 others that pertain to PLS. I have suggested at least
partial answers to those on which I have any knowledge or
information. I have elected to provide more information than might
necessarily be provided in an actual answer; because of the
possible privileged and confidential nature of some of the matters
set forth, they might be provided, if at all, only in an executive
session.

Whitewater§Madison (For ease of response, I have numbered
these questions 1 — ll even though they are unnumbered on the sheet
supplied to me. I have not attempted to answer every question
since I do not have information upon which to suggest an answer for
some questions or subquestions. In these instances, I have
responded "DNA".

l. DNA

2. The only knowledge I have in this regard is that John
Bowman attended one meeting with Jack Ryan, Jim Dudine, Bill
Collishaw, Jack Binkley, Jim Barker, and Peter Knight at which
general Madison issues were discussed. I believe this was on
January 12. After this meeting, Jim Barker, John and I went over
to Treasury to meet with Jean Hanson on the Madison issues. The
only other involvement by anyone from Treasury in Madison matters
of which I am aware, was John's participation in another general
meeting on January 19 or 20 in Ellen Kulka’s office. At this
meeting, privilege concerns were raised, and it is my recollection
that we decided it would be preferable if we did not risk possible
waiver by John's further involvement.

3. DNA ‘

4. I am not aware of any "instructions" from or discussions
with Justice Department officials with respect to the release of
information to Congress regarding Madison. There were discussions
and correspondence exchanged regarding the RTC’s position in
responding to FOIA requests. Essentially, the agreement was that
criminal referrals would be withheld from disclosure under the
"investigative materials" exception to FOIA, unless DOJ agreed
otherwise. These discussions and correspondence were in early
January, prior to the appointment of the Special Prosecutor. I am
not aware of any further exchanges in this regard.

5. I have general knowledge of the OCOS investigation, but
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someone else would be better situated to answer this question.

6. There have been several telephone conversations with Mr.
Fiske and his staff and several letters have been exchanged. These
contacts have dealt with issues pertaining to matters subject to
Grand Jury subpoenas which the RTC needs to continue its
investigation into possible civil claims. Mr. Fiske has also
requested that RTC waive its attorney-client privilege with the
Rose Law Firm as well. To my knowledge, none of these calls have
involved Secretary Altman.

7. The RTC has taken the position that requests for
information from individual members of Congress have the same
standing as FOIA requests and are subject to the same exceptions.
There is no credible legal theory or authority to the effect that
the law is otherwise. Providing privileged information to an
individual member of Congress would likely waive all applicable
privileges. I am not aware of any involvement by Treasury
officials or the Interim CEO in these issues.

8. Providing this information at a time when both civil and
criminal investigations were ongoing would pose a substantial risk
that these investigations could be compromised.

9. [It is my understanding that RTC and FDIC have
historically refused to respond to inquiries, at least in open
hearings, on matters pertaining to criminal referrals. This
refusal has extended to include an unwillingness to confirm or deny
that referrals were actually made, although that may be academic in
this case. The question remains, however, whether there should be
a review of this policy insofar as it involves providing the actual
referrals.] One referral was submitted in September, 1992 and 9
additional referrals were submitted in September, 1994.

10. The original statute of limitations for Madison civil
claims expired on the three year anniversary of its failure,
February 28, 1992. There was a civil claim pursued first by FDIC
and then RTC against Madison's former auditors; this case was
originally filed by Madison prior to its failure. This case was
successfully resolved. [Numerous other civil claims involving
matters other than professional liability claims were also pursued
by the RTC, e.g., the Seth ward litigation, but these are not
matters upon which I have information.] There were no meritorious
and cost-effective claims identified with respect to Madison's
officers, directors, attorneys or other professionals who performed
services for the thrift. A review of possible criminal referrals
continued beyond the February 28, 1992 date since the limitations
period for criminal charges had not, and at this time still has
not, expired.

ll. The decision to close all Madison professional liability
claims, except for the audit failure claims then pending, was made
in October, 1990. At that time, there was no separate RTC Legal
Division; all such matters were handled by attorneys who were
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assigned to RTC matters from the FDIC Legal Division. When the RTC
Legal Division was created as a independent entity in 1991, there
was no general program to go back and revisit "close—out" decisions
previously made.

Statute of Limitations Extension

The RTC is embarking on a program to review the disposition of
claims and close out decisions at every institution affected by the
Completion Act statute of limitations extender, as further amended
on February 11, 1992. [A copy of the Protocol for this review
could be provided if desired.]
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DRAFT 2/22/94

1

WHITEWATER/MADISON: RECUSAL~
Secretary Altman, why have you failed to recuse yourself thus
far from the RTC's work relating to Madison Guaranty? How
many discussions have you had concerning Madison and related
matters?

BDEEQZL
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2

WHITEWATER/MADISON: TREASURY INVOLVEMENT~i
Have any other officials of the Treasury Department been
involved in any substantive discussions relating to the RTC's
handling of Madison or related matters?

BDEEEIL

—- I and a very limited number of my Treasury staff have been
briefed ggnggglly by RTC staff on a variety of issues related
to the RTC's review of the Madison matter. Topics include:

—- RTC procedures related to document requests including
the types of information that are releasable in the
ordinary course to members of the public, members of the
Congress acting in their individual capacity and as a
Committee of the Congress;
—— a general discussion of the causes of action that
might be available to the RTC that fall within the
extension of the statute of limitations contained in the
RTC Completion Act;
—— the normal criteria applied by the RTC in seeking an
Authority to Sue, tolling agreements with potential
defendants, etc.; and,
-— the applicable statute of limitations and a
chronology of the Madison matter beginning in 1989 with
the seizure of the institution by the FDIC, the
expiration of the FIRREA statute of limitations in 1992
and the revival of certain types of actions under the
Completion Act and the further extension via the
California Earthquake Relief Act;

—- During my service as the Interim CEO of the RTC I have had
members of my Treasury staff sit in on a variety of briefings
and discussions related to RTC matters. For instance, since
I was appointed Interim CEO of the RTC I and members of my
Treasury staff have had a standing Tuesday luncheon involving
senior members of RTC including the Deputy CEO, the General
Counsel and the Senior Vice President for Minority and Women's
Business. Topics discussed during the course of these regular
meetings include the implementation of the recently approved
Completion Act.

-— No discussions of the actual decisions to be made by the
RTC as to whether any claims exist and should be pursued
against specific persons in connection with Madison have been
held by me or other Treasury staff.

\
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3

WHITEWATER/MADISON: CONVERSATIONS WITH THE WHITE HOUSE

Question:

Secretary Altman, have you or any other Treasury officials
held any conversations with the White House concerning this
matter?

BD§!§Ii
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4

WHITEWATER/MADISON: JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

Has the Justice Department told the RTC what it can and cannot
tell the Congress in matters relating to Madison Guaranty?

AIISVGK '|

-— Consistent with established practice, RTC staff has had
discussions with the Justice Department prior to the
appointment of the Special Counsel as to the release of
information which may hamper or affect the investigation of
matters in which the RTC has information or an interest.

-- RTC staff's discussions with the Justice Department and
Special Counsel Fiske have involved issues such as
coordination of the respective agency's investigations so as
to not unduly delay or prejudice the possible prosecution of
various claims or actions.

-- [Insert here any possible talking point related to the
Klinger letter and response from the Treasury —— talk with
Dennis Foreman first thing Tuesdayll]
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5

WHITEWATER/MADISON: ROSE LAW FIRM

Question:

Secretary Altman, has the RTC investigated the Rose Law firm
and whether or not it correctly represented possible conflicts
when soliciting business with the RTC? Have you recused
yourself from this matter?

BHEEQIL

-- The FDIC, as exclusive agent for the FSLIC, was the
original conservator of Madison and as such, retained the Rose
law firm. As you know the FDIC has investigated the
circumstances arising out of that relationship and have
released their report. Perhaps Acting Chairman Hove might
like to briefly expand upon the report.
-- RTC staff has read the report and has advised me that it
has no information which would lead the RTC to a different
conclusion.
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6

WHITEWATER/MADISON: INDEPENDENT COUNSEL

Question;

Secretary Altman, has the RTC been in contact with the Special
Counsel Robert Fiske? Have you participated in these
conversations?

An§!§Ii
-- I understand that there have been several telephone
conversations with Mr. Fiske and his staff and Deputy CEO Jack
Ryan as well as members of the RTC legal staff regarding
various procedural matters.

—- I have not participated in any of those discussions.
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SECRETARY BENTSEN Q & A: Q l

Question:

What involvement has the Oversight Board had with respect to

the RTC’s investigation into Madison Guaranty?

Answer:

The Oversight Board is not involved in matters involving

specific RTC investigations, and it has had no involvement in this
matter.
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To: John E. Ryan@CEO@RTCDC,Ellen B. Kulka@Legal-sc@RTCDC
James M. Barker@Lega1-sc@RTCDC
Peter E. Knight@0GR@RTCDC,Jack M. Buckley@OES@RTCDC
April A. Breslaw@Legal-pls@RTCDC
Gregg H.S. Golden@Legal-lit@RTCDC
James J. Igo@Legal-pls@RTCDC
Terry S. Arbit@Legal—pls@RTCDC
Steve S. Primrose@OGR@RTCDC
Wilma H. Lekan@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Sharon D. Hume@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Margaret L. Lunsford@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Mary D. Hopkins@Legal-lit@RTCDC
Meg J. Kruse@CEO@RTCDC

Cc:
Bcc:
From: Thomas L. Hindes@Lega1-pls@RTCDC
Subject:
Date: Tuesday, March 8, 1994 11:00:16 EST
Attach:
Certify: Y
Forwarded by:

Interim CEO Roger Altman has forwarded to the RTC a copy of a Grand Jury
subpoena he received, requiring the production of certain specified
documents. The nature of the request is such that the recipients of this e
mail are believed to be the only persons at the RTC who might be in
possession of responsive documents. To summarize, the subpoena requires the
production of documents “referring or relating to any contacts, meetings or
conversations about or regarding Madison Guaranty. . . held between or among"
White House or Hillary Rodham Clinton staff and Treasury or RTC employees.
In short, they are looking for documents that in any way discuss or refer to
meetings that may have been held between white House personnel and anyone
from DOT or RTC. The most obvious -- and the only known examples of any such
documents -- would be certain "Q & A" materials prepared in connection with
the Senate Banking Hearing on February 24. We do not intend to limit our
search to those "Qs & As", however, and if anyone has any knowledge of other
responsive documents, interpreting the request in the broadest possible
terms, please let me or Jim Barker know ASAP. If you have any questions
about the interpretation of this request, again call Jim or myself. If you
think there might be anyone else who should receive this request -- the
recipients are people who participated in some fashion in preparing the
Senate testimony and the Q & A responses —- please let me know.

The return date on the subpoena is Thursday morning, March 10, and we need to
pull our documents together very quickly. Margaret Lunsford is going to
collect and organize this data, and I would request that you place any
responsive documents in your possession in a file folder and deliver them to
Margaret. Her office is in the General Counsel's suite, 10th floor, 801
17th. Please try to complete this process by the end of the day. If for
some reason you cannot complete this task by the end of the day, please so
inform me. Thank you.
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PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
ATTORNEY CLIENT PRIVILEGE; ATTORNEY CLIENT WORK PRODUCT

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS FOR THE OVERSIGHT BOARD HEARING

I have reviewed a list of hypothetical questions that might be
asked of witnesses a forthcoming House Banking hearing on the RTC
Oversight Board. There are ll which relate to "Whitewater\Madison"
and 3 others that pertain to PLS. I have suggested at least
partial answers to those on which I have any knowledge or
information. I have elected to provide more information than might
necessarily be provided in an actual answer; because of the
possible privileged and confidential nature of some of the matters
set forth, they might be provided, if at all, only in an executive
session.

Whitewater§Madison (For ease of response, I have numbered
these questions 1 - 11 even though they are unnumbered on the sheet
supplied to me. I have not attempted to answer every question
since I do not have information upon which to suggest an answer for
some questions or subquestions. In these instances, I have
responded "DNA".

l. DNA
2. The only knowledge I have in this regard is that John

Bowman attended one meeting with Jack Ryan, Jim Dudine, Bill
Collishaw, Jack Binkley, Jim Barker, and Peter Knight at which
general Madison issues were discussed. I believe this was on
January 12. After this meeting, Jim Barker, John and I went over
to Treasury to meet with Jean Hanson on the Madison issues. The
only other involvement by anyone from Treasury in Madison matters
of which I am aware, was John's participation in another general
meeting on January 19 or 20 in Ellen Kulka's office. At this
meeting, privilege concerns were raised, and it is my recollection
that we decided it would be preferable if we did not risk possible
waiver by John's further involvement.

3. DNA ‘

4. I am not aware of any "instructions" from or discussions
with Justice Department officials with respect to the release of
information to Congress regarding Madison. There were discussions
and correspondence exchanged regarding the RTC’s position in
responding to FOIA requests. Essentially, the agreement was that
criminal referrals would be withheld from disclosure under the
"investigative materials" exception to FOIA, unless DOJ agreed
otherwise. These discussions and correspondence were in early
January, prior to the appointment of the Special Prosecutor. I am
not aware of any further exchanges in this regard.

5. I have general knowledge of the OCOS investigation, but
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someone else would be better situated to answer this question.

6. There have been several telephone conversations with Mr.
Fiske and his staff and several letters have been exchanged. These
contacts have dealt with issues pertaining to matters subject to
Grand Jury subpoenas which the RTC needs to continue its
investigation into possible civil claims. Mr. Fiske has also
requested that RTC waive its attorney-client privilege with the
Rose Law Firm as well. To my knowledge, none of these calls have
involved Secretary Altman.

7. The RTC has taken the position that requests for
information from individual members of Congress have the same
standing as FOIA requests and are subject to the same exceptions.
There is no credible legal theory or authority to the effect that
the law is otherwise. Providing privileged information to an
individual member of Congress would likely waive all applicable
privileges. I am not aware of any involvement by Treasury
officials or the Interim CEO in these issues.

8. Providing this information at a time when both civil and
criminal investigations were ongoing would pose a substantial risk
that these investigations could be compromised.

9. [It is my understanding that RTC and FDIC have
historically refused to respond to inquiries, at least in open
hearings, on matters pertaining to criminal referrals. This
refusal has extended to include an unwillingness to confirm or deny
that referrals were actually made, although that may be academic in
this case. The question remains, however, whether there should be
a review of this policy insofar as it involves providing the actual
referrals.) One referral was submitted in September, 1992 and 9
additional referrals were submitted in September, 1994.

10. The original statute of limitations for Madison civil
claims expired on the three year anniversary of its failure,
February 28, 1992. There was a civil claim pursued first by FDIC
and then RTC against Madison's former auditors; this case was
originally filed by Madison prior to its failure. This case was
successfully resolved. [Numerous other civil claims involving
matters other than professional liability claims were also pursued
by the RTC, e.g., the Seth ward litigation, but these are not
matters upon which I have information.] There were no meritorious
and cost-effective claims identified with respect to Madison's
officers, directors, attorneys or other professionals who performed
services for the thrift. A review of possible criminal referrals
continued beyond the February 28, 1992 date since the limitations
period for criminal charges had not, and at this time still has
not, expired.

ll. The decision to close all Madison professional liability
claims, except for the audit failure claims then pending, was made
in October, 1990. At that time, there was no separate RTC Legal
Division; all such matters were handled by attorneys who were
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assigned to RTC matters from the FDIC Legal Division. when the RTC
Legal Division was created as a independent entity in 1991, there
was no general program to go back and revisit "close-out" decisions
previously made.

Statute of Limitations Extension

The RTC is embarking on a program to review the disposition of
claims and close out decisions at every institution affected by the
Completion Act statute of limitations extender, as further amended
on February ll, 1992. [A copy of the Protocol for this review
could be provided if desired.)

89-184 95 — 27
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1
Jim
or myself. It youth nk there t b a one l h h ld thm g e

ny
e
ie
w s

on
rece ve

2
regu at —— the

recipients are
people w o part cipated n some fashion n preparing theSena e test mony and the Q & A responses -- please let me ow.

The return date on the subpoena is
Yhursday morning,

March 10 and we need topull our
documents together

very qu ckly. Margare Lunstord is going to
collect_and organ ze _h s data, and I

would reguest
that you glage anyresponsive

documents
in ygurtgossession n a t le folder

and el ver hem to
Margaret.

Her off ce is n e General counsel's su te 10th floor 801
17t . Please tr! to complete this groceee by the end of the day. it forsome reason ¥ou

annot complete thi task by the end or the day, please so
inform me. hank you.
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Memorandum to Mr. Bchults
Page 6

Firm’s documents regarding the other legal services it provided to
Madison Guaranty are to be produced to the RTC on a rolling basis.

The records initially available, iygy, the records of Madison
Guaranty, have not disclosed any connections between the Rose Firm
and Whitewater Development Corp. Any such connections will be
investigated through the use of the RTC's standard investigative
methods, including administrative subpoenas. The Rose Firm also
assumed the prosecution of the inherited accountant liability
lawsuit against Frost & Company after Madison Guaranty failed.

33) NO.

34) deferred to Mr. Altman

35) No.

36) See response to item 5.

'
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se
R723
RESOL UTION TRUST CORPORATION

I Resel1v_:|'l‘heCrhh
OFFICE or rm: Gs/van/u COUNSEL
DIVISION or LEGAL Ssnwcss

801 171/4 Srnssr, N.W., Room 1022
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20434

The followinglnessage may contain PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL information intended
for the exclusive use of the addressee named below. It also may be the PROPERTY
01" THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, see 12 U.S.C. § 144la(b)(l)(B). If you are not
the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering it to
the recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you
have received this transmission in error, please notify us immediately by
telephone, and return the original message to us at the address above via the
United States Postal Service.

TO: John Bowman

TELECOPIER NUMBER: j202) 622-1974

TELEPHONE NUMBER:

FROM: Jim Barker _ _

REPLY TELECOPIER NUMBER: 1102) Q}6-Z503 OI L202) 416-2517

REPLY TELEPHONE NUMBER: 1201) Q16-7032

DATE: LZLQIQQ TIME: };§§ p,g, E§I

TOTAL PAGES IN MESSAGE, INCLUDING THIS COVER PAGE: 6

MESSAGE: Following are two items:

(1) Draft response to the request of Senator Dole and others that
tolling agreements be obtained from President and Mrs. Clinton
and others for potential claims arising out of the failure of
Madison Guaranty S&L prepared by Tom Hindes. Tom cast the
draft as a memorandum to me, but it easily could be
reconfigured to another format. The first page and a half of
Tom's memorandum frames the issues and gives a chronology of
salient events; the final two paragraphs on the second page
address the matter of further review of potential claims.

ear l7‘IhSlreef.MW H»@1hqf0n.D.C. 20434
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1

(2) Yet another electronic mail message regarding the OCOS
independent investigation of the engagement of the Rose law
firm to prosecute professional liability claims against
Madison Guaranty's accounting firm. Note especially the
comments made by Rick Womble.
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INTBROIIIC8 MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
RTC LBGAL DIVISION I01 17TH STREET, III
PLO BRANCH IABHIIIOTOM, DC 20434-0001

MEMORANDUM TO: James Barker
Acting General Counsel

PROM: Thomas L. Hindes
Assistant General Counsel

DATE: January 13, 1994

SUBJECT: Madison Tolling Agreement Request
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To: James G. Thompsoni8XECP8CiRTCKC
Russell P. KaufmanlLeqal—!xecQRTCKC
L. Richard IOriOQINVB8T-IQRTCKC

Cc: Thomas L. HindesOLegal-pls0RTCDc
Julie F. YandaQLEGAL-PLSQRTCKC
James R. Dudine60per-inv0RTcDC

Bcc:
From: April A. Breslaw0Legal-pls@RTCDC
Subject: Madison: Retention of Rose Law Firm
Date: Wednesday, January 12, 1994 10:59:22 EST
Attach:
Certify: Y
Forwarded by: Rick Womble@0COS-INVQRTCDC

Comments by: Rick Womble@OCOS~INV@RTCDC
Forwarded to: April A. Breslaw@Legal-pls@RTCDC
James M. Barker@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Dennis M. Cavinaw@Assets-fa@RTCDC
Thomas L. Hindes@Legal-pls@RTCDC
Leonard O. Newmark@OCOS-INVERTCDC
William A. Kmetz@OCOS-INVGRTCDC
Howard W. Cox@OCM-OCOSGRTCDC
Comments:

I have taken FDIcs involvement into consideration and find that it
doesn't meet the immediate needs of RTC re: the F&I aspects
concerning potential conflicts issues involving the ROSE LAW FIRM.
As I explained to Ms. Breslaw, out investigation is narrowly
focussed. This matter directly impacts upon RTC and resolution
will ultimately be determined by the Outside Counsels Conflict
Comm, should the facts support such a referral. We have no other
interest.

comments by: Leonard O. Newmark@0COS—INV@RTCDC
Forwarded to: Rick Womble@OCOS—INV@RTCDC
Comments:

Rick: FYI, Leonard

comments by: April A. Breslaw@Legal-pls@RTCDC
Forwarded to: James M. Barker@Legal-scQRTcDC
Dennis M. CavinawOAssets-faORTCDC
Leonard O. Newmark@OCOS—INVORTCDC
Thomas L. Hindes@Legal-pls@RTCDC
Comments:

It's my understanding that OCOS is recieving information from
Kansas Investigations which pertains to the decision to hire the
Rose law firm in 1989. Before OCOS begins an investigation of this
matter, the PDIc's role should be taken into consideration. The
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attached email explains this point in more detail.

------------------------ -- roriqinal He--aq-1 --------------—--------—
It's my understanding that Kansas Investigations has attempted to evaluate the
decision to hire the Rose Law Firm to represent the government against Frost 5
Co., the former auditors of Madison Guaranty. It's my further understanding
that this project was initiated in an effort to be prepared to respond to
outside inquiries about this matter.

So that there is no misunderstanding or confusion, you should be aware of
several things. First, there is no dispute about the fact that I was the staff
attorney responsible for Madison in 1989. There is no dispute about the fact
that I hired the Rose Firm to work on the Frost accounting malpractice case.
As a routine part of managing that litigation, I evaluated the bills submitted
by the Rose Firm for work performed on that case. As a routine part of their
jobs, my supervisors evaluated and approved payment of these bills. There is
no need to investigate these facts: they are true and undisputed.

However, it appears that there is confusion about other issues. Most
importantly, it appears that some RTC personnel do not understand that the
decision to hire the Rose Firm was NOT made by the RTC. Instead, it was made
when I was employed by the FDIC Directors and Officers Liability Section.(At
the time, neither the RTC nor the Professional Liability Section existed.) The
FDIC has taken responsiblity for this decision. In practical terms, this means
that the FDIC is responding to media, FOIA, and Congressional inquiries about
this matter. Consequently, we have no reason to think that the RTC will be
called upon to explain it.
Further, you should be aware that the FDIC is conducting its own investigation
of this matter. Trial attorneys from their Special Litigation unit are in the
process of both evaluating relevant documents and interviewing witnesses. By
all indications, this project is being handled in a professsional manner. when
they conclude, they expect to issue a public report. If the public is getting
it, it should certainly be available to Kansas Legal and Investigations.
In light of all of this, I suggest that Investigations discontinue its inquiry
into this matter.
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RTC
RESOLUYION TRUST CORPORATION

ReeolvimgTbeCrieis
Ilenorln|'l‘heConfld¢eoe

MEMORANDUM TO: Peter Knight
Director
Office of Government Relations

FROM: Jim Barker
Associate - al Counsel
Field Offic- Operations

saws: July 12, 1994

SUBJECT: Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan
Senate Banking Committee Request for Documents

This is in response to your July 11 electronic mail message relative
to the above-referenced request, a copy of which is attached for
your convenience. I have searched my files and, to the best of my
knowledge, the attached represent all documents in my possession
that may be responsive to the Senate Banking Committee's request.

with respect to the attached Q & A document, which was prepared in
anticipation of the hearing before the Senate Banking Committee last
February, it is the only version of that document in my possession.
As you know, there were several iterations of the Q & A document
prepared, but it was revised on a rolling basis, and I retained only
the most current draft.

Please let me know if can be of further assistance in this matter.
JMB:M206l.PEK

Attachment

807I7fhSfreef,N.\MWfivhqfon. D.C.20-434 ,
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To: John E. Ryan@CEO@RTCDC,Ellen B. Kulka@Legal-sc@RTCDC
James M. Barker@Legal-FOOQRTCDC
Casey Carter@OGR@RTCDC,John C. Binkley@Legal-ra@RTCDC
April A. Breslaw@Legal-pls@RTCDC
Gregg H.S. Go1den@Legal-lit@RTCDC
James J. Igo@Lega1-pls@RTCDc
Terry S. Arbit@Legal-pls@RTCDC
Steve S. Primrose@OGR@RTCDC
Wilma H. Lekan@Legal—sc@RTCDC
Sharon D. Hume@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Margaret L. Lunsford@Legal—ra@RTCDC
Mary D. Hopkins@Legal-lit@RTCDC
Meg J. Kruse@CEO@RTCDC,James R. Dudine@INVEST@RTCDC
Mark Gabrellian@Legal-pls@RTCDC
Stephen J. Katsanos@Comm@RTCDC

Cc:
Bcc:
From: Peter E. Knight@OGR@RTCDC
Subject: Request for documents re: Madison
Date: Monday, July 11, 1994 10:13:00 EDT
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

This Email is to address two separate requests for documents we have received
from the House and the Senate relating to Madison:

1)
The Senate Banking Committee is making a supplemental request that we give
them ALL copies of documents related in any manner to RTC—White House
contacts related to Whitewater/Madison and any documents related to RTC
Treasury contacts with respect to White House contacts on the same subject.

We must get from you all relevant copies of documents covered by this
request, even if we already have received multiple identical copies. This
request falls within the scope of Senate Resolution 229.

Please forward ANY documents you have, including all copies of Q&As related
to Madison to Casey Carter by COB on Wednesday July 13. Include your name so
that we know where they came from.

2) A reminder to those of you who were also asked to produce certain
documents in connection with contemplated hearings regarding Madison Guaranty
and Whitewater Development. The Committee is seeking any documents in RTC
possession that relate to ANY communications between RTC and the Department
of Treasury with regard to Whitewater/Madison. Please note that this request
is broader in scope than the Senate request.

The documents are due by COB tomorrow.

IF YOU HAVE NO RESPONSIVE DOCUMENTS PLEASE SEND CASEY AN E-MAIL TO THAT
EFFECT.
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"%
RIC
R5301 UTIOIV TRUST CORPORATION

l lmlgThsCl'&
OFFICE or 1':-15GENERAL COUNSEL
DIVISION or LEGAL SERVICES

, 801 171/4 Srnssr, N. W., Room 1022

MMsmwcnmL£lC.2O434

The following message may contain PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL information intended
for the exclusive use of the addressee named below. It also may be the PROPERTY
or TH UNITED srarss covsannmut, see 12 u.s.c. 5 l441a(b)(l)(B). If you are not
the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering it to
the recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you
have received this transmission in error, please notify us immediately by
telephone, and return the original message to us at the address above via the
United States Postal Service.

TO: John_Bowman

TELECOPIER NUMBER: 1202) 622-1974

TELEPHONE NUMBER:

FROM: Jim
Barkegézy

REPLY TELECOPIER NUMBER: 1302) 415-24g; or L202) 416-2517

REPLY TELEPHONE NUMBER: 1202) 116-701}

DATE: 1Z[1Q[2} TIME: 1;§§ Q,m, ESI

TOTAL PAGES IN MESSAGE, INCLUDING THIS COVER PAGE: Q

MESSAGE: The following documents are FYI. First is a copy of a
December 9 letter from Congressman Leach to Roger Altman requesting
access to documents related to Madison Guaranty. My understanding
is that Peter Knight is coordinating with his counterparts at
Treasury, but I wanted to make sure that you were aware of this one.
The same issues that we encountered in the HomeFed matter are
present here. Second is a copy of an electronic mail message I
received from Rex Taylor which I think is pretty much self
explanatory. Please call me if we need to discuss either of these
matters. Thanks.

KNlfihShDLMHflHbdi1#uLDL2ZKM
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The HOI'lOl‘Ib1e auger \.. Altman
Interim Chief Executive Officer
Resolution Trust Corporation
lsth and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20220

Dear Mr. Altman:

I an writing in reference to the Mouse Banking Committee Minority
investigation or the failure or Madison Guaranty

Saving:
and Loan

(Madison). As you know, Madison was taken over y federal
regulators in March of 1989 and resolved by the Resolution Trust
Corporation (RTC) in November, 1990.

To assist in this investigation, I request that the RTC
provideaccess to all documents related to Madison and its subsid arias.

such documents would include, but not be liaited to, administrativetiles, examination reports, interoffice memorandum, notes and
minutes of meetings (including telephonic meetinqs).
correspondence, electronic mail, and agreements the RTC entered
into with Private sector contractors during the resolution of
Madison. In addition to documents in

possession
at RTC-Washington,

I request eooess to all documents re ated to Madison held at RTC
field ostices. Furthermore, please provide the names and titles
of all RTC employees involved with the disposition of Madison.
Please have your staff contact Mike Mccarry at 202-22$-2258 to
discuss arrangements to review the aforementioned documents as soon
as possible.

I appreciate your assistance and look forward to your cooperation.

sincerely,

Jame§A. Leech
Ranking Member

F0u~4- I
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RESOL UTION TRUST CORPORATION
Resolvingm can

newni; TheConfidence

January 14, 1994

MEMQRANDQM

To: Vice Presidents
Assistant Vice Presidents

From: Jack Ryan
Deputy CEO

Re: Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association/

The RTC has received numerous requests for information on Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan Association and related matters. Interim CEO Roger Altman is committed to responding
to these requests as promptly and thoroughly as possible.

In order to assure that the RTC's response to requests on these matters is thorough, accurate,
and timely, I have established a working group to coordinate the collection and distribution of
all information and material responsive to the requests. ‘Hie working group is comprised of
James Dudine, William Collishaw, and Peter Knight.

I am sure that I can count on the full cooperation of you and your staff with the working
group. Please see that this memorandum is distributed to the appropriate staff.

am Wfh$000!.N.\M%'|0'|qlCI'|.D.C.20434
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To: Vice Presidents
Assistant Vice Presidents

From: Jack Ryan
Deputy CEO

Re: Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association

Date: January 14, 1994

In light of the intense interest in Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan Association and related matters, I wanted to provide you with
a brief report on the RTC's response thus far to congressional
inquiries. As stated in the attached letter from Interim CEO Roger
Altman to Representative James Leach, the RTC is cooperating
thoroughly in this investigation.

In order to assure a thorough, accurate, and timely response, I am
establishing a working group under the direction of .

The working group will coordinate and gather all relevant records,
information, and material for transmission to the appropriate
authorities.

I am sure that I can count on the full cooperation of you and your
staff with the working group to ensure that the RTC can answer all
questions within the scope of our responsibilities and involvement
in this matter. Please see that this memorandum is distributed to
the appropriate staff.

Enclosure
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RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisis
RestoringTheConfidence

January I4, 1994

@MQBA_ERlH!I

To: Vice Presidents

Assistant Vice Presidents

From: Jack Ryan
Deputy CEO

Re: Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association

In light of the intense interest in Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association and related
matters, I wanted to provide you with a brief report on the RTC's response thus far to
congressional inquiries. As stated in the attached letter from Interim CEO Roger Altman to
Representative James Leach, the RTC is cooperating thoroughly in this investigation.

In order to assure a thorough, accurate, and timely response, I am establishing a working
group under the direction of . The working group will coordinate and gather all
relevant records, information, and material for transmission to the appropriate authorities.

I am sure that I can count on the full cooperation of you and your staff with the working
group to ensure that the RTC can answer all questions within the scope of our responsibilities
and involvement in this matter. Please su: that this memorandum is distributed to the

appropriate staff.

Attachment

Ill I7!!!$700!.MW “$119109. D.C. 20434
as-.009 1063:
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RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
Resolvingflu Crlsh

RestoringThoConfldtllt-‘Q
December 22, 1993

The Honorable James A. Leach
Ranking Minority Member

Comminee on Banking, Finance & Urban Affairs
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington DC 20515

Dear Jim:

lam writing in response to your letter dated December 9, 1993, requesting that the
Resolution Tmst Corporation provide certain documents and records for the House
Banking Committee Minority investigation of the failure ofMadison Guaranty Savings
and Association located in M°Ctory, Arkansas. Madison Guaranty is an
institution in receivership with the RTC.

Let me reassure you that the RTC will thoroughly cooperate in this investigation.
Indeed, it was the RTC which originally referred this matter to the Justice
Department. RTC staff has been instructed to assemble the relevant documents,
which are voluminous, as quickly as possible.

Ideally we would forward all of these materials to you today, and I expect to supply
most of them in short order. lam advised by the RTC General Counsel, however,
that there may be limits on our ability to provide certain of them. These limits
involve the Privacy Act and legal privilege or other restrictions on the ability of the
RTC to release them. This will have to be coordinated with the Justice Department.
lhsve instructed the RTC staff to work with your smfl on appropriate procedures for
handling these issues.

TMY.
Roger C. Altman“ lnterimCEO

801 1m smut NW Washington,oc 20434
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55

WHITEWATERIMADISON: RECUSAL

Qnmumnr

Secretary Altman. why have you failed to recuse yourself thus far from the RTC's
work relating to Madison Guaranty? How many discussions have you had
concerning Madison and related matters?

Anggggz
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57

WHITEWATER/MADISON: TREASURY INVOLVEMENT

Qumumnr

Have any other officials of the Treasury Department been involved in any
substantive discussions relating to the RTC's handling of Madison or related
matters?

Anuuur

0 It Is my understanding that any other involvement by Treasury personnel has been
solely with respect to the process being followed and has not dealt with substantive
issues.
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WHITEWATER/MADISON: CONVERSATIONS WITH WHITE HOUSE

Qnmumnr

Secretary Altman, have you or any other Treasury officials held any conversations
with the White House concerning this matter?

Ahanuur
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59

WHITEWATER/MADISON: JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

Qwanam

Has the Justice Department told the RTC what it can and cannot tell the Congress
in matters relating to Madison County?

Annmur

0 Consistent with past practices, the RTC has discussed the release of information
that the Justice Department believes may hamper or affect its investigation of
matters in which the RTC has information or an interest.
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WHITEWATERIMADISON: ROSE LAW FIRM

Qumumnr

Secretary Altman, has the RTC investigated the Rose law firm and whether or not it
correctly represented possible conflicts when soliciting business with the RTC?
Have you recused yourself from this matter? _

Anumur

The FDIC, as exclusive agent for FSLIC, was the original conservator of Madison
and, as such, retained the Rose law firm. I understand that the FDIC has
investigated the circumstances arising out of that relationship and has released a
report. We have been apprised of the contents and conclusions contained In It and
have no Information which would lead us to a different conclusion.
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61

WHITEWATER/MADISON: INDEPENDENT COUNSEL

Qmunnm

Secretary Altman, has the RTC been in contact with the Independent Counsel
Robert Fiske? Have you participated in these conversations?

Amuuur

0 I understand that there have been several telephone conversations with Mr. Fiske
and his staff and members of RTC’: Legal staff. I have participated in no such
discussions.
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62

WHITEWATER/MADISON: CONGRESSIONAL REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

Quasflnnr

Why has the RTC taken the position that an individual member of Congress only has
the standing of an average citizen when making requests of the agency for
information? isn't it true that there is a certain amount of flexibility in interpreting
the law regarding this question? Mr. Altman, were you involved in this decision?
were any other Treasury officials involved in this decision?

Amuuur

The RTC has taken the position that requests for information from individual
Members of Congress have the same standing as FOIA requests and are subject to
the same exceptions. There is no credible legal theory or authority to the effect that
the law is otherwise.

Providing privileged information to an individual Member of Congress would llltely
waive all applicable privileges and could also result in other violations of FOIA.

Our position is consistent with that of other agencies and of the Department of
Justice.

We are most concerned that we take no steps which would impair our ability to
carry out our responsibilities or violate relevant law.

At the same time. we have provided individual Members of Congress with
significant amounts of documentation and information within the limitations which I
have described and we will continue to cooperate to the fullest extent possible.

The decisions made with respect to information which may appropriately be shared
have been made by the staff of the RTC in accordance with normal procedures.

89-184 95 — 28
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63

WHITEWATERINIADISON: CONGRESSIONAL REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

Questionr

Why is the RTC refusing to provide information about Madison and Whitewater to

this Committee?

Annwu=

Qumumnr

At the present time the RTC is cooperating with the investigations by

individual members (Rep. LeachISen. D‘Amatol to the fullest extent possible

under the law.

Haven't you refused to provide specific information to Members of the Committee

(Rep. Leach/Sen. D'Amato) and their staffs which they have advised you is

extremely important to their carrying out of their duties?

Amum'

Absent a request from the Committee, the RTC is limited with respect to for

general areas:

la) information regarding the personal and corporate financial records
in it

possession:

(bl information relating to criminal investigations:

(cl information which is privileged; and

id) Material relating to possible civil litigation.
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64

WHITEWATER/MADISON: CONGRESSIONAL REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

Bmcwsmr

As a Committee Member (Minority Member) and as a participant in this hearing, I
am formally requesting that you supply the material previously requested (by Rep.
Leach/Sen. D'Amato).

Answer:

In order to change this approach, the RTC needs clarification from the Chair as to
whether a request during the hearing from an individual member constitutes a formal
request by the Committee as part of this hearing on the Thrift Depositor Protection
Oversight Board.

EmEuLun=

As the Chairman of this Committee (Chairman Fiiegle/Chairman Gonzalez), l am
requesting that you provide the information requested to the majority and minority
staffs of this Committee.

mmuum

The RTC. in addition to its obligations to comply with law is deeply concerned about
the providing of information which could have a negative impact on its investigation
or litigation of any matter. Furthermore, the Justice Department has already
requested that with respect to Madison, we make no information available about
criminal referrals without its consent.

Enmuzunr

I insist.
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65

WHITEWATER/MADISON: CONGRESSIONAL REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

flemnnni

Alternative A:

May I reiterate our concerns about possible negative affects on our investigation.
However, since the Committee is making a formal request, i request on behalf of the
RTC that appropriate safeguards be implemented after consultation with the staff of
the Committee to protect the confidentiality of information and to preserve the
privileged nature of any information disclosed. Furthermore. the RTC will consult
with the independent counsel to advise the Committee of its position on the impact
on the independent counsel's investigation before providing any information.

Alternative B:

Mr. Chairman. the RTC will respond as to its position on this request expeditiously
after consultation with the independent counsel.

Background:

O The RTC has previously provided privileged information to Congressional
Committees with safeguards such as a promise of confidentiality or under a
threat of subpoena which protects the agency from a claim that its privileges
have been waived by disclosure to Congress. For example, the RTC has
disclosed:

O information regarding Southwest Savings litigation to Senate Banking
under e promise of confidentiality; V

0 information regarding Homefed to House Banking under threat of
subpoena; and

0 certain authority to sue memoranda to the House Subcommittee on
Civil Service under a promise of confidentiality by the Chairman of the

Subcommittee. after the original request by Congresswoman Schroeder
for such information was declined.

O In the absence of such safeguards the RTC would have to consider all its
options to include executive privileges in order to avoid leopardizing its
statutory obligations.
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66

WHITEWATER/MADISON: CRIMINAL REFERRALS

Quutlnnr

How many criminal referrals were made by the RTC relating to Madison? When
were they made? Could you provide a copy of these referrals to the committee?

lmtnatr

0 lt ls the policy of the RTC not to discuss criminal referrals.

0 All questlons concerning criminal investigations should be directed to the Justice
Department. and in the case of Madison to the Independent Counsel Robert Flake
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67

WHITEWATER/MADISON: CIVIL ACTIONS

Qmuflem

Annmur

Why has it been almost five years since Madison failed and no civil action has been
taken while many criminal referrals have been made?

While an in-depth response concerning the actions taken by the RTC in connection
with Madison must await a later date, let me provide you with a review of
significant events:

The original statute of limitations for Madison civil claims expired on the
three-year anniversary of the appointment of a receiver in early 1992.

Before that point. there was a civil claim pursued first by FDIC and than the
RTC against Madison's former auditors; this case was originally filed by
Madison prior to its failure and was successfully settled. Certain other
litigation was also pursued.

Despite the fact the statute of limitations for civil claims had expired early in
1992. the RTC has continued to assess Madison. as well as other institutions
as to whether criminal referrals should be made since the limitations period for
criminal charges is longer.

it was only the middle of December 1993. with the enactment of the RTC
Completion Act, that the statute of limitations was renewed with respect to a
limited class of civil actions.

As part of the recently enacted Caiifomia Earthquake relief bill, Congress
extended the statute of limitations which would otherwise have expired
institution by institution on dates from early in I994 onward, to December 31,
1995.
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68

WHITEWATER/MADISON: CIVIL SUIT

Qmunnm

Secretary Altman, last year you sent a letter to this committee indicating that the
RTC had never missed a statute of limitations deadline, and that therefore an
extension of the statutes was not necessary. Apparently no civil suits against
directors, officers, or law firms involved with Madison were brought. Does this
mean that the Madison situation was reviewed and that a decision was made at
some point in the past that a suit would not be brought? When was this decision
made?

Amuuur

O For all the reasons described above, it is not appropriate to discuss an individual
case at this time.
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THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20220

March 2, 1994

Ms. Ellen Kulka
General Counsel
Resolution Trust Company
801 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20434

Dear Ellen:

Thank you for all of your efforts preparing for the Oversight
Board hearings. I especially want to thank Sharon Hume, Tom
Hindes, Erica Cooper, Greg Golden, Jack Binkley, Margaret
Lunsford, Mary Hopkins and James Barker for their late night
efforts on Tuesday and Wednesday.

Maybe I will let you handle the next one alone!

S
q
g
g
é
g
i

Roger C. Altman

10556
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To; John E. Ryan@CEO@RTCDC,Ellen B. Kulka@Legal-sc@RTCDc
James M Barker@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Peter E Knight@OGR@RTCDC,Jack M. Euckley@OES@RTCDC
April A. Breslaw@Legal-pls@RTCDC
Gregg H.S. Golden@Legal-lit@RTCDC
James J Igo@Legal-pls@RTCDC '

Terry S Arbit@Legal-pls@RTCDC
Steve S Primrose@OGR@RTCDC
Wilma H Lekan@Legal-sc@RTCDC

'

v\

Sharon D. Hume@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Margaret L. Lunsford@Legal-sc@RTCDC
Mary D. Hopkins@Legal-lit@RTCDC
Meg J. Kruse@CEO@RTCDC

CC:
BCC:
From:
Subject:
Date:
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by: Thomas L. Hindes@Legal-pls@RTCDC

Thomas L. Hindes@Legal-pls@RTCDC

Tuesday, March 8, 1994 11:00:16 EST

Forwarded to:
cc:

Forwarded date:
Comments by:
Comments:

Casey Carter@OGR@RTCDC

Tuesday, June 28, 1994 14:11:04 EDT
Thomas L. Hindes@Legal-pls@RTCDC

This will show you the people who got the document request on the GJ
subpoena. You will see it was just DC people because we didn't think anyone
else would have anything on White House or Treasury contacts. (Buckley was a
mistake -- it should have been Binkley). I would suggest we use the same
philosophy on this go-round, adding Dudine, Aboussie and Roelle maybe.

Forwarded to: Stephen J. Katsanos@Comm@RTCDC
cc:

Forwarded date: Tuesday, March 8, 1994 13:03:27 EST
Comments by: Thomas L. Hindes@Legal-pls@RTCDC
Comments:

Steve, .
I should have included you on the list for this e-mail. Please le:

me know if you have any responsive documents. Thanks.
—- - - - - - - —- - - ———————- —————— [Original Message] —————--—---—--————------

Interim CEO Roger Altman has forwarded to the RTC a copy of a Grand Jury
subpoena he received, requiring the production of certain specified
documents. The nature of the request is such that the recipients of this e
mail are believed to be the only persons at the RTC who might be in
possession of responsive documents. To summarize, the subpoena requires the
production of documents "referring or relating to any contacts, meetings or
conversations about or regarding Madison Guaranty. . . held between or among"
White House or Hillary Rodham Clinton staff and Treasury or RTC employees.
In short, they are looking for documents that in any way discuss or refer to
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meetings that may have been held between White House personnel and anyone
from DOT or RTC. The most obvious -- and the only known examples of any sue?
documents -- would be certain "Q & A" materials prepared in connection with
the Senate Banking Hearing on February 24. We do not intend to limit our
search to those "Qs & As", however, and if anyone has any knowledge of other
responsive documents, interpreting the request in the broadest possible
terms, please let me or Jim Barker know ASAP. If you have any questions
about the interpretation of this request, again call Jim or myself. If you
think there might be anyone else who should receive this request -- the
recipients are people who participated in some fashion in preparing the
Senate testimony and the Q & A responses -- please let me know.

The return date on the subpoena is Thursday morning, March 10, and we need to
pull our documents together very quickly. Margaret Lunsford is going to
collect and organize this data, and I would request that you place any
responsive documents in your possession in a file folder and deliver them to
Margaret. Her office is in the General Counsel's suite, 10th floor, 801
17th. Please try to complete this process by the end of the day. If for
some reason you cannot complete this task by the end of the day, please so
inform me. Thank you.
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To: A. Bowen Hinton@OLA@RTCKC
Cc:
Bcc:
From: Casey Carter@OGR@RTCDC
Subject: MGB
Date: Wednesday, December 22, 1993 15:03:58 EST
Attach:
Certify: N
Forwarded by:

Peter has just given me a copy of the letter Treasury sent over to Leach this
afternoon from Altman. I will fax that to you immediately. Upon receipt of
the letter, Leach's staff called Peter and requested a meeting TODAY - ugh!
Peter put them off until 10:30 tomorrow morning. I have explained to Peter
that the information I am collecting from everyone is VERY preliminary. If
you get any more info before 10:30 tomorrow send it on over. Thanks.
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9*»:
RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisis
RestoringTheConfidence

February 24, 1994
PETER, I HAVE TAKEN THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT AND PULLED OUT ALL THE
QUESTIONS NOT RELATED TO MADISON...

MEMORANDUM TO: Jack Ryan
Deputy CEO

MEMORANDUM FROM: Peter Knight
Director
Office of Governmental Relations

SUBJECT: Senate Oversight Board Hearing
February 24, 1994

We have completed a review of the transcript from the Senate Banking
Committee hearing last Thursday. Below are excerpts from the
transcript that include all of the questions asked directly to Mr.
Altman and the replies Mr. Altman gave. Questions that warrant
further follow up are bolded and assigned to the proper area for
response.

We expect to receive additional written questions from the Senate
Banking Committee by the middle of next week. OGR will coordinate
the assignments of the responses to those questions at that time.

Senator Bond
Pg. 109 ln 3-10
"Mr. Altman, are there special measures taken in the resolution of
a failed thrift when you find it to be affiliated with a high
profile individual? Someone in government, for example?
Mr. Altman. The procedures, Senator, which the RTC follows are
intended to be identical in each case; and they certainly have been
identical in the case discussed this morning."

Senator Bond
Pg. 109 ln 11-21
"After you discovered that the President of the United State's name
might be mentioned in a criminal referral being made by your agency,
did you take any steps to ensure that documents created in the case
were protected and preserved?
Mr. Altman. when the possibility of a criminal referral was brought
to me, I took one step. That was to instruct all of the relevant
RTC personnel to handle any judgements about criminal referral in
the same exact fashion that they would be handled in any other PLS
matter with no deviation whatsoever. As far as documents are
concerned, the same thing."

80! l7Ih$hee1,N.WWashington,DC.20-434
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Senator Bond
Pg. 109 ln 24 - Pg. 110 ln 1
"You instructed them to handle the documents in the same way?
Mr. Altman. That is correct."

Senator Bond
Pg. 110 ln 2-13
"Were there any instructions received by you or, to your knowledge,
anyone in your agency from the Department of Justice, the White
House, or Special Counsel with respect to the retention of
documents?
Mr. Altman. To the best of my knowledge, and I believe I know this,
there were no requests or conversations with the White House
whatsoever on that. With regard to Justice and Special Counsel, I
am advised there have been conversations, the essence of which is
with each party reminding the other not to take steps or release
information which could jeopardize either party's investigation."

Senator Bond
Pg. 110 ln 17-23
"Can you assure the Committee that no one has issued any
instructions to you or your agency to retrieve, relocate, destroy,
or tamper with any documents dealing with Madison, its affiliated
enterprises, directors, owners, or business partners?
Mr. Altman. I have no knowledge whatsoever of any such effort."

Senator Bond
Pg. 110 ln 24 — Pg. 111 ln 8
"Has anyone in your agency, specifically the Department of Records
Management, indicated to you there are any missing documents? Or
has anybody discovered any files missing or unaccounted for?
Mr. Altman. No

'

Senator Bond. You are absolutely sure?
Mr. Altman. No. Your question was: Has anybody indicated to me.
Senator Bond. All right.
Mr. Altman. The answer is 'no.'"

Senator Bond assigned to Legal
Pg. lll ln 9-19
‘Would you inquire of your Records Management Agency whether they
have either (a) been given instructions about the handling of
documents from somebody outside; or, if they have found any evidence
of missing documents, or find that there are documents apparently
missing, if you would inquire of that and advise us if you do find
that there is such information?
Mr. Altman. Yes"

Senator Bond
Pg. 111 ln 20 - Pg. 112 ln 4
"Finally, will the RTC release copies of the initial September 1992
referral to the Department of Justice, and copies of the second
referral on October 1993?
Mr. Altman. Senator, we are not in a position to release any
documents that could have a negative impact on the investigation.
I do not think you would want us to do that. Documents of that type
that you are talking about fall into that category."
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Senator Bond
Pg. 112 ln 5 - Pg. 113 ln 10
"Allegations were made by Susan McDougal that many of the Whitewater
files were actually delivered to Mrs. Clinton in 1987. What steps
have been taken by your agency to recover those files, or to
ascertain where those files might exist?
Mr. Altman. I have no knowledge of that matter.
Senator Bond. Have you heard of the allegation?
Mr. Altman. Actually, no.
Senator Bond. Mr. Altman, I know there are many aspects to it. I
was just reading one of the stories appearing in Commentary which
referred to those allegations. We do not know if they are true or
not, but I would suggest that someone should make inquiry to
ascertain whether there is any truth to the allegations and, if so,
to take appropriate steps to recover such documents. Finally, where
are the documents being kept? And have they been thoroughly
catalogued?
Mr. Altman. I can assure you that all proper procedures relative
to safeguarding of documents are being followed. We also have a
responsibility in regard to any case to obtain all the necessary
materials for purposes of making a litigation decision. So any
documents that the legal staff at the RTC believes would pertain,
or would help it reach a conclusion on a litigation decision on this
or any other matter, it makes a maximum effort to obtain.
Senator Bond. But on that, you have no knowledge of the specific
question I asked about the records potentially in the possession of
Mrs. Clinton?
Mr. Altman. None whatsoever."

Senator Sarbanes
Pg. 132 ln 4-19 .
"Do I understand that the cases to which they are making such
reference were handled in the same way that all other cases were
handled? In other words, according to regular procedures?
Mr. Altman. Yes.
Senator Sarbanee. And was anything unusual done in these cases?
Or was the procedure that was followed consistent with what was
followed in any cases where references were made?
Mr. Altman. Senator, the instructions that I gave were that all
procedures, normal procedures, should be followed in this manner
without any deviation.
Senator Sarbanes. And to the best of your knowledge, that is the
case. Is that correct?
Mr. Altman. Yes."

Senator Gramm
Pg. 149 ln 10 - Pg. 151 ln 3
"Mr. Altman, I want to ask you first. Have you or any member of
your staff had any communication with the President, the First Lady,
or any of their representatives including their legal counsel, or
any member of their White House staff, concerning Whitewater or the
Madison Savings & Loan?
Mr. Altman. I have had one substantive contact with White House
staff, and I want to tell you about it.
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February 24, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: Jack Ryan
Deputy CEO

MEMORANDUM FROM: Peter Knight
Director
Office of Governmental Relations

SUBJECT: Senate Oversight Board Hearing
February 24, 1994

We have completed a review of the transcript from the Senate Banking
Committee hearing last Thursday. Below are excerpts from the
transcript that include all of the questions asked directly to Mr.
Altman and the replies Mr. Altman gave. Questions that warrant
further follow up are bolded and assigned to the proper area for
response.

We expect to receive additional written questions from the Senate
Banking Committee by the middle of next week. OGR will coordinate
the assignments of the responses to those questions at that time.

Senator Bennett assigned to Denver Regional Office
Pg. 54 ln 25 - Pg. 55 ln 8
"Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would submit, for the record, a comment
that appeared in the Denver Post that I find quite disturbing. It
is signed by a John B. Cavanaugh who is listed as the Oversight
Manager in the Denver Office of the RTC. I do not, by any means,
say that I agree with Mr. Cavanaugh and the accusations that he
made, but it is a very inflamatory thing coming from an RTC
official and I would hope it would go in the record and that there
would be some kind of response."
Senator Riegle. Without objection, we will place it in the record.
I would like to see it."
Senator Kerry assigned to Legal
Pg. 105 ln 18 - Pg.106 ln 25
"To date, what is the total amount of money recovered to date from
directors or officers of these institutions nationally?
Mr. Altman. $640 million, Senator
Senator Kerry. $640 million?
Mr. Altman. I meant from institutions. From institutions.
Senator Kerry. And that is recovered through liability cases?
Mr. Altman. Those are criminally related recoveries.
Senator Kerry. What about civil? Is there any at this point?
Mr. Altman. In addition to that figure I gave you, about $745

801 I77hStreet.N.W.Washington.D.C. 20434
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million from civil-related recoveries.
Senator Kerry. So we have in fact recovered $1.3 billion? Is that
correct?
Mr. Altman. (Nods in the affirmative)
Senator Kerry. Can you break down where that has taken place? It
is my understanding that 42% of the total cost of the bailout was
Texas. Is there a corresponding recovery rate, or any kind of rate
you could give us as to where the most money came from ?
Mr. Altman. I do not have that information with me, Senator, on
state-by-state breakouts.
Senator Kerry. Would it be possible just to get that at some point
in time?
Mr. Altman. We would be happy to do our best to do so.
Senator Kerry. I think it would be good to have a sense of that."
Senator Bond
Pg. 109 ln 3-10
"Mr. Altman, are there special measures taken in the resolution of
a failed thrift when you find it to be affiliated with a high
profile individual? Someone in government, for example?
Mr. Altman. The procedures, Senator, which the RTC follows are
intended to be identical in each case; and they certainly have been
identical in the case discussed this morning."

Senator Bond
Pg. 109 ln 11-21
"After you discovered that the President of the United State's name
might be mentioned in a criminal referral being made by your agency,
did you take any steps to ensure that documents created in the case
were protected and preserved?
Mr. Altman. When the possibility of a criminal referral was brought
to me, I took one step. That was to instruct all of the relevant
RTC personnel to handle any judgements about criminal referral in
the same exact fashion that they would be handled in any other PLS
matter with no deviation whatsoever. As far as documents are
concerned, the same thing."

Senator Bond
Pg. 109 ln 24 - Pg. 110 ln 1
"You instructed them to handle the documents in the same way?
Mr. Altman. That is correct."

Senator Bond
Pg. 110 ln 2-13
"Were there any instructions received by you or, to your knowledge,
anyone in your agency from the Department of Justice, the White
House, or Special Counsel with respect to the retention of
documents?
Mr. Altman. To the best of my knowledge, and I believe I know this,
there were no requests or conversations with the White House
whatsoever on that. With regard to Justice and Special Counsel, I
am advised there have been conversations, the essence of which is
with each party reminding the other not to take steps or release
information which could jeopardize either party's investigation."

Senator Bond
Pg. 110 ln 17-23
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"Can you assure the Committee that no one has issued any
instructions to you or your agency to retrieve, relocate, destroy,
or tamper with any documents dealing with Madison, its affiliated
enterprises, directors, owners, or business partners?
Mr. Altman. I have no knowledge whatsoever of any such effort "

Senator Bond
Pg. 110 ln 24 — Pg. 111 ln 8
"Has anyone in your agency, specifically the Department of Records
Management, indicated to you there are any missing documents? Or
has anybody discovered any files missing or unaccounted for?
Mr. Altman. No
Senator Bond. You are absolutely sure?
Mr. Altman. No. Your question was: Has anybody indicated to me.
Senator Bond. -All right.
Mr. Altman. The answer is 'no '"

Senator Bond assigned to Legal
Pg. 111 ln 9-19
"Would you inquire of your Records Management Agency whether they
have either (a) been given instructions about the handling of
documents from somebody outside; or, if they have found any evidence
of missing documents, or find that there are documents apparently
missing, if you would inquire of that and advise us if you do find
that there is such information?
Mr. Altman. Yes"

Senator Bond
Pg. 111 ln 20 — Pg. 112 ln 4
"Finally, will the RTC release copies of the initial September 1992
referral to the Department of Justice, and copies of the second
referral on October 1993?
Mr. Altman. Senator, we are not in a position to release any
documents that could have a negative impact on the investigation.
I do not think you would want us to do that. Documents of that type
that you are talking about fall into that category."

Senator Bond
Pg. 112 ln 5 - Pg. 113 ln 10
"Allegations were made by Susan McDougal that many of the Whitewater
files were actually delivered to Mrs. Clinton in 1987. What steps
have been taken by your agency to recover those files, or to
ascertain where those files might exist?
Mr. Altman. I have no knowledge of that matter.
Senator Bond. Have you heard of the allegation?
Mr. Altman. Actually, no.
Senator Bond. Mr. Altman, I know there are many aspects to it. I
was just reading one of the stories appearing in Commentary which
referred to those allegations. We do not know if they are true or
not, but I would suggest that someone should make inquiry to
ascertain whether there is any truth to the allegations and, if so,
to take appropriate steps to recover such documents. Finally, where
are the documents being kept? And have they been thoroughly
catalogued?
Mr. Altman. I can assure you that all proper procedures relative
to safeguarding of documents are being followed. We also have a
responsibility in regard to any case to obtain all the necessary

\
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materials for purposes of making a litigation decision. So any
documents that the legal staff at the RTC believes would pertain,
or would help it reach a conclusion on a litigation decision on this
or any other matter, it makes a maximum effort to obtain.
Senator Bond. But on that, you have no knowledge of the specific
question I asked about the records potentially in the possession of
Mrs. Clinton?
Mr. Altman. None whatsoever."

Senator Boxer assigned to Legal
Pg. 114 ln 13 - Pg. 115 ln 18
"... I am also interested in seeing if there were conflicts when
lawyers were hired in some of the bigger closures. For example,
there were as I understand it, 14 S&L closures that cost the
taxpayers more than $1 billion each. Of these mega-failures, 6 were
located in Texas, 2 in California, 2 in Arizona, l in New Jersey,
1 in Florida, and 1 in Pennsylvania. I would like to ask you - and
since the Chairman said a Senator can make a request - that in these
mega failures, these six {FOURTEEN}, I would like you to go back and
take a look at the law firms that we used at that time to see if
there were conflicts of interest and, at the same time that you
issue this to Senator D'Amato, I would very much appreciate knowing
that. Because I do have a big concern about the scams that were
going on at the time.
Mr. Altman. Yes"

Senator Bennet assigned to Assets
Pg. 124 ln 24 - Pg. 126 ln 8
"In one instance we were told, I was told, that while it was
technically an auction, the RTC had determined the price; and that
if I would simply submit a-bid for this price, I would be guaranteed
to get it; that the RTC would not entertain any other requests...
But it was my understanding that the people who did ultimately pick
up the property did it for the price we were told was the price...
Mr. Altman. I would like to make two points. The first is: That
is not how it is supposed to work. If it worked that way, taking
your cements in their entirety, it should not have...
Senator Bennet. I will just assume it was a mistake at a particular
circumstance, and I am grateful to you for your response.
Senator Riegle. Well, perhaps a look could be taken at what was
going on there. Let us not have it happen again."
Senator Sarbanes
Pg. 132 ln 4-19
"Do I understand that the cases to which they are making such
reference were handled in the same way that all other cases were
handled? In other words, according to regular procedures?
Mr. Altman. Yes.
Senator Sarbanes. And was anything unusual done in these cases?
Or was the procedure that was followed consistent with what was
followed in any cases where references were made?
Mr. Altman. Senator, the instructions that I gave were that all
procedures, normal procedures, should be followed in this manner
without any deviation.
Senator Sarbanes. And to the best of your knowledge, that is the
case. Is that correct?
Mr. Altman. Yes."
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Senator Gramm
Pg. 149 ln 10 - Pg. 151 ln 3
"Mr. Altman, I want to ask you first. Have you or any member of
your staff had any communication with the President, the First Lady,
or any of their representatives including their legal counsel, or
any member of their White House staff, concerning Whitewater or the
Madison Savings & Loan?
Mr. Altman. I have had one substantive contact with White House
staff, and I want to tell you about it.
Pg. 154 ln 13-16

Pg 155 ln 12-23

Pg 158 ln 2 — Pg. 159 ln 5

Pg. 161 ln 8-13

Pg. 161 ln 22 - Pg. 162 ln 5

Pg. 162 ln 9 — Pg 163 ln 14

Pg 169 ln 10 - Pg. 172 ln 4

Pg. 173 ln 11-21

Pg. 182 ln 11-14

Pg 182 ln 23 - Pg. 1a9 ln a

Pg 190 ln 14 - Pg. 192 1h a

Pg. 193 ln 17 - Pg. 194 ln 14

Pg 207 ln 1-5
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ResolvingTheCrisis
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June 30, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: John Adair
‘ Inspector General

FROM: John E. Ryan
Deputy Chief Executive Officer

SUBJECT: Investigation of Treasury/White House contacts
re: Madison Guaranty

I am requesting your assistance in the investigation of the
Treasury/White House contacts regarding Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan.

As you know, Secretary Bentsen previously requested the Office
of Government Ethics (OGE) to investigate whether there were any
ethics or conflicts issues raised by contacts between White House
and Treasury officials concerning the Resolution Trust Corporation's
work with respect to -Madison Guaranty Savings Association.
Secretary Bentsen offered the Treasury's Inspector General (IG) to
assist the Office of Government Ethics with the matter. At that
time, Independent Counsel Robert Fiske requested that the OGE and
Treasury's IG defer their work until Mr. Fiske notified them that
their work would not interfere with Mr. Fiske’s investigation.

Today Mr. Fiske announced that he has completed his
investigation into this matter and Secretary Bentsen asked that the
OGE and Treasury's IG resume their work. The Treasury's IG has
requested the RTC's IG's assistance to interview one or more
officials at RTC. Therefore, I am requesting that you assist
Treasury's IG

Attachment

cc: Kulka
Knight

801I7?!)SheetN.WWashington,D.C.20434
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March 3, 1994

MEMORANDUM TO: Peter Knight

MEMORANDUM FROM: Casey Carter

SUBJECT: Meetings with Congressional Offices
Regarding Madison Guaranty

The RTC has had the following meetings with congressional offices
relating to Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan as of March 3, 1994.
These discussions primarily involved broad or specific document
requests.

Date Cong. Office Cong. Staff

December 23, 1993 Cong. Leach Tony Cole
Joe Seidel
John Scharfenberg
Margo Tank

December 27, 1993 Cong. Leach Joe Seidel

December 30, 1993 Cong. Leach

January 5, 1994 Cong. Leach

January 24, 1994

January 31, 1994

February 28, 1994 Cong. Leach

80! I7": Shoal.MW Washington.D.C.20434

89-184 95 — 29

Mike McGarry

Joe Seidel
John Scharfenberg
Mike McGarry
Margo Tank

Sen. D'Amato Howard Mennell

Sen. D'Amato Doug Nappi

Joe Seidel
Mike McGarry
John Scharfenberg

RTC Staff

Peter Knight
Bill Collishaw
Casey Carter

Peter Knight
Casey Carter

Bowen Hinton

Peter Knight
Carl Gamble
Jack Binkley
Phil Lindenmuth
Steve Primrose

Jack Ryan
Peter Knight

Peter Knight
Jack Binkley
Casey Carter
Steve Primrose

Peter Knight
Tom Hindes
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RESOL UTION TRUST CORPORATION

RwolvingTheCrisis
Restoring111:Confidence

June 30, 1994

Honorable Lloyd M. Bentsen
Secretary
Department of the Treasury
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20220

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Pursuant to your letter I received earlier today, I have requested
the Resolution Trust Corporation's Inspector General assist the
Treasury's Inspector General with the investigation involving the
contacts between White House and Treasury officials concerning the
RTC's work with respect to Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.
Enclosed please find a copy of the memorandum I sent to the RTC's
Inspector General requesting his involvement.

If I can be of further assistance with this effort please let me
know.

'

Sincerely,

John E. Ryan
Deputy and Acting CEO

Enclosure

cc: Kulka
Adair
Knight

K)! 77fhStreet,N.WWcshhgfon.D.C.20434
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January 14, 1994

.\1§.\lQRA§Q§1M

To: Vice Presidents

Assistant Vice Presidents

From: Jack Ryan
Deputy CEO

Re: Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association

The RTC has received numerous requests for information on Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan Association and related matters. Interim CEO Roger Altman is committed to responding
to these requests as promptly and thoroughly as possible.

In order to assure that the RTC's response to requests on these matters is thorough, accurate.
and timely, I have established a working group to coordinate the collection and distribution of
all infonnation and material responsive to the requests. The working group is comprised of
James Dudine, William Collishaw, and Peter Knight.

I am sure that I can count on the full cooperation of you and your staff with the working
group. Please see that this memorandum is distributed to the appropriate staff.

&)lI7rh$I1'ao!.N.Wlbtriivqron.D.C.204.34
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RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
ResolvingTheCrisis

RestoringTheConfidence

December 22, 1993

MEM~
TO: Dennis Geer

Bill Collishaw
James Barker
Jack Binkley
Casey Carter

FROM: Peter Knight, Acting Directorw
Office of Govemmental Relations

RE: Access To All Documents Related to Madison [Guaranty Savings and Loan]

For your information, attached is the response to Congressman Leach’s letter requesting
access to all documents related to Madison [Guaranty Savings and Loan].

cc: Ben Nye

am I71hS‘fmet,N.W.wan'ngron.D.c.204a4
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The Honorable Roger C. Altman
Interim Chief Executive Otticer
Resolution Trust corporation
15th and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
wasnington, D.C. 20220

Dear Mr. Altman:

I am writing in reference to the House Banking committee Minority
investigation of the tailure or Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
(Madison). As you know, Madison was taken over by federal
regulators in March of 1989 and resolved by the Resolution Trust
Corporation (RTC) in November, 1990.

To assist in this investigation, I request that the RTC provide
access to all documents related to Madison and its subsidiaries.
Such documents would include, but not be limited to, administrativetiles, examination reports, interottice memorandum, notes and
minutes or meetings (including telephonic meetings),
correspondence, electronic mail, and agreements the RTC entered
into with private sector contractors during the resolution of
Madison. In addition to documents in possession at RTC-Washington.
I request access to all documents related to Madison held at RTC
field offices. Furthermore, please provide the names and titles
or all RTC employees involved with the disposition of Madison.

Please have your staff contact Mike McGarry at 202-225-2258 to
discuss arrangements to review the atorementioned documents as soon
as possible.

I appreciate your assistance and look forward to your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Jame§A. Leach
Ranking Member

I7/L/0
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December 30, 1993

§EM~
To: Roger C. Altman

From: Peter E. Knight 7
'

Re: Status Report on‘ Leach Investigation

At the request of Jean Hanson, I will prepare regular status reports on the RTC’s response to
Rep. Leach’s request for documents relating to Madison Guaranty.

The broad scope of the request could cover more than 200,000 pages of documents. This
includes 39 linear feet of legal documents, 207 boxes of investigative files, 165 boxes of
general institution documents, 45 roles of microfiche of institution records, 30 boxes of
contractor files, asset files, and various other categories. We are asking Rep. Leach’s staff to
narrow the request by reviewing an extensive inventory of documents which we hope to have
completed by January 7.

Last Week:

We have established a working group of OGR (Office of Governmental Relations), Legal.
Investigations, and FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) staff that will assemble, itemize. and
analyze docummts. The analysis will be to ensure that privacy, privilege, and the Department
of Justice’: concerns are protected. All communication with Rep. Leach’s staff will be
coordinated by OGR.

This week, Rep. Leach’: staff reviewed public legal documents, contracting information. and

resolutions documents in Washington and Kansas City. We will start the process of redacung
Madison Board minutes by FOIA staff for review by Rep. Leach’s staff and will provide them
on a rolling basis.

Ml lfih Shoot.N.W.Wtirhqfon. D.C. ZJ-O4
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DOJ Concerns:

Attached is a letter we received from the Criminal Division at Justice which instructs us to
consult them before providing any criminal referrals or documents which reflect Justice's
information requests to the RTC. While this is a narrow scope of documents. the letter does
tell the RTC to “make every effort to maintain the integrity of the RTC files to the maximum
possible extent."

We are expecting to get another letter from Justice the end of next week that will expand the
scope of protected documents to include all documents that were attached to criminal referrals.
We will not provide any investigations documents until this point is clarified.

Legal Issues:

Our attomeys are reviewing the legal standing of the Leach request in anticipation of future
discussions with Rep. Leach over whether or not this is an official committee request.
Leach's staff told me on December 23 that he would be providing us with legal analysis
prepared by the House Counsel that supports the contention that this is an official committee
investigation. Leach’s staff has not yet presented any legal material on this point, and it is
doubtful that our position will change. Our attorneys will complete their work by January 7.

Our attorneys are also examining the question of whether or not our providing material to the
Congressman would require us to make all material provided to him available to the public (if
requested).

Summary of actions:

12/23/93: RTC OGR and legal staff met with Rep. Leach’s staff to start the
process initiated by your response to Rep. Leach. We informed Rep.
Leach’s staff that efforts were underway to locate all Madison
documents and to prepare an inventory to facilitate narrowing the
amount of documents requested.

12/27/93 Established an RTC working group (from Washington and Kansas City)
to include staff from OGR, Legal, Investigations, and the FOIA unit.

12/28/93 Rep. Leach’s staff came to Washington RTC offices to review public
legal documents relating to Madison.

12/29/93 Washington OGR and Legal staff traveled to Kansas City and met with
senior legal, investigations, and executive staff to develop a coordinated

response effort.

12/30/93 Rep. Leach’: staff visited the Kansas City office to review contracting
documents, an inventory of Madison's assets, redacted Congressional
inquiries relating to Madison, and lists of all legal contracts and matters

/7/#3
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Attachment

cc: Jean Hanson

Dennis Geer

James Barker

pending. The staff also visited our Iron Mountain document storage

facility where we have over 120,000 boxes of files stored.

1'7/42
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%
RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

ResolvingTheCrisis
RefloringTheConfidence

February 16, 1994

MEMORANDUM T0: Jack Ryan
Ellen Kulka

1/
MEMORANDUM non: Peter Knight

1 ‘\
BUBJECT: Madison Guaranty

Outstanding Congressional Inquiries

Listed below are outstanding inquiries from Members of Congress
relating to Madison Guaranty as of today's date. Attached is a
listing of documents that have been provided to Cong. Leach and
Senator D'Amato thus far.

REP. LBACH
2/3/94 requested whether RTC Interim CEO should recuse himself
from decisions pertaining to Madison Guaranty. Response was
due 2/7/94, draft with Legal.

2/16/94 requested documentation compiled for a PLS inquiry
Gonzalez made 5/93. Peter Knight to discuss with Ellen Kulka.

Ongoing effort to continue to provide redacted material
(including Madison Board Minutes) pursuant to FOIA Privacy Act.

SENATOR D'AMATO
1/13/94 requested chronology of events reflecting the RTC's
involvement with Madison. Legal drafting chronology.

2/8/94 requested information regarding recusals by the Interim
CEO and RTC's policies pertaining to recusals. The Ethics
office is drafting reply for review by Ellen Kulka.

BENITO! IAIRCLOTI
2/8/94 Faircloth and 40 other Senators wrote regarding RTC
efforts relating to possible civil litigation on Madison.
Draft reply forwarded to Legal 2/9/94.

SENATOR BOID
2/15/94 requested information regarding the Rose Law Firm.
Legal is presently compiling data.

CH!fih§NntMHflWUhhmhmD&1ZHM
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RESOLUHONYRUSYCORPORANON
Rao|vingTb¢Crnu

Ra1onn|TheCnnfldencz

March 2, l994

MEMORANDUM T0: John Adair
Inspector General

FROM: John E. Ryan
Deputy Chief Exe ti e Officer

SUBJECT: Investigation o port Dated Feb. 8 1994 ofR I
the Office of Conta t Oversight and Surveillance
titled Rose Law F rm RTC/OCOS-T94002-WA

As you know, Interim CEO Roger A tman, in his appearance at the
semi-annual hearing on February 24, 1994 of the Resolution Trust
Corporation/Thrift Depositor Oversight Board conducted by the Senate
Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, said that he would
request that the RTC Inspector General review the report dated
Feb. 8, 1994 of the Office of Contract Oversight and Surveillance
titled Rose Law Firm RTC/OCOS—T94002-NA (copy attached). Since that
date, Mr. Altman has recused himself and has delegated all of his
authority and all of his responsibilities concerning any matter
connected to or arising out of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association to me. Therefore, I am requesting that you conduct an
investigation, in accordance with your normal operating procedures,
of the substance addressed by the report.

Furthermore, I am requesting that you also audit fees paid to
the Rose Law Firm by the RTC on any matter, or by the FDIC on any
matter where the FDIC retained the Rose Law Firm, (i) as managing
agent for the FSLIC, or (ii) as the legal arm of the RTC before this
corporation maintained its own legal division. Please direct your
report to the General Counsel, Ellen B. Kulka.

Attachment

cc: Kulka

lNlhh9ndJlWvkiiqmnlMl1KM
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%
RTC
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

RcsolvhgTheCrib
RestoringTheCssfldesu

March 9, 1994

IIIORAIDUI TO: Jack Ryan
Ellen Kulka
Tom Horton
Johnnie Booker
Barry Kolatch
Donna Cunninghame
Paul Ramey
John Lynn
Tom Hindes
Erica Cooper

nzxonnmus nos: P 1: Kni hey}/4e er g

SUBJECT: Post-hearing questions from Feb. 23, 1994
Semi-annual Oversight Board Hearing
Senate Banking Committee

Attached is a list of questions the Senate Banking Committee Members
submitted for the record. On the left margin we have identified who
is responsible for responding to each question.

Following the written questions, a list of verbal questions that
were posed at the hearing is attached. Please reference your
responses to those as "verbal response #...".

we would like the responses completed by Friday April 8. Please £
mail your responses as an attachment to Casey Carter. Be sure to
identity each question when you send it. Feel tree to send the
answers as they are completed. Please don't wait until the last
minute to send them all. Thank You.

lMIhhMndJUMHbiMqwnJM2ZMM /17/Q49
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March 7, 1994

TO: Peter Knight -- RT C

FROM: Kelly Cordes, Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Altalrs Committee

RE: Post-hearing questions from the February 23, 1994 heaving on the semi

Them may be more questions submitted at a later date. I will call and let you know

tax 416-2452

phone (202) 224-1568 fax (202) 224-513‘!

annual report of the RTC Overnight. Board.

should that occur.

Please call me if you have any questions. Thank you.

/7/S3
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URIAII AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON.DCZN IQ-0078

March 7. 1994

The Honorable Roger C. Altman
interim Chief keeutiva Oflcar
Haaolutlnn T5-tut Corporation
1801 Seventeenth Street, NW
Waaliinlwn. DC 20484-0001

Dearhlr. Altman.

Thank you for testifying at this Committee’! February 94, 1994, hearing on the semi
annual raport oftbe RTC Oversight Board.

It would be greatly appreciated if you would have your rcaponaoa formatted in the
Counvha‘ manner:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Please title your raaponaaa indicating which Senator salted the question
(o.g.,"Quaot.iona from Chairman itia¢l.e").
Sat forth the quution. than the answer to it, and single-lpaa both
quaatlona and answers.
Include the number ofeach question and answer (e.g., "Q.l." and "A.l.' .
Do not use all capitals.

Please send your-nply to Kelly Co:-doe, the Conunitteda ehiefelerk. She will
transmit oopiaa dyour raapnnaa to the Co:nn:i'tteo’a publication oflioc.

Ifyou have any quaatltma please contact Ms. Cordon at (202) 224-1668.

Enclosure

"1,’

~I Donald W. Bio
Chairman

/ 7/s'/
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QUESTIONS FOR RTC ACTING DIRECTOR ALTMANZ

Another area of concern is the seeming lack of coordination between
the RTC and the Department of Justice.

@ -- in March of 1892. the Nei|_Yorlt__‘[jmu reports on the
E.lLu.\\La- I Whitewater/Madison situation with allegations of sweetheart deals

»\—.*_\~\nde.-D
- in return for lenient regulatory treatment. and the issue suddenly

. W, ~ 7 became part of the 1992 Presidential campaign. FITC then sends a
< new team of investigators to Arkansas to loolt more closely at
’

connections to local politicians.

is this an accurate portayal of the reason/reasons that the RTC
became involved again in the Madison case? it not. whet did occur’? who
made the decision to begin investigation of Madison? Did the RTC regional
office notify the national office. or the Department of Justice that they
were opening a potential case against Madison? ll so who was informed?

@ -- in September 1992 regional RTC forwards a criminal complaint
dealing with Madison Guranty to the Depart of Justice. According to
press reports the local federal attorney in Little Hock is concerned

hf H‘W\¢@_§ that because Bill Clinton is included in the referral, that the
i I A; decision to pursue the oaee should be made in Washington. Ho sends\ A

9 an urgent letter on October 7. 1992 asking for assistance.

Are the press reports accurate? Please provide e copy of that
letter for the record.

- Then Attorney General Barr is apparently concerned that pursuing
E,\(u,llfiO_ the case one month before the election will look as if the Justice

~
\.

65 Department was being politicized. and so sends the referral to-T‘
career people with DOJ with instructions that it be treated no
different than any other referral.

/'7/6'2
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@
@

is this the RTC's understanding ol events? If not. what is your

@
understanding?

E.K..ui<o._
"

T. HIAOQS

"*l§’iii*3“9"t. \.w -

March of 1993 the DOJ reports their recommendation that no action
is ‘warranted’. referral and recommendation then forwarded to the

new Federal attorney in Little Flock Paula Casey.

Meanwhile. the RTC has decided to send investigators back to Little
Rock in Jan of 1993. and they begin working on second, broader
referral.

ls thie description of the chronology correct? if not, what riid

OCCUI?

@ -- in September of 1993 the KC reglonel office of the RTC. now again
pk) concerned that their referral will mention the President‘: name

-

\\(Uv~@\O/not
to accuse him of any specific crime, but noting he may have

.i+fV\L1_¢\,

E,iCu.\KC/~

T. ‘Hh\di‘.’S y
res,

office for assistance in determining whether the Presidents rarne
\}1)D‘(/i_i\

benefited from crimes that had been committed, asks the HGIIOFQI
1 \

is to be part of the referral.

Mr Altman has testified that he knew nothing of this request. who lf‘l

the National office wee aware of the request, and who then made the

decision to not inform the acting director of the RTC of the
request?

The new referral ls sent to DOJ, end arrives in Little Heck a st"-on

time before Little Flock federal prosecutor Peule Ceeey finally

makes e decision on the original RTC referral -- saying she
‘concurs’ that no further action is ‘warranted’. But she doesn't

er.-l on the second referral.

ls this accurate? Specifically note for the record when the second

(cer 1993) referral was sent. to whom, and when it was received.

1'7/9'3
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in : Jornmittss understand:

-W .., communication from the field or regional office re.
ctr - or the first (Sept 92') referral? Did they ask the national
office for assistance in moving the process along? If so who asked

Q§ -whorh? What was Washington's response? it possible. please. L. ..L

1 ¢r,4‘f§,~
provide copies of all correspondence relating to moving the referral

‘t./JL\v

fl
fi

e
§€
@rt

Kat ,

3
.W”

E -KcL\K0

along.

-Did Washington follow up by comactlng the Department of

Justice? If so. who contacted who? what was the response. and

_ kwho
was it from? Again please provide any correspondence

395 r pertaining to this issue.

-Did RTC officials contact the Little Flock attorney‘: office to check
on the status of the referral? If so who made the contacts and

when? And what was the response? And who was lt from ? Again

T. \~\i\/\d;$, ‘\ please provide any correspondence pertaining to this issue.

I WW
0-?

'

E . V_i.t\\<U
T. it-\i rides

; in 5‘ flu
\.“r\p

'5' Ki.t\\L0t
T. \~\I/ti/\¢°%

/rjttid
Z"

c inE .vLo.LYiéct
"hie

-What is the standard operating procedure when the field seeks

answers on referrals? ls it SOP that the RTC would not hear for a

year the status of their referral? is it SOP that while waiting, the

RTC field office would send additional investigators to continue
digging - and then send up an expanded referral, even before nearing
on the first?

-Specifically, who decided to send RTC investigators back to Little
Hock in January of 1983? Was Washington informed? Did iocei or

regional offia ssit permission lo proceed. glvsn that no anwers had

been forthcoming from Justice on the first referral? Was Justice
informed o

f

this action? If so, who was informed and when?

Again please provide any correspondence pertaining to this issue.

-What was the mason for the decision to send personnel back to

Little Flock in January 1993? What happened between September

1992 when the RTC sent up lts criminal referral, and January when
they sent investigators back to Little Hock?

-Wes the RTC — either local. regional or D.C. Informed of the March

Q9 é-KiL\\L("» rt

"_‘4€'\l/\Cl€r5\Q!\,\.‘x/248$“ to /'7/59’
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19. 1993 memo by DOJ that RTC referral “did not appear to warrant
initiation of criminal action‘? why not? who is responsible tor

communicating tneee decisions?

®
-when the second stronger, broader referral was sent up in October
ot 1993. did the Hit; mane I specitic push to Justice saying we nave

E .\Lu.\KO_ more Information, please make a decision? Wae the RTC informed
that the docieion was it that point resting in the hands of the LittleT.H‘

, “y
f

Flock reoerei prosecutor? Did they send the referral directly there,

/ 94/ 9 r
‘L

or a copy directly there, knowing of the delays ot the put?

.

. _ ‘I.
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NEW "OB O&A" MATERIALS

Go TO THE "OB O&A" TAB o|= YOUR
BRIEFING BOOK. Remove ALL
MATERIALS FROM THAT SECTION.

[DO NOT REMOVE THE "OB Q&A" TAB]

INSERT THE ATTACHED CLIPPED
MATERIALS INTO THIS SECTION.

NOTE: NEW OS OR CHANGES ARE NOTED
WITH AN ‘ BY THE Q IN THE INDEX.

1

/*7/§'¢
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O2/23/94
3:15pm

INDEX: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

'= new or modified O&A

Funding [See Fact Sheet 8's 3,8]:
How much of the appropriated money will be needed by the RTC and by SAIF? . . . -40

How much in loss funds has the RTC used so far? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
What will the total cost of the cleanup be ('88 Deals, SAlF, and interest)? . . . . . . . 3
Can remaining RTC funds be returned to Treasury to reduce deficit? . . . . . . . . . . 4
What is the assurance that ‘extra’ funds will not be "frittered away? . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Will the RTC borrow money from the FFB in 1994? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

S&L industry [See Fact Sheet 8's 4,8,31]:
How will increased rates impact the S&L industry? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
How many S&L's can we still expect to fail? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8'

RTC Leadership [See Fact Sheet 8 30]:
when will the RTC have a permanent CEO? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
What is the status of Roger Altman under the Vacancies Act? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10'

RTC Life [See Fact Sheet 8 34]:
Can RTC close sooner than 12/31/95. as called for by the RTC Completion Act? . . 11
When do you contemplate that the thrift industry will be turned over to SAIF? . . . . . . . . 12

RTC Operations 8- Management [See Fact Sheet 8's 5,6,1t,12,13,29,30]:
is the Board satisfied with RTC's implementation of the management reforms? . . . . . . . . 13
How is the Board's effectiveness in getting RTC to modify its policies? . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Has the RTC improved its responsiveness to audits findings? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Has an audit committee be appointed?; Have they met, or taken any actions? . . . . . . . . 16
ls the Board satisfied that RTC has solved its whistleblower problems? . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
What has the Board done to ensure that RTC corrects whistleblower problems? . . . . . . . 18
What has the RTC Ombudsman done to protect whistleblowers against retaliation? . . . . . 19
Has the Board assessed RTC's ability to monitor its contracts? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Has RTC done anything to correct its contracting procedures? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
What will the Board do about GAO's audit of loan servicing oversight? . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
When will the problems at FlTC pointed out by OIG and GAO reports? . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
What savings have been achieved by RTC management reforms so far? . . . . . . . . 24

RTC Asset Dlsgsition [See Fact Sheet 8's 5.6,14,15,16,17,18]:
What is the real retum on the sale of RTC assets? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25'
What is the FlTC's ‘hard to sell strategy?"; Does the Board agree with that strategy? 26
Has the RTC used the best sales methods to get the most monetary retum? . . . . . . . . . 27
Has each property and non~periorming loan sale been individually analyzed? . . . . . . . . . 28'
Has RTC allotted enough resources to perform the analysis of these assets? . . . . . . . . . 29
What are the RTC policies that assure property is marketed for at least 120 days? . . . . . 30
Are small investors still being squeezed out of the market by huge conglomerates? . . . . . 31

in what cases will RTC have corresponding offices handle properties nearest them? 32

How far is the RTC going to go in securitizing non-performing assets? . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
Why are SAMDA contracts being ended?; What about these assets? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

MWOB Programs [See Fact Sheet 8': 5,24,25,26]:
is the Board allowing RTC to disregard Congress‘ MWOB intent in the RTC bill? . . . . . . 35
Why isn't RTC implementing the provision about S&L's in minority neighborhoods? . . . . . 36

What is really being done in regards to opportunities for MWOB contracts? . . . . . . . . . . 37

1'7/57
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Affordable Housing [See Fact Sheet 8's 20.27.28]:
will the Board support appropriations to implement the affordable housing changes? . . . .
What is the status of the mandated Housing Opportunity Hotline? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Professional Liability Issues [See Fact Sheet a's 5,6,21,22,23]:
Has an Assistant General Counsel been appointed for PLS issues? . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
why does it appear that nothing has been done to improve the PLS section? . . . . . . .

How can you believe that your management reform of the PLS can be achieved? . . . . .
What is RTC doing to review claims affected by the extension of the statute of limitations?
What changes have occurred in the PLS section to improve restitutions? . . . . . . . . . . .
Has Attomey General Reno informed you of DOJ's role in pursuing $8-L crooks? . . . _ .

Madison/Whitewater [See Fact Sheet 8 23]:
when did the Board first know of the President's and Mrs. Clinton's involvement? . . . . .
What involvement has the Board had with respect to FiTC's investigation of Madison? . .
Did RTC OIG or GAO make reports to the Board regarding Madison/Whitewater? . . . . .

What has the Board done to ensure that this affair is properly investigated? . . . . . . . . .
Was the Board aware of RTC being requested to provide related information? . . . . . . .

Did the Board discuss how the RTC should release this information? . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do you agree that a Member has citizen's standing when requesting Agency information?
Did the Board at any meetings discuss the Madison/Whitewater issues? . . . . . . . . . . .
Will the Board proffer all communications with RTC, beginning with the investigation? . . .
would the Board provide the Committee any reports on this issue in RTC files? . . . . . .
Would the Board provide a copy of the Criminal Reference letter sent to DOJ? . . . . . . .
Did RTC offer all documentation to appropriate Congressional Committee stait? . . . . . .
when did the RTC discover the President's and Mrs. Clinton's involvement? . . . . . . . .

when did the RTC refer this case to DOJ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
was the referral made because of the President's and the First Lady's involvement? . . .
Could you direct OTS to honor our requests and turn over relevant documents?; . . . .
Does Treasury have any documents relating to Vince Foster's death? . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Miscellaneous Issues:
What has been done about the required salary and bonus caps at the RTC? . . . . . . . .
Has the Board established any policy for the RTC’s CEO compensation package? . . . . .
Has RTC paid any more large bonuses at cost to the taxpayer? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
What resources has the RTC made available to Califomia earthquake victims? . . . . . . .
ls there a role the RTC could play in furthering community development issues? . . . . . .
What do you think are the major lessons learned from the S&L clean-up? . . . . . . . . . .
what did Stanley Tate do while employed with the Board?; what about his report? . . . .
What responsibilities was the Board given in the RTC Completion Act? . . . . . . . . . . . .

38
39

40
41

42'
QC
44

45

46
47
48

49
S0
51
52'
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
'

62'

63
64

65
66
67
68
69
70'
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46

MADISON/WHITEWATER: OB KNOWLEDGE

Question: _

When did the Oversight Board first learn that the issue with Madison Guaranty
S&L and Whitewater involved the President and Mrs. Clinton’?

Answer.

- The Board has had no involvement in this issue.

NOTE: SEE FACT SHEET # 23

/'7/5'7
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47

MADISON/WHITEWATER: BOARD INVOLVEMENT WITH RTC’ MADISON
INVESTIGATION

Question: -

What involvement has the Oversight Board had with respect to the RTC’s
investigation into Madison Guaranty?

Answer.

- The Oversight Board is not Involved in matters involving specific RTC
Investigations, and it has had no involvement in this matter.

NOTE: ELLEN KULKA QUESTION, ADDED 2/23/94

/7/40
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: RTC, IG, OR GAO REPORTS TO BOARD

Question:

The IG and GAO make reports to the Oversight Board regarding ongoing
investigations. What did they report to you regarding Madison Guaranty S&L
and Whitewater matters?

Answer.

- The issue was never brought to the Board's attention by the RTC, IG. or
GAO.

NOTE: SEE FACT SHEET # 23

/‘7/é/
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: OB ACTION

Question:

What has the Oversight Board done to assure that the MadisonNVhltewater affair
is properly investigated?

AHSWETI

- The Board has no authority to intervene and is not responsible, by law, for
case-specific matters such as the RTC's criminal referral of specific cases.

r The Oversight Board has not been involved in any manner with FlTC's
investigation of this case.

[NOTE: The Board has no information suggesting that the RTC's policies
regarding criminal referrals are being handled lmproperly.]

NOTE: SEE FACT SHEET # 23

/'7/62
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: CONGRESSIONAL REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTATION

Question: 4

Was the Oversight Board aware of the Congress‘ request that RTC provide
documentation and other materials related to Whitewater for review?

A -nswer.

- The Oversight Board only became aware of this request from press reports.

NOTE: SEE FACT SHEET # 23

1'7/63
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: OB ROLE IN RELEASE OF DOCUMENTATION

Question:

Did the Oversight Board discuss how the RTC should release information on the
Whitewater matter?

Answer:

- No.

- The Oversight Board has not been involved in any manner with RTC's
investigation or handling of this case and has had no related discussions with
RTC.

NOTE: SEE FACT SHEET # 23

/'7/6'4
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MADISON/WHITEWATEFI: RTC COOPERATION

Question:

Secretary Bentsen, do you agree with the position taken by the RTC that an
individual member of Congress only has the standing of an average citizen when
making requests of the agency for information?

Answe :r

- The request of individual members of Congress for information is not a new
issue. lt is an issue that l dealt with as Chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee.

- This issue has been raised on numerous occasions involving many executive
agencies. Mr. Altman has informed me that the RTC's established policy for
handling situations such as this is consistent with that of other Executive

agencies and the Justice Department. Perhaps Mr. Altman could provide you
with a discussion of this issue.

- l am told that the HTO has provided individual members of Congress with
significant amounts of documentation and information within statutory
limitations and that it will continue to cooperate to the fullest extent possible.

- The RTC has taken the position that requests for information from individual
members of Congress, as contrasted with requests from congressional
committees, have the same standing as Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
requests and are subject to the same exceptions.

- I have been told that there is not credible legal theory or authority to the
effect that the law is othenivise.

- Providing privileged information to an individual member of Congress would

likely waive all applicable privileges and could also result in other violations of
law.

~ There is a concem that the RTC not take steps which would impair it and
the Special Counsel's ability to carry out their responsibilities or violate
relevant law.
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: DISCUSSIONS AT OB MEETINGS

Question:

Did the Oversight Board at any of its meetings, including closed or executive
sessions, discuss the Madison Guaranty S&L or Whitewater issues?

Answer:

- No.

NOTE: SEE FACT SHEET # 23
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: COPIES OF OB TRANSCRIPTS 8: COMMUNICATIONS

Question:

Will the Oversight Board make available to the Committee copies of all
transcripts. minutes, or notes from its meetings or its communication with RTC
during the period beginning with RTC's investigation of Madison Guaranty or
Whitewater?

Answer.

- The Oversight Board has never discussed these matters with RTC or others
including at any open or closed meeting of the Oversight Board.

- There are no records at the Oversight Board related to Madison
Guaranty or Whitewater.

NOTE: SEE FACT SHEET # 23
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: EXAMINATION REPORTS

Question:

Would you provide the Committee (or members of the Committee) any
examination reports or supervisory reports on Madison Guaranty S&LA in RTC
files?

Answer:

- The Oversight Board does not have copies of the reports.

- The Board has no information suggesting that the RTC’s policies regarding
criminal referrals or investigations are being handled improperly.

- The Oversight Board has no immediately evident "oversight" basis on
which to require the RTC to provide such reports to the Board.

[Mr Aitman wouid have the same answers as a member of the Oversight Board.
to ihe initial question as RTC CEO}

NOTE: SEE FACT SHEET ff 23

as-184 es - so
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: CRIMINAL REFERENCE LETTER

Question:

Would you provide the Committee with a copy of the Criminal Reference letter
sent to the Department of Justice by the RTC concerning Madison Guaranty
S&LA, McCrory, Arkansas? lf you do not have a copy would you please require
the RTC to furnish a copy of the document to the Committee?

Answer:

~ The Oversight Board does not have a copy of the document. (Criminal
Reference Letter)

- The Oversight Board may require the RTC to provide documents only to the
extent "necessary to carry out its oversight responsibilities."

- To our knowledge. the FlTC's criminal reference policies and procedures
are adequate and have not been criticized by such entities as the GAO or
the RTC IG. We therefore have no "oversight" basis on which to make
such a request of the RTC.

[Mr Altman would have the same answers as a member ct the Oversight Board.
mt a diff:-art-:-nt res onse to the initial question as RTC CEO.§E‘

NOTE: SEE FACT SHEET 8 23
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: RTC COOPERATION

Question:

Did RTC make all documentation and material on the Whitewater matter
available to the Congressional Committee staff charged with investigating this
issue?

Answer:

- l would have to defer to Mr. Altman to answer that question.
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: PRESIDENT'S ALLEGED INVOLVEMENT

Question:

When did RTC discover that President and Mrs. Clinton were involved in the
Madison/Whitewater affair?

Answer

- l would have to defer to Mr. Altman to answer that question.
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: RTC REFERRAL TO DOJ

Question:

When did RTC refer this case to the Justice department?

Answer:

- I would have to defer to Mr. Altman to answer that question.

NOTE: SEE FACT SHEET I 23
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: RTC REFERRAL TO DOJ

Question:

Was the referral made because the President and First Lady were involved?
What other reasons were given for the referral?

Answe F

- I would have to defer to Mr. Altman to answer that question.

NOTE: SEE FACT SHEET # 23
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MADISON/WHITEWATER: OTS INVOLVEMENT

The Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) has consistently refused to provide
members of this Committee copies of documents in its possession related to its
work on Madison Guaranty. Secretary Bentsen since the OTS is under your
general supervision, could you direct the OTS to honor our requests and turn
over the relevant documents?

swe

Question:

An 'r

- While it is true that the OTS is subject to the general oversight of the
Secretary of the Treasury, there is a statutory prohibition against the
Secretary of the Treasury "intervening in any matter or proceeding before the
Director of the OTS unless otherwise provided by law."

- The Treasury and the OTS consider the Madison Guaranty matter still before
the Director and I am therefore prohibited from intervening in any aspect of
that matter. -

- Perhaps Mr. Feichter would like to expand on that response.

Question:

Secretary Bentsen have you or any members of your staff had any discussion
with the OTS on any aspect of their work on Madison Guaranty?

Answer:

- There is a statutory prohibition against the Secretary of the Treasury (which
includes Treasury staff) from "intervening in any matter or proceeding before
the Director of the OTS unless otherwise provided by law.“

- The Treasury and the OTS consider the Madison Guaranty matter still before
the Director and we are therefore prohibited from intervening in any aspect of
that matter. ~
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MADISONNVHITEWATER: CONGRESSIONAL REQUEST FOR DOCUMENTS

Question:

Does Treasury have any documents relating to Vince_Foster's death?

Ans wer

- We recently received a Congressional request for such documents. Our
search to date has identified several Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms and Secret Service documents.

Question:

What is the Department doing in response to that Congressional request?

Answer:

- We continue to search our files tor responsive material. in addition, as you
are aware, the jurisdiction of Special Counsel Robert A. Fiske includes
looking into the investigation of Mr. Foster's death. Accordingly, we have
referred to the Special Counsel the documents that we have located and
have asked his viewson whether they can be released.

Question:

Why do those bureaus have documents related to the investigation of Mr.

Foster's death?

Answer:

~ ATF was asked by the Park Police to do laboratory analysis of physical
evidence the Park Police had collected in their investigation of Mr. Foster's
death. Secret Service generated documents in connection with their
responsibility for physical security at the White House, including Mr. Foster's
oflice.

Question:

Why don't you release them?

An ersw

- We have an obligation not to jeopardize an on-going investigation. Although
we believe that, at least a portion of them will not be relevant to the
investigation, Mr. Fiske is conducting the investigation and it is his decision
what documents can be released. We hope that he will give a prompt reply
to our request that he make conclusions about these documents.
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Quntinnr

Why are you unwilling to recuse yourself?

Annual:

First, your obvious point is that I should not play any role in the RTC's eventual
decision to pursue a civil claim, or not pursue one, in the Madison Guaranty
matter. Well, I probably will not be doing so. \
My appointment as interim CEO under the Vacancy Act expires on March 30.
1994. I will have no role with the RTC beyond that date unless a nomination
for permanent CEO has been sent to Congress. That is unlikely. Plus, the RTC
General Counsel has advised me that any recommendations she makes on
Madison Guaranty will not be formulated before that time. I will, therefore.
most likely have no role in the RTC's decisions on the matter.
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Question;

if the Administration were to submit a nomination to the Senate before your
Vacancy Act appointment expires, will your appointment automatically be
extended? if so, how can we be certain that you will not be the CEO when a
decision is made?

Answer:

O it is correct that the submission of a nomination to the Senate would be
_ extended the appointment. However, in my view it is very unlikely that a
nomination will be formally submitted by the end of March.

Que.atien=

But what if a nomination were submitted?

Ananer

0 I would have to evaluate the situation. But, frankly, l think it is extremely
unlikely.
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Qim1Lo.n=

You still should recuse yourself. Why don't you?

Arman: -

As I said, the point is probably moot. Most likely, I'll have no role in any RTC
decisions on pursuing a civil claim in the Madison matter.

Also. I consulted both with the relevant RTC ethics officer and with the
relevant Treasury ethics officer.

Both ethics officers advised me that there was no requirement for a recusal in
this matter. The specific statutes and regulations involved do not define this

as a case requiring recusal.

Both ethics officers advised me that any decisions on recusal normally would
be made when a matter is ready for decision. The Madison matter, as I've said.
is not ready.
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Question:

Doesn't your relationship with The President and Mrs. Clinton require a recusal?
Isn't there the appearance of a conflict of interest?

Ausiutr

First, as I said, I'll probably not be playing any role in this matter.

Second, I'm playing no role whatsoever right now in the RTC's investigation of
this case. I've seen no documents. I've had no conversations at all on where
the investigation stands. I have no idea what recommendations the General
Counsel will reach. They probably will be completed after I've left.

Third, I might point out the RTC referred this matter to the Justice Department
for possible criminal review last October. I was also interim CEO at that time.

I was advised at that time that such a review was being conducted and that a
decision on referral to Justice would be made.

Quumm .

Were you asked how it should be handled?

A_nssi_at=

0 As certain Treasury and RTC officers will attest. I took the position that normal
procedures should be followed. If such a decision on referral was typically
made at the regional office level, my view was that it should be made that way
in this matter.
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Question;

What conversations/contacts have you had with The White House on this
matter?

AlJ§!.9.L1

I've had one brief meeting and one incidental conversation. Approximately

three weeks ago, Jean Hanson (Treasury General Counsel) and l requested a
meeting with Mr. Nussbaum. White House Counsel.

The purpose of the meeting was to describe the procedural reasons for the then
impending February 28 deadline: Due to the Completion Act, the statute of
limitations was retroactively reinstated for certain types of civil claims (those
relating to fraud and certain claims relating to intentional misconduct): as it
related to Madison Guaranty, it would expire the end of February. Finally, if the
RTC were to determine that any such claims existed, the RTC would have to
determine whether to seek a tolling agreement or commence litigation.

We made clear that we had no idea at all what decision would be reached. l
did say, however, that if l received a clear recommendation from the RTC's
chief legal officer, lwould follow it. l also said that I was reserving judgment
on a recusal.

We were only asked one question. Did the RTC intend to provide the same
briefing on the RTC's processes to attorneys for the parties in interest. I said
that I assumed so but would check with the RTC General Counsel.

Jean Hanson did check and was told ‘in due course.‘ I said "fine".
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Questienr

Why did you brief the White House on those processes?

Anueev

0 Solely to ensure that they understood the legal, procedural framework within
which the RTC was working. (lf you recall, at that time the February 28 date
was the subject of maigg attention in the Congress and the press.) lt is not
uncommon for meetings of this type to take place. The meeting could have
- taken place between the lawyers; this was simply a legal briefing with a larger
audience.

Question:

Who else attended that meeting?

Ansmw

0 Mr. lckes. Ms. Williams and one of Mr. Nussbaum‘s assistants.

Questienr

were there any other conversations at all?

Aflilflli

O The only other discussion -- which lasted about five minutes -- occurred later
when l indicated that I was not inclined towards a recusal.

Que:.tien=

Has the White House attempted to influence your decision on these matters?

An.uLo.t=

0 No. lt is understood that the RTC must complete the task that it has been
given and. of course. The White House respects the independence of the RTC.
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Qmstio.n=

Are you a close friend of the Clintons?

Angyygrz

l know them well, yes.

Question:

Do you consider yourself a FOB?

Anutav

Yes, as l understand that term to be used.

Question:

Do you think your relationship with The President should disqualify you from
playing any role in Madison?

Answer:

As I said, l probably won't be playing any role. If l were to play a role my
answer would be no. When I was advised that a referral to Justice was likely,
my position was that all the normal procedures should be followed. in that
case, such decisions are often made by regional offices and my view was that
nothing should be different.

That would be my stance on Madison. if I received a clear recommendation on
it from the chief legal officer. I'd follow it.

I've never played favorites on sensitive matters. let alone one of this sensitivity,
and I wouldn't do so here.
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Quss.ti9n=

Have you attempted to influence the RTC's review of the Madison Guaranty
- matter or the outcome of its decision?

Acmurr

O No.

Qu.u.tism=

Why did the Treasury General Counsel accompany you and not the RTC
General Counsel?

Animal:

e We discussed only the broad procedural framework of the statute of limitations
issue and the presence of the RTC General Counsel was not necessary. No
specifics were. or were intended to be discussed.
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Question:

Ricki 1"igert chose to recuse herself. You didn't. What's different about the
two cases?

Alzsuetr

0 I can't comment about Ricki Tigert's decision. I haven't discussed it with her.
I don't know the FDIC procedures which pertain to it. it's not my role to
speculate on her decision.

R
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Que.sti.on=

Have you issued any instructions to RTC staff on this investigation? What
were they?

Aggwgrz

e I advised the Deputy CEO and the General Counsel of the RTC that I expected
that all standard procedures would apply to the RTC's handling of this matter.
Other than that, I have issued no instructions.
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Quesmm

Have any other officials of the Treasury Department been involved in any
discussions relating to the RTC's handling of Madison or related matters?

A.imu.e1=

l and a very limited number of my Treasury staff have been briefed g_en_e_r_al_ly
by RTC staff on a variety of issues related to the RTC's review of the Madison
matter. Topics include:

0 RTC procedures related to document requests;

0 the causes of action that might be available to the RTC that fall within
the extension of the statute of limitations contained in the RTC
Completion Act:

0 the normal criteria applied by the RTC in seeking an Authority to Sue,
tolling agreements with potential defendants, etc.; and,

0 the applicable statute of limitations and a chronology of the Madison
matter beginning in 1989:

No discussions of the actual decisions to be made by the RTC as to whether
any claims exist and should be pursued against specific persons in connection
with Madison have been held by me or other Treasury staff.
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Quasnnm

Why did the Treasury people participate?

Amman

0 From the outset of my appointment l involved a limited number of Treasury
staff to provide support as necessary because there was no permanent General
Counsel and no Deputy CEO, and more of my attention was required.
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Qumiqnr

What discussion with RTC staff have you personally had on Madison?

Anus;

0 l have had some discussions with the Deputy CEO and General Counsel
regarding the procedures being followed by the RTC. As l have repeatedly said,
l have insisted that the RTC follow established procedures that are used in any
other case when dealing with this matter.
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Question;

Are you typically briefed on specific PLS cases?

A.D§fl_Q.L1

0 Not generally. But in this case I have received numerous inquiries from

Members of Congress for information, which has required an understanding of
the issues in order to adequately respond.
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Qtl|.9.§.Ii_O.fl1

Why has the Treasury General Counsel been so active in this whole matter?
She has no responsibilities at the RTC.

Angggg;

I The Treasury General Counsel to my knowledge has not been active in the
Madison matter.

O - The RTC's General Counsel has been directing its efforts and has counseled me
about the procedures being followed in the investigation.
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Qu.u.tl9.n=

What discussions on Madison have you had with Secretary Bentsen?

Ammo

e l have had three brief discussions with Secretary Bentsen on matters relating
to Madison.

0 l alerted him that there was a possibility of criminal referrals being made in late
- September.

e In early February l described to him the process that the RTC was undertaking
in connection with its review of Madison in light of the then impending
February 28 deadline, and that I had received congressional inquiries on
whether l would recuse myself from the matter.

e I told him that l was reserving judgment on the recusal.

e Somewhat later l told him that I was not inclined toward a recusal.

Question:

why did you have those conversations?

Anuuv

e To give him e ‘heads up‘ so that he would not be caught by surprise if he was
to receive inquiries on these matters as Chairman of the Oversight Board.
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Questismr

What has he said to you about the Madison investigation?

Answer;

O Nothing.

Question;

Do you mean that he said nothing during your conversations?

Anmm

O Only that he appreciated the ‘heads up‘.
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Qumuhun

13

Has the Justice Department told the RTC what it can and cannot_tell the
Congress in matters relating to Madison Guaranty?

A.D.§!_9.l'.1

l

0 l was- advised the RTC had discussions with the Justice Department regarding
the release of specific information contained in a criminal referral.

e '
The RTC regularly discusses such issues with Justice to ensure that RTC
disclosure of information will not compromise any Justice investigation.
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Quastiszn;

Does Treasury have any documents relating to Vince Foster's death?

Ausntsn

We recently received a Congressional request for such documents. Our search
to date had identified several Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms and
Secret Service documents.

Question:

What is the Department doing in response to that Congressional request?

Aamstr

We continue to search our files for responsive material. In addition, as you are
aware. the jurisdiction of Independent Counsel Robert A. Fiske includes looking
into the investigation of Mr. Foster's death. Accordingly, we have referred to
the Independent Counsel the documents that we have located and have asked
the views on whether they can be released.

Qlllfliflfll

Why do those bureaus have documents related to the investigation of
Mr. Foster's death?

Amman

ATF was asked by the Park Police to do laboratory analysis of physical
evidence the Park Police had collected in their investigation of Mr. Foster's
death. Secret Service generated documents in connection with their
responsibility for physical security at the White House, including Mr. Foster’:
office.
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Question;

Why don't you release them?

Al1s:u_e1=

0 We have an obligation not to jeopardize an ongoing investigation. Although we
believe that, at least a portion of them will not be relevant to the investigation,
Mr. Fiske is conducting the investigation and it is his decision what documents
can be released. We hope that he will give a prompt reply to our request that
~ he make conclusions about these documents.
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Question;

0 Secretary Altman, has the RTC been in contact with the Independent Counsel
Robert Fiske? Have you participated in these conversations?

Anm.er=

e I understand that there have been several telephone conversations with Mr.
Fiske and his staff and RTC staff regarding various procedural matters.

- e I have not participated in any of those discussions.

89-184 95 — 31
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Question;

Tell us about the documents which the RTC provided to Mr. Fiske.

AB.iH.Q.[5

e The RTC is cooperating fully with the Independent Counsel. l am advised that
in order to protect Mr. Fiske's investigation l should not comment on
documents produced to him.

Qusnlnm

who at the RTC has access to these documents?

Anmm

e I only know that the RTC's General Counsel has access. Beyond that l cannot
comment.
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Qus.s.ti_o.n=

What is the RTC doing to get those documents it has previously provided the
Justice and Mr. Fiske back?

fllilfll
0 I understand that the RTC maintains copies of any documents in its possession
which it has provided to the Independent Counsel.

QIl§.§.Ii_Q.[Ii
‘

Are there other documents which the RTC needs which it can't get?

Amman

The RTC is going to investigate the facts, and seek all documents which are
relevant. Obviously it wants to make litigation decisions on the best
information in existence and will do whatever is necessary in order to obtain
the information it needs.
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Queninnr

_ Why shouldn't the investigation of Madison be done solely by the independent
Counsel appointed by the Attorney General instead of the RTC conducting its
own investigation?

AIIIIII3

0 The RTC is required by law to maximize the recoveries of assets from failed
institutions in RTC conservatorships or receiverships and the RTC is without

_
authority to delegate its responsibilities in this matter.

'9‘.
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Qusstidnr

Secretary Altman, has the RTC investigated the Rose Law firm and whether or
not it correctly represented possible conflicts when soliciting business with the
RTC?

Ammr;

I understand that the General Counsel received a report prepared by the RTC
Office of Contractor Oversight. The report was presented to the FDIC during
its investigation of the Rose Law Firm.

With respect to the Office of Contractor Oversight report, the General Counsel
has also advised me that the report does not contradict the information
reviewed and the conclusions reached by the FDIC.

The FDIC, as exclusive agent for the FSLIC, was the original conservator of
Madison and as such, retained the Rose law firm not the RTC. As you know,

the FDIC has investigated the circumstances arising out of that relationship and
has released the report. Perhaps Acting Chairman Hove might like to briefly
expand upon the report.

fl_Q1E: If questioned about other RTC institutions where the Rose Firm was
hired - We can get that for the record.
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Qu.u1lsm=

Are you aware of the connections between the Rose Law Firrn
and Madison

and/or Whitewater?

Arman

0 l only know what I read in the newspapers.
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Question:

Why is the RTC refusing to provide information about Madison and Whitewater
to this Committee?

fitumtr

5

To date the RTC has not received a request from the Committee and is
cooperating to the fullest extent possible under the law with the investigations
by individual Members of Congress.
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Qeeetien;

Haven't you refused to provide specific information to members of the
Committee and their staffs which they have advised you is extremely important
to their carrying out of their duties? Why has the RTC taken the position that
an individual Member of Congress only has the standing of an average citizen
when making requests of the agency for information?

Bflillfi

First. let me say that the RTC has attempted to cooperate as fully as possible
under the law with document requests by individual Members of Congress.

We have provided volumes of information to individual members of Congress
regarding Madison Guaranty. We have sent 6.500 pages of material to Senator
D'Amato and have been providing documents to Congressman Leach’s staff
since late December of last year for a total of~13,000 pages.

The RTC has taken the position that requests for information from individual
Members of Congress have the same standing as FOIA requests and are subject
to the same exceptions. There is no credible legal theory or authority to the
effect that the law is otherwise.

1
Providing privileged information to an individual member of Congress would
likely waive all applicable privileges and could result in other violations of law.

RTC's position is consistent with that of other agencies and of the Department
of Justice.

We are most concerned that we not take steps which would impair the RTC's
and the independent Counsel's ability to carry out their responsibilities or
violate relevant law.
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Question;

What are the problems with releasing all the requested documents to individual
Members of Congress?

Anmatr

O Absent a request from the Committee, the RTC is limited in what it can provide

to individual Members of Congress in the following areas:

e information regarding the personal and corporate financial records in its
possession;

e information relating to criminal investigations:

O information which is privileged; and,

I Material relating to possible civil litigation.

e Release of these types of information to individual Members of Congress could
jeopardize the gover_nments's ability to bring and subsequently prosecute both
civil and criminal matters.

e in addition, the release of certain information could be a violation of the Privacy
and Trade Secrets Acts that in turn would lead to possible liability to the
government official responsible for their release and to the government as well.
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Qusstienr

As a Committee member (Minority Member) and as participant in this hearing,
l am formally requesting that you supply the material previously requested (by

Rep. Leach/Sen. D’Amato).

Answer:
‘

0 As previously stated. it is the RTC's view that a request from an independent

member of a committee does not constitute a request by the committee.

O The RTC is in something of an awkward position. Clarification really should be
provided by the Committee as to whether a request during the hearing from an
individual member constitutes a formal request by the Committee as part of this
hearing.

QQIE: You should be aware that the second response could antagonize Senator
Riegle.
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Queatianr

As the Chairman of this Committee, I am requesting that the RTC provide the
information requested to the majority and minority staffs of this Committee.

Anutan

The Justice Department and the independent Counsel, Mr. Fiske, has requested
that with respect to Madison. the RTC make no information available about
criminal referrals without its consent.

The RTC. in addition to its obligations to comply with the law the RTC is deeply
concerned about the provision of information which could have a negative
impact on its investigation or litigation of any matter.

l would also request on behalf of the RTC that appropriate safeguards be
implemented alter consultation with the staff of the Committee to protect the
confidentiality of information and to preserve the privileged nature of any
information which might be disclosed.

Mr. Chairmen, the RTC will respond as to its position on this request
expeditiously after consultation with the independent Counsel and the Justice
Department.
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Q3-l.Q.:li.QnI

Has the RTC applied this policy for all document requests by individual
Members of Congress?

Arisuerr

The RTC's policy with respect to this type of matter is a non-partisan one. The
RTC has treated Democrats similarly to Republicans. The RTC has previously
provided privileged information to Congressional Committees with safeguards
such as a promise of confidentiality or under threat of subpoena which protects
the agency from a claim that its privileges have been waived by disclosure to
Congress. For example, the RTC has disclosed:

e l3_f_g_rmg;j_gn regarding Sou_thwes_t Sgyjggg litigation requested by a

majority member of the Senate Banking Committee. The information
was disclosed only after the RTC received a [written] promise of
confidentiality from the [Committee];

e lnfgrmation regarding HomeFed requested by the majority of the House
Banking Committee. The Chairman of the Committee. in writing
threatened to -issue a subpoena for the requested material;

e information protected by the Privacy Act requested by a majority
member of the House Subcommittee on Civil Service (Rep. Schroeder)
was denied originally and released only after a promise of confidentiality

by the Chairman of the Subcommittee.

In the absence of such safeguards, the RTC would have to consider all its
options in order to avoid jeopardizing its statutory obligations.
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Qumlam

How many criminal referrals were made by the RTC relating to Madison? When
were they made? Could you provide a copy of these referrals to the committee?

Arman

e lt is the policy of the RTC not to discuss criminal referrals on an institution
specific basis:

_ e All questions concerning criminal investigations should be directed to the
Justice Department. and in the case of Madison Guaranty to independent
Counsel Robert Fiske.

"
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Ques.tIsm=

What are the RTC processes for criminal referrals? What were the RTC
processes which led to the decision in October to refer this to the Justice
Department?

Al!§.W_Ql'.i (ELLEN TO TAKE THIS QUESTION)

0 It is standard RTC practice to review institutions for criminal activity sometimes
even after the statute of limitations on civil claims has expired and to make
criminal referrals where warranted. Those reviews are conducted in RTC field
offices and referrals are made directly from the field offices to the appropriate
U.S. Attorney's office.

0 It is the policy of RTC Investigations to make criminal referrals where there is
a reasonable basis to believe that a crime has been attempted or committed.

Quasmn;

Were you told what names would be included in the referral?

Amntsu

0 Yes, I was told.

Question;

Who were they? __ _, / .

Ansmm

0 I cannot comment.
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Quntlenr _

Who was involved in that decision?

Al1!H.l.L2

e I am not sure. Normally, referrals are made by the Criminal Coordinator
working for RTC's investigations unit in the field office.
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Question;

When did the RTC first turn its attention to Madison?

A_IJ_§_w_Q|1; (ELLEN TO TAKE THIS QUESTION)

The RTC became responsible for resolving Madison's affairs on
August 9, 1989.

Madison Guaranty Savings was declared insolvent and placed in

conservatorship on February 28, 1989.

The Federal Home Loan Bank appointed the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation (‘FSLIC’) to serve as Madison's conservator.

By agreement between the FSLIC and the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (‘FDIC’). the FDIC immediately became the Managing Agent for
the Madison conservatorship.

The FDIC managed the conservatorship until ("FlRREA"l was signed into law
on August.9. 1989.

The FDIC remained the managing agent for the RTC until the Resolution Trust
Corporation Refinancing, Restructuring, and Improvement Act of 1991 became
effective in December of 1991.
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Who in the RTC was involved at the beginning?

A_lJ§.H.9.L1

O I don't know.

89-184 95 — 32
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Q.um'tqn= -

0 when did the Madison matter first come to the attention of the RTC's

Washington office?

Ammtr

O l don't know.
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Que:.tion=

Why wasn't a claim pursued before the statute of limitations lapsed?

A.!‘1§!.!.L1 (ELLEN TO TAKE THIS QUESTION)

The original statute of limitations for director and officer and other professional
liability claims was not "permitted to lapse".

The statutes of limitations for PLS matters in thrifts under RTC control were not
permitted to expire without either filing appropriate civil actions, settling claims
prior to filing or reaching a decision to close investigations because the dual
criteria of viable and cost-effective claims could not be met.

The decision not to pursue claims against former officers, directors. attorneys
and appraisers for Madison was based on these factors.

Madison filed suit against Frost and Co., its accountants, in 1988. and the
government continued to pursue these claims. In 1991, the RTC settled with
Frost.
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Question:

Who made the decision to permit the original statute of limitations to expire?

AQSJHSLZ (ELLEN TO TAKE THIS QUESTION!

The investigations into all Madison professional liability matters, other than the
audit failure case against Frost & Co., were closed by officials in the FDIC Legal
Division responsible for RTC matters and by officials in the RTC Office of
Investigations. (dual sign offs)

The settlement of the audit failure case was approved by officials in the FDIC
Legal Division responsible for RTC matters and by business officials of the RTC.
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Question;

Why has it been almost five years since Madison failed and no civil action has
been taken while many criminal referrals have been made?

Answer; (ELLEN TO TAKE THIS QUESTION)

While an in-depth response concerning the actions taken by he RTC in
connection with Madison must await a later date. let me provide you with a
review of significant events:

e The original statute of limitations for Madison civil claims expired in early
1992;

O Before that date. the FDIC and subsequently the RTC pursued a civil
claim against Madison's former auditors. This case was originally filed
by Madison (the institution) prior to its failure and was successfully
settled. Certain other litigation was also pursued.

Despite the fact the statute of limitations for civil claims had expired in early
1992, the RTC has continued to assess Madison, as well as other institutions.
as to whether criminal referrals should be made since the statute of limitations
period for criminal charges is longer.

With the enactment of the RTC Completion Act in December 1993. the statute
of limitations was renewed with respect to a limited class of civil actions.

The statute of limitations with respect to those civil actions extended in
December 1993 was again extended as part of the recently enacted California
Earthquake Relief Act. The statute of limitations expires on December 31.
1995.

The review of whether any civil claims relating to Madison as well as other
institutions are sound and cost effective is underway.
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Question;

Has the RTC ever uncovered any ties between Madison and Whitewater, or
Madison and the Clintons?

Answer;

O Since these matters are under investigation, it would be inappropriate to

comment on them at this time. Discussing specific information could materially
impair both the civil and criminal investigations which are underway.
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Qumonr

Had Congress not just extended these limitations, what would the RTC have
done on Madison before the February 28 deadline?

Arnmeu

O Although it would not have been easy to complete this investigation in the time
originally allotted in the RTC Completion Act. RTC was prepared to take the
necessary steps to do the best job possible.
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Qu.e:_ti_on=

What is the RTC doing at this very moment to reach a decision on a civil claim?

Amman

0 Beginning in January 1994, the RTC commenced a new investigation of the
claims revived by the Completion Act.

e It assembled a team of experienced in-house attorneys supervised by a Senior
" Counsel and Legal Division managers.

0 Further, we hired outside counsel to assist us.

I We expect to make decisions about pursuing revived claims during 1994.
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Qus.s.ti.0.m

Who at the RTC is doing that work?

Answer:

O A team of in-house attorneys supervised by a Senior Counsel and Legal Division

managers, as well as outside counsel.

Questinur

Who is the outside counsel?

Amfliti

O Pillsbury, Madison & Sutro.
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Question;

When will a decision be reached?

AillW_Q.L1

O l have been advised that the staff anticipates that decisions on pursuing
specific claims should be made in 1994.
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Question;

If the RTC were to file a claim in court against the Clintons, how would that
work? What would the RTC seek. etc.?

Aomou

O The RTC would follow its normal procedures if it decides to file a claim against
anyone. I have instructed the RTC to handle this matter like it would any other.

/

I
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Quntismr

In light of the problems with RTC PLS, why do you think that it can adequately
investigate the Madison claims?

Anutm

As I said in my testimony, we have made great progress in addressing the
problems which have been identified with RTC PLS.

we have greatly strengthened our management team with the recent
appointment of Ellen Kulka, a very knowledgeable attorney in PLS matters. as
the General Counsel of the agency.

Many of the problems with PLS had to do with inadequate numbers of
experienced staff, and I have taken steps to address these problems. RTC PLS
now has the largest number of attorneys in its history, and I recently approved
the creation of 4 new managerial positions to improve oversight of cases and
investigations.

The naming of an Assistant General Counsel for Professional Liability, pursuant
to the RTC Completion Act, with responsibility for supervising both legal staff
and investigative personnel in this area, will also improve coordination between
these units.
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Why did the Clinton Administration oppose a retroactive extension of the statue
of limitations in the RTC Completion Act?

Answer;

The Administration did not oppose the RTC Completion Act's extension of the
statute of limitations.

The Administration's proposed legislation to fund the completion of the RTC in
March 1993 did not contain a provision to extend the statute of limitations.

During Congressional consideration of provisions to be included in this
legislation, Treasury was asked for its views on an extension of the statute of
limitations. While we did not support the provision, we did not express any
opposition.
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Did Madison Guaranty matters enter into that decision?

Anewen

0 No.
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Qti.est_inn=

O What is the RTC doing to ensure that claims for which the statute of limitations
has been extended are being investigated?

A_ns1e.t=

The RTC legal staff is in the process of establishing procedures that will identify
potential cost effective claims that have been extended by the RTC Completion
Act. Such procedures will include review of prior RTC actions and, in some
cases, additional investigations. Since over 400 institutions are involved. the
process will likely take some time and resources to complete.
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Quutinm

When did Madison Guaranty collapse?

Answer: (ELLEN TO TAKE THIS QUESTION)

Madison Guaranty Savings was declared insolvent and placed in

conservatorship on February 28. 1989.

The Federal Home Loan Bank appointed the Federal Savings and Loan insurance
Corporation ("FSLIC") to serve as Madison's conservator.

By agreement between the FSLIC and the Federal Deposit insurance
Corporation ("FDIC"), the FDIC immediately became the Managing Agent for
the Madison conservatorship.

The FDlC managed the conservatorship until ("FlRREA") was signed into law
on August 9. 1989.

The FDIC remained the managing agent for the RTC until the Resolution Trust
Corporation Refinancing, Restructuring, and improvement Act of 1991 became
effective in December of 1991.
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Who made the decision to put Madison into conservatorship?

Answgr:

O The Federal Home Loan Bank Board.

0
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Tell us about the federal oversight of Madison before the collapse.

Angggg;

Madison was regulated by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, the predecessor
agency to the Office of Thrift Supervision. I am not in a position to answer
questions about regulation of Madison before its collapse.
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Question;

Why was McDougal permitted to loot the institution the way he did?

Answer;

I have no specific information about the operation of Madison in the 1980's
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Q_uss_ti_<m=

Wasn't that a dereliction of oversight? Who was responsible?

Answer

0 The RTC does not and did not regulate financial institutions and therefore l am
not in a position to respond.
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Question;

0 Do you think that the President and/or Mrs. Clinton have broken any laws in
this matter?

Answer;

0 in my role as interim CEO of the RTC, it is inappropriate for me to speculate.
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Qti_osti_ot1_;

Have they acted in an ethical fashion?

Aggggr;

O As the interim CEO of the RTC I just cannot comment on this
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Question;

Aren't there, at the very least, appearances of impropriety on their part?

Allflllll

O As Interim CEO of the RTC, it would be most inappropriate for me to
comment.
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Quantum

What should be done if it is ultimately determined that laws were broken?

Amman

If the RTC's investigation determines that an individual or entity may have

committed civil fraud, or intentional wrongdoing which resulted in substantial
loss to the institution or unjust enrichment, then the RTC should do what is
appropriate to recover from any such individual.

As usual, any decision to seek a recovery must take into account the strength
of the RTC's case and the cost effectiveness of any proposed litigation.
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Qeeetienr

Has anyone at the RTC spoken to the President's attorney in this matter? Who
has had that conversation?

Anautr

O I do not know.
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Questi_o_n=

Will the Oversight Board play any role at all in RTC decisions on Madison?

Anstutr

e No.
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STATEMENT ON WASHINGTON. D.C. INVESTIGATIONS

The Washington, D.C. Office of the Independent Counsel

has completed two separate investigations:

(1) An investigation to determine whether the cause of

the death of Vincent W. Foster, Jr. was a suicide or a homicide,
and if it was a suicide, whether any matter related to the
Clintons’ involvement in the Whitewater Development Company

("Whitewater"), Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan ("Madison

Guaranty") or Capital Management Services ("CMS") played any role

in his death; and

(2) An investigation to determine whether a criminal

prosecution should be brought against anyone for obstruction of

justice or a violation of any other federal statute for conduct

arising out of a series of meetings and other contacts between

White House and Treasury Department officials from September 1993
through March 1994.

A third investigation, to determine whether a criminal

prosecution should be brought against anyone for obstruction of

justice or a violation of any other federal statute for conduct

involving the handling of Mr. Foster's documents in the White House

immediately following his death, is in its final stages and should
be completed shortly.

we announce today the results of the two completed

investigations. We are satisfied that all of the issues involved

in these investigations have been fully and thoroughly

investigated. In total, attorneys from this Office and agents of
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the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI") questioned 188 persons

and reviewed and analyzed thousands of documents. Other

investigative steps were also undertaken.

I am extremely graceful for the commitment and effort of

the lawyers on my staff in Washington; Roderick C. Lankler, Mark J.
Stein and Carl J. Stich, Jr., and the FBI agents who have worked
with us, which has enabled us to conduct and complete these two

investigations in a period of less than four months.

The Foster Death Investigation

At this time, we are issuing a complete report on the

death of Vincent Foster. This report concludes that on July 20,

1993, Mr. Foster committed suicide in Fort Marcy Park, Fairfax

County, Virginia. The report lists a number of factors that may
have contributed to his suicide, and finds no evidence that matters

relating to Whitewater, Madison Guaranty or CMS played any role in

his death. The investigation into Mr. Foster's death was not a

grand jury investigation. It consisted of interviews by attorneys
and FBI agents working with this Office, and of extensive forensic

and pathological laboratory analyses. Accordingly, there are no

grand jury secrecy restrictions on the public issuance of a full

report, and we are making public such a report at this time.’ we

Q Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure
provides, in relevant part, "(2) A grand juror, an interpreter, a
stenographer, an operator of a recording device, a typist who
transcribes recorded testimony, an attorney for the government, or
any person to whom disclosure is made [pursuant to a specified
exception] shall not disclose matters occurring before the grand
jury, except as otherwise provided for in these rules. . . . A
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will submit a copy of this report to the division of the Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia referred to in Title 28,

United States Code, Section 49, as part of the report required by

Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 600.2(b)(l).

white House/Treasury Contacts Investigation

On February 24, 1994 Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger

Altman disclosed in testimony before the Senate Banking Committee

that he and Treasury General Counsel Jean Hanson had met with

members of the White House staff on the subject of the Resolution

Trust Corporation's ("RTC's") investigation of Madison Guaranty

Savings & Loan ("Madison Guaranty"). In the days and weeks that

followed that testimony, disclosures were made about additional

meetings and contacts that occurred from September 1993 through

February 1994 between Treasury representatives and White House

staff on _the subject of Madison Guaranty. Following these

disclosures, Members of Congress, the press and other individuals

raised questions about what occurred at these meetings and whether

there was any attempt by members of the Administration to

improperly influence the RTC investigation.

As a result of these disclosures and the issues that

arose from them, this Office conducted a grand jury investigation

to determine whether any Government official did anything during or
following these contacts that amounted to obstruction of justice

knowing violation of Rule 6 may be punished as a contempt of
court."
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under the federal criminal laws.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine

whether the evidence established that any of those contacts, viewed

individually or collectively, amounted to a violation of law by

anyone involved. A total of more than twenty different contacts,

either face-to—face meetings or telephone conversations, were

investigated. The investigation focused on whether in the course

of any of these contacts, any individual obstructed justice,

attempted to obstruct justice, or conspired with others to obstruct

justice, as defined in Title 18, United States Code, Section 1505.

That section provides, in pertinent part:

Whoever corruptly . . . influences, obstructs, or
impedes or endeavors to influence, obstruct, or
impede the due and proper administration of the law
under which any pending proceeding is being had
before any department or agency of the United
States . . . [s]hal1 be fined not more than $5,000
or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

After a review of all the evidence, we have concluded
that the evidence is insufficient to establish that anyone within

the White House or the Department of the Treasury acted with the

intent to corruptly influence an RTC investigation. Therefore, the

evidence of the events surrounding the contacts between the White

House and the Treasury Department does not justify the prosecution

of anyone for a violation of Section 1505. We have also concluded

that the evidence does not justify a criminal prosecution for

violation of any other federal statute.

Because this investigation was conducted almost entirely

through the use of a federal grand jury sitting in the District of
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Columbia, we are precluded by Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of

Criminal Procedure from publicly disclosing anything more than the

results of the investigation. We will submit a full report of this
investigation to the Division of the Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia referred to in Title 28, United States Code,

Section 49, pursuant to Title 28, Code of Federal Regulations,

Section 600.2(b)(1).

In reaching this conclusion, this Office is not

determining anything other than that the evidence does not justify

a criminal prosecution. We express no opinion on the propriety of

these meetings or whether anything that occurred at these meetings

constitutes a breach of ethical rules or standards. Prior to the

issuance of our grand jury subpoenas, Secretary of the Treasury

Lloyd M. Bentsen, Jr. had asked the Office of Government Ethics
("OGE") to conduct an investigation into these meetings. That

investigation was suspended, at our request, when we began our

investigation. We have advised Secretary Bentsen that we have

completed our investigation, and we understand that the OGE

\

I
ROBERT B. S JR.

June 30, 1994 Independent C sel

investigation will now go forward.
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